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ABSTRACT 
Information and recommendations were developed pertaining to the organization of regional 
and river basin water planning studies, useful to river basin commissions and others responsi ble for 
such studies. The approach that was used includes four basic components: (1) conceptualization of 
a planning model, based on an analysis of planning theory and organizational literature, (2) 
analysis and review of historical trends in water resources planning, (3) examination and compara-
tive evaluation of 15 river basin planning studies, and (4) case studies of two planning efforts 
selected from the 15 examined in order to perform a more detailed analysis and to gain ir·forma-
tion about the informal aspects of the planning processes that took place. In connecti(,n with 
the formulation of the planning model, a substantial amount of research effort was commltted to 
the development of a computer simulation of decision-making in the planning or policy formu-
lation process. This programmed simulation is designed to be a useful planning tool for gaining 
insights into the interrelationships among objectives, alternative courses of action, and political 
feasibility. A description of the simulation model and an analysis of its application to the 
Willamette River Basin Comprehensive Study are presented. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Historical Setting 
In recent years with water management authority 
distributed (not always without overlapping) among 
federal, state, and local agencies, interagency federal-state 
organizations have evolved for planning the development 
of water and related land resources of large river basins 
and regions. Since the 1940's, several water plans have 
been prepared by interagency committees and com-
missions. The Arkansas-White-Red Basins Committee, the 
New England-New York Interagency Committee, the U. S. 
Study Commission-Texas, and the U. S. Study 
Commission-Southeast River Basins were four of the more 
prominent early federal-state planning organizations. 
In line with the recommendations of the Senate 
Select Committee on National Water Resources in 1961 
(U.S. Congress, Senate, 1961), the Kennedy Administra-
tion shortly thereafter proposed that comprehensive water 
plans be prepared cooperatively for all the major river 
basins of the United States. The estimated funding require-
ments for such a national program were somewhat over-
whelming, however, and consequently the scope and 
number of studies had to be limited. The Interdepartmen-
tal Committee of the Ad Hoc Water Resources Council sel-
ected 16 (later reduced to 15) river basins and regions for 
comprehensive studies to be started in the early 1960's 
and completed by 1970 (see Table 1 and Figure 1). 
Authorizations to conduct the studies were for the 
most part contained in resolutions of Senate and House 
public works committees, which in each case gave the 
Corps of Engineers primary responsibility. However, other 
federal agencies and states were to be fully coordinated in 
the process as, for example, provided in the resolution 
authorizing the Genesee study: 
In making this study the Corps of Engineers 
shall coordinate fully with the State of New York 
and Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and other 
Federal agencies concerned to insure full considera-
tion of all views and requirements of all interrelated 
programs which those agencies may develop ... (Corps 
of Engineers, 1969). 
With the exception of two studies-the Willamette 
and the Puget Sound and Adjacent Waters-the Corps of 
Engineers chaired all of the study coordinating com-
mittees. In the two exceptions, the states of Oregon and 
Washington, respectively, chaired the coordinating com-
mittees (in the Puget Sound and Adjacent Waters Study, 
the State of Washington and the Corps of Engineers each 
had co-chairmanship when the study started; later Wash-
ington held the chairmanship alone). 
When the Water Resources Council was established 
under the provisions of Water Resources Planning Act of 
1965, the 15 Type 2 studies already underway came 
under its aegis. The water planning program for the 
nation, envisioned by the Water Resources Council, 
entailed framework studies (Type 1) usually covering large 
multi-state areas that would provide basic information on 
problems and future requirements, inventories of available 
resources, and a broad-gaged plan to be used as a guide for 
development. Type 2 studies were intended to extend the 
scope and intensity of the framework studies-in selected 
subregions and river basins-defining and evaluating proj-
ects in sufficient detail, including project formulation-to 
provide a basis for authorization of projects that should 
be initiated during the following 10 to 15 years. 
Out of urgency, the 15 Type 2 studies were started 
before any framework plans were completed. Further-
more, in the implementation of these studies it was found 
to be impractical, within the limits of the completion 
schedules, funding and organization, to carry out the 
planning in sufficient detail to provide plans that would 
serve for authorization of projects. Consequently in 1970 
a new policy statement -redefining the water planning 
program was issued by the Water Resources Council 
(1970). In this statement, levels of planning were estab-
lished in lieu of the types of planning that had been 
designated previously. Regional or river basin planning 
studies became Level B (replacing the Type 2 designation) 
at a "preliminary or reconnaissance level," an inter-
mediate level between framework plans (Level A), and 
implementation studies (Level C). The latter are program 
or project feasibility studies generally accomplished by a 
single agency for the purpose of project authorization. 
One of the main purposes of the research project 
described in this final report was to examine the experi-
ence of the 15 study organizations listed in Table 1 with 
the view of identifying and recommending possible 
improvements that might be made in future study 
organizations. For example, six Level B studies-
Southeastern New England, Long Island Sound, Platte, 
Red (North), Pacific Northwest, and Hawaii-have been 
started since 1970. It is anticipated that many more Level 
B studies will be made in the future. This is especially 
'i'able 1. Type 2 studies. 
land Area Population Scheduled Study Cost 
River Basin (square miles) (1,OOO's) Completion Date ($I,OOO's) 
Big Black 3,400 245 1967 540 
Big Muddy 2,375 336 1967 900 
Connecticut 11,250 1,900 1970 3,503 
Genesee 2,479 1,280 1967 1,125 
Grand 5,572 1,280 1969 1,902 
Kanawha 12,300 830 1970 3,893 
Pascagoula 9,700 582 1967 1,201 
Pearl 8,760 615 1968 1,449 
Puget Sound 16,800 2,150 1969 3,308 
Red below Dennison Dam 29,500 1,880 1968 3,160 
Sabine 9,756 2,228 1967 995 
Susquehanna 27,500 3,655 1970 5,368 
Wabash 33,100 3,700 1970 4,832 
White 27,765 1,320 1968 2,723 
Willamette 12,045 1,500 1970 5,020 
Sources: (u.S. Congress, House, 1973, p. 53) (U.S. Water Resources Council, 1973, p. 11). 
likely in light of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act 
Amendments of 1972, Sec. 209, which provides for Level 
B plans to be prepared for all basins in the United States. 
Research Objectives and Method 
The general objective of this research was to develop 
information and recommendations pertaining to the or-
ganization of regional and river basin water planning 
studies that would be useful to river basin commissions 
and others responsible for such studies. Specific objectives 
were spelled out in the proposal for this project as 
follows: 
1. 
2. 
To examine, describe, and evaluate the effec-
tiveness of river basin commission and basin 
interagency committee organization for plan 
formulation under the U.S. Water Resources 
Council Type 2 Studies Program. 
To review pertinent literature and determine 
the best current professional thinking on 
organization for plan formulation. 
2 
3. To deduce and recommend principles and 
patterns of organization that might be used by 
river basin commissions, basin interagency 
committees, and others. in formulating water 
and related land development plans. 
The accomplishment of these objectives involved 
the development of a planning model that could be used 
in the evaluation and post-audit' of river basin planning 
studies. An intent of the research described in this report 
was to explore ways in which the effectiveness of selected 
planning organizations could be evaluated. Particular 
attention was given to a number of organizational 
characteristics such as: 1) Leadership and guidance of plan 
formulation and other activities in the planning process, 
such as data collection; 2) provision for public partici-
pation; 3) intergovernmental cooperation; 4) access and 
coordination of multi-agency and multi-disciplinary 
interests; 5) integration of technical and political decision 
processes; 6) the balancing of economic, environmental, 
and other objectives; 7) utilization of the best available 
w 
o ~~ 
~ 
, 
Figure 1. Type 2 river basin studies. 
I 
planning techniques; and 8) timely completion of the 
pL:n. Each organization studied in depth was to be judged 
according to such factors as these and others that might 
appear to be appropriate during the course of the 
researL.l. 
The approach that was used to conduct the research 
included four basic components: 
1. Conceptualization of a planning model, based 
on an analysis of the planning theory and 
organizational literature. 
2. Analysis and review of historical trends in 
water resources planning, including a review 
of the literature. 
3. An examination and comparative evaluation 
of the Type 2/Level B river basin planning 
experiences. 
4. Case studies of two planning efforts to obtain 
information about the informal aspects of the 
planning processes that took place during the 
conduct of the Type 2 studies. 
The basic concepts used to aid in the discussion, 
organization, and integration of the research findings have 
been drawn from social science theory, where they have 
been employed to study social and organizational inter-
actions. The concepts utilized were function, process, and 
structure. The term function as it is used in this report 
refers to the perspective or conception planners have had 
of the purpose of planning. Process is defined in relation 
to different stages or states that can be identified over 
time. Structure pertains to a pattern of relationships that 
exists in an organized system. The fundamental nature of 
these concepts and their level of generality make them 
most appropriate for the analysis of any social system. A 
more detailed discussion of their application will be 
presented in Chapter I, which describes the theoretical 
framework employed in this study. 
The first component of the research was necessary 
in order to develop a theoretical framework that could be 
of practical utility in evaluating a planning effort. A 
thorough review of planning and organization theory 
literature was conducted, from which a planning model 
was derived to represent the contemporary paradigm used 
by most planning theorists. Certainly, it is rarely the case 
that practice fits theory, but this does not detract from 
the real or heuristic value of theory. There is an interplay 
between theory and practice that pushes the former to 
take account of non-rational constraints, while the latter 
attempts to move toward a more ideal state. The analysis 
of the literature reviewed and a discussion of the 
formulation of the conceptual model is presented in 
Chapter I. The description of the material includes 
examples of "checklist" questions that can be used to 
help insure that careful planning takes place, and that a 
planning effort can be adequately audited and 
documented. 
4 
In connection with the formulation of the planning 
model, a substantial amount of research effort was 
committed to the development of a computer simulation 
of decision-making in the planning or policy formulation 
process. The development and testing of this simulation 
under one of the principal investigators, Mr. Jim Mulder, 
was jointly funded by this project and the Environment 
and Man Program at Utah State University. When per-
fected, this programmed simulation will be a useful tool 
for evaluating the results of planning and for gaining 
insights into the interrelationships among objectives, 
alternative courses of action, and political feasibility. A 
description of the simulation model and an analysis of its 
application to the Willamette River Basin Type 2/Level B 
study are presented in Appendix A. 
The second component of the research was under-
taken to gain insight into the nature of the social and 
historical forces that provide the background for the river 
basin studies. What has traditionally been the function of 
water resources planning? Have the perspectives of water 
planners changed? What approaches have characterized 
the history of water resources planning and how have they 
been affected by changing social needs and a more 
sophistica ted technology. Al th ough it was not possible, 
within the constraints of the project, to provide detailed 
answers to these questions, the objective was to arrive at 
some broad conclusions concerning possible trends, in 
terms of planning perspectives, procedures, and organiza-
tions, that could be identified; and if such trends emerged, 
to determine to what extent they affected the Type 2 
planning experiences. Most of the findings pertaining to 
this component of the study is summarized in Chapter II. 
The Type 2/Level B planning experiences were 
examined and analyzed as the third component of this re-
search study, and the results combined with the theoreti-
cal findings to derive principles and patterns of organization 
that could be recommended for application in future 
water resources planning efforts. This phase of the project 
included a review of the summary reports and selected 
appendix volumes for the 15 Type 2 regional and river 
basin planning studies. Using these report volumes as a 
basis, a comparative analysis was made of physical and 
economic settings of the various study regions to provide 
information for identifying possible relationships between 
organizational characteristics of study groups and certain 
characteristics (physical, economic, etc.) of study regions. 
An analysis also was made of organizational patterns and 
contrasting arrangements that might serve as a basis for 
selecting study organizations for in-depth case studies. 
To supplement the information contained in the 
study reports, personnel who participated in the studies 
were interviewed and questionnaires were sent to co-
ordinating committee members, plan formulation sub-
committee members, and to others connected with the 
studies. Thus, data were collected that provided insights 
into the nature of the perceptions held by different 
individuals who engaged in the planning efforts. and that 
served to identify informal processes that occurred but 
were unlikely to be described in the more formal reports. 
The responses to the questionnaire, a copy of which has 
been attached as Appendix B, were coded and cross-
tabulated to facilitate their analysis. The questionnaire 
results together with a discussion of the comparative 
findings are presented in Chapters III and IV. 
It is well known that it is extremely difficult to 
obtain knowledge concerning the informal aspects of the 
operation of an organization unless personal relationships 
are established or direct observation techniques are used. 
To gain more detailed information about the actual 
operation of the Type 2 planning organizations, two case 
studies were undertaken as a fourth component of the 
project. The Willamette Basin in the west and the 
Susquehanna Basin in the east were selected for these case 
studies. It was felt that these two studies were sufficiently 
representative of the Type 2/Level B studies and repre-
sented relatively sophisticated approaches. 
Two graduate students were employed to carry out 
the case studies: Mr. Dennis E. Oaks, a doctoral student in 
resource geography at Oregon State University, and Ms. 
Sarah Jane Taylor, a doctoral candidate in public adminis-
tration at Syracuse University. These researchers were 
selected because of their proximity to the river basins that 
were chosen for more detailed study. Both students were 
in close contact with the investigators at Utah State 
University and were also assisted by Professors Keith 
Muckleston at Oregon State University and Guthrie 
Birkhead at Syracuse University. They received guidelines 
asking them to give special attention to certain organiza-
tional factors and plan formulations, but at the same time 
were encouraged to follow independent approaches in 
order to maintain original and unbiased perspectives. The 
case study reports are attached as Appendices C and D. 
The findings of these studies in terms of their relevance to 
the overall project have been integrated into the dis-
cussions in Chapters III and IV. 
The concluding chapter presents a review of the 
major findings and conclusions and provides an interpre-
tation of the checklist of planning questions that was 
derived in Chapter I. Recommendations are made, focus-
ing particularly on issues dealing with plan formulation 
and aUditing. The conclusions and recommendations 
emphaSize the practical aspects of planning for water 
resources development and use. The report is organized in 
such a way that application of the findings in future 
planning is facilitated, but that at the same time a planner 
can easily evaluate the theoretical basis of the suggestions 
that are made. 
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CHAPTER I 
PLANNING THEORY: 
FUNCTION, PROCESS, AND STRUCTURE 
To place later discussions within a theoretical 
perspective, this chapter presents an overview of the 
planning literature, together with a conceptual analysis of 
planning with ideas taken from the social sciences. The 
purpose here is to discuss the major components of 
planning and to review the significant theoretical 
approaches that have been proposed in the planning 
literature. The discussion will be broad in that it attempts 
to develop a framework that applies to planning in 
general, but special emphasis will be placed on problems 
of plan implementation from a theoretical perspective. An 
attempt will be made to narrow the gap between theory 
and practice. The basic question to be considered is, 
"What model can be derived from planning theory that 
will help to evaluate, document, and audit plan 
developmen t?" 
Analysis is based on an extensive review of the 
planning literature undertaken to identify the significant 
factors common to all planning efforts in order to develop 
a model which may be, used to evaluate river basin 
planning studies. The contlusions derived from the plan-
ning literature review will be presented in this chapter and 
I 
compared in the following chapters with the historical 
experience in water resources planning and with the 
findings resulting from the research on the Type 2 
comprehensive river basin studies. This chapter will 
therefore include a substantial portion of the theoretical 
framework that underlies the final conclusions and 
recommendations. 
Planning Scope and Definition 
The theoretical model developed in this study is the 
result of an analytically deductive procedure whereby 
specific concepts and propositions are derived or related 
to more general ideas. By logically analyzing certain basic 
ideas and relating them to the theoretical planning 
literature, a set of rules were derived that can serve as a 
checklist to be used by those who are involved in plan 
development. 
The development of a theoretical framework must 
begin with a search for basic concepts that are relevant to 
a given subject matter and that can be most efficiently 
used to form an outline of the theoretical statements that 
describe the relationships under study. Since planning is 
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an organized activity that, at the most general level, 
involves the social system as it relates to the natural and 
human environment, the fundamental concepts that have 
been used to study social interactions would also be 
applicable to planning. Three such concepts that have a 
high level of generality and have been employed in social 
theory as well as in the study of social organization are 
that of function, process, and structure, as mentioned in 
the introduction to this report. 
The concepts of function, process, and structure can 
profitably be used to discuss the definition and scope of 
planning, and to outline a theoretical model of planning in 
terms of which actual planning efforts can be evaluated. 
Using these concepts, the study of any planning system 
can be resolved into three basic components: (1) The 
identification of the elements which make up the planning 
function, (2) the analysis of planning process and pro-
cedures, and (3) the determination of appropriate plan-
ning structures. 
As Dror (1963, p. 46) points out, any conceptual 
effort attempting to delimit an area of investigation must 
begin with definitions. The planning literature was re-
viewed to identify those elements appearing most fre-
quently in planning definitions in order to abstract the 
factors which would define planning function, process, 
and structure. The following definitions appeared to be 
representative of the different planning perspectives. 1 
Planning ... is that activity that concerns itself 
with proposals for the future, with the evaluation 
of alternative proposals, and with the methods by 
which these processes may be achieved (Simon et 
al., 1950). 
Planning is thus an intellectual process, the 
conscious determination of courses of action, the 
basing of decision on purpose, facts, and considered 
estimates (Koontz and O'Donnell, 1956). 
A plan is a predetermined course of action 
Futurity, action, and personal or organizational 
causation are necessary elements in every plan 
(LeBreton and Henning, 1961). 
I Several of these definitions are taken from a larger list 
given in Yehezekel Dror's 1963 paper, p. 44-58. 
Planning is a process for determining appropriate 
future action through a sequence of choice (David-
off and Reiner, 1962). 
Planning is the process of preparing a set of decisions 
for action in the future, directed at achieving goals 
by optimal means (Dror, 1963). 
Planning is the process of determining goals and 
designating means by which goals may be achieved 
(Y oung, 1966). 
Planning is the guidance of change within a social 
system (Friedman, 1967). 
Planning is a method of decision making that 
proposes or identifies goals or ends, determines the 
means or programs which achieve or are thought to 
achieve these ends, and does so by the application of 
analytical techniques to discover the fit between 
ends and means and the consequences of implement-
ing alternative ends and means (Gam, 1968). 
Planning is a management function concerned with 
visualizing future situations, making estimates con-
cerning them, identifying the issues, needs, and 
potential danger points, analyzing and evaluating the 
alternative ways and means for reaching desired goals 
according to a certain schedule, estimating the 
necessary funds and resources to do the work, and 
initiating action in time to prepare what may be 
needed to cope with changing conditions and con-
tingent events (Mottley, 1972). 
A careful analysis of the above definitions shows 
that a common pattern defining the concept of planning 
can be abstracted. Some of the definitions are broad while 
others are narrow, but basic agreemen ts concerning the 
fundamental elements of planning are expressed. None of 
these definitions provide us with significant insights into 
the nature of planning structures, whereas functional and 
process elements of planning are easily identified. This 
suggests that the appropriate planning structures must be 
derived from the study of planning functions and pro-
cesses. It follows that the analytical perspective of this 
study is conceptually represented in Figure 2. 
Social Systems 
Needs and Wants 
The diagram in Figure 2 represents the logical 
structure of planning in terms of the basic social science 
concepts of function, process, and structure. It suggests 
that certain ideas are logically prior to others and presents 
a normative analysis of planning. The diagram should 
therefore not be interpreted as referring to all empirical 
relationships actually occurring in planning practice. 
Rather, it asserts that planning conceptually implies the 
relationships that are depicted, and that an ideal planning 
effort would be organized in accordance with these 
relationships. 
For example, Figure 2 asserts that planning is a 
response to social needs and wants; broadly, that planning 
is required in order to main tain the social system in 
dynamic equilibrium as it interacts with a physical and 
social environment. The elements of the planning function 
can therefore be equated with the requirements that must 
be met to dynamically maintain the social system, and is 
defined in relation to social system needs and wants, and 
physical and social environment. The planning process in 
turn is logically implied by the elements that make up 
planning function and modified by physical and social 
environmental considerations. The planning function and 
process combined imply certain planning structures that 
can most effectively lead to plan implementation and 
monitoring. 
It is not argued that in planning practice the 
organizational structure is not a determinant of the 
process that takes place in actuality. For that matter, 
organizational structure is a determinant of the planning 
function as it is carried out. The point is that the planning 
structure should be so organized that functional and 
process requirements are met. This means that the latter 
requirements are conceptually identified before the struc-
ture is organized. In fact, it will be shown that significant 
planning problems emerge when structures are not set up 
in relation to functional and process requirements. 
Environmen t 
Social and Physical 
Planning Process 
Implementation 
Figure 2. Conceptual analysis of planning. 
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It is evident that the scope of planning can be 
broadly interpreted. For example, planning can be defined 
to include all forms of conscious, directed intervention in 
human affairs or in nature. In this report the primary 
focus will be on plan development. It is intended to deal 
with the normative question, "How should plans be 
developed in responding to needs and wants in river 
basins?" The answers will be given in terms of specific 
criteria derived from the theoretical model described in 
this chapter, and are therefore based on theoretical as well 
as empirical findings. In the remainder of this chapter an 
analysis will be presented of the functional, process, and 
structural elements that are part of planning, and it will be 
shown how they relate to plan development. 
The Planning Function 
The term "function" is used in this report in its 
sociological sense and therefore differs from the concept 
that is usually employed by water resources personnel 
who tend to view the word "functional" in terms of 
utility. The concept of function as it has been used by 
social scientists derives from the observation that one of 
the essential defining characteristics of social organization 
is, as Parsons (I 960) states, "the primacy of orientation to 
the attainment of a specific goal." Therefore the notion of 
function provides a useful organizing concept that ex-
presses goal orientation. Function in the present context 
refers to the conceptions water resources planning per-
sonnel have held with respect to the goal-orientation of 
planning. That is, how have water planners answered the 
question, "What is or should be the reason for, or goal of, 
water planning?" What have they perceived to be the 
function of planning? 
On a general level, a discussion of the planning 
function must begin by asking why there is a necessity for 
planning in a social system. Most definitions of planning 
are in effect definitions of the planning function. For 
example, in analyzing the definitions listed previously, 
certain important concepts emerge as basic to the plan-
ning function. These are futurity, objective, and action. 
Planning can therefore be inferred as necessary because 
the future must be met by accomplishing an objective or 
set of objectives through a specified course of action, if 
certain needs and wants are to be satisfied. This statement 
combines the three concepts as basic elements of the 
planning function and closely reflects Dror's (1963) and 
Young's (1966) definitions of planning. Before examining 
the functional elements in more detail, a discussion 
relating the planning function to social behavior and the 
total human and natural environment is in order. 
That consideration of the planning function is tied 
to the factors inherent in human behavior and the general 
environment has been recognized by a number of planning 
theorists (Chapin, 1957; Dror, 1968; McLoughlin, 1969). 
Planning therefore should not be seen as a unidirectional 
procedure, but as a product of many complex and varied 
influences which can be identified under the headings of 
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human behavior and general environment. Too often in 
the past, individuals engaged in actual planning have paid 
little conscious attention to these influences, although 
planning theorists have placed considerable emphaSis on 
their importance. The failure of many planning policies 
can be traced to omissions of this kind. McLoughlin 
(1969), referring to the relationship between the social 
system and the planning function as a control mechanism, 
states that " ... the control devices for any system have to 
be isomorphic with the system to be controlled; that is, 
they have to be in similar form." Hence, if planning is to 
be an effective mechanism for controlling and modifying 
society's progress, it must have a similar "shape" to the 
behavior patterns of society. Planning is basically a 
response to the need for control. Individuals and social 
entities at a certain stage of societal development have the 
need to exert some control over events by directing their 
activities while taking into account environmental con-
straints and possibilities. Control implies consideration of 
the future. The need for control occurs because the 
absence of active intervention is expected to result in 
negative consequences affecting human needs and wants. 
Concerning human behavior, Stuart Chapin (I 964) 
writes: 
Expressed crudely, human behavior refers to 
the way in which people and groups conduct 
themselves, how they act in the content of the values 
and ideals they possess. These values and ideals, 
whether latent or manifest, are the product of 
human experience in a specific cultural, economic, 
and physical setting, and consist of a kind of 
superstructure built around the basic drives of 
human life (survival, procreation, etc.). Human 
behavior is two-directional, it conditions and is 
conditioned by this setting, and in turn, actions in 
relation to the setting motivate and are motivated by 
values, both the unexpressed subconscious ones and 
the expressed conscious values. 
Chapin presents a schematic of the human behavior 
cycle relating values, planning and resulting social-
ecological patterns as shown in Figure 3. 
In the diagram, society's values or the mass values 
are around the rim while in the hub are the social-
ecological patterns which result from the interactions 
among the social system, its environment, and planning. 
The hub represents the consequences of the composite 
behavior of individuals or groups 1, 2, 3, 4, ... n based 
upon their values. Chapin provides the following descrip-
tion of the flows in the diagram as it relates to urban land 
use planning: 
As shown ... , certain individual or group 
values ... produce a cycle of behavior. This cycle 
involves four phases: (1) experiencing of needs and 
wants, (2) defining goals, (3) planning alternative 
courses of action, and (4) deciding and acting. First, 
the values with economic and/or social end in view 
result in the experiencing of a need or want for 
action to change this pattern of land use. Second, 
this need or want becomes crystallized into a 
resolution ... Third, in pursuit of these goals, the 
various alternatives for planning the area are estab-
lished .... Finally, qaving examined the alternatives a 
plan is selected and set in motion to achieve the 
goals. The final result is change in the urban land use 
pattern. This change may produce new values which 
set in motion a new series of actions that may 
further influence the pattern of land use in the area. 
The cycle thus follows a circular sequence, actually 
more nearly taking the form of a spiral rather than a 
circle, since no two cycles produce exactly duplicate 
results (Chapin, 1957). 
Planning is therefore the means by which society seeks to 
control the complex system of human behavior outlined 
by Chapin and by so doing attempts to minimize 
disruptive influences from the environment and to maxi-
mize values held by individuals and groups. 
In addition to human behavior, a second major 
influence on the planning function is the general environ-
ment, including social and physical factors. This influence 
is manifest in the necessity to plan with respect to 
available resources and planning consequences. Thus one 
of the significant problems for planners is to determine 
the implications of their recommendations concerning 
social and environmental variables. This problem has been 
recognized, for example, in the recent legal requirement 
that plans must include environmental impact statements. 
Dror in his essay placed considerable emphasis on what he 
Figure 3. Planning and the human behavior cycle. (Source: Chapin, 1957.) 
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calls "the general environment of the planning process." 
He distinguishes the following environmental facets (Dr or , 
1963, p. 48): 
1. The basic environmental factors constitut-
ing the physical, demographic, ecologic, social, 
cultural, geophysical, geographical, economic, etc., 
phenomena providing the general background against 
which the planning process takes place. 
2. The resources in manpower knowledge, 
capital, etc., which are potentially available for the 
planning process and for eventual plan-execution. 
3. Various values, power-groups and ideologies 
which limit the alternatives to be considered by the 
planning processes ... 
4. The terms of reference within which the 
planning process is to take place, including general 
goals set for the planning process; continual goals ... 
basic directives concerning some aspects of the 
working methods to be used during the planning 
process ... etc. 
To summarize the discussion, foclis has been on the 
content of the planning function as it has been perceived 
by planning theorists. Content can be defined in terms of 
three aspects: (1) Values affected by the planning 
function, (2) the social and political groups which hold 
these values, and (3) the social and physical environmental 
variables which surround the planning issue. Figure 4 
outlines the relationships among these aspects, goals and 
objectives, and alternative plans or courses of action. 
Social and Political 
Actors (Groups) 
Social and Physical 
Environmental Variables 
The elements of the planning function 
At this point it is useful to consider the three 
elements of the planning function in more detail, relating 
them to planning literature and experience. First, it 
should be reiterated that the concept of planning function 
is an analytical device which describes certain needs of a 
given social system in a structured way. As such it is 
closely related to, and implies, the planning process, but is 
not the same. The planning function describes particular 
needs of a system, while the planning process concerns the 
dynamics and actions involved in identifying the ways in 
which such needs can be met. 
The first and perhaps most basic element of the 
planning function is futurity, which must be discussed in 
terms of its relationship to time. This element is basic 
because the need for some degree of social control 
suggests a relationship between an existing state of affairs 
and some future state. This, in turn, indicates a necessity 
to consider the following three factors: (1) The time span 
between present and future states, (2) the identification 
of possible and probable future states, and (3) continuous 
feedback. The proper consideration of the futurity ele-
ment implies a detailed examination and definition of 
these three factors during plan development. 
To define futurity as an element of the planning 
function is to say that one of the tasks to be accomplished 
in planning is the identification of the time period 
Values 
Planning Function Elements 
Goals and Objectives 
(Futurity) 
Alternative Plans 
Figure 4. The planning function and its content. 
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;Ii'. .upriate for a desired degree of control over a future 
sLde of affairs. The primary consideration that must 
govern the determination of an appropriate time period is 
the degree of uncertainty that characterizes forecasts of 
future states. Generally, the more uncertainty that exists 
concerning the nature of future states, the shorter the 
planned time period should be. Since uncertainty depends 
on the rate of change of relevant parameters and variables 
and on the complexity of the planning problem, it follows 
that all other things being equal the planning period 
should decrease as rates of change become larger or 
complexity increases. 
The defining of an appropriate time period involves 
the identification of probable and possible future states. 
What is possible or probable depends to a significant 
extent on the possible effects of future states on existing 
needs and wants, the physical and social parameters, and 
the practical limits of possible intervention. The identifi-
cation of future states also involves problems of predic-
tion, risk, and uncertainty. What are the appropriate 
forecasting techniques to be use.d? How much risk is 
involved in various alternative future states? What are the 
probabilities that particular future states are likely to 
occur? The consideration of these questions and other 
problems of risk and uncertainty has been less than 
satisfactory in many planning experiences. Often lip 
service is paid to their significance, but no clear connec-
tion is established between their actuality and plan 
implementation. That is, few plans specify how risk 
factors and alternative probable outcomes are taken into 
account. As a result much of the uncertainty that must of 
necessity exist in planning remains hidden, making it 
difficult to evaluate a plan development effort. 
The third factor that is inherent in the element of 
futurity is that of continuous feedback or reiteration. 
Over time, values and resulting needs and wants may 
change. Social and physical parameters could become less 
significant. Therefore, the planning function requires that 
goals and objectives be continually evaluated and moni-
tored, requiring a constant reiteration of several basic 
procedures. Thus a plan development effort must include 
the identification of procedures that will insure a contin-
uous feedback and constant re-evaluation of the relations 
among planning components and elements. 
The second functional element that derives from the 
social need to control future events deals with objectives. 
The significance of this element is indicated by the 
emphasis that is placed on goal formulation and specifi-
cation of objectives in the planning literature. It is this 
element of the planning function that expresses the 
relationships among social needs and desires, values, goals, 
and objectives. As is apparent, an investigation into the 
nature of these relationships must first clear away some 
conceptual underbrush. Although a lack of common 
terminology is evident in planning practice-often the 
terms "values," "goals," and "objectives" are used inter-
changeably to denote the same general idea-some 
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convergence, however, can be observed in the writings of 
planning theorists. 
Generally, there is agreement that goals are broader 
than objectives, and that objectives are more general than 
activities or acts.2 The concept of "demand" is used by 
economists and may in some cases be preferable as an 
operational term. It is less clear how the words "value," 
"want," and "need" are used. Often these terms are used 
interchangeably to denote the same general idea. The 
usage in this report corresponds to that of Chapin as 
described, with some qualifications. Needs and wants (or 
desires) are defined as being empirically referential; that 
is, they refer to identifiable states of being or affective 
characteristics of human individuals or groups. By analyz-
ing and abstracting from individual's or group's needs and 
wants, their conceptualization or values are derived. For 
example, Chad wick (I 971) defines a value as "something 
which is prized as of great worth and desirability: that 
which is respected and motivates action." He views values 
as broad abstract concepts which motivate actions. Young 
(I 966) has a similar notion of values. 
To analyze the use of these terms it may be helpful 
to draw a distinction between primary and secondary 
needs and wants, somewhat similar to the distinction 
made by Maslow (I954). Primary needs are those that are 
physiological expressions of the basic drives referred to by 
Chapin, and primary wants are similar psychological 
expressions. Following Kluckhohn (I 951), who comes per-
haps closest to our interpretation, defmes the term value as 
"a conception, explicit or implicit, distinctive of an 
individual or characteristic of a group, of the desirable 
which influences the selection from available means and 
ends of action," the "desirable" is interpreted to refer to 
needs and wants. Values, in turn, can give rise to 
secondary wants and needs, as shown in the Chapin 
diagram. Under this interpretation there may be several 
hierarchies of values, wants and needs, but values remain 
essentially conceptual, while wants and needs are respec-
tively psychological and physiological states. Although the 
definitions of value are not entirely clear, there is a 
consensus that values are those broad and abstract 
prinCiples that motivate humans at a most fundamental 
level. 
The terms that have been discussed here can be 
quite precisely related to the three functional elements 
introduced in this section. Needs and wants can be 
expressed as values, which, in turn, can be categorized and 
defined in terms of goals. While values motivate in a 
somewhat more general sense, Chadwick (1971) suggests 
that goals motivate in a more specific way. The level of 
2In water planning the term "goal" has not been used as 
frequently as in other areas of planning. The word "objective" has 
been used more in water planning literature. 
generality is defined in relation to action. Values are more 
general because they are farther removed from action than 
goals, which begin to specify the ends of action. The 
concept of "goal" relates the clements of futurity and 
objective, while an objective ties together the elements of 
futurity and action. A goal includes the idea of an end or 
purpose, but it does not identify an action. An objective 
specifies part of a goal and relates that, in relatively broad 
terms, to a possible action. Planning theorists agree that 
goals and objectives arc expressions of values which reflect 
certain social and political needs and desires as well as 
environmental conditions. Thus a goal may be seen as an 
abstract expression of desirable impacts on a certain set of 
values; whereas, an objective is defined as a more concrete 
or action-specific expression of desired impacts. An 
objective is not so spcci fic that it includes the identifica-
tion of the place and time of a project. At that level of 
specificity there are only acts or actions. The use of the 
terms "goals" and "objectives" in the planning literature 
tends to correspond to the distinction made between the 
conceptual :md operational meanings of a term. The word 
"goal" is usually used in a more abstract or conceptual 
way than is the word "objective.,,3 Figure 5 illustrates the 
definitional structure of the terminology defined here. 
Conceptual 
Empirical 
Goals 
t 
Values 
Needs and 
Wants 
(Abstraction) 
Some conceptual difficulties remain with the ter-
minology advocated in this chapter. A well-known diffi-
culty concerns the problem of hierarchies of values, goals, 
etc. This problem cannot be easily resolved except 
through a careful analysis of a planning effort. A more 
detailed analysis of the conceptual questions relating to 
terminology is not appropriate at this point. Suffice it to 
say that increased precision in the use of terminology is 
needed in light of the increased complexity of planning. 
Usage must conform to the requirements that must be 
fulfilled to conduct research in a field of study or 
implement action in an area of practice. Law presents 
perhaps the best example of an area of practice as well as 
theory th at requires an extraordinary degree of precision. 
Until relatively recently, planning has been sufficiently 
primitive to allow considerable variation in terminology. 
It is suggested now that planning has advanced to a stage 
where terminological precision has become more of a 
necessity, and that more commonality in usage be 
encoura ged. 
As shown in Figure 5, planning can be conceived as 
in part being an exercise in translating empirically existing 
needs alld wan ts ill to courses of action that satisfy those 
Objectives 
(Derivation) 
Alternative 
Courses of Action 
Figure 5. The definitional structure of values, goals, and objectives. 
3Clearly, these terms are not always used in the sense 
described here, but some consensus does exist. In this report the 
meaning of these concepts will be as set forth here. 
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needs and wants. It could be said that planning is 
necessary because certain sets of empirical demands must 
flrst be organized and. categorized through an abstracting 
process and then operationalized to relate them to courses 
of action. It is the formulation of goals and objectives that 
makes identification of courses of action possible. Figure 
5 in fact describes a process that is analogous to one that 
occurs when empirical phenomena are used to formulate a 
theory which in turn is used to explain other aspects of 
reality. 
The specification of objectives makes possible the 
third element of the planning function, namely the 
identification of alternative courses of action. The identi-
fica Uon of alternative courses of action is functional ill 
that it also derives from the need to control future events. 
Since a recommended plan should be the end result of an 
evaluation of alternative plans, as is indicated in the 
planning literature, a well-organized planning effort must 
include the identification of alternative courses of action. 
In actual planning experience there is some ambiguity 
about the role of defining and evaluating alternative 
courses of action. Too often much definition and evalua-
tion tends to be incidental. In many cases a specific course 
of action is pre-judged to be the preferred one, and 
alternatives are only given a cursory examination. 
Similarly, the relationship between objectives and 
courses of action is not always appreciated. Usually, when 
a course of action is intuitively "seen" to lead to a desired 
objective it is recommended for implementation. Some-
times a more careful analysis shows that intuition was not 
sufficient. Actually a good, less intuitive analytical tech-
nique is available. Essentially this technique consists of 
matching an objective with possible courses of action 
outcomes in terms of a defined set of values. That course 
of action which provides the closest match between 
outcome and objective should then be recommended for 
implementation. Although this idea is relatively simple, 
actual planning experience has not always been explicit 
about the value relations between the two planning 
function elements.4 
So far the setting and the elements that compose 
the planning function have been briefly outlined. These 
are the conditions that produce a need for planning. The 
dynamic interrelationships among the elements are best 
discussed in terms of the planning process. The discussion 
in the next section focuses on these interrelationships and 
their implications with respect to plan development, and 
iden tifies the rules that govern them. 
To conclude this section it is suggested that a plan 
development effort should include a careful examination 
4The PROPDEMM simulation described in Appendix A 
essentially employs this technique. 
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of the elements of the planning function. Such an analysis 
is facilitated if the following questions are explicitly 
answered: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Have goals, reflecting the need for control 
over future events, been defined in terms of 
needs and wants that are related to a specified 
set of values? 
Are the objectives that are specified clearly 
related to the goals that have been defined? 
Have the possible courses of action that can 
be implemented been related to the specified 
set of objectives? 
When these three questions are satisfactorily answered, 
the planning function is essentially accomplished. The 
elements defining the procedures that should be used to 
deal with these questions are part of the planning process, 
to be discussed in the next section. 
The cyclical-interaction model 
of the planning process 
The activities, in teractions, and dynamics that are 
implied by the functional elements constitute the 
planning process. The study of the planning proce~s 
therefore parallels and logically follows from an analysIs 
of the planning function. It focuses on the question, 
"What activities must be undertaken in what order to 
accomplish the planning function?" It involves the various 
processes that begin with problem emergence and identifi-
cation, and end in implementation. Table 2 presents some 
of the descriptions of the planning process that have 
appeared in the literature. 
An accurate analysis of the planning process in-
volves extremely complex relationships between theory 
and practice. The descriptions in Table 2, for example, are 
conceptual representations of "ideal" procedures and are 
therefore theoretical in nature. Their relationship to 
reality can perhaps best be explained in terms of a 
somewhat circular statement relating theory to practice. 
That is, a good theory should be an abstraction of what 
takes place in actuality, while practice should be the 
closest possible approximation of a theoretical ideal 
within the limitations of that which is realistically 
possible. 
The models of the planning process presented in 
Table 2 fit disturbingly well into the traditional way of 
thinking evident in early planning literature, in which 
planning was considered to be a linear sequential progres-
sion of certain stages. Note that none of these descriptions 
of the steps in the planning process even allude to the 
dynamic continuing nature of planning. This is the case 
even though the authors of these models explicitly 
recognize that the planning process should be cyclical. 
They stress the importance of feedback and review 
procedures, but have difficulty in delineating a conceptual 
model that can give accurate expression to the complex 
interactions of the different phases of the planning 
process. The conceptual difficulties have their counter-
Table 2. Descriptions of the planning process. 
Stuart Chapin (1957) 
Experiencing of needs 
and wants 
Defining goals 
J dentifying alternative 
courses of action 
Deciding and acting 
Davidoff and Reiner (1962) 
Value formation 
Means identification 
Effectuation 
parts in actual planning experience where perhaps even 
greater problems are encountered. In the following discus-
sion both the theoretical and related practical problems in 
developing and implementing a normative model of the 
planning process will be described. 
The cyclical-interaction process discussed by Bacon 
(1968) and described in the following pages is similar to 
the idea of planning as an adaptive process mentioned by 
Bishop (1970) and described by Petersen (1966). 
Planning concerns a process and not a state; it 
pertains not to some idealized future, but to the 
mode of moving from the present. 
The idea expressed in this quote is subtle and has 
perhaps even more complex implications than the 
cyclical-interaction pattern. The problem remains to 
operationalize the dynamic concepts that have been 
advocated in planning. 
The major difficulty in conceptualizing a model of 
the planning process relates to the problems of change and 
evaluation. Those activities that are to lead to the 
identification of a plan to be recommended are not easily, 
and should not be, separated from the activities that must 
monitor changes and evaluate prior actions. In practice 
the latter type of activities are often neglected during plan 
development and come too late during plan implemen-
tation. In theory the distinction is usually drawn but not 
clearly explicated. For example, the descriptions of the 
planning process presented in Table 2 will lead to the 
attempted implementation of a plan. That the resulting 
plan is in accordance with possible changes in values that 
have occurred during the plan development period is 
uncertain.5 
5 In river basin planning efforts that have taken 5-10 years 
for plan development this problem is quite significant. 
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Edmund Bacon (1968) 
Goal formulation 
Gathering data 
Da ta analysis 
Formulation of alterna-
tive plans 
Selection of a plan 
Implementation 
Brian McLoughlin (1969) 
Scanning of the environment 
Formulation of goals 
Possible courses of action 
Evaluation 
Action 
The usual suggestion for dealing with the problem is 
that certain activities of each phase of the planning 
process be separated after having been modified by 
feedback information. This may be called the continuous 
reiteration view of planning. It implies that planning 
should be cyclical. Certainly, some such process is 
necessary, but it is not clear at all how it is to be 
accomplished in actual practice. For one thing, there are 
time and resource limitations; for another, the procedures 
that should be followed are not clearly identified. In the 
following pages a planning model is described that 
hopefully can help clarify some of the issues involved and 
will have some practical value. 
To develop the discussion it is first necessary to 
distinguish conceptually among monitoring, evaluation, 
and plan identification activities. Monitoring activities are 
defined as those that scan the social and physical 
environment to identify changes relevant to the plan 
development effort. Evaluation activities refer to the 
control procedures that are instituted to insure that the 
plan development effort deals with the appropriate 
problems and meets specified requirements. Plan identifi-
cation activities are defined as leading directly to the 
identification and development of a plan that is to be 
implemented. All three types of activities are necessary 
for the successful completion of a plan development 
effort, but the first two have not received the necessary 
attention, practically or theoretically. Plan identification 
activities are usually the ones referred to when the 
planning process is discussed. 
In Table 3 a model of the planning process is 
presented that includes the three types of activities and 
explicates some aspects of the cyclical nature of the 
process. Only the major phases of the process are 
identified for each type of activity. A more detailed 
discussion will follow. It is contended that carrying out 
the activities identified in Table 3 will insure that a plan 
development effort will follow a cyclical-interaction pat-
Table 3. A cyclical-interaction model of the planning process. 
Continuous Feedback 
Plan Identification Moni torinfL Evaluation 
C/.l 
1. Identification and definition of the 1. Iden tification of (possible) changes 1. Evaluation of the problem identification Q) 00 
planning problem. in parameters that affect problem and definition phase, and related moni-
<:Ij 
Vl 
de fmition. Q) toring activities. 00 C/.l (OJ ~ 
..c 0 
0.- S 2. Formulation and definition of goals. .~ 2. Identification of (possible) changes .... ! Evaluation of the goal formulation stage 
--< Q) .... CJ:l in physical and social parameters that ~ and related monitoring activities. C/.l >. ~ .S< 
~ affect the formulation of goals. w.J ..c CJ:l 
.S ~ 
-
'"c:I C/.l 0 0\ 3. Specification of objectives. § 3. Identification of (possible) changes ~ 3. Evaluation of the objectives specification :;:J <:Ij 
~ in factors that affect specification or ~ state and related monitoring activities. Q) (OJ cG 0 
..c 
. ;:: attainment of objectives . u ........ c..> 0 
~ ........ 0 ~ 
4. Identification of alternative courses 8 4. Identification of (possible) changes ~ 4. Evaluation of the identification of alter- .~ -' 
<:Ij 
of action. .s in factors that affect feasibility of ~ native plans phase and related monitoring ..a 
<:Ij ........ <:Ij 
0 alternative courses of action. w.J acti' : ties. & 
5. Plan selection. 5. Plan selection. 5. Evaluation of the plan selection procedures. 
6. Implementation. 6. Identification of (possible) changes 6. Evaluation of plan implementation 
in parameters that affect the imple- feasi bili ty. 
mentation of a selected plan. 
I 
tern rather than a linear sequential progression. Some 
general observations about the activities described in the 
model are: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Each phase for the three types of activities 
involves data collection and data analysis. 
Data gathering should therefore take place 
continually during a plan development effort, 
although in some cases the larger part of the 
data could be collected during the early 
phases. 
Although changes could take place that affect 
only one plan identification phase directly, 
the cumulative effects could relate to all 
phases. 
Evaluation activities include the analysis of 
relationships among different activity phases. 
The activity phases of the planning process 
The word process implies that certa:ln activities 
precede other activities. With respect to the planning 
process the question concerning the order of activities 
during a planning effort has usually been settled in terms 
of one of the descriptions outlined in Table 2, or has not 
been settled at all. Most actual planning experiences still 
tend to follow a traditional pattern. But with the 
emergence of systems analysis and its concept of feed-
back, and as planning theorists have gained a better 
understanding of the planning function while iden tifying 
the causes of planning failures, more concepts have 
appeared in the planning literature. Table 3 has attempted 
to make some of the present conceptions underlying the 
planning process explicit. In this section the details of the 
process model that is becoming a paradigm in planning 
theory will be discussed. The questions that must be asked 
and answered if a planning effort is to be complete in 
terms of this model will be identified. 
The planning process begins with the experiencing 
of a problem that relates to the futurity component of the 
planning function discussed earlier. That is, social (or 
perhaps individual) needs and wants require that some 
control be asserted that will affect a future state of 
affairs. 6 Thus the first stage 7 of the planning process 
must begin with the identification and definition of the 
planning problem. This stage is certainly not as clear-cut 
or simple as it might appear. It is most crucial and its 
incorrect implementation may well be a major cause of 
planning failures. It is suggested that during this stage the 
following questions must be explicitly answered. 
6Some planning theorists have defined a problem as the 
difference between an existing state and a desired state. 
7The word "stage" is not meant to imply a set time period, 
but rather an emphasis on a certain set of activities at a given time. 
The activities are continued with less emphasis throughout the 
planning process. 
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1. What are the relevant needs and wants and 
which groups have these needs and wants? 
2. What is the appropriate time span between the 
present and a desired future state? 
3. What are the significant parameters (social, 
economic, physical) that relate to the identi-
fied needs and wants? 
4. What are the values that can be defined as 
expressions of the identified needs and wants? 
It is evident that the problem definition stage could 
involve a rather large and complex task. Its im· 
portance cannot be stressed too much. This stage is prior 
to goal formulation which is the next stage leading to the 
identification and development of a plan. But while the 
problem definition stage is being completed, monitoring 
and evaluative activities should already be initiated. For 
example, after initial data on needs and wants and 
relevant parameters have been collected through such 
techniques as public hearings and polling, etc., collection 
of data must continue to insure that changes are im-
mediately identified and introduced into the planning 
process. At the same time, the procedures that are being 
used must be evaluated to insure that they meet certain 
standards and requirements. Figure 6 is a flow chart of the 
process as it would occur on a cyclical-interaction basis. It 
represents the basic procedure that would be used at all of 
the stages and for the three types of activities identified in 
Table 3. 
Changes that are identified either through moni-
toring or evaluation activities can occur at different steps 
in the process. The effects of these changes on plan 
identification activities will therefore depend on the 
timing of a perceived change as well as on the conse-
quences of that change on subsequent procedures. A 
change can occur for anyone step, which may then lead 
to changes in remaining steps. Monitoring activities should 
be designed to keep track of the relevant interactions. The 
flow of interactions is obviously quite complex and 
difficult to follow, but this is ordinarily the case only 
when procedures are not explicitly identified or systemati-
cally accomplished. Planning activities can be compared 
with piloting an aircraft. The interactions that take place 
are extremely complex, but are controlled by the pilot 
through a systemization of the procedures and a carefully 
constructed checklist. The cyclical interaction model is an 
open process that is well suited to the continuous 
planning necessary for certain types of problem areas such 
as regional planning. 
The goal formulation stage is the second major 
phase of the planning process. Like the problem definition 
stage it involves Significant public inputs and should to a 
great extent be the outcome of social choice procedures.8 
8This discussion assumes that planning is taking place in a 
democratic setting. 
1 st Hera tion 2nd I tera tion 
Feedback Plan Identification 
Activiti~s Monitoring Evaluation 
Activi ties Activi ties 
Problem DefInition Is there a change in nne or ,evcral 
of the steps Juc to: 
Monitoring 
1------,-1 ~ t I I No Time Span II I 
I I 
I I 
I S. I No 
I 
I 
I t ~ ~ I No Values ~ No Goal Formulation ~.-
Figure 6. Flowchart of the cyclical-interaction process. 
The problem definition and goal formulation stages are 
most crucial to a plan development effort because they 
both depend more on political considerations and basi-
cally perceptual inferences. If the correct problems are 
not identified or if the wrong goals are formulated, the 
entire planning effort may be wasted. It is therefore 
important that especially during these two stages planners 
interact frequently with social and political groups that 
are likely to be affected by the implementation of a plan. 
As pointed out previously, planning theorists have 
been well aware of the ties among values, goals, and 
objectives (Young, 1966; Chadwick, 1971; Davidoff and 
Reiner, 1962). The goal formulation phase focuses on the 
relationships between values and desirable future states. 
These relationships are made explicit by determining the 
answers to the following questions. 
1. What public groups or clientele are likely to 
have an interest in the planning effort? 
2. What is the distribution of values among the 
public groups? 
a. What values are held by different 
groups? 
b. What are value priorities among groups? 
3. What goals can be defined by identifying the 
impacts on values that are desired for a 
specified future time? 
4. What are the possible and probable future 
states that are likely to occur if no inter-
vention takes place? 
Corollary: What is the discrepancy between 
these future states and the desired 
future state? 
or 
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5. What modifications are necessary in the defin-
ition of goals due to empirical (social, eco-
nomic, and physical) constraints? 
6. What is the relative worth of the various goals 
according to specified criteria? 
In the above set of questions, it is assumed that the 
definition of goals and their ranking is the end result of 
the goal formulation process. Goals are interpreted to be 
expressions of desired impacts on values for some future 
time. It is evident that three basic elements underlie the 
formulation of goals. These are (1) public groups, (2) the 
values that are held by the public, and (3) the future state 
that represents the accomplishment of the defined goals. 
But these elements are not the only consideration. The 
formulation of goals is not simply a conceptual exercise 
but must also involve the evaluation of empirical realities. 
These realities have been identified during the problem 
definition stage, which findings must be incorporated in 
the goal formulation process, so that the goals that are 
eventually defined are empirically as well as conceptually 
sound. 
The third stage of the plan development effort 
concerns the specification of objectives. This stage is a 
logical extension of goal formulation since objectives can 
be viewed as sub-goals or means categories that are to lead 
to the achievement of specified goals. Whereas goals are at 
the conceptual level, objectives operate at the empirical 
level. That is, objectives are defined to include the 
specification of activities that can be undertaken to 
accomplish goals. Depending on the level of analysis 
involved in a planning effort, objectives may include 
broad activity categories or more specific actions. Since 
this phase of the planning process represents a transition 
from the definition of goals to the identification of 
action, special attention must be given to social and 
physical environmental constraints. 
The implementation of a plan presumably results in 
desired changes in environmental conditions. Thus a 
statement of objectives should be derived from an analysis 
of the possible activities that can be undertaken to achieve 
certain goals. For example, if the goal is to increase 
summer recreational opportunities, objectives could in-
clude improving the state park system or providing 
boating facilities. The achievement of these objectives will 
have effects on the natural environment and on social 
activities. What these effects are likely to be presents a 
problem that planners must examine when they specify 
objectives. In addition, it is necessary to consider the 
social and political feasibility of given objectives, and 
priorities should be assigned in accordance with the values 
of the popUlation that will be affected. 
To properly evaluate the objectives specification 
phase of the plan development effort, the following set of 
questions should be answered: 
1. What changes in social and environmental 
variables need to occur in order to accomplish 
an identified set of goals? 
2. What activity categories can be identified in 
general and broad terms, that will result in the 
achievement of given goals? 
3. What procedures should be established to 
insure that the attainment of objectives will 
result in the accomplishment of given goals? 
4. How should objectives be evaluated and iden-
tified in order to insure their social and 
political feasibility? 
S. What priority ran kings should be assigned to 
identified objectives? 
As is the case with the other phases of plan 
development, planners should be constantly aware 
of the interrelationships among the various stages of the 
process. The need for this awareness presents perhaps the 
major difficulty in planning and requires a structural 
element that will be recommended in the next section. 
The end of the objectives specification phase com-
pletes the foundation of the plan development process. At 
this point the basic information necessary for the fonnula-
tion of a plan of action should be available. That is, from 
this point on the planning process involves essentially 
evaluative and analytical activities complemented by the 
collection of follow-up or fIll-in data and feedback 
information. Thus the next and fourth stage of plan 
development is the identification of alternative courses of 
action. This basically concerns the identification of 
alternative possible arrangements of activities, in space as 
well as time, and an examination of available resources to 
carry out various activities. 
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A course of action may be defined as a set of 
decision steps that order a sequence of activities in space 
and time to attain given planning objectives. With respect 
to the identification of alternative courses of action, there 
again tends to be a gap between theory and practice. 
Planning theory stresses the importance of evaluating 
alternatives that represent different perspectives. In prac-
tice it is difficult to avoid a priori biases, so few real 
alternatives are considered. The complexity of planning 
problems often prevents an accurate evaluation of alter-
natives. Trade-offs and consequences are usually not 
clearly stated so that decision makers fall back on their 
intuitive judgments with the resulting intrusion of per-
sonal biases. In order for decision makers to be able to 
make better judgments they must have explicitly stated 
information in a systematic format that tells them the 
possible consequences in terms of impacts on values, the 
trade-offs among values, and the degree of uncertainty 
that is present in the information. This type of data must 
be made available to the greatest possible extent for each 
alternative course of action. Answering the following set 
of questions should provide such data. 
1. How many resources can be made avaiJable 
and are likely to be allocated to implemen t a 
plan? 
2. What kinds of activities can be undertaken to 
attain the given set of objectives? 
3. What are the possible alternative arrangements 
of activities in space and time, with given 
resources, that can lead to the attainment of 
stated objectives? 
4. What are the degrees of uncertainty of the 
various possible consequences that can result 
from each alternative course of action? 
5. What are the trade-offs in terms of impacts on 
values among the different possible conse-
quences for the alternative courses of action? 
When the best possible information has been col-
lected to answer the above questions, the planning process 
is nearly completed. It should be observed that values 
have been basic throughout the procedures described so 
far. They form the common thread that provides the 
necessary continuity in planning. Values are also crucial in 
the plan selection stage, as will be demonstrated. A plan 
selection phase has been included as part of the plan 
development effort in the theoretical discussion because 
there remains one set of data that must be considered by a 
decision maker before he can choose a particular course of 
action. This is the data necessary to determine social and 
political feasibility, and this data must be examined as 
part of the plan selection phase. 
The analysis of alternative courses of action simply 
in terms of various arrangements of activities that can be 
undertaken is not sufficient to arrive at a decision. Too 
often in the past, the evaluation of alternative courses of 
action has in effect been the final stage of plan develop-
ment. Little or no systematic attention has been given to 
social or political factors. During the last decade, the 
failure to recognize the importance of these factors often 
h~lS had significant political repercussions, sometimes 
resulting in failures to ~mplement completed plans. 
As part of the plan selection stage, planners should 
develop information concerning social and political groups 
that will be affected by plan implementation, the values 
of these groups and the importance they attach to these 
values, the influence of each group, and the relationships 
that exist among the groups.9 The analysis of this 
information will enable a decision maker to evaluate the 
political feasibility of alternative courses of action. Speci-
fically, the following questions should be answered: 
1. What social and political groups are affected 
by the alternative courses of action? 
2. What values are held by the different groups? 
3. How important are defined values to each 
group and what are the priorities among the 
values? 
4. How influential are the various political 
groups? 
5. What are the conflicts and common interests 
among the political groups? 
Initially, as part of another research project (Mul-
der, 1972) and then under joint sponsorship with the 
project described in this report, one of the writers 
developed a computer model of policy decision making 
which has incorporated the ideas expressed in this chapter 
in a detailed and systematic form. The model was then 
applied to examine its heuristic applications by converting 
information derived from the Willamette Basin planning 
effort into data that could be processed by the decision 
model. Appendix A includes a detailed description of 
PROPDEMM, the programmed policy decision making 
model, and presents the results of its application. 
Plan selection is the final stage before plan imple-
mentation; it represents the transition phase from plan 
development to implementation. Successful plan imple-
mentation depends to a significant extent on the pro-
cedures and authority structures that have been 
established during or prior to plan development. The 
stages of the planning process described in this section 
have been presented as a linear sequence. To insure that 
there is cyclical interaction and feedback during plan 
development as well as implementation, it is necessary 
that three types of activities-data collection and analysis, 
monitoring, and evaluation-take place continuously. This 
requires that appropriate responsibilities be defined or 
that specific structures be designed as part of the planning 
organization. In addition, if plan implementation is to be 
successful, the necessary authority should be defined prior 
9Social groups differ from political groups in that the 
former are distinguished according to social or economic criteria 
such as age, income or status, and are not necessarily politically 
active, while the latter are defined in terms of interest and political 
activity. It is one of the functions of the planners to insure that 
thc values of non-political groups are also considered. 
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to or during the plan development process. In the next 
section the focus will be on these issues in relation to 
planning organization and structure. 
In many planning efforts "data collection" has been 
identified as the first step to be undertaken in the 
planning process. This approach can be extremely detri-
mental to the implementation phase of a plan if signifi-
cant changes occur during later stages of plan 
developmen t and no data related to these changes is 
collected. Another aspect of planning that has become 
increasingly crucial is public participation. Here again, 
public participation has often been viewed as being 
primarily relevant to only one phase of the planning 
process. The point to be made here is that in addition to 
monitoring and evaluation activities, data collection and 
public participation should occur on a continuing basis. 
Certainly, during specific stages of the planning process 
more attention and effort may be appropriate for these 
activities than at other stages, but this does not mean that 
continuing data collection or public participation is 
unnecessary. The development of appropriate organiza-
tional or institutional structures can insure that such 
activities take place on a continuing basis. 
Planning organization and structure 
One significant omission observed in the planning 
literature pertains to the consideration of structural 
aspects of organization. In the literature review, references 
to the organizational factors that affect planning are 
rarely made. Somehow planning theorists have not drawn 
upon the vast organization literature that is available. 
Their focus has been primarily and almost exclusively on 
the process of planning and not on the organizational 
structure that underlies different plan formulation efforts. 
This is somewhat surprising in light of the fact that the 
development of a plan and its implementation must 
involve an organized effort. The dis~ussion in this section 
is therefore breaking new ground in relation to planning 
by drawing upon the organization literature that has been 
developed by writers with backgrounds in sociology, 
business management, public administration, and 
psychology . 
In an earlier paper by one of the researchers 
(Mulder, 1972), two structural components of organiza-
tion were distinguished. 
An organizational structure possesses two 
major components. The first component is abstract; 
it consists of the pattern of relationships and 
linkages which make up the organization apart from 
their contcnt. The second component refers to the 
human element; it is the social-psychological and 
interpersonal dimension of structure. The analysis of 
these structural components should therefore involve 
both mathematical and social-psychological theories, 
as has indeed been done in organization studies. 
Initial attempts have been made to study abstract 
structural properties of organizations by employing 
graph-theoretic techniques (Cartwright, 1959). Inter-
personal and social-structural relationships have long 
been studied through interactionist types of theories 
(Whyte, 1969) and role theories (Katz and Kahn, 
1966) .. 
The abstract component of organizational structure 
described by Mulder pertains to the pattern of linkages 
among organizational units and positions, whereas the 
social-psychological component refers to organizational 
roles and the relationships among these roles. Both 
components should be considered in the study of planning 
organization. Unfortunately, studies on planning organiza-
tion have not been found that have taken these elements 
into account in a systematic fashion. It appears that there 
is a significant need to study the relationship between 
planning process and planning organization structure. 
Because of the limited scope of this research project, the 
findings described in this research report have only broad 
application and are preliminary in nature. 
The questions to be considered in this section 
concern the types of issues that planners need to examine 
in establishing an organizational structure that will most 
effectively carry out the planning function and facilitate 
the planning process as described in the previous sections 
of this chapter. That is, what positions and units should 
be established in a planning organization, what roles and 
responsibilities should be assigned to these positions and 
units, and how should they relate to each other? The 
organization theory literature can provide planners with 
concepts and principles that can provide some answers to 
these questions. Some of the major concepts and prin-
ciples that have been identified will be described and 
related to the planning functions and processes discussed 
previously. 
To identify the structural elements of an organiza-
tion, the procedure that should be followed involtres the 
analysis of activities that must be carried out if organiza-
tional goals are to be accomplished. In public adminis-
tration and business management this is referred to as job 
analysis or task analysis. It can be suspected that many 
planning organizations that have been established to deal 
with certain problems or projects were not structured 
according to the findings of a careful and systematic 
analysis of job needs. In most situations such an analysis is 
absolutely necessary, and its omission can have serious 
consequences with respect to the accomplishment of 
goals. Specific examples of the types of problems that 
may occur will be discussed in the following chapter in 
relation to the planning studies that are the subject of this 
report. 
Since a large number of possible planning activities 
that can be related to the discussion of the planning 
function and process have been identified or implied, it is 
not possible, within the limitations of this report, to 
present a complete analysis of the various structural 
elements that may be a part of a planning organization. 
Therefore the focus will be on those issues that are most 
relevant to the research project. Specifically, the areas of 
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concern that will be analyzed in detail in Chapters 4 and 5 
are goal-formulation, feedback and continuity, organiLa-
tional control, and organizational technology. 
Planning organizations are essentially staff organiza-
tions. Their function is usually defined in relation to 
external and broader administrative needs and goals. Thus 
there are two types of structural considerations that must 
be distinguished in goal formulation roles and responsi-
bilities. In public planning, legislative bodies and the 
executive positions in the larger organization of which the 
planning unit is a part, in addition to organized interest 
groups, constitute external structures. The positions and 
units within the planning organization form the internal 
structures. With respect to the latter, it is important to 
include structures that act as interfaces with the environ-
ment of the planning organization. For example, specific 
positions, units, or responsibilities should be assigned to 
insure inputs from the public into the goal formulative 
process. 
The necessity for feedback mechanisms derives from 
the problems that are associated with organizational and 
systems change. Planning theorists have given relatively 
little attention to the structural aspects of organization 
that are relevant to problems of change, and until 
recently, organization theorists were similarly lacking in 
sufficient interest. In part this has been because it has 
been difficult to design structural elements to indepen-
dently undertake monitoring and evaluation activities. 
Such structures represent particularly sensitive staff func-
tions which could lead to harmful conflict situations. 
Nevertheless, the view presented here is that the establish-
ment of such structures is to be recommended, especially 
when large and complex planning tasks are involved. 
A third area that should be of interest in studying 
planning organization concerns the patterns of organiza-
tional control. A large number of significant questions and 
issues come under this category. Broadly, organizational 
control refers to the authority structures and account-
ability procedures that exist in an organization. Thus, the 
study of control includes the examination of leadership 
patterns, organizational autonomy, interorganizational re-
lations, access and coordination, and finance. Usually 
organization theorists have focused their attention on 
authority relationships and problems of accountability, 
but in public planning the other components are also 
important. 
The fourth area that will be examined in more detail 
is that pertaining to organizational technology. Most of 
the conceptualizations used in the organization literature 
to refer to technology have emphasized the level of 
complexity of operations involved in organization activi-
ties (Mohr, 1971). From a planning perspective, the 
methods and techniques employed in developing a plan 
are of particular interest as a measure of organizational 
technology . 
In summary, with respect to the organizational 
concerns discussed here, it is recommended that the 
following set of questions be considered during the early 
stages of plan development. 
1. What are the roles and responsibilities of 
external structures in formulating goals? 
2. What roles and responsibilities are part of the 
internal structures that maintain appropriate 
interfaces with the environment of the 
organization: 
a. To maintain communication with exter-
nal structures? 
b. To insure inputs from the general 
public? 
c. To obtain realistic appraisals of physical 
and social environmental constraints? 
3. How should the planning organization be 
structured to establish independent monitor-
ing ac tivities? 
4. How should the planning organization be 
structured to establish independent evaluation 
activities? 
5. How should the planning effort be organized 
to insure that the authority structure matches 
planning needs? 
a. What leadership roles are necessary? 
b. How autonomous should the planning 
organization be? 
c. What level of coordination is desirable 
among different agencies and public 
organizations? 
d. What financial arrangements must be 
made to insure effective plan develop-
ment and implementation? 
6. What is the appropriate level of organizational 
technology that will meet planning needs and 
objectives? 
a. What should be the degree of complex-
ity of interactions among various plan-
ning activities? 
b. What planning methods and techniques 
are appropriate for the planning effort? 
To analyze the four areas of concern in structural 
terms, it is useful to apply the findings of D. S. Pugh and 
his associates, who identified and studied four basic 
dimensions of organizational structure (Pugh et aI., 1968). 
They constructed 64 scales of structural variables derived 
from the organization literature and used methods of 
factor analysis to define four underlying dimensions of 
structure. These were: 1) structuring of activities; 2) 
concentration of authority; 3) line control of work flow; 
and 4) the relative size of the supportive component. 
These dimensions can perhaps b'est be defined in terms of 
their constituent variables as shown in Table 4. 
Of the four structural dimensions described in Table 
4, the first two, structuring of activities and concentration 
of authority are particularly relevant to the present study. 
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Table 4. Dimensions of organization structure. a 
Structuring of Activities 
Standardization 
Formalization 
Specialization 
Vertical Span 
Concentration of Authority 
Organiza tional Au ton omy 
Centralization 
Percen tage of Workflow Su perordinates 
Standardization of Procedures for Selection and 
Advancement 
Line Control of Workflow 
Subordinate Ratio 
Formalization of Role Performance Recording 
Percentage of Workflow Superordinates 
Standardization of Procedures for Selection and 
Advancemen t 
Relative Size of Supportive Component 
Percen tage of Clerks 
Vertical Span 
Percentage of Non-Workflow Personnel 
aFor definitions of the structural variables constituting the 
structural dimensions, see the Pugh et al. (1968) article. 
These two dimensions will be examined in detail in 
Chapter 5, relating them to the planning process and to 
the experiences of river basin planning organizations. 
Type 2/Level B river basin planning studies will be 
examined as to how they have generally been structured 
and how their structures have affected their planning 
effectiveness in relation to the four areas of concern 
discussed in this section. 
In the next chapter a discussion and historical 
overview of the approaches used in water resources 
planning will be presented, relating the historical experi-
ences to the theoretical suggestions discussed in the 
present chapter. 
Summary 
The main points of this chapter can be summarized 
as follows. 
1. Organizational structures should be set up after 
analysis of functional and process requirements. 
2. There is a need for a "paradigm" of planning and 
terminological preciSion. 
3. The planning process should be made more 
explicit. 
4. Interaction not sequential conceptualization 
should be stressed in the planning process. 
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CHAPTER II 
HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE 
Planning studies do not take place in an historical or 
intellectual vacuum. Past events and earlier ideas or 
approaches have an important influence on the way things 
are done in the present. People approach their tasks with 
certain preconceptions that are rooted in the past and are 
difficult to avoid. Thus the study of a planning effort 
must take into account its context as it has been formed 
by certain historical, social, and technological forces. By 
examining the nature of these forces and the traditions 
underlying them, one can gain a better understanding of 
the type of planning that occurs now. Therefore the aim 
of this chapter is to identify the significant trends that 
have affected water resources planning, and to examine 
these trends from an historical perspective, indicating how 
they are likely to have influenced contemporary water 
planning. 
Several forces or factors have at different times in 
the history of this country significantly influenced the 
development of water resources planning. Perhaps the 
most important and basic of these have been the capitalist 
ideology and advances in technology. Capitalist beliefs led 
to attitudes that promoted growth and development of 
human and natural resources, while technological innova-
tion made it possible to increase the rate of development. 
In addition, a rapidly increasing popUlation provided 
larger markets and stimulated further expansion. Two 
particularly important consequences of these trends which 
relate to planning were an increasing rate of change and a 
more complex society. 
Anthropologists and sociologists have long recog-
nized that technology is one of the major determinants. of 
social change (Ogburn, 1922; LaPiere, 1965). Techno-
logical improvements that have led to increased and faster 
communications have been especially important because 
of their effects on societal complexity in terms of the 
increasing number of possible social and environmental 
interactions. Increasing complexity and a faster rate -of 
change have made the future less predictable so that the 
need for planning has become more urgent. It is not easy 
to determine exactly how the various trends have affected 
water planning, but some inferences and partially specu-
lative observations can provide important insights. The 
discussion in the following sections will provide a sketch 
of the major events in the history of water planning, 
relating these to the social and technological forces within 
the theoretical framework of the study. The concluding 
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section of this chapter will show how these historical 
trends relate to the Type 2/Level B planning efforts. 
History of Water Resources Planning 
An historical discussion of water planning must 
include a consideration of the demographic and economic 
conditions of an infant nation, together with an examina-
tion of its level of development. During the early part of 
its history, the United States had a trading economy with 
a light manufacturing industry and a large agricultural 
base. The country was receiving an ever increasing influx 
of immigran ts, increasing its size and making larger 
markets available to its industries. At this time primitive 
roads and waterways were the major form of transpor-
tation, so that even then water related planning was 
necessary. For exam pIe, it has been suggested that the 
famous report of Albert Gallatin (1808) on roads and 
canals could be considered the first "comprehensive" 
water planning study report. Gallatin surveyed the 
existing arteries of transportation in the United States and 
proposed a comprehensive plan for developing roads and 
canals. 
Thus the impetus for early water planning and 
development was the desire for a growing and expanding 
economy. Initial emphasis on an improved transportation 
system including naVigable waterways was consistent with 
this motivating force. And, water resources planning 
during the early and middle 1880's was focused mainly on 
improvements to the nation's navigation system. It is 
during this period that the roots of a planning ideology 
were being established which stressed the importance of 
growth and economic development. This ideology has 
remained with us and has only recently begun to change. 
Federal involvement in water planning and develop-
ment was quite limited throughout most of the 19th 
century. The constitutionality of federal activity in 
waterway improvement was not established until 1824 
(Gibbons vs Ogden) and the states had already assumed a 
predominant role. State activity in navigation develop-
ment flourished during this early period. Between 1789 
and 1837, 2500 miles of canals were built with state 
authorized credit advances amounting to $60 million 
(Dworsky, 1962). Poor planning, extravagant manage-
ment, and strong competition from the railroads led to 
the eventual failure of the canal enterprise with disastrous 
r:~sults for the states involved. Today, state constitutional 
prohibitions against the pledging of public credit are mute 
reminders of this great failure of states in their first 
attempt at water management (Lepawsky, 1950). 
A second major attempt at comprehensive transpor-
tation planning was made by the Windom Committee 
(U.S. Congress, Senate, 1874). Major improvements in the 
nation's waterways again were proposed. The railroad age 
had arrived, however, and the recommendations for 
waterway improvements were ignored (Schad, 1962). 
During the second half of the 19th century the 
development of the railway system was one of a number 
of trends that were to have significant effects on water 
planning. Technological advances in agriculture increased 
the efficiency of a farm worker dramatically, reducing the 
need for manpower in rural areas. At the same time, a 
vigorous foreign trade policy and a rapidly growing 
domestic market increased the need for manufactured 
goods, making more jobs available in the manufacturing 
industries located in the cities. It is during this period that 
one can first observe the more obvious manifestations of 
the urbanization process that has now become a world-
wide phenomenon and that has helped to change the 
nature of water planning. Concurrently with the urbaniza-
tion that was taking place internally, immigrants were 
streaming into the country and moving to the more arid 
western areas where the question of water supply was a 
significant problem. Water planning shifted from a focus 
dealing primarily with questions of transportation to one 
including a concern with water supply issues and flood 
control. 
Organizationally, the latter part of the 19th century 
saw increasing appropriations made to the Corps of 
Engineers for navigation improvement and incidental 
control of floods on the Mississippi. Fox (1964) notes 
that during the period from 1870 to 1900 many of the 
ideas about river basin development that hatched after the 
turn of the century were being incubated. Broader 
concepts of river basin development emerged and thought 
was being given to appropriate institutional arrangements 
for implementing these ideas. 
The early involvement of the Corps of Engineers in 
water resources development has had important implica-
tions for water resources planning in that it has given the 
Corps a prominent role, and has contributed to the 
dominance of engineers in the field of water planning. 
Engineers, reflecting their training and background, have 
basically approached planning problems as professional 
builders. Their training in engineering, mathematics, and 
the natural sciences has resulted in a tendency for them to 
adopt an axiomatic approach to problem solving that 
rarely led to questionning of fundamental postulates, 
particularly with respect to human behavior. Conse-
quently, water planning has characteristically emphasized 
structural solutions that were calculated to be the most 
efficient physically and economically. Mounting criticism 
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of this type of planning in recent years has been that it 
does not include the consideration of non-economic 
values, such as aesthetic quality and social welfare. But a 
much more fundamental and crucial criticism is that few 
planners ever considered social solutions to planning 
problems. The present response to the energy crisis is 
perhaps the first time that one can observe, on a primitive 
level, an attempt to change individual and social behavior 
to deal with a problem. 
The trends and changes that were occurring during 
the latter part of the 1880's were increasing the com-
plexity of interactions in society, and these were reflected 
in the events that took place with respect to water 
planning. The great surveys of the West by Powell (U.S. 
Congress, House, 1878), proposed that land management 
in these arid regions be associated with water availability. 
Also, of significance was the establishment of a federal 
data gathering agency, the Geological Survey, in 1879. 
Another event in 1879 which had implications for federal 
involvement and for the multi-purpose concept of water 
planning was the recognition by Congress of the inter-
relationship of flood control and navigation on' the 
Mississippi. The Mississippi River Commission Act in 1879 
established a seven-man commission-three members from 
the Corps of Engineers, one from the Geological Survey, 
and three public members-to prepare plans including 
both of these purposes. This act and a similar one setting 
up the Missouri River Commission in 1884 were a direct 
result of the view that water development must be 
approached on a regional basis. In 1888, legislation 
combined irrigation and flood control; and before 1900 
the interrelationships of other factors in water develop-
ment were recognized (Renne, 1954). Thus, as the 
concept of comprehensive river basin planning evolved 
from its beginnings in the 19th century, the meaning of 
the term "comprehensive" broadened. 
The broad concept of comprehensive river basin 
planning essentially as it has been known recently, began 
to appear after the turn of the century. There were several 
major events in the early 1900's that had far reaching 
effects on water development. The Reclamation Act, 
establishing the Reclamation Service (Bureau of Reclama-
tion) and policies for irrigation development, was passed 
in 1902. In 1908 the White House Conference of 
Governors, the National Conservation Commission, and 
the Inland Waterways Commission all had an impact on 
planning and development concepts. The progressive 
leadership of Theodore Roosevelt and others in his 
administration, of course, was an important factor. 
In the 20th century the country went through a 
period of explosive growth and development unparalleled 
in human history. Industrialization increased the need for 
power and the role of water became increasingly im-
portant in meeting this need. More and more govern-
mental organizations were established as the complexity 
of society was thought to necessitate increased govern-
mental intervention. Centralization and coordination of 
activities were recognized as desirable administrative ends. 
Public administration and political science became estab-
lished as fields of study in the nation's colleges and 
universities .. 
By 1900, the concept of multi-purpose, basin-wide 
planning was accepted in theory, and land and water 
resources were viewed as part of a total system that must 
be treated as a unit. This led to the recognition of the 
necessity for unification and coordination of agency 
programs. Schad (1964) observes that congressional 
interest in this broader form of water planning has its 
roots in this period. The National Waterways 
Commission-composed of 12 members of Congress, 6 
from each House-established in 1909, made significant 
recommendations pertaining to navigation, flood control, 
and water power that became the basis for subsequent 
legislation. 
Although coordination of federal water planning 
was perhaps the principal water resources objective of 
progressive conservationists (such as T. Roosevelt) during 
the early 1900's, it was not accomplished in this period to 
any substantial degree. At most, the 1920 Federal Water 
Power Act contained some potentials for coordination of 
federal planning efforts, but these apparently had little 
immediate results. The broad authority given to the 
Federal Power Commission (FPC) in this act to make 
investigations related to water power development did 
become the basis in later times for FPC's participation in 
river basin planning (Holmes, 1972). 
The first large-scale planning program covering 
many of the major river basins of the nation stemmed 
from the Rivers and Harbors Acts of 1925 and 1927. The 
1925 act directed the FPC and the Corps of Engineers to 
prepare cost estimates for making surveys of rivers of the 
nation having power development potential. The list of 
projects emanating from this assignment was published in 
House Document 308, 69th Congress, First Session, and 
became the basis in the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1927 
for authorizing the Corps to prepare a series of compre-
hensive reports on almost all of the major river basins of 
the nation. This was the most comprehensive water 
planning effort to be attempted up until that time. These 
"308" studies, which were continued through the middle 
1930's, were the basis for most of the major river basin 
development during the next two decades. The extensive 
development of the Columbia and Tennessee Rivers, for 
example, was started from the "308" reports. 
DUring the 1930's, other events occurred which had 
great significance for river basin planning. The Tennessee 
Valley Authority (TVA) was formed in 1933, becoming 
the first and last (to date) federal corporation with 
extensive all encompassing powers for planning, develop-
ing, and regulating the water resources of a whole major 
river basin. A national planning board established in 1933 
went through reorganizations and redesignations, and 
became the National Resources Planning Board (NRPB) in 
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1939. A Water Resources Committee established under 
this national board was composed of representatives from 
various federal agencies concerned with water projects. It 
designated 45 drainage basins in the United States for 
planning and arranged for basin committees to be estab-
lished in each one. Plans were prepared for each basin as a 
whole rather than on a strictly functional basis (Millett, 
1947). 
Some degree of state and local participation 
emerged at this time. State planning boards were formed 
in many states-41 according to Renne (1947). State and 
local units of government as well as local offices of federal 
agencies were represented on the 45 basin committees. 
The planning of the 1930's was geared to provide 
for critical immediate needs associated with the economic 
denression that existed. The state planning boards were 
concerned with public works of all kinds not just water 
development. The critical water situation which existed in 
many areas, however, caused the planning to be strongly 
oriented to water resources. With the ending of the 
depression and the beginning of World War II in the early 
1940's, interest in public works planning diminished and 
the National Water Resources Planning Board and many 
of the state planning boards disappeared. 
Hart (1971) asserts that "modern comprehensive 
river basin planning" may be dated from the creation of 
the successor to the NRPB-the Federal Interagency River 
Basin Committee (FIARBC) which was established in 
1943. This "modern" planning is characterized by an 
interagency approach in which cooperation and coordin-
ation are essential elements. FIARBC was established by 
agreement among the major federal agencies concerned 
with water resources administration, and it operated on 
the basis of voluntary cooperation. The committee's work 
at the field level was carried out by interagency com-
mittees created in several of the major river basins of the 
country: the Missouri in 1945, the Columbia in 1946, the 
Arkansas-White-Red and the New York-New England 
Basins in 1950. Schad (1964) observes that increased 
efforts at voluntary coordination of individual agency 
programs at this time may have been made to head off 
~erious attempts being made to establish additional 
autonomous valley authorities similar to TVA. Holmes 
(1972) notes that prior to this time water resources 
planning legislation contained few provisions for inter-
agency coordination. 
Lacking statutory authority, the basin interagency 
committees created under FIARBC had little impact on 
individual agency programs and projects. The Arkansas-
White-Red Basins Interagency Committee, the first of 
these interagency committees to be charged with pre-
paring an integrated plan for a large area failed to achieve 
such an objective. In the absence of a centralized staff, the 
planning amounted to little more than the compiling of 
projects already divided among the construction agencies. 
According to Fox and Picken (1960), the committee itself 
did not assume responsibility for any of the studies 
undertaken during the surveyor for the plans which 
11nally emerged. The final report clearly states that the 
plans set forth therein are agency plans coordinated 
through committee procedures and not the plans of the 
committee itself. Pealy (1959) concludes that the "pool-
ing idea," proposed by a number of participants in the 
Arkansas-White-Red study, in which proposed and author-
ized agency plans are pooled and then fitted together by 
compromises worked out between the agencies, may have 
been the concept of comprehensive planning inherent in 
the Kerr bill authorizing the study. 
The principle of federal-state cooperation in water 
resources planning was first spelled out in legislation in 
the Flood Control Act of 1944. Interagency committees 
under FIARBC all had state representation, but the states 
did not have a role equal to that of the federal agencies. In 
the Arkansas-White-Red study, none of the state water 
resources agencies were staffed to participate with the 
federal agencies in field studies. Each state representative 
did, however, take a keen interest in water development 
plans which affected his state and participated in negotia-
tions concerning these plans. 
During the first half of the 20th century, numerous 
specially appointed national committees and commissions 
studied water policies and problems and made recom-
mendations (U.S. Congress, Senate, 1959). Although 
many of the recommendations have not led to specific 
legislation, all have helped guide subsequent actions and 
emerging policies. Various institutional arrangements for 
water resources policy coordination and planning at both 
the national level and the regional level have been 
suggested. These are described by Fesler (1964) and will 
not be given a comprehensive review here. 
The institution of more permanent formal adminis-
trative mechanisms recommended for joint federal-state 
river basin planning did not occur until the mid-1960's. In 
the meantime, following the completion of the Arkansas-
White-Red study, Congress in 1958 established two 
temporary regional study commissions-The Texas Basins 
Stu dy Commission and the Southeast Basins Study 
Commission. 
The independent form of organization established 
for the Texas and the Southeast basins studies evolved 
from dissatisfactions with the interagency committee 
approach and other arrangements which had been used 
previously in attempts to achieve program and policy 
coordination between various state and federal agencies. 
As a result, the commissions themselves were endowed 
with some degree of independence since all commission 
members were preSidential appointees. The commissions 
also had independent chairmen and staffs and separate 
budgets, and states were represented on the commissions 
with equal status to that of the federal agencies. 
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Although these two study commission efforts intro-
duced new organizational forms which resulted in some 
successes in improved study coordination and manage-
ment, the organizational arrangement of the study com-
mission did not become a pattern for river basin studies 
that followed soon after. The 15 Type 2 studies that were 
to follow and are the subject of this report were organized 
so as to be less independent of agencies' ties and less cen-
tralized in organization and funding. Their experience is 
discussed in more detail in the next chapter. 
A significant observation with respect to the history 
of water planning that might be added here pertains to the 
distinction between regional or basin-wide planning and 
metropolitan or urban-oriented planning. In its review of 
water resources planning history, the Consulting Panel on 
Water Resources Planning (1972) found that water plan-
ning has evolved along two different lines. One of the 
forms of planning that has emerged is typified by the 
studies on a river basin basis that has been discussed 
herein. The other form of planning is typified by water 
supply, waste treatment, and drainage studies of urban-
oriented agencies. Although consideration of the latter is 
beyond the scope of this report, it is appropriate to note 
that many writers on the subject of water resources 
planning have strongly recommended greater coordination 
and integration of "urban" planning with "river basin 
planning." Kelnhoffer (1968) and Hufschmidt (1971) are 
examples of the literature on this subject. 
I t would be inappropriate to end a review of river 
basin planning history, however brief, without at least 
mentioning a recent event of considerable significance. 
That event was the enactment of the Water Resources 
Planning Act of 1965 (P.L.89-80). This act was in some 
respects a culmination of several decades of water 
planning experience. It implemented several of the recom-
mendations made by previous national policy com-
missions and committees. 
Title I of the act established the Water Resources 
Council as a cabinet-level agency to coordinate the 
growing number and expanding scope of federal water 
resources planning and action programs. The council, 
composed of cabinet secretaries and heads of federal 
departments concerned with water resources adminis-
tration, was directed to: 1) Periodically assess the ade-
quacy of water supplies in each region of the nation; 2) 
evaluate regional and river basin plans in relation to needs; 
and 3) to establish procedures and standards for federal 
water projects. 
Title II of the act, which is of particular significance 
to this research study, authorized the establishment of 
regional federal-state river basin commissions to prepare 
and keep up-to-date comprehensive water resources plans. 
Title III authorized federal grants up to $5 million 
annually to the states for improving state planning 
capability. 
Since enactment of the Planning Act in 1965, 
considerable progress has been made in the implemen-
tation of th~ act's provisions. The first National Assess-
ment was published by the Water Resources Council in 
1968. Among its numerous activities, the council has been 
involved in the appraisal of proposed federal-interstate 
compact commissions for water management, studies of 
current federal cost-sharing policies on water projects, 
development of more appropriate standards to be applied 
in formulating and evaluating water projects, coordination 
of 12 framework studies and 21 regional and river basin 
studies, and matters pertaining to the seven river basin 
commissions which have been established to date. 
The evolution of the 
water resources planning function 
The planning function as it has developed in water 
resources planning has not always been perceived in the 
same way. Currently, the conception of the water 
resources planning function is much more closely tied to a 
broad, quality-of-life perspective than it was even a few 
years ago. Pragmatically, the Consulting Panel on Water 
Resources (I972) described the planning function in 
terms of providing information to "decision makers at the 
time and at the level of detail and accuracy required to 
make rational choices between alternative courses of 
action." In this context, of course, "courses of action" 
has reference to water development proposals. This view 
does not provide many clues about the underlying 
assumptions and values that have governed water planning 
as it has evolved. It is clear that in the evolution of water 
planning from single purpose, single agency, piecemeal 
efforts to the multiple objeCtive, multiple agency, regional 
planning conceived of today, views as to the function or 
purpose of planning have changed greatly. 
The purpose of this section is to review water 
resources planning experiences in light of the three 
theoretical elements of the planning function described in 
Chapter I, relating the discussion to the conditions and 
trends examined in the previous section of this chapter. 
The discussion here will provide a historical analysis of 
water resources planning procedures and organization. In 
addition, it will help lay a foundation and a context that 
will facilitate a more detailed examination of the Type 2 
planning experiences in the following chapters. A brief 
outline will be drawn of the evolution of perspectives, 
with respect to planning function, that have been held by 
individuals involved in water management. The next 
section will provide a brief overview of the historical 
development of planning procedures in relation to plan-
ning function perspectives. 
Futurity 
The first element to be considered is that of futurity 
under which the problems of defining future states of 
society and selecting appropriate time horizons for plan-
ning are encountered. Also associated with this element, 
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of course, is the problem of dealing with changes that 
occur in social and physical conditions during the period 
covered by the plan. The questions to be considered are 
how planners have perceived this element and what 
conditions have affected their perceptions. 
One aspect of an individual's perspective of planning 
depends on the difficulty he perceives with respect to the 
prediction of future states. Planners now consider the 
accurate prediction of future conditions a very difficult if 
not impossible task. This is especially so if the planning 
horizon is extended beyond a decade or two. Forecasting 
popUlation growth, for example, is fraught with pitfalls. 
Failures of demographers in some instances to correctly 
estima te growth trends for even 10 years attests to this 
(Dorn, 1950). 
Not too many years ago, problems of prediction 
were not seen to be as complex, primarily because the 
significance of high rates of change were underestimated. 
I t is understandable therefore that during an earlier period 
planners perhaps felt more at ease conSidering plans that 
were to predict future states as much as 100 years in 
advance. In earlier times the problems of prediction were 
somewhat less perplexing, because the forces that in-
creased societal complexity were not as strong or prev-
alent. Difficulties in prediction depend to a significant 
extent on the factors that must be taken into account and 
on the existing level of societal development. For 
example, a proposal that is essentially concerned with one 
basic purpose, such as Gallatin's transportation plan, 
during a relatively stable period, does not involve the 
problems that now confront planners. 
Continued economic growth, urbanization, public 
interest in the environment, rising income levels, inflation, 
energy shortages, and advances in technology, are only a 
few of the interrelated forces that impinge upon land and 
water use. Examination of only one of these-
technological change-reveals that the effects may be 
profound. Advances in technology will improve methods 
of extracting and using natural resources and resource 
products, which will in turn affect both supplies and 
requirements in the future. In some fields such as that of 
chemical products, Landsberg (1965) cautions that tech-
nological change is taking place so rapidly that demand 
projections are hazardous even for five years. At the same 
time, however, he points out that "because the advances 
of the scientific age are systematic, cumulative, and 
proceed from understanding to understanding, it is feasi-
ble for the curious to peer ahead without having to go 
entirely by hunch or instinct." An extensive in-depth 
evaluation of the effects of changing technology on future 
demand for water development has been made by 
Ackerman and Lof (1959) and more recently by Com-
mittee on Technologies and Water, National Academy of 
Science (1972). 
The perceived stability of a system is a Significant 
factor affecting a planner's conception of the planning 
I .lction. If a system is considered to be relatively stable, 
.. ill individual will see less of a need to predict alternative 
future states. This partially explains why during most of 
the hi.;torical period examined in this chapter, the 
prediction of alternative future states did not have a high 
priurity. Rather, linear projection methods tended to be 
used to arrive at a prediction of one expected future state. 
The concept of alternative futures in water planning is of 
quite recent origin. White (1969) cites a northeastern 
Illinois study as one of the first to use a series of 
projections based on different assumptions as to the 
degree to which technology would be employed by 
different sectors of the population .and on a series of 
appraisals of methods of changing supply. The report 
from this Illinois study, issued in 1966, became the 
subject of lively discussion because of its departure from 
the more conventional linear projection mode of 
approach. 
One of the problems that has occurred in water 
planning is that it has largely played a "confirming" role. 
That is, planners have tended to identify an expected 
future state as fixed, and not often questioned the 
possibility of introducing or directing patterns of develop-
ment that would lead to changes in that future state. 
In keeping with the confirming role of water 
development and the focus of planning on development 
per se, the element of futurity has been handled by 
estimating future requirements for water in its various 
uses, basing such estimates on projections of past trends in 
population and economic growth. Forecasts have been 
made for specific water uses at specific times, such as the 
year 2000. By concentrating on projections of past trends, 
attention has been drawn away from other variables, so 
that little attention has been given to contingencies. 
According to a recent survey (Wilson, 1973), water 
planners see their task simply as meeting the demands of 
an expansion of the present situation. Little change in the 
pattern of growth is expected and optimism about the 
availability of resources to meet the projected growth is 
strong. The idea of water planning as embodying self-
fulfilling prophesies is seldom considered. If a large 
population growth in a particular area is expected, 
planners consider it immoral and outside the realm of 
planning to not provide water for this expanding 
popula tion. 
The methodology that is used by planners repre-
sents another important factor affecting the prediction of 
future states. This methodology depends on the tech-
niques that are available to planners and on the types of 
predictions that need to be made. For example, in water 
resources planning, estimates of resources aVailability are 
as essen tial as demand estimates. The design of every 
water resources facility to a certain extent depends upon 
hydrologic projections and forecasts. Designs of systems 
of water regulation and flood control facilities are 
particularly dependent upon such projections. Advances 
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in prognostic hydrology, mathematical modeling, and 
simulation techniques have reduced the uncertainty in 
these estimates considerably. Ackerman (1965) and 
Hufschmidt (1965) describe some of these advances. The 
technological factor, which is to a significant extent the 
cause of the rapid rate of change making prediction more 
difficult, has at the same time resulted in improvements 
making prediction more accurate. But overall, the in-
creases in the complexity of the system to be predicted, 
particularly with respect to social change, have outpaced 
the technology available to make good predictions. 
The Consulting Panel on Water Resource Planning 
(1972) concludes that the many possible futures that can 
be foreseen for the nation encompass a spectrum of: 1) 
national policies; 2) socio-economic phenomena and life 
styles; 3) physical phenomena; and 4) technological 
development. Accordingly, the future will be marked by 
rctpid, dynamic change, and there will never be a final 
solution to most water problems. Thus, planning must be 
an endless series of adjustments to changing conditions 
necessitating mechanisms that provide useful feedback 
information. 
In light of the difficulties surrounding the fore-
casting of future states, a question of considerable 
relevance is how far in to the future the planning should 
attempt to look. As McKean (1958) puts it-"presumably 
as far as one can see, but this usually means something 
short of eternity so far as putting down cost and gain 
estimates is concerned." 
In water planning as with other planning, the 
inherent uncertainty of predicting the most distant future 
favors short planning periods. From an economic stand-
point there is less concern for values generated far in the 
future because after appropriate discount factors are 
applied, present va~ues are quite small. On the other hand, 
the need for analysis of the long-run effects of plans 
favors a longer period. Dams and some other engineering 
works have extremely long lives and irreversible effects. 
The long lead time required to design and construct large 
projects also favors a longer planning period. Since water 
planning traditionally has compared consequences of 
engineering alternatives, economic analysis has had the 
most influence in the selection of planning horizons. 
James and Lee (1971) list four different periods of time 
that must be considered in any economic analysis of 
alternatives: 1) the economic life; 2) the physical life; 3) 
the period of analysis; and 4) the construction horizon. 
The latter, which may not be self evident, is the point of 
time in the future when a facility is no longer expected to 
satisfy future demands because of the limitations of its 
constructed capacity. Widely used approaches in eco-
nomic analysis to treating the uncertainties inherent in 
planning include: 
1. Limiting the period of analysis. 
2. Applying cost and benefit adjustments. 
3. Adding a risk increment to the discount rate. 
Major water resources structures in the past have 
been planned with a time horizon of 50 to 100 years. In 
many cases, obsolescence has not been anticipated in spite 
of the fact that we are currently in an era of rapid change 
in technology and other influences which affect both 
water demand and availability. The fact that during the 
first half of this century there were few significant 
challges in water technology may in large part account for 
this practil:e. 
Except for the principles and standards for planning 
recently published by the Water Resources Council 
( 1973), federal guidelines for water project evaluation 
have all recommended periods of analysis based on a 
project's economic life or physical life. The "Green Book" 
(Federal Interagency River Basin Committee, 1950) and 
Senate Document 97 (U.S. Congress, 1962) set 100 years 
as tile upper limit, whereas Circular A-47 (U.S. Bureau of 
the Budget, 1952) specified a period of 50 years or less. 
These recommended "periods of analysis" have no doubt 
accounted in large part for the long time horizons adopted 
for the planning tllat took place during the periods of 
time these guidelilles were being used. 
The change in viewpoint that has occurred recently 
wi t It respect to time horizons for planning may be 
ohserved by contrasting the recommendations in the 
earlier guidelines just cited with that contained in the 
llewly published "Principles and Standards": 
The period of analysis will be the lesser of 1) the 
period of time over which the plan can reasonably be 
cxpected to serve a useful purpose considering 
probable technological trends affecting various alter-
natives; or 2) the period of time when further 
discounting of beneficial and adverse effects will 
have no appreciable effects on design. Appropriate 
consideration will be given to long-term environ-
mental and social well-being effects which may 
extend beyond periods significant for analysis of 
national economic development or regional develop-
mcnt, beneficial, and adverse effects (U.S. Water 
Resources Council, 1973). 
Wiener (I972) proposes that 15 to 20 years appears 
to be about the longest period of goal setting for which 
we can make a meaningful analysis in light of rapid 
technological and socio-political change. Such a span is 
sufficiently long to make possible the analysis of long 
term trends and changes, yet not long enough to 
introduce an excessive number of conjectural changes. As 
a possible approach under these circumstances Wiener 
proposes a "rolling" time horizon. As development 
unfolds and as the end of the period of analysis set 
initially is approached, a renewed analysis of the n:main-
ing stretch of time against an extended time horizon is 
made. This is done to reduce the unavoidable distortion of 
the analysis for the period closest to the original planning 
horizon. 
Water resources planning has been tardy in facing up 
to the third aspect of futurity, the feedback or iterative fac-
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tor of planning that must keep pace with the dynamics of 
technological and social change. There has been some 
recognition of the "roaring current of change" as Tof1ler 
(I970) puts it, but planning institutions and methodology 
have not kept pace. Planning has been viewed as a "once 
through" process in which a rigidly defined plan is 
prepared to achieve a given set of objectives. Once the 
objectives were set and limiting assumptions made, usuaJIy 
at the outset, planning proceeded without much concern 
for changes in the needs and desires of society that could 
alter the plan. Public participation and feedback until 
quite recently have been minimal. 
Objectives 
The second element of the planning function 
described in Chapter I concerns the formulation of goals 
and objectives that express and represent the wants and 
needs of society in specific terms more amenable in 
planning. It should be emphasized that the term "objec-
tive" as an aspect of the planning function will not be 
discussed here in relation to the process of objectives 
specification. Rather, the issue to be considered focuses 
on how water planners have traditionally viewed objec-
tives in relation to the planning function, and what factors 
affected their views. Did they explicitly consider objec-
tives and goals to be expressions of needs and values? Did 
they distinguish between goals and objectives? How were 
objectives and/or goals related to the planning function? 
Fox (I964) observes that throughout the history of 
the country, plans for water development have been 
associated with broad public policy considerations. These 
public considerations were rarely questioned by planners; 
they were not part of planning. Thus goals were accepted 
as given and as such not really perceived as part of the 
planning function. That is, planning did not usually begin 
with a clean slate; the broad goals were already written on 
the slate, and planning began from there. For example, 
the paramount goals of Theodore Roosevelt and Senator 
Newlands in reclamation programs in the early 1900's was 
development of the West. Later, Franklin D. Roosevelt 
and others saw water resources development as a means 
for controlling monopolies and for stimulating economic 
growth in depressed regions. 
The focus in all water resources planning of the past 
has been almost entirely on the development of resources. 
Economic growth has been the paramount objective and 
water development has had a key confirming role. Only 
recently have people begun to view water planning and 
development in a different way. The National Academy of 
Sciences (I966) expresses the emerging view that the 
management of water resources has evolved to a stage in 
which planning should center on the needs of people 
rather than upon water per se. 
In the last few years, as certain basic policy 
assumptions have been brough t into question, people have 
t 1 L to st op accepting goals as given. This is part of the 
, lid tllat has included the introduction of the systems 
appro.lch into planning methodology. It is not suggested 
that li.iI ional goals should not be established or followed 
as guidelines, bu t it is implied that certain broad goals 
should not be accepted without question in a particular 
planning situation. That the latter has tended to occur in 
the past can be demonstrated when the historical perspec-
tives that have dominated the conceptions of the water 
planning function are examined. 
When Gallatin planned for new roads and canals 
early in the 19th century, much of the country was 
wilderness. Settlement of the vast undeveloped lands was 
the order of the day and visions of "manifest destiny" and 
superabundance of resources described by Udall (1963) 
dominated the thinking. The waterways were seen as an 
important element in building and unifying the new 
nation. Thus Gallatin's plans were not concerned with 
river basin development per se, but with improved 
transportation. The canal building program under the 
states and the plans of the Windom committee later on to 
provide low cost transportation arteries had a similar 
objective. Thus one of the earlier conceptions of water 
planning confined it to a supportive role. Water planning 
was done to accomplish transportation goals. Ideo-
logically, the transportation goals were in turn tied to 
broader concerns that stressed economic development. 
further political unity, and national defense. 
In an intensive study of the relationship of water 
resources planning to social goals, the Technical Com-
mittee of the Water Resources Centers of the Thirteen 
Western States (1971) found that formal association of 
goals and water development at the federal level has 
enjoyed a long history in the United States. Their study 
traces this history which dates back at least to 1808 when 
Gallatin's report on roads and canals identified the 
above-mentioned national goals. The committee's con-
clusions agreed with the observation made by other 
writers as well that the broad goal of economic develop-
ment has dominated water resources planning. Other goals 
have tended to occupy a secondary role. 
The singular concern with economic development is 
easily understood in light of the forces that have affected 
American society. Demographic factors, technology, and 
ideology have all pointed in the same direction. Under the 
goal of economic growth, early water planners tended to 
conceive of the planning function in terms of single 
purpose projects. It was not until the turn of the century 
that a mUltiple purpose development perspective was 
increasingly adopted in water resources planning, as the 
conservation movement helped to provide a strong 
impetus. "Not only navigation and irrigation, but also 
hydroelectric power, flood control, domestic and in-
dustrial water, land stabilization, drainage, watershed 
protection and enhancement of outdoor recreation, and 
fish and wildlife eventually became purposes of such 
development" (Technical Committee report, 1971, p. 3). 
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A significant issue that has historically influenced 
water resources development and that has colored the 
perspectives planners have held of the planning function 
has been the role of politics in the planning process. Water 
projects have traditionally been important instruments of 
pork barreling in Congress, to the extent that agency 
administrators and planners have sometimes had to give 
overriding consideration to political issues in planning a 
project. It is therefore necessary to be aware of the 
informal or unofficial objectives that have often been 
perceived as part of the planning function. Hidden 
objectives have usually been of two kinds. Thus the 
function of planning has in quite a few cases been 
identified in relation to the objectives of powerful interest 
groups. It has also been tied to the interests of particular 
governmental agencies that were trying to maintain or 
expand a certain level of activities. These types of 
objectives have been present during most of the period 
under consideration. 
During the last quarter century significant changes 
have been occurring in American society that have had 
and will continue to have major consequences with 
respect to goals and objectives that will become part of 
the water planning perspective. Population growth has 
begun to stabilize and the traditional goal of economic 
growth has been questioned. The increasing complexity of 
the system requires that planning be more integrated. A 
different set of values and needs is coming to the fore. 
which will require responses that are not the same as those 
of the past. The concern with social goals is an indication 
of this trend. Public participation in planning has become 
more important and has resulted in a more open system. 
A planning methodology and perspective must be de-
veloped that can include public inputs and a concern for 
different goals. 
The Technical Committee (1971) found that there 
had been rapidly increasing interest during the last few 
years in formulating and discussing national goals. The 
reports of several national study commissions, task forces, 
etc., are cited. None of these reportedly presents a 
comprehensive goals methodology with which resource 
development and uses can be related to social goals. In its 
research, the Technical Committee has attempted to 
develop techniques and models to bridge the gap which 
exists between national goals on one hand and the 
implementation of courses of action to achieve such goals 
on the other. 
A striking change in national goals is apparent in an 
examination of the decade of the 1960's. In 1960, the 
report of the President's Commission on National Goals 
emphasized the speeding up of economic growth. Ten 
years later, in contrast, the President's National Goals 
Research Staff reported that preservation of the natural 
environment and improvement of the quality of life were 
of paramount concern to the American people. The 
Environmental Policy Act of 1969, which enunciated far 
reaching policy changes pertaining to the environment, 
reflected this new sentiment. Also, as Caulfield (1969) has 
observed, the Sierra Club and other environmental interest 
groups have emerged as a major political force. 
Recently there has also been increasing concern that 
water policies and programs have not been fully in accord 
with national goals. The actions by the Water Resources 
Council beginning in 1968 to devise multiple objective 
planning standards have attempted to provide for more 
balanced consideration of goals in addition to economic 
development. According to Luce (1972), the National 
Water Commission early in its study concluded that one 
of its primary objectives should be to seek ways in which 
the people of the United States could bring water policies 
and programs into harmony with the nation's goals. He 
cites several conflicts directly related to water policy. 
In summary, water resources planners have tradi-
tionally not been explicit about the distinction between 
goals and objectives, although there has been an informal 
usage defining goals as broad national policy concerns and 
objectives as more specific project-oriented aims. Histori-
cally, a careful examination of objectives, tying them to 
human values and needs, has tended to be lacking. Goals 
and objectives often have been perceived as being given 
prior to planning and their identification has not been 
seen as part of the planning function. A construction 
orientation combined with an acceptance of broad goals 
as given appeared to make a detailed formulation and 
study of objectives superfluous, except in terms of 
economic costs and benefits. As radical changes began to 
take place in the American system, the explicit formu-
lation of goals and perspectives became more important, 
especially when in several instances it was suddenly found 
that certain projects were not acceptable to the public 
under the traditional rationale. At present, water re-
sources planners are becoming more cognizant of the 
necessity for public inputs and are therefore more aware 
that goal formulation and objectives specification should 
be an integral part of the planning function. 
Action Alternatives 
The third element of the planning function focuses 
on the action aspect of a planning effort. Specifically, the 
identification of alternative courses of action is of interest 
here, the question being to what extent the consideration 
of alternatives has been perceived to be a part of the 
planning function. Has planning practice in the past 
conformed to the theoretical imperative that alternatives 
must be evaluated and the "best" plan selected? The 
answer to this question is somewhat ambiguous, because it 
depends to some extent on what is meant by "alterna-
tives." Generally, it can be said that most planning efforts 
have involved the identification of different engineering 
solutions, but that they have not given sufficient attention 
to other alternatives. 
The identification of alternative courses of action, 
as it relates to water resources planning, has been the 
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subject of much discussion. Water planning in the past has 
been accused of being much too narrow both in scope and 
in the range of means or alternative courses of action 
considered. As the list of socially desirable objectives of 
planning has grown, so also has the list of possible 
alternative means to achieve various objectives. Unfor-
tunately, while science and technology are rapidly en-
larging the range of possible alternatives in water 
management, our system seems to lack the facility for 
incorporating and applying new developments 
expeditiously. 
In its report, "Alternatives in Water Management," 
the National Academy of Sciences (1966) makes a strong 
plea for giving more attention to alternatives, including 
engineering alternatives, management alternatives, and 
institu tional alternatives. 
Institutional and conceptual constraints frequently 
have precluded the consideration of otherwise promising 
alternatives. Reimbursement policies of the federal 
government on flood control, reclamation, and other 
purposes of water development have tended to favor 
certain alternatives to the exclusion of others which are 
better in many respects. A classic example has been the 
tendency of local interests to favor low flow augmenta-
tion rather than waste treatment in satisfying pollution 
abatement requirements because of lower direct costs to 
them. This is the result of a federal policy that provides 
storage in federal reservoirs for low flow augmentation 
without cost to the local beneficiaries. A substantial part 
of the cost of waste treatment, on the other hand, is paid 
1;>y local people. 
In describing the evolution of water management in 
this country from single purpose to multiple purpose and 
from multiple purpose to multiple means, White (1969) 
gives six reasons why, in his estimation, a multiple-means 
strategy has been so slow in developing with respect to 
providing flood protection: First, the "upstream-
downstream" controversy between the Corps of Engineers 
and the Soil Conservation Service was so bitter and 
protracted that it obscured discussion of alternatives to 
conventional engineering measures. Second, it was easier 
to use the single engineering solution than several more 
intricate possibilities such as flood insurance and flood 
plain regulation. Third, there was heavy support from 
contractors and local engineers for pursuing tried con-
struction measures. Fourth, the crises that precipitate 
most new federal policies with respect to floods are 
unsuited to promoting complex, less well understood 
alternatives in contrast to "simple, dramatic, and highly 
visible panaceas." Fifth, the application of non-structural 
alternatives required techniques and administrative devices 
for which there was little precedent. And finally, the sixth 
and probably most significant, no one agency was charged 
with the responsibility for dealing with flood loss reduc-
tion other than for carrying out a particular measure. 
Thus alternatives received little attention. 
In discussing the failure of planning agencies to 
consider the full range of development possibilities, Fox 
(1964) mentions, in ,addition to construction biases of 
agencies such as the Corps, two other significant points. 
First, river basin planning has been too limited in scope. It 
has not been related properly to land use planning, 
transportation planning, etc. in the context of the total 
regional economic situation. Second, there has been a 
tendency not to expose the full range of possibilities to 
political consideration. Alternative plans have seldom 
been presented for public review and discussion. Many 
times planners have made value judgments, which are in 
effect political judgments, without consulting the pUblic. 
The burgeoning in terest in public participation in 
water resources planning is a phenomenon first evident in 
the late 1960's. Although some previous planning studies 
had rather elaborate public information programs such as 
the one described by Bird (I964) for the Southeast River 
Basins Study, public involvement in the process of 
identifying and evaluating alternatives was minimal. None 
of the interagency comprehensive river basin studies 
which started in the early 1960's (with which this research 
report is particularly concerned) had significant public 
participation programs until late in the course of its 
planning program. Most of them never did have such a 
program, at least other than traditional public hearings. In 
analyzing the Grand River Basin Study, Warner (1971) 
notes that even after an extensive public information 
program was implemented and completed late in the 
study, a lack of public understanding about the concepts 
and needs identified in the plan was clearly evident a short 
time later at the public hearings introducing the plan. The 
public had not been actively consulted and involved in the 
identification and evaluation of alternatives. 
An important constraint that has influenced the 
consideration of alternative courses of action in the past 
has been the degree of comprehensiveness sought in a 
planning effort. What does it mean to develop alternative 
plans for regions that include several states? How can such 
alternative plans be evaluated? For example, one of the 
problems encountered in the formulation and evaluation 
of alternative courses of action especially in a multiple-
goal framework is that of dealing with trade-offs between 
alternatives associated with different and conflicting goals 
and values. Literature pertaining to this problem includes 
writings by the Water Resources Council (1973), Maas 
(1970), Schramm and Burt (I970) and Howe (1971). 
Discussions of various systems of accounts, trade-off 
functions, and weighting techniques which have been 
proposed are available in the literature and these topics 
will not be considered further here. 
Much of the assessment methodology has been 
developed only in recent years. Before many of the 
techniques that are now available were developed, the 
evaluation of a wide range of alternatives was even less 
possible. The evaluation of economic costs and benefits 
has received considerable attention, which in part explains 
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the dominance of the economic cost-benefit approach in 
water planning. Evaluation of alternatives in terms of 
non-economic objectives is much less developed. The 
problem is basically one of information processing. It has 
not been practical for one individual or a group of 
individuals to go through volumes of reports and assess 
how numerous criteria measure the worth of alternative 
plans. Only in the last few years have the technology and 
procedures been developed that make such an assessment 
look feasible. The computer model described in Appendix 
A is an approach that might be used. Until such a model is 
used in planning, only partial assessment of alternatives is 
possible. 
The evolution of the 
water resources planning process 
The discussion in the preceding section of the 
evolution of the water resources planning function pro-
vides the context for discussing the planning process. The 
term "process" refers to the specific activities and 
procedures that are carried out as part of a planning 
effort. It is not possible within the scope of this study to 
give a detailed historical analysis of the water resources 
planning process; however, the discussion in the following 
chapter will focus on some of the details of the planning 
procedures that were adopted in the Type 2/Level B 
studies. In this section only some general comments will 
be made that will add to the background for the analysis 
that follows in the next chapter. 
Although the conclusions that can be drawn with 
respect to the historical details of the development of 
water resources planning procedures are necessarily specu-
lative, the following statements can be asserted with a 
reasonable degree of certainty. The evolution of the water 
planning process parallels the trend of increasing com-
plexity in society as a whole. It can be surmised that most 
of the earlier planning efforts adopted a straightforward 
approach to accomplish narrowly conceived objectives. 
Whereas the earliest planning efforts probably took 
relatively few variables into account, later studies, con-
fronted with more complex problems had to deal with an 
increasing number of factors in complex relationships. 
Nevertheless, certain traditions, such as the sequen-
tial approach and construction orientation, have con-
tinued to exert a strong influence on water planning. It is 
only in the last few years, as social and environmental 
interactions have reached a high degree of complexity, 
that the need for more sophisticated planning procedures 
has been recognized. The response to this need has been 
characterized by the development of different concep-
tions of planning, the use of more sophisticated methods 
and technology, and an increasing systematization of the 
planning process. Thus a "systems" approach ideology has 
become part of the perspectives of planners and policy 
makers. Hufschmidt (1965) presents an analysis of such 
an approach in water planning. His analysis is similar to 
some of the descriptions of planning models discussed in 
the previous chapter and appears to be tied to a 
linear-sequential perspective. 
The essentials of the "rational-comprehensive" or 
"systems" approach to water planning are embodied in 
the four steps of the planning process outlined by 
Hufschmidt: 1) specifying the objectives; 2) translating 
these objectives into design criteria; 3) using the criteria to 
formulate specific designs of development and manage-
ment for water resources systems that fulfill the criteria to 
the highest degree; and 4) evaluating the consequences of 
the designs that have been developed. In this country the 
practice of water planning has approximated this process 
only in some particulars. And even in theory the system 
approach has not been developed sufficiently to cope with 
the dynamics of social problems and goals. 
Objectives specified in Step 1 of the system 
approach are not instrumental goals such as meeting 
certain "requirements" for water supply or hydroelectric 
energy or for "full development of the river basin" as the 
term has been loosely used by water planners. Objectives 
as used in this context mean the fundamental goals that 
relate to human welfare, such as increases in national 
income (economic efficiency), redistribution of income, 
and preservation and enhancement of the environment. 
These objectives are not necessarily complimentary or 
consistent, and usually are in conflict with each other to 
some degree. Ideally, these are specified in the legislative 
process by the highest policy-making units of govern-
ment-in the federal government by the Congress and the 
President; in the states by the legislature and the governor. 
Step 2, translating objectives into design criteria, 
like Step 1 is in the realm of policy making. Hufschmidt 
argues that planning at the field level which really begins 
with Step 3 cannot be accomplished effectively unless the 
design criteria are clearly set forth by high-level policy 
makers. In the approximation of the ideal planning 
process in the United States, he asserts we have come 
closest to the ideal in the use of investment criteria. 
Criteria to guide field level planners have been established 
by departments and agencies, subject to presidential 
approval and congressional oversight. Senate Document 
97 (U.S. Congress, Senate, 1962) and the more recent 
"Principles, Standards, and Procedures for Water and 
Related Land Resources Planning" (Water Resources 
Council, 1973) are examples. 
In summary, the process of water resources planning 
prior to the advent of the multiple-objective approach 
introduced in the late 1960's could be described as 
follows: The goal of water planning whether explicitly 
identified or not was economic growth, and planning was 
executed according to criteria and guidelines related to 
this goal as set forth in policy documents such as Senate 
Document 97. Little if any attention was given by the 
planning organization itself to identifying needs and wants 
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of people in the future or to formulating goals that would 
represent such needs and wants. 
The planning was a phased process that proceeded 
in rather distinct independent steps. Great emphasis in the 
beginning and continuing through a large portion of the 
time allotted for a planning study was devoted to 
collection and analysis of data-data needed to determine 
the available resources and data needed to estimate future 
water requirements. The lat~r data were developed largely 
from projections of past trends. After the data phase was 
concluded, physical, possibilities were integrated with 
estima ted requirements in a plan formulation process. 
Because of the lack of authority and other conditions that 
prevailed in many of the interagency organizations 
charged with this task, plan formulation amounted more 
or less to "compilation" rather than "integration." Not 
many Significant tradeoffs were made. From the plan 
formulation phase there would emerge a single recom-
mended plan-in effect a "master plan" -for future 
development. 
Planning was determinate and discontinuous. Itera-
tive processes and feedback mechanisms were unheard of, 
and public participation, at least as we envision it now, 
was still around the corner. The dynamics of change was a 
problem too complex to handle except in terms of 
limiting assumptions made at the beginning of the process. 
Contrast the rigidly prescribed process of past 
planning with today's philosophy of planning as described 
by Wilson (1973). Planning can no longer assume prob-
lems and needs as given. The planner starts by considering 
the entire planning problem as ill-defined, and is expected 
to devote a significant part of his work to problem 
definition and clarification. He is expected to identify the 
needs and desires and the goals and objectives of society 
in an iterative process involving the pUblic. A wide range 
of alternative courses of action must be formulated and 
evaluated in light of the goals and objectives established, 
and these must be considered from the various viewpoints 
of all that would be affected by the proposed actions. The 
time frame for planning is not a single period of 50 or 100 
years but a time continuum beginning now and extending 
forward. And finally, the planner today must be con-
cerned with identifying the decision makers who will 
implement the plans he makes. 
From its investigation of the strengths and weak-
nesses of current water planning, the National Water 
Commission (1973) cites the following criticisms: 
(1) Water planning is not adequately integrated 
with planning for the land uses that water develop-
ments are expected to serve; (2) while much atten-
tion has been devoted to planning for large river 
systems, too little effort is made to relate that 
planning to the needs of metropolitan areas; (3) 
plans have taken too little account of the environ-
mental consequences and water quality planning has 
been conducted apart from water planning in 
general; (4) plans oft~n do not reflect the interest of 
the general publi«, large segments of which have 
little voice in it; (5) planning, especially that 
required of the States as a condition of future 
Federal assistance, is expensive and time consuming 
out of proportion to the States' need for it and the 
benefits that result from it; (6) plans, particularly 
river basin plans, tend to avoid setting priorities and 
to proceed unrealistically with early action proposals 
that would ultimately cost substantially more than is 
likely to be spent for the area involved; (7) in the 
absence of national priorities, planning leads to 
development conflicts among regions of the Nation; 
(8) planning is too rigid in its adherence to long-
range forecasts in a world of rapid social, economic, 
and technological change; and (9) planning tends to 
bury in the arithmetic of benefit-cost analysis 
important issues that must be decided on a non-
quantitative and judgmental basis. 
Organization 
The various governmental and private entities in this 
country responsible for administration of water resources 
have each developed objectives, procedures, organization, 
and clientele in response to particular functions. The 
proliferation of federal, state, and local entities concerned 
with water resources in one way or another prompted one 
congressman not too long ago to describe the situation as 
"confusion compounded." 
As mUltiple-purpose development and intensified 
competition for water have evolved, so also have efforts to 
consolidate and coordinate programs. Various interagency 
coordinative mechanisms or institutions have been created 
to at least provide a forum for the exchange of ideas. In 
water resources planning, the somewhat evasive goal has 
been to establish organizational arrangements which 
would produce meaningful integrated plans. 
Fox (1964) describes six alternative arrangements 
that have evolved since World War II: 
1. The individual federal agency planning effort. 
2. An individual agency with the assistance of an 
advisory committee. 
3. The interagency committee. 
4. The interagency river basin commissions. 
5. State water resources planning. 
6. A state-federal commission. 
Under the first approach listed, an agency such as 
the Corps of Engineers does the planning without adopt-
ing any coordinative arrangements other than consulting 
with other agencies occasionally as the planning proceeds. 
Other agencies may contribute to the planning effort by 
invitation, but the principal agency assumes full responsi-
bility for the program. 
The second arrangement listed varies slightly from 
the first in that other federal agencies and states are asked 
to name members to a formal advisory committee to the 
principal federal agency. This committee periodically 
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reviews planning progress and makes recommendations on 
how to proceed. Member agencies may make important 
contributions to the plan. 
In the interagency committee arrangement listed 
third, the member agencies share responsibility for pre-
paration of the plan. Each agency finances its own part of 
the planning effort. No single agency has primary re-
sponsibility. The interagency committee coordinates the 
various individual efforts and prepares the final report. 
Under this arrangement (the Arkansas-White-Red Study is 
an example) each agency is responsible only for the 
elements of the plan it has investigated and recommended. 
The committee itself does not make recommendations 
pertaining to individual projects. 
The interagency river basin commissions, next on 
the list, of which there have been only two, were an 
outgrowth of interagency committee experience, and 
moved considerably in the direction of centralized plan-
ning authority. Although individual agencies contributed 
to the planning, each commission had its own appro-
priation to finance a central staff and to do a portion of 
the planning study. States and federal agencies were 
represented on the commission by presidential appointees, 
and the commission chairman was independent of the 
participating agencies. These two commissions-the U.S. 
Study Commission, Texas, and the U.S. Study Commis-
sion, Southeast River Basins-not only coordinated the 
planning effort but also recommended a commission plan. 
State water resources planning, number five on the 
list, until recently has been minimal except in the case of 
a few states. In the past, what state interest there has been 
in water resources has centered on water allocation and 
regulation. Interest in strengthening state water planning 
grew rapidly in the early 1960's and, according to Ingram 
et al. (1973), has been encouraged by state grants made 
available beginning in 1966 by the Water Resources 
Planning Act. The approach used by different states has 
varied. Some have built strong in-house staffs to do the 
planning; others have spread the planning among existing 
state agencies; and several have relied on consulting 
engineering firms (Hoggan, 1969). Usually, the state 
planning has been coordinated to some extent with 
federal and local agencies. 
The final organizational arrangement listed is the 
state-federal commission of which the Delaware River 
Basin Commission is an example. This is a state-federal 
compact commission which has been established with 
wide-ranging powers to plan, develop, and regulate water 
resources in a particular basin. The Delaware Commission 
is composed of five members, one each from the four 
states in the basin and one representing the federal 
government. The balance of power seems to have swung 
significantly to the side of the states in this arrangement. 
One other state-federal compact commission in addition 
to the one on the Delaware has been established to date. 
It is on the Susquehanna River. 
To the six approaches listed by Fox in 1964 might 
be added the river basin commission arrangement which 
evolved a year or two later as provided for in the Water 
Resources Planning Act of 1965. As Gregg (1971) puts it, 
"The Commission is a new kind of institution." The 
membership normally includes a designee from each of 
the major federal agencies concerned with water resources 
in the basin, a representative of each interstate agency in 
the basin, and a designee of the Governor of each state in 
the basin. The commission has an independent chairman, 
who also serves as a coordinating officer of the federal 
members. A vice chairman, who also serves as a coordinat-
ing officer for the state members is appointed by the state 
members. 
The newly formed river basin comffilSSlOns, of 
which there are currently seven, are each charged with 
preparing and keeping an up-to-date comprehensive,. co-
ordinated joint water plan for its region. Each commission 
also serves as the principal agency for coordination of 
federal, state, and local plans. It has no regulatory or 
management authority itself, but member agencies do, of 
course, have such authority, individually. River basin 
commissions have small independent staffs jointly funded 
by federal and state appropriations. 
The states have improved status in the river basin 
commission as compared with some of the earlier arrange-
ments. Lee (1970) observes that whereas states have been 
essentially bypassed in setting study priorities and project 
priorities in the past, the establishment of river basin 
commissions opens the way for direct participation of 
states in plan formulation and presents an opportunity for 
states to play a significant role in the decision-making 
process. 
In regions where river basin commissions have been 
established, framework planning and more detailed Level 
B planning have come under the aegis of the commissions. 
In the case of the latter, the 15 Type 2 studies started in 
the early 1960's were already organized before the 
commissions were established. Much of the planning had 
been done by the time the commissions became involved. 
Consequently, the commissions had little to do with the 
organization and methods used. They have had an 
opportunity to review and comment on plans that have 
been completed since their establishment. The organiza-
tional arrangements used in the Type 2 studies and Level 
B studies are discussed elsewhere in this report. 
Structural changes in planning organizations have 
accompanied the evolution of planning function and 
process. Problems which emerged m early attempts to 
bring agencies together for coordinated action led to the 
trying of different arrangements in subsequent efforts. 
Thus, changes have been effected largely on the basis of 
common sense in a cut and try procedure. There is little 
evidence in the literature to indicate that organizational 
theory has played very much of a role. Some of the most 
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significant changes that have been made relate to author-
ity, staff, funding, and state involvement. Even though 
some successes have been realized utilizing particular 
structures under particular sets of conditions widely 
accepted organizational patterns have evolved but slowly 
if at all. People today continue to argue about the merits 
of increased centralization, the pros and cons of the 
coordinating committee approach and so on. 
In the Arkansas-White-Red (AWR) study, the first 
attempt to use an interagency committee in formulating a 
water development plan for a large region, the need for 
organizational improvement in a number of areas became 
evident. One of these areas was authority. Critics of this 
experience contend that the interagency committee's 
structure was deliberately designed to give the appearance 
of cooperation and coordination while fully protecting 
tht vested interests of the participating agencies. None of 
the agencies gave up vital prerogatives during the course of 
the study. Although the Corps of Engineers was prevented 
from directing the study by the opposition of other 
agencies, it lost nothing of importance. Because of the 
"proviso clause" and the "unanimity rule" that were in 
effect, trade-offs and compromises between agencies were 
few. The "proviso clause" in the Flood Control Act of 
1950, which authorized the study, provided that 
Federal projects now constructed and in opera-
tion, under construction, authorized for construc-
tion or projects that may be hereafter authorized 
substantially in accordance with reports currently 
before or that may hereafter come before the 
Congress ... shall not be altered, changed, restricted, 
delayed, retarded, or otherwise impeded or inter-
ferred with by reason of this paragraph. 
The "unanimity rule" permitted the committee to take 
action on only those matters on which there was 
unanimous agreement. 
Pealy (I959), in identifying inherent limitations in 
the organizational structure of this study, asserts that the 
fundamental problem was the nature of the duties and 
responsibilities giveri to the AWR participants by law. 
Those in authority in the agencies could neither "delegate, 
abrogate, nor change these responsibilities." Each agency 
also had its own political support both within and outside 
of Congress. When clashes occurred it was often because 
Congress had failed to resolve the differences between 
political interests, and it was not feasible for the agencies 
to abandon their political supporters by making policy 
changes adverse to them. Thus, the organizational struc-
ture for the A WR study evolved from the actions of the 
agencies to maintain their legal and pohtical positions 
Because of such conditions, Pealy points out that inter-
agency committees inherently "are clearly confined to the 
adoption of coordination procedures. the identification of 
policy differences, and the search for a resolution of such 
differences. " 
The problem of working out differences between 
agencies occurred both at the field level and at the Wash-
ington level in the AWR study. Committee members not 
only had to agree among themselves on a given issue, but 
many of them also had to obtain the concurrence of the 
agencies they represented. 
The idea of an "independent chairman" adopted in 
some subsequent studies and institutionalized in the river 
basin commissions established under the Water Resources 
Planning Act of 1965 stemmed from the AWR experience. 
Late in the study, the President appointed an advisor to 
the study committee. Since he did not take over the 
chairman's duties and was involved for only a short time, 
the experience did not provide much information that 
would be useful in evaluating the effectiveness of an 
independent chairman. Nevertheless, the idea that a 
relatively strong independent chairman would enhance the 
interagency planning process seems to have emerged at 
this time. 
The two study commissions that were subsequently 
organized for the Texas and the Southeast River Basins 
had independent chairmen and other features that pro-
vided significantly greater centralized management. These 
organizations had their own study budgets and central 
planning staffs. The fact that the commissioners were all 
Presidential appointees should have further strengthened 
the commissions' independence from individual agency 
pressures. 
Although the form of organization used in each of 
these two studies was essentially the same, there were 
some striking contrasts between the study areas. This was 
especially evident with respect to the degree of planning 
and development that had already taken place and the 
competitiveness among interests. 
Pealy (1964) concluded that in the relatively non-
competitive environment of the Southeast River Basins 
study, the independent chairman proved to be a fairly 
effective force for giving central direction and leadership. 
The Southeast Commission experience also provided an 
experiment with the use of a central staff as an initiating, 
innovating technical and procedural force in river basin 
planning. And among those concerned with the study, 
many expressed cautious approval of the experiment and 
its results. 
In the Texas study, a considerable amount of 
planning and development had already been accomplished 
by local and federal agencies, and a high degree of 
competitiveness already existed. In Texas, the staff was 
not given the scope that the Southeast Basins study staff 
enjoyed. Most of the actual planning was done by the 
Corps of Engineers and the Bureau of Reclamation 
because their individual efforts had already reached an 
advanced stage. Nevertheless, the usefulness of an in-
dependent staff for management purposes seemed to be 
demonstrated (Pealy, 1964). 
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The Texas study chairman had a much more 
difficult task in dealing with competing forces than did 
the Southeast Basins study chairman. However. he was 
credited with some successes in persuading the competmg 
agencies to reach agreement. The contrast between the 
independent chairman's role in these two studies demon-
strates the limitations of the role. It cannot be expected 
to operate the same way in all environments. In a highly 
competitive environment, political competence is an 
essential attribute of the chairman (Pealy, 1964). 
Pealy found that the experience of the two com-
missions demonstrates that the commissioners, in spite of 
the nature of their appointments, were not, on the whole, 
independent on crucial policy matters. A number of 
constraints and influences such as prior training and 
associations and current agency or political loyalties may 
tend to cause commissioners to perceive problems and 
solutions in the same light as the interests they represent. 
Furthermore, there were active pressures from those 
interests that no doubt had some effect. Pealy questioned 
whether commissioners should act independently since, as 
he argued, water agencies tend to reflect dominant 
political opinion in a rough fashion, and state commis-
sioners, for example, are put on study commissions for 
the purpose, in part at least, to protect state interests. He 
found it doubtful that commissioners should abrogate 
these responsibilities. 
It is interesting that in spite of the problems 
encountered in the AWR study from the lack of centrali-
zed control and the successes achieved in the two 
subsequent study commission experiences in overcoming 
these problems, the Type 2 studies launched in the early 
1960's reverted to a largely decentralized approach. Pealy 
(1964) probably had his finger on the answer to this 
problem when he pointed out the failure of Congress to 
resolve differences between political interests and the ac-
tions of agencies to protect their legal and political posi-
tions. This, of course, demonstrates that an organizational 
change however good in other respects, must also be 
politically and administratively feasible. 
The development of various organizational 
arrangements in the area of water resources planning took 
place independent of separate investigations in other areas 
that were to have an important bearing on the growth of 
organizational theory. Traditionally, the theoretical and 
applied studies of organization had been carried out 
mostly by sociolOgists, industrial psychologists and 
students of business administration. The growth of 
government in this century led to the development of 
public administration as an academic field of study so that 
a few political scientists also became interested in the 
study of organization. By the 1950's the convergence of 
interests in the different disciplines made the study of 
organization an area of investigation that has been 
characterized by a high degree of interdisciplinary acti-
vity. Since then an increasing number of studies have been 
carried out focusing on various detailed aspects of 
organization that have resulted in modern organization 
theories rich in methodologies, approaches, and concepts. 
Many of the findings in these studies are applicable to any 
kind of organization and therefore can be very useful if 
applied to river basin planning. In Chapter IV some of the 
relevant approaches and findings of organizational studies 
will be related to the Type 2 planning experience. 
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CHAPTER III 
PLANNING FUNCTION AND PROCESS IN THE 
TYPE 2/LEVEL B RIVER BASIN STUDIES 
In the previous chapters a theoretical framework 
derived from the planning literature has been described 
that can serve as a model and can be used to aid in the 
auditing and evaluation of planning studies, and some of 
the Significant historical trends in water resources plan-
ning have been traced. Historically, there has been little 
congruence between the practice of planning and some of 
the major concepts that have been developed in the 
theory of planning. Analysis in this chapter will show that 
the lack of congruence can in part be attributed to the 
fact that the forces shaping water resources planning 
practice have politically and administratively often pulled 
in other directions. As a result, a completely rational 
approach to planning has been difficult to organize, and 
available theoretical knowledge has not been fully applied. 
This has been particularly evident in the structuring of 
planning organizations. 
The purpose of this chapter and the following one is 
to examine the Type 2/Level B planning experience to 
determine to what degree these recent water planning 
efforts have approached the model that has been advo-
cated as a paradigm in the planning literature. In this 
chapter consideration will be given to how individuals 
who participated in the Type 2/Level B studies conceived 
of the planning function, what factors have influenced 
this perception, and what processes have been followed to 
develop comprehensive plans. An examination will be 
made of the way functional elements were incorporated in 
the studies, and what order and types of procedures were 
adopted. 
The discussion in this chapter will begin by enlarg-
ing on the background information contained in the 
introduction that establishes the setting in which the Type 
2 studies took place. This will be followed by an analysis 
, of the physical and demographic characteristics of plan-
ning regions to explore possible relationships of these 
characteristics with the planning process. The assumption 
here is that major differences in physical or demographic 
elements among river basins could be related to differ-
ences in the planning approach used. Although an exact 
determination of the effects of background or contextual 
variables on the planning studies is beyond the scope of 
this project, some trends can be identified, and general 
conclusions drawn. 
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The findings and conclusions concerning planning 
function perspectives'and planning processes were derived 
from an analysis of materials that include interview notes, 
correspondence, questionnaire responses, official study 
reports (including summary volumes and plan formulation 
appendices) and the two case studies of the Willamette 
and Susquehanna Basin planning efforts. An important 
qualification that needs to be made here is that the 
questionnaire responses represent the perceptions of the 
individuals who participated in the planning. Although 
these perceptions provide significant information in them-
selves, they likely contain some biases. The degree of 
validity of the perceptions are especially suspect if 
responses to the same question on the same planning 
study vary significantly. The conclusions derived therefore 
are tempered by separate analyses of plan formulation 
reports and other relevant documents. The case studies 
also provide data that can be compared with the question-
naire information. 
The Type 2 Studies Experience 
The events that led directly to the organization of 
the Type 2 studies began with the appointment of the 
Senate Select Committee on National Water Resources. 
This committee was given the mandate to study national 
needs for the water resources and to develop recommen-
dations for water resources activities to deal with these 
needs. The Select Committee (U.S. Congress, Senate, 
1959) noted that during the preceding 50 years 20 
specially appointed national commissions or committees 
had studied and made recommendations pertaining to 
water policies and problems. One of the ideas proposed 
repeatedly for improving water planning was for increased 
cooperation of all interests - federal, state, and local - in 
a comprehensive approach. In its own recommendations 
the Senate Select Committee stated: 
The Federal Government, in cooperation with 
the States, should prepare and keep up to date plans 
for comprehensive water development and manage-
ment for all major river basins of the United States. 
Such plans should take into account the prospective 
demands for all purposes served through water 
development giving full recognition to non-revenue-
yielding purposes such as streamflow regulation, 
outdoor recreation, and preservation and propaga-
tion of fish and wildlife, and keeping in mind the 
ultimate need for optimum development of all water 
resources. All practicable means of meeting demands 
should be considered (U.S. Congress, Senate, 1961). 
The Committee's recommendation was the forerunner of 
the Type 2/Level B studies and framework studies which 
followed. 
The concept of the Type 2/Level B planning studies 
at the time they were initiated in the early 1960's was 
quite simple in that it consisted essentially of deter-
mination of: 1) what future water needs were likely to be; 
2) the supply available to satisfy those needs; and 3) steps 
which might be taken to fulfill unsatisfied needs. As the 
studies progressed, their scope was broadened to include 
the gathering of a great deal of hydrologic, economic, 
demographic, and other data. According to one partici-
pant, study contributors, preoccupied with collection and 
analysis of data, "blundered about in deepest detail and 
profundity in their areas of expertise." Initial coordina-
ting committee meetings were confused to some extent by 
a great deal of rhetoric as to what should be done and 
who should be involved. This rhetoric, engendered to 
some extent by the lack of promulgation of firm 
guidelines for the studies, perhaps was a necessary 
ingredient, but did consume a great deal of time. 
During the period of the studies, there were 
burgeoning changes in state and federal laws, planning 
concepts, and public attitudes. The studies were started 
before the recent upsurge in public interest in the 
environment and its accompanying strong emphasis on 
public participation in planning. And, because of the 
rather extended duration of these studies (4-7 years) 
several were caught in the middle with some significant 
changes in public attitudes and government policy. 
One impact resulted from increased interest in 
multiple-objective planning that occurred in the late 
1960's. Studies and reports generated by the Water 
Resources Council, beginning in 1968, to revise the 
"principles and standards" used in federal and federally-
assisted water planning, focused public interest in the 
multiple-objective approach. Although the fmal version of 
these principles and standards was not approved and 
published until 1973 (U.S. Water Resources Council, 
1973), long after field work on all of the Type 2/Level B 
studies was completed, an attempt was made in the latter 
stages of a few of the studies to implement a multiple-
objective approach. In the Susquehanna River Basin 
Study, for example, multiple-objective planning was insti-
tuted in 1968, 5 years after the study had started and 2 
years after plan formulation activities had been initiated 
(Susquehanna River Basin Study Coordinating Com-
mittee, 1970). 
Another development to have a major impact on the 
planning was the Environmental Policy Act of 1969 and 
its requirement for the preparation of environmental 
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impact statements. Statements were required on all of the 
Type 2/Level B studies for which final reports had not 
been transmitted to the President (U.S. Water Resources 
Council, 1971). All of these studies were initially sche-
duled to be completed by 1970, but only a few actually 
were. Delays were incurred in completing studies still out 
because of the added effort required to complete the 
impact statements. The timing was such that all or most 
of the planning funds had been expended by the time this 
additional work was thrust upon the study organizations. 
These conditions and others such as the squeeze put 
on manpower in the participating agencies that resulted 
from adding the planning task on top of normal and other 
priority assignments, caused the schedules for completion 
of the study reports to be extended - in some cases 
several times. 
One should not pass judgment on the deficiencies of 
the Type 2 planning efforts without first discovering what 
the planners would like to have done as well as what they 
actually did. The conditions imposed on the planners, 
including limitations of staff, time, and money had 
considerable effect. In spite of problems, these studies 
brought together, in many cases for the first time, state 
and federal agencies concerned with various facets of 
water resources administration, and afforded each an 
opportunity to become better acquainted with the organi-
zation and programs of other agencies. In general, the 
relationships established between different agencies and 
that part of the public which showed an interest were 
strengthened and this is likely to produce continuing 
dividends. 
The Demographic and Physical 
Context of the Type 2 Studies 
As has been the case with the design of organiza-
tional structure, little attention has been given to the 
investigation of relationships wrich exist between the 
environment or context in which a planning organization 
operates and the planning effort 'itself. It is reasonable to 
assume, however, that some relationships do exist. For 
example, planning for a large region or an area with a large 
population might be expected to differ from planning in a 
small region or an area with a small population. This is not 
to deny that certain processes will remain essentially the 
same. The fact is that very little is known about the effect 
of the planning context on the p1anning process, although 
a few studies have been done by organization theorists on 
various environmental and contextural variables (Pugh et 
al., 1969). 
Some of the variables identified by Pugh and his 
associates are not as relevant to this study of water 
planning organizations as they are to studies of some 
other organizations, since they are primarily concerned 
with contextural factors of work organizations. But some 
insights related to planning organizations can be gained 
from their analysis; for instance, ongm and history, 
location and resources have been identified as con-
textural variables. Similar variables could be studied with 
respect to planning organizations. For river basin planning 
other variables would likely be more relevant, specifically 
those related to demographic and physical characteristics 
of planning regions. Thus, in examining the relationship 
between setting and planning effort, this study has 
focused on demographic and physical variables. The 
results of the analysis follow. 
The purpose in this section is to present information 
that may provide a basis for future studies concerned with 
the determination of the effects of physical, demographic, 
and other environmental parameters on planning process 
and organization. Such studies would require carefully 
conceived research designs that are not within the scope 
of this project. Only some preliminary findings can be 
presented here. The question of concern is whether 
patterns can be discerned between demographic (and 
physical) parameters and certain aspects of planning. To 
answer this question, demographic and physical informa-
tion was coded and cross-tabulated with coded data from 
questionnaire responses. Table 5 lists the physical and 
demographic data that were included and Table 6 shows 
study expenditures_ Additional information derived from 
Table 1 concerning geography, population per square 
mile, and projected population per square mile also was 
used. Table 7 lists the variables that were derived from the 
questionnaire responses. A large number of tables were 
prepared and examined for possible patterns and these 
were tested using the chi square measure of association. 
Some of the associations that are of particular interest are 
discussed here. 
Cross-tabulated information about four demo-
graphic variables were analyzed in some detail to deter-
mine if any relationships could be discovered. These 
variables were the 1960 population level, the 1980 
projected population level, the population density, and 
per capita income. Since the primary purpose was to 
examine the possibility of patterns affecting planning 
process and organization, only first-order information was 
considered. That is, only relationships between two 
variables at a time were analyzed. A more detailed analysis 
involving more than two variables at a time was not 
considered necessary because interpretation of the data is 
confmed to identification only of possible relationships. 
Some observations are of a very tentative nature because 
of the low number of cases used in the cross-tabulations 
and because of relatively high probabilities associated with 
the chi square tests. 
Population levels in planning regions appeared to 
relate to relatively few variables, and the strength of the 
relationships tended to be weak. However, some broad 
trends can be discussed. No significant difference could be 
clearly identified between the 1960 popUlation and the 
1980 projected population variables. Interestingly, two of 
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the planning variables were related to at least three of the 
demographic variables. Centralization and location of the 
plan formulation staff, and the atmosphere of cooperation 
among study participants appear to be related to some 
kind of popUlation factor. Table 8 shows the patterns that 
exist with respect to the relationship .between the popula-
tion factors and the organization of separate plan formu-
lation staffs, while Table 9 describes the relationship 
between popUlation density and centralized location for 
the plan formulation staffs. 
The interpretations of Tables 8 and 9 must be 
carefully considered since without a multivariate analysis 
only the broadest inferences can be made. To examine the 
causal aspects of the relationships depicted in the tables, a 
more detailed analysis is necessary including other vari-
ables. With respect to the above information, the popula-
tion factors were related to the responses of planning 
participants concerning the questions, "Was a separate 
plan formulation staff organized?" and "Was the plan 
formulation staff housed together under one roof during 
formulation of the plan?" Then two questions can be 
interpreted to be possible measures of the intensity or 
complexity of a planning effort. That is, the separate 
organization of a plan formulation staff and centralizing 
its location could indicate that a planning study is more 
intensive or is confronted with a more complex task. In 
either case the data show that there is a pattern of 
relationships between popUlation factors and the organiza-
tion of plan formulation staffs. That this should be the 
case is not as obvious as it might seem at first. It can be 
argued that a river basin planning study, regardless of 
popUlation, should have separate plan formulation staffs 
assigned to a central location, because the planning tasks 
are sufficiently difficult. For the Type 2/Level B studies it 
appears that a larger popUlation size or popUlation density 
is tied to the organization of separate plan formulation 
staffs and their centralized location. 
Interesting observations that can be inferred from 
the cross-tabulated data relating population size to various 
planning variables concern perceived lack of funding, 
existence of a cooperative atmosphere, effectiveness of 
the coordinating committee approach, and the relative 
starting time of the plan formulation phase, as shown in 
the following tables. 
Inferences that can be made from the tables are: 
1. More participants in the river basin regions 
with small popUlations perceived lack of 
funding support as a significant constraint on 
agency involvement in the planning effort 
than did participants in basins with large 
populations. 
2. More participants in the river basin regions 
with smill populations perceived a less co-
operative atmosphere among planning partici-
pants than did participants in basins with large 
popUlations. 
Table S. Physical and economic statistics by study region. 
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Table 7. Variables derived from questionnaire responses. 
Variable 18 
Variable 19 
Variable 20 
Variable 21 
Variable 22 
Variable 23 
Variable 24 
Variable 25 
Variable 26 
Variable 27 
Variable 28. 
Variable 29 
Variable 30 
Variable 31 
Variable 32 
Variable 33 
Variable 34 
Variable 35 
Variable 36 
Variable 37 
Variable 38 
Variable 39 
Variable 40 
Variable 41 
Variable 42 
Variable 43 
Variable 44 
Variable 45 
Variable 46 
Variable 47 
Variable 48 
Participation of agency personnel in study work groups. 
Number of work groups participated in by agency personnel. 
Direct assignment of agency personnel to plan formulation work group. 
Organization of separate plan formulation staff. 
Centralized plan formulation staff. 
Duration of centralized plan formulation staff. 
Acceptance of separate work assignments by agency. 
Significance of lack of funding support as constraint on agency involvement. 
Cooperative atmosphere among study participants. 
Integration of state and local development plans in R. B. planning process. 
Integration of pertinent functional plans in R. B. planning. 
Well informed public. 
Degree of public participation. 
"Stapled or layered plans" as inherent weakness in coordinating committee approach. 
Degree of integration in planning. 
Effectiveness of coordinating committee approach. 
Clear identification of objectives at beginning of study. 
Appropriateness of objectives. 
Change in objectives during planning study. 
Agency and interest group opportunity for participation. 
State of plan formulation. 
Early formulation of conceptual plan in planning process. 
Use of conceptual plan to collect data. 
Collection of data not used in study. 
Analysis of planning objectives and processes to develop planning structure. 
Agency name. 
Respondent position in state or federal government. 
Respondent position as member of coordinating committee or plan formulation committee. 
Financial commitment by states. 
Participation of state and local officials. 
Length of study. 
*Variables 1-17 represent demographic data and information derived from various reports, not from the questionnaire responses. 
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Table 8.· Cross tabulation of population factors and organization of separate plan formulation staff. 
Separate Organization of Plan Formulation Staff 
Population/mi 2 No (percent) Yes (percent) 
< 76/mi2 63 37 N = 61 
76-200/mi2 29.4 70.6 p< .02 
1960 Population 
< 1 million 75 25 N= 61 
1-2 million 27.8 72.2 p< .01 
> 2 million 40.0 60.0 
Projected 1980 Population 
< 1 million 72.2 27.8 N= 61 
1-2 million 24 76 P < .01 
< 7 million 37.5 62.5 
Table 9. Population density and centralized location for plan formulation staff. 
Centralized Location for Plan Formulation Staff 
Population/mi2 (1960) No (percent) Yes (percent) 
< 76/mi2 
72-200/mi2 
90 10 N = 33 
43 57 p< .02 
Table 10. Population size and perceived lack of funding support as constraint on agency involvement. 
1960 Population 
< 1 million 
1-2 million 
> 2 million 
No (percent) 
60 
52.8 
100 
Perceived Lack of Funding 
Yes (percent) 
40 
47.2 
o 
N= 61 
p< .20 
Question: Was the lack of funding support a significant constraint on agency involvement? 
3. The coordinating committee approach was 
considered most effective in river basin 
regions with large populations. 
4. The plan formulation phase tended to start 
earlier in the river basins with small popula-
tions than it did in basins with large 
populations. 
The population density variable shows some in-
teresting relationships to perception concerning public 
participation. Tables 14 and 15 describe cross-tabulations 
relating population density to information based on the 
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questions, "Was the public kept well informed?'" and 
"What was the degree of public participation?" It appears 
that in sparsely populated areas the public was perceived 
to be less well informed and participated to a lesser extent 
than the public in densely populated areas. This finding 
could be considered as surprising if it is assumed that 
mformation is more easily disseminated in sparsely popu-
lated areas. On the other hand, it is likely that in areas 
with concentrated populations it is easier to contact the 
people than it is in sparsely populated areas. This appears 
to be substantiated to some extent by the relationships 
indicated by the data presented in Tables 14 and 15. 
T~,hle 11. Population size and perceived existence of a cooperative atmosphere among planning participants. 
1960 Population 
< 1 million 
1-2 million 
> 2 million 
No (percent) 
15 
2.8 
o 
Cooperative Atmosphere 
Yes (percent) 
85 
97.2 
100 
Question: Did a cooperative atmosphere prevail throughout the study between participants? 
Table 12. Population size and perceived effectiveness of the coordinating committee approach. 
Effectiveness of Coordinating Committee Approach 
N= 61 
p< .20 
1960 Population Very Effective (percent) Satisfactory (percent) Ineffective (percent) 
< 1 million 
1-2 million 
> 2 million 
5.3 
29.4 
40.0 
73.7 
52.9 
60.0 
21.1 
17.6 
o 
Question: What in the respondent's view is the effectiveness of the coordinating committee approach? N = 58 
p< .30 
Table 13. Population size and starting time of plan formulation phase. 
Start of Plan Formulation Phase 
1960 Population Outset (percent) Later (percent) 
< 1 million 36.8 63.2 
N=54 
1-2 million 30.0 70.0 
I P <.30 
> 2 million 0 100 i 
Question: When did plan formulation start? 
Table 14. Population density and perception of an informed public 
Informed Public? 
Population/mi2 No (percent) Yes (percent) 
< 76/mi2 48.1 51.9 N=60 
76-200/mi2 27.3 72.7 P <.20 
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The fourth demographic variable that was examined 
per capita income - was related to a number of 
variables, particularly the physical variables, as might be 
expected. Per capita income was found to be related to 
some planning variables, although patterns are less easily 
discernible. A somewhat interesting finding was the slight 
indication that per capita income related to the length of 
time of the river basin studies. Perhaps regions with large 
per capita incomes need more planning time as shown in 
Table 16 than do regions with smaller per capita incomes. 
It might also be inferred that less concern for planning 
existed in the poor regions than existed in the more 
wealthy ones. Certainly, it would seem that further 
investigation of these relationships is merited. 
The information that has been presented here is 
significant in that it demonstrates that demographic 
variables apparently are related to the type of planning 
that takes place. This is an important finding because it 
shows that the planning process is tied to variables that 
have generally been ignored in the organization of a 
planning effort. Usually demographic variables have been 
clearly recognized as important in the content of a plan; it 
has not been explicitly realized that they also affect the 
way planning is done. Certainly, very little is known about 
the effects of these variables on the process and organiza-
tion of planning. The data presented here suggests at the 
very least that the relationships between demographic 
variables and planning process need further and more 
detailed study. Furthermore, it will be demonstrated that 
physical variables also affect the structure and process of 
water resources planning. 
It might be argued that it is reasonable to expect 
variations in the planning process and planning organiza-
tion related to differences in demographic characteristics. 
If such variations were to be the case, it is not clear what 
prinCiples should be followed in varying the planning 
approach. With respect to physical characteristics, similar 
questions arise. Should physical variables affect the 
planning process or organization? Do they in fact do so? 
It is not possible to answer the first question without a 
more detailed study, but the second question can be 
tentatively considered by examining the data collected in 
this study. Thus, in addition to the demographic char-
acteristics already discussed, physical variables including 
comparative data on geography, area, precipitation, run-
off, and flood damage were also analyzed through coding 
and cross-tabulation with information from questionnaire 
responses. 
To determine whether any differences would 
emerge in planning organization or process that would 
vary with geography, a geographical variable was derived 
by distinguishing the river basins according to geo-
graphical location. Five geographical areas were identified 
as follows: 
Geographical Region 
Northwest 
Great Lakes 
East 
South 
Central 
Basins 
Puget Sound; Willamette 
Grand 
Connecticu t; Genesee; Kanawha; 
Susquehanna 
Big Black; Pascagoula; Pearl; 
Red; Sabine 
Big Muddy; Wabash; White 
Of the five regions, the South was the only region 
that showed consistent differences when compared with 
the other geographical areas; interestingly, the variation 
tended to occur with respect to the same planning-related 
variables that were tied to the demographic character-
istics. Specifically, significant patterns emerged for at least 
six variables: 1) assignment to plan formulation work 
groups, 2) organization of separate plan formulation 
staffs; 3) perceived lack of funding; 4) perceived existence 
of an informed public; 5) effectiveness of the coordinating 
committee approach; and 6) length of study. For three of 
these variables the responses from the participants in the 
southern basins contrasted with those of the other basins 
as shown in Table 17. 
Table 15. Population density and perceived degree of public participation. 
Population/mi2 
< 76/mi2 
76-200/mi2 
aWith missing data. 
High (percent) 
7.4 
2.9 
Degree of Public Participation 
Moderate (percent) Low (percen t) 
25.9 66.7 
44.1 44.1 p< 30 
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Table 16. Per capita income and duration of planning study. 
Per Capita Income 
$1000 - 1500 
$1501 - 2000 
> $2000 
N= 13 
p< .05 
4-5 years (percent) 
100 
25 
o 
Table 17 compares the responses to the following 
questions: 
Were agency personnel assigned directly to the plan 
formulation work groups? 
Was a separate plan formulation staff organized? 
Was the public kept well informed? 
The pattern reversal shown in Table 17 also was evident in 
relating geographical regions to duration of planning 
study; the studies in southern basins took less time than 
the studies in the other basins. The respondents from the 
planning studies in the south differed to a somewhat lesser 
extent from participants in the other regions with respect 
to perceptions about the effectiveness of the coordinating 
committee approach, although the former tended to be 
somewhat less impressed with coordinating committees. 
Concerning lack of funding, participants from basins in 
the central regions as well as in the south perceived lack of 
funding to be significant, more so than in the other 
regions. 
A second physical characteristic that was cross-
tabulated with coded data about planning organization or 
process was the size of the basin. Again some interesting 
patterns appeared, some of which are presented here. On 
the whole, quite a few relationships between basin size 
and planning were evident, but the strength of the 
relationships was usually weak. Among some of the more 
significant relationships identified were those between 
area and: 1) agency participation; 2) assignment of 
agencies to plan formulation work groups; 3) separate 
agency work assignments; 4) perceived lack of funding; 5) 
perceived lack of integration of plans in coordinating 
committee approach; 6) perceived effectiveness of co-
ordinating committee approach; 7) early identification of 
objectives; and 8) appropriateness of identified objectives. 
Three categories for river basin area were established: 1) 
basins smaller than 6,000 square miles; 2) basins from 
6,000 to 14,000 square miles; and 3) basins larger than 
14,000 square miles. The findings from the cross-
tabulations are presented in Tables 18, 19, and 20. 
Duration of River Basin Studies 
so 
6-7 years (percent) 8-9 years (percent) 
o o 
25 50 
50 50 
The variables compared in Table 18 represent a 
rough measure of the degree of agency participation in the 
planning process. The information was derived from 
responses to the fol1owing questions: 
Did personnel from the agency participate sub-
stantially in various study work groups? 
Were agency personnel assigned directly to the plan 
formulation work group? 
Did the agency accept separate work assignments 
for portions of the study? 
The pattern of responses shows a definite link between 
degree of agency participation and size of river basin. 
Evidently, the larger the basin, the more participation by 
agency personnel. This may simply be due to the fact that 
large basins have more opportunities for agency involve-
ment than smaller basins, but this is not obvious and 
should be investigated further. It would seem that any 
river basin is large enough to provide opportunities for 
involvement. It does not appear that funding provides a 
sufficient explanation because the medium-sized basins 
had about the same level of funding as the larger basins, as 
shown in Table 19. 
Table 19 indicates that participants in the smaller 
basin planning efforts were less satisfied with the level of 
funding than planners in the larger basins. Although this is 
understandable in the case of the smallest basins, where in 
fact the level of funding was smaller, this was not so for 
the medium-sized basins, where the level of funding was 
about the same as that for the larger basins. It appears 
therefore that at least in the case of the medium-sized 
basins, some other factor(s) account(s) for the degree of 
dissatisfaction. It may be that an overall dissatisfaction 
with the planning effort may have affected perceptions of 
the adequacy of funding levels, since Table 20 shows that 
the participants in the smaller basins tended to be more 
critical. 
Table 17. Comparison of geographical regions. 
Geographical 
Region 
Central 
East 
Great Lakes 
Northwest 
South 
Assignment to Plan Assignment of Separate Perception of An 
Formulation Workshops Plan Formulation Staff Informed Public 
No (percent) Yes (percent) No (percent) Yes (percent) No (percent) Yes (percent) 
25.0 
23.1 
16.7 
36.4 
60.0 
N = 61 
p < .20 
I 
75.0 43.8 
76.9 46.2 
83.8 33.3 
63.6 9.1 
40.0 73.3 
56.3 18.8 81.3 
53.8 46.2 53.8 
66.7 33.3 66.7 
90.9 18.2 81.8 
26.7 66.7 33.3 
N = 61 N= 61 
p < .05 p < .10 
Table 18. River basin size and agency participation in planning. 
River Basin Size 
(area/square mile) 
< 6000 sq. mi. 
6000-14000 sq. mi. 
> 14000 sq. mi. 
Agency Workshop Assignment to Plan Separate Agency Work 
Participation Formulation Workshop Assignment 
No (percent) Yes (percent) No (percent) Yes (percent) No (percent) Yes (percent) 
40.0 60.0 42.9 57.1 28.6 71.4 
14.6 85.4 40.0 60.0 14.3 85.7 
7.1 92.9 8.3 91.7 0 100 
N= 70 N = 61 N= 61 
p< .05 p< .20 p< .20 
Table 19. River basin size and funding. 
River Basin Size 
(area/square mile) 
< 6000 sq. mi. 
6000-14000 sq. mi. 
> 14000 sq. mi. 
Perceived Lack of Funding 
No (percent) Yes (percent) 
57.1 
51.4 
83.3 
N=61 
p< .20 
42.9 
48.6 
16.7 
Funding Level of Planning Study 
(Number of Basins) 
< 1 million $ 1-3 million $ > 3 million $ 
2 0 
2 4 
o 1 2 
N=60 
p< .30 
Table 20. River basin size and perception of planning effectiveness. 
River Basin Size 
(are a/ square mile) 
< 6000 
6000-14000 
>14000 
Effectiveness of Coordinating 
Committee Approach 
Very Eff. Satis. Ineff. 
23.1 46.2 30.8 
15.2 69.7 15.2 
41.7 50.6 8.3 
N=58 
p< .30 
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Early Identification 
of Objectives 
No Yes 
25.0 75.0 
37.8 62.2 
14.3 85.7 
N=63 
p< .30 
Appropriateness 
of Objectives 
No Yes 
40.0 
37.8 
7.7 
N =65 
p< .20 
60.0 
62.2 
92.3 
The questions that were asked pertaining to the 
information presented in Table 20 were the following: 
What is the respondent's view on the general 
effectiveness of the coordinating committee 
approach? 
Were planning objectives clearly identified at the 
beginning of the study? 
Were objectives appropriate in the respondent's 
estimation? 
The interesting aspect about the finding expressed in this 
table is the fact that one would expect planning to be 
more difficult in the larger basins if any difference were 
expected. Thus an indication that the coordinating com-
mittee approach is more effective in larger basins could be 
interpreted as counter-intuitive. Of course, other inter-
pretations are possible as well. 
With respect to the other physical variables that 
showed significant patterns of relationships - precipi-
tation, runoff, and flood damage - similar analyses of 
data were undertaken, but it is beyond the scope of this 
report to present and discuss the findings in detail. Some 
of the more interesting observations were: 
A large number of work groups tended to be 
organized in areas of high precipitation. 
Coordinating committees were perceived to be most 
effective in areas with high levels or low levels 
of precipitation, and were considered least 
effective in areas with medium precipitation. 
The amount of runoff evidently relates to a fairly 
large number of planning variables, but the 
patterns of relationships are not as clear and 
are somewhat weak. 
As might be expected, the effects of runoff on 
planning were least evident in the basins with 
medium runoff, and most evident in basins 
with low or high runoff. 
Perhaps somewhat surprisingly, the amount of flood 
damage likely to be incurred was related to 
relatively few planning variables. 
Participation of agencies in plan formulation work 
groups was increased when the amount of 
flood damage was either small or large, and 
decreased when it was moderate. 
As would probably be expected, the public was 
perceived to be more informed as the relative 
amounts of flood damage increased. 
In completing this section it should be reiterated 
that the intent has not been to draw hard conclusions 
concerning relationships between demographic and physi-
cal parameters and the organization of planning. The 
intent in this study is to simply call attention to and 
demonstrate the possible existence of such relationships. 
This in itself is a significant finding, since planners have 
generally not been concerned with the effects of con-
textual or environmental factors on the ways they have 
approached planning. 
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Type 2 Planning Perspectives 
In determining how participants in the Type 2 
studies tended to view the planning function an indirect 
approach was used which entailed the content analysis of 
plan formulation reports, correspondence, and question-
naire responses. No specific questions were asked about 
planning function perspectives, except in relation to the 
identification of objectives. The validity of responses to 
such questions would be virtually impossible to deter-
mine, since they would essentially represent post hoc 
perceptions of perceptions. Therefore a content analytical 
approach appeared to be best under the circumstances to 
obtain insights into the planning perspectives held by the 
Type 2 study participants. 
One observation that should be made at the outset 
of this discussion is that the views attributed to the study 
participants differed considerably in various details. Afew 
of the participants were no doubt well aware of a number 
of the issues and problems that are highlighted here. The 
planning context of the Type 2 studies made it difficult 
for many of them to implement the ideas that were 
implied by their awareness of some of the basic questions 
that will be brought up in this report. This analysis is 
intended to present the important trends that character-
ized the planning orientation and procedures of the Type 
2 studies and to compare them with the normative 
implications of the planning model described in Chapter I. 
This aim does not negate a recognition of the fact that 
significant variations and differences existed among 
planning study efforts. 
Of the three elements that are inherent in the 
concept of planning function, futurity, and alternative 
courses of actions were the two least evident in the 
planning orientations that dominated the Type 2 studies. 
Overwhelmingly, the objectives element was emphasized 
in the planning perspectives. The lack of importance 
attached to the futurity factor is evident when one 
measures the extent of discussion in the plan formulation 
reports that is devoted to issues affecting the time frame 
of the plans. Usually only a paragraph or two was 
included indicating that early action projects as well as 
long-term programs were part of the plan to be imple-
mented. The following quote is typical. 
Time. The time of need was recognized as a 
major factor in establishing the plan of development 
required to meet the basin needs. A period of 50 
years was selected for analysis of the economic 
trends and the determination of the type and magni-
tude of water and land needs that could be expected 
to develop. The requirement for the fIrst need incre-
ment (1980) was used to establish the nucleus of 
basin development. Once this base had been estab-
lished, the long-term needs, as indicated by the 
requirements for the latter increments of time (2000 
and 2020), were met whenever possible to achieve 
the best use of the resources employed. This planning 
procedwe assured consideration of all factors in 
determining the scope of development and maximizes 
net benefits on the basis of factors measurable in 
quantitative economic terms (Big Muddy River 
Basin Coordinating Committee, Appendix M, p. 38-
39, 1971). 
Evidently, the question of time span determination was 
not examined closely and certainly not systematically 
derived. The early action (10-15 years) and long-range (50 
years) method of dividing the planning period appears to 
be traditional and not tied to specific planning problems. 
That is, as far as the Type 2 studies were concerned, time 
span determination apparently was not based upon an 
analysis of needs and wants, or the degree of uncertainty 
involved. Thus, essentially, the futurity component was 
absent in the planning perspectives that governed the 
Type 2 study efforts. 
The absence of the futurity element tended to 
coincide with a lack of concern about the identification of 
alternative future states. With few exceptions, most of the 
studies made certain assumptions about basic parameters 
and then proceeded to develop projections that used fixed 
parameters. Several of the assumptions that were made, in 
relation to population growth for example, have already 
been found to be significantly incorrect, so that various 
aspects of the recommended plans are likely to require 
substantial revision or they will be implemented un-
necessarily or with detrimental effects. The alternative 
futures approach to planning that has been proposed 
recently would probably alleviate most of the problems 
that result from the use of a more fixed approach. 
The third concomitant of the futurity element 
concerns the recognition of feedback mechanisms and 
change response procedures in the plan implementation 
process. Again, the evidence indicates that the Type 2 
study participants gave little, if any, explicit attention to 
this aspect of the planning function. Few references to 
problems of change were made in the plan formulation 
reports or in the minutes of the coordinating committee 
meetings that were examined in this research project. On 
the other hand, some of the study participants indicated 
in their correspondence or in their responses to the 
questionnaires that they perceived the planning function 
as including a concern with feedback procedures, as 
shown in the following sample comments: 
A preliminary or conceptual plan tends to 
limit the inventory of data and ultimately the 
options for solving problems; particularly if legisla-
tion changes the ground rules during the study 
period. 
Some parts of preliminary plans can be formu-
lated at (the) start, but if this plan is too involved it 
has a tendency to be "locked in" in fmal plans. 
Plan formulation is a continual process that 
must begin early but be amenable to change as more 
data becomes available. 
(Planning) should be a continuing process in 
view of changing conditions which may require 
modifications from time to time in order to keep the 
basin plan up to date. 
The lack of attention given to the futurity element 
by the participants in the Type 2 study efforts can be 
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relatively easily understood if one takes into account the 
circumstances that characterized these studies. First, the 
view of the planning function that includes an emphasis 
on the futurity component did not emerge on a broad 
scale until the introduction of systems analysis tech-
niques. The alternative futures approach to planning is 
just emerging. Second, many of the individuals who took 
part in the Type 2 studies were not trained as professional 
planners and could not be expected to know the most 
recent advances that have been made in planning theory. 
Third, the introduction of a futurity element in a 
perspective of the planning function would be tied to a 
comprehensive and integrated view of river basin planning. 
Since most of the individuals involved in the study were 
representatives of agencies with particular interests, they 
were not likely to adopt a broad perspective, but rather 
would tend to focus on specific purposes and concerns, as 
confirmed by several observations made by participants, 
of which the following quote is representative: 
I believe that we might have done better if 
the plan formulation team members did not have to 
'carry the banner' for specific agencies. 
The need for giving increased attention to futurity 
questions was recognized in the "Principles and Standards" 
for planning published by the U.S. Water Resources 
Council (1973). Paragraphs are included on the "period of 
analysis," "risk and uncertainty," and "updating plans." 
The review draft of the Compendium on Concepts and 
Methodology for Evolving a Proposal to Study (PTS), 
Water and Land Resources in a River Basin or Region and 
the Plan of Study (POS), developed by the Water 
Resources Council (1972) specifically mentions reitera-
tion and feedback. 
During the (planning) process, redefming of the 
problems or needs, resetting or reaffirming the 
objectives, reanalyzing the alternatives, etc., often 
are required. The success of such planning depends 
upon a "feedback" mechanism that permits inter-
action between planners, decision makers, and the 
public (p. 5-6). 
The important and unanswered question, of course, is 
how feedback mechanisms are to be incorporated in the 
planning effort. A tentative answer will be proposed in the 
next chapter. 
The second component of the planning function 
pertams to the role of goals and objectives in the planning 
perspectives that were adopted by the Type 2 study 
participants. It appears that this element dominated the 
planning orientations of the Type 2 experience. The study 
participants evidently perceived planning almost exclu-
sively in terms of goals and objectives specification and 
attainment. The planning function was predominantly 
conceived as involving the definition of a certain set of 
objectives and the identification of a course of action that 
would meet those objectives. The nature and content of 
the objectives componen t was de termined by the guidelines 
stated in Senate Document 97 (U.S. Congress, Senate, 
1962) or provided by the Water Resources Council, the 
agency interests, and the conditions in the study region. 
The terms "goals" and "objectives" were used inter-
changeably in the studies although they did not always 
mean the same thing. 
The basis for the planning perspectives adopted by 
the Type 2 study participants was outlined in Senate 
Document 97. Virtually all plan formulation reports 
referred to this document, often quoting the statement of 
objectives contained therein: 
The basic objective in the formulation of plans 
is to provide the best use, or combination of uses, of 
water and related land resources to meet all fore-
seeable short- and long-term needs ,.. National 
economic development and development of each 
region within the country is essential to the main-
tenance of national strength and the achievement of 
satisfactory levels of living. Water and related land 
resources development and management are essential 
to economic development and growth ... (U.S. 
Congress, Senate, 1962). 
Thus a strong bias was included from the start which 
emphasized a view of the planning function as providing 
for maximum resource utilization and development. This 
fit in well with the traditional approach to planning and 
was compatible with the interests of most agencies. 
However, a distinction should be made between the first 
of these studies to be completed and those that were 
completed later. 
During the period that these studies were under-
taken, an increasing emphasis was placed on the multiple-
objectives approach to planning. At the same time the 
environmentalist movement suddenly gained strength, 
while the Great Society programs stressed social problems. 
As a result environmental quality and social well-being 
became important objectives, at least officially. The 
earliest studies to be completed were characterized by an 
almost singular concern with resource utilization, eco-
nomics, and development. Later studies began to give more 
consideration to principles of preservation and social 
well-being. 
Even though it can be said that the multiple-
objective approach is likely to produce more compre-
hensive and balanced plans, some serious difficulties 
remain. To a significant extent, the provisions for imple-
menting plans have remained the same. Plans have 
been discussed in a language that includes references to 
multiple objectives, but the actual details are still biased 
toward a more or less traditional direction. New concepts 
are simply superimposed on old plans. For example, the 
traditional cost-benefit techniques do not lend themselves 
easily to the study of environmental qUality. Further 
complicating the multiple-objective approach is the fact 
that within the environmental quality and social well-
being objectives there are no standard means of measure-
ment. Because of the lack of common value units. 
benefits and costs for these objectives cannot be netted as 
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they can for the national and regional economic develop-
ment objectives. Thus the implementation of a multiple 
objective approach entails a number of problems that have 
not yet been resolved. None of the Type 2 studies can 
therefore be said to have effectively designed multiple 
objectives plans, although the later studies began to make 
more serious attempts at it. 
The third component of the planning function, that 
of alternative actions, was considered to be part of the 
planning function by most study participants, but it did 
not appear to be an overriding concern. In part this was 
due to the fact that the evaluation of comprehensive 
alternative plans was difficult to undertake, given the 
limitations in techniques that were available. Also, many 
of the agencies had definite preferences for certain 
projects that precluded a considered evaluation of alterna-
tives. The point remains that limited attempts were made 
to consider some alternatives, as will be described in the 
next section, and planning participants recognized the 
need for such consideration as is implied in the following 
comments: 
There seemed to be a general concensus, even 
among the coordinating committee, that the pro-
cedures utilized in the report did not result in com-
prehensive consideration or analysis. 
There is a general reluctance to come to grips 
with nonstructural alternatives. 
Nowhere in the reports could I see where 
alternative comprehensive plans were considered. 
In summary, the planning perspective that domi-
nated the Type 2 studies was traditional in its emphasis on 
objectives specification and attainment. The planning 
function was not perceived to include a dynamic element 
that provides for continuous change processes. A linear 
sequential view of planning dominated. The study efforts 
were primarily concerned with the identification of a 
course of action that would presumably lead to the 
accomplishment of a certain set of objectives. Although 
the need for the evaluation of alternative plans was 
recognized and some effort was made in a few studies to 
develop alternative plans, the consideration of alternatives 
was quite limited in scale. In the later part of the planning 
program, a more comprehensive approach was evident, 
but again on a limited basis. Among the major difficulties 
that appear to obstruct a planning perspective that 
conforms more to the paradigm advocated in Chapter I 
have been the non-availability of a useful technology and 
the lack of planning expertise among the study 
participants. 
Type 2 Planning Process 
The discussion in the previous section examined the 
perceptual foundation that can explain in part why 
certain procedures tended to be followed in the Type 2 
planning studies and how such procedures might be 
improved. In this section the Type 2 planning procedures 
will be examined through an analysis of the study 
experiences in terms of each of the planning phases 
discussed in Chapter I. The section will conclude with a 
consideration of continuous processes in data collection, 
public participation and monitoring/evaluation in relation 
to the Type 2 study activities. References to these 
processes will be made throughout the discussion of each 
planning phase. 
Table 21 contains some examples of the planning 
stages that were formally described in the plan formula-
tion reports. This information does not necessarily repre-
sent the sequence of planning activities that actually took 
place. Generally, the formal descriptions of the planning 
procedures presented in the reports do not conform to the 
sequence of events that actually characterized the plan-
ning efforts, as can be determined from an analysis of 
minutes of meetings and correspondence with planning 
participants. This statement should be qualified by the 
observation that variation did exist among the different 
basins in how closely actual activities matched initial 
procedural guidelines. A few of the studies were better 
organized and coordinated so that a definite pattern of 
procedures can be identified. Most studies did follow 
procedures that fit a somewhat vague and general pattern, 
often including activities that were not well interrelated. 
Problem Definition 
The first stage of the planning model described in 
Chapter I is that of problem definition. The most relevant 
questions at this stage concern the determination of needs 
and wants, definition of the appropriate time span, 
consideration of physical and social parameters, and 
definition of values. Although some aspects of all of these 
issues were considered, in many cases important and basic 
problems were not solved during this phase of the studies. 
Some of these problems could have been avoided but 
others were inherent in the planning situation and could 
not be circumvented. The pattern of activities for this 
phase" of the planning effort was quite similar in all 
studies, although the activities did not necessarily occur 
during the same time periods. Short descriptions of 
representative problem definition activities for several of 
the basins follow. 
Connecticut. Detenninations were made of the 
available supply for each water resource use; at the 
same time present and future demands were ob-
tained by analyzing population and use trend projec-
tions and the differences between the supply and 
demand was identified as a need. 
Genesee. Needs were bas~d upon the economic 
study projections. Also, two public hearings were 
held early in the study "to obtain everyone's opinion 
on the needs for development of water and related 
land resources in the Genesee River Basin and 
suggestions on how these might be met" (Corps of 
Engineers, 1969). 
Pascagoula. Consideration was given to past 
and present uses of water and land resources. These 
were then related to economic activities and eco-
nomic projections of future growth in the basin to 
derive needs (demands). 
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Basically the profile that emerges concerning prob-
lem definition activities in the Type 2 studies is as follows. 
Problems were generally defined as future demands arising 
from expected differences between resource availability 
and resource use. These differences were often expressed 
in economic terms and derived from economic base 
studies. Generally, physical and technological constraints 
and parameters were recognized and taken into account. 
Social and political parameters were rarely mentioned, 
although it is likely that some were implicitly considered. 
How the social and political parameters related to the 
plans could certainly not be determined, even though 
"social well-being" was often mentioned, especially in the 
studies that were completed at a later date. Only in a few 
studies were public inputs obtained at the start of the 
studies through public hearings and meetings with public 
representatives. Time period analysis was virtually non-
existent, except in relation to some of the projections. 
Values were not explicitly defined, although it can be 
argued that they were expressed as water use categories. 
In most basins data collection efforts were extensive and 
not well guided, at least in relation to planning 
requirements. 
One might assume that the greatest effort in the 
Type 2 studies pertained to the identification of future 
water use demands. There is certainly considerable evi-
dence in terms of time and effort as well as cost to back 
this claim, and the emphasis on this phase of the planning 
effort is justified when considered from a limited perspec-
tive. When seen from a more comprehensive point of view 
it could be argued that a disproportionate amount of 
attention was given to physical and economic considera-
tions, as has indeed been stated by several study partici-
pants. Another observation that should be made concerns 
the fact that each planning effort did not take place in a 
historical vacuum. Many agencies that participated in the 
studies had definite interests to protect and often were 
engaged in various projects. This affected the way 
"problems" were defined, as was noted by one observer. 
The planning process in this, as in nearly every 
other river basin plan, does not first define problems 
and then evaluate the most effective program measures 
to solve them. Instead, standard agency projects are 
fitted into the basin wherever physical conditions 
pennit, and data and other agency programs are 
rationalized to support and justify these precon-
ceived results. The result of this process is that the 
range of choices is severely limited to projects which 
are not necessarily targeted to solve demonstrated 
problems. 
Perhaps this comment is too strong, but it certainly points 
out a difficulty that needs to be considered. 
Other difficulties that should be resolved during the 
problem definition stage pertain to time frame analysis, 
public inputs, and social parameters and values. A careful 
and detailed analysis of time frame questions should be 
undertaken for each planning study. This analysis should 
include the consideration of risk, uncertainty, feedback, 
Table 21. Planning steps in selected river basin studies. 
Connecticu t 
1. Economic projection made. 
2. An inventory of all available resources and present development. 
3. Needs in each resource category determined. 
4. All possible potential resources evaluated. 
5. Comparison between needs and resources. 
6. Plan formulated. 
7. Report prepared. 
Kanawha 
1. Development of overall concepts. 
2. Delineation of all information concerning problems and needs. 
3. Assembly of alternative plans. 
4. Comparison of alternative plans and selection of a tentative plan. 
5. Refmement of tentative plan. 
Puget Sound 
1. An assessment oflocal viewpoints. 
2. Evaluation of economy. 
3. Examination of natural and political environments. 
4. An analysis of water-related land resources. 
5. Development of alternatives and comprehensive plans. 
Wabash 
1. Determine needs and/or desires. 
2. Determine the alternative means for meeting the indicated needs and cost out the most relevant of these 
alternatives. 
3. Select that alternative or combination of alternatives that will most efficiently satisfy the needs irrespective 
of environmental, regional, or social well-being consideration. 
4. After selection of tentative plans, determine which agency or groups of agencies could best be responsible 
for carrying out the plans or plan elements. 
5. Program the development so that problems could be solved and needs would be met in a timely manner and 
priorities set for development consistent with reasonable budget. 
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and change for various factors, social as well as physical in 
nature. Public inputs should be obtained at the beginning 
of a study and should not be limited to public hearings. 
Surveys should be undertaken that focus on a range of 
issues and values that are likely to be affected by a plan, 
and responses obtained from different social and political 
groups. In addition, more emphasis should be placed on 
gathering information about social and political param-
eters. Certain social values, for example, were almost 
completely ignored. No consideration was given to such 
values as social equity and distributive justice. Social 
scientists ought to be trained and involved in the planning 
studies to assist in the development of more compre-
hensive and better balanced plans. 
Goal Formulation and Objectives Specification 
An essential preliminary to the plan formulation 
process is the identification of appropriate planning goals 
and objectives. Although the formulation of these is an 
iterative process requiring revisions to be made as the 
planning proceeds, if the planning is to have a sense of 
direction there must be a determination of goals and 
objectives at the start. This seems to be one of the 
planning elements that has suffered as a result of the great 
emphasis on data collection and analysis. There is little 
evidence to indicate that very much effort was directed to 
analyzing any of the study regions in order to find out 
what its people really wanted. As one planning official 
observed, "The data was collected intuitively, based upon 
knowledge of the region, to support the development pro-
grams of the agencies." 
The planning model that was developed for this 
study makes a clear distinction between goal formulation 
and objectives specification phases that rest on the 
distinction between abstract values and concrete actions. 
This distinction was not made in the Type 2 planning 
efforts. In fact, the terminology of values, goals, and 
objectives was often quite confused and ambiguous. This 
made a comparison of the planning studies much more 
difficult and made the evaluation of specific studies less 
certain. In some studies broad national aims were defined 
as objectives, in others as goals. Water use categories also 
were referred to as goals or objectives and in some cases 
projects were defined as objectives. Values were some-
times mentioned as abstractions but not clearly related to 
the plan formulation process. As a result it was nearly 
impossible to determine how various proposed projects 
related to different objectives, goals, or values, without 
doing a detailed case by case study of each basin planning 
effort. Therefore only general comments can be made 
about these two stages of the planning process, although 
specific comments can be made abo:ut certain aspects of 
the questionnaire responses and correspondence. 
Even though the goal formulation terminology 
tended to be confused, there was a definite distinction 
made between broader, more comprehensive or national 
concerns and specific, regional, or agency interests. 
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Except for some of the earliest studies, the plan formu-
lation reports of all planning efforts carefully provided a 
rationale that attempted to show how the respective goals 
related to the three or four broad aims, variously 
identified as national and regional economic develop-
ment, environmental quality, and social well-being. 
It is not surprising that most reports failed completely 
in their attempt to relate these aims to the planned 
programs, since such a task would be virtually impos-
sible given the planning approaches that were described. 
Theoretically, either one of two approaches was adopted 
by a basin study group. Practically, it is likely that 
neither approach was actually implemented to such an 
extent that the outcome would be greatly affected. 
In the one approach, three alternative plans were to 
be developed, each of which would promote one of the 
general objectives. Then each plan would be evaluated and 
integrated with the other plans to develop a final 
comprehensive plan. The difficulty with this approach was 
one of complexity. If the approach was to be meaningful, 
three quite different and expensive planning efforts would 
be undertaken, and it would be extremely difficult to 
combine and integrate the three resulting plans. Conse-
quently, the actual implementation of this approach 
would tend to minimize the differences among the three 
"plans," and the eventual plan remained one which 
essentially combined the various projects that were 
favored by the major agencies. 
The second type of approach involved the develop-
ment of one plan, usually designed to maximize national 
economic efficiency or development. This plan would 
then presumably be modified "in the interest of: 1) 
increasing its regional output; 2) minimizing its adverse 
impact on the environment; 3) providing opportunity for 
environmental preservation; and 4) promoting social 
well-being" (Wabash River Coordinating Committee, 
1971). This approach was more pragmatic and realistic, 
and could be implemented at a lower cost, but would 
likely place correspondingly less emphasis on the values 
inherent in the other major aims, if fully implemented. 
Although the two approaches are distinct and would, if 
implemented in accordance with their theoretical intent, 
have significantly differential effects, the constraints 
operating on the Type 2 studies made it almost irrelevant 
which approach was used, since other factors outweighed 
the influence of either approach. 
The actual process and outcome of goal formulation 
and objectives specification was quite similar in all of the 
Type 2 studies, except that the latest studies to be 
completed gave more attention to providing a rationale 
for their programs, justifying them in relation to environ-
mental quality values. These studies also tried harder to 
obtain public inputs. But none of the studies went 
through a comprehensive systematic set of procedures 
similar to those described in Chapter I. The followmg 
comments contained in questionnaire responses are indica-
tive of the procedures that were followed. 
... general objectives were determined by law 
and detailed objectives were determined by the 
coordinating committee. 
Plan objectives were identified by the leader; 
however, during the course of the study other 
objectives surfaced. 
Objectives were determined by the Corps of 
Engineers, modified by coordinating committee. 
This was a construction oriented study to 
bolster local development. 
In determining objectives the task force used 
Senate Document 97 as a reference. 
The main focus of the study is directed toward 
water resources developmental planning with only 
limited discussion relating to other objectives that 
might be served in the basin. 
The report does not indicate clearly how the 
recommended plan relates to or fulftlls all of the 
stated objectives. Rather the report shows only how 
a group of projects was selected to meet short- and 
long-term needs for the several water and related 
land resources development requirements. 
From an analysis of comments such as these and 
from a study of the plan formulation reports and minutes 
of meetings a clear pattern can be seen to emerge, 
outlining the actual procedures that usually were followed 
in the Type 2 planning efforts. Senate Document 97 was 
used as a legal frame of reference and beginning point. 
The goals stated in that document formed the framework 
within which the various agencies fitted their own ideas 
about the objectives that they perceived needed to be 
attained in terms of projects that they favored. The lead 
agency exerted considerable influence on the objectives 
that were eventually expressed in the recommended plan, 
so that it can be said that the Type 2 efforts in general 
were Corps of Engineer studies focusing primarily on 
study objectives as seen by the Corps. The Corps should 
not be criticized for this because these studies evolved 
from several decades of successful planning and develop-
ment of water projects by the Corps with little or 
moderate input from other agencies. The conversion of 
the Type 2 studies in the early 1960's to coordinating 
committee direction with the Corps as the lead agency 
was a significant step toward coordinated planning at that 
time. The planning efforts differed from one another in 
the extent to which they attempted to follow the goals of 
environmental quality and social well-being, and to obtain 
public participation. On the whole though the outcomes 
of the procedures that were followed were quite similar, 
primarily because of the way the studies were organized 
and because traditional planning patterns exerted a strong 
influence. 
One of the basic problems that is evident in the 
Type 2 study experience concerns the systematic and 
explicit formulation of procedures. For example, a basic 
principle in public administration is that increasing com-
plexity requires more formalization and standardization. 
Moves in this direction have been initiated by the Water 
Resources Council and other agencies, and will hopefully 
be sustained. With respect to goal formulation and 
specification of objectives, it is advocated here that a 
more uniform terminology be used by the agencies 
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involved in planning in accordance with the language used 
in the contemporary planning literature. Goal formulation 
and specification of objectives should be carefully 
analyzed, related to one another, but not confused. If 
Level B and other comprehensive planning studies are to 
be better coordinated and integrated it is necessary that 
the appropriate methodology be used, both in terms of 
language and procedures. Planning requirements are 
approaching a level of complexity that approximate that 
of the legal world, and therefore necessitate a similar 
degree of precision. 
The goal formulation and objectives speCification 
procedures should involve more public inputs, not only 
through public hearings, bpt also through opinion surveys. 
Public inputs should be obtained on a continuous basis. 
The concepts that can be used to relate public impacts to 
planning are those of value and preference priority. In 
following such an approach, planning studies will not be 
as dependent on tradition and preconceived ideas. Social 
scientists as well as psychologists can be especially helpful 
during this stage of the planning process. 
Identification of Alternatives 
The fourth stage in the planning process focuses on 
the identification of alternative plans or courses of action. 
This phase involves the analysis of all the possible 
actions that are likely to result in the consequences that 
are desired in order to accomplish a specified set of 
objectives. Ideally, information will be available to in-
dicate what the benefits of various actions are likely to 
be in terms of impacts on specified values and also to 
show with what probability or degree of likelihood a 
certain consequence can be expected to occur. Alternative 
plans essentially represent different arrangements of ac-
tions in relation to geography or space and in relation to 
time. The proper evaluation of each alternative, if a 
comprehensive and integrated approach is desired, re-
quires the consideration of each alternative plan as a 
whole. In large scale studies such evaluation is extremely 
difficult and must involve the use of information tech-
nology and the development of indices such as the ones 
described in Appendix A. That is, indices should be 
developed that aggregate the detailed information related 
to various objectives so that different alternatives can be 
compared with each other. I 
As was the case with the goal formulation and 
specification of objectives procedures in the Type 2 
studies, an evaluation of the identification of alternatives 
phase must distinguish between the official deSCription of 
the process and the actual process. Formally, there were 
several seemingly significant variations among the 
approaches that were adopted in the Type 2 planning 
efforts to evaluate alternatives. Informally, it appears that 
for most of the studies the underlying similarities con-
siderably outweigh the differences. Again, the procedures 
that were actually used tended to have similar outcomes. 
It cannot be said for most of the Type 2 studies that 
a wide range of alternative comprehensive plans were 
evaluated. The organization, scale, and complexity of the 
studies precluded such an approach in light of limitations 
of technology and interdisciplinary expertise. The 
approach that presumably came closest to a compre-
hensive evaluation of alternatives was one that attempted 
to develop alternative plans relating to the national goals 
identified in Senate Document 97. This approach, if it 
worked as it was intended to work, would in fact be the 
most comprehensive and integrated methodology that was 
possible under the circumstances. l Since each plan was 
designed to maximize one value independently of the 
other plans, judgmental tradeoffs had to be made between 
alternatives. To what extent the actual outcome of this 
approach differs from the outcomes of more traditional 
approaches is difficult to determine without an extensive 
and detailed analysis of the perceptions of the individuals 
involved in the planning effort and the agency interests. 
Given the highly subjective nature of the judgments that 
were made and the fact that most measures of feasibility 
tended to be cost oriented, it can again be surmized that 
the similarities among the Type 2 studies outweighed the 
differences. This is not to deny that some significant 
variations did exist, as will be shown later. 
A second approach that was adopted in a few 
studies has been the one used traditionally. This basically 
involved the economic cost-benefit method of comparing 
different projects with one another within broad water 
resource use categories and in distinct geographical areas. 
This type of approach could only minimally be considered 
as being comprehensive, if at all. Other alternatives to 
water resources development for meeting needs were not 
evaluated and essentially only one criterion-economic 
feaSibility-was used to make choices. The eventual plan 
simply represented the sum total of a number of projects 
that were located in the basin. 
A third approach that was used in many of the Type 
2 studies represents an intermediate form of planning in 
the sense of being less comprehensive and integrated than 
the first method, but more flexible than the second one. 
The procedures that were followed focused on the 
evaluation of alternatives in need categories such as flood 
control, drainage, recreation, etc. Where alternative solu-
tions or methods for each water resource category were 
compared for the entire basin, the resulting plan was more 
comprehensive and integrated than would be if produced 
under the second approach. But this was done to only a 
limited extent in most basins, and not at all in some. 
Generally, the similarities in the evaluation of 
alternatives among the Type 2 studies tend to fit the 
following pattern. At the beginning of the study the 
participating agencies were asked to submit a list of 
lThe case study of the Susquehanna Basin in Appendix C 
provides a detailed description of this type approach. 
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projects and measures that they felt should be considered 
for implementation to deal with various needs and 
problems. This resulted in the compilation of an inventory 
of "alternatives" that was then to be evaluated on the 
basis of certain criteria. Usually, before the complete 
inventory was evaluated a screening process took place 
that eliminated those measures which were "imprac-
ticable." Mter screening out the obviously infeasible 
projects, the remaining ones were either compared on 
project-by-project or grouped in certain categories as 
alternative plans and then compared. Comprehensive 
basin-wide alternatives that integrated all need categories 
or water uses were not compared and evaluated. 
It is clear that some "alternatives" were considered 
in all of the Type 2 studies. The alternatives considered, 
however, ranged from the comparative evaluation of single 
pruJects with one another to a more comprehensive, at 
least in a few cases, comparison of alternative measures in 
an entire need category or functional area. In both cases 
the range of alternative measures considered tended to be 
somewhat narrow. Some of the comments made by 
planning participants substantiate these observations. 
Although the report provides a number of 
project solutions to basin water and related land prob-
lems, it lacks an adequate discussion of alternatives 
to water resource development. For example, a state-
ment that "present and future flood problems of the 
basin may be prevented most effectively by protective 
measures ... (page 60 of the Main Report) seems to 
ignore the possibilities of flood plain management 
discussed in House Document No. 465. Lacking 
alternatives, the report does not provide assurance of 
the relative efficiency of the proposed plan. 
The ... study appears decidedly deficient in 
consideration and discussion of alternatives, both the 
means of solving problems and meeting projected 
needs for water resources goods and services, and 
alternative plans reflecting choice patterns for pro-
viding for the several uses and purposes. 
Most comprehensive plans result in a justifica-
tion to carry out construction. Nonstructural alter-
natives are not adequately considered or identified. 
The Summary Report states that non structural 
measures were considered but fails to discuss these as 
alternatives to the proposed structural measures. 
Needs are predetermined to give priority to 
reservoirs and channelization, there can be better 
alternatives but these are "muscled" out. 
Alternatives proposed for solving the specific 
problems of the basin are not presented with 
accompanying information regarding consequences. 
In summary, the strengths and weaknesses that were 
evident in the other stages of the planning processes that 
characterized the Type 2 studies, were also brought out, 
not surprisingly, in the way alternatives were considered 
or not considered. The traditional and inherent interests 
of the agencies that dominated the planning efforts were 
generally followed in the choices of alternatives that were 
made. Construction oriented alternatives that either pro-
moted economic growth and development or were shown 
to be feasible in economic cost-benefit terms were 
primarily the ones that were considered. Some other kinds 
of non-development alternatives were not considered. For 
example, in only a few cases, if any, were social 
techniques that would affect resource use considered as 
alternatives. In most of the studies sufficient data were 
collected concerning resources needs, uses, etc., to 
develop a range of alternatives. Unfortunately, informa-
tion management techniques which could have made a 
more comprehensive analysis were not used. In most cases 
the data concerning impacts and consequences of pro-
posed measures were not presented in a format that could 
be used effectively in the evaluation of alternatives. The 
fact that the Type 2 studies were some of the first of their 
kind, both in terms of organization and compre-
hensiveness and because of institutional and other con-
straints, they could not have been expected to avoid many 
of the problems that were encountered. However, the 
experience should aid in the development of procedures 
that can help to avoid some of the pitfalls of multi-agency 
and region-wide planning. A more systematic and compre-
hensive approach to the formulation and evaluation of 
alternatives is part of the methodology that needs to be 
developed. 
Plan Selection and Implementation 
Conceptually, one can make a definite distinction 
between the evaluation of alternatives and the selection of 
a plan, although the latter flows immediately from the 
former. The evaluation of alternatives phase is basically a 
data processing exercise that brings together the relevant 
information. The plan selection stage is the process of 
making choices. In a democratic setting the important 
element that should be considered in determining choices 
should be the interests of the various groups that are 
likely to be affected by a plan. This includes public as well 
as organizational or agency interests. To obtain informa-
tion about public interests, the participation of citizens in 
the planning process is desirable. The problems inherent in 
obtaining public participation are Significant and difficult 
to resolve. A more detailed discussion of the issues 
involved will be presented in the following section. As for 
organizational interests, it is well known that agencies 
often promote certain measures primarily to maintain or 
expand their level of operations. As part of the planning 
process it is important to insure that agency interests do 
not diverge from public interests. 
In some of the Type 2 studies, public participation 
became a major problem. In the earliest studies there was 
less of a concern than in the later ones, since the 
politicization of American society suddenly increased in 
the mid-1960's, especially in relation to environmental 
matters. Most of the Type 2 planning efforts attempted to 
involve the public, but usually these attempts consisted of 
public hearings where preliminary or final plans were 
presented to obtain public responses. There was no public 
participation to speak of in the planning process itself. 
Only in a few of the studies were citizen councils, public 
workshops, etc .. organized in the late 1960's. It can be 
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concluded, therefore, with reference to plan selection, 
that in general the agencies and their perceptions of their 
own and the public interests dominated the plan selection 
process. In fact, as can be inferred from many of the 
comments made by the planning participants, many of the 
elements that became part of the recommended plan were 
in effect "pre-selected." That is, these elements did not 
emerge as a result of a process, but were part of 
preconceived objectives vigorously promoted by strong 
agencies. 
With respect to plan implementation, various con-
straints and implementation authorities need to be consid-
ered. As one individual remarked, "A meaningful planning 
process must fully involve the agencies and interests 
ultimately responsible for plan implementation. Any 
other approach runs too great a risk of being little more 
than bookcase filler exercises." Planners must give special 
attention to cost constraints and political factors. Many of 
the Type 2 measures that were recommended as part of 
the comprehensive plans tended to be unrealistic in terms 
of the cost levels that would be required to undertake 
them. In some cases, it is not unlikely that the planning 
efforts were to some degree wasted because important 
sections of the plans will not be implemented. In future 
Level B studies, procedures should be instituted that 
insure the implementation of a plan and that promote 
planning as a continuous process, so that implementation 
is tied more to the planning process itself. 
Continuous Planning Processes 
The discussion up to now has been discontinuous 
for analytical purposes. That is, the planning experiences 
in the Type 2 studies have been analyzed as if they 
consisted of a set sequence of steps. To some extent this is 
an accurate representation, perhaps more so than is 
desirable, but at the same time quite a few activities took 
place at varying points in time and did not follow a set 
process. For example, in some studies initial formulation 
of objectives did not take place until the studies were well 
underway and after several plan elements to be imple-
mented were already identified. In quite a few studies 
there were some significant changes in objectives in 
midstream. As was emphasized in the first chapter, 
planning is a process that should follow a systematic 
pattern and include a set sequence of activities as 
suggested in the theoretical model. But at the same time, 
any activity should be repeated throughout the planning 
process. To insure that this happens is the most difficult 
problem that confronts planners, and no complete solu-
tion has yet been proposed. It is the assumption of this 
study that a cyclical-interaction approach to planning can 
only be accomplished by developing carefully conceived 
organizational structures, as will be outlined in the 
following chapter. to insure that continuous processes are 
implemented. 
The three processes that should take place contin-
uously during the planning process and also during plan 
implementation include data collection-,' public participa-
tion and monitoring/evaluation. The degree of effort 
expended on these processes should depend on the 
stability and rates of change of the planning environment. 
For example, it is not necessary to collect data contin-
uously about certain physical characteristics of a basin, 
except as some of these characteristics change as the 
environment is modified. On the other hand, information 
about social behavior and public opinion can be crucial 
and should be constantly monitored. In the Type 2 
studies, the funding and personnel constraints combined 
with a mostly traditional approach to planning, resulted in 
a lack of attention to the need for continuous process 
activities, especially in relation to feedback and moni-
toring. It is not denied that continuous planning processes 
took place, but these were minimal and not clearly 
delineated. 
One of the major problems associated with the 
coordinating committee approach to planning is the 
difficulty of coalescing divergent individual agency views, 
interests, traditions, and so on, into a balanced solution or 
plan. Although membership on a planning study coordin-
ating committee, its subcommittees and work groups, 
typically included several agencies and disciplines, plan-
ning tended to be compartmentalized with collection and 
analysis of data proceeding along separate functional lines. 
Only after considerable time and effort had been ex-
pended in these separate efforts, did serious plan formula-
tion (the coalescing process) take place. It was the 
practice on most of the Type 2 studies to delay plan 
formulation activity until late in the study after con-
siderable data had been collected and analyzed by 
separate work groups. In such an approach agency biases 
may appear and reconciliation of differences and overlaps 
may be difficult, while worthwhile alternative solutions 
are omitted from consideration. The final plan in effect 
may become a catalog of individual agency proposals. 
Frequently, a by-product of this approach has been 
the collection of substantial amounts of data not needed 
in the plan formulation process. Participants in some of 
the Type 2 studies have estimated amounts of data useful 
in plan formulation to be as low as 15 percent of the total 
amount collected, at the same time that data collection 
costs amounted to 80 percent of the total planning 
budget. The surplus data, though not without value in 
other uses, was collected at the expense of other vital 
planning tasks vying for support from limited study 
budgets. 
It is particularly unfortunate that these planning 
studies took so long and cost so much largely because of 
the exhaustiveness and finality of the supporting studies. 
The rigidly defined plans that were produced as a result of 
this process were in some cases obsolete before they were 
completed. This points to two things: 1) the distinct need 
for ''yardsticks'' by which proposed detailed studies can 
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be appraised as to their probable worth to the planning 
effort; and 2) the equally critical need for a dynamic 
planning approach, i.e., one that provides for continued 
up-dating of the plan. 
While the Type 2 studies were in progress, the role 
played by the public in planning became an extremely 
sensitive issue politIcally. The initial Type 2 study reports 
when completed emerged in many cases into hostile 
atmospheres because of environmental concerns and the 
claims that local desires were not suffiCiently considered 
in the planning process. The growth of concerned publics 
for more integrated planning and increased environmental 
emphasis was much more rapid in the mid-to-Iater 1960's 
than was the evolution of suitable coordinative mech-
anisms. It appears that in these initial studies the lead 
agencies failed to recognize changing public attitudes and 
to revise planning methods and plan content accordingly. 
The lead agency in some instances had not coordinated 
well with other federal and state agencies and did not have 
them jointly involved in the planning. As a result, the 
plans when presented did not get the support of these 
agencies that could otherwise have been obtained. After 
some of these study reports were rejected, the co-
ordinating committees attempted to resolve the differ-
ences which had emerged. The result was to slow down 
the planning process while the plans were reformulated; 
however, the experience did reveal much that is now 
recognized as necessary to coordinate a planning effort 
with a concerned public. 
While all of the studies except one apparently used 
some form of public participation in the planning process, 
the timing, extent, methods, and pur~oses of the public 
participation mechanisms used varied. In a few studies 
quite extensive efforts were made with varying degrees of 
success. In a few of the planning efforts public inputs 
were obtained throughout the study as a constructive 
influence in shaping the plans; other studies used public 
participation only as a final step in the plan formulation 
procedure; some studies used public participation as an 
opportunity to monitor public opinion and/or inform or 
educate the pUblic. Different studies used different 
methods such as informational meetings, public hearings, 
open coordinating committee meetings and/or public 
workshops. Attendanc;e at these meetings varied widely, 
never really meeting hoped-for attendance levels, and in 
some instances included only federal, state, and local 
agency representatives. Public opinion surveys were not 
used on any significant scale, if at all. 
In answering the questionnaires that were mailed to 
the study participants in connection to this research, quite 
a few respondents expressed a concern about the prob-
lems that exist in attempting to obtain more and better 
2 A.ppendix E provides short descriptions of the pu bhc 
partIcipation process for each of the basins. 
public participation. Several of their comments that are 
indicative of some of the issues underlying public partici-
pation are listed below. 
The need for greater public participation dur-
ing the initial planning stages was very apparent to 
me. Suggest that membership of the coordinating 
committee include representative(s) of at least the 
coun ty level. 
A weakness of the organization was that the 
Citizens Review Committee was not organized and 
operating until the study was well under way. This 
cast the committee in a role of reviewer rather than 
contributor to the decision-making process. 
Ways must be found to bring representatives of 
the public into action in the initial stages of plan 
formulation and to have them actively participate 
throughout the planning process. 
Public awareness of the progress of the study 
and public participation resulting from reliance on 
the news media was extremely poor. Until and unless 
controversial matters concerned with specific 
matters affecting an organization or community 
could be generated, the interest of the news media 
was difficult to obtain. Assignment of a person 
qualified in press relations is necessary to assist the 
coordinating committee. 
The public information program at the time 
was considered adequate. Under present criteria it 
would be inadequate. 
In my opinion, the, or a, main problem is how 
to develop, channel, and utilize public participation. 
The open planning process is now with us and will 
remain. The problem is how to make it effective as a 
contributory force not just a forum for objectors. 
The only direct public participation was 
through public meetings. More effective public parti-
cipation could have been obtained if representatives 
of local groups (conservation, etc.) had been in-
cluded in the coordinating committee. 
I believe citizen input is necessary but like 
many others, I am not sure who properly can and 
will represent local citizen interest. It must be 
someone that local citizens will accept. Local elected 
governmental officials are not the answer. 
•.. based on our experience the public didn't or 
wouldn't really get involved until they had some 
type of report to react to. 
It is clear that when efforts were made to involve 
the public, these were often blunted by public apathy. It 
was found that people are generally not interested in 
long-range plans. Interest is aroused when a project is 
under consideration for construction and land or other 
resources are to be used that directly affect local people 
or environmental groups. Individuals invited into planning 
meetings complained when there was nothing in writing (a 
plan or specific proposal) to react to. TIus, of course, is 
contrary to other complaints voiced that the public is 
always left out until plans are completed. 
Stemming from the Type 2 and other planning 
experiences many suggestions and comments about im-
proving public participation have been llffered by study 
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participants. The following outline of suggestions and 
observations may be of some use in future planning 
efforts.3 
1. Reasons for involving the pUblic: 
a. Public involvement will define and identify 
conflicts. 
b. It indicates needs, desires, and preferences. 
c. Permits planners to be responsible to the 
public or the people that it serves. 
d. Provides a basis for better decision making. 
e. Allows the public and planners to set the 
proper goals and priorities in their 
relationship. 
f. Will facilitate the implementation of the plan 
at a later date. 
g. Will create a healthy public forum for all to 
engage in the management of water resources. 
2. Recommendations for educating the public to the 
need for a balanced, comprehensive utilization of 
our natural resources for all beneficial purposes. 
a. Attempt must be made to educate the public 
to the multi-faceted nature of resource 
development. 
b. A broader perspective must be seen and 
represented in public participation than is 
seen today. 
3. Suggestions for overall effective public 
participation: 
a. Early participation should be encouraged to 
help assure that the range of feasible alter-
natives will be developed and examined with 
the thoroughness the public interest demands. 
b. A conceptual plan should be developed early 
to draw people out and give them something 
to respond to. Such a plan should not be 
narrow in scope, but should give a range of 
alternatives or possibilities so that people will 
not get "locked in" on one approach. 
c. Citizen advisory groups should be organized 
early in the study and citizen interest should 
be cultivated. It is not sufficient just to 
inform. 
d. The public should be kept fully informed and 
participating during the entire study. To 
maintain liaison with the public, an organized 
communication entity under the guidance of 
an independent organization such as a univer-
sity research center should be utilized. 
e. Operate in a manner that surfaces as many 
ideas as possible and maintains that high 
visibility. 
f. Operate to permit and encourage citizen 
contribution to the study process. 
3The sources of the comments outlined here are various 
and include the Type 2 study participan ts, a study by Bishop 
(1970). other studies, and the Proceedings of the Fifth Annual 
Conference of State and Federal Water Officials, U. S. Interstate 
Conference on Water Problems and Water Resources Council 
(1971). 
g. 
h. 
Governmental agency participation should not 
be in such force as to stifle the pUblic. 
There needs to be better representation of 
elected officials. There should be several levels 
of action to obtain public responses: 
1. A public information program operated 
by the study group, presented in a 
format easily understood by the pUblic. 
2. Communication with local elected 
leaders and planning officials. 
3. Local coordinating bodies organized, 
not only to accomplish detailed work 
and good communication but to strive 
for greater credibility by operating 
closer to a truly "local public" level. 
i. Better representation should be established in 
the coordinating committee. 
1. A citizen member should be added to 
each coordinating committee. 
2. Representatives of county and regional 
planning organizations should be in-
cluded on study coordinating 
committees. 
3. Local special-interest groups should be 
represented on coordinating 
committees. 
j. Only single-purpose groups attended meetings, 
not the "working man." In order to get 
response from the general public, it is neces-
sary to use sampling and survey techniques. 
4. Suggestions for effective workshop participation. 
a. The workshops should not be completely 
informal; some structuring, but not much, 
helps. 
b. Logistic support is needed to avoid inordinate 
amounts of lost time in the mechanics of 
getting started, of finding places to meet, 
advertising, and getting documents distributed 
and circulated for review. 
c. Too much structuring or too close control can 
shut off debate and stifle a free flow of ideas. 
1. Groups should be small. 
2. Select meeting places that encourage 
lateral communication that county 
courthouses do not. 
All of the above suggestions are not necessarily 
consisten t with one another or fit all forms of planning 
organization. Certainly, not everyone would agree with 
several of the suggestions offered. In fact, a counter 
argument could be made to the effect that involvement of 
too many agencies and groups could lead to a defeating 
situation. There is also the cost factor to consider. It has 
been estimated that if a program would be instituted that 
implemented most of the suggestions outlined, the cost 
could be as much as 25 to 40 percent of the. study effort. 
Nevertheless, in a democratic and politicized system, 
public participation must be sought and encouraged. At 
the very least, there should be a commitment of funds and 
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staff to institute a minimal educational and communica-
tions program to promote public involvement. 
Public participation is essential to obtain feedback 
about new values and changing preferences. Feedback, 
monitoring of public interests, social change and other 
planning elements, and evaluation of on-going activities 
are all part of a con tinuous process that is necessary in 
planning to deal with change. As has been said several 
times in this report and as has been observed by a number 
of participants in the Type 2 studies, there is a critical 
need for a dynamic approach to water resource~ planning 
which can respond to societal changes as they occur and 
can monitor the consequences of on-going projects affect-
ing the natural environment. The traditional approach to 
planning has tended to neglect change variables, and this 
neglect has been reflected in the planning activities that 
typified virtually all of the Type 2 planning efforts. The 
discussion earlier in this chapter brought ou t some of the 
problems that need to be resolved in implementing a 
continuous monitoring/evaluation process. 
One basic difficulty in the Type 2 studies was the 
lack of explicit systematization of the planning process 
itself. Such a systematization is absolutely necessary in 
dealing with complex systems. The model in Chapter I in 
a sense represents a first iteration in the development of 
an explicitly delineated set of activities and procedures. 
The discussion in this chapter has focused on some of the 
important observations about the Type 2 studies that are 
relevant to a truly comprehensive and systematic planning 
effort. A more detailed set of procedures should be 
worked out that can insure a dynamic, continuous process 
of feedback and evaluation of the planning effort. In 
addition, appropriate organizational structures must be 
developed that can insure the implementation of such an 
approach. Some suggestions about such structures will be 
made in the next chapter. 
An example of a procedure that would help lead to 
a more dynamic approach and could reduce the number 
of unnecessary costly supporting studies has been sug-
gested in which the initial plan would be defined with 
bands of projected needs, an appraisal of the potentials 
for meeting these needs, and assessments of probable 
impacts on the basin's social and economic welfare of 
partially or wholly meeting the needs. From this initial 
plan, continuing studies could be pursued so that any 
need when clearly definable, could be dealt with. These 
continuing studies could be small- or large-scale--
depending upon the urgency as foreseen in the initial plan 
or dictated by changing conditions. Institutional changes, 
of course, would have to be made in order to conduct 
these continuing studies. The planning program of the 
Water Resources Council provides for a continuing cycle 
of 5-year reviews of planning through a national assess-
ment, followed by Level B studies in emerging problem 
aI';~lS. This system is expected to identify critical projects 
and programs in a dynamic situation. 
Oiher procedures such as the one described above 
can be developed and integrated resulting in a planning 
process that can meet the rapidly changing conditions in 
our society and respond accordingly. Concurrently, 
changes in planning perspectives, organizations, and insti-
tutions would have to be implemented that would 
compliment and be included in a dynamic approach to 
planning. In the following chapter the organizational 
aspects of the Type 2 study experiences will be analyzed 
and related to the discussion in this chapter and the 
planning model described in Chapter I. 
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CHAPTER IV 
ORGANIZATION IN THE TYPE 2/LEVEL B STUDIES 
The structure of an organization when interpreted 
in a relatively broad and abstract sense, as referring to 
patterns of role expectations as well as position, is perhaps 
the most important determinant of that organization's 
effectiveness, assuming that qualified personnel are mem-
bers of the organization. This perspective of organiza-
tional structure, which has long been prevalent in the 
study of organization, can well be adopted in evaluating 
the organization of Type .2 planning efforts, and can be 
helpful in developing recommendations to improve future 
planning studies. The purpose of this chapter is to present 
an evaluation of the Type 2 planning experience by 
applying a model of organizational effectiveness that 
combines some of the findings of several organizational 
studies. The model presented and analyzed in this chapter 
is suggestive rather than conclusive. More detailed follow-
up investigations may be in order, focusing on specific 
organizational aspects of the recommendations that are 
made in this report, since experience with new alternative 
forms of planning organization are minimal. 
The relationships that will be specifically examined 
are those relating technology, organizational control, goal 
formulation, and dynamic planning processes to organiza-
tional structure and effectiveness. The following questions 
will be examined: 
1. How does technology affect organizational 
structure and how can it improve planning 
effectiveness? 
2. How does organizational structure affect con-
trol processes and how can it be improved to 
increase the effectiveness of control processes 
to bring about better planning? 
3. How does organizational structure affect the 
formulation of goals and objectives, and how 
can it be improved to increase goal formula-
tion effectiveness? 
4. How does organizational structure relate to 
feedback and other dynamic processes, and 
what can be done to increase the effectiveness 
of these processes to improve planning? 
Methodology 
The evaluation model presented here combines the 
fmdings of studies conducted by Pugh and his associates 
(I968) with those of a study by Mahoney and Weitzel 
(1969), relating these to the four areas of concern just 
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identified. The studies by Pugh et al. analyzed the basic 
dimensions of organizational structure, while the study by 
Mahoney and Weitzel derived some measures of organiza-
tional effectiveness. In relating structure and effectiveness 
to technology, organizational control, goal formulation, 
and dynamic processes, three submodels must be analyzed 
(!" shown in Figure 7. 
The format of the discussion will follow the logic of 
the interrelationships as depicted in Figure 7, relating 
these to an analysis of the Type 2 planning organizations. 
The meaning of the several variables will be defined as the 
discussion develops. 
Technology, Organizational Structure, 
and Effectiveness 
Mohr (1971) has pointed out that traditionally 
organization theorists have viewed organizational struc-
ture as an independent variable which has influenced 
effectiveness. This perspective assumed, implicitly or 
explicitly, that the effectiveness of an organization could 
be enhanced if one could find the right structure. 
However, in the last several years another perspective has 
been added which focuses on the influence of environ-
mental or contextual variables upon organizational struc-
ture (Woodward, 1965; Thompson, 1967; Lawrence and 
Lorsh, 1967). According to this view, organizational 
structure influences effectiveness, given a certain environ-
ment and context; structure cannot simply be manipu-
lated at will in order to enhance effectiveness. Since the 
emergence of this expanded perspective several studies 
have been carried out that confirm the hypothesis. The 
data relating demographic and physical variables to Type 
2 planning experience also tend to substantiate this 
perspective. 
Technology has been proposed as a major variable 
affecting organizational structure and thereby effective-
ness. Mohr (1971) has briefly summarized some of the 
significant findings of Woodward's study: 
1. There is apparently a linear relationship 
between technology so scaled and a number 
of personnel ratios and organization chart 
aspects of structure. 
2. There is apparently a U-shaped curvilinear 
relationship between technology an,.d certain 
I_-
Technology 
• 
Organiza tional 
• 
Organiza ti on al 
Structure Effecti veness 
Sub-model 1 
Organiza tional 
• 
Organization .. Organiza tional Structure Control Effectiveness 
Sub-model 2 
Organizational Organiza tional Goal Formulation 
Structure 
• 
Effectiveness .. and Dynamic Process 
Sub-model 3 
The three sub-models combined from the evaluative model of organization: 
Technology Organizational 
Structure 
Organizational 
Effectiveness 
Figure 7. Evaluative model of organization. 
dimensions of the social structure of 
organization .. .1 
3. Organizations are apparently successful when 
their structures conform to their technologies. 
The concept of technology is quite complex and it 
has therefore been difficult to operationalize it. There are 
several dimensions to the concept which need to be 
delineated and measured. Among the dimensions that 
have been suggested are work routinization, work environ-
ment, energy usage, and technical complexity (Perrow, 
1967~ Labovitz, 1963~ Woodward, 1965). With respect to 
comprehensive water resources planning studies, a meas-
ure of primary interest would seem to be information 
processing capability. This measure is likely to be closely 
related to the energy usage dimension mentioned by 
Labovitz. 
In analyzing the interrelationships among tech-
nology, organizational structure, and effectiveness, it is 
necessary to define and operationalize the latter two 
1 Such as an authoritarian-democratic decision-making 
dimension. 
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Organizational 
Control 
I 
Goal Formulation 
and 
Dynamic Process 
variables. Pugh and his co-workers (1968) used factor 
analysis techniques to derive four dimensions of organiza-
tional structure: (l) structuring of activities, (2) concen-
tration of authority, (3) line control of work flow, and (4) 
supportive components. Of these four dimensions, as 
defined by Pugh et aI., the first two are most relevant to 
planning organization such as those 'of the Type 2 studies. 
Structuring of activities is defined as the degree of clarity 
and explicitness of role expectations. If specific expecta-
tions and responsibilities are associated with positions in 
an organization, it is highly structured. Measures that 
express structuring of activities are specialization, stand-
ardization, and formalization. They are defined as 
follows: 
Specialization is concerned with the division of 
labor within the organization, the distribution of 
official duties among a number of positions. 
Standardization involves the explicit definition 
of procedures that occur with regularity and that are 
legitimized by the organization. 
Formalization denotes the extent to which 
rules, procedures, instructions, and communications 
are written (Pugh et aI., 1968, p. 72-75). 
Concentration of authority refers to the number of 
individuals who are actively involved in the decision-
making process. Authority is concentrated if fewer in-
dividuals make decisions. Measures that express 
concentration of authority are organizational autonomy, 
centralization, percentage of work flow superordinates, 
standardization of procedures for selection and advance-
ment. Of these four measures the last one is not as 
applicable to the Type 2 planning organizations as the 
others. The remaining three are defined as follows: 
Organizational autonomy is expressed in terms 
of the number of decisions that must be referred to a 
headquarters or to a parent organization. 
Centralization has to do with the focus of 
authority to make decisions affecting the organiza-
tion. Authority to make decisions was defined and 
ascertained by asking, "Who is the last person whose 
assent must be obtained before legitimate action is 
taken-even if others have subsequently to confirm 
the decision. 
Percentage of work flow superordinates relates 
to the number of job positions between the chief 
executive and the employees directly working on the 
output. 
By using the concepts defined here and relating 
them to the organization of the Type 2 planning studies, 
some insights about the structural dimensions of the 
planning efforts can be obtained and related to tech-
nology and effectiveness. The concept of organizational 
effectiveness as used in this study derives from a model 
identified by Mahoney and Weitzel. They conducted a 
study, using regression analysis, in which a general 
business model was compared with a research and 
development model of organizational effectiveness. Signi-
ficant differences were discovered between the two 
models with respect to criteria that were perceived to 
measure effectiveness. Since the Type 2 planning organiza-
tions are basically similar to research and development 
organizations, the criteria of effectiveness relating to the 
R&D model are of concern here. Three such criteria were 
identified: (1) reliability, (2) cooperation, and (3) 
development. These were defined as follows: 
Reliability refers to the capacity of an organi-
zation and its personnel to meet goals and objectives 
in an independent fashion, without the necessity for 
follow-up and checking. 
Cooperation involves coordinating the schedul-
ing of activities among different units and personnel, 
and flexibility in changing and adjusting assignments. 
Development concerns the participation of 
personnel in training and development activities, and 
the existence of a high level of competence and skill 
among personnel in the organization (Mahoney and 
Weitzel, 1969). 
Mahoney and Weitzel obtained a multiple correla-
tion R = 71 for the effectiveness model involving these 
three dimensions, as applied to an R&D organization. It 
might be thought that these dimensions also occur in the 
general business model of organizational effectiveness, 
but, with the exception of the reliability criterion, this is 
not the case. In fact, when the general business sample 
was compared with the research and development sample, 
a rank-order of the first six criteria for each sample 
showed that only reliability occurred in both samples 
(Table 22). 
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Table 22. Ranked importance of criteria of organizational 
effectiveness. 
DImension Dimension 
R&D Gen. Bus Gen. Bus. R&D 
1. Reliability 3 1. Performance-
support-u tiliza tion 14 
2. Cooperation 12 2. Planning 10 
3. Development 10 3. Reliability 1 
4. Turnover 22 4. Initiation 12 
5. Selectivity 15 5. Bargaining 20 
6. Flexibility 14 6. Supervisory 
support 17 
Source: "Managerial Models of Effectiveness," Mahoney and 
Weitzel, 1969. 
If the findings of Pugh, his co-workers, and 
Mahoney and Weitzel are combined, an evaluative model 
can be developed relating technology, organizational 
structure, and effectiveness, which can be used to examine 
the experiences of planning and other organizations. The 
model would include the patterns of relationships as 
shown in Figure 8. 
Structure Variables Organizational 
Effectiveness 
Criteria 
Technology ~ Structuring of --. 
Activities '\ 
Reliabili ty 
\ 
Standardization \ '\ 
Specialization 
Formalization 
Concentration of 1-
Authority \ 
Antonomy 
Centraliza tion 
Percentage of workflow 
superordinates 
Cooperation 
Development 
Figure 8. Patterns of relationships among technology, 
structural and effectiveness variables. 
Before entering into a more detailed discussion of 
the relationships implied in Figure 8, it is useful to briefly 
discuss the organizational structure of the Type 2 plan-
ning efforts. Typically, the structure of the Type 2 
organizations has followed a pattern shown in Figure 9. 
Although this pattern was most common, considerable 
variation in structure existed among the different studies, 
as shown in Figure 10. Nevertheless, given the basic fact 
of the coordinating pattern of organization common to all 
of the studies, the individual variations III positional 
structure were not significant when compared with the 
COORD INA TING COMMITTEE 
r -------, 
I 
... __ ... 1 ellA T RJvlAN I I 
I 
I I I I···· --I I ) 
, 
........... 1 "-01 _ ... 1 .. ' _ .. I ,-I _ ... 1 .. ' _ .. 
I 
I 
I L' ________ _ 
Figure 9. Organizational pattern of Type 2 studies. 
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COORDINATINC COHMITTEE 
_----_: I'U} '0. RHUIATION I TASK FOHCI~ 
&0 1 6 CS 
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SUB GROUPS 
E. WiL;.AMETTE ORG. l:HART 
Figure 10. Sample organization charts of Type 2 planning studies. 
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activity structure as shown in the pattern of Figure 9. The 
pattern of activities that took place in reality are not 
necessarily accurately depicted in the official charts. 
On the surface, the organizational pattern of the 
Type 2 studies appears relatively simple. This would be 
true, if the organizational pattern represented a self-
contained unit. For example, most planning organizations 
are usually staff units of larger organizations, with 
relatively well defined responsibilities and tasks. This was 
not the case with the Type 2 studies. In fact, the simple 
pattern shown in Figure 9 hides an extremely complex 
form of organization that has not been given sufficient 
attention by organization theorists. The complexity 
derives from the fact that the individuals occupying the 
position depicted in the chart are also members of other 
organizations with separate responsibilities. As a conse-
quence, there were significant pressures operating on the 
planning organization resulting in a lack of goal con-
gruence and numerous role conflicts. Most organizational 
research tends to indicate that this type of organization 
confronts tremendous difficulties in functioning effec-
tively, since the need for coordination is opposed by the 
independence of the separate organizations. 
The mechanism for carrying out the Type 2 studies 
was a coordinating committee in which one of the 
agencies, primarily the Corps of Engineers, was the lead 
agency. In addition to functioning on the coordinating 
committee and its organized work groups, other agencies 
performed special studies of a subcontract nature-
economic base studies, fish and wildlife studies, and so on. 
Several coordinating committee members, mainly repre-
senting fish and wildlife and other nonconstruction 
interests, have expressed the view that the planning was 
dominated by the construction agencies and particularly 
the lead agency. The point was made that coordinating 
committees were overweighted with representatives of the 
construction agencies and these agencies frequently had 
common interests and compatible project proposals which 
tended to orient the planning heavily in their own favor. 
It was apparent in the early stages of the Type 2 
studies that the participating agencies were making sure 
that all of the work they anticipated needed to be done 
was included and that coordination meant "recognizing 
work to be done by others as long as it did not interfere 
with your own." In the first studies completed, the 
early-action programs, which were supposed to recom-
mend projects to be implemented during the ensuing 
10-15 years, comprised most of the work to be done in 
the basin. Each agency apparently felt that its program 
had to be done immediately or it might lose out later. 
Thus a weakness of the coordinating committee arrange-
ment was its inability to serve as an effective filtering 
mechanism for screening agency proposals. 
In dealing with the difficulties inherent in a plan-
ning effort that involves coordination of activities among 
a large number of independent organizations, technology 
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can be an important factor affecting organizational 
structure and effectiveness. The particular aspect of 
technology that is most relevant to the kind of organiza-
tional efforts involved in the Type 2 studies is information 
management, including data processing. The question that 
needs to be considered, therefore, is how changes in 
technology/information management affect the organiza-
tional structure and effectiveness of comprehensive water 
resources planning studies. This question will be examined 
in light of the Type 2 studies. 
In discussing the relationships among technology, 
organization, and administration, Thompson and Bates 
(1957) developed "the general proposition that the type 
of technology available and suitable to particular types of 
goals sets limits on the types of structures appropriate for 
organizations and that the functional emphasis, the 
problems of greatest concern, and the processes of 
administration will vary as a result." The obverse of this 
statement is that fewer limitations are imposed on 
structures if technology options are increased. That is, the 
flexibility in developing structural alternatives in organiz-
ing a set of activities is increased if a better technology is 
available. The relevance of these statements is evident if 
the following propositions are examined. 
A higher degree of complexity in an organiza-
tion requires more structuring of activities and 
greater concen tra tion of au thority. 
To effectively organize individuals with inde-
pendent responsibilities less structuring of activities 
and a smaller concentration of authority is necessary 
(Thompson and Bates, 1957). 
These two propositions present the dilemma that 
exists in the organization of complex tasks that require 
coordination among independent units. How can pro-
cedures be developed that provide for maximum inde-
pendence, while meeting a common or central goal? The 
research by Mahoney and Weitzel suggests that reliability, 
cooperation, and development are the three most im-
portan t aspects of organization of the Type 2 study type. 
Difficulties existed in the planning studies with respect to 
all three aspects. In terms of reliability, agencies and their 
personnel often did not move toward the same goals and 
objectives, as has been shown in the previous chapter. The 
fact that many of the studies were not meeting deadlines 
is indicative of problems relating to reliability as well as 
cooperation. The third factor of personnel development 
was also mentioned by several participants as being a 
significan t weakness in the Type 2 studies. 
Thus, one weakness of the coordinating committee 
was its ineffective control over individual agency per 
formance from the standpoint of quality and punctuality. 
Since the planning work load was ordinarily superimposed 
on the normal work load of staff of member agencies, and 
the work was performed within the office of these various 
agencies, it was not likely to receive the highest priority. As 
one planning official put it, "Agencies always put compre-
hensive planning on the back burner unless they have 
some fish of their own to fry." 
Another of the problems connected with plan 
formulation in the early Type 2 studies was the lack of 
planning expertise. There reportedly were many capable 
agency administrators, but a dearth of skilled planners. 
Most of the participants had not had experience with the 
coordinating committee approach and did not know how 
it should work. It was particularly difficult to find agency 
personnel who could take an overall viewpoint. Conse-
quently, the success of the planning effort depended 
largely upon the diligence, ingenuity, industry, and skill of 
a small number of overworked people. This situation no 
doubt accounts in part for the floundering that took place 
in the early stages of these studies in trying to determine 
what was to be done. 
These and other weaknesses in the basin planning 
efforts could be at least partially eliminated if the 
organizational structure of the studies were improved. 
Specifically, standardization and formalization of pro-
cedures would have a positive effect. Similarly, some 
increase in centralization and more autonomy for the 
planning organization would also be beneficial. Changing 
the technological environment could help facilitate the 
changes in organizational structure. For example, by 
introducing operations research and data management 
techniques into the planning process, elements of rational-
ity and neutrality are added that can help alleviate some 
of the conditions resulting from value and goal conflicts 
among different agencies. In addition, the competence 
and skill of the planning participants can be dramatically 
increased in a relatively short time, if simulations and 
other technology are used to train personnel. 
In summary, technology has not received the 
attention it deserves as a management tool that can help 
improve the planning process to carry out complex river 
basin studies. In recent years a number of techniques that 
can reduce the complexity and uncertainty inherent in 
large scale planning efforts have been developed. PROP-
DEMM (Appendix A) is an example. Further investiga-
tions are necessary to determine to what extent these 
techniques can be incorporated in future studies and how 
they affect and complement improvements in organiza-
tional structure. Changes in the technological environment 
alone are not sufficient, but must be related to changes in 
organizational structure. In the following sections issues 
dealing with organizational structure are discussed in more 
detail. 
Organizational Structure, Control 
Processes and Effectiveness 
The concept of control is basic to organization in 
that it concerns the regulation of activities that are carried" 
out to accomplish a goal or set of goals. Control processes 
become operative when organizational units and personnel 
begin to deviate markedly from expected performance. A 
relevant distinction to be made is that between internal 
controls and external controls. Internal controls deal with 
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organizational be4avior in relation to the activities and 
expectations that ~govern relations among units and the 
personnel of the organization; external controls focus on 
behavior that relates an organization to its environment. 
For example, a regulation that specifies reporting dates to 
be met by an appendix committee represents an internal 
control; a citizen's review committee that evaluates 
whether the recommendations of a task force are in 
accordance with the needs of the public is a form of 
ex ternal control. 
A properly designed control system must meet three 
conditions: 
1. Expectations should be clear. 
2. Deviant behavior must be detected. 
3. Sanctions should be available and have force. 
To insure that these conditions are met, an organization 
should be stru(.;tured in such a manner that effective 
communications about expectations are pOSSible, that 
feedback and monitoring mechanisms can provide infor-
mation about deviant behavior, and that supervisory and 
authority relations exist which can result in the implemen-
tation of sanctions. These three aspects of the control 
system are most closely related to effectiveness in that 
they can help increase reliability. They affect cooperation 
to a lesser extent and have little influence on personnel 
development unless a special effort is made to focus on 
personnel training and competence. 
The control relationships that are most relevant to 
the Type 2 studies connect structuring of activities to 
communication and monitoring, where communication 
affects both reliability and cooperation, and monitoring 
affects reliability. Concentration of authority particularly 
relates to sanctions which in turn affect reliability, and to 
some extent relates to monitoring. Figure 11 depicts the 
relevant relationships that will be discussed in this section 
in terms of the Type 2 planning organization experiences. 
The model represented in Figure 11 will serve as a means 
for evaluating the Type 2 studies. 
Structure 
StlUcturing of 
Activities 
Control Effectiveness 
Standardization ~Communication \~ Reliability 
Specialization 
Formalization -"" 
Moni toring /' 
Concentration of 
Authority '" 
Antonomy / 
Cen tralization -.... I 
Percentage of work- Santions 
Cooperation 
flow superordinates 
Figure 11. Pattern of relationships among structure, con-
trol and effectiveness variables. 
One of the significant problems in the Type 2 
studies was the virtual absence of clearly defined control 
mechanisms as part of the planning organization. Con-
trols, if they existed at all tended to be informal and 
carried relatively little weight since accountability was not 
tied to the planning organizations, but to "outside" 
agencies. In addition, responsibilities often tended to be 
ambiguous and/or overlapping. As a result, reliability was 
in many cases at a low level, decreasing the effectiveness 
of the planning efforts. Of course, it can be pointed out 
that the weaknesses observed here are usually inherent in 
coordinating organizations. Certainly, the findings of this 
study tend to bear this out. Nevertheless, the structure of 
the organization can be strengthened to eliminate some of 
the major drawbacks that are apparent. In fact, several 
steps have already been taken with respect to recently 
started Level B studies that are likely to result in some 
significant improvements in organizational effectiveness. 
Some of these improvements will be referred to in this 
and the following sections. 
As might be expected, since activities were relatively 
loosely structured, the control factor that probably 
exerted the strongest influence in the Type 2 studies was 
communications. It lends itself most easily to informal 
arrangements. Even so, it is likely that several improve-
ments can be made in this area in any case. Two elements 
pertaining to communication are expectations and inter-
actions. If expectations are clear and congruent, and there 
are a large number of interactions, communication is 
improved. Hence the organization will be more effective, 
since both reliability and cooperation are increased. 
Regarding expectations, several study participants made 
negative comments. They felt, especially in the earliest 
studies, that guidelines were not clear and that assign-
ments were often ambiguous. With respect to the possi-
bility for interactions, less dissatisfaction was expressed. 
Evidently the Type 2 planning experiences were perceived 
to provide more opportunities for interactions, and they 
certainly were an improvement over earlier studies. 
To determine what kinds of conclusions could be 
drawn from the participants' questionnaire responses, the 
pattern of relationships between expectations and effec-
tiveness, and between interactions and effectiveness were 
examined by assuming that the following set of questions 
to some degree represented a measure of these three 
variables. 
Expectations: 
Question 15 
Question 17a 
Question 17b 
Question 19 
Were planning objectives clearly iden-
tified at the beginning of study 
(VaT. 34)? 
Was a conceptual or preliminary plan 
formulated early in the planning 
study (VaT. 39)? 
Was it used to guide the collection 
of data for the study (VaT. 40)? 
Were planning objectives and plan-
ning processes analyzed in arriving at 
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Interactions: 
Question la 
Question Ib 
Question 3b 
Question 15 
Effectiveness: 
a suitable structure for the plannmg 
organization (Val. 42)? 
... did your personnel also participate 
substantially in various study work 
groups (Var. 18)? 
Which (and how many) work groups 
did the personnel participate in (Var. 
39)? 
... was separate plan formulation 
staff housed under one roof (Val. 
22)? 
Did all interest groups and agencies 
have a good opportunity to express 
views and interact with planners and 
decision makers in the planning 
process (VaT. 37)? 
Question 7 Did a cooperative atmosphere prevail 
throughout the study between federal 
andnon-federal participants (Val. 26)? 
Question 12 What is your view in general on the 
effectiveness of the coordinating com-
mittee approach to river basin plan-
ning (Val. 33)? 
The first set of questions deals with some aspects of 
standardization and formalization and help to provide a 
common set of expectations that could increase effective-
ness. The responses to the second set of questions indicate 
to some extent how much interaction took place among 
the partiCipants. More interaction probably increases 
effectiveness (if level of conflict is not high). The last two 
questions help to provide a measure of the participants 
perception of the coordinating committee's effectiveness 
as a planning approach. Assuming that the responses to 
these questions are fairly representative indicators, some 
significant correlations might be found. If only a few or 
weak correlations are found, the effectiveness of the 
coordinating committee approach could be called into 
question. In any case, an examination of the data provides 
some useful insights that may help in the development of 
recommendations for future planning studies. The cross-
tabulations with reasonably significant chi squares are 
listed in the tables which follow. 
To determine whether the questions placed under 
the effectiveness category were closely related, the re-
sponses to them were cross tabulated. Tables 23 and 24 
show that they are indeed closely related. Indication is 
that they all represent measures of effectiveness or are 
correlated with effectiveness. The high level of signifi-
cance obtained gives some idea about the validity of the 
assumption interrelating the three questions. 
Tables 25 and 26 show how variables that aid in the 
clarification of expectations are related to effectiveness. 
In the Type 2 studies, only one of the expectation 
variables showed a close relationship to the effectiveness 
variables (Table 26), the degree of the relationship being 
Table 23. Interrelationships among perceptions concern-
ing cooperation, integration, and effectiveness. 
Cooperative Integrated Study Coordination Committee 
Atmosphere 
No 
Yes 
No 
100 
16.9 
N= 68 
p < .01 
Yes 
0 
83.1 
Approach Effectiveness 
Very 
Effective 
0 
24.6 
Satis-
facto_IY 
0 
61.5 
N=67 
P <.01 
Inef-
fective 
I 100 
I 
13.8 
Table 24. Interrelationship between perceptions of inte-
gration and effectiveness. 
Integrated Coordinating Commi ttee 
Study Approach Effectiveness 
Very Effective Satisfactory Ineffective 
No 7.1 
Yes 26.4 
28.6 
67.9 
64.3 
5.7 
N= 67 
p < .001 
Table 2S. Relationship between formulation of prelimi-
nary plan and integration of study. 
Formulation of 
Preliminary Plan 
No 
Yes 
Integrated Study? 
No Yes 
35.0 
15.9 
65.0 
84.1 
N= 67 
p < .20 
Table 26. Relationships among perception concerning 
planning stt:ucture rationale, cooperation, inte-
gration, and effectiveness. 
Planning 
Structure 
Rationale 
No 
Yes 
Cooperative 
Atmosphere 
No Yes 
27.0 72.7 
0 10.0 
N= 52 
p < .01 
Integrated 
Study 
No Yes 
70.0 30.0 
9.8 90.2 
N= 51 
p < .001 
Coord. Com. 
Approach Effectiveness 
Very 
effective 
22.2 
20.0 
Satis- Inef-
factory fective 
11.1 
75.0 
N= 49 
p < .001 
66.7 
5.0 
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quite strong. The data in Table 26 present convIncIng 
evidence that the analysis of planning objectives and 
processes should be closely related to the structuring of a 
planning organization, as has been stressed earlier. The 
absence of close relationships among the other variables 
can be interpreted in several ways, but within the context 
of the findings presented so far, the indication is that 
generally, expectations were not clearly defined and 
tended to be incongruent, resulting in less effective 
planning. The standardization and formalization of plan-
ning organization which has been undertaken by the 
Water Resources Council will bring some improvements in 
future planning if some specific guidelines are provided. 
Both reliability and cooperation can be increased if 
appropriate structural arrangements are implemented. 
Tables 27 and 28 present the relationships that were 
most significant when interaction variables were compared 
with effectiveness variables. Similar inferences can be 
made here as with the other data. Again, of the four 
interaction variables only one showed a strong relation-
ship to effectiveness, namely the expression of views by 
agencies and interest groups in the planning process. It 
should be noted that one-third of the respondents felt 
that such expression was absent in the Type 2 studies. 
Therefore, regarding the degree of interactions that would 
increase planning effectiveness in the Type 2 studies, it 
can be inferred that they tended to be weak and were not 
structured into the planning organization. Structuring of 
activities that will stimulate positive interactions will help 
improve future basin planning efforts. 
Table 27. Relationship between agency participation in 
work groups and cooperation atmosphere. 
Agency Participation 
in Work Groups 
No 
Yes 
Cooperative Atmosphere 
No Yes 
15.4 
1.8 
84.6 
98.2 
N=69 
p <.20 
Table 28. Relationships among perception, concerning 
agency/interest groups interactions, integration, 
and effectiveness. 
Agency and Integrated 
nterest Group Study 
In teraction No Yes 
No 47.8 52.2 
Yes 8.9 91.1 
N= 68 
p < .001 
Coordinating Committee 
Approach Effectiveness 
Very 
effective 
8.7 
31.8 
Satis-
factory 
47.8 
63.6 
N = 67 
p < .001 
lnef-
fective 
43.5 
4.5 
On the whole, it can be said that the communi-
cations aspects of the control process can be considerably 
strengthened in water resources planning by improving the 
organizational structuring of the relevant organizations. 
For example, it seems to be fairly well agreed that plan 
formulation should start early in the planning study rather 
than after a great deal of effort and money have been 
expended in supporting studies. Conceptual plans formu-
lated early may not only enhance public participation but 
provide guidance for collection and analysis of data as 
well. In most planning regions, previously completed 
planning studies and services of knowledgable individuals 
can be utilized in sketching a preliminary plan. In the 
multiple-objective approach it may be appropriate to 
conceptualize more than one plan. The approach then is 
to pursue studies to prove or disprove the hypothesis 
(conceptual plan) that has been established. The plan is 
shaped in accordance with the results of the investigations 
as the study progresses. Care must be taken as in other 
approaches that all reasonable alternatives are considered. 
This conceptual (trial) plan approach is one of the 
innovative ideas being tried by the Pacific Northwest 
River Basin Commission in its current Level B studies. By 
implementing this and other ideas the control process can 
be improved and planning effectiveness increase d. 
Although the communication element of the con-
trol process can be improved, it can be considered a 
positive accomplishment of the Type 2 studies to have 
introduced more interactions among governmental 
agencies and interests. Similarly, the simple fact that 
coordinated efforts in comprehensive basin planning were 
undertaken, improves the monitoring aspects of the 
planning process. Nevertheless, in organizational terms, 
the monitoring element of the control process in the Type 
2 studies was quite limited when examined in more detail. 
Activities were not structured to facilitate monitoring, 
and authority was too diffuse to have much of an impact. 
In terms of au tonomy as well as centralization, significant 
weaknesses in the organization of the Type 2 studies were 
evident. 
In Level B studies, initiated since 1970, the lead 
agency approach has been eliminated. Study management 
is directly under either the Water Resources Council or 
River Basin Commissions established under provisions of 
the Water Resources Planning Act of 1965 A study 
manager is employed by the council or the commission, as 
the case may be, to devote full time to prosecution of the 
study. Although the details of the arrangements vary 
somewhat among these new studies, the Platte River Basin 
Study organization in Nebraska might serve as an example 
of the new approach. The Water Resources Council had 
direct responsibility for the management of this study 
until the Missouri River Basin Commission (MRBC) 
became operational, at which time responsibility for 
direction of the study passed to the commission. 
The study director employed by the MRBC is 
responsible for management of the study including de-
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velopment of work plans, budgets, work assignments, 
coordination of activities, and preparation of reports. He 
is chairman of the Platte River Basin Planning Board, 
which is composed of a representative from the State of 
Nebraska (Assistant Study Director) and representatives 
from each of the federal Departments of Agriculture, 
Army, and Interior, and the Environmental Protection 
Agency. This board provides "advice and council to the 
Study Director and all participating agencies ... " (Missouri 
River Basin Commission, 1972). 
The Pacific Northwest River Basins Commission in 
preparing a comprehensive plan for the Northwest has 
instituted some other innovative arrangements m addition 
to employing a study manager. Level B studies are being 
performed in each state of the region on specific study 
areas under state leadership. The study manager, with the 
assistance of a federal technical staff, guides these 
planning studies with the view of fitting and combining 
them into an overall joint plan (pacific Northwest River 
Basins Commission, 1971). Coordination of ongoing state 
water planning efforts with river basin planning is facili-
tated under this arrangement. Formal job agreements 
specifying wha t is to be done and when, have been 
executed between the study organization and partici-
pating agencies. These agreements have been difficult to 
work out, and have not been successful at least in part, 
because of the lack of central control of study funds. 
Funding control is another aspect of organizational 
autonomy and centralization that is extremely important 
in a comprehensive planning effort. Cross tabulated 
information relating budget data to other variables 
showed consistently high levels of significance with a large 
number of factors. The implementation of planning-
programming-budgeting systems and their advocacy by 
the federal government would certainly suggest that 
centralized funding is a requisite for large-scale planning. 
Although the institution of central management in 
recent Level B studies is a significant step in overcoming 
certain deficiencies in the lead agency approach, study 
management still lacks the clout to accomplish integration 
that centralized funding would provide. In the coor-
dinated budget concept currently utilized, individual 
agencies submit separate budgets for study funds but on a 
coordinated basis. This is another move away from the 
lead agency approach in which a substantial part of the 
study funds were budgeted and allocated by the lead 
agency to other participants. It is argued that greater 
control over assigned tasks and more balanced partici-
pation could be expected if all federal funds for the study 
were budgeted by the study organization and allocated 
through the study manager. "Funding could be tied to a 
contractual performance obligation within stnngent time 
limits." 
In the absense of centralized funding, the movement 
away from the lead agency approach appears to have had 
at least one drawback. The lead agency having control of 
substantial planning resources was able to eventually push 
through a plan when the chips were down. The current 
Level B planning structure may lack this capability. Can a 
river basin commission, or the Water Resources Council 
managing one of these studies, get the job done if, for 
example, the state participants become preoccupied with 
developing their own state water plan or the other 
agencies fail to accomplish their assigned tasks for various 
reasons? With central control of study funds the answer is 
probably yes; without, a positive answer is much less 
assured. 
From the viewpoint of participating agencies, cen-
tralized management and funding of interagency studies is 
not without complications. Agency personnel and other 
resources have to be committed to the study effort, 
requiring temporary transfer from ongoing agency activ-
ities. Budget adjustments and the phasing of personnel in 
and out of study assignments may be difficult. 
Some coordinating committee members with exper-
ience on the original Type 2 studies have suggested that 
federal funds for planning be provided through the study 
management not only to federal agencies but to state, 
local, and regional organizations as well, and at least 
expense money be provided citizen representation. 
"Budgeting as well as the dispersing of funds should be 
under the control of the study manager, and he should 
not be constrained with respect to the types of organiza-
tions which he can fund for elements of the study as he 
sees the need or determines their capabilities" as one 
committee member suggested. 
Views on this point were not unanimous, however, 
as others have suggested that state and local participants 
ought to pay a fair portion of the planning costs. A 
possible alternative to total federal funding might be 
sharing the study budget by federal, state, and local 
governments, but with contributions from each put in a 
common pool for allocation and administration by the 
study manager. In light of prevailing attitudes and legal 
constraints connected with such cost-sharing ideas, this is 
not an alternative that is likely to be widely implemented 
immediately. If central funding of planning studies is 
achieved at some time in the future, as provided for in 
Sec. 209 of the FWPCA act ammendments of 1972, it 
would probably be advisable to permit agencies to spend 
additional funds of their own for extra study efforts in 
their own interests as long as such efforts did not interfere 
with timely completion of the plan. 
In a decentralized system, allocation of financial 
resources can sometimes be used to complement the 
sanctioning system, the third element of control process. 
In public organizations such a practice is not desirable, 
since ultimately the public suffers. The absence of 
sanctioning authority makes the implementation of com-
plex and integrated activities particularly difficult, 
because accountability then also tends to be absent. In the 
Type 2 studies there was no sanctioning system that 
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formed an integral part of the planning effort. Participants 
were responsible to their respective agencies and could 
only be held accountable with great difficulty, if at all. 
This situation presents perhaps one of the major argu-
ments for attempting to develop some centralized arrange-
ment that would include a better control system 
Several arrangements are possible. It has been 
suggested by one coordinating committee member that 
specially trained planning staffs might be transferred from 
one location to another to do plan formulation utilizing 
local agency assistance. In a similar way, others have 
suggested using a central corps of planners not tied 
directly to state or federal agencies but who would work 
with the agencies. There seems to be considerable concern 
that members of plan formulation subcommittees and 
task forces were tied too closely to their own agencies. 
Another recommendation made frequently that, if imple-
mented, would no doubt help somewhat to alleviate this 
problem was for the assignment of members to the plan 
formulation group on a full-time basis and in a common 
location under the direction of someone having special 
authority for this phase of the work. Only a few of the 
study organizations utilized separate plan formulation 
groups. 
Organizational Structure, Goal Formulation 
and Dynamic Systems 
In this section the last two questions posed in the 
introduction to this chapter will be briefly discussed in 
relation to the evaluative model. The discussion will not 
be extensive because the relationships between organiza-
tional structure and goal formulation and that between 
structure and dynamic process have received little research 
attention, although a considerable body of theoretical 
literature is available. Most of the information that was 
collected for this project relevant to these two areas has 
been presented in Chapter III. 
One of the interesting aspects of the Type 2 studies 
from an organizational point of view is that one of the 
tasks of the studies was to formulate goals and objectives 
as part of plan development. These were not organiza-
tional goals and objectives, but rather the ends that were 
to be attained by the plan. This brings out an important 
distinction between coordinating organizations and other 
types of organizations. In coordinating organizations the 
goals that form the basis for the existence of the 
organization may differ significantly from the goals of the 
units that make up the organization. Although goal 
variance occurs in more centralized organizations as well, 
the differences are less pronounced. This may create 
major problems that tend to be inherent in coordinating 
organizations. 
If the aim of an organization is clearly defined and 
its members are committed to that aim, then goal 
consensus is maximized. Anthony Downs (1967) points 
out that environmental as well as functional aspects of an 
organization affect the degree of goal consensus that 
exists. Generally, goal consensus increases the co-
ordinative capacity of an organization and enhances the 
power of top officials. On the other hand, goal variance 
improves the ability of an organization to carry out a 
variety of tasks. Because of the comprehensive scope of 
the Type 2 studies some degree of goal variance is 
desirable. At the same time, the need for a coordinative 
capacity is considerable in order to implement a long-term 
plan that minimizes conflicts among its various elements. 
To analyze the goal formulation requirements that must 
be met for the Type 2 plan, it is useful to examine a 
scheme developed by Downs as shown in Table 29. 
Table 29. How variations in functional aspects affect a 
bureau's goal consensus. 
Functi.onal Aspects 
Encouraging Relatively 
Homogeneous Goals 
Among Bureau Members 
Narrow scope, little variety 
assigne d functions 
Stable environmental 
conditions 
Clearly defined functions 
Relatively simple functions 
Strong consensus about 
functions, policies in 
external power setting 
Simultaneous operation in 
only one place, or in 
several very similar 
environmen ts 
Functional Aspects 
Encouraging Relatively 
Heterogeneous Goals 
Among Bureau Members 
Broad scope, great variety of 
assigned functions 
Rapidly changing environ-
mental conditions 
Vaguely defmed functions 
Relatively easy separability 
of various functions 
Diversity and cont1ict about 
functions, policies in 
external power setting 
Simultaneous operation in 
many places with widely 
varying environmen ts 
Source: Anthony Downs, 1967, p. 226. 
When the Type 2 study organizations are examined 
in relation to the factors presented in Table 29, it is clear 
that the environmental and functional aspects of these 
organizations exert strong pressures in the direction of 
heterogeneous goals. The pressure of a high degree of goal 
variance is also substantiated by the comments made in 
the questionnaire responses, quoted in the previous 
chapter. The problem with respect to the Type 2 studies is 
that the implementation of a complex plan necessitates a 
minimal degree of goal consensus. Otherwise, there is not 
one comprehensive plan, but a set of plans, each of which 
is designed to accomplish a certam goal. A number of the 
river basin plans are in fact "stapled" plans, resulting from 
the diversity of goals that were pursued by the different 
agencies. If more integrated plans are to be developed, the 
structure of the Type 2 organizations must be modified. 
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Another distinction that is important in relation to 
plan implementation is that of official goals and operative 
goals. 
Official goals are the general purposes of the 
organization as put forth in the charter, annual 
reports, public statements by key executives and 
other authoritative pronouncements ... Operative 
goals designate the ends sought through the actual 
operating policies of the organization; they tell us 
what the organization actually is trying to do, 
regardless of what the official goals say are the aims 
(Perrow, 1961). 
Thus there are basically two issues that should be 
carefully resolved if goal formulation for Type 2 or Level 
B plans is to be made more effective. That is, goal 
formulation should be integrative, and in the implemen-
tation of a plan it should be clear that the operative goals 
are the same as those that represent the rationale for the 
plan. 
One of the factors that presented difficulties in the 
evaluation of the Type 2 planning efforts was the fact that 
the goals which were identified tended to be so broad that 
virtually any activity could be justified. At present it 
would be nearly impossible to determine what goals and 
objectives form the rationale for the comprehensive plans 
that have been developed and how they are integrated. It 
is far from clear how each of the comprehensive plans is 
justified in terms of a specified set of values. These and 
other difficulties can be partially resolved if some changes 
in the organizational structure of the Type 2 planning 
studies were introduced, both with respect to the structur-
ing of activities and concentration of authority. 
In future planning efforts, activities could be so 
structured that each agency and interest group would 
explicitly identify its short- and long-range goals, objec-
tives, and values for the planning region. The statements 
made by the agencies and other interests would then form 
the basis for plan development and implementation. To 
integrate the different goals and objectives, a centralized 
and to some extent autonomous authority would have to 
assign relative weightings to them. Preferably, a body such 
as a coordinating committee, including citizen and agency 
representatives, would make these decisions. At this point 
the official goals for the plan would be defined. To insure 
that the operative goals during plan implementation 
would not diverge from these official goals, unless 
justified, control structures should be instituted. In this 
way the needs for diversity and coordination in formulat-
ing the goals for a comprehensive plan would be satisfied. 
Of course, changes in goals and objectives could be 
necessary as a result of changes in the environment or in 
values. To deal with these changes, dynamic elements 
need to be included in organizing the plan formulation 
and implementation efforts. The difficulties inherent in 
the design of dynamic systems have confounded physical 
scientists for a long time, and have only recently been 
properly appreciated by organization theorists and plan-
nefS. Few research findings are available that can be used 
to improve the organization of planning. The suggestions 
that follow are therefore based on traditional ideas in 
organization theory and focus on some relatively simple 
aspects of organizational structure. 
Again, improvements can be made in both the 
activity and authority dimensions of organizational struc-
ture. The phenomenon of change has become sufficiently 
important, especially in planning, that it warrants special-
ization of activities. Procedures should be standardized 
and formalized to identify evaluation and monitonng 
activities. An organizational unit or individual should be 
FEEDBACK 
assigned the specific responsibility of evaluating a plan-
ning effort, while underway, to insure that the procedures 
that are followed accord with specified guidelines. A 
second unit or individual should be responsible for 
monitoring relevant changes in the environment, to insure 
that such changes will be taken into account during plan 
formulation and plan implementation. These units or 
individuals should be staff rather than line personnel, and 
they should have sufficient authority and autonomy to 
give their recommendations enough weight for implemen-
tation. A possible organizational arrangement that would 
meet the requirements for integrated goal formulation and 
feedback is depicted in Figure 12, assuming that activities 
and responsibilities are explicitly defined . 
. C1lANGE MONITOR < 
rUN EVALUA TOR>. 
Figure 12. Organizational arrangement for future planning studies. 
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CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSIONS 
The original intent of this project was to focus on 
the organizational aspects of the Type 2 water resources 
planning studies. But as the study progressed, it became 
increasingly apparent that much exploratory work needed 
to be done. It was felt that a more detailed theoretical 
model of planning needed to be developed that could 
form the context in which the Type 2 experiences could 
be examined. This required a careful survey of the 
planning literature. Since one. of the researchers had begun 
to work on the development of a computer simulation of 
decision making that incorporated planning and policy 
elements, the decision was made to combine the two 
efforts, so that the further development of the simulation 
and its application to a basin was supported by the 
project. Nevertheless, the organizational aspects of the 
planning studies remained as the major focus of the 
research, but at a somewhat broader and more general 
level. As a result, the statistical precision of the study 
suffered somewhat, since the broader scope of the study 
did not allow sufficient time to construct the various 
scales and identify the numerous variable relationships 
that would be part of a detailed organizational study. A 
major reason for adoption of the broader approach was 
the fact that recent water resources planning efforts were 
changing considerably, and it would be likely that the 
findings of more detailed research on the Type 2 studies 
would be out of date when the project was completed. 
Thus the conclusions and recommendations presented 
here are perhaps more suggestive than conclusive, but 
their applicability to future planning studies is wider and 
more appropriate. 
The examination of the planning theory literature 
and the development of a planning model that could lead 
to some practical results were instrumental in developing 
general conclusions and recommendations which provide 
the context for more specific conclusions and recom-
mendations that are made about the water resources 
planning studies. 
Planning Model 
Since the purpose of water resources planning is to 
provide for certain basic needs of society in a systematic, 
organized way, and since potential impacts of planning on 
society and on the physical environment stimulate inter-
est and action among various individuals and groups; 
fundamental social science concepts which have been used 
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to study interactions of groups and individuals in other 
activities are also applicable to planning. Three such con-
cepts, which can be used to construct a theoretical frame-
work or model for evaluating planning, pertain to: (I) 
function. (2) process, and (3) structure. 
The literature on planning provides considerable 
information on the elements of function and process. but 
very little on structure. That planning theorists have 
directed their attention to function and process, almost 
entirely neglecting the study of organizational structure 
for planning, is an interesting and significant finding. 
Furthermore, what little attention has been given to 
planning structures has been without the utilization of 
knowledge and findings developed in studies of organiza-
tional theory. Organizational literature generated in the 
disciplines of sociology, business management, public 
administration and psychology apparently have not been 
consulted to any great extent by planning theorists. This 
suggests that if theoretical structures for planning are to 
be constructed, they must be derived from studies of 
planning function and process, and should draw upon 
applicable organizational theory. 
The concept of function in planning may be 
distinquished from that of process in that it pertains to 
the "why" of planning, while process deals with the 
question of "how." In answer to the question of why, it 
might be inferred that planning is necessary to meet 
certain objectives related to future needs of society by 
taking appropriate courses of action. Under the assump-
tion that this is true, three key words, which in essence 
comprise the planning function, can be identified: (1) 
"future," (2) "objectives," and (3) "action." 
Futurity 
Under the element of fu turity, three factors require 
consideration in planning: (l) The time span between the 
present and future states, (2) the identification of 
probable future states, and (3) the monitoring of changes 
in conditions that could affect future states. 
Probably the primary consideration in the deter-
mination of an appropriate time span for planning is the 
degree of uncertainty associated with forecasts of future 
sta tes. As this uncertain ty increases with accelera ting ra tes 
of change of planning parameters and intensifying 
problem complexity, time spans must be shortened to be 
realistic. On the other hand, the long-term, irreversible 
effects of some engineering features of plans, such as 
dams, and the long lead time required to design and 
construct such features favors a relatively long time span. 
Long time spans of 50-100 years used in past river 
basin planning have been based largely on the economic 
and physical lives of physical features included in plans. 
This is consistent with the past emphasis in planning on 
achieving economic efficiency objectives. However, as 
interest in other objectives has increased recently, the 
basis for determining appropriate time spans has shifted so 
that greater consideration is being given to uncertainties 
associated with technological and social change. 
The second factor of futurity-the identification of 
future states of society-has been approached by planners 
in a rather deterministic way. Estimates of future require-
ments for water resources development have been made 
largely by the extrapolation of past trends in population 
and economic growth without much attention given to 
contingencies. The philosophy has been dominant that 
water should be provided to sustain and support whatever 
growth is projected without much regard for the potential 
effects it might have on growth patterns. Only recently 
with the advent of the multiple-objective planning con-
cept has serious consideration been given to the identi-
fication of alternative future states. And, there is no 
apparent significant effort even today to move water 
development from its passive role to one in which it 
might, by design, influence and shape future states. 
The monitoring of conditions that could affect 
future states-the third factor of futurity to be con-
sidered-has received the least attention in planning. Since 
tastes and preferences of people are subject to rapid shifts 
as a result of technological and social change, goals and 
objectives identified in planning must be frequently 
monitored and evaluated if planning is to effectively meet 
the needs perceived by society. 
The problem of dealing with rapidly changing 
conditions is a difficult one. Because of this fact, planners 
have tended to ignore it and to proceed to prepare plans 
in a rather rigid way to achieve fixed objectives. Limiting 
assumptions have been made by planners at the outset of 
planning in an effort to cope with the uncertainties 
involved. Unfortunately, plans produced in this manner in 
the past have in some cases approached obsolescence 
before they were completed. As a result, a "cut and try" 
approach involving the participation of the public 
emerged. In the "cut and try" approach, planners prepare 
a plan, present it to the public through the public hearing 
process, go back to the "drawing board" and revise the 
plan based upon the public response received, and present 
the revised plan to the public hopefully to receive final 
acceptance. This and other forms of public participation 
(citizen advisory councils, workshops, etc.) have dealt 
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more directly with the evaluation of alternative courses of 
action than with changing goals. Changes in tastes and 
preferences or attitudes, which are reflected by goals, of 
course, are implicitly involved. 
To deal with the gathering momentum of change in 
our society, a planning organization needs to establish a 
monitoring function which can serve to identify emerging 
and potential societal changes which are pertinent to the 
planning effort. This is necessary so that the planning can 
be periodically or continually adjusted for a better fit. 
The monitoring function shoJld be coupled with a 
dynamic approach to planning evaluation in which plan-
ning process and organization as well as the plan being 
produced can be measured against a constantly changing 
set of objectives. 
Objectives 
The second aspect of the planning function, which 
pertains to the formulation of objectives, has been 
discussed extensively in planning literature. Objectives 
ideally are the end product of a process that transforms 
vaguely perceived values and desires of society into 
concrete action-oriented expressions useful in analyzing 
the effects of various courses of action on these values and 
desires. 
The definition of broad goals has traditionally, and 
rightly so, been in the domain of political process. 
Unfortunately, Congress has been remise in articulating a 
consistent water resources development policy for the 
nation. Only in the last decade has legislation emerged 
that shows signs of movement toward a unified policy. 
When it comes to the definition of planning criteria 
and guidelines, the record at the national level is better. 
Federal water planning standards primarily pertaining to 
economic analysis have been set ·forth in a series of 
publications beginning in the late 1940's and extending to 
the multiple-objective standards released by the Water 
Resources Council in 1973. 
Of course, state and local governments and private 
organizations are concerned with water planning to 
varying degrees, so it is not necessarily appropriate for 
planning objectives and criteria to come solely in a 
dispensation from Washington. Since river basin planning 
has been funded and led largely by the federal govern-
ment, it is neither surprising nor unreasonable that 
Washington has been, for the most part, the source of 
such direction. 
The formulation of objectives heretofore has not 
been viewed as a major part of the planning process at 
least at the field level of operations. Planners, rightly or 
wrongly, have prepared plans according to the standards 
and guidelines passed down to them, without questioning, 
for example, the appropriateness of the paramount 
position given the objective of economic efficiency in 
relation to other objectives. In light of the complexities 
inherent in the current multiple-objective concept of 
planning coupled with increased citizen awareness, more 
attention will have to be given by planners to the 
formulation of objectives. At least, planners will have to 
grapple with the problem of interpreting broad objectives 
and redefining them in terms of a specific planning 
situation. That is, broad goals will have to be adapted to 
the wants and needs of people as related to a particular 
planning region. This, of course, will require planners to 
make a determination of these wants and needs. To do 
this in a timely manner they will need to have at their 
disposal techniques with which to measure social value 
orientations of people toward specific water policies and 
programs. Although some applicable survey techniques 
such as the Delphi method have already been developed, 
there is a need for much more research in this area. 
Courses of action 
Devising and evaluating courses of action to achieve 
identified objectives-the third aspect of the planning 
function-has been viewed too narrowly in water 
resources planning. Institutional and conceptual con-
straints have precluded the consideration of otherwise 
promising alternatives. The relationship between objec-
tives, particularly non-economic objectives and courses of 
action is not always clearly measurable or perceivable. 
Consequently, a considerable amount of judgment and in 
some cases only intuition largely unsupported by facts has 
been employed. The computer simulation developed in 
this research project and described in Appendix A 
provides an analytical technique for evaluating alternative 
courses of action in terms of effects on defined sets of 
values. 
General Findings and Recommenda tions 
Conclusions and recommendations pertaining to 
specific parts of the study may be found within the 
various chapters and appendices of this report. Some 
general findings and recommendations are presented here. 
Conclusion 1 
The theory of planning has become more in-
congruent with planning practice as new concepts, 
approaches, and techniques have been developed that have 
not been applied in actual planning efforts. Both planning 
theoreticians and practitioners are in part responsible for 
not. maintaining the necessary level of information trans-
fer that insures the implementation and testing of new 
ideas. 
Recommendation 
A carefully designed educational program should be 
launched encouraging contact and interaction among 
planning theoreticians, management experts, and prac-
ticing planners. Training and informational materials 
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should be made available that create an awareness in 
theorists and practitioners about theoretical and applied 
developments in relevant fields including operations re-
search, information management, and the social sciences. 
Conclusion 2 
While the functions and processes of planning have 
been given considerable attention, its structural (organiza-
tional) aspects have been virtually ignored. In some cases 
planning has been structurally organized in a way so as to 
be ineffective in meeting planning needs. 
Recommendation 
Management experts and organization theorists 
should be consulted by planners, who should in turn be 
encouraged to apply the findings that have been available 
for years in business management and other disciplines. 
The following questions, taken from Chapter I, should be 
considered by planners in structuring a planning organiza-
tion. 
1. What are the roles and responsibilities of ex-
ternal structures (organizational) in formula-
ting goals? 
2. What roles and responsibilities are part of the 
in ternal structures that maintain appropriate 
interfaces with the environment of the 
organization: 
a. To maintain communication with ex-
ternal structures? 
b. To insure inputs from the general 
public? 
c. To obtain realistic appraisals of physical 
an d social environmen tal cons train ts? 
3. How should the planning organization be 
structured to establish independent monitor-
ing activities? 
4. How should the planning organization be 
structured to establish independent evaluation 
activi ties? 
5. How should the planning effort be organized 
to insure that the authority structure matches 
planning needs? 
a. What leadership roles are necessary? 
b. How autonomous should the planning 
organization be? 
c. What level of coordination is desirable 
among different agencies and public 
organizations? 
d. What fmancial arrangements mus t be 
made to insure effective plan develop-
ment and implementation? 
6. What is the appropriate level of organizational 
technology that will meet planning needs and 
objectives? 
a. What should be the degree of com-
plexity of interactions among various 
planning activities? 
b. 
Conclusion 3 
What planning methods and techniques 
are appropriate for the planning effort? 
Although the significance of the interactive and 
dynamic features of planning have been long recognized, 
structures and procedures that includ~ appropriate 
feedback mechanisms have been difficult to implement. 
Recommendation 
Further studies should be carried out to determine 
exactly how feedback and monitoring mechanisms can 
best be incorporated in planning efforts. Structure as well 
as process elements should be examined. 
Conclusion 4 
The social-psychological and political foundations 
of planning have received little attention, although the 
concept of "value" has long been recognized as being 
fundamental to any planning approach. The research that 
has been done by sociologists, political scientists, and 
social-psychologists has generally not been applied in 
planning. 
Recommendation 
Social scientists and psychologists should be stimu-
lated and encouraged to do more applied research that can 
be used by professional planners. 
Conclusion 5 
The analysis of planning processes has taken place at 
a relatively general level. Explicit and detailed procedures 
have rarely been identified; in addition, there exists 
considerable confusion in the use of various terms, 
increasing the level of uncertainty where planners interact 
with one another. 
Recommendation 
Explicit procedures should be identified, consisting 
of a checklist of items that provide a standardized 
framework with a common language, within which plan-
ners can develop their plans. An example of such a 
checklist is the one presented in Chapter I and sum-
marized as follows: 
Definition of planning problem 
1. What are the relevant needs and wants and 
which groups have these needs and wants? 
2. What is the appropriate time span between the 
present and a desired future state? 
3. What are the significant parameters (social, 
economic, physical) that relate to the identi-
fied needs and wants? 
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4. What are the values that can be defined as 
expressions of the identified needs and wants? 
Formulation of goals 
1. What public groups or clientele are likely to 
have an interest in the planning effort? 
2. What is the distribution of values among the 
public groups? 
a. What values are held by different 
groups? 
b. What are value priorities among groups? 
3. What goals can be defined by identifying the 
impacts on values that are desired for a 
specified future time? 
4. What are the possible and probable future 
states that are likely to occur if no inter-
vention takes place? 
Corollary: What is the discrepancy between 
these future states and the desired future 
state? 
5. What modifications are necessary in the defi-
nition of goals due to empirical (social, 
economic, and physical) constraints? 
6. What is the relative worth of the various goals 
according to specified criteria? 
Specification of objectives 
1. What changes in social and environmental 
variables need to occur in order to accomplish 
an identified set of goals? 
2. What activity categories can be identified in 
general and broad terms, that will result in the 
achievement of given goals? 
3. What procedures should be established to 
insure that the attainment of objectives will 
result in the accomplishment of given goals? 
4. How should objectives be evaluated and iden-
tified in order to insure their social and 
political feasibility? 
5. What priority rankings should be assigned to 
identified objectives? 
Identification of alternative courses of action 
1. How many resources can be made available 
and are likely to be allocated to implement a 
plan? 
2. What kinds of activities can be undertaken to 
attain the given set of objectives? 
3. What are the possible alternative arrangements 
of activities in space and time, with given 
resources, that can lead to the attainment of 
stated objectives? 
4. What are the degrees of uncertainty of the 
various possible consequences that can result 
from each alternative course of action? 
5. What are the trade-offs in terms of impacts on 
values among the different possible conse-
quences for the alternative courses of action? 
Evaluation or alternatives 
I. What social and political groups are arfected 
3. 
4. 
5. 
by fhe alternative courses of action') 
What values are held by the different groups? 
How important arc defined values to each 
group and what are the priorities among the 
values? 
How inlluential are the variolls political 
groups? 
What are the conllicts and common interests 
among the political groups? 
Conclusion 6 
The history and tradition of water resources plan-
ning has tended to constrain water resources planners 
from rcslxmding to a technologically more sophisticated 
and rapidly dlanging society. 
Recommendation 
Individuals participating in planning efforts should 
be exposed to educational programs that lise advanced 
techniques. such as simulations and multi-media packages. 
that create an awareness about the biases and precon-
ceptions that tend to inhibit the proper evaluation of 
alternative and innovative approaches. 
Conclusion 7 
The major component of planning that appears to 
have been most intluenced by historical and traditional 
approaches has been the planning function- the perspec-
tive concerning the purpose for planning. 
Recommendation 
Planning guidelines should stress the continuous and 
dynamic nature of planning, encouraging a view of the 
planning function that represents a comprehensive 
approach and results in the consideration of alternatives 
that are not necessarily growth or development oriented. 
Conclusion 8 
Planning has been an outgrowth of developments in 
a number of diverse fields. The very nature of planning 
requires inputs from individuals with generalist perspec-
tives, but its implementation has usually been the respon-
sibility of specialists. The necessity for a more 
comprehensive approach to planning in a complex society 
places a premium on individuals with broad backgrounds 
who can interact with a number of experts in different 
fields. 
Recommendation 
Actions should be taken to implement more 
thoroughly earlier recommendations to adopt an inter-
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disciplinary approach to planning. Interdisciplinary teams. 
including social scientists, cyberneticists, and communica-
tion experts, should interact with generalists and other 
specialists in providing inputs ror the planning process. 
Alternat ive organizat ional arrangements for doing so 
should he evaluated. 
Conclusion 9 
Planning has tended to be compartmentalized, with 
collection and analysis of data proceeding along separate 
functional lines. Only after considerable time and effort 
have been expended in these separate efforts is a serious 
attempt made to integrate the various elements. 
Recommendation 
The compart l1lentalized or "building blocks" 
approach to interagency planning needs to be replaced by 
an approach which focuses 011 the total system and the 
interrelationships of its parts. In other words, the focus 
should be on all facets considered together of a geographi-
cally defined planning area rather than on separate 
development purposes. [n terms or an interagency 
planning organiza tion this means strengthening the team 
relationship through such mechanisms as a centralized 
planning staff and centralized funding. Plan formulation 
activities and pUblic involvement should start early and 
continue through the entire planning study in order to 
guide and integrate data collection and other activities. 
Conclusion 10 
River basin planning generally has been viewed in 
the past as a discrete or individually distinct task. Such a 
static approach to planning does not accommodate 
rapidly changing conditions. 
Recommendation 
The "one time only" form of planning should be 
transformed to a continuous process in which plans can be 
adjusted as required to meet dynamic conditions. In order 
to plan on a continuous basis, planning organizations must 
have permanency and should no longer be "tooled up" for 
a specified period and then disbanded. 
Conclusion 11 
Planning and implementation of plans for the most 
part have been handled as two separate, unconnected 
functions. 
Recommendation 
Mechanisms for plan implementation lacking in 
existing planning organizations must be established. If 
there is validity to comprehensive planning there is equal 
validity to comprehensive implementation. One of the 
obvious purposes of planning is to provide a framework 
for projects which follow. Unless each subsequent action 
is tested for consistency with the comprehensive plan, the 
plan has little value. Proposed projects and follow-on 
planning studies should be reviewed by the same organi-
zation that does the planning. 
Conclusion 12 
Standardized guidelines for organizing and pursuing 
river basin studies and criteria for evaluating planning have 
been lacking in the past. 
Recommendation 
The confusion and inconsistency associated with 
past studies can be reduced by the use of consi~,tent 
guidelines. A "Handbook for Regional or River Basin 
Planning" for Level B studies is currently being prepared 
by the Water Resources Council to fill this need. Criteria 
for evaluating planning should be developed. 
Conclusion 13 
Effective leadership is the key to success of a 
multi-agency planning organization. The desIrability of 
having a committee chairman or study leader with wide 
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experience who is dynamiC, impartial, and tactful seems 
obvious. The fact that able agency administrators do not 
always have the requisite planning skills has not always 
been recognized. 
Recommendation 
Formal training programs noticeably absent in the 
river basin planning studies examined, if established could 
enhance both leadership and staff capabilities in subse-
quent studies. 
Conclusion 14 
It has been common in the past for one agency 
to be deeply involved in all phases of water develop-
ment. The construction agencies, for example, frequently 
have a key role in the planning, justifying, and building 
of the same project. This situation gives rise to agency 
biases. 
Recommendation 
The fundamental structure of water resources de-
velopment should be changed in light of the situation just 
described to provide for a more rational structuring of 
responsibilities and activities. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
The objective of this appendix is to describe and 
report on the development of an interactive computer 
simulation that can be used to analyze the nature and 
implications of particular policy or planning decisio~s. 
The discussion will focus on the considerations involved 111 
simulating decision processes, as described in the program-
med policy decision making model (P~C?PDEMM).I , but 
will also include a presentation of empmcal materIals to 
evaluate the simulation. PROPDEMM is a generalized 
model of political decision making that will be d~scri?ed 
and tested with data derived from a comprehensIve rIver 
basin planning study of the Willamette River Basin. 2 
The assumptions underlying the analysis and organi-
zation of PROPDEMM have a sound theoretical grounding 
in the political science, planning, and decision the~ry 
literature. A brief discussion of some of the major 
theoretical aspects is relevant here, since the validity of 
the simulation at this point depends primarily on the 
accuracy of the assumptions that have been incorporated 
in it. These assumptions have in part been advanced and 
tested in the areas of political science, planning, and 
decision theory. 
For example, one strand of political theory that is 
expressed in the structure of PROPDEMM has been 
described by the developers of PRINCE3 and authors of 
Everyman's Prince. 
Although the pedagogical aims of this book 
preclude scholarly references, the concepts and 
1The early development of PROPDEMM was undertaken 
by Jim Mulder under a grant from ~he Utah State University 
Environment and Man Program, No. 245-7455-5200-58181, 
account code V-58-18, sponsored by the Rockefeller Foundation. 
Subsequent development and application was supported as part of 
the research described in this report. 
2The Willamette Basin Comprehensive Water and Related 
Land Resources Study began in 1963 and was for the most part 
completed in 1969 as one of the individual river basin studies 
(Type 2) undertaken by the Water Resources Council to develop 
comprehensive plans for the major basins of the country. The 
Willamette Basin includes most of the State of Oregon, and parts 
of Idaho, Washington, and California. 
3The impetus for the development of PROPDEMM was 
in part the result of Mulder's acquaintanceship with PRINCE, a 
computer simulation of international relations tha.t was de~eloped 
by William Coplin, Michael O'Leary, and theH asso~lates. at 
Syracuse University. PROPDEMM has adapted most of Its major 
political concepts from the PRINCE model. 
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theories represented in it have a long scholarly 
pedigree. They follow the in tellectual heritage of 
Bentley, Truman and Dahl (Coplin and O'Leary, 
1972, p. xiii). 
The empirical work by Dahl and other pluralists forms the 
basis for many of the theoretical assumptions that are part 
of the PROPDEMM structure. For example, of the seven 
basic political interaction variables in the model, four that 
are closely tied to the pluralist perspective are value 
commitment, salience, power, and affect. Just as pluralist 
theorists have been concerned with interrelationships 
among issues, interest group concerns, power, and inHu-
ence, so PROPDEMM involves the identification of values, 
interest groups, salience, power, and affect. 
A second strand of political thought which is 
inherent ill some of the fundamental assumptions of 
PROPDEMM has recently received more attention in the 
discipline and is a relatively new development. I a~ ~ere 
referring to the public choice approach or what WIllIam 
Mitchell (I969) has called "The New Political Econ-
omy." To describe the basic features of this approach to 
the study of politics it is useful to quote Mitchell who is 
one of its major exponents. 
In this view of politics, the economists are 
inclined to emphasize rational choice on the part of 
individuals and organizations as they engage in 
various types of exchange among themselves and 
with political parties and govern men ts in pursuit of 
their su bjective self-interests. The action and the 
choices are made under varying degrees qf uncer-
tainty concerning the specific goals of others, their 
strategies, and the rules of the game (Mitchell, 
1969). 
The PROPDEMM simulation includes a perspective which 
is similar to that or' the public choice theorists in that it 
also emphasizes rational choice, subjective self-interests of 
individuals and groups, and uncertainty modified by 
strategy. 
In addition to political science, a second area of 
inquiry which has contributed to the development of 
PROPDEMM is planning.4 Thus it will be evident that the 
discussion of planning theory in Chapter I of the main 
4See, for example, writings by Yehezkel Dror, George f:. 
Chadwick, Paul Davidoff, and Brian J. McLoughlin am ong others. 
't?port provides strong support for the assumption incor-
purated in the simulation. For example, value concepts 
form the foundation of the PROPDEMM simulation, just 
as values are seen to underlie the needs, wants, and 
resulting goals which lead to the formulation of plans and 
implementation of decisions. Alternative courses of action 
and interventions by the decision maker(s) in PROP-
DEMM correspond respectively to the plans and decisions 
in Chapin's scheme described in the chapter on planning 
theory. Similarly, value impacts and political interaction 
effects in the simulation fit in with the idea of the hub in 
Figure 2 as it represents the social-ecological consequences 
or impacts that feed back into the mass values. I t can be 
concluded therefore that the PROPDEMM simulation 
meets the important isomorphic requirements in relation 
to currently accepted policy analysis and planning theory. 
This degree of isomorphism is significant in that it 
represents some confirmation of the model's validity. 
A thir d area of inquiry which has traditionally been 
closely tied to policy analysis and planning is decision 
theory, used in a broad sense to include cost-benefit 
analysis, value theory, statistical analysis, and operations 
research. PROPDEMM involves all these areas to some 
degree, but mostly the extent of this involvement is 
primarily concerned with fundamental assumptions and 
structure, as was the case with policy and planning.5 A 
case in point is the definition of the decision problem 
previously described, which is virtually the same as that of 
Raiffa and Schlaifer (I961). The only difference is that 
Raiffa and Schlaifer explicitly define a "family of 
experiments" that enables the decision maker to obtain 
additional information about a specified state. Such 
experiments do not form a part of the basic PROPDEMM 
inputs; instead they are implicit in the data inputted as 
environmental factors and conditions. 
Two ideas of central importance in decision theory 
that have been incorporated in the PROPDEMM structure 
are utility and probability. The idea of utility is inherent 
in the ordinal quantification of values which represents 
one of the basic inputs in PROPDEMM. The assignment of 
probabilities to possible environmental conditions and 
course of action impacts is another Significant input. Both 
the ranking of preferences and the assignment of prob-
abilities are crucial to an adequate evaluation of a decision 
and have been extensively discussed in the decision 
literature (for example, Edwards and Tversky, 1967; 
Rescher, 1969). There exists considerable controversy 
concerning the assumptions which govern value measure-
ment and the problem of value additivity and no clear 
consensus has emerged. The writer has therefore adopted 
a pragmatic approach to these questions and has followed 
those procedures and made those assumptions which 
appeared most relevant to policy problems while staying 
within acceptable theoretical bounds. 
SThis reflects the level of generality and abstraction which 
i~ achieved by the simulation. 
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PROPDEMM Outline and Objectives 
Although a detailed description of the PROPDEMM 
simulation will be presented in the next chapter, it is 
appropriate here to discuss some of its basic features and 
objectives, in order to relate these to objectives of this 
appendix and the theoretical underpinnings which govern 
PROPDEMM's basic assumptions. By describing the basic 
outline of the PROPDEMM simulation at this point, the 
discussion later in this chapter, concerning the procedures 
used in this study, will be facilitated. 
During the past year, PROPDEMM has been de-
veloped to simulate decision processes which involve 
political and SOcial-ecological interactions. The conceptual 
organization of PROPDEMM is at a fairly high level of 
abstraction so that the model is general enough to apply 
to a number of different policy problems. The program 
has been organized to help accomplish the following four 
policy objectives: 
1. The determination of policy outcomes, in 
terms of value impacts, which are associated 
with specific courses of action for given states 
of social-ecological factors. 
2. The determination of that course of action 
which maximizes given values. 
3. The determination of the political feasibility 
of a given course of action. 
4. The identification of a political strategy to 
promote a particular course of action by 
increasing its political feasibility. 
The program enables a decision I maker to interact with 
computer accessed data and receive feedback concerning 
possible impacts from various decisions. Among the 
inputted data is information concerning the values rele-
vant to the decision system, critical social-ecological 
variables, the impacts of these variables on the specified 
values, and certain basic political variables as related to 
the same values. 
In using PROPDEMM, a decision maker can indicate 
what decision principles and conditions apply in the 
planning or policy situation, from which the comp\lter 
will calculate consequences in terms of the effects on 
values held by different interest groups within the system. 
A policy maker will be able to identify various types of 
interrelationships among sets of values. The analysis of 
these interrelationships will provide useful insights into 
problems of multiple objectives planning, which has been 
the approach used in the comprehensive Willamette River 
Basin study. 
The second PROPDEMM policy objective is indic-
ative of another useful programmed capability. For 
example, a policy maker may wish to maximize a given set 
of values held by particular individuals, or al terna tively, 
he may wish to maximize a composite of the values of the 
entire public. PROPDEMM will enablf him to calculate 
the course of action which is likely to maximize the 
specified set of values and to define a policy in relation to 
given courses of action and social- ecological states. 
PROPDEMM will also indicate the courses of action which 
have the highest probability of achieving the above types 
of objectives and will indicate social-ecological conse-
quences related to a course of action. These calculations 
are therefore espeCially helpful in providing feedback 
information and evaluating alternative policies. 
The third and fourth policy objectives which PROP-
DEMM can help accomplish deal with two crucial ques-
tions generally confronting policy makers. Is a particular 
course of action politically feasible and what political 
strategy should be followed to promote it? The PROP-
DEMM accounting scheme used to cakulate the political 
feasibility of a specified course of action is essentially the 
same as that used in PRINCE (Coplin and O'Leary. 1971). 
Political feasibility calculations are especially useful in 
clarifying the nature of political interactions among 
interest groups, political participation. and policy respon-
siveness to public demands. Since the political accounting 
scheme in PROPDEMM is similar to that of PRINCE, the 
determination of a suitable political strategy also follows 
the PRINCE pattern (Coplin and O'Leary, 1972). The 
definition and analysis of alternative political strategies 
enables policy makers to investigate the interrelationships 
between stated objectives and certain political variables. 
As can be determined from this discussion. the 
format of the PROPDEMM simulation is compatible with 
and closely follows the analysis of a policy decision and 
its implications presented in the first section of this 
chapter and in the chapter on planning theory in the main 
report. Thus the basic data included in PROPDEMM's 
definition of a policy decision problem are the following: 
1. A set of values together with an ordinal utility 
evaluation of the values for interest groups 
(Figure A-I). 
2. A set of acts which define a course of action, 
each act being a step in a sequence of 
decisions which form a course of action 
(Figures A-I and A-2). 
3. A set of environmental or social-ecological 
conditions defined in terms of environmental 
factors, and in turn defining a possible en-
vironmental state (Figure A-2). 
4. A set of ou tcomes resulting from a course of 
action defined in terms of val ue impacts 
(Figure A-2). 
5. A probability assessment of environmental 
conditions and decision outcomes (implicit in 
Figure A-2). 
Figure A-I summarizes the operational fl ow aspects 
of the simulation. 
Objectives and Procedures 
So far some of the theoretical formulations of the 
PROPDEMM simulation have been discussed and an 
outline of PROPDEMM and its capabilities has been 
presented. In this section the specific objectives of this 
appendix will be listed and the procedures followed to 
attain these objectives will be described. The particular 
objectives are. 
I. To provide a detailed description of PROP-
DEMM, a compu ter simulation developed to 
be used as a tool by decision makers to study 
planning decisions and their implications. 
2. To partially test and analyze the operation of 
the simulation by applying data derived from 
a comprehensive planning study of the WH-
lamette River Basin. 
3. To discuss possible future developments in-
herent in the structure of PROPDEMM and to 
describe the modifications which appear 
Decision Maker(s) 
Plans (Courses of Action) 
Figure A-I. The elements of a policy decision. 
A-S 
Policy (Course(s) of action) 
" 
Modified Social and 
Environmen tal Variables 
\ 
Independent Social and 
Environmen tal Variables 
/ 
Impacts on Values 
Figure A-2. The elements of policy implementations. 
necessary as a result of an analysis of the 
findings that emerged as outputs from the 
operation of the simulation. 
At t~e present time the value of PROPDEMM is 
primarily heuristic. It is quite a large and complex 
simulation at a relatively high level of abstraction so that 
additional tests and evaluations of an empirical nature are 
necessary before its findings can be used in actual 
decisions. Because of the scale of the simulation it is not 
feasible to include a detailed analysis of the entire model 
in this appendix. The analysis of the program and its 
operation, as applied to Willamette River Basin planning, 
will therefore be limited to the consideration of the 
political factors that enter into an evaluation of a plan. 
This will constitute a partial testing of the model and its 
underlying assumptions in that it deals with one of the 
major parts of the program. 
To enable the reader to properly evaluate the 
developmental process and the potential that is repre-
sented by the PROPDEMM simulation, Chapter 2 pro-
vides a relatively detailed description of the major 
components that are incorporated into the model. The 
first section of Chapter 2 describes the major data inputs 
that need to be made. These data inputs pertain to social 
and environmental variables as well as policy impact 
information that are necessary to evaluate a policy and its 
implications. The second section deals with preliminary 
programmed interactions and some political data inputs 
that must serve as background information for material in 
the next section which focuses on the formulas that enter 
into the political feasibility calculations. The fourth and 
final section briefly outlines and describes the inter-
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vention strategies and feedback possibilities that are 
available to a decision maker using the simulation. 
The description of PROPDEMM in Chapter 2 is 
supplemented by a series of propositions that explicitly 
identify the assumptions that have entered into the design 
of the simulation. In some cases these propositions may 
even appear to be too explicit or self-evident. This has 
been done to demonstrate the specificity that is required 
in developing a computer simulation. In addition, the 
inclusion of these propositions may draw attention to 
some simple assumptions that might otherwise be over-
looked and will quickly indicate where some changes 
might be necessary during the evaluation of the model. 
Testing of most large-scale political simulations has 
been confounded by the lack of real data, which, because 
of the nature of these simulations have been virtually 
impossible to collect. The data used to test the PROP-
DEMM have been derived from the actual study of a 
planning problem, in this case the comprehensive Willarn-
ette River Basin study in Oregon and surrounding states. 
The data collection procedures are described in Chapter 
3. The data are presented and analyzed in the same 
chapter, and methodological questions are discussed. 
Because of the size and complexity of the simulation 
some central focus must be identified for discussion of the 
programs outputs. Since one of the basic aims of 
PROPDEMM is the determination of the political feasi-
bility of a course of action, the model will be tested by 
concentrating on the relationships that affect this deter-
mination. The advantage of this is that a broad evaluation 
of the entire model will be accomplished, except for those 
programmed routines that deal with intervention 
stra te gies. 
INPUTS Social Data 
Value Concepts 
Political Groups 
Group Characteristics, 
etc. 
-
-...... 
Physical Data 
Environmen tal 
Conditions 
Probability 
Assessments, etc. 
------------------------
PROGRAMMED 
INTERACTION 
-
-
Maximization Calculations 
Issue PositIOn Calculations 
Political Feasibility Calculations 
etc. 
----- -----
----i---
OUTPUTS Printed Results of 
Programmed Interactions 
FEEDBACK 
....... 
Figure A-3. PROPDEMM operational flow. 
Specifically, in Chapter 4, the operation of PROP-
DEMM will be analyzed with respect to the interrelation-
ships among variables that determine the political 
feasibility of a course of action. Several desired value 
impacts expressed by interest groups and interpreted from 
a decision maker's point of view will be run through the 
program and compared with each other. The results of the 
different computer runs will be evaluated to determine 
whether the structure and assumptions of the model 
"make sense" in terms of the data inputs and the 
recommendations in the planning study report. It should 
be emphasized that in effect the entire program will be 
tested. It is only that the analysis in this appendix will 
have a central focus for discussion purposes that will deal 
with one of the fundamental processes on the model, 
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rather than that all interactions ill the program will be 
tested individually. 
Finally, in Chapter 5, possibilities are discussed 
which are inherent in PROPDEMM in light of the findings 
of this study and in terms of the utility of simulations in 
general with respect to water resources decision making. 
Particular attention will be given to the potential of 
interactive computer simulations and the possible applica-
tions that can be made in using Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) 
terminals. For example, quite a few refinements and 
modifications can be made in the feedback procedures 
which are a basic requirement for a successful interactive 
simulation. 

CHAPTER 2 
THE PROPDEMM SIMULATION 
Values, Environment and Policy 
As was shown in Chapter 1, the values held by 
individuals and groups form the basis for the interactions 
which take place in the PROPDEMM simulation. These 
values are represented in PROPDEMM as a value vector l 
consisting of a set of numbers representing ordinal degrees 
of liking or commitment felt by an individual or group 
toward a set of value concepts, as shown in Table A-I. 
The meaning of the numbers is approximately as 
follows: 
+3 
+2 
+1 
o 
- 1 
- 2 
-3 
Strong positive commitment (liking) 
Moderate positive commitment 
Small positive commitment 
Neutral 
Small negative commitment 
Moderate negative commitment 
Strong negative commitment 
Clearly, any policy situation involves numerous 
values and not all of them can be read into the program. 
Similarly, most complex policy situations involve a large 
number of interests that also are expressed in the 
program. Nevertheless, most policy situations can be 
properly analyzed within the limits of the matrix of 
IThis value vector will be referred to as the Group Value 
Vector (GVV). 
Table A-I. Interest groups and values. 
In terest GrouEs Clean Environment 
Government Agency +2 
Businessmen +1 
Farmers +1 
Environmen talis ts +3 
Developers 0 
acvv 
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Table A-I. Basically this matrix implies the following 
proposition: 
Proposition 1: A sufficient analysis of most policy 
situations can be accomplished with about 10 value 
concepts. 
Proposition 2: The political interactions in most 
policy situations will generally not significantly 
involve more than about 5 interest groups. 
Proposition 3: The commitments of interest groups 
to the values they hold are generally expressable in 
terms of a seven-point scale, providing a range which 
is sufficiently accurate to analyze a policy situation. 
PROPDEMM can be modified to incorporate more values 
and more interest groups with a larger commitment scale, 
but there is no reason to do so at this point until extensive 
testing would indicate the necessity for modifying the 
above propositions. 
The simulation is centered around an individual who 
must interact with the program. He is the policy maker, 
researcher, or student who is confronted with a policy 
problem This individual is responsible for developing the 
procedures to define the value concepts and determine the 
direction and degree of commitment indicated by the 
ordinal numbers in the matrix. The procedures he sets up 
depend on the degree of 'certainty he wishes to have. If 
the policy problem is not too complex, and if a 
Value ConceEts 
Water Supply Recreation 
a 
+2 +1 
···1 
+1 +2 
+3 
-1 
0 -2 
+2 +3 
considerable amount of information is available to make 
the various determinations, then informed guesses should 
suffice to enable PROPDEMM to provide the necessary 
and wanted insights. Otherwise, required data can be 
obtained through the use of techniques that range from 
relatively simple interview schedules to more sophisticated 
DELPHI methods. 
In defining value concepts, the decision maker is 
constrained by the rule that the definitions must allow an 
ordinal scaling of the concepts in a positive as well as 
negative direction, meaning intensity of liking or commit-
ment. Although this requirement can cause some con-
ceptual difficulties, it would seem that most values can be 
defined in a way that is amenable to such scaling. 
Admittedly, the use of ordinal numbers on a seven-point 
scale appears crude, but it is felt that the information pro-
vided is suffiCiently useful, and that the addition of inter-
vals on the scale adds no real accuracy for most policy 
problems. Nevertheless, some scaling should be utilized. To 
reiterate, the basic assumption underlying this part of the 
model as well as the whole simulation is that conflict 
among values lies at the heart of po Ii tical situa tions, and 
that some measure of commitment to such values is neces-
sary if an adequate policy evaluation is to be made. 
By using value concepts as basic variables in the 
model, the level of generality for PROPDEMM is signifi-
cantly increased. As was pointed out previously, the 
simulation can be used to study decision processes and 
their outcomes for virtually any problem which involves 
political interactions. The major constraint on the model 
is imposed by the availability of basic data concerning a 
particular problem. The model has limited applied utility 
with respect to the less complex problems, since infor-
mation costs are high. For the more complex problems, 
where lack of information is costly, the cost of obtaining 
the required data is justified. Of course, PROPDEMM can 
be used as a heuristic tool for any problem A decision 
maker can learn much about a policy situation by simply 
going through the programmed procedures, without using 
real data. This is one of the important advantages of many 
simulations. 
The data matrix in Table A-I represents the most 
basic data input components of the program. Other impor-
tant data matrices that must be inputted into PROPDEMM 
concern the relevant Environmental Factors (EF's) and 
the possible Courses of Action (CA's) which relate to the 
policy problem under consideration. These data must be 
read into the program and are either based on informed 
guessing or are obtained by means of other data gathering 
techniques. The term "environment" can be used in a 
broad sense, referring to both physical and social environ-
ment, or in a narrower sense, meaning only the social 
environment or only the physical environment The use of 
the term in PROPDEMM is determined by the constraints 
of the policy situation being examined. For example in 
studying educational policy, few, if any, physical variables 
would need to be identified as environmental factors, 
while in recreation policy both social and physical 
environmental factors would have to be defined. The term 
"course of action" as used in PROPDEMM has a com-
posite meaning in that it is defined in terms of a set 
sequence of decision steps. It is closely connected to the 
term "policy." 
The concern with environmental factors and a 
course of action as a specified sequence of decision steps 
derives from the analysis in Chapter 1. For example, 
PROPDEMM makes explicit the assumption that a policy 
decision involves the identification of alternative "states" 
of the environment. It relates the major policy com-
ponents by tying them to the basic value vector as defined 
by the value concepts identified by the policy maker or 
researcher. With respect to environmental states the 
following propositions are explicitly expressed in the 
model: 
Proposition 4: A policy decision must take into 
Clccount several possible "states" of the environ-
ment, each of which is a function 2 of a set of en-
vironmental factors (see Tables A-2 al!d A-3). 
Proposition 5: In analyzing policy implications, the 
number of environmental factors which need be 
considered is limited by the scope of the policy 
problem Generally, an adequate policy analysis can 
be accomplished with up to 10 broadly defined 
environmental factors. 
Proposition 6: The relevance of an environmental 
factor is determined by its relationship to the values 
which define the policy situation. If an environ-
mental factor can have a significant effect on one or 
more of the values defined for the policy problem it 
must be taken into account. 
Proposition 7: The impact of an environmental 
factor on a set of values can be expressed with 
sufficient accuracy on a seven-point scale. 
These propositions are essentially expressed in Tables A-2 
and A-3, where an Environmental State (ES) is defmed 
with reference to the value concepts as a set of partiCular 
conditions of environmental factors and their impacts on 
the specified values as shown in Table A-3. The meaning of 
the ordinal numbers in Table A-2, as well as Tables A-3 
and A-4, is approximately as follows: 
+3 Strong positive impact 
+2 Moderate positive impact 
+ I Small positive impact 
o No impact 
- 1 Small negative impact 
- 2 Moderate negative impact 
- 3 Strong negative impact 
2The term function is here used in its mathematical sense. 
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Table A-2. Probable impacts of environmental factors on values (concepts). 
Environmental 
Factors Clean Environment 
l. Annual PreciEitation 
Above average (inches) +1 
Average (inches) +1 
Below average (inches) +2 
Drought (inches) 
-1 
-- .. -------------- ....... -----------_ .. _-
2. Wildlife POEulation 
Large population 
-1 
Medium population 0 
-- .. ----- .. -.. ------...... ---_ .. ----------
3. Industrial DeveloEmen t 
Large-scale development 
-3 
Moderate development 
-1 
No development +2 
ap stands for probability, i.e., percentage likelihood of 
occurrence. 
In Table A-2, three environmental factors are de-
fined, 3 namely precipitation, wildlife population, and 
level of industrial development; other environmental 
factors are left undefined but are implied. For each 
environmental factor, usually several possible conditions 
or states can be identified - above average, average, or 
below average precipitation, etc. - and the likelihood of 
occurrence estimated for each condition (p). 
3The environmental factors defined here are simply ex-
amples of possible factors; they do not represent actual data. 
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Value ConceEts 
Water Supply Recreation pa 
b 
+3 -1 
···1 .02 
+2 0 .30 
+1 +1 .40 
-2 0 .10 
-1 +2 .20 
0 +1 .40 
-2 -1 .40 
-1 0 .20 
+1 0 .05 
bThis is the Environmental Impact Value Vector (EIVV). 
Thus an En viran men tal Impact Value Vec tar (EIVV) 
can be derived by determining the differential effects 
(impacts) on the policy values along a seven-point scale. 
An environmental state matrix can then be specified in 
terms of environmental factor conditions, so that Table 
A-2, in effect represents a matrix which includes all the 
relevant possible states of the environment as defined by 
decision makers and/or researchers. This is demonstrated 
in Table A-3, which provides examples of two environ-
mental states derived from Table A-2. 
The environmental states shown in Table A-3 are 
determined by selecting one condition from each set of 
possible environmental factor conditions. The criterion 
for selecting such an EF condition may differ a~cording to 
Table A-3. Environmental state matrices.a 
Environmental State I {ES Q 
Environmen tal 
Factors Clean Environment 
Above average 
precipitation (EF 11) +1 
Large wildlife 
population (EF 21) -1 
Large-scale 
development (EF31 ) -3 
Environmental State II {ES II} 
Average precipitation 
(EF 12) +1 
Medium wildlife 
populations (EF 22) 0 
Large-scale 
development (EF 31) -3 
apROPDEMM allows an inpu t of three possible environ-
mental states. 
the preference of the policy analyst. He may choose those 
conditions which have the highest probability of occur-
rence, or he may select some according to some criterion 
of relevance. Once the conditions have been identified 
which combine to form an environmental state, then the 
probability of the environmental state as a whole can be 
calculated, assuming independence of the EF's.4 If en-
vironmental factors are interdependent, the probability of 
a particular environmental state must be found through 
empirical research. 5 
Once the matrices presented in Tables A-2 and A-3 
have been determined, the relevant courses of action can 
be defined in relation to a given ES, and their possible 
impacts estimated with respect to the policy values. As 
used in the model, courses of action are essentially policy 
alternatives, explicitly defined in terms of decision steps. 
4This can be determined simply by mUltiplying the indi-
vidual probabilities of each EF condition. 
SIn the majority of cases some interdependence is likely 
to be present. If the degree of interdependence is known some 
formula may be found to calculate the ES probability. Otherwise. 
depending on the degree of interdependence. it may be reasonable 
tll estimate an ES probability to avoid the high cost of gathering 
tile required empirical data. 
Value ConceEts 
Water Supply Recreation p 
+3 -1 .02 
-1 +2 .20 
-2 -1 .40 
+2 0 .30 
0 +1 .40 
-2 -1 .40 
What is of in terest to the decision maker and poli tical 
interest groups is the determination of policy outcomes 
resulting from a specific course of action. Such outcomes 
are presented in the CA outcome matrix in Table A-4, 
where the figures again represent impacts on policy values. 
The difference between this impact matrix and the one in 
Table A-2 is that the numbers in Table A-2 represent 
effects on policy valu~s which result from a given environ-
mental state, whereas the figures in Table A-4 represent 
impact values resulting from specified CA's. 
The model assumes uncertainty both with respect to 
the environmental state and the outcome of a course of 
action. Thus a course of action is seen to lead to one of 
several possible outcomes, each associated with a specific 
probability, as shown in Table A-4. For each course of 
action and a given environmental state, five outcome 
vectors can be read into the program, and since PROP-
DEMM will provide for five courses of action to be 
associated with each of the selected environmental states, 
a total of 150 Outcome Value Vectors (OW) can be 
inputted. 
As do the matrices in Tables A-I through A-3, the CA 
outcome matrix implies several propositions. These are: 
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Table A-4. Course of action outcome matrix. 
Environmental State I 
Course of Action 1 
Outcome11 
Outcome12 
Course of Action 2 
Outcome 21 
Course of Action 5 
Outcomes 1 
Environmental State II 
Course of Action 1 
Course of Action 5 
Outcomes 1 
Environmental State III 
Course of Action 1 
Course of Action 5 
Outcomes 1 
Clean Environment 
[ +2 
+2 
+3 
-1 
o 
o 
aOutcome Value Vector (OVV). 
Water Supply Recreation p 
a 
+2 0 .31 
+1 +1 .4 
+1 
-1 .1 
o +2 .2 
+1 +2 .2 
+1 +2 .2 
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Proposition 8: A policy decision involves choice 
among alternative courses of action, definable as a 
set sequence of decisions steps, which are dependent 
on given or expected states of the environment. 
Proposition 9: The relevance of a course of action 
is determined by its relationship to the values which 
define the policy situation. If the course of actiPl1 
can have a significant effect on one or more of the 
values defined for the policy problem, it must be 
taken into account in the policy analysis. 
Proposition 10: For most policy studies, an ade-
quate analysis can be accomplished when five CA's 
are considered for each environmental state. 
Proposition 11: The relationship between a course 
of action and the value concepts is only relevant 
when expressed in terms of possible outcomes 
identified as impacts on the value concepts, which 
can be used with sufficient accuracy when quanti-
fied along a seven-point scale. 
Proposition 12: The uncertain implications of a 
course of action can be adequately analyzed with 
the identification of up to ten alternative outcomes 
resulting from a specific course of action. 
As indicated earlier, the material discussed in this 
section concerns three basic data input components of 
PROPDEMM, conceptualized in terms of values, environ-
ment, and decisions. These can be seen to interact as part 
of three systems, as illustrated in Figure A-4, which 
represents a more detailed version of Figure A-3. 
When the necessary data inputs have been made to 
determine the possible alternative policy outcomes result-
ing from specific courses of action, the decision maker or 
researcher must then turn to a closer examination of the 
various values as expressed in the value vectors. PROP-
DEMM provides a procedure which enables the decision 
maker to identify that course of action which comes 
closest to maximizing a specific set of values. This 
procedure will be described in the following section and 
will be tested and analyzed in detail in Chapter 4. 
Selected Values and Courses of Action 
The eventual objective of PROPDEMM is to enable 
the decision maker to determine that policy which should 
be implemented, given certain political and environmental 
constraints and a given set of values. Since the interactions 
among values, environment, and policy are not uni-
directional; that is, each intluences the other, it is 
desirable that a decision maker be able to determine that 
policy (course of action) and environmental state which 
will maximize a given set of values. A procedure has been 
included in PROPDEMM which helps accomplish this 
purpose. As will be shown in the concluding chapters, this 
rou tine has considerable poten tial and promises to be 
quite useful to policy analysts, especially when it is 
combined with other feedback mechanisms. 
The programmed decision process begins with the 
selection, by the policy analyst, of one or more value 
vectors which are defined in terms of desired impacts on 
the earlier defined values. The determination of these 
Selected Value Vectors (SVV's) in the simulation corres-
ponds to the goal formulation process and specification of 
objectives in planning or policy making. The reasons for 
selecting the SVV's may vary according to the criteria the 
policy analyst wishes to employ. They may represent the 
POLITICAL SYSTEMa 
Environmen tal States 
Independent Environmental 
Factors 
Modified Environmental 
Factors 
Values Relevant to Policy 
Problem 
Environmental System 
aOoublc lines represent the more direct relationships. 
Figure A-4. Values, environment, and policy interactions. 
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Impact 
Courses of Action 
(Policy Alternatives) 
Decision-Making 
System 
values of the decision maker or those of a special interest 
group, or a mixture of these. There is no practical 
limitation on the number of SVV's which can be read into 
the program. The selection of SVV's implies: 
Proposition 13: Once the basic data concerning a 
policy situation have been collected, the first step in 
the policy analysis is to investigate and formulate 
alternative goals and objectives in terms of values 
affected by the policy. 
After the SVV's have been determined; that is, after 
alternative goals or objectives have been identified, the 
policy maker should know how these goals and objectives 
relate to alternative courses of action. Specifically, he 
should know how the possible outcome of a course of 
action relates to given objectives. This is expressed in 
Proposition 14. 
Proposition 14: The purpose of a policy is to insure 
that the outcome of a course of action is the same 
or comes as close as possible to a given objective. 
Both outcome and objectives can be expressed as 
impacts on values. 
PROPDEMM enables a policy maker to determine that 
course of action which comes closest to accomplishing the 
impact as expressed in the selected value vector by 
comparing a particular SVV with all outcome value 
vectors (OVV's) associated with the various courses of 
action and given environmental states. The basic pro-
cedure used in the simulation to accomplish this is 
described below. 
VI V2 V3 V4 Vs---
SVV +3 +1 -2 +1 -2 ---
Subtract OVV +2 - 2 +1 +3 -1 
Difference Vector +1 +3 -3 -2 -1 
. (A-I) 
The differences indicates the change and direction 
of the impact which must be accomplished if the desired 
impact is to be obtained. For example a -3 difference 
means that the predicted outcome must be changed 3 
ordinal degrees to a more negative impact in order to 
achieve the impact specified in the SW. This information 
represen ts important feedback since it enables the de-
cision maker to determine how he might modify a course 
of action to achieve a desired impact. 
The program compares the impact numbers for each 
value of an SVV with that of an OVV one at a time. All 
OVV's are compared with a given SW so that each course 
of action is taken into account relative to the desired 
value impacts expressed in the selected value vector. To 
make an accurate comparison possible, the difference 
vector is not sufficient. Thus, an SW index is calculated, 
IS 
based 011 the difference vector and salience factors, which 
measures the closeness of fit between a given SW and an 
OVV. This index cannot be derived by simple addition of 
the numbers in the difference vector because the value 
concepts do not have the same significance. To express 
the significance of a value concept for an interest group, a 
salience matrix is included among the PROPDEMM input 
data, leading to Propositions 15 and] 6.6 
Table A-S. Salience matrix. 
Group 1 3 5 7 2 
Group 2 4 2 3 7 
Group 3 6 
Decision maker 
Proposition 15: The comparison of values necessi-
tates knowledge of a weighting factor, expressed in 
PROPDEMM as the salience of a value, indicating 
the degree of significance of values to a reference 
individual or group. 
Proposition 16: The salience of a value can be 
expressed in terms of a seven-point scale, and is 
taken to be comparable to salience numbers 
ascribed to values of other reference individuals or 
groups. 
The SVV-OVV difference is weighted by salience to 
insure that a measure of significance is taken into account 
in deriving an index number which indicates the closeness 
of fit between SVV and OVV. The smaller the index 
number, the closer the fit, as is demonstrated by the 
following formula: 
SVV Index = 
n 
L 
i=1 
I SVVvi - OVVyi I x 10 
. . (A-2) 
SalienceYi 
6The concept of salience has been borrowed from the 
PRINCE model, although its definition in PROPDEMM has been 
changed somewhat. See Coplin and O'Leary (1971). 
where Vi represen ts the same value in each of the two 
value vectors. The absolute value of the SVV-OVV 
difference is taken since a measure of closeness of fit does 
not necessitate information concerning direction. This is 
then multiplied by 10 simply to obtain a more convenient 
scale. Next the absolute value of each difference is divided 
by the salience. By doing so, a larger significance attached 
to a value is reflected in a smaller difference and a 
decrease in the SW index. Therefore, a more important 
value is given more weight in calculating the index. 
The relevance of the SW index is expressed in 
Proposition 14. It enables the decision maker to examine 
the courses of action that come closest to accomplishing 
the impacts expressed by the selected value vee (OJ. 
namely those which have the lowest SVV index numbers. 
It provides a means for the decision maker to choose Of 
promote a course of action taking into account desired 
objectives and environmental constraints. Thus, the infor-
mation represented by the SVV index will be quite 
important in aiding the decision maker to deal with the 
political situation. 
After several courses of action have been identified 
as most likely to achieve the impact which approximates 
that of the selected value vector, it is useful to reexamine 
the environmental states associated with these courses of 
action. PROPDEMM will therefore also compare the 
selected value vectors with the environmental impact 
value vectors. The comparison brings out the relationships 
between the selected value vectors, or specified goals and 
objectives, and different environmental factors. These 
relationships are made explicit in another set of vectors, 
the Value Modification Vectors (VMV's), which enable the 
decision maker to infer the kinds of changes that might be 
desired either with respect to earlier identified objectives 
or with respect to the environmental factors. 
The determination of the value modification vector 
and the procedures that can be derived from it are 
predicated on the idea that: 
Proposition 17: The eventual choice of a course of 
action or policy must be the result of an iterative 
process that includes a continual reexamination of 
goals and objectives in light of information about 
environmental impacts, and the modification of 
environmental factors in accordance with specified 
objectives. 
Proposition 17 can be restated in the form of two 
questions that are the basis for including a comparison 
betwe~n SVV and EIVV into the PROPDEMM program: 
1) How can an environmental factor be affected to obtain 
desired value impacts? and, 2) what changes in objectives 
might be necessary as a result of more rigid environmental 
constraints? The value modification vector provides in-
sights into the answers to both questions. The computa-
tional procedure to determine the YMV is as follows: 
Vj V2 V3 V4 Vs 
EIVV +3 +1 +2 -1 +2 
x( -1) -3 -1 -2 +1 -2 
+SVV +2 +2 -2 +1 -2 
VMV -1 +1 -4 +2 -4 (A-3) 
In formula (3). the EIVV is first multiplied by -1, 
whereupon the SVV is added. The first multiplication by 
-1 makes it possible to determine the degree of change as 
well as the direction of change that the environmental 
factor impacts must undergo to achieve the impacts 
expressed in the SVV. Thus, the numbers that make up 
the VMV indicate the needed changes in environmental 
factor impacts if certain objectives are to be accom-
plished. In the above example, the impact on V 3 must 
change negatively from a moderate positive impact to a 
moderate negative impact, a change of four ordinal 
degrees. Alternatively, the desired impact could be 
modified, or both environmental factor impact and 
desired value impact could be partially modified. 
One difficulty that the decision maker must take 
into account in evaluating the VMV is an impact 
aggregation problem. That is, PROPDEMM provides only 
sufficient information to determine the impact of one EF 
at the time in relation to a selected value vector; it does 
not indicate what the combined or aggregated impacts of 
several EF's at once are on the same SVV. Nevertheless, 
the decision maker can gain some impor+ 'nt insights after 
analyzing each of the comparisons be L ween a relevan t 
EIVV and a SVV. This will enable him to make relatively 
more informed estimates about the overall impact of an 
environmental state on the given. values. If too much 
uncertainty still remains, special studies could be con-
ducted to increase information about the interactions 
among several EF's. PROPDEMM can therefore be useful 
in providing feedback information to a decision maker 
which can help him determine the types of changes he 
might make in a course of action to modify environmental 
impacts. 
To summarize this section, two processes have been 
described here which give needed information to a 
decision maker. 
1. The value impacts which result from a particular 
course of action can be compared to desired value 
impacts. 
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2. The value impacts which result from an environ-
mental state and its component environmental 
factors can be related to desired value impacts (or 
objectives), and PROPDEMM can show what 
changes in value impacts need to be made. 
3. The information provided in 1 and 2 enables the 
decision maker to take another look at alternative 
policy proposals (CA's) to examine how they might 
be modified to achieve desired value impacts. 
Policy and Political Feasibility 
In this section the PROPDEMM components dealing 
with the determination of political feasibility for given 
courses of action and within certain political parameters 
will be discussed. It will be shown how a political 
feasibility index can be constructed which will take into 
account values and other political variables. The analysis 
of the empirical materials in Chapter 4 will focus mostly 
on the determination of political feasibility as described in 
this section. 
To decide upon a policy without considering its 
political feasibility is to invite failure during the imple-
mentation phase, as several policy makers have discovered. 
It may be well to determine which policy will maximize a 
given set of values, but implementing that policy is a 
different problem. It is an assumption in PROPDEMM 
that the successful implementation of a policy is de-
pendent upon interactions among political interest groups 
and the active intervention of policy makers. This 
assumption and much of the basic conceptual material 
discussed in the following pages is derived from PRINCE, 
a programmed international computerized environment, 
developed at Syracuse University by William Coplin and 
others, and used at educational institutions and by several 
government organizations. Proposition 18 provides the 
theoretical basis for the procedures that are used in 
PROPDEMM to determine political feasibility. 
Proposition 18: The political feasibility of a policy 
or course of action is dependent upon the char-
acteristics and attitudes of affected interest groups 
and the active judicious intervention of decision 
makers. 
PROPDEMM implicitly establishes a number of relation-
ships between political feasibility (or policy implemen-
tation) and eight variables representing interest group 
characteristics and types of decision maker intervention. 
Six of these variables describe relevant characteristics and 
attitudes of interest groups; these are power, value 
commitment, salience affect, cost consciousness and 
dogmatism. The types of intervention available to decision 
makers are punishment-reward actions and information 
discrimination. By examining the possible interactions 
among these variables it will be possible to identify the 
courses of action which are politically feasible and to 
determine the best political strategy for their effective 
implementation. 
Assuming no intervention on the part of the policy 
maker (to be discussed in the next section), the deter-
mination of the political feasibility of a course of action 
in PROPDEMM involves four basic steps: 
1. The calculation of the preferred position (Non-
Systemic Issue Position or NSJP) of an interest 
group, supporting or opposing a course of action, 
and assuming no political interaction influences 
from other interest groups. 
2. The calculation of a Non-Systemic Political 
Feasibility Index (NSPFI) for each course of action 
based on the NMIP's of each interest group. 
3. The calculation of the Systemic Issue Position 
(SIP) of an interest group with respect to each 
course of action, taking into account political 
influences of other interest groups. 
4. The calculation of a Systemic Political Feasibility 
Index (SPFI) for each course of action that takes 
into account the system of political interactions 
among groups by using SIP's in the SPFI formulas. 
The distinction between the two types of issue positions 
and political feasibility indices is to enable the decision 
maker to examine the effects of interest group interaction 
in a political situation.7 The assumption that underlies the 
distinction is expressed in the following statement. 
Proposition 19: The position taken by a political 
actor on a given issue differs from his own per-
formance on the degree of influence exerted by 
other political actors. 
The non-systemic issue position (NSIP) 
The non-systemic issue position is calculated as a 
function of value commitment, course of action outcome, 
salience, and cost consciousness.8 This means that it is 
assumed that the position a particular group will take with 
respect to aspeeific course of action is dependent upon 
the degree of liking a group has for a set of values, the 
importance of those values to the group, the effects of a 
policy on the set of values, and the possible cost involved 
in adopting a particular course of action. The calculation 
begins with a comparison of the group value vector with 
7The formulas and the calculations are the same or modi-
fications of the PRINCE model. See the description of the 
PRINCE accounting scheme in Coplin and O'Leary, (1971), 
pp. 12-20. 
8As mentioned previously, the issue position discussed 
here is not modified by the effects of interactions among the 
groups. That is, at this point it is assumed that a group adopts an 
issue position solely on the basis of its values and the policy 
outcome. 
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the outcome value vector to relate value commitment to 
> dicy outcome. For example: 
VI V2 V3 V4 Vs 
GVV +3 +1 -2 +1 -1 
-OVV +2 -2 +3 +3 -2 
/Difference/ /+ 1 / /+3/ /-5/ /-2/ /+1/ 
Group Position 
Vector (GPV) +2 0 -2 +1 +2 
(A-4) 
The absolute value of the difference between the two 
values of each value vector can be from 0 to 6, where a 
larger difference would result in more opposition by an 
interest group. The following conversion table is therefore 
used to convert absolute numbers to numbers indicating 
opposition (negative) or support (positive). 
If / difference / is 6 then group position (GP) is -3 
5 -2 
4 -1 
3 0 
2 +1 
1 +2 
o +3 
Formula (4) is an expression of the follOWing statement: 
Proposition 20: The position taken by a political 
actor with respect to a given course of action is 
dependent upon the degree of his commitment 
(liking) to a set of values, and the probable effects 
or impacts of the course of action on those values. 
The next step in calculating the NSIP is to 
introduce the salience vector into the formula to weight 
each value in the group value vector by multiplying the 
group position vector (GPV) by the salience vector ~see 
Table A-5), using the following formula: 
n 
POVV 
~ (GPVv . x Saliencev .) I 1 I 
. . . . (A-5) 
10 
This yields the Position Outcome Value Vector (POVV) of 
a group on each of five possible outcomes that could result 
from a specific course of action. Formula (5) is based on 
the following assumption: 
Proposition 21: The position taken by a political 
actor with respect to a course of action outcome IS 
dependent upon the significance or importance of 
the values affected by the outcome. 
By examining the POVV's and their associated proba-
bilities for all five possible outcomes and comparing them 
to the NSIP, the decision maker can determine how 
different outcomes affect the NSIP for a given course of 
action. 
Since five possible outcomes can be identified for 
each course of action, the POVV's must be aggregated to 
calculate a NSIP. But in doing so the probability of a 
given outcome needs to be taken into account. A highly 
preferred outcome could have a low probability, while a 
somewhat less preferred outcome might have a high 
probability. Formula (6) aggregates the POVV's and at the 
same time weights each with the probability factor, giving 
the Partial Issue Position (PIP). 
PIP 
n 
a I (POVVi x Pi) 
i 
5 
. . . . (A-6)9 
This calculation yields the position of a group without 
taking cost into account. The PIP is therefore an index 
that measures the extent of a group's preference for 
adopting a specific course of action when the cost factor 
is not considered. 
In most policy situations the cost of a proposed 
course of action may significantly affect its feasibility. 
PROPDEMM makes it possible for a decision maker to 
add a calculation in determining the NSIP of an interest 
group that takes cost comparison into account. The 
formula that is used assumes that the NSIP of a political 
actor depends in part on that actor's Cost Consciousness 
(CC) and on the Cost Level (CL) of the course of action 
(see Proposition 22). The cost consciousness of a political 
group is measured along consciousness. A low cost 
consciousness signifies that the cost level of a course of 
action is not relevant to the political group involved and is 
therefore not entered into the NSIP calculation. 
The cost level of a course of action is a relative 
estimate inputted into the program and measuring cost in 
terms of the existing political situation, along a seven-
point scale from -3 to +3. For example, defense expendi-
tures of $5 billion may be considered to have a low cost 
level, while a $5 million expenditure for an educational 
purpose would be deemed to have a high cost level. The 
final step in calculating the NSIP is represented by 
formula (7). 
9Lower case letters are used to indicate a normalizing 
function to bring numerical values within a certain desirable 
range. 
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n 
NSIP 
PIP L GPVv. x Salienc~. 
= c i=l I 1 
b(CC,CL) b(CC,CL) 
. (A-7)1O 
This formula mathematically expresses the following 
assumption: 
Proposition 22: The higher the degree of cost 
consciousness of a political actor and the higher the 
cost level of a course of action, the less support will 
be given to that course of action by the political 
actor involved. 
The non-systemic political 
feasibility index (NSPFI)ll 
As was remarked earlier, the NSIP presents infor-
mation about a political group's preference without 
external political constraints operating. The non-systemic 
political feasibility index (NSPFI) similarly provides a 
measure of the political system's direction without politi-
cal interaction effects. These two indices aid the decision 
maker in choosing a pattern of intervention that will be 
most effective for his purposes and also tell him, in 
conjunction with the systemic measures, what the effects 
of political interaction are. 
The NSIP is one of the components of the NSPFI 
and must therefore be calculated first. Two other com-
ponents of the NSPFI are power and salience (see 
formula 10). The use of a salience factor necessitates the 
determination of one salience value that will be used in 
the political feasibility calculations since up to now 
salience has been represented by a vector of 10 numbers. 
To aggregate these 10 numbers to obtain one salience 
value, defmed as the Selected Salience Number (SSN), the 
concept of Salience Level (SL) is introduced. The salience 
level (SL) is a number which is read into the program as 
determined by a decision maker or researcher, repre-
senting the degree of salience which is considered signifi-
cant with respect to the political interactions. For 
example, if the salience level is four, then the assumption 
is made that all salience values at or below four are not of 
such significance that they need to be taken mto account 
in the political calculation. 
10The function b(CC,CL) assumes that cost consciousness 
is discretely related to cost level. Thus a moderate CC with a high 
cost level has less of an impact than a high CC with a low cost 
level. The degree of impact ranges from a doubling to a halving of 
the NSIP. 
lIThe calculation of the NSPFI is quite similar to the 
formulation shown in Everyman'$ PRINCE, Chart, p. 18, and is in 
fact a derivation. 
Consider the salience vector below, where six 
salience values are at or under a salience level of four. 
VtV2V3V4VSV6V7V8V9VlO 
Group X 3 5 5 2 5 4 0 1 6 4 
The selected salience number must take into account the 
number of salience values above the salience level and 
their degree of intensity. To determine the SSN, the 
following formula is use d: 
k 
SSN= 
~ (Salience
vi - SL) 
n k 
~ SalienCf~ - (Saliencp.. - SL) 
J \'j \'1 
n 
+ 
r: Salienc~. j J 
. . . (A-8) 
10 
where d is a normalizing function to place the SSN within 
a one to seven-point range, k is the number of saliences 
above the salience level (SL) and n is the total number of 
saliences. In the case that no saliences are above the 
salience level the first part of Equation (8) becomes zero 
and thus the SSN becomes a simple average. 
Equation (8) can be expressed in relation to the 
following graph (Figure A-5) as: 
SSN . . . (A-9) 
After completing the determination of the SSN, 
PROPDEMM has the necessary information to calculate 
the non-systemic political feasibility index (NSPFI). The 
NSPFI is the first iteration of the political feasibility 
calculations and is to be modified later in the program by 
introducing the effects of several additional variables. It is 
not systemic because it is based solely on preferences and 
characteristics of political groups without taking into 
account their interactions. The NSPFI is basically deter-
mined by multiplying power, salience, and issue position 
with modifications added as described here. 
is: 
The specific equation used to determine the NSPFI 
20 NSPFICA . = f(PCA . x NSIPCA . x SSN) 1 I I 
(A- I 0) 
where d is the normalizing function to bring the NSPFI 
wi thin a range from one to twen ty poin ts. P (" A . 
I 
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denotes the power a group has to obstruct or block a 
(curse of action, as defined in the PRINCE model. It is 
represented by a number along a seven-point scale, where 
a power rating of seven indicates the ability to block a 
course of action absolutely. Equation (I 0) is based on the 
assumption that: 
Proposition 23: The non-systemic political feasi-
bility index of a political actor depends primarily on 
the actor's issue position, power rating and salience. 
7 
6 
5 
4 -------~-
3 r--
2 -
o 
o 2 3 4 
Figure A-5. Determination of selected salience number. 
As indicated previously, the POVV's with associated 
probabilities and the PIP's are printed for each course 
of action and each group. PROPDEMM also prints out the 
table of the NSPFI's together with the NSIP, SSN, and 
power ratings which went into the calculation of these 
indices. This enables the decision maker to examine the 
table to see which groups support or oppose a specific 
course of action. The table also shows the degree of 
influence each factor has on the NSPFI, thereby indi-
cating the areas in which modifications might be accom-
567 
NUMBER OF VALUES 
8 9 
- SL=4 
10 
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phshed to increase or decrease the political feasibility of 
the course of action. Table 6 shows data derived from an 
earlier run of the Willamette Basin study. The table 
provides political feasibility ratings for five courses of 
action, assuming a particular environmental state. In the 
situation illustrated here, course of action 4 is politically 
most feasible with course of action 3 a close second. 
Space for a sixth modified CA is provided which enables a 
decision maker to see how various changes he could 
introduce in a course of action would affect its political 
feasibility. 
The systemic political 
feasibility index (SPFI) 
The NSPFI table will help the decision maker to 
formulate a strategy based on the political characteristics 
of the various interest groups. It does not show how the 
several groups affect each other's actions and positions. 
To take into account group interactions, a Systemic Issue 
Position (SIP) is calculated which is then used to 
recalculate the political feasibility, resulting in the 
Systemic Political Feasibility Index (SPFI). Both the 
NSPFI and the SPFI represent political feasibilities which 
are descriptive of the political situation without the active 
interven tion of the decision maker. In the next section it 
will be shown how the political feasibility of a course of 
action may be modified as a result of specific actions 
undertaken by a policy maker. 
To calculate the systemic issue position (SIP) some 
measure of political interaction effects must be used. The 
fundamental question that needs to be answered with 
respect to the impact of political interaction is to 
determine to what degree a given group is influenced by 
other groups.12 To measure this influence PROPDEMM 
calculates an Openness to Change index (OC) which is a 
function of issue position, affect, dogmatism, salience, 
and power. The OC represents a measure of the influence 
of each group on a reference group, taking into account 
issue position differences, power, salience, affect, and 
dogmatism. It is calculated according to the following 
formula: 
AFFRG,OG &SNOG x PWROG 
SSN RG x PWR RG OC - IDRG,OG 
RG,OG - ------------
Dogmatism RG 
. . (A-II) 
AFF RG OG is the affect of a reference group for 
another group. This affect is read into PROPDEMM in 
accordance with a seven-point rating scale from -3 (strong 
negative affect) to +3 (strong positIve affect). It represents 
the degree of friendship or hostility that exists between 
two groups. ID is the issue difference between the 
12 This idea also derives from the PRINCE model. where 
the concept of affect is used to represent "an aggregate measure 
of the general political relationship between two states ... " (see 
Coplin and O'Leary, 1971, p. 9) 
reference group and another group; it is NSIP RG -
NSIP G . The dogmatism rating is also read into the 
program, again as part of a seven-point scale. Dogmatism 
represents the degree of political rigidity a group is 
perceived to have, where a low dogmatism rating denotes 
less rigidity. For example, the more radical groups would 
likely have higher, dogmatism ratings. 
The OC calculation begins by taking the affect of a 
reference group for another group and dividing it by the 
issue difference. Thus, if there is a close affinity between 
the two groups, the reference group would be more open 
to change (influence), but an increasing difference in issue 
positions would decrease the openness to change of the 
reference groups. If the salience and power of the second 
group is larger, the reference group would be more open 
to change, but if the reference group has a higher salience 
and/or power, it would be less open to change. The degree 
of dogmatism operates on all these factors and would 
decrease the OC ra ting. Formula (11) represents a com-
bined statement of the following propositions: 
Proposition 24: A group is more likely to be open 
to influence (Oe) by another group if a stronger 
degree of friendship (affect) exists between the two 
groups. 
Proposition 25: The greater the difference in issue 
position between two groups, the less influence they 
can exert on each other. 
Proposition 26: The higher the salience of an issue 
for a group, the more pressure that group will exert 
on other groups. 
Proposition 27: The more power a group possesses, 
the more influence it exerts on other groups. 
Proposition 28: The higher the degree of political 
rigidity of a group, the less open to influence it is by 
other groups. 
The effect of the OC rating on political feasibility 
occurs simply by adding its normalized function to the 
NSIP to give the SIP. 
SIP g(OC) + NSIP (A-12) 
The systemic political feasibility index is then calculated 
by using the SIP instead of the NMIP: 
SPFI = h (P CA. x SIP x &SN) 
1 
(A-l3) 
After these calculations have been accomplished, a 
new table is printed by PROPDEMM, similar to the one 
. shown in Table A-6, that lists the systemic political 
feasibility indices. At this stage in the programmed 
process the decision maker has available to him informa-
tion concerning the physical and political environmen ts. It 
now becomes possible to utilize this information as 
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Table A-6. Non-systemic political feasibility index. 
ENVIRONMENT AL STATE 1 
CA 1 CA 2 CA3 CA4 CAS Modified 
IP SALPWR IP SALPWR IP SALPWR IP SALPWR IP SALPWR IP SALPWR 
(PFI) (PFI) (PFI) (PFI) (PFI) (PFI) 
INDUSTRIAL 0.34.293 0.24.293 0.3 4.29 4 0.3 4.29 5 0.3 4.29 3 2.3 4.29 0 
(4.) (3.) (5.) (6.) (4.) (0.) 
MUNICIPAL 0.64.884 0.54.883 0.64.884 0.64.885 0.64.883 9.3 4.880 
> (11.) (7.) (12.) (14.) (9.) (0.) N 
N AGRICULTURAL 0.4 4.38 :3 0.4 4.384 0.54.38 3 0.4 4.384 0.54.383 4.24.380 
(6.) (8.) (6.) (7.) (6.) (0.) 
ENVIRONMENTAL 0.24.825 0.3 4.82 3 0.34.824 0.24.825 0.3 4.82 4 8.5 4.820 
(6.) (4.) (5.) (6.) (5.) (0.) 
RECREATIONAL 0.4 4.73 4 0.4 4.735 0.4 4.73 5 0.4 4.73 4 0.4 4.735 10.34.730 
(8.) (10.) (11.) (8.) (10.) (0.) 
DECISION MAKER 0.4 4.91 3 0.4 4.91 3 0.4 4.91 3 0.4 4.91 3 0.44.913 0.04.91 0 
(5.) (6.) (6.) (5.) (6.) (0.) 
(34.) (32.) (39.) (41.) (34.) (0.) 
feedback to actively intervene in the political situation. 
This intervention is basically a matter of political strategy 
and will be discussed in the following section. 
Political Strategy 
In PROPDEMM, political strategy refers to the 
process of intervention in which a decision maker can 
engage to promote a specific course of action. The process 
is basically one of identifying the key groups and the 
types of influence which can be exerted in order to 
increase the political feasibility of a course of action. This 
approach is certainly one used implicitly by 1110st policy 
makers and is made explicit in PROPDEMM. The discus-
sion concerning political strategy has been included in this 
chapter to make the description of PROPDEMM com-
plete. But because of the size of the program, the material 
considered here will not be included in the case study 
analysis in Chapter 4. 
The first step of the political strategy is to identify 
the groups that might be influenced in order to increase 
the SPFI of a cours.e of action or policy. Clearly, those 
groups should be selected that have a relatively low SPFI 
so that it can be changed. But a low SPFI does not 
necessarily indicate a possible change. Therefore PROP-
DEMM includes a routine which helps identify the groups 
which are potentially amenable to change. A Potential for 
Change Index (PCI) i.s calculated for each group with 
respect to a particular course of action. The PCI differs 
from the OC in that it represents a group's feasibility as 
such, and not its openness to influence by another group. 
The following formula is used to calculate the PCI. 
( 
SSN x PWR ) 
PCI RG = i 
SIP + SSN + Dogmatism . . (A-14) 
where an increase in the PCI indicates a greater likelihood 
that a group can be influenced in the direction wanted by 
the decision maker. This formula is an expression of 
Proposition 28 and the following propositions: 
Proposition 29: The higher the power rating of a 
group being influenced, the greater the effected 
change in the SPFI. 
Proposition 30: The greater the SSN for a group 
being influenced the greater the effected change in 
the SPFI. 
Proposition 31: The lower the SSN for a group, the 
more likely that group is to change its position. 
Proposition 32: The lower the SIP for a group, the 
greater the possibility for change in that group's 
position. 
The SPFI and PCI combined show the decision maker 
which groups he should give special attention to if he 
wishes to exercise maximum influence in the policy 
situation. 
To affect the programmed interactions the policy 
maker can exert his influence in two major ways: through 
the dissemination of information and through a 
punishment-reward action. The tIrst option is available as 
a result of an inputted information variable representing a 
measure of the degree of knowledge that a group lacks 
concerning the positive or negative impacts on values by a 
cot' se of action. The second option is possible after 
an 0 t her variable is read into PROPDEMM, the 
Punisizmen t-Reward Potential (PRP), which measures how 
vulnerable a group is to punishment or reward actions 
implemented by the decision maker. The information 
variable affects the SPFI by influencing salience as well as 
issue position, while the PRP ranking operates on the 
SPFI by affecting the issue position of a group. 
As part of the political strategy, the policy maker 
can use the SPFI and PCI information to choose and order 
the political interest groups which he will attempt to 
influence. In fact, PROPDEMM will provide a printout 
showing a rank-ordering of all groups in terms of their 
openness to change. The decision maker can then specify 
a total SPFI level (the sum of the group's SPFI's), which 
presumably indicates the point of political feasibility for a 
course of action. When that point or SPFI level is reached, 
no further modifications need to be made, and PROP-
DEMM will therefore cease operation. If all modifications 
have been attempted, but the SPFI level is still not 
reached, this indicates that the course of action is 
probably not politically feasible. 
Although the political strategy section of the 
program IS the least developed and requires considerable 
refinement, the following description of the information 
and PRP interactions are suggestive of the present state of 
PROPDEMM and the possible directions that may be 
taken to further refine the model. Propositions 33 and 34 
provide the basis for the programmed interactions. 
Proposition 33: A group may change either its 
salience with respect to certain values or its issue 
position on a particular course of action, or both, as 
a result of obtaining additional or new information. 
Proposition 34: A group's position with respect to 
a course of action may change as a resul t of pressure 
due to threatened punitive actions, or in return for 
promised rewards. 
The algorithm that is used to calculate the effect of 
information on the group salience vector is a function of 
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the ratio of Lack in Positive Information (INFOP) over 
Lack in Negative Information (INFON). The values of the 
salience vector can then be changed, depending on the 
information that is made available to a political group by 
the decision maker or other groups. After the salience 
vector has been modified by information, a new SSN is 
calculated which is then used to determine a SPFI 
modified by information inputs. 
A SPFI table is printed by PROPDEMM showing the 
information effects through salience on the political 
feasibility of a course of action. At this point the decision 
maker will be able to stop the program, or he can decide 
to increase the political feasibility by using information 
dissemination to affect the issue position of a group. The 
issue position will be changed in part due to the change in 
salience, but it is also intended that PROPDEMM provide 
for a more direct information effect on issue position 
using the same accounting scheme as with salience. This 
section still needs to be developed in more detail. 
The final modification attempt involves a punishment 
or reward action on the part of a decision maker. At this 
point he can perhaps take advantage of a punishment 
potential or reward potential for each group. Given one of 
these poten tials the decision maker can choose to employ 
either a punishment or reward technique to influence a 
group to change its issue position. The programmed 
algorithm to be used here will be similar to the above-
described calculations. The punishment or reward calcula-
tions are the last part of PROPDEMM. If a course of 
action remains politically nonfeasible that course of 
action cannot be implemented, and the decision maker 
will need to choose another political strategy. 
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CHAPTER 3 
PROPDEMM DATA INPUTS: THE WILLAMETTE RIVER BASIN 
Introduction 
As mentioned in Chapter 1, empirical testing of a 
large, complex simulation such as PROPDEMM is ex- , 
tremely difficult due to time, monetary, and other 
constraints. Thus, a complete, large-scale validation study 
of PROPDEMM could conservatively be estimated to take 
at least five years. Nevertheless, a preliminary empirical 
evaluation of PROPDEMM, which is one of the objectives 
of this study, is possible if reasonably reliable empirical 
data are available that can be inpu tted in to the model, 
particularly with respect to environmental information. 
Such data have usually been collected in the different 
types of studies that have been carried out for the pur-
poses of planning. 
The comprehensive planning studies that are the 
subject of this report provide a wealth of information 
that can be used to evaluate the PROPDEMM model. 
As explained in the introduction, during the last decade 
several river basin commissions and/or basin interagency 
committees have been engaged in a nation-wide water 
planning program. Under this program, different levels of 
studies are being carried out or have been completed. 
Level A framework studies cover large multi-state regions 
and provide basic information on future resource develop-
ment needs, resources inventories, interrelationships 
among resource variables and socio-economic conditions, 
and specific problem areas together with possible solu-
tions. Level B. (initially designated as Type 2) planning 
studies cover more detailed aspects relevant to the 
development of plans in river systems or subregions of the 
framework areas. The Level B plans extend the scope and 
intensity of the Level A studies. 
In the research project covered by this report a 
comparative examination was made of organization and 
plan formulation procedures used in the Type 2/Level B 
studies. As part of the project, data were collected from 
one of the plans, the Willamette Basin Comprehensive 
Study, that could be inputted into the PROPDEMM simu-
lation. A description of this study is included as Appendix 
D. The techniques and procedures that have been used to 
convert the available information into data that can be 
used in PROPDEMM are described in the following 
section. 
The Willamette Study was designed to lead to the 
development and subsequent implementation of a plan 
that would meet resource and socio-economic needs for the 
basin. The plan includes an early-action portion that 
identifies the water and related land resources required to 
meet the area's projected 1980 needs. The PROPDEMM 
data inputs pertain to the early-action part of the plan. 
The results of the study are contained in a main report 
and 13 appendices published by the Willamette Basin Task 
Force of the Pacific Northwest River Basins Commission. 
In addition, a review report was published by the Pacific 
Northwest River Basins Commission itself. 
The Willamette Basin Task Force was responsible 
for carrying out the comprehensive planning study and 
included a representative of the State of Oregon as 
chairman, and representatives from interested federal 
agencies as members. The study combined detailed re-
search in a number of problem areas for which specific 
committees were responsible. The reports of these com-
mittees were compiled as appendices, including the follow-
ing problem areas: 
A. Study area 
B. Hydrology 
C. Economic base 
D. Fish and wildlife 
E. Flood control 
F. Irrigation 
G. Land measures and watershed protection 
H. Municipal and industrial water supply 
I. Navigation 
1. Power 
K. Recreation 
L. Water pollution control 
M. Plan formulation 
The information con tained in these reports provided the 
basis for much of the data inputted into PROPDEMM. 
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Data Collection Procedures 
The data that was collected for use as PROPDEMM 
input information derived from three sources. As part of 
the research study mentioned previously, a doctoral 
student at Oregon State University, Dennis Oaks, carried 
out a case study of the Willamette Basin planning effort. 
Specifically, he was asked to study the planning process 
and the parameters affecting this process. The task 
included the gathering of information that would be 
relevant to PROPDEMM. To do so, Mr. Oaks interviewed 
officials who were knowledgable about the region and the 
planning effort, as well as representatives of interest 
groups that would be affected by plan implementation 
such as farm leaders and businessmen. 
A second source of information was a questionnaire 
filled out by Mr. Oaks and a few selected individuals, 
which was specifically designed to obtain PROPDEMM 
data input. A copy of this questionnaire is included as 
Appendix B. Because of the size and complexity of the 
questionnaire only few were completed so that a statisti-
cal evaluation of the responses was not possible. In some 
instances parts of the questionnaire were not answered by 
certain individuals. Thus the data that has been inputted 
into PROPDEMM represents a profile of the combined 
questionnaires. 
The main report and appendices were analyzed to 
provide the third source of information. These were 
mainly used to corroborate the results of the case study 
and questionnaires or to determine additional details for 
clarification and explanation. The reports therefore served 
as a check on the data that was collected independently to 
evaluate the reliability of the information. In case there 
appeared to be some inconsistency, Mr. Oaks was asked to 
follow up in order to determine the cause of the 
differences in information until these were satisfactorily 
resolved. 
By comparing, complimenting, and analyzing these 
three sources of information, the PROPDEMM data inputs 
were obtained. Because of the large amount of empirical 
information, and time and other resource constraints, it 
was not possible to use sophisticated survey techniques. 
To use such techniques would have been to go beyond the 
scope of this study, since the primary purpose here is to 
carry ou t a preliminary evaluation of a rather complex 
simulation model. The results of this study will hopefully 
lead to a more comprehensive validation study. 
Data Inputs: 
Values, Environment and Courses of Action 
To determine the value matrix (see Table A-I) that is 
basic to the model it was necessary to identify the major 
values or value concepts that are most relevant to the 
Willamette Basin, as well as the major interest groups 
affected by the plan. The conl~nsus that appeared to exist 
with respect to the values and groups was surpnsmg. 
Seven or eight values appeared on everyone's list and the 
same groups tended to be mentioned. The 10 values that 
seemed most significant were: 
1. Water quality 
2. Flood control 
3. Economic growth 
4. Aesthetic quality 
5. Water supply 
6. Fish and wildlife 
7. Recrea tional opportunity 
8. Energy availability 
9. Land use optimization 
10. Navigation 
As can be seen, a number of the problem areas identified 
by the appendices correspond to the above value con-
cepts. Some other values, such as irrigation were men-
tioned, but the above list is fairly exhaustive. The major 
interest groups that were identified were industrial, 
municipal, agricultural, environmental, and recreational 
interests. In addition, various governmental groups or 
agencies were mentioned, but since PROPDEMM only 
provides for five groups, these were interpreted to be 
combined as "decision makers." 
The matrix in Table A-7 indicates that the industrial-
ists favor economic growth, water supply, energy avail-
ability and navigation the most. The municipal interests 
like water quality best, while the agriculturalists favor 
flood control and water supply. The values that are liked 
by all groups are flood control, water supply, and land use 
optimiza tion. A further analysis of this matrix will be 
accomplished in relation to the programmed interactions 
discussed in Chapter 4. 
Two other basic data input matrices relevant to the 
social and natural environment are the environmental 
impact and course of action impact matrices, described in 
Chapter II. To derive the environmental impact matrix it 
was first necessary to determine what environmental 
factor would affect the planning situation the most. 
PROPDEMM allows for an input of 10 factors identified 
as follows: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
Population increase 
Demand for labor 
Extent of urbanization (in acres) 
Expecte d precipitation (inches/year) 
Energy demand 
Demand for recreation (number of days) 
Extent of forest acreage 
Extent of agricultural acreage 
Demand for fish 
Demand for hunting (number of days) 
For each environmental factor five possible future 
conditions were specified that could occur during the 
planning period, together with an estimate of the proba-
bility of occurrence. Table A-8lists the conditions for each 
environmental factor, their impacts on the 10 values, and 
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Table A-7. Group value vectors. 
Group 
Value 
Vectors Industrial Municipal 
WTRQ 
-1 3 
FLOD 2 2 
ECON 3 2 
ESTQ 
-2 
WTRS 3 2 
FISH 0 0 
RECR -1 2 
ENER 3 2 
LAND 2 
NAVI 3 
the likelihood of occurrence in percentage probabilities. 
The information in the table derives from projections that 
were made as part of the planning study. For each 
environmental factor, the specified condition with the 
highest probability is the figure that has been projected 
for 1980. For example, with respect to the population 
factor an average annual population increase of 1.5 
percent has been projected. Depending on a variety of 
factors there is also a good chance that the increase could 
average 2.0 percent, or possibly 1.25 percent. After the 
environmental conditions were identified, two graduate 
students familiar with the Willamette project were asked 
to make judgments concerning the probable impact of 
each condition on the 10 values and to estimate proba-
bilities, basing their judgments on a study of the task 
force reports. The impact matrix in Table A-8 represents 
their inputs. 
Using the environmental impact matrix in Table A-8, 
three environmental states were derived representing 
possible alternative future states of the social and natural 
environment. These environmental state impact matrices 
are presented in Table A-9. Environmental state I combines 
the environmental conditions that are most likely to 
occur. These are based on the projections that were 
developed for the Willamette Basin planning study and 
were assigned the highest probabilities. Environmental 
sta tes II and III include conditions that could have critical 
effects were they to occur. For example, a 3.0 percent 
average annual popUlation increase would have a serious 
Agricultural Environmental Recreational 
-1 3 3 
3 
-2 -1 
3 
3 
3 3 
-1 3 3 
-2 0 
2 3 
0 -2 -1 
impact on several of the values. as shown in environmental 
state II. Similarly, an increase in average annual precipi-
tation for the duration of the planning period could lead 
to consequences that must be taken into account in 
proposing a course of action. 
I 
The three environmental states helped to provide a 
rational basis for evaluating the programmed interactions 
in PROPDEMM, especially-as they relate to environmental 
policy. They also provided the basis for the development 
of alternative plans or courses of action. As described in 
Chapter II, five alternative courses of action were defined 
for each environmental state. In the actual study only one 
major comprehensive plan was formulated. Alternatives 
were considered for subsections of the plan, but total 
alternatives were not developed and could not easily be 
evaluated in any case. PROPDEMM will be an extremely 
useful instrument for such evaluation. 
The procedures that were used to develop the 
alternative courses of action to be inputted into PROP-
DEMM began with the identification of the plan that 
resulted from the Willamette Study. This plan is tied to 
environmental state I, since the latter in effect represents 
the projected future state of the basin. To make the plan 
more explicit, a distinction was made between project 
activities and program activities. Project activities refer to 
programs involving building of various structures such as 
dams. Program activities basically refer to managemen t 
activities. The plan that was developed for the basin is 
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Table A-8. Environmental factors and conditions. 
WTRQ FLOD ECON ESTQ WTRS FISH RECR ENER LAND NA VI P 
3.0% POP INCR 
2.5% POP INCR 
2.0% POP INCR 
1. 5% POP INCR 
1. 25% POP INCR 
-3 
-2 
-1 
o 
700000 LABOR DEMAND -2 
680000 LABOR DEMAND -2 
660000 LABOR DEMAND -1 
640000 LABOR DEMAND 0 
620000 LABOR DEMAND 0 
450000 ACRES 
430000 ACRES 
410000 ACRES 
390000 ACRES 
370000 ACRES 
66 INCHES PRECIP 
63 IN CHES PRECIP 
60 INCHES PRECIP 
57 INCHES PRECIP 
54 INCHES PRECIP 
42 MIL MWH 
38 MIL MWH 
34 MIL MWH 
30 MILMWH 
26 MIL MWH 
48 MIL R DAYS 
44 MIL R DAYS 
40MILRDAYS 
36MILRDAYS 
32 MIL R DAYS 
5075000 F ACRES 
5050000 F ACRES 
5035000 F ACRES 
5020000 F ACRES 
5000000 F ACRES 
1680000 A ACRES 
1655000 A ACRES 
1640000 A ACRES 
1615000 A ACRES 
1590000 A ACRES 
5500000 FISH 
5250000 FISH 
5000000 FISH 
4750000 FISH 
4500000 FISH 
3000000 HUN T D D 
2750000 HUNT D D 
2500000 HUNT D D 
2250000 HUN T D D 
2000000 HUNT D D 
-3 
-3 
-2 
-1 
-1 
3 
-1 
-2 
-3 
-2 
-1 
-1 
-1 
o 
-2 
-2 
-2 
- 1 
- 1 
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- 1 
- 1 
-2 
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o 
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- 1 
-2 
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-2 
-1 
-1 
2 
-2 
-1 
2 
-3 
-2 
-2 
-1 
-1 
-2 
-1 
2 
3 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
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o 
'0 
o 
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- 1 
-2 
-3 
-3 
o 
- 1 
- 1 
-2 
-3 
o 
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-2 
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-3 
-2 
- 1 
- 1 
- 1 
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.07 
.20 
.34 
.41 
.27 
.23 
.40 
.47 
.23 
• 16 
.1 22 
.'37 
.45 
.30 
• 15 
.21 
.29 
.21 
• 16 
• 12 
.31 
.39 
.31 
.23 
.23 
· 14 
.28 
.35 
.50 
· 21 
.29 
.41 
.29 
• 18 
· 12 
.07 
.20 
.48 
.34 
.20 
.23 
· 35 
.29 
.23 
• 18 
.22 
.37 
.37 
.30 
.22 
Table A-9. Environmental states. 
WTRQ FLOD ECON ESTQ WTRS FISH RECR ENER LAND NAVI P 
Environmental State I 
1. 5% POP INCR 0 1 0 0 1 - 1 0 .41 
660000 LABORERS - 1 1 0 1 - 1 -2 -2 - 1 0 .47 
410000 ACRES -2 -2 1 -2 2 -2 - 1 -3 - 1 .45 
63 INCHES PRECIP - 1 0 2 2 2 1 0 0 1 .29 
38 MIL MWH - 1 0 2 -2 0 - 1 0 -2 0 0 .39 
36 MIL R DAYS 
- 1 0 1 - 1 0 -2 0 - 1 0 .50 
5050000 F ACRES 0 - 1 - 1 -2 0 - 1 - 1 0 - 1 0 .41 
1640000 A ACRES 0 - 1 - 1 -2 1 - 1 0 0 - 1 0 .48 
5250000 FISH 0 0 - 1 0 -3 - 1 0 0 0 .35 
2500000 HUN T D D 0 0 0 0 0 -2 0 0 0 0 .37 
Environmental State II 
3.0% POP INCR -2 2 -2 -2 - 1 -3 -2 - 1 0 .07 
680000 LABORERS -2 - 1 2 - 1 -2 - 3 -3 -2 2 .40 
450000 U ACRES -3 -3 3 -3 
- 1 -3 -3 -3 -3 2 .22 
63 INCHES PRECIP - 1 0 2 2 2 1 0 0 1 .29 
42 MIL MWH -2 0 3 - 3 - 1 - 1 0 -3 0 0 · 31 
44 MIL R DAYS -2 0 2 -3 0 -3 -2 - 1 - 1 0 .28 
500DOOO F ACRES -2 - 3 -3 -3 0 -3 -2 0 -3 0 
· 12 
1590000 A ACRES -2 -3 -2 -3 1 -3 - 1 0 -2 0 .20 
5500000 FISH 0 0 2 - 1 0 -3 - 1 0 0 0 .23 
3000000 HUN T D D 0 0 0 -2 0 -3 - 1 0 0 0 .22 
Environmental State III 
1. 25% POP INCR 1 2 1 1 
620000 LABORERS 0 2 -2 0 
450000 U ACRES - 3 -3 3 -3 
66 INCHES PRECIP 3 
-2 0 1 
42 MIL MWH -2 0 3 -3 
48 MIL R DAYS -2 0 3 -3 
5000000 F ACRES -2 -3 -3 -3 
1640000 A ACRES 0 
- 1 - 1 -2 
5250000 FISH 0 0 1 - 1 
2750000 HUNT D D 0 0 0 - 1 
listed as course of action I and is presented in Table A-I O. 
For information input purposes, the actual Willamette 
plan was used as the basic plan, so that the other courses 
of action are defined in relation to it and represent 
deviations of certain aspects of the basic plan. Table A-I 0 
also lists courses of action VI and XI to demonstrate the 
procedure used for each environmental state. The remain-
ing courses of action are presented in Appendix A, Part 5. 
In the early conceptual development of PROP-
DEMM it was thought that for each course of action 
about 10 possible outcomes should be identified because a 
specific outcome could not be predicted, assuming un-
certain ty. In analyzing the alternative courses of action 
for the Willamette Basin, and then in attempting to make 
judgments concerning alternative outcomes in terms of 
the impact of a course of action on the set of values, it 
soon became evident that the determination of more than 
five possible outcomes for each course of action was not 
meaningful (see Table A-4, Course of action outcome 
matrix). Thus it was decided to limit possible outcomes 
for each course of action to five, as shown in T dble A-II 
on the following pages. 
1 2 0 1 2 0 .27 
3 2 1 -2 
- 1 · 13 
- 1 -3 -3 -3 -3 2 .22 
3 1 - 1 0 1 1 .21 
- 1 - 1 0 -3 0 0 · 31 
0 - 3 -3 - 1 -2 0 
· 14 
0 -3 -2 0 -3 0 
· 12 
- 1 0 0 
- 1 0 .48 
0 -3 - 1 0 0 ') .35 
0 -3 - 1 0 0 0 .37 
The data in Table A-ll include five possible out-
comes and their possible impacts on the set of values for 
each of five alternative courses of action associated with 
each of three environmental states. In addition, a probabil-
ity measure of the likelihood of occurrence was determined 
for each outcome. The figures in the table are the results 
of judgments of twd graduate students who have been 
associated with the Willamette research project for about 
two years. There is therefore a fair amount of uncertainty 
contained in the figures. On the other hand, during the 
judgmental process it became evident that the complexity 
of the judgments had been over-estimated. Both judges 
agreed that at the level of analysis they were working, it 
was not difficult to estimate impact values. The greatest 
difficulty was encountered in determining the probability 
estimates. 
The procedures used to gather the inpu t informa-
tion tended to follow an incremental pattern along the 
lines suggested by Braybrooke and Lindblom (I970). 
This was the case in identifying the environmental factors 
and their conditions, the environmental states, the courses 
of action, and the course of action outcomes. For 
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Table A-I0. Courses of action and environmental states. 
Course of Action I, Environmental State I 
A. Projects 
B. 
1. Storage 
2. 
a. Fifteen new reservoirs plus modification 
of existing reservoir and enlargement of 
authorized reservoir. Total investment 
cost of $318.2 million and an operation 
and management cost of $2.6 million. 
b. Thirty-five new watershed projects at a 
total investment cost of $32.5 million 
and an operation and management cost 
of $127,000. 
Structural non-storage. (No early action power 
generation project.) Total investment cost of 
$343 million and O&M cost of $4.63 million. 
a. Flood control 
b. 
1. Channel work in 17 potential small 
watershed projects. 
2. Pudding and Tualatin Rivers chan-
nel improvements. 
3. Basin-wide channel improvement 
and stabilization essential to multi-
ple purpose storage projects 
4. Channel stabilization works on 
uncontrolled streams 
Irrigation 
1. Project elements in 7 potential 
USBR projects 
2. Twenty potential SCS watershed 
projects 
c. Navigation 
1. Open channel works in Willamette 
River upstream to increase depths 
d. Recrea tion 
1. Recreation development and ex-
pansion projects for existing and 
authorized reservoirs and develop-
ment at new reservoirs. (To pro-
vide 6.3 million recreation days 
annually or about 70 percent of 
water-related recreation day 
demand.) 
Programs 
1. FishIife 
a. Fish production and stocking at invest-
ment cost of $61 million and O&M cost 
of $5.1 million. 
b. Fishing opportunity and fishennan ac-
cess at investment cost of $7.5 million 
and O&M cost of $2.1 million. 
c. Research at $.3 million. 
2. Wildlife 
a. Research, investigation, and education 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
Costs 
b. 
at $1.3 million initial cost and $.04 
million O&M cost. 
Acquisition and development at $2.8 
million investment cost and $.4 million 
O&M cost. 
Flood control 
a. Maintain and improve existing flood 
forecasting and small project construc-
tion programs and accelerate flood plain 
use regulation. 
Irrigation 
a. Maintain and administer existing irriga-
tion assistance programs. 
Land measures and watershed protection 
a. Accelerate and/or reorganization of 
existing programs at about $25 million 
total for early action. 
Navigation 
a. Maintain existing program to deal with 
case by case clearing and snagging needs. 
Recreation 
a. Schedule program activities during early 
action period at $30 million cost and 
$.35 million O&M expense. 
Water pollution control 
a. Maintain existing programs, increase 
coordination of control activities and 
accelerate at source waste treatment 
programs. 
Investment O&M 
15 Reservoirs 318.2 2.60 
Watershed 32.5 .13 
Non-storage 343.0 4.63 
Fishlife 68.8 7.20 
Wildlife 4.1 .44 
Land measures 25.0 .00 
Recreation 30.0 .35 
TOTAL: $821.6 million $15.35 million 
Course of Action VI, Environmental State II - Same as 
Course of Action I, Environmental State I, except: 
A. Projects 
1. Storage - same as course of action I, environ-
men tal state 1 
2. Structural non-storage - same as course of 
action I, environmental state I, except: 
a. Increase recreation development proj-
ects to provide an additional 10 million 
recreation days (water-related). 
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Table A-IO. (Continued). 
B. Programs - same as course of action /, environmen-
tal state /, except: 
1. Fishlife 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Costs 
Reservoirs 
Watersheds 
a. Increase fish production and stocking at 
investment cost of $100 million and 
O&M cost of $8 million. 
b. Increase fishing opportunity and fisher-
b. man access programs at an investment 
cost of $10 million and O&M cost of 
$3 million. 
c. Increase research to $.5 million. 
Wildlife 
a. Increase research, investigation, and edu-
cation to an investment cost of $3 mil-
lion and an O&M cost of $1 million. 
b. Increase acquisition and development 
programs to an investment cost of $4 
million and an O&M cost of $1 million. 
Land measures and watershed protection 
a. Increase from course of action I, en-
vironmental state I funding level to $35 
million. 
Recreation 
a. Increase recreation programs to an in-
vestment cost of $45 million and an 
O&M cost of $1 million. 
Water pollution control 
a. Expand existing programs and accelerate 
at source waste treatment programs over 
the course of action I, environmental 
state I level. 
Investment O&M 
318.2 2.60 
32.5 .13 
Non-storage 343.0 4.63 
Fishlife 100.0 8.00 
10.0 3.00 
.5 .00 
Wildlife 3.0 1.00 
4.0 1.00 
Land measures 35.0 .00 
Recreation 45.0 1.00 
TOTAL: $891.2 million $21.36 million 
Course of Action XI, Environmental State III - Same as 
Course of Action I, Environmental State I, except: 
A. Projects 
1. Storage - same as course of action /, environ-
mental state /, except: 
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2. 
a. Fourteen new reservoirs plus modifica-
tion and enlargement at investment cost 
of $297 million and an O&M cost of 
$2.43 million. 
Structural non-storage - same as course of 
action /, environmental state /, except: 
a. Increase recreation development and ex-
pansion projects to provide an addi tional 
8 million recreation days (water-related). 
b. Construction of one nuclear-thermal and 
one pumped-storage power generating 
facility at an investment cost of $600 
million. 
B. Programs - same as course of action /, environmental 
state J except: 
1. Fishlife 
2. 
3. 
a. Increase fish production and stocking to 
an investment cost of $70 million and 
an O&M cost of $6 million. 
b. Increase fishing opportunity and fisher-
man access to an investment cost of 
$10 million and O&M cost of $3.0 
million. 
c. Increase research to $1.0 million fund-
ing level. 
Wildlife 
a. 
b. 
Increase research investigation and edu-
cation to $3.0 million investment cost 
and O&M cost to $0.1 million. 
Increase acquisition and development to 
an investment cost of $5 million and an 
O&M cost of $1.0 million. 
Recreation 
a. Increase recreation program activities to 
an investment cost of $50 million and 
an O&M cost of $1 million. 
4. Water pollution control 
a. Increase monitoring and control pro-
grams by 25 percent from course of 
action I, environmental state I levels. 
Cost 
Reservoirs 
Watershed 
Non-storage 
Fishlife 
Wildlife 
Recreation 
Land measures 
TOTAL: 
Investment 
297.0 
32.5 
343.0 
600.0 
6.0 
3.0 
0.0 
.1 
1.0 
1.0 
0.0 
$18.29 
O&M 
2.43 
.13 
4.63 
.00 
70.0 
10.0 
1.0 
3.0 
5.0 
50.0 
25.0 
$1436.5 
Table A-II. Course of action outcome (CAO) matrix. 
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CAO 
1 
2 
3 
4 
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CAO 
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2 
3 
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2 
3 
4 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
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CA II 
CA III 
CA IV 
CA V 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
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, 1 
2 
3 
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2 
'3 
4 
5 
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2 
3 
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- 1 
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2 
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- 1 
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o 
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2 
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o 
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o 
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- 1 
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1 
2 
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- 1 
o 
1 
o 
1 
o 
o 
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o 
o 
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o 
2 
o 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
o 
2 
1 
o 
1 
o 
2 
2 
1 
3 
2 
- 1 
1 
2 
- 1 
2 
1 
o 
o 
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o 
- 1 
o 
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o 
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o 
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1 
- 1 
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.20 
.07 
• 15 
· 10 
.08 
.20 
.08 
• 15 
.07 
· 10 
.20 
· 10 
• 15 
.05 
• 10 
.20 
• 10 
• 15 
• 10 
.05 
.20 
· 15 
.05 
• 10 
• 10 
.20 
• 15 
.08 
.07 
• 10 
• 15 
• 15 
.05 
.05 
• 10 
.20 
• 10 
.05 
• 15 
• 10 
Table A-II. (Continued). 
CAO 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
CAO 
2 
3 
4 
5 
CAO 
2 
3 
4 
5 
CAO 
1 
Z 
3 
4 
5 
CA IX 
CA X 
CA XI 
CA XII 
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CAO 
1 
2 
3 
4 
S 
CAO 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
CA XIV 
CA XV 
CAO 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
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example, all the alternative courses of action, other than 
course of action I, represent incremental changes from 
course of action I taking into account different cost 
levels and changes in the environment. A "comprehensive" 
approach was considered, but made little conceptual 
sense. It was virtually impossible to even think in such 
terms once different environmental states and the first 
course of action were defined. The primary reason for 
this was the fact that the level of knowledge remained the 
same making the various judgments. 
To summarize, the data inputs described in this and 
the following section represent best judgments given 
certain time and resource constraints. No doubt a better 
data base could be obtained if more resources would have 
been available; if for example, a study were done that 
would involve more sophisticated survey and iudgmental 
procedures such as the DELPHI method or paired-
comparison technique. Nevertheless, it could be ventured 
that the data represent more reliable information than 
were actually available to the decision makers who 
designed the Willamette plan, due to the organization of 
the data in accordance with an explicit decision model. In 
the actual plan formulation process different individuals 
focused on specific aspects of the total plan without 
integrating their findings. The eventual plan resembles in 
effect a set of projects "stapled" together to form a plan. 
It was not feasible to analyze alternative plans and 
environmental states because of the somewhat loose 
organization of the planning effort. The programmed 
model improves somewhat on these procedures and makes 
it possible to evaluate alternatives in a more compre-
hensive form. 
Political Characteristics 
The information concerning the interest groups 
were primarily obtained through interviews and mail 
questionnaire responses. Again, it was not possible to use 
more sophisticated survey techniques because of the 
complexity of the material and time constraints. In this 
section data are provided on salience, power, affect, and 
dogmatism Since there will be no analysis on information 
and punishment-reward effects, the relevant matrices are 
not included here. 
Table A-12. Value liking and salience comparison. 
Table A-13 presents the group salience matrix. As 
might be expected, the salience vectors correspond to the 
group value vectors, although they are not interpreted to 
mean the same. Perhaps the difference in interpretation is 
best illustrated by comparing values, liking, and salience 
with respect to land use optimization as shown in Table 
A-12. Both the municipal and recreational interests have no 
strong commitment to land use optimization. Neverthe-
less, any action that affects land use is of vital importance 
to both, as expressed by a salience of 5 and 6 respectively. 
The group power vectors are presented in Table A-
14. Somewhat surprisingly, the environmentalists were per-
ceived to have considerable power, partially because 
Oregon is an environment oriented state and relatively 
sparsely populated. The same applies to the recreationists, 
who hold about as much power as the environmentalists. 
Note though that the power ratings differ considerably 
with various courses of action. This differs primarily 
because of the variation in the size of different programs 
that are included under the several courses of action. 
Generally, group power appears to increase as a 
course of action includes more programs that affect a 
particular interest group. For example, courses of action 
VII and VIII include strong environment and recreation 
oriented programs. The ability of both the environ-
men talists and recrea tionists to block those courses of 
action increase correspondingly, where they are virtually 
able to stop implementation of those courses of action 
absolutely. The same type of pattern, although to a lesser 
extent, occurs with the other interest groups and courses 
of action. 
The third political variable inputted into PROP-
DEMM is the group affect. Table A-15 lists the affect rat-
ings among the groups. The row values indicate the affects 
that group has for other groups, whil~ the column readings 
indicate the affects other groups have for the reference 
group. What is of interest here is that the environ-
mentalists and recreationists have quite cordial relations, 
whereas in many areas there exists considerable hostility 
between the two groups. The explanation is that Oregon is 
outdoor recreation oriented in terms of camping, fishing 
Value Liking Salience 
Industrial 2 7 
Municipal 5 
Agricultural 2 6 
Environmen tal 3 6 
Recreational 6 
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Table A-I3. Group salience matrix. 
Industrial Municipal Agricul tural Environmen tal Recreational 
WTRQ 3 6 2 7 7 
FLOD 5 7 6 3 4 
ECON 7 6 5 4 
ESTQ 4 2 7 6 
WTRS 7 5 7 3 4 
FISH 3 7 7 
RECR 5 3 6 7 
ENER 7 5 3 6 3 
LAND 7 5 6 6 3 
NAVI 5 3 5 2 6 
Table A-I4. Group power vectors. 
Environmen tal State I 
CAl CA II CAllI CAIV CAY 
Industrial 3 3 4 5 3 
Municipal 4 3 4 5 3 
Agricul tural 3 4 3 4 3 
Environmen tal 5 3 4 5 4 
Recreational 4 5 5 4 5 
Environmental State II 
CA VT CAVIl CA VIII CAlX CAX 
Industrial 3 5 5 4 5 
Municipal 4 6 6 5 5 
Agricul tural 3 5 5 4 3 
Environmen tal 5 7 7 5 6 
Recreational 6 6 6 5 6 
Environmen tal State III 
CAXI CAXII CA XIII CAXIV CAXV 
Industrial 5 5 5 5 4 
Municipal 6 6 5 5 5 
Agricultural 4 5 3 4 4 
Environmen tal 5 6 6 5 5 
Recreational 5 5 4 5 6 
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CHAPTER 4 
PROPDEMM ANALYSIS OF THE WILLAMETTE BASIN PLAN 
Analytical Procedure 
It is evident that the size and complexity of 
PROPDEMM allows for various and lengthy analyses of 
the several types of interactions. For example, one could 
devote considerable time and effort to an analysis of the 
relationships among the environmental conditIOns, en-
vironmental states, and alternative courses of action. It is 
therefore necessary that some focus be established con-
cerning the study of the Willamette Basin plan corres-
ponding to the requirements and objectives of this study. 
The requirements are basically two-fold. First. that useful 
information be provided demonstrating the overall 
heuristic value of PROPDEMM; and second, that pro-
cedures be identified which could be adopted by a 
decision maker who would use PROPDEMM to evaluate a 
particular policy or plan. In this chapter these will be 
accomplished by showing how PROPDEMM can be used 
to examine the social and political factors affecting choice 
among alternative courses of action or plans. usmg data 
from the Willamette Basin study as input. 
To identify the procedures that are appropriate for 
an evaluation of the social-political interactions in PROP-
DEMM it is useful to briefly consider the components that 
should enter into such an evaluation. Two basic evaluative 
questions can be distinguished in establishmg a procedural 
framework: 1) Does a proposed course of action meet a 
specified set of needs, and 2) is there an alternative course 
of action that is preferable in accordance with certain 
criteria? The procedures and analysis presented in this 
chapter will adopt an evaluative perspective of the 
Willamette plan following a focus relating to these two 
questions. Thus, using PROPDEMM, the first question can 
be analyzed in terms of the impacts affecting a given set 
of values, while the second question can be dealt with by 
comparing the alternative courses of action defined in the 
model for different environmental states. Specifically, the 
procedures listed below will be followed to demonstrate 
how the Willamette plan could be evaluated with 
PROPDEMM. 
1. For a given environmental state determine 
which course of action has the highest 
systemic political feasibility index (SPFI). 
2. With respect to the identified course of 
action, analyze and compare the group posi-
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tion vectors (CPV's) for each of the five 
possible CA outcomes. 
a. Determine the value relationships affect-
ing the CPV's. 
b. For additional information compare 
CPV's for different courses of action. 
3. Analyze and compare the positions on the 
outcome value vectors (POVV's), relating 
them to the CPV's. 
a. Determine the effects of the salience 
ratings on the POVV's. 
b. Determine the effects of aggregating the 
CPV's, comparing them to the earlier 
analyses. 
4. Analyze and compare the issue positions 
(PIP) resulting from the aggregation of the 
POVV's weighted by probabilities. 
a. Determine the effects of aggregating the 
POVV's. 
b. Analyze the influences of the proba-
bility ratings on the POVV's. 
5. Compare the non-modified issue positions 
(NSIP's) of the interest groups and analyze 
the effects of the cost factors. 
6. Compare the relative positions of the groups 
at different stages of the issue position cal-
culations, determining what factors influenced 
each group's NSIP the most. 
7. Compare the non-systemic political feasibility 
indices (NSPFI's) and analyze the effects of 
power and salience on these indices. 
8. Compare the systemic political feasibility in-
dices (SPFI's) and analyze the effects of 
interest group interactions, including issue 
differences, affect relationships and dog-
matism ratings, on these indices. 
9. Repeat the procedure with another course of 
action and compare the results of the separate 
sets of analyses. 
By following the procedures described in these nine 
steps a decision maker will be able to obtain useful 
information outlining why a specific course of action is 
more or less feasible, in terms of the values and political 
characteristics of effected interest groups. Certainly other 
procedures could be identified which would be aimed at 
the organization of other types of information, such as for 
example, the effects of environmental conditions, but for 
the purposes of this study the analysis will focus on the 
above set of steps. 
The first step in the analysis of the PROPDEMM 
output concerns the identification of the course of action 
with the highest systemic political feasibility index 
(SPFI). The SPFI represents a measure of the effectiveness 
of a course of action in meeting the perceived as well as 
the real needs of interest groups taking into account 
factors that influence the political practicality of success-
fully implementing that course of action. Once a CA has 
been identified, it is then possible to investigate exactly 
what variables contribute to its SPFI rating and the degree 
of their influence. Since values form the fundamental 
elements of the PROPDEMM interactions, the second step 
in the evaluative procedures is to focus on the most basic 
level of analysis by comparing value likings of interest 
groups with CA impacts on values. 
A comparison of the group value vector (GVV) with 
the five possible outcome value vectors (OVV's) of a 
course of action will yield five group position vectors 
(GPV's) for each interest group, representing the most 
basic PROPDEMM measures of a group's attitude toward 
a CA. An analysis of the GPV's will indicate which values 
are most important in the decision situation. The decision 
maker will not only be able to determine the points of 
contlict and congruence between a group's values and a 
CA's impacts on those values, but will also be able to 
examine possible areas of agreement and disagreement 
among the various interest groups. In addition, useful 
information can be obtained by comparing the GPV's for 
different CA's and investigating dissimilarities and the 
possible causes of those dissimilarities. This information 
can be especially useful when the effectiveness of alter-
native courses of action is evaluated. 
Each of the remaining steps of the analytical 
procedure isolates certain factors that affect the eventual 
value of the SPFI. Thus the third step focuses on the 
influence of salience ratings on the groups' positions with 
respect to the OVV's of a course of action. It also involves 
analyzing the results of aggregating the products of the 
GPV's with the salience vectors. Step 3 enables a decision 
maker to compare single numbers, the POVV's, that 
represent measures of the groups' overall attitudes toward 
possible outcomes of a course of action, taking only 
salience ratings into account. By comparing GPV's and 
POW's it is possible to determine the effects of salience 
on group attitudes toward a CA's outcome value vectors. 
The fourth step makes it possible to investigate the 
consequences of aggregating the POW's and taking into 
account probability expectations. The analysis follows the 
same pattern as that of Step 3, except that now a single 
measure is obtained of the groups' attitudes toward a 
course of action itself, rather than toward each of the 
OVV's, and that probabilities are added into the 
form ula tion. 
Steps 5 and 6 complete the analysis of the calcula-
tions that involve only the groups' own values and 
preferences without including the effects of political 
factors such as power. Step 5 examines the effect of cost 
consciousness on a group's issue position, relating this to 
the cost level of a course of action. It will then be possible 
to infer how the relative costs of different CA's have 
affected their political acceptability. Step 6 basically 
represents a comparative review of the analytical pro-
cedure, involving a tracing of each factor's influence on 
the non-systemic issue position (NSIP). At this point it 
can be determined how the different factors compare with 
each other in affecting the issue position of each group. 
For example, it might be found that cost had the greatest 
impact on the issue position of business interests, while 
aesthetic value had the most influence on the NSIP of the 
environmental group. 
The nex t step in the procedure focuses on the 
impact of power on the NSIP of a group, as modified by 
the selected salience number (SSN). The analysis deals 
with the final calculation before group interaction effects 
are taken into account. This is the determination of the 
non-systemic political feasibility index. It is important to 
study the effects of power and the SSN on the feasibility 
of a course of action, before relative power and salience 
are included in the feasibility calculations, so that the 
interaction effects of power and salience can be isolated 
when the systemic political feasibility index (SPFI) is 
determined. This is particularly evident in Step 8 when 
NSPFI's are compared with SPFI's, and when relatively 
broad judgments can be made concerning the combined 
influence of differences in issue position, affect and 
. rigidity or dogmatism. By measuring the change from 
NSPFI to SPFI a decision maker can gage the influence on 
a group's position due to other groups. The exact nature 
of the various influences at work cannot yet be measured 
in detail because of the complexity of the openness to 
change (OC) calculations which result in the SPFI. 
Nevertheless, enough information is available to draw 
some tentative conclusions concerning the role of the 
variables that enter into the OC formulation. 
The eight steps of the analytical procedure 
described so far result in a detailed analysis of the factors 
that enter into the feasibility determination of one course 
of action. This does not mean that the analysis is entirely 
confined to one course of action. At certain stages in the 
procedure it is useful to examine and compare the figures 
with respect to other CA's, but the focus remains on one 
plan. Step 9 begins the iteration of the whole procedure 
with the focus on a different CA, until all CA's have been 
investigated. Because of the length involved in a complete 
analysis, the discussion in this chapter will deal only with 
the study of two CA's to show the advantages derived 
from a comparison. The two CA's to be analyzed are 
course of action IV, the CA with the highest SPFI, and 
course of action I, which represents the plan actually 
recommended in the Willamette Basin study. 
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SPFI and group position vectors 
Using the data inputs discussed in the previous 
chapter, the output of the resulting PROPDEMM run was 
examined in accordance with the procedures described 
above. To determine the course of action that would be 
evaluated first, the SPFI matrix was examined for 
environmental state I (see Table A-I9). According to the 
programmed interactions, CA's III and V are politically 
most feasible, with CA II next and CA's I and IV last. 1 To 
demonstrate the applicability of PROPDEMM, CA III 
with the highest SPFI of 83 will be analyzed in detail and 
then some comparisons will be made with CA I, which 
represents the actual Willamette plan, with a SPFI of 73. 
The objective of the analysis will be to show what factors 
have contributed to the high SPFI of CA III. 
Table A-20 lists the group position vectors (GPV's) 
and indices, which represent the first and most primitive 
programmed relationships that provide a measure of the 
groups' attitudes toward each of the five possible out-
comes of CA III. Each number of the GPV measures the 
closeness of fit between the impact that a group would 
like to see with respect to a given value, and the impact 
that can be expected to be one of the possible results of a 
course of action. The larger the number, the closer the fit. 
For example, with respect to the value of navigation, it is 
evident that the impacts that are likely to result from CA 
III do not fit closely with the impacts that are desired by 
the industrial and environmental groups, but do come 
close to the desires of the municipal and agricultural 
IThe small difference of one point between courses of 
action III and V, and I and IV suggest certain trade-offs which 
could be found after a detailed analysis for each course of action 
as described in this chapter. 
groups. if a decision maker wants to know exactly what 
the discrepancies are he can compare the appropriate 
group value vector listed in Table A-7 with the relevant 
vectors of the course of action outcome (CAO) matrix 
listed in Table A-II. 
A considerable amount of information is presented 
in Table A-20 concerning the interests of the different 
groups that are affected by course of action III and the 
value conflicts that exist among the groups. An examina-
tion of the GPV indices and totals indicates that the 
municipal interests are best represented. Except for water 
quality, the impacts on values that are desired by the 
municipal group tend to coincide with the impacts that 
are likely to result if CA III is implemented. A comparison 
of the water quality impact numbers in Tables A-7 and A-
II shows that the municipal group desires a strong positive 
impact, but that the impact of CA III is likely to be 
neutral or small. As a matter of fact, it appears that the 
value of water quality gives the least satisfaction for all 
groups, although for different reasons. The industrialists 
and agricultural interests would wish to see less emphasis 
placed on water quality, while the other interests desire 
more emphasis. 
Evidently the values of the industrialists and en-
vironmentalists are least represented by CA III, which 
represents a pattern that appears to be true for all courses 
of action, as shown in Table A-II. This does not mean that 
their values are the same, as is indicated in Table A-7. 
Rather, their values tend to be opposed, and the alterna-
tive plans for the basin are evidently close to the center in 
terms of the impacts on values in relation to these two 
groups. This means that the interests of the municipal 
group also tend to be in the center. Table A-ll shows that 
CA III is the top choice for the municipal and agricuJ tural 
Table A-19. Systemic political feasibility index (the larger the index number, the more favorable the course of action). 
I I 
Environmental State I 
CAl CAlI CA III CAIV CAY 
SIP SAL PWR SIP SAL PWR SIP SAL PWR SIP SAL PWR SIP SAL PWR 
(PFI) (PFI) (PFI) (PFI) (PFI) 
Industrial 0.7 4.29 3 0.7 4.29 3 0.6 4. 29 4 0.5 4.29 5 0.8 4.29 3 (9. ) (B. ) (11.) (10. ) (10. ) 
Municipal O.B 5.21 4 1.1 5.21 3 0.9 5.21 4 O. 6 5.21 5 1.3 5.21 3 (lB. ) (17. ) (19. ) (16. ) (20. ) 
Agricul tural 0.9 4.40 3 0.9 4.40 4 0.9 4.40 3 O. 6 4.40 4 1.0 4.40 3 (12. ) (17. ) (12. ) (10. ) (14. ) 
Environmen tal 
0.6 5.00 5 O.B 5. 00 3 0.8 5.00 4 0.7 5.00 5 0.8 5.00 4 
(16. ) (13. ) (16. ) (lB. ) (15. ) 
Recreational 1.0 4.91 4 1.0 4.91 5 1.0 4.91 5 1.0 4.91 4 1.0 4.91 5 (19. ) (24. ) (24. ) (19. ) (24. ) 
TOTAL (73. ) (7B. ) (B3. ) (72. I (82. ) 
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Table A-20. Group position vector for course of action III, environmental state I. 
GPV's for Industrial Group 
Outcome WTRQ FLOD EGON ESTQ WTRS FISH REGR ENER LAND NAVL Total 
1 0 3 1 0 2 2 0 1 2 1 P=.20 12 
2 1 2 0 1 3 1 1 1 0 P=.10 11 
3 1 2 0 2 2 0 1 2 1 P=.15 12 
4 2 2 0 0 2 0 1 0 P=.05 9 
5 2 1 1 2 3 0 2 1 P=.10 15 
59 
GPV's for Municipal Group 
1 2 3 2 3 3 2 3 2 3 3 P=.20 26 
2 1 2 1 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 P=.10 19 
3 1 2 2 3 3 2 3 2 3 3 P=.15 24 
4 0 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 2 P=.05 15 
5 0 2 2 2 3 3 3 2 3 3 P=.10 23 
107 
GPV's for Agricultura l Group 
1 0 2 3 3 2 3 0 3 2 2 P=.20 20 
2 1 1 2 2 1 2 1 3 3 P=.10 17 
3 1 1 3 3 2 3 0 3 2 2 P=.15 20 
4 2 1 2 2 0 1 1 2 1 3 P=" 05 15 
5 2 1 3 2 2 2 0 3 2 2 F=.10 
....!..2.. 
91 
GPV's for Environmental Group 
2 2 0 1 2 1 2 0 1 0 P=.20 11 
2 1 3 1 0 3 0 0 0 1 P=.10 10 
3 1 3 0 1 2 1 2 0 1 0 P=.15 8 
4 0 3 0 2 -1 0 1 P=.05 8 
5 0 3 0 0 2 0 2 0 1 0 P=.10 8 
48 
GPV's for Recreational Groups 
1 2 2 1 3 2 
2 1 3 2 2 3 
3 1 3 1 3 2 
4 0 3 2 2 2 
5 0 3 2 2 
interests and that it represents a middle choice for the 
other groups. This probably explains why it is politically 
most feasible. 
A comparison of Tables A-19 and A-21 indicates that 
the ranking of the political support for the different 
courses of action as measured by the SPFI's coincides 
with the GPV index totals ranking. This may mean that 
the weightings of the political variables are perhaps too 
small. On the other hand, Table A-22 below shows that the 
rank ordering among the groups with respect to CA III 
shifts when the GPV index totals are compared with the 
SPFI ratings. Thus the recreational group provides more 
political support for CA III than the municipal group, 
1 
0 
1 
-1 
0 
2 2 3 P=.20 19 
1 2 2 2 P=.10 18 
2 2 3 1 . P==.15 19 
3 2 2 P==.05 16 
2 2 3 1 P=.lO 16 
88 
although the latter's values are better represented. This 
suggests that the rank ordering among the CA's is at least 
partially co-incidental. In any case, a careful and difficult 
sensitivity analysis will need to be accomplished to 
determine the exact nature of the various influences. 
Table A-20 also presents some useful information 
concerning the value conflicts that can be expected if CA 
III is implemented. Some conflict exists between at least 
two groups for each value. By comparing the information 
in Table A-20 with the salience numbers in Table A-I3 some 
of the difficult conflict areas can be identified. For 
example, high salience numbers exist for several groups in 
the value areas of economic growth, energy availability 
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Table A-21. GPV inciices (the larger the index, the more favorable the course of action). 
CA I CA II 
Industrial 68 57 
Municipal 100 95 
Agricul tural 86 87 
Environmen tal 39 54 
Recreational 79 90 
TOTALS 372 383 
and to a lesser extent navigation, while at the same time 
conflicts in GPV's can be observed. Specifically, with 
respect to economic growth some conflict can be ex-
pected between industrial and agricultural interests; 
energy availability is likely to cause the most cont1ict 
between the industrial group and the environmentalists; 
and, navigation is likely to cause some conflict between 
industrialists and the agricultural group. 
The next question that is of interest is to determine 
what insights can be obtained by comparing the group 
position vectors for course of action I with those for 
Table A-22. SPFI and GPV index totals rank order for 
course of action III. 
GPV Index SPFI 
Municipal Recreational 
Agricultural Municipal 
Recreational Environmen tal 
Environmen tal Agricul tural 
Industrial Industrial 
Environmental State I 
CA III CAIV CAY 
59 63 59 
107 107 107 
91 83 89 
48 38 50 
88 78 86 
393 369 391 
course of action III. What are the value differences that 
have resulted in the respective political feasibility indices 
for the two different plans? That is, what makes the plan 
represented by course of action III more favored than the 
plan represented by course of action I? Table A-23 lists the 
group position vectors for course of action 1. By compar-
ing this table with Table A-20, some tentative answers to 
the above questions can be proposed. 
In comparing course of action I with course of 
action III, it should be noted that the difference between 
the two respective systemic political feasibility indices is 
relatively large. As shown in Table A-19, the difference 
amounts to 10 points along a 100-point scale. The 
difference between the GPV indices, listed in Table A-2] is 
relatively smaller-21 points along a 750-point scale-
indicating that factors entering into the calculations at 
later stages will tend to magnify the inequality. The 
comparison of Tables A-20 and A-23 immediately shows 
that except for the industrial group, all interests favor plan 
III over plan I, especially the environmentalists and the 
recreationists. This means that the impacts likely to result 
from course of action III correspond more to the 
preferred impacts of most of the groups than do the 
impacts that are the probable outcomes of course of 
action I. 
Table A-24 compares the two courses of action with 
respect to the areas of agreement that exist between value 
preferences and course of action impacts. This table was 
derived by summing the numbers associated with each 
value concept for a given group. and then comparing the 
sums for the two courses of action. For example, the two 
sums of the industrial group position vector values with 
respect to water quality are 6 and 8 respectively for 
course of action III and course of action I. This indicates 
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Table A-23. Group position vectors for course of action I, environmental state I. 
GPV·S for Industrial Group 
Outcome WTRQ FLOD ECON ESTQ WTRS FISH RECR ENER LAND NAVL Total 
1 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 1 
1 
o 
2 
o 2 2 -1 o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
2 1 P=.20 
P=.07 
P=.15 
P=.10 
P=.08 
11 
16 
14 
10 
17 
2 
3 
4 
5 
o 
2 
1 
2 
2 
o 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
2 
1 2 
2 1 
o 
2 2 
68 
GPV· s for Municipal Group 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
3 
2 
2 
3 
3 
2 
2 
1 
3 
2 
3 3 2 2 3 
2 
3 
2 
3 
3 
2 
3 
3 
2 
P=.20 23 
-1 
o 
2 
o 
1 3 2 2 P=.07 16 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
1 
2 
2 
3 
.2 
P=.15 18 
P=.10 24 
P=.08 ....!.L 
100 
GPV·s for Agricultural Group 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
2 3 
3 
2 
2 
3 
3 2 3 -1 2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
2 P=.20 
P=.07 
P=.15 
P=.10 
P=.08 
19 
16 
18 
16 
17 
86 
3 
2 
o 
2 
2 1 
2 3 2 
2 2 
2 
3 2 
2 
2 
1 
o 
GPV·s for Environmental Group 
2 
3 
3 
2 
2 
o 
o 
1 
1 2 1 3 1 
o 
o 
-1 
o 
o 
-1 
P=.20 
P=.07 
P=.15 
P=.10 
P=.08 
12 
3 
9 
11 
4 
39 
2 
3 
4 
5 
-1 
o 
2 
o 
-1 2 -1 1 
-1 2 1 
-1 
o 
1 
-1 
2 
2 
2 
-1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
() 
GPV· s for Recreational Group 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
1 
-1 
o 
2 
o 
2 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
o 
1 
3 
1 
1 
3 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
that the impacts on water quality resulting from plan I are 
more agreeable to the industrialists than the impacts 
resulting from plan III. Thus a comparison of Tables A-20 
and A-23 allows the decision maker or researcher to 
determine precisely what values are involved in the 
preferences of interest groups for alternatives. This in-
formation can be very valuable if a plan is to be modified 
to become politically more acceptable. 
Table A-24 shows that the interests of the industrial-
ists are almost completely opposed to those of the 
environmentalists and recreationists in advocating either 
course of action I or course of action III for implementa-
tion. The municipal and agricultural interests are less 
clearly defined, which is in accordance with the smaller 
GPV index differences between the two courses of action 
for these two groups. The pattern of preferences clearly 
indicates why course of action III is more acceptable 
politically, and also shows the likely areas of conflict. 
1 
-1 
1 
2 
-1 
3 
1 
1 
2 
1 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
3 
2 
3 
1 
o 
1 
a 
P=.20 20 
P=.07 11 
P=.15 17 
P=.10 19 
P=.08 12 
79 
Opposing coalitions are evident with respect to water 
quality, flood control and energy development measures. 
When the content of the two plans is compared it is seen 
that course of action III involves the construction of 
fewer reservoirs and structural non-storage projects than 
course of action I, but places more emphasis on power 
generation and land use measures. The combined effect of 
these differences results in the greater feasibility of course 
of action III, since the environmentalists and recreation-
ists are only opposed to the additional construction of 
power generating facilities, which is favored by the other 
groups. Given the additional fact that environmentalists 
and recreationists represent influential groups in the 
Willamette Basin, the greater feasibility of course of 
action III is easily explained. 
Simply on the basis of an analysis of the GPV's the 
indications at this point are that the Willamette plan 
would be more acceptable in terms of the values of the 
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Tahle 1\-24. Comparison of l'Ollrst' of action I with CQlIrSt' of actioJl III cOl1cl'rnillg areas of agrecl1ll'll' befwl'l'll vallll' 
preferences aJ1d course of action impact'i.a 
-
._-
---
---
VA LU I'~S 
Interest WTRQ FLaD ECaN ESTQ WTRS FISH RECR E'NER LA N D NA V 1 
--
Groups I III I III I III I III I III I III I III J III I III r III 
--
Industria L X X X X a a x 
Municipal a x X a X a a a 
Agricultura 1 X X a x a a 
-----
Environrnenta a a a a x a 
Recreationa L a a a a x a 
--'--
x = Course of action I is preferred by group in re Lation to the given va Lue. 
a = Course of action III is preferred by group in relation to tlw given valuE'. 
a If the difference between the two courses of action is I point or Less no preference is indicated. 
identified grullps, 11 stora~c ~llld stlllctural tloll-stnragc 
prolects would be ledlll:ed ill Older to IIll'leaSe POWCI 
gCIlf'ratlllg capahJlit~. and 11 an ill('le;lsl'd el1lph;I"IS wcre 
pla\ed on land lise llleaSII1l'S, f'hc'\(' illdl(all(llls Jo Iwt 
take otlll'r factors IJ1to aC~'(lullt. SIl(1l as ((lst and "alience. 
so that further analysis is lIeCeSS;J1Y' hll examplc. coulse 
oj actioll III is l1l()f"e costly despite till' rctiuction ill 
reselvoil construction because of the cx-pensc of Ihe 
p(IWer ~cl1eratiJ1g facilities. The acccptability ()f such 
facilities depends Ull the salience values. (ost COllscious· 
ness. and power of t he various groups. In the t()llowing 
section the effects of some of thcse brtms will I'll' 
examincd to obtain 1I10re insights about the acccp 1ahJ1ity 
and relative feasibilItv of courses of action I and III 
Group positions on outcomes (POVV's) 
and partial issue positions 
An analysis of the group positions on the alternative 
outcomes for each course of action (POVV's) can show 
what effects salience has on the issue positions. The 
POVV's are obtained by aggregating the GPV indices for a 
particular outcome and modifying each GPV value by a 
salience factor, as discussed in Chapter 2.2 Thus the 
POVV's include a measure of value significance in 
addition to a measure of the degree of liking. The results 
of the POVV calculations arc presented in Table A-2S 
which lists the group positions with respect to alternative 
outcomes for each course of action together With the 
probability associated with each outcome. I::ach of the 
i 
POVV = ---
3 - (GPV\,. x Salience".) 
] 1 
10 
values ill Illl' tahle ]\ an aggregation of a grollp position 
vector for ;1 givell C(lltrse of ;ll'tion outcollle Il1odil'icd by 
salience hn (,X;]11111Ic, the value "4.4" listed IInder 
POVV ~ for the indllstrial grollp and course of act inn I, 
aggreg;lles the illdllstlial grollil position vcctO] listed for 
outcO\ll(.? 3 in T;lhle ;\-23. 
The crfect of salience on the POVV's \, ;111 he 
examined throllgh a relative l'omparisoJ1 of CPV tntals 
and POVV's for each outcome Table A-~b lists the (;PV 
totals and POVV's fOI the outcomes or cpurses of act ion I 
and III. Relatively, thc differences bctwcen the two types 
of values is due solely to the salience factor. whik the 
absolute Ilumerical difference is due to a cOllversion 
factor. as explained in the l'omlllcn ts in the prngram 
statements. The effed of salience can be quite significant, 
as is demonstrated by some Ill' the pronounced changes 
from GPV to POVV values that call he Identified in Table 
A-26. For example. a revel sal in rank order alllOng 
outcome preferences can be Iloted for the enviwlllllL'ntal 
and recreational groups for course of action I. while 
significant relative changes can be ohserved fOI the 
environmental group with respect to course of adi()n Ill. 
The CPV totals for outcomes 3, 4, and 5 of COUI SL' of 
action III are the same, while the POVV totals differ 
considcrably, the index for outcome 3 being nearly Illple 
that of outcome 4. Other important cffects can ab\' be 
identified. but they arc not as pronounced, 
Another comparison importanl to the analysis ]s 
that among the courses of aetinn. As was shown in Table 
A-JG. course of action HI was politically 1110st feasihle. 
followed by courscs of action V, II. I. and IV. This rallk. 
order is the same 1'01 the GPV totals. but as is shO\\ 11 111 
Table A-,2C. this is 110t the l';lse with the POVV indl'\ 
totals. l\ldicating thaI the salience vari;lhk is having S(1I1H' 
A 4.~ 
Table A-25. Group positions with respect to alternative outcomes for each course of action (ESI). 
Industrial POVVI P POVV2 P POVV3 P POVV4 P POVV5 P POVV Total 
CA 
CA 2 
CA 3 
CA 4 
CA 5 
Municipal 
CA 1 
CA 2 
CA 3 
CA 4 
CA 5 
Agricul tural 
CA 1 
CA 2 
CA 3 
CA 4 
CA 5 
Environmen tal 
CA 1 
CA 2 
CA 3 
CA 4 
CA 5 
Recreational 
CA 1 
CA 2 
CA 3 
CA 4 
CA 5 
4.9 .20 
4.5 .20 
SA .20 
4.9 .20 
SA .20 
IDA .20 
10.2 .20 
12.0 .20 
11.3 .20 
12.0 .20 
8.2 .20 
7.9 .20 
8.7 .20 
7.1 .20 
8.7 .20 
5.9 .20 
5.6 .20 
5.8 .20 
6.2 .20 
5.8 .20 
8.8 .20 
8.5 .20 
8.5 .20 
9.0 .20 
8.5 .20 
5.7 .07 
4.7 .08 
3.4 .10 
3.2 .10 
4.1 .15 
7.0 .07 
10.6 .08 
8.1 .10 
6.4 .10 
8.7 .15 
6.3 
8.5 
6.7 
5.5 
7.2 
.07 
.08 
.10 
.10 
.15 
0.0 .07 
8.0 .08 
3.4 .10 
0.6 .10 
3.3 .15 
3.5 .07 
8.7 .08 
6.8 .10 
3.7 .10 
6.5 .15 
404 .15 5.1 .10 
2.9 .15 3.2 .07 
5.2 .15 2.2 .05 
5.4 .15 3.7 .10 
8.1 .05 5.0 .10 
7.7 .15 11.6 .10 
6.9 .15 5.7 .07 
10.7 .15 6.4 .05 
9.8 .15 7.2 .10 
10.6 .05 10.8 .10 
7.4 .15 7.0 .10 
6.8 .15 5.4 .07 
8.2 .15 5.5 .05 
7.3 .15 5.5 .10 
7.9 .05 7.9 .10 
3.0 .15 6.0 .10 
3.6 .15 1.4 .07 
5.4 .15 1.9 .05 
4.2 .15 1.8 .10 
7.7 .05 4.8 .10 
6.2 .15 9.0 .10 
7.1 .15 5.3 .07 
8.2 .15 5.3 .05 
7.0 .15 4.9 .10 
7.8 .05 7.7 .10 
6.1 .08 
4.2 .10 
5.7 .10 
7.3 .05 
2.9 .10 
8.7 .08 
7.9 .10 
9.8 .10 
12.8 .05 
6.9 .10 
7.4 .08 
6.5 .10 
7.8 .10 
7.4 .05 
6.2 .10 
1.0 .08 
2.6 .10 
3.3 .10 
5.3 .05 
2.2 .10 
4.0 .08 
6.0 .10 
6.2 .10 
7.8 .05 
5.7 .10 
26.2 
19.5 
21.9 
24.6 
25.5 
45.4 
41.3 
47.0 
47.5 
49.0 
36.3 
35.1 
36.9 
32.8 
37.9 
15.9 
21.2 
19.8 
18.1 
23.8 
31.5 
35.6 
35.0 
32.4 
36.2 
Table A-26. Comparison of GPV totals with POVV's for each course of action outcome. 
Industrial 
Municipal 
Agricultural 
Environmen tal 
Recreational 
11 
4.9 
23 
IDA 
19 
8.2 
12 
5.9 
20 
8.8 
Course of Action I Ou tcome 
234 
16 
5.7 
16 
7.0 
16 
6.3 
3 
0.0 
11 
3.5 
14 
4.4 
18 
7.7 
18 
7.4 
9 
3.0 
17 
6.2 
10 
5.1 
24 
11.6 
16 
7.0 
11 
6.0 
19 
9.0 
5 
17 
6.1 
19 
8.7 
17 
7.4 
4 
1.0 
12 
4.0 
*The top numbers are the GPV totals; the bottom numbers are the POVV's. 
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12 
5.4 
26 
12.0 
20 
8.7 
11 
5.8 
19 
8.5 
Course of Action III Outcome 
2 3 4 
11. 
3.4 
19 
8.T 
17 
6.7 
10 
3.4 
18 
6.8 
12 
5.2 
24 
10.7 
20 
8.2 
8 
5.4 
19 
8.2 
9 
2.2 
15 
6.4 
15 
5.5 
8 
1.9 
16 
5.3 
5 
15 
5.7 
23 
9.8 
19 
7.8 
8 
3.3 
16 
6.2 
Table A-27. Comparison of POVV and GPV indices. 
CA I CA II 
Industrial 26.2 19.5 68 57 
Municipal 45.4 41.3 100 95 
Agricultural 36.3 35.1 86 87 
Environmen tal 15.9 21.2 39 54 
Recreational 31.5 35.6 79 90 
155.3 152.7 
372 383 
significant effects. The effect of salience. without taking 
other factors into account, is to make course of action Y 
by far the most desirable policy. It appears that for all 
groups course of action V is most desirable at the level of 
POVV calculations, but major changes are particularly 
evident for the industrial and environmental groups, and 
to a lesser extent for the municipal group. For these 
groups the differences in POW totals from course of 
action II to course of action V are 3.6, 4.0, and 2.0 
respectively, or percentage changes ranging from about 5 
to 20 percent, while the CPV totals are the same for the 
industrial and municipal groups and differ only about 2 
percentage points for the environmentalists. To under-
stand the underlying factors that contributed to the 
differences between CPY and POVV indices for course of 
action II and course of action V, it is necessary to 
examine the salience matrix (Table A-23) as well as the 
CVV (Table A-7) and the nature of the two courses of 
action outcomes (Table A-II). As an example it is useful 
to focus on the industrial and environmental groups. 
The question of interest at this point is why there 
are relatively large differences between the POW's of 
courses of action III and V for the industrial and 
environmental groups, while there are no such differences 
for the CPV totals with respect to the same courses of 
action. The easiest way to answer this question is to 
identify the exact impact differences between the two 
alternative plans for each outcome and value as shown in 
Table A-28. It can be immediately observed that the total 
pattern of impacts is more positive for the first six values 
with respect to course of action V, which shows a total 
change of +14. A glance at Table A-7 indicates that the 
industrialists would dislike the shifts with respect to 
WTRQ, ESTQ, RECR, and NAVI, while the environmen-
talists oppose only the change pertaining to ECON, but 
support all the other positive impact changes. It might be 
expected that the industrialists would prefer course of 
A-4S 
CAllI CAIY CAY 
21.9 24.5 25.5 
59 63 59 
47.0 47.5 49.0 
107 107 107 
36.9 32.8 37.9 
91 83 89 
19.8 18.1 23.8 
48 38 50 
35.0 32.4 36.2 
88 78 86 
160.6 155.3 172.4 
393 369 391 
action III, but it turns out that the changes with respect 
to the values of recreation and navigation are small, and 
that in addition water quality and aesthetic quality have a 
low salience for the industrial group, while economic 
development has a high salience. For the environ-
mentalists, economic development in the basin has a low 
salience, while water quality, aesthetic quality, and fish 
and wildlife have high saliences. This explains to a 
significant extent why the two groups prefer course of 
action V. 
Concerning the effects of aggregation, it can be 
observed (Tables A-25 and A-27) that aggregation of the 
various sets of numbers in the PROPDEMM simulation in 
effect results in the resolution of trade-offs. To what 
extent such resolution is accurate depends in part on the 
validity of the PROPDEMM formulas and the additivity 
properties of the functions contained in the POVV and 
other calculations. In any case, continued research should 
help establish the more exact nature of the functions or 
relationships involved. For the present, the PROPDEMM 
formulas, although perhaps not as precise as might be 
desired, serve to aid in policy analysis as demonstrated. In 
addition, there appear to be no constraints in the 
simulation that would prevent the incorporation of more 
precise formulas in PROPDEMM when their character-
istics are determined. 
After the salience weightings have been added to the 
calculations, the PROPDEMM procedure next takes the 
probability expectations into account. The formula used 
to do so is described in Chapter 2.3 At thjs stage the 
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· a ~A able A-28. Comparison of impacts for courses of action III and V, envIronmental state I. 
Total 
Change 
from CA 
WTRQ FLOD ECON ESTQ WTRS FISH RECR ENER LAND NAVI p III to V 
CA III Ou tcome 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 .20 0 CAV Outcome 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 .20 
CA III Outcome 2 0 0 0 1 J 0 0 .10 +1 CAY Outcome 2 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 .15 
CA III Outcome 3 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 .15 +10 CAY Outcome 3 2 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 2 .05 
CA III Outcome 4 0 1 0 0 0 -1 1 0 0 0 .05 +10 CAY Outcome 4 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 0 0 0 .10 
CA III Outcome 5 0 1 0 2 0 2 1 1 1 .10 
·7 CAY Outcome 5 0 0 0 1 -1 1 0 0 0 .10 
Total change from 
CA III to V +2 +2 +4 +2 +2 +2 +1 0 0 -1 +14 
aCircled pairs indicate a difference in impact, while the numbers in the margins reneet a positive or negative change in total impact 
for each outcome and value. 
POVV values are weighted by the probability factors and 
further aggregated so that one index number is presented 
for each course of action and group, as shown in Table 
A-29. Interestingly, the matrix shows that there has been 
another cancellation effect due to the probabilities, 
because now the environmentalists and business groups 
show no preference between course of action III and 
course of action V. A close examination of Table A-28 
shows why this is the case. The difference in probability 
weighting for outcome 3, course of action III, compared 
to that of course of action V is relatively higher than the 
weighting for outcome 4, course of action V, compared to 
course of action III, so that even though the overall 
pattern of impacts is favorable to course of action V (Le., 
+ 14), the probabilities cancel the effect as far as the 
industrial and environmental groups are concerned. At the 
same time, the changes that have occurred for the other 
groups have reversed the pattern of positions once again. 
Table A-29. Partial issue position indices-courses of 
action I to V, environmental state I. 
CA I CA II CA III CAIV CAY 
Industrial .61 .46 .57 .57 .57 
Municipal 1.11 1.01 1.22 1.14 1.00 
Agricultural .90 .86 .97 .79 .96 
Environmen tal .46 .53 .54 .47 .54 
Recreational .83 .88 .90 .82 .88 
TOTALS: 3.91 3.74 4.20 3.79 3.95 
Now course of action III is most i favored while course of 
action V ranks second (see Tabl'e A-3J). The analysis of 
the probability weightings in this section is important 
because it provides feedback information to decision 
makers in formulating policies that would affect impacts. 
Thus a policy maker could implement certain activities 
and programs that would be designed to increase the 
probabilities of certain outcomes. This would give the 
values of interest groups more weight and leave the 
feasibility of a course of action less susceptible to chance. 
Final issue positions and political feasibilities 
After incorporation of the probability weightings in 
the computations, the final phase toward determination 
of the political feasibility indices begins. At this stage the 
final issue positions are calculated, both from a non-
systemic and an interactive perspective, which are then 
used to formulate the non-systemic and systemic political 
feasibility indices. The information represertted by these 
indices gives the analyst or decision maker a final 
accounting which he can use to choose and implement a 
plan or begin modification of alternative proposed plans . 
The non-systemic issue position (NSIP) is computed 
from the partial issue position (PIP) by adding cost effects 
as described in Chapter 2 and Appendix B (program 
documentation). That cost effects have a significant 
impact can be readily seen in Table A-31 , which lists the 
index totals and rank ordering at different stages in the 
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Tahle A ·30. Cost 01 alternative plans with kast cost 
rank ordering. 
-- ----_._--_._-
Costs (i1l millions of dolhns) 
Invest- Least Cost 
men t O&M Total Rank 
--------
_ .. _-------- ._._-_. -------_. 
Course of action I 821.6 15.35 836.95 ~ 
Course of action II 716.9 14.27 731.17 I 
Course of action III 951 q 14.43 966.33 4 
Course pf achot1 IV 1327 q 14.46 1342.36 5 
Course of action V 751 Q 14.42 766.32 2 
---------- ----- -------
Tahle A-31. Comparison of the partial issue position in-
dices (upper numhers) with the non-s~lstel11ic 
______ ~~~.£..~sition_il!~i_~e~ _____ . _______ _ 
CAl CA II CA III CAIV CA V 
--- ------------------ - -----
Indllstrial 
.(ll 46 .57 .57 .57 
.51 .47 .48 .32 .58 
MUllicipal I 11 101 1.22 1.14 1.00 
.86 1.02 .87 .57 1.20 
Agricul1mal .90 .86 
.97 .79 .96 
75 .86 .78 .44 .93 
Em ironlllCIl ta I .46 53 .54 .47 .54 46 53 .55 .48 .55 
Reneational 
,R~ .88 .90 .82 . 88 
.83 89 .90 .82 . 88 
3.91 3.74 4.20 3.79 3.95 Totals 3.35 3.77 3.58 2.63 4.14 
calculation process. Some fairly radical changes can be 
observed between the PIP and NSIP indices (\)Urse 01 
action 111 shifts from being most favored to third. while 
course of action 11 changes in rank order from fifth t() 
second. The reason for these shifts is readily apparenl 
whcn it is seen in Table A-30 that plan 1I represents the 
least expcnsive course of act ion. while plan Y lS second in 
least cost Although course of action III is considerably 
more expensive than courses of action I. 11. and V. It is 
most feasible in terms of the SPFI. indicating that the 
political interactions are 110t dominated solely hy cost 
considerations. 
Tahle A-31 provides a more detailed picture of the 
positional shifts that occur for each group as the cost 
variables arc taken into account, showing an ex tremely 
in teresting pattern. By examining the course of action 
cosl levels (Table A-]7) and the groups' cost con-
schlusness (Table A- 18) and relating these to the figures in 
Tablc A-31. some findings emerge that appear consistent 
wilh intuitive expectations. The courses of action that 
show the most siglllficant positional shifts arc L III and 
pal ticularly IV. which havc a relatively higher C(lst level 
than courses of action II and V. Course of action 11 shows 
litt Ic change. while course of action V changes t(' a lesser 
degree than the other courses of action. The positional 
shifts that occur arc almost entirely due to the three 
groups with higher cost consciousness, the industrial 
1l11lllicipal. ;mu agrll dtural III I ('I"es1<;, wlllk the enVlrllll-
mcnlalists and recre(llHmists h,lldly shilled thcir positions. 
h.H ex.llllple. the I\lOSt radltal shill Ill'CUIS 1"01 thc 
lllunicipal group with the highl'<;t cosl 1 . 'llllSciotl<;IW<;S \\'Ilh 
rl'specl to (qurs(' (If ;Iction IV. and WIth the 11Igill'sI (1\<;1 
levcl rile flndlllgs Ihus sllh<;lanliall' P1\1jl1lS1111l1l 
confirming the aCl'lIl;tI'y of the IlJalhl'lll<ltkal hlllllltiatllllls 
111 the silllUI;ttioll 
Till' NSIP is ow of the 11lJ"(~e Illajor variables thaI is 
Ilsed t\\ cOlllpllll' till' non-s\"slclllil' p()litlcal fcasihl1i1y 
index as discussed ill Chap1l' I ,~. lhc 1111]('1" lW(l varia hie's 
bcing !1(1\\,(' I and lhe <;clectcd <;.dicIlCc 1l1l111bcr (SSN). l'hc 
dillell'Il(C 11elwccn Ihe nOIl·S\ "tcmir and systcl1lil' pCI 
spectlv('s IS expressed by the Ilpellncss 11) change 1;ll'I\\\ 
(0(') which is added to t1l(' NSIP 10 delenllllH' 11Ie 
S\ stelnie issue posil jllll.4 The Ilpenlle,s 10 change III d 1'\ . 
rl'j.,cselltillg a shift III the Iwsitioll of a glOllp dill' III 
polillcal intnac1loJl effects wilh other g1"\lUps. is thl' lasl 
variah Ie added to the compul a 1 lonal plocedurcs t (I d('1 cr-
llline th'c 1'lllal systelll1C politk;ll feasihilily l)f a (OIlIS(, 1)1' 
action Thus 1 he cPllsideratjun of I he or cffects 1'\\111 
plctes the CDUlse \)f actioll fcaslhilily an<.llysls 1'(\1' 
PROPDEMI\1. T:lhk \-32 lisl<; thc or 11ldices 1'(11 <.';Il'h 
gl()UP and thc C()llIS("<; ofaclioll oft,l1viJllll111ent:d SLI11' I 
The openlless tIl change factol can 1H' expccted til 
he particularly illl)wllant in s1fllati()IlS that arc ])1)1:II1/I.'d . 
where dillclence" 31l1lmg varil11ls groups :ne accl'Jlllt.III.'d . 
and where various l'llUrses 01 action would be St\l1\lf.~h 
opposed ()1 favored by difll'rent groups. As C:IIl he 
inferred fW1l1 Table A-32. tillS is not lhe ca~c 111 Ihl' 
Wil1amette Basin Since the Wi11amette plans all' hasll';dlv 
water devcl()pl1ll'nt plans, th(,y are 011 the wlh)ic Slip 
ported by all grou ps, al th(1ugh spcri fil: ClemI'll Is ,III.' 
opposed As a result the pattern of shifts 1.1\1(' tIl 
interactIOn cffects is completely pOSltive. if adnlilledl", 
very small lor the municipal group It is possihle 11wl 
relativc changes could alter til<.' rank. I.'rdering oj alll'lll:l 
tive policies. but again, thi~ is lHlt lhe case III till' 
Willamette situation The reaSl ll1S for tillS are V;l1ll'd ;Illd 
Table A-32. Openness to change indices. 
------
---_. __ ._-
------- ---- -
CA I CA II CA III CAIY l'A Y 
--.------
Industrial .20 .19 .15 .14 11.) 
Municipal .05 .04 .05 .04 .O() 
Agncultural .13 .09 14 12 L~ 
Environmen tal .18 .3] 25 23 ' , 
Recreational .] 2 .O~ 10 15 n~ 
TOTALS .68 .71 .69 .68 h 
----_._---_.-
4 AFI·!\t;.CX; \ SS:\O(,"\ P\\ R(ll, 
In IH-;.~)(; \ SS;\ R(. \ T)\\ I{ RI. 
OC RG .OG = 
SIP NSIP + ()(. 
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not easily identified; however, the fact that the power 
distribution (see Table A-14) is balanced and that the 
alternative courses of action are broadly similar likely goes 
a long way in explaining the OC pattern shown in the 
table. The relatively large OC shifts for the environmental 
and industrial groups are probably due to the combined 
influence of the other groups, since the industrialists and 
environmentalists have the lowest NSIP indices. This 
implies that the Willamette political situation encourages a 
movement toward consensus. The results of adding the 
OC values to the NSIP matrix are presented in Table A-33, 
yielding the SIP matrix. There is no change in rank 
ordering from NSIP to SIP. 
Table A-33. The systemic issue position indices. 
CA I CAlI CA III CAIV CAY 
Industrial .71 .66 .63 .45 .77 
Municipal .84 1.07 .92 .62 1.26 
Agricultural .88 .95 .92 .56 1.05 
Environmen tal .64 .85 .80 .70 .77 
Recreational .95 .97 1.00 .97 .96 
TOTALS 4.02 4.50 4.27 3.30 4.81 
Summary 
The final calculations in PROPDEMM involve the 
determination of the political feasibility indices, com-
bining issue position, salience and power variables at an 
aggregate level, as described in Chapter 2. Table A-34 
includes the NSPFI and SPFI index totals and provides an 
overview of the different stages that occur in the political 
feasibility calculations, together with the rank ordering at 
each stage. The information shows that the actual Willam-
ette plan has a lower priority compared to the other plans, 
and that courses of action II and V in particular are 
generally most favored. Various shifts occur at different 
stages that sometimes tend to cancel each other's impacts; 
in fact, the rank ordering of the GPV totals, representing 
the first step in the computations, is the same as that of 
the SPFI's, the last step in the procedures. However, the 
pattern of shifts at each stage of the calculations indicates 
that each variable does have a measurable effect on the 
feasibility of a plan as explained in the analysis of this 
chapter. 
The information that is derived from the PROP-
DEMM output is considerable and can be particularly 
useful in evaluating and modifying various alternative 
poliCies to bring them closer in alignment with the 
interests of the public. The analysis has shown that the 
PROPDEMM simulation of the policy process is highly 
useful in identifying underlying values and factors that 
affect the position of different interest groups. The level 
of detail that can be achieved would be virtually im-
possible without this type of model. The analysis has 
demonstrated that considerable information is made 
available in the programmed output that can lead to 
insights that could otherwise not be obtained. In addition, 
the analytical procedure presented here is only one of 
several. Other policy aspects could also be analyzed and 
appropriate analytical procedures developed for them. For 
example, a detailed examination of the relationships 
among environmental impacts, courses of action and 
political interests would also provide valuable insights. 
Finally, the questions that were posed in the initial 
discussion in this chapter were answered in detail. It can 
be concluded that the Willamette plan (course of action I) 
is one that meets the needs of most groups, but that 
better alternatives are available. On the whole, the analysis 
of the Willamette study recommendations indicates that 
the plan is remarkably comprehensive in physical terms 
but lacks a concern with social and aesthetic values. It 
suggests that consideration 0(' alternatives should be 
emphasized more and that the use of information manage-
ment techniques and simulations should be encouraged. 
Tentatively, it can be determined that the values of 
environmentalists and recreationists appear to be least 
represented in the plan, but this is in part due to the high 
expectations and demands that have been made by these 
groups, particularly by the environmentalists. In terms of 
the values and interests of all the groups in the basin, the 
Willamette plan would be improved if activities and 
programs would be more in accord with the measures 
expressed in courses of action III and V. 
Table A-34. Index totals and rank ordering at different stages of the computational procedure.a 
GPV POW PIP NSIP SIP NSPFI SPFI 
Course of Action I 372(4) 155.3(3/4) 3.91(3) 3.33(4) 4.02(4) 61.(4) 73.(4) 
Course of Action II 383(3) 152.7(5) 3.74(5) 3.77(2) 4.50(2) 67.(3) 78.(3) 
Course of Action III 393(1) 160.6(2) 4.20(1) 3.58(3) 4.27(3) 70.(2) 83.(1 ) 
Course of Action IV 369(5) 155.3(3/4) 3.79(4) 2.63(5) 3.30(5) 57.(5) 72.(5 ) 
Course of Action V 391(2) 172.4(1) 3.95(2) 4.14(1) 4.81(1) 71.(1) 82.(2) 
aRank order is given in parentheses. 
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CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSION 
The Utility of Simulations 
The major contribution made in this study consists 
in the application and development of concepts and a 
structured theoretical framework within which it is 
possible to design a computer simulation that can be used 
to evaluate and study policy alternatives. The worth of a 
simulation such as PROPDEMM is perhaps best discussed 
in a context that describes the utility of simulations in 
general. It is therefore appropriate to present a brief 
overview of the major arguments that have been advanced 
concerning the value and applicability of simulations. 
particularly in the study of politics, and to show how 
PROPDEMM fits in this context. Basically the arguments 
that have been made are related to the following 
observations: 
1. Large quantities of data can be more easily 
analyzed and managed. 
2. Different aspects of the referent system can 
be selectively studied. 
3. Assumptions about the referent system can be 
tested, modified, and re-tested. 
4. The study of the referen t system may be 
accomplished more economically by using 
simulation techniques than by observing 
actual phenomena. 
5. Simulated processes provide an element of 
safety which is absent in real world decisions. 
6. Simulations can be extremely helpful as 
heuristic devices that familiarize users with 
detailed aspects and elements of complex 
structures and processes, and encourage the 
explicit consideration of factors that might 
otherwise be neglected. 
Most of the above-mentioned observations, and 
others deriving from the use of simulation methods have 
been discussed on several occasions by different authors in 
the simulation literature. The comments listed here are 
particularly relevant to the present study. Of course, there 
are also various drawbacks and difficulties that are 
peculiar to simulations, including primarily validity prob-
lems, but an awareness of these weaknesses by the user 
would insure that the benefits of simulations far outweigh 
their costs. Generally, the adaptability and versatility of 
simulations has been long recognized outside the social 
sciences, in such areas as biology, medicine, and engineer 
ing. This study represents an attempt to further demon-
strate the utility of simulations in studying policy making 
and planning. 
Although quite a few different opinions exist 
concerning definitions of simulations, there is a basic 
at" cement that a simulation is a model of a system. To 
lead into a discussion concerning the various applications 
of computer simulation techniques to policy analysis, it is 
useful to begin with an excellent analysis of the term by 
John McLeod (I972): 
The ter III si mula tiol! l~ generally used to cover 
Illodeling, simulation, and gaming. Current usage, 
however, suggest" that more properly, modeling 
should refer to tile gathering and structuring of data 
in such a way that the valucs of the parameters, the 
initialized valuc, of the variables, and their inter-
relations are formalized. The models may be con-
ceptual, physical, mathematical, or computerized-or 
a concurrent or progressive combination of these. 
The term ~imulation strictly speaking should be 
reserved to mean the use of a model to carry out 
"e x periments" specifically de sib'11ed to study 
selected aspects of the simulated, i.e., the real world 
or hypothesized system that has been modeled. 
The significant aspect of a simulation, as emphasized by 
McLeod and also Coplin and Verba, is that it represents an 
operating model of a system (( oplin, 1964). The power of 
computer and other simulations as research and decision 
instruments derives from this property. 
The use of an operating model in the form of a 
computer simulation represents a powerful technique in 
the study of policy alternatives that can be adopted to 
analyze and genera-i.e new information, as shown in the 
previous chapter, to serve as a tool for decision makers 
and researchers. The study of today's complex policy 
problems and the determination of the consequences of 
proposed policies involve the integration and syntheSIS of 
large quantities of data. The mass of informatIOn i~ 
overwhelming; at best many of the decisions they make 
without the aid of data management techniques are based 
on reasonable guesses. Thus, many of the failures of past 
policies can be attributed to the fact that decision makers 
were not able to cope with the complexity and volume of 
available data. Information overload and data processing 
problems have to some extent been alleviated through the 
use of computers which originally were specifically 
developed to organize large quantities of data. But the 
potential of computers for social science research has only 
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recently begun to receive the attention it deserves among 
~ocial scientists. 
Among the more successful simulations in political 
science have been INS, developed by Harold Guetzkow 
and others at Northwestern University to study inter-
actions among nation states, and PRINCE, developed by 
William Coplin, Michael O'Leary, and their associates at 
Syracuse University to investigate foreign policy aspects 
of international relations'! Both INS and PRINCE have 
been primarily used as teaching and research instruments, 
but while INS is not easily adaptable for use in "real 
world" decision making because of enormous data re-
quirements, PRINCE is somewhat less "data hungry" and 
more focused, and could therefore be used as a tool in 
actual decision making. PROPDEMM, a programmed 
policy decision making model, generalizes several aspects 
of PRINCE, while using some of its basic concepts, and 
has been specifically designed to serve as a policy tool. 
As has been pointed out above, policy makers are 
generally confronted with large masses of information. 
This was certainly the case in the Willamette study. The 
individuals who were involved in developing a compre-
hensive plan for the Willamette River Basin had to deal 
with millions of facts about ecological, social, and 
technical factors affecting the basin. The results of their 
efforts are contained in a main report and 13 volumes of 
appendices dealing with such areas as flood controL 
municipal and industrial water supply, and recreation. 
Deciding on a plan and evaluating alternatives was a very 
real problem to the responsible decision makers in the 
basin. The information contained in the tables discussed 
in this dissertation is concise and minimal compared to 
the data they had to contend with. It can easily be 
surmised then that an evaluation of the Willamette 
comprehensive plan in terms of its political and social 
relevance would ordin'arily be based on intuition, past 
experience, and incrementalism. By using computer simu-
lation techniques policy makers can approach the evalua-
tion process more rationally and systematically. They can 
structure the data inputs and thereby simplify the analysis 
of the information presented to them. 
At present a policy maker would be hard pressed to 
use the Willamette study results to identify the inter-
relationships among the policy elements described in 
Figures A-I and A-2. It would be even more difficult for 
him to relate specific political questions to overall 
environmental considerations of the study. Braybrooke 
and Lindblom (1970) have convincingly demonstrated 
that complex policy decisions are incremental in nature, 
at least when decision makers have to depend on their 
own analytical capacity. A computer simulation can 
l111c acronyms INS and PRINCE respectively mean Inter-
Nation Simulation and Programmed Intcrnational Computer 
Environment. 
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facilitate the analysis of the above mentioned types of 
problems and enable a decision maker to use a more 
comprehensive approach to the study of a policy 
question. Through the use of subprograms, subroutines, 
and an interactive mode, a computer simulation can be so 
structured that specific aspects of a policy problem can be 
selectively analyzed, while the overall effects of the entire 
system under study are not lost. Thus the analytical 
powers of a policy maker are thereby considerably 
enhanced. 
Any policy situation involves a set of assumptions 
about the operative factors governing a given situation. 
For example, one of the major assumptions inherent in 
water resources policies was that the building of dams 
posed few if any political problems. Until recently this 
assumption was correct. But when changing political 
conditions inv,Jidated the truth of this assumption, dam 
building policies did not change. As a result the Corps of 
Engineers found t hat several multi-million dollar projects 
could not be completed as originally planned. If policy 
simulations would have been used, basic assumptions 
could have been tested and predictions formulated which 
would have enabled water resources policy makers to 
avoid some of the mistakes they made. A computer 
simulation by testing, modifying, and re-testing basic 
assumptions can act as a tool for broad-based sensitivity 
analysis. 
Assuming that the structure and suppositions of a 
simulation accurately reflect a referent system, such a 
simulation can provide an economic means for obtaining 
data which may be otherwise impossible or too costly to 
collect. Raser (1969) distinguishes two basic reasons why 
simulations may be more economical. "First, because it is 
usually cheaper to experiment with the model than with 
the real thing; and second because costly mistakes can be 
avoided by 'running it through in advance'." The use of air 
frame models in wind tunnel tests is an example of the 
first type of economy, while the use of space flight 
simulators to train astronauts provides an example of the 
second type. The same economies can be accomplished in 
simulating policy making for a large regional system as is 
suggested by the dam building example previously 
mentioned. 
The element of safety is another major benefit 
which derives from the use of simulations. Some of the 
above examples demonstrate this as well. But perhaps one 
of the more convincing examples is given by the INS runs 
which were used to study the forces leading to nuclear 
war. To study the effects of certain types of dangerous 
policies these can "safely" be implemented in the Inter-
Nation Simulation whereas no sane person would suggest 
that such policies be "tested" in the real world. In 
domestic policy, consequences in the natural environment 
often present possible hazards. For example, in the 
Willamette Basin study certain recommendations concern-
ing channelization and water quality control measures 
may have dangerous effects on fish population and other 
environmental factors. The use of a policy simulation 
could provide the necessary insights leading to modified 
or alternative recommendations. 
Certainly, the benefits which can be derived from 
the use of simulation are limited by a number of factors, 
not the least of which is the validity problem. Both the 
propositions which form the structure of the simulation, 
and the data which constitute the makeup of the 
interacting variables in the model, must achieve a certain 
level of accuracy if the results of the simulation are to be 
trusted. The degree of accuracy and certainty which is 
required depends on the purpose of the simulation and 
the nature of the referent system. On the whole, a 
pragmatic approach has been adopted with respect to 
questions of validity. Critics who downgrade the use of 
simulations because it does not achieve levels of certainty 
which also cannot be attained in the real world system, 
are making demands which do not usually need to be met. 
For example, policy makers involved in the decisions 
affecting the Willamette Basin cannot reasonably be 
expected to attain certainty levels which go substantially 
beyond those of. the actual system. 
The point that should be emphasized is that a policy 
simulation as it is used here must be seen as a practical 
tool which complements other methods available to a 
policy maker. No doubt it should be borne in mind that 
the conclusions which can be drawn from the results of a 
simulation are constrained by the degree of its validity, 
bu t this generally holds true for all ty pes of conclusions. 
Simulation does not offer a panacea for solving policy 
problems conclusively, but it does augment the means by 
which policy makers can approach certain types of 
decisions. In fact, the use of simulation involves several 
methods which combined in a structured way enable the 
decision maker to analyze a given situation. To quote 
William Coplin, "Rather than look at a simulation as a 
technique in the study of politics, then, it would be better 
to view it as an approach to the study of politics .... " 
Difficulties and Obstacles in the 
Application of PROPDEMM 
Because of the scope and complexity of 
PROPDEMM and because of the nature of its processes 
and structures, the present study is best viewed as an 
examination and report concerning the completion of the 
model's first developmental phase. Although PROPDEMM 
is presently at a stage of development where It can be 
successfully used and applied in the study of policy 
decisions and planning, significant improvements and 
further developments are possible and warranted. But in 
exploring the directions for further development, it is 
necessary that the problem areas that have emerged so far 
be identified and considered. Generally these involve 
questions pertaining to data inputs, the structure and 
theoretical relevance of the programmed interactions, and 
the structure and analysis of the information outputs. 
With respect to data inputs there are essentially two 
types or issues that must be given careful attention in 
applying PROPDEMM. One Issue concerns data collection, 
the type of data which is cullected and the manner in 
which it is collected. PROPDEMM is a fairly abstract 
model so that the kinds of information collected depend 
on the definition of the policy situation. It requires a large 
quantity of data, which for a large and complex policy 
problem might require a substantial preliminary effort 
simply to identify the parameters and constraints that 
affect data collection. A significant component of the 
preliminary effort is the identification of the level of 
ana~ysis implied by the policy situation. For example, a 
study of a metropolitan region operates at a quite 
different level of analysis than a study of a river basin. 
The level of analysis determines how the different input 
va lables are defined and operationalized, including the 
kinds of values that are defined, the environmental factors 
that are considered significan t, and the political groups 
that are deemed most important. If it appears necessary, 
PROPDEMM could be modified to allow for a larger 
number of inputs tied to existing variables. Thus the 
model could include fifteen values, seven political groups, 
or ten courses of action. Of course, the analysis of the 
information could 1 hen become rather cumbersome, but 
in certain situations that might be justified. 
A second issue pertaining to the collection of data is 
the methodology used to obtain the required information. 
This issue is crucial because it affects the validity and 
reliability of the outputs and the analysis of the policy 
situation. The data needs of PROPDEMM are such that a 
variety of methods and techniques will have to be used to 
obtain the necessary data inputs. The reliability and 
accuracy of the various procedures used will differ 
significantly. In some cases only judgmental techniques 
can be used, while in other cases more reliable operational 
measurements can be used. Sometimes special studies will 
have to be undertaken, for example when hydrological or 
economic inputs are part of the environmental conditions 
that must be considered. A policy maker or analyst must 
be aware of the strengths and limitations of the data 
gathering procedures that were used to obtain the 
PROPDEMM inputs. Another problem area, involving a 
variety of difficulties and issues, that must be further 
investigated, concerns the structuring and testing of the 
programmed interactions and relationships. This includes 
the practical utility of the concepts that are employed 
the nature of the interactions and relationships that are 
postulated, the structuring of the data inputs, the form of 
the mathematical equations that are used, and the 
feedback and sensitivity procedures implemented. The 
structuring of the simulation is mostly a theoretical issue, 
while its testing is primarily an empirical matter The 
procedures in the last chapter provide useful inSIghts 
concerning both aspects of the model. 
From a theoretical point of view the political 
feasibility analysis appears to confirm most of the 
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assumptions that were made in the design of PROPDEMM 
in the sense that the output is internally consistent and 
acceptable rationales are present to explain the figures. At 
this stage of development this type of confirmation is all 
that can reasonably be expected. Conceptually, the 
analysis has demonstrated that a fundamental strength of 
the simulation is the way the concept of value is used to 
link political interests, environmental impacts, and policy 
consequences. Most of the other concepts used appear to 
work well and have good explanatory power. The same 
can be said about the relationships that have been 
structured among the different variables. The output 
information for the present version of PROPDEMM 
contains no apparent anomalies, although it is clear that 
certain formulations need to be refined.2 The concept 
that perhaps needs the most clarification, and also 
presents some mathematical difficulties, is the openness to 
change index. The basic openness to change formulation 
appears to be correct, but its sensitivity needs to be 
further evaluated. This will entail the design of a separate 
program that can compare different mathematical 
expressions. 
The major conceptual difficulty that is inherent in 
simulation and modeling efforts concerns the appro-
priateness of the variables and concepts that are used. For 
example, various obvious criticisms can be made about the 
use of the terms power, in terest group, and salience. It is 
not intended that the existence of such theoretical and 
philosophical criticisms be denied, but it is posited that a 
pragmatic criterion is the only reasonable basis for 
evaluating the worth of a simulation design. In this case 
the issue is whether PROPDEMM can be useful in 
analyzing policy situations, given its scope and expense, 
not whether it provides a philosophically acceptable 
resolu tion of theoretical questions. With respect to the 
relevant issue, this study has shown that PROPDEMM can 
presently be applied to the analysis of policy problems, 
and can potentially be a significant model in helping to 
determine policy. 
Perhaps the most important and difficult problem 
that is involved in the evaluation and future development 
of PROPDEMM relates to the need for accurate empirical 
testing. This of course concerns the traditional nemesis of 
theoreticians and simulation designers, namely the issue of 
validity. There are essentially two basic obstacles that 
hinder the testing of PROPDEMM: (1) The quantity of 
information, and (2) the nature of social systems. Social 
scientists who have generally not worked with large 
quantities of data such as required by PROPDEMM would 
be reluctant to concede the possibility of testing the 
model. Of course they would be betraying their ignorance 
of the large-scale input-output and reg(ession models that 
have been developed and tested by economists. In the 
2Anomalies that appeared in earlier versions were de-
bugged and had no significan t bearing on the underlying theoretical 
structure of PROPDEMM. 
opinion of this writer there is no defensible argument that 
would justify economists as being the only individuals 
who could design and validate large-scale social system 
models. It might be retorted that social and political 
interactions are somehow inherently "different" from 
economic relationships, but this has certainly not been 
demonstrated and would seem intuitively unacceptable. 
There is no doubt that obtaining a large data base and 
validating a simulation such as PROPDEMM presents 
major difficulties, but most if not all of these difficulties 
can be resolved with time and monetary resources, and it 
would seem that policy formulation is of sufficient 
importance to warrant the investment of significant 
resources. 
Various writers have suggested that the nature of 
social systems is such that the procedu res for obtaining 
information about them and developing theories 
explaining them differ from the more accepted scientific 
method (Winch, 195R). Certainly, the type of social and 
political data required by PROPDEMM poses some prob-
lems with respect to their collection. The techniques that 
will have to be used to obtain information will range from 
the "softer" judgmental delphi type of methods to 
"harder" validated psychometric and sociometric 
methods. In some areas considerable uncertainty will 
persist, but still less uncertainty than if a decision maker 
were to make a purely intuitive judgment. The approach 
used to obtain PROPDEMM data inputs should use several 
different techniques to get the same information, where 
possible, to increase its reliability. Where necessary, 
additional data gathering methods can be developed. This 
appears likely in any case. 
Another question that must be examined in more 
detail refers to the structuring of data inputs and outputs 
in the simulation. The analysis in the previous chapter was 
at times difficult because of the. manipulation of the 
matrices that was necessary to examine different stages in 
the computational process. It is possible and likely that 
data could be so structured that it would simplify certain 
parts of the analysis. For example, the program could be 
revised to provide outputs that would be consonant with 
analytical needs. As PROPDEMM is expanded to include 
additional variables, such a revision will be necessary. 
The validation of PROPDEMM is a prior condition 
for the evaluation and refinement of the mathematical 
expressions that structure the relationships among the 
several variables. At present, the coefficients that belong 
with each variable for every formula are unknown, 
although estimates have had to be made to make the 
simulation operational, so that the resulting indices can be 
quite crude. The nature of these coefficients, even 
assuming that the functional relations are accurate, can 
only be determined in the real world, requiring extensive 
and difficult experimental studies. Furthermore, the 
mathematical formulae used all represent discrete func-
tions. It is likely that several of tIle relationships, 
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including some presented in the matrices, such as for 
example the environmental impact statements, can be 
stated more concisely as continuous functions. This will 
again require considerable additional analysis and 
empirical testing. 
Further consideration must also be given to the 
issues that surround the sensitivity of the model and its 
potential for feedback. Some indications about 
PROPDEMM's sensitivity are evident in the analysis of its 
output. At a relatively crude level it has been shown that 
the model is sensitive to the inclusion of certain variables 
(see Table A-34, Chapter 4), but the degree of its 
sensitivity cannot be determined easily and is inherently 
difficult to assess. To do so it will be necessary to write 
separate programs for the different stages in the model 
and use various sets of controlled data inputs to observe 
their effects. This is a long arduous process. The infor-
mation that is obtained about the simulation's sensitivity 
will be helpful in improving the feedback processes that 
are necessary for a more rigorous analysis of a policy 
situation. The model now in effect provides only one 
iteration of a system's state and is therefore basically 
static. To obtain better feedback, it is necessary to input 
changed data and run the program again. The time and 
cost constraints involved are significant and can be eased 
if programmed feedback processes are added for different 
segments of the model. This will help to refine and 
simplify the analysis, and will provide a better foundation 
for the conclusions that are inferred from the output. 
The analysis of the information au tpu ts represent a 
problem area that is particularly important to decision 
makers. The variety and large number of data outputs that 
can be obtained from PROPDEMM make the analysis of 
the resulting information a complex task, requiring a 
thorough familiarity with the capabilities of the model. 
There is no easy solution to this problem. Procedures can 
be made more explicit and data outputs can be structured 
and organized in alternative forms, but ultimately an 
evaluation of the model's outputs must require a familiar-
ity that derives from some major time investments. In 
policy making situations it is unlikely that the top 
decision makers are able or willing to make the necessary 
time investments. This implies essentially that the actual 
application of the PROPDEMM model will necessitate the 
creation of a staff function, or the assignment of 
responsibility to an assistant. This has certain drawbacks 
in that the top policy maker may then perceive various 
output results incorrectly or inaccurately. The problem 
here is more one of social in teraction and administration 
than of simulation design, bu t at least one possible 
response is to make procedures as explicit as possible and 
provide clear rationales for the model's structures. 
Although a number of significant problem areas 
have been described in this section, they do not detract 
from the basic utility of the PROPDEMM simulation. On 
the contrary, their specific identification helps to define 
the present boundaries of the model, making clear what 
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constraints operate and how data can be meaningfully 
interpreted. The careful consideration of these difficulties 
and obstacles will serve to aid in the further development 
of PROPDEMM. They can be used to serve as guidelines in 
continuing research. Thus the discussion in this section 
serves as a context within which future developments and 
prospects can be better examined. 
Future Developments and Prospects 
In developing a simulation there are basically two 
approaches that can be used. In one procedure the basic 
au tIine of the model is first structured and programmed 
and individual components are then developed in more 
de tail. A second method, the building-block approach 
begins with the modeling of separate units which are later 
combined. The type of procedure that is adopted depends 
on various considerations, the nature of the system to be 
modeled, the purpose to be achieved, the information 
available, and the level of generality desired. Of course the 
distinction between t he two procedures is to some ex tent 
analytical rather than operational. Different aspects of 
each approach will at times be used in both. 
Since the purpose of PROPDEMM was oriented 
toward the development of a highly generalizable model 
of large-scale policy situations, its initial focus has been on 
the broader more abstract elements of the policy process. 
At this point the relationships among the basic policy 
elements have been sketched out; in addition, the political 
interaction component of the model has been structured 
in some detail. The possibilities for extending and 
expanding PROPDEMM are therefore considerable. For 
example, the relationships that describe the interactions 
between policy consequences and environmental impacts 
can be further delineated. A component can be added that 
deals with the psychology of decision makers and how 
they are likely to react to certain types of policy 
proposals. Another component that to a limited extent is 
included in the present version of the simulation concerns 
the effects of information on policy determination. Other 
policy-related elements can be added to the model as well, 
depending on the needs that are perceived as being 
importan t in a given situation. 
A development that can be particularly useful for 
both research and theoretical purposes is the modulari-
zation of the different segments in the simulation. The 
fundamental idea here is to make certain components of 
PROPDEMM more independent of each, where this is 
feasible, and to create linkages that tie them together. 
This will make the analysis and investigation of certain 
relationships more manageable and will enable the 
researcher to obtain a better focus with more controls. 
Modularization can also be used to add components that 
are more issue specific, as has been done in PRINCE and 
economic models. For example, the present version of 
PROPDEMM could be conceived as a general model that 
would link different submodels. This would allow for a 
more detailed analysis of specific issue areas, increasing 
the sensitivity of the information outputs. 
A modification that is comparatively easy to accom-
plish is the conversion of PROPDEMM to an interactive 
mode. The existence of terminals such as the CRT 
(cathode ray tube) has made immediate access to com-
puter output possible. The advantages of such access are 
obvious. The time taken to analyze information can be 
radically reduced, while feedback processes can be more 
easily implemented. PROPDEMM has been programmed 
so that conversion to an interactive mode is facilitated. A 
major advantage that will obtain from such a conversion is 
that it will enable decision makers to participate more 
effectively in the analysis of the programs outputs, 
making them more receptive to its use. It will also 
significantly simplify analysis because data matrices can 
be accessed at the touch of a button. 
Finally, if the work involved in the development of 
PROPDEMM is not to remain mostly an academic 
exercise, the most important question concerns its appli-
cation. The present study has shown the heuristic and 
analytical possibilities of the model; what remains to be 
shown, other than that PROPDEMM has a significant 
potential for application, is the actual application of the 
simulation to a real-world problem, with the consequent 
implementation of policy recommendations that are 
derived from its use. This will be accomplished in the next 
few years as part of a project to study development of the 
Virgin River Basin which includes Southern Utah, Eastern 
Nevada, and Northwestern Arizona. Data collection 
efforts are now underway to obtain the information 
inputs that are required for PROPDEMM. The results will 
help to improve the operation of the model, and will serve 
to make PROPDEMM a better policy instrument. 
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PROPDEMM 
Computer Program Documentation 
PROPDEMM Documentation 
Program PROPDEMM is written in FORTRAN IV 
and is compatible with either an IBM system 360 
configuration or Burroughs 6700. The program is cur-
rently set up to be used on a Burroughs 6700. 
Compilation time is approximately 34 seconds. 
Approximate storage required is X877 words (48 bit 
words). 
Execution time is approximately 14 seconds. 
Since the Burroughs 6700 is a virtual memory 
machine, it is difficult to give a reasonable estimate of 
storage requirements for the execution phase of the 
program. 
Printed lines of execution output is 1353 lines for 
current execution of the program. An additional routine 
now included in the program (Information Modifications) 
will add up to an additional 500 lines at least to the 
output. This routine is still in a developmental state. 
The number of cards in the program deck is 878. 
The number of cards in the data deck is 98. 
The number of lines printed for the program listing 
and compilation is 1113. 
The program deck is punched in EBCD IC code using 
an IBM 029 keypunch. A utility program available at the 
USU Computer Center will convert EBCDIC or 029 
keypunch code to BCD or 026 keypunch code, thus 
permitting compilation and execution on a UNIVAC 1180 
machine. 
The following deck setups are applicable only to a 
Burroughs 6700 machine. All words written in capital 
letters must be punched literally as they appear. To 
compile the PROPDEMM program card deck the follow-
ing: control cards must be used: 
Beginning in card column 1 a 
a"2" represents an invalid character or a 1 and 2 
ovcrpunched. 
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2 USER necessary accounting information (this will vary 
from compu ter center to compu ter center. The user 
will need to contact the computer center in question 
I'm correct accounting information). 
2 PASSWORD "password" (this card may also vary de-
pellding on the computer center) where password 
may be any character combination known only to 
the user. 
2 COMPI LE PROPDEMM FORTRAN LIBRARY where 
LIBRARY is an optional item. If the user desires to 
store the compiled PROPDEMM program deck per-
manently on a system program library disk, he need 
only punch the word LIBRARY in the card as 
shown. The advantage of such an action permits the 
user 10 execLi Ie the program as many times as 
desired withol! I needing to recompile the program 
deck each time. If LIBRARY is not used, SYNTAX 
may be punched in its place. This indicates that the 
program will be compiled only and not executed. 
In either case the program will be compiled only. 
2 DATA 
PROPDEMM program deck is placed here. 
2 END 
This completes the compilation procedure. 
To compile and execute PROPDEMM in one opera-
tion, arrange control cards as follows: 
2 USER accounting information 
2 PASSWORD "password" 
2 COMPILE PROPDEMM FORTRAN GO where GO may 
or may not be punched, indicating execution. If GO 
is left out, execu tion is au tomatically assumed. 
2 DATA 
Program deck. 
2 DATA CARD/DECK 
PROPDEMM data cards. 
2 END 
To execute PROPDEMM from a disk library (see 
first set-up above) arrange conlrol cards as follows: 
2 USER elc. 
2 P ASSWO RD "password" 
2 RUN PROPDEMM 
~ DATA CARD/DECK 
PROPDEMM data cards 
.2 END 
The volume of the program output will vary 
Jepending on the switches used in the first data card as 
described above. The complete output will be approxi-
mately 45 pages in length. The smallest will be approxi-
mately 5 pages in length. 
The user must be aware that where the decision 
maker's vector appears in any of the output calculations, 
it is essentially an independent variable. That is, where 
there are totals, the decision maker's vector is not summed 
with the other groups. Where calculations combine group 
values and each group affects another group in calculating 
any index values, again the decision maker's vector is 
independent and does not affect the other groups. 
However, in these same calculations the index values 
pertaining to the decision maker's vector are affected by 
the other group vectors. Thus the decision maker's vector 
does not affect the other groups, yet it is itself affected by 
the other groups. 
Remember also that all course of action names, 
group names, and environmental condition names are 
supplied by you the user. They will appear on the output 
as they are spelled or abbreviated on the input cards. All 
index values appear in tables which improves locating and 
interpreting data. The 10 impact value names created by 
the user will be truncated to 4 characters each (first 4 
characters) when printed as table headings. This is 
necessary in order to fit the tables into the width of the 
computer output paper (132 characters on one line). The 
names of the courses of action are also truncated in the 
same fashion as previously described. 
The information modification calculation printout 
is quite lengthy. It would be to the user's advantage 
cost-wise and paper-wise to switch off this section until 
needed. 
No program-generated error messages will appear in 
PROPDEMM. 
PROPDEMM 
Data Preparation 
All data input to PROPDEMM must be prepared in 
order as follows: If a group or set of values is not included, 
the blank field must still be included in the data group. 
1. SWITCH CARD: All values are '1' or blank. A '1' in 
any column will suppress program execution of that 
item. If the user desires complete output, simply 
insert a blank card. 
column 
1 Suppress all raw input data printout. 
2 Suppress all PFI and SPFI calculations and 
printollts. 
3 Su ppress SIPWRT subroutine execution and 
printout. 
4 Suppress raw input data printout to and including 
the informa ion modificat ion vectors. 
5 Suppress ex~cution of all informat ion modification 
calcula tions 
6 Suppress all but each course of action total in the 
NSPFI table printout. 
7 Suppress all but each course of action total III the 
information salience modification SPFI printouts. 
8 Suppress all but each course of action total in the 
information SIP modificalion SPFI printout. 
9 Suppress all but each course of action total in the 
information punishment-reward modification SPFI 
printout. 
10 Supress all hut course of action totals in the SPFI 
printout (not information modified). 
2. The SALIENCE LEVEL number is placed 011 the 
next card as follows: 
column 
2 An in teger value between 0 and 7. 
The remainder of the card may be punched with 
any informatiol1. 
3. The POLITICAL FEASIBILITY INDEX LEVEL 
number is placed on one card as follows: 
column 
1-4 An integer up to 4 digits in length. 
The remainder of the card may be punched with 
any information. 
4. The DOGMATISM vector appears on the next card 
as follows: 
. column 
1-6 Six dogmatism values, one for each group single 
spaced (values range from 1-7). The 6th value is the 
decision maker's value. Columns 7-80 may be 
punched with any information. 
5. The PUNISHMENT-REWARD POTENTIAL vector 
is placed on the next card as follows: 
column 
1-10 Five double spaced integer values with a range from 
1-7, one' value per group. Columns 11-80 may be 
punched with any information. 
6. The COST CONSCIOUSNESS and COST LEVEL 
values are punched on the next card as follows: 
column 
1-6 Six single digit integer values each associated with 
the cost consciousness of a group including the 
decision maker's value. Range of possible values: 
1-7. 
7 -36 The cost levels of all 15 courses of action are 
punched as 2 digit numbers within a range of -3 to 
+3. When the value is positive, right justify the digit 
in the given field. 
7. GROUP AFFECT values appear on one card as 
follows: 
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column 
1-12 Group 1 values (6 integer values double spaced, 
values range from -3 to +3). Right justify positive 
values. Each value corresponds to the affect of 
group 1, group 2, etc., in that order. Since a group 
cannot affect itself, insert a zero or leave blank 
where a group is matched with itself. 
13-24Group 2 values. 
25-36Group 3 values. 
37 -48 Group 4 values. 
49-60Group 5 values. 
61-72Decision maker's values. 
Columns 73-80 may be used for data identification. 
8. GROUP NAMES and values appear on the next 4 
cards as follows: 
column 
1-20Name (up to 20 characters)' 
21-40Ten integer impact values (values range from -3 to 
+3). Right justify positive values. 
41-60Name 
61-80Ten impact values. 
Repeat as above on next 3 cards. 
8a. The 6th vector (2nd group on 3rd card) is the 
decision maker's vector or your vector of values. 
You may determine your own values. The 7th 
vector (I st group of 4th card) is the objective vector 
or selected value vector. 
Columns 41-60 of the 4th card may be punched 
with any information or data description if desired. 
9. Names of the 10 impact values appear on the next 3 
cards as follows: 
column 
1-20 First name 
21-40Second name 
41-60Third name 
61-80Fourth name 
Repeat as above on next 2 cards for a total of 10 
names. Columns 41-80 of the 3rd card are not used and 
may be punched with any data identifYIng information. 
10. Names of COURSES OF ACTION (maximum of 
15) appear on the next 4 cards as follows: 
column 
1-20Name 1 (up to 20 characters). 
21-40Name 2 
41-60Name 3 
61-80Name 4 
Repeat as above on next 3 cards. Include blank 
fields for names not punched. 
11. SALIENCE VALUES appear on the next 2 cards as 
follows: 
column 
1-70 Seventy integer values (values range from 1-7, 10 
values per group), arranged in group sequence from 
1 to 7th group. The 6th group lS the decision 
maker's vector or your salience values. The 7th 
group represents the objective vector or selected 
value vector's salience values. 
Columns 7]-80 may be punched with data identify-
ing information. 
12. Values associated with the GROUP POWER vectors 
appear on the next 3 cards as follows: 
NOTE: Values range from 1-7. Each vector group must 
be arranged in group order (I to 6). The 6th group is the 
decision maker's vector. 
column 
1-30 Fifteen integer values double spaced (one value per 
course of action arranged as 5 courses of action or 
environmental state). 
31-o0Next 15 values. Columns 61-80 may be punched 
wit h any information. 
Repeat as above on next .2 cards. 
13. The INFORMATION VECTORS used to modify 
the SAUENCl::. numbers appear on the next 4 cards 
as follows: (right justify all values). 
column 
]-20Ten values double spaced with a range of 1-7. 
(Group I) 
21-40 Next 10 values (Grou p 2) 
41-60Next 10 values (Group 3) 
Repeat as above on the next card for the positive 
vectors, and again for the negative vectors on the next 2 
cards. The 6th group of the positive and negative vectors 
is the decision maker's vector. Columns 61-80 may be 
used on each card to identify the data group. 
14. The INFORMATION VECTORS used to modify 
the ISSUE POSITION values appear on the next 6 
cards as follows: 
column 
1-10 Five values corresponding to the 1 st 5 courses of 
action of environmental state 1 for Group 1. 
11-20Next 5 values for Group 2 
21-30Next 5 values for Group 3 
31-40Next 5 values for Group 4 
41-50Next 5 values for Group 5 
51-60Next 5 values for the decision maker. 
Repeat as above on the next 2 cards using courses of 
action of environmental state II for each group and then 
state III. Repeat the sequence again for the negative 
information vectors on the last 3 cards. Columns 61-80 
may be used on each card to identify the data group. 
15. Names and values associated with PROBABLE 
IMPACTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS 
appear on the next 25 cards as follows: 
NOTE: Where there are missing values. leave the card 
field blank and continue with the next value group in the 
next field. All value vectors mllst be grouped by course of 
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action with 5 courses of action per environmental state. 
column 
1-16 Name (up to 16 characters) 
17 -36 Ten integer impact values double spaced (values 
range from -3 to +3). When negative values are used 
do not double space but insert negative sign with 
number. 
37-38 One probability value (values range from 1 to 99). 
When values are less than 10, they must be right 
justified. Use no decimal point on card. 
39-54Name 
55-74 Ten impact values 
75-760ne probability value 
Repeat as above on the next 24 cards. Columns 
77-80 on all 25 cards may be punched with any useful 
data identifying information. 
16. Names and values associated with the ENVIRON-
MENTAL STATE MATRICES appear on the next 
15 cards as follows: 
NOTE: Where missing values exist leave a blank field. 
Each set of conditions must be grouped to form one 
environmental factor. There are ] 0 environmental condi-
tions for each environmental state. 
column 
1-16Name (up to 16 characters) 
17 -36 Ten integer impact values double spaced as de-
scribed above. 
37-38Probability value 
39-54Name 
55-74Impact values (10) 
75-76Probability value 
Repeat as above on next 14 cards. Columns 77-80 
on all 15 cards may be punched with any useful data 
identifying information. 
17. Values associated with the COURSE OF ACTION 
OUTCOME MATRIX appear on the next 25 cards 
as follows: (There are 5 possible outcomes per 
course of action. These should all be grouped in 
proper sequence.) 
column 
1-20Ten integer values ranging from -3 to +3 double 
spaced. Treat negative values as already indicated. 
21-22Probability value (refer to previous description) 
23-42 Ten impact values 
43-44ProbabiJity value 
45-64 Ten impact values 
65-66Probability value 
Repeat as above on next 24 cards. Columns 67-80 
on each card may be punched with any information. 
Here is a brief summary of required data to be 
punched: 
] st card: program switches. 
2nd card: salience level number. 
3rd card: political feasibility index level number. 
4th card: dogmatism vector 
5th card: punishment-reward potential vector 
6th card: cost consciousness and cost level values 
7th card: group affect values 
8th-II th cards: group names and values 
12th-14th cards: names of 10 impact values 
15 th-18th cards: names of courses of action 
19th-20th cards: salience values 
21 th-23rd cards: group power vectors 
24th-27th cards: information vectors to modify the 
salience numbers 
28th-33rd cards: information vectors to modify the issue 
position values 
34th-58th cards: probable impacts of environmental fac-
tors data 
59th-73rd cards: environmental state matrices 
74th-98th cards: course of action outcome matrix 
PROPDEMM Glossary of Variables 
AV· Intermediate variable in which is stored the average 
value used in calculating each selected salience 
number. 
CC--The cost consciousness array containing one value 
per interest group (values range from 1-7). 
CL· The cost level matrix containing one value per course 
of action. 
CLOSE· The group value index array in which is stored 
differences between the selected value vector and 
the other 6 groups. 
DIF -A variable used to store intermediate calculations 
referred to as the group position vector (GPV) in 
the PROPDEMM writeup. 
DOG-- The dogmatism array containing one value per 
group for 6 groups; the decision maker is repre-
sented as the 6th group. The values represent the 
degree of resistance to change to any course of 
action. 
EIVV - The environmental impact value vector matrix in 
which is stored 10 different environmental factors 
with each environmental factor· being broken down 
into 5 possible conditions, and each condition is a 
vector of 10 ordinal numbers derived from the 10 
impact values. 
ESVV -The environmental state matrix referred to as ES 
in the PROPDEMM writeup. The matrix contains 30 
environmental conditions, one chosen from each 
environmental factor group as defined above with 
each 10 conditions describing a particular environ-
mental state. 
GA -Intermediate variable containing partially scaled 
group affect-issue difference ratio. 
GRPAFF-The group affect matrix containing group 
affect values 4 for each group, each value retlecting 
the affect another group has on the reference group. 
Six groups are represented in the matrix; the 6th is 
the decision maker's values. 
GRPSAL-The salience matrix in which is stored the 
salience value vectors, each group having one sa-
lience vector. The selected value vector (SVV) is 
represented here as Group 7 and the decision 
maker's vector as Group 6. 
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GRPV AL(7 ,X) - The SVV as referred to in the PROP-
DEMM writeup where X refers to the vector 
associated with the SVV or selected value vector. 
For information on preparation of this vector in the 
input data, see the input data description. 
GRPV AL-Group value vector matrix referred to as GVV 
in the PROPDEMM writeup. This is defined as an 
array in which is stored 7 group value vectors of 10 
impact values each. 
IA -Final array containing sorted groups in order of 
potential for change index size. 
ICANM -The course of action names matrix containing 
15 course of action names up to 20 characters in 
length. 
ICAPFI ~ The matrix in which is stored first thc non-
systemic political feasibility indices (NSPFI) cal-
culated as shown in the PROPDEMM writeup. 
Second, the matrix is used to store systemic 
political feasibility indices after information modi-
fication. Third, it is also used to store systemil 
political feasibility index calculations. 
ICAO- Intermediate variable in which is stored the 
outcome value vector of closest fit in each course of 
action group of 5 outcome vectors. Thus there will 
be 15 values stored. 
ICH -Final course of action order matrix con taining order 
numbers adjusted for the course of action headings. 
ICL-Intermediate variable containing partially scaled cost 
value. 
ICO-Course of action order matrix (initialized in the 
SVVIDX subroutine) which contains the order 
numbers of the preferred courses of action, from 1 
to 5 for each environmental state. 
ID -The intermediate variable used to store the issue 
difference calculated for the openness to change 
formula. 
IDIF - In termediate variable used for the issue position 
calculation. 
IE- Variable used as a subscript initialized with the course 
of action order number. 
IFEAS-The political feasibility level number used as an 
indicator of feasibility of any or all courses of 
action which reach or exceed the value of this 
number. 
INFON - The negative information issue position matrix 
containing negative values which reflect a group's 
lack of information affecting that group's position 
negatively on a particular course of action. 
INFOP-The positive information issue position matrix 
containing positive values which reflect a group's 
lack of information affecting that group's position 
positively on a particular course of action. 
INFSAL-Intermediate variable used to store the informa-
tion modified selected salience number. 
INFSLN - The negative information salience matrix con-
taining negative values which reflect a group's lack 
of negative information which would affect the 
importance of an impact value negatively. 
INFSLP-The positive information salience matrix con-
taining positive values which reflect a group's lack 
of }X)sitive information which would affect I he 
im partance or salience of an impact value. 
10VMOD-The outcome value modification matrix COII-
taining differences of each impact value of each OUI-
come value vector for each course of action and the 
objective vector (SVV) in the first printout. IOY-
MOD is used later as a matrix for the same type or 
calculation except where each group is used instead 
of just the objective vector and each course of 
action only for environmental state I. 
IP-Intermcdiate variable uscd for the issue position 
caleu b tion to sum outcome value vectors for each 
course of action. 
IPp·· The non-modified issue position matrix (NM IP) 
containing one index value per course of action with 
IS courses of action per group. 
IPRT -A switch variable which indicates suppression of aU 
information modification calculations. 
ISL -The salience level number used to indicate a level of 
importance UPOIl which all salience vectors of all 
gro ups will be compared to compute salience 
indiccs. 
ISP-A switch variable used to indicate suppression of 
SIPWRT subroutine execution. 
ITPFI·-The non-systcmic political feasibility index totals 
matrix containing group totals of the NSPFI for 
each course of action. 
rSIP-The systemic issue position matrix in which is 
stored calculated values of the SIP far each group 
per course of action. 
IV ALNM --The im pact value names matrix con taining the 
10 names of the impact values used in the program. 
IWT -A switch variable used to indicate suppression of 
output of raw data values. 
Il-Switch variable which indicates suppression of all but 
each course of action total in the NSPFI tab Ie 
printout. 
I2-Switch variable which indicates suppression of all but 
each course of action total in the SPFI information 
modification on salience printout. 
13 -Switch variable which indicates suppression of all but 
each course of action total in the SPFI information 
modification on SIP printouts. 
I4-Switch variable which indicates suppression of all but 
each course of action total in the SPFI information 
modification on punishment-reward printouts. 
IS-Switch variable which indicates suppression or all but 
each course of action total in the SPFI (not 
information modified) table printou t. 
NOIN -A switch variable which indicates suppression of 
all information modification calculations. 
NOPFI -A switch variable used to indicate suppression of' 
calculation and output of all non-systemic political 
feasibility index and systemic political feasibility 
index values. 
oc-The openness to change index matrix containillg 
indices calculated from the issue difference, group 
affect, group power, selected salience number. and 
dogmatism valucs. Fifteen values, one per course or 
action, are calculated for each group including thL' 
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decision maker's vector. 
OVDIF -Intermediate variable in which is stored the 
initial calculation of the selected value vector index. 
OVV The outcome value vector matrix in which is stored 
the outcome value vectors, with 5 outcome vectors 
per course of action. 
PCI -Potential for change index matrix containing indices 
for 6 groups including the decision maker's vector. 
All indices are calculated from the group power, 
selected salience numbers, systemic issue position, 
and dogmatism values. 
PCINFO-Variable used to calculate the political feasi-
bility index from the information modified issue 
position. 
PCPR -Intermediate variable in which is stored the 
political feasibility index after modification by the 
punishment-reward vector. 
POW -The possible outcome value vectors which are 
calculated as described in the PROPDEMM writeup, 
one vector calculated per ou tcome value vector (5 
vectors per course of action, 15 courses of action 
per group). 
PRPFI-Intermediate variable in which is stored the 
re-calculated PFI after modification by the 
punishment-reward vector. 
PRPOT -The punishment-reward potential (PRP in write-
up) vector which contains one value per group for 6 
groups, the decision maker being the 6th group. 
SAL-Intermediate variable used to compute the informa-
tion modified selected salience number. 
SLPFI -Intermediate variable used to re-calculate the 
information modified political feasibility index. 
SSN -The selected salience number array containing single 
values one per group including the decision maker's 
vector and the SW. Each value is a composite 
calculated from 10 salience values per group. 
TDIF -Intermediate variable used for the issue position 
calculation to sum differences over 10 impact 
values, also as an intermediate variable in the group 
value index calculation. 
TOT -Intermediate variable used to take a total to 
compute the information modified selected salience 
number. 
TP -Array which is used to sort groups by potential for 
change index order. 
TVDIF -Variable which accumulates partially calculated 
selected value vector index values taken from 
differences of the outcome value vectors and the 
SVV. 
VMV -The value modification matrix in which is stored 
the differences of the EIVV's and SW as described 
in the PROPDEMM writeup. 
XCL-Variable used to contain final cost function value 
for each course of action per group. 
XOV - The matrix containing index values for each value 
modifica tion vector of the course of action outcome 
value vectors where the indices are weighted by 
probability and salience. 
XVMV -The matrix containing index values for each 
value modification vector of the environmental 
factors where the indices are weighted by salience 
and probability. 
YS- Variable initialized as 'YES', not used. 
PROPDEMM Formulas 
1. Environmental factors value modification index: 
Closeness of fit: 
ESVV(-l) + SVV 
I /ESW-SVV/ 
SVV 
lO(PROB) 
2. Outcome value modification index: 
(OVV-SVV( 
SW Salience 
10(PROB) 
3. Selected value vector index (SVVIDX subroutine): 
2: /SVV-OVV/ (Salience) 
.84 (PROB) 
where problem is scaled from 5-50 to 1-10 by multiplying 
by .2 and scaled once again by multiplying by 4.2 which is 
the SVV-OVV difference scaling factor. 
4. Partial outcome value vector index (POVV): 
L (3-/GRPVAL-OWI) (Sal) 
10 
where SAL = salience. 
5. Non-systemic issue position index: 
~ 2. (3-/GRPVAL-OVV/) (GRPSAL) 
L 10 (PRO B) 
PIP 
5 
where GRPSAL = salience. 
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6. Selected salience number index: 
L (SAL-SL) (AV-SL)+/AV-SL/ 
2: SAL - 2: (SAL-SL) + AV + 2(AV-SL) + 1 
where AV = L SAL 
10 
(/ AV-SLj) 
and SL = salience level number, and SAL = salience 
impact values. 
7. Cost factors (in NSIP calculation): 
The CL (cost level) is scaled from -3 to +3 scale to the 
same scale with -1, 0, +1 values eliminated. The final 
computed scale is from .5 to 2 in increments of ten ths. 
ICL = I CL(CC) where CC = cost conscious. 
ICL less than 1 : 
XCL= l-(/CLP + 2/ICL/ + 1) 
100 
TCL greater than or equal to I: 
XCL= 3 ~ (CL + 2(1CL) + I + 5) (2) L 10 
10 
where XCL = final cost function value modifying the 
NMIP calculation. 
8. Openness to change index: 
Issue difference values - ID = .7 [(NSIPr - NSIPo ) (10) + 
.4)] where ID is scaled from .l-1.7 to .35-12. r = reference 
group and 0 = other group. 
GRPAFF 
ID 
ID(GRPAFF) 
4 
where GRPAFF = Group affect 
+3 
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II (GA) (SSNo PWRo) GRPAFF where GA = (SSNr PWRr) ID DOGr and r = reference group, 
15 o = other grou p 
<). Systemic issue position: 
SIP = OC + NSIP 
10. Group value index 
(3-/GRPVAL-SVV /) (GRPSAL) 
10 
11. Non-systemic political feasibility index: 
NSPF 1= PWR· NSIP • SSN 
12. Non-systemic political feasibility index for the modi-
fied course of action;' 
NSIP • PWR • SSN 
13. Potential for change index: 
PWR- SSN 
PCI 
SIP + SSN + DOG 
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CALL 
SVVIDX 
Compute Course 
of 
Action Order No. 
CALL 
SSNISL 
Compute NMIP of 
Each Group For Each 
Course of Action 
IGO = I 
Compute Potential 
for Change Index 
per grp per C. A. 
Compu te New SSN 
Due to Information 
Initialize C. of A. 
Subscript 
Zero PFI Total 
Array Element 
to be Used 
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ICO = 3 
Increment 
La bel-Cou n ter 
IGO 
Recalculate PFJ 
With New 
Salience Values 
Recalculate PFJ With 
Information 
Modified JP 
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Recalculate PFI With 
PR Modified IP 
--- -----
IFEAS= 
Feasibility 
Level Set By User 
-------
Subroutines Computes 
New Pi-' Index I- rom 
Recalculate 
Systemic Issure Position 
PFr Using SIP 
Compute PFI for 
SVV Separately 
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Calculate SVV Index 
From SVV and 
Outcome VV's 
Sort Indices 
by Address in 
Descending Order 
Subroutine: Computes 
SVV Index Using SVV 
and Outcome Value Vectors 
Calculate SSN's 
one per group 
Calculate SVV's 
Issue Position 
Subroutine: 
Computes Selected 
Salience Numbers Using 
Salience Values 
Subroutine: 
Computes the Issue 
Position for the SVV 
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Subtract SVV from 
ES vectors and 
compute indices 
Subtract SVV from 
OV Vectors and 
Compute Indices 
Subroutine: 
Subtracts SVV from 
Vector and SVV from 
OV Vector and 
Computes Index Values 
CALL 
SVVIP 
Compute 
Issue 
Difference 
Values 
Compute scaled 
ratio of Group 
Affect to 10. 
Modify Scaled 
ratio from GA, 
NMIP and 
ID Values 
Compute 
Group Openness 
to Change 
Compute 
Systemic 
Issue Postion 
Print 
SIP 
Values 
T-------, 
I Openness to Change I 
Computations I 
1 arc made I 
L _______ I 
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Compute prI for 
each group per 
Course at Action 
CALL SIPWRT 

Part 3 
PROPDEMM 
FORTRAN Statement Listing 
A-71 
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PROPDEMM FORTRAN Statements 
I)b(OO/tlf7\JI..I 
~4Ll ~·CAkU/uECK 
C 
f LJ r( T r< A 1\1 
C PHIJPLH.MM 
\.LJ~iPILATlllN 
<.: I" H U 1.1 t< A M M t. U I" U LIT 1 <.: A L U E (; 1 ~ IIJ I~ M A td N \:i M IJ III L 
C 
~lAL IP,IPP(1.7,6),lu,ISIP(j,(,6).I(;APfl(3,b,6) 
+ dll"fl(3,6) 
'1 A ~ P\ 
INTlGEt< GRPVAl(7,15).GkP~WH(j,b.6),bRPSAL(r,10).£~VV(3,lU'li) 
l'~HI"OT(5)'EIVV(lO,~'15),UVV(j.~,~,11),CC(6),CL(3,5),VMV(3,lO,lU) 
U4MlNSIUN IVAlNM(10'~),I(;ANM(3.5,S),CLOS£(6) 
l'~SN(7),GRPAFF(6,6),lCU(3,5)'TP(6),rOVV(~) 
1,!NfSLI"(6,10),INfSLN(6,lU),UC(3,6.6).INfUP(J,6 
l'~),lNfON(3.6,5)'PCI(3.6'5).lA(6),lUVMOO(3.~'5'lO),XVMV(3.10). 
+ UUGtb),ICH(3,S).XUV(3,S,S) 
UATA ITPfI/1H*0/,S~N/7*u.I,GRPPWR/I06*O/,Y~/'YlS'1 
+'!U/U.I,OC/I0b*O.I'lA/6*U/'1~/01 
CUMMU~ ESVV.GRPVAl,ICANM.OVV,ijHP~AL,VMV,XVMV'ILJVMUU.XnV 
C 
C Tnt. 'tH.AD' ~TATEMENT BELUW IS A Swl fCH CAtW ANU IS USf.U UNLY fU 
2.':i.uut (ilCIl) 1<JtS!)Ay. U(/c3/74 
~ It" S U 0 v ( L d N (. 
S r A H r (J f :, f (. M t. ~~ 1 002 
t tJ R M l\ 1St· b '. [ I~ r ,It!') ! S U U E..; LlJ I" G • 
~ II R MAT S E u M t.IH 0 U f, IS (l U H b L (J I~ G • 
FUR MAT 5 t (, M ll~ T \J urI s u U I) 'I L D (~ G • 
~ LJ H MAl S ~ (j M E I\j 1 J II Ii I s U U A b L 11 rn, • 
C nU2:UOul):U 
C OOI:OUllO:U 
C Ou/:OOuu:u 
C 1)02:0uUv:U 
C OOZ:Ouuu:O 
C n02:01lu\l:O 
C Il U 2 : U I) 0 III u 
C I) 0 ? : U 0 U il : U 
C 002:0UUIJllJ 
C (lO?IOOUOIU 
C () 0 ;;> : 0 (; U .J I U 
C "02:0UllllIU 
C OOZIOJUQ:U 
C oU2:0JJOIO 
C I)02:0()O.)lu 
C OOZ:OOUOIU 
C SUPPRESS OUTPUT IN VARIUUS PAHTS OF THE PRUGRAM. THE ~lMAINOEH Uf 
C n02:00UJIO 
C n02:0UUuIU 
C 002:00UI)IO 
C 0021000010 
C 002&UJOOIO C IHl 'RlAU' STATEMENTS HEAD IN ALL U~ THE NtCESSARY INPUl UAIA fUr< 
I,; Tnl PkUGHAM. 
C 
l. 
l.: 
I,; 
(; 
HLAU(~,137)i~T'NUPfl,lSP'lPHT.NLJlN,Il,I2.I3,I4,15 
rtLAu(S,133) ISl 
"lAU(5,106)lf[AS 
HlAU(S,123)(UOG(lN),IN=1,6) 
KlAU(~.133)l~RPOT(IH).IH·l.5) 
KlAUlS'102)l~C(I).1=1,6)'«CL(J,K)'~=1.5),J.l. i) 
KLAU(5,110)«uRPAFf(I,J).J=1.b),1=1.6) 
rtLAUl~.lOO)l(~HPVAL(1,J).J=1.15),l=1,7) 
HlAU(5,lOl) «IVAL~M(I,J),J.l.S).1=l,10) 
HlAU(~.215)«(ICANM(I.J,~).~=1.~).J.l,~)'1=1.3) 
HlAU{5,109) l(GRPSAL(I,J),J=1.lO),1=1,7) 
HLAul5.10b) (((uHPP~H(J.~.N).N=!.~).J=l.j).~=l.o) 
HL~U{~'ljO)l(INfSLP{IN,lM).lM=1.10).IN=1.6) 
HlAU(S,lJO)«INFSLN(IN,IM),IM=l,10),lN=1,6) 
HlAU{S.131)«(lNFO~(JN,K~'NN),NN=1.5),KN=1.b),J~=1.j) 
KlAU(S,131)l«INfUN'JN,KN,NN),N~=1.~)'KN=1'b),JN=1.3) 
rtLAUl~~lJ3)l{l£'VV( '.J.~).K=1.1).J=1.~),1=1'10) 
rtLAul~,104)«(E5VV(1.J.~),K=1,1~).J=1,lO).1=1.3) 
K~AU(5.210)«'(OVV{',J.~.l),L=1.11).K=1.5).J=1.~).I=1.j) 
H L ~ L t< IUS U tJ H 1I UTI N t. ~ U k t: X P LAN A I i U I~ I J N V A l. i~ II fl 
I,;ALL. Y"'LMOU 
IHl:. wHI1t. SlAr~Mt.I'.TS tH~LU~ InUit (JUT ALI. HA", /JAIl< 
itl!r'lI.~(,I.I)bUrlJ <'-(' 
it l 1 r',<[ • f \~ 01 ) u LJ r tl ') f) 
111l lJK.jUP "i<LLJlS FUh Tnr S1)( I1KLJUP~ A.',i' iht S[LtCHII vilLlit vtLluti 
,,:'. L ,... K 1 1>; rE II. 
C nOZIOou\):u 
C ()O;?IOVO\lIU 
C o02:Uvu():u 
C 002:00l-,.:? 
C n02:0ut!OI2 
C OOZIOOnl£' 
C Ol)21()uj~lt: 
C 1)0t': UVO; 1: t. 
C nOl:Oll')H:t 
C OUt.:UJol):t. 
C OO?:fJ07~12 
C 002IUlI-I1I? 
C I)O/:UuA~:t. 
C 002:0vt1I::? 
C OO/:uvl)/:1. 
C OO?:OUEqIZ 
C I)02:0V~bI2 
C 002:U1U.JI(' 
( Ii):'; u 1 2·1: c 
C n()/:Ulj~jI2 
C (llJl.:Ul'j;:2 
I) (I? : " I "~ : 2 
(I () l : U 1 b t" : ~' 
(, u? : lJ 1 /-0 ~ : " 
'1 U!: II j (, I: lJ 
n u :) : u 1 / ,; : v 
:)O?: o! ( : ,I 
':0(,. tl I .: 
,) iJ ~ : li i ( : ; 1 
'u r' : 'J 1 ( ,; : <" 
'\ ,]! : I) 1 ('J : I' 
"v.'; I) j ( i..: {' 
041 C,+ f' I~ 
~ 
-.J 
~ 
~ 
wt<11Ubol72) 
Wt<1Il(b.174)({IVALNM{I.J).~·1.~).1=1.1U> 
w~11l(o.161) 
WKlll(b.154)(lVALNM(I.~).Jsl.1J.l·1.10) 
wKll£l6.156)«(tiH~VAL(I.JJ.J=1.1~).I=1.6) 
ftKlll(6.156)(G~~VAL«(.J).J=1_15) 
~ THE ~HUU~ SALIENCES ~OR THE SIX ijHUU~S A~n ~ELEtTEU VALUE V~Cl~h 
~ A~~ ~HINTED. 
~ 
, 
WKIH.(b.230) 
W~lrl(tH232) 
WKI1E(6.154)«lVALNM(1.J).Jal.1J.lal.10) 
W~ITl(b.156)«~R~VAL(I.JJ.J·l.~).(ij~PSAL(1.K).K=1.10).1=1.6) 
WKl1[(b.156)(GHPVAL{7.J),J·l.5).(GH~SAL(7.K).Kal.l0) 
C lME ~kuUP PUWEK VECTORS ARl ~HINTlO. 
C 
c 
c 
c 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
IIKlTU6.230) 
W1'(11U6,225J 
WKITE(b.233)«((ICANM(I,J'K).~·1.1),J·l.~)'I=1.J) 
WklTE(6.152)(lGRPVAL(I,J}.J-l.5),«(GRPPWH(N.I,K),K=1.'5).N=1.3>. 
... 1-1,b) 
IMl CU~1 FACTUk VALUES ARE PklNflU. 
Wkll[(b,158) 
WKlrE(6,155)(I'I-1'~) 
WK11[(b,157)(I,(CL(1.J>.J-l.),lal.J) 
WKITl(b,160)(I,I a 1,b) 
WKI1E(b,159)(CC(I),1=1.6J 
TME GROUP AfFECT VALUES ARE PKI~TEU. 
W~1T[(b.230) 
IIK111:.(6,222) 
WKIJE(b.151)(1.(tiHPA~f(1.J).J·1.6).1=1,6) 
IH[ UUbMATI~M ANU PUNISHMENT HEwAHD VALUlS ARE ~KINrEU. 
WKITl(6.240J(UUij(I).1=1.b) 
WI11IUbd6',» 
"Kl1l(6,164J(~KPUT(1),I·l,5) 
TMl INfUHMATIUN MUuIfICATIUN VlCTukS FOR Ttll GKUUP SAlIlNLlS AKl 
PKINTEu. 
WkllUb,230J 
Wt<11U6,112) 
WKlTU(u16]) 
WKITl(b.1S4)(lIVAL~~(I.J).J=1.1}.1=1,10) 
WKll[(o.156)l(~H~VAlll.~).J=1.~).(1~fSL~(1.K).K~1,lU).1=1.6) 
W"!TUod14) 
WHIll(b,156)«(GR~VAL(I.J).J=1'5).(JNfSlN(1.K).~=1,lU).J=1,6) 
\.. I r1 t. 1 III ~ U K M A I J U N M U lJ 1 ~ leA I III N III ~ T LJ t< ~ ~ URI t1 t. I;) ::, U l r' U S J I 1 U N IJ A L. U t- ~ 
, A~~ ~klNTlU. 
to 
IV k lIUb.2JO) 
C nU?:v17I:;'> 
e nO?:vl/;-:c: 
Flti 1 S VUIJe. L LJNu 
C OlJ~:Olf61t:' 
C (lO?:Ulbflt:' 
C f) 0 2 : V 1 ~ ~ 1 '-
C f)O?: 01 'II,;: 't 
C I) V l : 0 1 At: 'I 
C n02:01t$b I 2 
C 1)02:01Hn:1 
C n02:0lt'H:t' 
C 002:01~H:l 
C n02:01HHI? 
e n02101tH:'t 
C 002:01C3:' 
C 002:UIU4:'1 
C Ou?:u1l~ :2 
C 002:0?U3:2 
C n02:0203:2 
C ('102:U20jI2 
C n02IUluj:'t 
C 002:02IJ7:2 
C OO2102vHI2 
C 1)02:022212 
C 002:02JA 2 
C 002:0241 2 
C 002:U241 
" C flO2:0t:'41 'l 
C 002:0241 
" C fl02:024~ to 
C 00210r)l) 2 
C OO?:O?bi? 
C 002:02bl "-
C OOt-IONA 2 
C 0021027AI2 
C 002102rA:2 
c 0021027A:2 
C ()02:0a~:2 
C ou2:U2tl?:c: 
C 002:0?'1o;I2 
C oO?Il)2'JS: 2 
C 007:UI''1.,I,/ 
C ()02:02~"I't 
e no't: u?A 1: to 
C OO2:02A51~ 
C 002:0~M112 
C (l02: lIetl!l? 
C (102: U2ti1: j) 
C 00?:O/t1\:2 
C OO21ll2tlllo/? 
C 002102H'512 
C 002102H91l 
C nO?: 02HIII 'I 
C ()O£':J<'L~ :,' 
e ov210I.U;:2 
C nO~ I \)7F r: 2 
(' -Ill'> : I j .~ ~) (:, : / 
C '\ul.: 03uo: c: 
C oO,~:UjOh:1 
(: OUI.: u j,j,,: t 
C 101: l) -iti(): '-
~ 
'-I 
VI 
, 
~~ill(b'lb2) 
~~II[(b.lb3) 
~~l IL(b'233J«(1~~~M(I.~.~).~=1.1)'~=1.5).i=1.j) 
~~11E(b,lS2)«~RP~AL(1,~).J=1.~).«iNf~P(h.I.K).K=1.5).~=1.3). 
+!&l,b) 
N K II[(b,114) 
"Kllltb,152J(tbH~VALtI,JJ'J=1.~J,t'1~fUN(~.1.K).K=1.~).~=l.~). 
.1-1,b) 
, Inl l~VIRON~[~TAL IM~ACT V~CIU~~ AHl PHINTlul 
C 
c 
~o 1It111UbI146) 
"l''lIUo,223J 
IIl"(lT£(b,lS4)«lvALNM(I,J),J~1,1),1-1.lu) 
1I1"(11E'b'211)(t([IVv(1,J'~),Kal'15).J=1.~),1:1,IO) 
C Tnl lN~IRON~ENTAL ~ACTuR CUMDl~ATlu~S USlNu THE Ab[J~t 
, lNVIKNM£NTAL INFORMA1Iu~ AKE ~K!NT£u. 
C 
C 
, 
C 
c 
c 
i. 
.. 
J( 
~ 
IIKITUb,146) 
""11Ub,224) 
UU 2 1-1,3 
111<11((6,£12>1 
"klrE(6,154)«IVALNMlJ'~)'~-1,1),J=1,lU) 
IIRIIE(6,l13)«E~VV(1,J'~)'Kal,15),~-1'lO) 
IiR11Ub,1(6) 
UU J7 l~al,lO 
IiKITE'6,168)t(lSvV'I,lM,1~),lK:l.q),(~~V(1,lM,~~)'KKal.1U». 
ESVV(1,IM,15),XVMV(1'1~) 
CUhlINUE 
i.UNIINU[ 
lnE OUlLUM[ ~ALUE VECTUR~ fUR THE UHJECTI~~ VfCTOk A~E ~HIN1EU •• 
"~1IUbd4td 
I'il"(llUb,22~) 
UU J 1-1,3 
1'It111[(6,d2)I 
ULJ J J-I,S 
"~ITE(b,216)tlCANM(1,J'K),K=1.S) 
IIRITE(6,154)«IVALNM(L,K).K a l,1),L=1.10) 
I'IHlr[(b,169)t~'(U~~(I,J.~.L)'L=1,11),~~1.~) 
I'IHI H .. ' b.l67> 
J I'IHITE'b,21~)'10M,liUVMUU(I,J.1UM.M~).M~=1.lu).uvv'I.J.IUM.ll 
.. ),XOV(I,J,lOM),lOM=l,S) 
1t1t,. UUTi,.OM[ VALuE ~HTlJH!l Fur< EA'H lJROUP AKl CALCULAHu AJ';i) 
~/\ 1', llu. 
""IIUb.t46) 
""llltb,244) 
! = 1 
"1'<11[(6,.'12)1 
UIJ ~lU ~=1.~ 
I'Ikll~(b.~4b)K 
ou -.t!IJ J=l."i 
" t< I T E \ o. 1 ,)" ) ( \ . • A l " M l I" i1 • '~I J.'" -, = I • 1 ) • "' ... ,. 1 • 1 0 ) 
,,~ I T E.. l o. 216 ) <. 1 , ~.,.~ l I • ~ • ,~', ) • ~ r, = 1 • 'J ) 
uU 42 ... L=1.,) 
Oil ~lt "'= •• 10 
j, u V ,... J u \ i , .J I I.... , '"'\ ) = A t) ~ l ...... l 1 • .; , L " ). ( - 1 ) I" \.J ..... /"" , ... L. I.. ,. , .. , ,. "'" ) J 
'. "" ~ : ,J j J : ( 
"u) : u 3 v : ,-e. 
':' u 2: J.3 L : £. 
~~~:Oj~~:~ 
~Q2:0]41:~ 
C '1 0 2 : v j .. /"\ : ~ 
C ,,02:\.))4\.:( 
C 1V~hi3b'l:t: 
f'lJ2:u3b'"d.c 
Ill)?': li 3(.).,: l: 
I' 0 ? : U , !J ~ : i 
C ()O;;:030td.c 
C OU2:0.H>F:t' 
C ()()2:Jj(j:£ 
C 0(!l:J';o .. :.( 
C ()J2:03"'~:, 
C nO;?:tJjy .... :" 
C ()O:?:OBrd~ 
C ()U,:03YH:2 
C II U 2 : 0 j '; t' : (. 
C [)O?:O.H~ It 
C [102103A~12 
C 00210jA • .:U 
C 002H)3AAl2 
C ()02:U3d~,I.( 
C ,02:u.H·;:2 
C l()?:OjUl:j? 
C () 0 " I 0 3 u " , 0 
C 002:u3[b:~ 
C ,102IU3f,:t 
('u2:~3Fnj 
!)02:UjF,,:4 
C 002:J3F~:'1 
C () U 2 : 0 3 ~- t.. : 4+ 
C (\U2:0H 4:" 
C n02:03~rt2 
')U?:OjFL:~ 
nli2:03; J:U 
OU.c:O .. u:;:(. 
C 002:0 .. U"lu 
C ')02:0 .. 1712 
C o02:U .. t31, 
C r,02IU'd<,1t' 
C ')u,Ou",.:( 
C 002:0~4C'4 
C () 0 2 : 0 4 b (> I .. 
') 02: U Lj Q,,: .. 
A V! : , •• • : ~ 
IJU : U,+O\;:" 
-)0 : LJ~ 0\1:" 
:lJL.tf"l~:1 
J J I: I)", t·..., : ...... 
\...' { : IJ t..4 t ~ : ... 
I.);:': v"t 
\).t : u ... I J6.,. : .' 
; . ~ '; 
v'" ; ....... C- J- ! 
J !: } 4 of'" 
,)? : ,14'" , 
\ ~ I .: : 'j .... '1 ~. : I.... 
'I~, 
.. ~v 
I. 
I. 
I,; 
"t.£ 
I. 
I,; 
I,; 
c 
c 
I,; 
~~ 
~." 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
I. 
C 
C 
C 
C 
> (. 
.:... (,; 0"- (,; 
I. 
C 
C 
I,; 
(. 
l~ 
lf 
10 
! U ~ ,"I U LJ l ! • .J. l • 1', );;; -' • - Il' ~ '" ,J t, ( 1 • .J' l. • PI) 
.. r<! : l ( t;, • t! 'i (, ) l • l ! r, v M 1.1 'J ( 1 • .J ... , 1'" ) • ;~ It 1 , 1 U j , (J \I II ( 1 , ..; • L • 1 1 ) 
I.UI,lINUl 
~ALL THE 5lLECllU VA~Ul Vll,;TuH l~DlX lAL~ULATIUN 
CALL ~VVIUl,(l~lIl1,ul'H'\iI<L.l(.,ANI~,(,"'P:'~~.IC '; 
Tnt UkUlH NUM~£k~ tU" THt. I,;~Uk~l~ Uf A(;Tl~N ARE CAL(;ULAT~U uElu~ 
U ~ 1 f'< \I 1 N r 01'11'1 All U N ~ t( U M I H t. !> v v lUX 5 I J b k U U I l'~ t • 1 H E. 5 l '" U I'i b l H !> A I« L 
~~If'<llU A~ovE THE l~~, SIP, U~. , PuTlNTIAL fO~ CHAN~t l~UI~lS 
~Kl~lUUT TU CLAHlfY T~l (,;uUHSl Uf ACTIUN UhUfH. 
LJU ~y Jal,3 
UU ~5 1=1,5 
"'=ICO(J.l> 
lCHlJ,K)I"l 
CUNlINUE 
CALL SSNISL (CALCULATIO~ Of SlLlCTlU SALlt.~l,;l ~UM~[H> 
CALL S~NISL(ijHfSAl,SSN,~kPVAL.I~L) 
CALI.ULATION Of ISSuE POSlTION Uf EA~H GHOU~ ON lACH OUlCUME. 
********************-********************************************* 
LUU~ lY BEGINS THE 1ST ~TE~ IN THE. I,;ALCULATI0N. ulf=3.-lulf 
CUNvlHlS VALUE UIfflkEN(,;E.S fKUM 0-6 TU -] ru +3. TnE STATlMlNT!> 
~~TwEEN LABELS 19 AND 17 wEuul,;£ THl CALCULATIONS bY DETERMINING 
IhE. MEAN fO~ THE Puvv INUEx AhU THE. SUM ut lHE ~EANS ~UUItIlU dY 
THl UUTCOME PHO~A~lLITY ~OH lACH UUTCOME VALUE VECTUH. THE 
SlAIEMENT LA~ELEU 'lb' UlTlHMl~lS THf MEAN VAlJl Of 5 UUTLUMl~ 
~UH U~l COUH~l ut ACIION •• ~TAlEM£NTS ~[T~t.EN LAbELS 16 ANu l~ 
MUUlfY THE iSSUE PUSITIUN wll" IHl COST fAtIURS, THt. C~~T 
(,;uN~CIUUSNESS AND T"E CU~T Llvll Of EACH CUURSE OF ACTIUN. 
fUHMULAS l~('LUUlU MOUIFY THE KANbf Uf THl f(CC.~L) (SE£ wHIIEu!") 
~KOM A 46,4V,34,21,lf S~AL[ lu A .5 TO 1.2 ~CAll WHICH IHlN 
HUultllS THt. I~SUE PUSITION. 
I'i K 11E(6,230) 
WKIIU6d13J 
WK llE(6,171J 
UU 1::> 11~=1, b 
wHlll(6,105)(ijH~~AL(lN,1).!al.5).( ll.ll:l.~) 
.u( Ill( tH 11 0 J 
UU 15 IJ=1,3 
.. HlT£~6,212)lJ 
U(J 16 lK=1,5 
IP=O. 
00 17 IM=l,~ 
TUlf=O. 
OU 19 J=6,15 
1 U If .. 1 A 1'1 S l G H P V Ii< L liN, J ) - (J v v l ! J, J ~ • I .,. J - ~ ) ) 
uHc';.-ll'H 
TUI~&T01F+(bR~~AllI~.J-S)*ul~) 
(;UNTINul 
PU~~(I~)=TI !~/:~. 
11" '" I ~ l' l I ,,; I , I • Ii • J • r .. , ;., I l '.' " v t i ,,; • i ~, • l ' •• i 1 J j I 1 v v • 
C!I'd 1 Nut:. 
Ii ~ ! T II 6 , 1 v 7 ) 1 " • l I" '- ~ •• 1 1 ) • cJ • J ( I J. 1 '\ • 1 I • 1 1 ) • 1 1 = 1 • ~ j 
IP~lIJ.IN'lK>"'lr/~. 
1 t { C l ( i r~ J • l ~.I • 1 J (,: i '.J 1 ') 
c ~o 01: (j 'I >14: -' 
C ('02: ll'lrU: ~ 
( (\u?: 0'1\':': ~ 
C r:·U/: 0 .. l,,: ') 
(10?:04C"I~ 
(oOt': ()I.iL M: ~ 
t, 'J;;: ll4 C , .. : ';< 
('Ili?: 04lJ 1 : 1 
00(': 04 ['1: ! 
C (lU2:J4LJl:l 
C rll?:u4Ul:l 
C OO2:04LJl:1 
C no?: {J"U III 
C flU,,:04ld:l 
C ()()?: 04 U",: 'J 
C OOt'HiI.iU3:U 
C n02:04U~:4 
C 002:04UrU4 
C 002:01.j[)L:~ 
C (JU?:OI.jUC:~ 
C 007:04LJC:~ 
C 002:0I.jUC:~ 
C 002:04t.1.}J4 
C 002:04l(,;:4 
C () O"t. : 0 4ll' : 4 
C 4l02:U'it.u:1.j 
C 002:U4[O:1.j 
C 00210liEOI .. 
C n02:01.jt.(HI.j 
C ()02:04l0:1.j 
C (lU2:04l0:" 
C nU2:Ci4l(111.j 
C 002:04t.l!:1.j 
C 002:04t:J:1.j 
C I'02:04t'J:'I 
C {)02:04L rl:4 
C Ou?:u4tu:" 
C (,v2: U4t.(,z .. 
C nO?:U4l(,:" 
C OO2:04t. .. :c 
C 002: o .. t.tn <:' 
C flO;;>: U .. H.I<:' 
C n02: .}l.il: ,): \) 
C "021 O~viH' 
C (102:0~U4:1! 
C rHl2: O~O~: 0 
C 002 I 0 ~ 0 i~ : , 
C f'v2:u~UC:l 
C OOt!:O~U(;:" 
C 002:05Ul1O 
C 002:050f14 
r 'lu7: (J51 'II {l 
l 'j \.I ~ ~ \.. ~ ... / ~ ;, 
C (107:051,,:5 
C (iJ2:V~lC':" 
,. t_' t. : "': : • 
'_!:U:l!:v 
rIC?: '~:'i"): ~ 
'II,},!: u'J.- '1: ': 
qiJ?:v'J-,,,:t 
.... : ~ J .... .. : :.. 
> 
..!.l 
...... 
\; 
uU 10 IK=1,5 
IF ( C L ( I J, ! r'\ ) • (J T • -l. • A r~ u • I,; L ( 1 J, 1 K ) • L 1 .2 ) (.1 J TIl 111 
ICL-(;L(IJ.l~)*C~(IN) 
If(ICL.LT.l)GOTU 11 
ICL=CL(IJ.I~)**j+2*I'L+1 
IF(ICL.E~.46)ICL-~O 
XCL=«ICL/10+'}*2)/IO. 
GOlU 12 
11 ICL~IAd~(CL(IJ.IK»**j+?*IA~S(lCL)+1 
IF(ICL.EQ.4b)ICL-5U 
XCL=1.·fLUAT(I~L)/luu. 
12 lPP(lJ.IN,IK)=lPP(lJ.IN.I~)/XCL 
10 CUNTINUE 
1~ (;U~lINUE 
, CALL IP CALCULAIIUN fUR S~Ll~TE~ VALU~ VlCTuH. , 
(; 
c 
(; 
c , 
(; 
c 
~ 
, 
c 
c 
C 
jo3u 
jjj. 
CALL SVVIP(GHPVAL,uVV.GkPSAL.IPP,ICANM.CC.CL) 
WKll[(/),146) 
WK11[(6.235) 
111'<11[(6.175) 
WKlrl(/),233)«(I~ANM(I,J,~).~~1.1).J=1.5).1=1,3) 
IIKIT£(6.219) (GRPVAL(7.J)'J=1.~).«IPP(N'7'K).~=1.5),N=1,J) 
wrtITUb.243) 
WKlll(b.242)«ICH(J.I).1·1.~).J=1,3) 
IIKITl(b.233)«(ICANM(I,J,K).K=1,1).J=1,5).l=l.J) 
IIKITE(6,219)«GRPVAL(I,J),J=1.5).«lPP(N.I,K).K=1,').N=1.3),1=1,6) 
U(NOPfI.EQol)GUTU 600 
CALCULATl GKOUP UPtNNtSS TU CHANGE (UC). 
************************************************************** ••• * 
TMI~ INDEX USES THl lSSut ult~~"EN~E (10). l~SUt ~uSITIU~(I~P). 
bKUUP AfFECI(G~PAFF),GRUUP PU~EH(bRP~WR).SELECrlU SALIENCE ~(S~N), 
A~U UUuMATISM(UOG) VALUES TU CALCULATE THE UPENNESS TO CHANu£ 
INUlX. THE STATEMENT LA~ELEU 7J IS THE MAIN fnkMULA AS UlSCHl~lU 
IN THE ~RITtuP. ALL INltRMlUIATE STATEMENTS ~UHMALILf VAklAHLl~ 
dJ SCALl CHANGING IU AVU1U LtHu-UIVlnE PHUHLEM~ IN T~f ~lNAL 
CALCULATIUN. THE IU IS CQNVt.HllU fKUM A(ol - 107) III A 
(.l~ • 12) SCALE. 
UU 12 IJII1,3 
UU 72 IN-1.!) 
l)(J 72 IK=1.6 
LJU 72 lU=1,S 
If(IK.EQ.IU)GO TU 7~ 
ID-.7*«AbS(IPP(IJ.IK,iN)-IPP(lJ.IU.IN»*10.)+.4) 
GAI:( IlhGRPAff< IK, IOll'l. )**2+3. 
IF ( li Ii P A F ~ ~ 11\. Ill) .1'1 l • j ..... N LJ • G k t' A ~ t ( 1 K. r Ll ) • t~ t. • '2 ) l. U I IJ 3 t!:1 
IFlGRPAff( IK. IIJ) ,NE. j)\>UIIJ 330 
IF ( I P P ( I J, 1 K • IN) • LT. u. AND. I P ~ ( 1 J, I u. PO • G T • 0 ) l:J III lJ j 3 ~ 
I F lIP ~ ( I J • 1 K • 1 ," ) • '. I • \' • /.\ I~ I; • I P P ( I J • I I J. 1 ~, J • LT. () ) I, LJ 1 LJ ; Lj II 
I ~ ~ 1 t' ~'l 1 J • I r- • 1 " ) • L I • J • A I~ LJ • I t' t' ( 1 J. j ll' 1 :~ J • l I • lJ ) l. LJ 1 u J " ~ 
If(ID.ijE •• UI.A~U.1LJ'Lt •• ~9)blJTll j,u 
If(lLJ.t)t:. •• b.ANll.lu.Lt.l.~)l1IJTLJ 3')1 
(,DIU Ho3 
I F ~ I ~ t' ( 1 J • 1 " • 1 !'; ) • L J • '.1 • '" I'U • 1 f.' f.' ( I J. I ~J' I '~ ) • G 1 • U ) ',u I LJ l' 1 
1 ~ ( ! t" ~ ( 1 j, 1 1\ • 1 " ) • lJ I • v • "I~ tJ. I t-' t' l 1 J. L 'J, 1 • J • L 1 • u ) I) lJ 'I u l 3 (' 
I ~ ( ! P t' ( 1 J • 1 r,. 1 t. ) • lJ T • u ... N U • 1 t-' t' ( 1 J, 11 J • I " ) • u f • 0 ) \. 'j ,LJ ; j ; 
loll I iJ jfJ 
If (11J.\.r .1.d~.,J,NIl.ld.t t .",I'll,'1111 \")1 
I ~ , 1 tJ • l:J t • 1 • ') 'I • A \ ~ l.J • I iJ • Lt.. I!. • ') J u 'J I l' 'I -) II 
C ou,:(h4j:4 
C (l1l~:U)4'):U 
C ou2:0:,4Hll 
C ()021054~ll 
C (I 0 2 : 0 ~ 'l(' I U 
C lJO~:u~5'):U 
C o02:0"~t,I" 
C OO?11l"~~14 
C oOc:US'JAll 
C (102:0')S~IS 
(; ()0210~tdI4 
C OO~IU,)63:2 
C nO?IO';o7l4 
C n021056"i1,) 
C o02:05bl11 
C fl02:0'joE.S1 
C Dv210')()~11 
C OU2:0')bEll 
C 1102:U.,r415 
C I)02Iu')7'n~ 
C oU21U571l:£ 
C 002105Hll2 
C o0210,,"'/j12 
C ()0210"~11£ 
C 002:U511')1'I 
C o02H),)1.t,12 
C 002:0')UUI2 
C o0210SfC:2 
C OOlIO')F[113 
C o02:0')~1l:j 
C ()02:0')~uIJ 
C oU?IO'ltIJI3 
C o02:U')fu:J 
C 002105~ulj 
C 002:0,FIJ:j 
C oU2:u5F\1lj 
C fl U 2 I U") t u I j 
r t)U?:05~U:03 
C OOI.IO')f\llj 
C 00210')tplj 
C (102105F1113 
C fl02:0.,t FlO 
C ,,02:0bllU:0 
C OU~:U()\Jl:U 
C 002l\)bU210 
C 0021Ub0312 
C OO;:>:Ot)\Jll~ 
I' (;.-: : Uf, 1 j: u 
flu2:061'11l) 
OOt!.: O() 1 (;: 1 
'1 (j? : ,j tJ! j: .., 
u.:.: : U lJ t~·; 1 
I! U~: ilr, J 1: I 
n (l?: u t1 ,II : '. 
riO?: <.ItJ jC : ':l 
.{j,': UC,. 1 ! t.' 
(:t, /; U() .. 
'\'.) ): 1)('::'''',: ~ 
(. : \.1 ') . ~ '. i i 
'I \l .~: Ub ') ~ : ~ 
IJ /: '.Ie»)',: 'i 
GOIU jfJ C f)U2 lIt>'>UI,> 
J3t! 1 F , 1 U • () t • 1 • U 2 • ~ I'l 0 • I L) • L l • 2 •. ) ) u II T U 3::>3 C no? Utl':>t-.lt! 
I r l I U • G t • 1 • 0; 2. A IW • 1 U • L l. l • ';) ) (; lJ T U io;4 C OU2 Ob01:4 
IFlIU.G[.l.U2.A~D.lu.Lt.3.U)60TU j~4 C 002:06oh l ,) 
GU10 313 C o 0 2·: 0 6 6 A 1 4 
J3J IFlIU.6[ •• b.ANU.IU.Lt.1.~)~OTO 3~u C 002 1 066t~: 1 
bOIU 373 C 00Z:0ooF I'> jJ~ 1 H 1 U • liE. .1.02. ANO, I U. Lt .• ~. 0 ) GO T U .i:>O C 0021Ub71)1~ 
IF(IU.GE,I,52.ANU.lu.Ll,2.~)GOTU 3SU C 0021007]14 
GOIU J73 C 00210b(tll~ 
J40 IF'IU.GE,.~2.ANU.lU'L[.1.~)GOTU l'B C 002:067'112 
If(lU,GE.l.02.ANO,IU.Ll.2.0)GOTO j!)4 C 00210b7l)1~ 
IF'IO.G~.1.o;2.ANU.lu.Ll.2.~)GUTO 3~3 C 0021U601:4 
IfllD.GE.2,02.ANU.lU.Ll.3.0)GOTU 353 C 00210606 15 
GOIU 373 C OU21U6bAS4 
J45 IFlID.GE •• 01.ANU,IU.L[ •• ~9)GUTO 30;3 C 002:000t-jll 
IFlIO.G£ •• b.ANU.lu,LE.1.~)GOTO 354 C OOZ:OotH 15 
GOla 373 C 002:06'1"'5 n!) IFlG~PAFfllK.lU),GT.-J)bUTU 320 C 002:0b'1';:jt 
IFlIPP(IJ.I~.ll'l).Lr.U.ANO.IPP(IJ.IU.II'l).GT.O)bUTU 326 C n02 1 lib 'HI : 4 
IF(IPP(IJ.IK.IN>.GT.U.ANO.IPP(IJ.lu.IN).LT.O)GUIU 327 C 002:06AO:' 
GOIO 373 C 00?:06AcilU 32b If(IO.GE •• 52.ANU.IO.LE.1.5)GOTU 353 C 002106Ati:3 
If(lO.Gt.1.02.ANO.IU.Lt.2.U)GOTU 353 C OOi!:06ACI~ 
If(lO.GE.1.52.ANO.IU.L~.2.~)GUTU 354 C 002: 06tH): 4 
If(IU.GE.2.02.ANO.IU.L~.3.0)GUIU 3~'j C 002:0od~:~ 
GOTU 373 C 00210btl'lilt\ 
J27 If(tU.GE.1.02.A~D.IU.LL.2.0)GUTU j~O C (10210bI:!A:l 
IF(IO.GE.1.52.ANO;IU.LE.2.~)GUTO 351 C fl02: ObHII14 
~ If(ID.GE.2.02.ANO.IU.LE,3.U)GUTU 352 C 002: Ob~n 5 GOIU 373 C 00210oCflI4 
..... 
.nO IFlGR~AfF(lK,IU).GT.-2)GUTU 373 C 002106Clli 00 
IF(lPP(IJ,lK,IN).LT.O.ANU.IPP(IJ,lU,IN).GT.O)GUTU 321 C 1)02106(,;/113 
IF(lPP(IJ,lK,IN).GT.U,ANO.IPP(lJ.IU,IN).LT.O)GuTO 322 C 002:061)211 
J21 IF(lU.GE.l.02.ANO.IU.L~.2.0)GOTU j~3 C 00210bU~IS 
If(IO.Gl.l.52.AND.lU.Ll.2.~)GOTU 3~4 C (l02:0bUU I 4 
IflIU.GE.2.02.ANU.Iu.Ll.3.0)GOTO V,4 C O0210b~l15 
GUIU 373 C nOllu6Ui:4 
3U IF(IO.GE.1.02.AND.!U.L~.2.0)GUTU 3~O C 002:0b£7'1 
IFlIU.GE.l.52.AND.lU.L~.2.5)GUTU 3~O C 002:0blJU4 
IF(lO.GE.2.02.AND.lu.Ll.3.0)GUTU 3~1 C 00210t-Er:5 
GOTIl 373 C 00210M314 
35u GA=GA/17 C OOt'llIbF4:l 
G01U 73 C 00210M51j 
J51 GA-GA/14 C 00210bf61U 
GOlD 73 C 002: Obf 712 
j5~ GA-IiA/10 C 00210bf7t5 
GOfU 73 C 0021 Ob~ <,d 1 
353 GA-GA/22 C OO2106~'t14 
G010 73 C 0021 o6Hn 0 
354 GA=GA/25 C 00210flFHlj 
(tillO 73 C flO?IOMCI') 
J~) GA=GA/3U C OUt':0b~IJI' 
G010 73 C OU2:0btf14 
Hl GA s 1. C OO?:Ob~ ~ 11 
GOIU 7~ C fI ()") : 0 b ~ t :., 
fJ UC(IJ.IK,l~)=atllJ.lK.!N)+"~A*I(~~N(lu)*GHP~~HllJ.lU.1~) C nU?lu(Oll:t. 
+ )/(SSN'lK)*uk~~W~'lJ.ll\,IN»)/1J1I<..'lK»/15.) C OO'lIO(d,,:j 
7e. ~u~IINUt C OO(.':O(ijfl, 
C C flO? I ()(11: Ij 
(; I..~L\,;UL~Tl srSTlI'IlC ! :-,S\Jt ~IISI r llP~ l ! SIt') • n 0? : n r 1 ; : ,. 
t 
\C 
C 
c 
uu I .. IJ-l,J 
UU 14 lK=I,b 
UU 114 IN-I,!) 
l~l~(lJ,lK,lN)=OC(lJ,IK.IN)+l~P(IJ.l~.IN) 
7,. ,uNTINUl 
C THl Sl~ VALUES A~l ~~INTlO UUT ~ELU~ fU~ ALL 15 CUUH5[S Uf A~llUN. 
C 
~ 
WHl1l(b,125) 
I'IKlll(tl.243) 
I'I1(11[(b,24~)«lCH(J.l),l=I.5).Jal,jJ 
WHlll(b,233)«(ICANM(I,J,K),K=I.I).J_l.SJ.l=l,3) 
"kll[(b,219J«GRPVAL(I,JJ.J-l,5).«lSJP(N.l.K).K=1.~).N=1.3). 
+ I-l,b) 
C THl UC VALU(S AHl PHINT[U fO~ ALL l~ CUU~S£5 Of ACTIO~. 
C 
C 
I'Il(lTUtl.21tS) 
fHClH.«().243) 
I'Iklrl«().242)«lC~(J.l).1-1.5).J·l.3) 
I'I KITl(6,233)«(I'AN"(1.J.K).Ka l.1),J_l,5).lal,31 
"'I(Ill(6'219}«ijRPVAL(I,J).J-I.~)'«OC(K.l'M).M.l,S).K-1.3),1-1.6) 
C CALCULATE GRUUP VALU£ INU[X (CLUS[) 
C 
c 
UU 4\1 IN-I,o 
T DIf-O. 
UO 41 H.-b.IS 
lUlr.lASS(GR~VAL(IN,IH)-uHPVAL(/.IM» 
OIf Il 3.-IDU 
TUlf·TUlf+(GKPSAL\lN.lM-~)*Olf) 
,.1 I,;UNIINU[ 
~LU~E(tNJ·TUlf/lU. 
,." CUNllNUE 
1'1 Ii I Tl(6,239) 
ftHlfl(b,238)«(GRPVAL(I,J),J=1.5J,CLUS[(IJ.l=l.bJ 
C CALCULATE THE NON-SYSTEMIC PULlllCAL fEASl~lLlrY UF All CUUKSl5 
C Uf ACTION. 
C 
c 
UU 52 IJ-t,j 
UU 52 IN-l.b 
Uu ~2 1"=1.~ 
lCA~rl(IJ,IK.IN)·flOAr(ijH~pW~(IJ.IK,IN»*IPP(IJ.lK,IN)*SSN(l~) 
IIPfI(lJ,INJ-ITPfI(IJ,IN)+ICAPfl(lJ.IK,IN) 
5~ 'uNIINUE 
Uu ~1 IJ=l.J 
UU ~1 IN a l.5 
lCA~fl(lJ,6 .IN)=flUAI(~H~~~~(lJ'b .IN))*IPP(IJ.6 ,IN)*S~N(6 ) 
51 CUNIINUt.. 
C ~"L~ULATE THt:. "'OUrlI,;AL t'lASljjl1..lTY INDEX tll~ 1'1llllUHI1 CA 
C 
I. 
Uu 45 IJ=I.J 
lHJ .. ') 1=1.6 
! C A'" F' 1 ( 1 J. 1 , 6 ) = 1 ~ P ~ 1,J. 1 • 0) • F' L () A I ( G K ~ to' 'IIH 1 J, 1 .0) ) .or ~ ~ '" ( 1 ) 
U(1.ll:i.6)liUI1i 4') 
1 T t>f I ~ I J. 6 ) = 1 11"'1" I ( 1 J. 0 h 11... A r't 1 ( I J. 1 • h) 
.. ~ lIJNIINU~ 
COO 2 ; U f 11l ; U 
C 002:0(1I1IU 
C 002:071'1:\) 
C 00211.)/IA:U 
C qO;;U/1~~IU 
C ou2:0(tI')IU 
C 002:0nH13 
C o02:0fbilj 
C 002:0/21i:j 
C qO?:072HI3 
C 002:0f?FIl 
C 002:u733:2 
C 002:074417 
C 002: 0751·112 
C 002:U1(.i11 
C 002:U17AI£ 
C (10211.1711\14:' 
C 00210(7A:2 
C 002:0'7AI2 
COO 2 1 0 7 , f. : 2 
C 002107~212 
C 002:1.179312 
C Q02:07AA12 
C 002:01(;912 
C 002107C~12 
C 0021U7C912 
C 002:07C912 
C 002107CAIO 
C 002107CAIIl 
COO 2 : 0 7 C r; : 0 
C 002:07U1'1 
C 002:07U213 
C 002107U,,12 
C 002:U'UtiI3 
C 002:07UA14 
C 00?:07UCI~ 
C (Jo2:0(t.1Il 
C 00210lf'>12 
C 002101tSIt' 
C 00210HSl2 
C 002107f512 
C nu,n07f512 
C 0021u(t61U 
C o0210ft'(:u 
C 002107fdlO 
C 00210li0311 
C !)U2:0dO'i12 
C o02:0tiO~:'> 
C ou210tSl\ll) 
C 00210tlll:O 
C o0210blQ:') 
C ()Ol:Onlt:l 
C o02:uolHI 
C nU'?:UtIH: i 
C ou2IUrH~:1 
C OUl:Otllt:v 
C flv2:uQt'\):U 
C OO?:Ol1lrlll 
C oO?:Utlt"dJ 
()Ol:UKlil:4 
(IOI.:UI1.$I:U 
~ 
00 
0 
~ ~~lTl THE TAijLl U~ NUN-SYSllMl~ ~ULITICAL ~lASlbILI1Y INUIClb. 
~ 
(; 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
~ 
C 
C 
C 
c 
wtqlUtu230) 
i'jtltH.(tld15) 
ij K IH.(b,175) 
I'I h l1UtI,17:i) 
UU bU IJ~l.j 
I'I K 11t:\tI,212JlJ 
ijnIl£(6,11h)(ICAN~(lJ,IK'1).lK=1.5) 
I'IHIIU6ol17J 
I'IHllUtI,111i) 
It(11.EQ.l)~UTU 60 
UU til 1=1,6 
I'I HITl(6,119)(GHPVAL(I.J).J a l.5).(IPP(lJ,1 .~).SSN(l).G~PfI'lH'IJ.l.K 
*).I\=l.tI) 
WKITl(6,12uJ (lCAPfl(IJ.I.K).~·1.6) 
61 (;UNIINUE 
6v WtllJ£(tI.121) (ITPfl(lJ.lK),I~=1.6) 
CALL bl~"HT 
nAL(;ULA 1[5 A N[w I"H U:dNu S U') 
l~(ISP.EQ.O) CALL SIPWH1(GH"'PWR,tCANM.S5N.~RPVAL.ISIP.1~) 
~AL'ULATE ISSUE POSITIO~ CrlANbES ANU CORHlSPONDINu MODIflCATIUNS 
IN PULITICAL fEASI~lLITY DUE TU INfORMATIuN AOUITIUNS. 
CAL~ULATE puTENTIAL FOH ~HAN~l INUlX 
UU tiU IJ=I.J 
UU IiU Jlll.5 
LJU 00 IK-l.tI 
... ~l(lJ.IK.J )=fLUAT(GRP~WR(IJ,l~.J )*~SN (l~»/lISI~lIJ.IK.J 
1 )+SSN(lK)+OUb(IK») 
dU (;UNllt~uE 
wtl lH .. (6.2Q1J 
I'I K 11[(6.2Q3) 
Wtll1E(6.242)«(lCH(J.l).1-1,5J.J-l.JJ 
WtllIE(6'233)«(ICA~M(I.J.K).K=1,1),J=1.5).lal.3) 
W~lTll6'219)(GRPVAL(I.J),J=1.~).«PCl(K.l.J).J=1,~).K=1.]).1=1.6) 
600 l~'NUIN.[Q.l)GUTU 100 
ijtllIU6,]tq) 
W~lH(tI'173) 
C ~~LCULATE C~ANijl lh SALl~NCE UU~ 10 INFO. 
C IN LUU~ 85 IHE 5ELl'IEU SALIlNCl NUMAEHS A~~ CU~PLETELY MUUlfllU 
C ~l IHl INfOHMATIUN V[CrUKS. 
(; 
UU 70 IM-l,6 
IUT=O. 
SAL:Ii. 
uU 1S5 n e 1,lO 
!NfSALzGkP~AL( IM,1f )+.'*(~LUAJ( INfSL~( Oh If) 
+ )/~LUAT(lN~SlN(IM.IF)J-.1113)-2 
I ~ ( r, '"< t"' !'> A l I I 'I • 1 t ) • Lt.. I :> L ) I, J T , I ~ f, 
If(IN~!)AL.bT.7)IN~!)AL=(. 
SAL-SAL+IN~SAL-I5L 
~6 rUT=TuT+l~~SAL 
1S5 ~UNIINIJ[ 
~ ~ h lIM) = ::i A L.I ( T u r - ~ A L ) + T II TIl, ... 
c I)021()()3;:u 
C I)O~: Ollj,->: u 
C oU2:U~3i':u 
C O02:lInj6U 
C 002:0tsH:£ 
C OO?:OI1Jf :£ 
C 002: O!i'~'): l 
C 0021\)d'43 I U 
C 002:00"-112 
C OU:?:Ot1 Soll 
C O021t)b'>AI2 
C 0021 Od5~. I 2-
C 002:0ts'>f:j 
C 002: Ots61 H) 
C fl02:0dl:H2 
C 1)0210/1/1:.12 
C o02:0dtsCI" 
C 00210ddflJ 
C 00l:08~LJI3 
C 00210b~f)13 
C OO2106~I)IJ 
C OO2:0ts9Ulj 
C 002:U/:sliulj 
C 002 :()tsA.P '> 
C 002:0oA31';) 
C o02:0dA315 
C 00".1 0 b A 3 1 5 
C 002.: ObA j 15 
C 002:0dA315 
C OO2z0tsA315 
C o02:0I'\A31~ 
C 002:0i1A.,:0 
C O0210bA610 
C O0210tiA7IU 
C 00210dAEIli 
C 00210dH'413 
C OO~:Odb'1IU 
C 00210dbfz2 
C 002:0dCH2 
C 002z0bu4 12 
C OUI1:0dlH:/ 
C 002: OliU;, l"t 
C OOl: U'-IUt<: j 
C 002:u'lIUfI2 
C 002:0~1.H2 
C 002:U-Il~12 
C 1)0210'11312 
C O(211)'I1'i'2 
C 002IU'iljl~ 
C 00210'llj12 
C 00210~lq1O 
C ()O?IU~I'H4 
C Dul H)'il.., 1 ~ 
C 00210'lllblll 
C OO?:OlilC"ll 
(' nU2:v'1l11'4 
(; nO?:O'lll'-J1u 
C 00l:0'12.':; 
C "ut': u'il '";/: 1 
C 1)02:0'1/14:3 
C :IU/: /J'I.:'C:" 
~ 
00 
-
I,; 
7u l.UNI1NUt 
1bU-l 
C ~L~lNN1NG O~ INFU MUUIFll.ATIUN lUUP WHICH EXr[NUS TU THt lNU Of 
I,; THl PHU~~AM. 
C 
c 
65 bul~(bl.63,b4.700),IGO 
6l WKllUb,143) 
Guru ~uo 
bJ nt'lllUb,}44J 
~uTU 200 
64 Wt\!lUb,14')) 
~Ou IJU 8Y IJ-l.J 
Wl'IlTU6,212)IJ 
uU YO J=l,~ 
Il-lt:O(IJ,J) 
a-It: 
1 Tf'~ I( IJ, IU=O. 
WkITl(6,135)(ICANM(IJ.IE,L)'L=1,~) 
C ~ULlIICAL GKUU~~ A~£ SORTEu ~y ~Cl INUEX IN UESCENUING URUEH 
C fOR [ACH N£~ COURSE Uf ACllUN. 
C 
c 
UU 75 1-1,6 
,~ TP(l)·PCI(IJ,I,ll) 
UU 91 tN-l,6 
1-2 
UO 't2 10-1,6 
IF(TP(I).Lr.TP(lu))l=IU 
Yl 1.IJNTINU[ 
lA(lN)-r 
Yl 1~'1).·99Y9. 
buTUt 1J4,201.501),lbU 
C klCALCULATE POL fEA~ INutX WITH ~AliENCl MuDlflED ~y INFu 
C 
c 
1J4 UU ~o hl-l,b 
lK=IA( IQ) 
~~Pfl·rLUAr(GRPpWR(IJ'IK,Il»).S~N(lK)*I~IP(IJ,IK,I[) 
IF(lK.EQ.6)GOTO 4l 
ITPFI(IJ,IE)=ITPFI(!J,Il)+5LPfI 
4~ If(12.EQ.l)bOTO ~o 
WKI1E(6,136)l~kPVAL(lK.I ),l=l,~).ISIP(lJ,I~.IE),SSN(lK).GRP~WH 
+ 'lJ.lK,I[).~LPfi 
5U CUNTINUE 
WKlfl(6.141)lTPFI(lJ,IE) 
l~(lfPfI(lJ,!E).bE.ltlAS)bU III ~O? 
~U I U '10 
C KL(;ALCULATf PUL fEA~ INut.X wIlli II" MlIUlflEIJ IH PHlJ 
l. 
~Ol Uu 57 1=1.6 
lKZ!A( I) 
1 CAP ~ 1 ( I oJ • I K ,IF) = ~ L I J A I ( 1 N ~ tJ t> \ 1 J. ! K • 1 t ) ) I ~ L! 1 A 1 ( 1 !~ t (1 N ( 1 J, 1 K • 1 ~ ) ) 
1'IS11"( IJ,lK. It) 
t"'Cl"'~O=fLUAT(UI1't"'t>yjR(lJ.lK'lr»*:'::''''(l~)*J\..i\Pf[(IJ.lK.l~) 
U ( 1 K • l (J • 0) bid U ~ j 
IIP~l(lJ,lf)=lTt"~l(lJ'lt)+PLINtll 
.. 3 H ( 1 J. E. 0.1 H.(i1 tJ ') 7 
1\" 1 III o. 1 1/) ) ( u t< P 'V A L ( 1 K • 1 ~I ) • I 11 = 1 • ') ) • I r. A ~ ~ I ( I J. [ K • 1 r ) • S ~ ~ l I r\ ) • \," r' t' t1 K 
l' (lJ,lr,.lf).r'(;lN~lJ 
C 002H)li30:~ 
C ()Ol:O~j2:3 
C oO~:O~3.n1 
C I)U2:093.pl 
C oOZ:u'iBn 
C 002:0",33:1 
C 00<,:0<,13311 
C ()0210~jYIU 
C nO?I0'13UI2 
C 00210Y3U15 
C 00210~4c:~ 
C llu210li4;?1') 
C n02:0947:iC 
C 0021 Oli4tll U 
C n02:094t.12 
C 00210Y4FIU 
C 00210'1'>114 
C 00210'1')2:1 
C 1)02:U9::J41~ 
C 0021090JI2 
C fl02: 0'>163 n:~ 
C 002:0903:2 
C OU2H)Y0312 
C 00?IOY6,H2 
C OU210'f64:0 
C 00210'10/'.:4 
C OU2:UY6Clu 
C 002109bCI~ 
C fl021 0'16[1 0 
C 002:0,:,1]13 
C 002:UY7314 
C OO?:OY7~1t' 
C 002:0'171.113 
r. 00210Y7flU 
C n0210':l7r1U 
C n021lJ97FIU 
C I' U ? : U '1 1 r 1 v 
C () u l : U'I till: U 
C 002100;tQ:J 
C 002100;0914 
C OO?IOYtlHIU 
C 00210Yt1t:2 
C OU210YdF:3 
C llLl2:U9AJ:"l 
C 002:0yA'1:l 
C 00210'lA1i13 
C 002109t<q12 
C ,)02: {J'ILS 7: -3 
C 00210<,lo/,\IU 
C OOl'IO'iljhIU 
C ')021 O'ilj,'n U 
C no£':n'JIH"IIU 
C 1)02111'itHlv 
C nOZ:U'ih.:.:j 
C n U ? : tH C 14 1 1 
C ()O?:U'iL7:~ 
C nU,J:09IJJ:u 
C i)v,):O':lI!}:" 
C f)0/'IUIJU4: 4 
C 'l\J/: (1'1'1)'0: ') 
C Ilv?: lI'It t: 1 
~ 
00 
N 
c 
':J( \,UI'411Nul 
wKlrUtH141}ITP~1{lJ.IF) 
Ul1T"~l(IJd~).bl.IFEA~dGU lu 'iU2 
bU IU .,,0 
I,; H~I,;ALCULATl POL flAS INU~X rilTH IP MOU1Fl[u ~Y .. ~ 
" !:IU1 UU !)b 1=1.6 
1"=1A(1) 
~C~H=fRPUT(If)+lCAPF1(lJ,lK,lF) 
~HPfl=fLUAT(GRPf~R(lJ'IK.lf»*SSN(lK)*PC~R 
If(IK.EW.6)GOTU 44 
1TPfI(IJ,lf).lTPFl(lJ.lf)+~~PfI 
4~ It(14.EQ.l)uUTO SB 
W~1IE'b,136)(G~PVAL(IK,I~).lM=1.':J),~C~~.5~N'IK).~H~~~H 
+ (lJ,lK"Fh~t(Pfl 
5~ \;UNI hUE 
~nlll(~.141)ITPtI(lJ.lf) 
It(lTPfI(lJ,lf).GE.lfEAS>GU ru ~02 
90 (;UNTlNUl 
ts'll \;UNIINUE 
hU-IGU+l 
IiUTU b5 
Y02 WnIIE(6,1421IFEAS 
(01) =»IU.-
100 tUkMAT(3(SA4.1012.!:IA4,1012/),5A4.1012,5A4,1U!2) 
101 tURMAT(2(4(5A4)/),4{5A4» 
102 tUKMAT(bIl.1512) 
103 tUKMAT(24(2(4A4,1112)/),2(4A4,1112» 
104 tURMAT(14(2(4A4.11Il)/).2(4A4.1112» 
lu~ tUHMAT('U',~A4'3X,5('OVV ',Il,2X,·PHUtl'.4X» 
lOb tU~MAHI4) 
lu7 fURMATl12X.'CA_"Ij'~X.5lF6.1.2X.'.t.12'~X» 
10~ tUKMAT(7511/1511) 
10~ tUkMAT(70It) 
l1u tUKMAT(36F2.0) 
111 tUkMAHl112) 
11~ tURMAT'35X,'GR~U~ SALIlN\;l INtU~MATIUN vECTuRS'I/) 
11j tUHMATl25X.'THE POS1TIU~S FUn ALL OUTCOME VALuE VECTORS '''UVV)' 
+ /25X.'WITH A~suCIATlU "KU~A8ILITIE~ OF ALL ijROU~S') 
114 tURMA1(35x,'NEbAIIVl INFUkMATIUN VE~TUHS'II) 
11~ tU~MAT'43X.'NON-SYSl[MIC PULITICAL tEASIMILITY INDl~') 
110 tUHMAT'20X.~(11X.1A4),9X"MUUIF1£U') 
117 tUKMATllHO.26X.6('IP SAL PWR'.4X» 
11~ tUkMA1(lH .~9X.b('(PFI)',10X» 
11~ ~uRMAT(lHO,2X,5A4,0'1X.~S.1,lx.t4.2.13,lX») 
120 tU~MAT(lH ,l2X'6(6X.'('.f4.0")',3~» 
1~1 tUkMAT"O'.10x,'rUTAL'.'X,6(~X"(',F~.O,' }',3X)I/} 
IlJ tUriMATl6ft.O) 
12~ fURMAH12) 
12S tUkHAT'30X.'THE SYSTEMIC ISSu~ fUSITION INO[X'/I) 
12t) tUriMAHI4) 
lJU tUI'(MATlbUlll 
131 ~UkMAT'7511/15Il) 
13J ~UHMAH51n 
IJ~ ~uHMAI'JOX.~A4,qX,'~I~ ~AL ~~~'.~x.IPfl'/} 
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C nU) v'1U 'I 
C ()t)2 lh~ 1 .1 
C OU2 U'i~~ 2 
C 'lU2:0'iFU:3 
r. l)02:0'lfEIO 
C 00210'lFt.:U 
C OlOc:J'ift:lu 
C (I 0 2 : 0 'i f ~_ : 0 
C n0210IJFFIU 
C OO£!IOAJ\l:j 
C ()(j210A~51; 
C 002:0AUA14 
C l)02:0AUI,;IU 
C 002:0AUfl, 
C 002:0AI013 
C 002:0A1F:U 
C (102: o Ali:: 7 I 'I. 
C 002101129:3 
C 002:0A3?12 
C 00210Aj~lj 
C 002:0A3714 
C 002:0A3"115 
C 00210Aj!Hl 
C 002:0A31i:4 
C 002:0A4212 
C l)0210A~jll 
C 002:0A4311 
C 00210A4311 
C 00210A43&1 
C ()0210A4.il1 
C 0021UA4jll 
C 00210A4311 
C 0021UA4311 
C 00210A4311 
C 002:0A4]11 
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C OOllOA4311 
C 00210A4i11 
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C ()OI.IUA"~1l 
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C ()OlIOA'Ijll 
C 00210A4311 
C nU2:(JAljj11 
C 002:0A'IHl 
C n02luA4311 
C 00210A4311 
C 00210A4311 
C 00210A4311 
C OOt':UAlljll 
C ()~2:UAlljI1 
C 00210A4311 
C OO/:0114j:1 
C oU210A'I~ll 
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15U tUI1MATl4UX,'SVV:'.lX,111ill) 
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151 ~uI1MAT(6(5X,5A4.jX,2(5(X'I2.jX).'* '),X.Sl12,4X)/)II) 
154 ~UI1MATl30X,lOllA4,2X)/) 
l~j tUI1MAT(47X,~l'CA ',Il.~X» 
156 tURMATl6(5X.5A~.6X,lU(12.4X)/)/) 
15/ tUKMATl3(20X,'E~VI~UNMENIAL STAIE'.12.5(/X.12)/)11) 
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lou tUkMAI(43x.o('GI1P '.Il.JX» 
161 tUkMAl(35x,'GRUUP VALUl VECTUI1S'II) 
102 tURMAT(35X.'IS5U[ t'USITIUN INfORMATIUN VECTuRS'II) 
10J tURMAT(35X.'POSITIVl INfURMAliUN VECTORS'II) 
104 tURMAll42X.~I611) 
16~ tU~MAT(45X.'t'UNI5HMlNT·HlWA~U VALUl VECTU~S·/46X.·likP 1 Gkt' 2 uKt' 
+J blH" .. GRP 5') 
166 tUKMAlllHO.40X"[NVI~ONMlNTAL VALUl MOOlfICATIU~ VlCTOkS'/~lx. 
+ :THl SMALLlk THE INUEX VALUl THE CLOSfR THl fII'II) 
167 tUHMAT(1HO,)OX,'UUTCUME VALUl MODlfICATIUN VECTURS'/51X.'THl SMALL 
+lk lHl INDE~ THE CLUSl~ THE ~IT'II) 
16~ tuRMAT(30(5X,4A4.10X.l0l12.4X),·P •• ·.I2.2X.'INUEX.·.f~ .?)/) 
169 ~URMATl10(2jX,IJ.~X'10(ll.4X).'~ •• '.I2/» 
17V ~U~MAl(24X,~('PUVV',11X» 
171 ~U~MAT(25X.·(THE LAkGEH THE t'UVV. THE MOKE fAVUHA~LE THE UU1CUMl)' 
+1 ) 
172 ~U~MATl30x,'NAMES uf T~E 1u IMPACl VALUESI'/) 
173 ~UHMAT(30X.'NOTEI THE TOTALS lXCLUOE THE UlCIslUN ~AKEHS INUEX'II) 
1/4 fUKMATllO(3UX.5A4/)11) 
1 7 ~ t U R M A 1< 30 X • • THE LA H G E R THE IN U EX'. T H [ ~ [) H t. f A V 0 H A tl L[ T t1 t. (. [J U k ~ ~ 
+Ut ACTlOt-.!'n 
194 tUHHATl4X,3l4X,5A4.lX.14» 
21U tUHMAT(24(3312/).3312) 
ill ~UkMATl5U(5X.4A4.1UX.IOl12.4X).'t' •• ·.121) 
~l~ tUHMATl'U·.29X.'ENVIHON~t.NTAL ~IAT[·.2X,ll/) 
213I'UHMATl30(')X.4A4.10X.10lI2.4X).'I"=.'.I21» 
214 tUHMATl10(2jX.I3.5X.10(1~'4X).·t'=.'.I?,2X"lNUlX='.f6. ~/» 
215 ~URMATl3(20A4/).20A~) 
21b ~UKMATlJOX.~A411) 
21~ ~UHMATl50X.·UfENNl~~ lu CHAN~l lNUlA'/31X.' IHf LAHGESI VALU~~ I~Ul 
+CAll THE GRlATl5T Ut't.NNlSS Tu CMANGl'/) 
21~ ~U~MATl6(2X,5A4.5X'2(~(fo.~).· *'),~(f6.2)/)/) 
22l tUI1MAT(50X,'GRUU~ AfFECT'II) 
l23 tUk~AT(~OX.'[NVIRONMENTAL fACI~HS AND CO~Ulrl[JNS'II) 
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C 00210A4jll 
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C n02IUALl3:! 
C ()0210A~311 
C 00210A~jll 
C OO£:Oi-l4Hl 
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C OU2:0ALl3:! 
C oOZIOA4:nl 
C OO~:OA4311 
C OU210ALl31l 
C 00210A4.Pl 
C 002:UA~,ll 
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C OU?,IUALljll 
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C 00210A431l 
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C 0021UALl311 
C f)02:0A~ill 
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C 0021l}A431l 
C ()02:0ALljll 
C 002:0A4311 
C n02:0A4i11 
C ()UI:V~"j:l 
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C 002:UA4jll 
C 00210A4311 
C 0021UA4311 
C 0021UA~311 
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C 00210A4JIl 
C 00210A'!3:l 
C 00210A4jll 
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C I)U/:UIIl.jj:l 
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C I)Ot:OALlj:l 
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~4J tuHMAh29X,'THI:. NUM~E.R!) AIiUIJt. E.A~H (.OIJ~S[ IH Al:lIUN INUl(;ATl THI:. C 
+UUK~~ uf ACI10N UKul~'/3')X.'U[rEHMINlD fKUM TH~ S£L[CTE~ IIALUl IIEC 
+11.11( INLJI:.X'n 
~4~ tUHMAT~25X,'OUrCUMl IJALut IJE(;ruH~ ~lA5UM£U A(iAINST EACH ij~nuP'//) 
~40 tUKMATl///?~X"UUTCll~f IJALUI:. MUulF lCArlUN IIlCTUKS fUH ijHOUP',IJ/I) 
~~D tUK"AT(2JX,13,')X,10l12,4X),'f'=.',I2J 
314 tUKHATl'O',30X,41Hf'ULITICAL f£A~ltilLlTY INUlX MODIFICATIUNS/) 
lNO 
C ()U?':l)A4311 
C 002:0A4.ill 
C oOI?:OA'I311 
C ()02:0litlj:l 
C 002:01\4]:1 
C ()02:0A4311 
C ()02H)A4.n 1 
C 0021UA4.i:1 
C 0 U 2 : 0 Ii 'I :1 : 1 
C 00210A'I311 
C 002:0A4311 
C 00210A4311 
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~U~~UUIINE VALHUO 
c 
C U~TlRHINE VALUl HOUlfILA1IUN~ iN EACH ENVI~UNMlNTAL STATl AND l~ 
C ~A~N ouTeOMl NECES~ARY TU ACHIlV£ THE S[Ll',EO IJALUt vECTUR---ANU 
C "nIlE lHl OUTCOMl VALUE vECTU~S wITH THE CLUSEST FIl ALUNG wITH 
C rNl IIALUE MUOIFICATION VlCTOriS 
C 
INTlG[n VHV(3,10'10)'ESV"(3,10,15)'~~PVAL(7.15)'G~~~AL{,.10}.(j~V 
U1MlNSION IUVMOD(3,5.~,10),lCANM(3,5,5),XVMV(3~10),XOV{J,~,~), 
+UVV(3,~,5'll) 
CUHMON ESVV.~RPVAL,lCANM'UVV~GHPSAl~VMV~X"Mv'IUIJMUU'XOV 
UU 35 IJald 
UU ;$6 IM-1,10 
""'-0. 
UU 33 111.-1,10 
VMV(IJ,IM,IK)a[SIJV(IJ,lM,IIl.+4)*C-1)+GRPVAL(7,IK+5) 
VM-IJM+ABS(ESVV(lJ.IM,lK+4)-G~PVAl(7,IK+~»/flUATCG~~SAL 
+ (7.1~» 
JJ CUNIINut. 
XVM"(IJ,lH)=VM/(~LOAT([SIlVlIJ.IM.15»/lu.) 
3b ~UNI1NUE 
UU J5 111.-1,5 
LJU 3ij 10M-I,5 
UVIIO. 
01.1 39 lOlI.l,lO 
10V~OD(IJ,IK,IUM,IUV)-OVV(lJ,IK,IOHJIUV)*(-1)+G~f'VAL(7,IOV+~J 
UV-UV+AB)(OVV(lJ.IK,lUH'IUV)-GHf'VAL(7,ltJII+~»/fLUAT(bH~SAL 
+ (7,IOV» 
3~ ~UN IINU£ 
XUVlIJJI~,IUH)IIUIJ/(ovll(lJ'lK,IUM,ll)/10.) 
3tt CUNTINUE 
3~ CUNTINuE 
In. TUMN 
lr.u 
~I AHl lJF SE.bMtNT 006 
C OOb:OOOOIO 
C !)06:000{)lu 
C ()O~:OOOOIU 
C OUblllOOu:O 
C OOI>:OOOUIO 
C 1)061000JIO 
C ()Ob:OOUOIO 
C 1)06:000()&Q 
C 1)06 I 0000 HI 
C 000:000010 
C n061 uuOU HI 
C OOI'):OQUUIO 
C !)0610001lU 
C 006JOOO?&O 
C 006:0UOt'34 
C 0061000'1'0 
C 006:0uOI)23 
C 006:001'31l> 
C 006:oo1t>&U 
C ()ObS001~11 
C 006:001[11 
C oOt):0021112 
C OObH)U2110 
C nOf)SUu~.?IU 
C 006:00n14 
C 006:0U241U 
C 1I0bI002f:'I 
C 00610U3614 
C ()I) /) : 0 1I j ~ 1 t' 
C 006:00J113 
C 0061004313 
C n06:00'l,)14 
C n06 OL''IOlv 
C tlV'> uu4A.13 
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C 
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C 
C 
+ '1CAU(3,~),ICO(j,5) 
UlIL~MINATl~N Uf CLuSESr U~~/5VV Fli fO~ EAI.H CA 
A~U CALCULATIUN OF SVV INUlX 
2" UU ju IJa1,J 
UU jO IK=1,5 
1CAO(IJ,IK)=U 
UU 30 IH=I,5 
TvOIf-O. 
uo 32 J=1,10 
UVDlf.A~S(Gk~VAL(7,J+5)·Ovv(IJ.lK.IM.J»*fLUAT(~HPSAL 
+ (l,J» 
TVDlf-TVuIF+OVDIF 
3C! <;UNTINUl 
TVDIF-TVDlf/(.64*FLUAT(UVV(IJ,IK,IM,ll») 
1t(lCAOCIJ,IK).lQ.0)ICAU(lJ,IK)=IFIX(TVUlF} 
IttICAO(lJ,IK).Ll.TVUlF)uUTU 30 
l~AU(IJ,IK)-lFIX(TVDIF) 
3U CUNTINUE 
WI'<ITHb,146) 
WI'<IIU(H236) 
"/'(IIE(6,100J(GRPVAL(7,J)'J=1'1~J 
WI'<!TE(b,228J(II,II=I,3) 
UU Jl J=l.5 
WHITE(6,194)«ICANM(!,J,K),K=I,5),ICAU(I.J},1=1.3) 
31 ~UNTlNUt. 
~uIH HUUT INl WHICH COMPUlES THE COU~SE UF ACTI(]N L1~UER 
Uu 97 1=1,3 
UU <;7 J=1,~ 
L=2 
DU 98 K-1,S 
IF(ICAO(I,L).GT.ICAU(!,K»L=K 
y~ CUNTINUE 
lCU(I,J'=L 
ICAO( 1,U=999999 
'if <;UNTINU[ 
Ht.TuHN 
100 tUHMAT(15x,'TH[ fOLLnwIN~ INDICES AHE COMP~I[I) USING THIS '.SA4. 
+ 10U~//) 
140 tUHMAl(lHl) 
194 tU~MAl(4X'3(4X'5A4,~X.I4» 
22d fUkMAJ(3(8X,'ENVIRUNMENTAL STATl',2X,I1)11) 
~3b fUHMAT'30x,'SELECTEU VALUE VECTUH INOlX'/20X,'UESl~EO CUUkSES Uf A 
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00710000 U 
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0071u002 0 
oo71uOU4 4 
0071000610 
n0710uvol4 
()O(:Oou/j:u 
OO'IOOOf:~ 
007:0012:0 
n07:00131~ 
007:00l,)13 
0071QOIRI4 
n071002114 
nO(I0024IS 
nol:0027:S 
n07:00lE:'t. 
0071003~1~ 
n071003f,1't. 
00(:004312 
n07:0u4f12 
n07:uU'lF:U 
n07:0uo~12 
ou71006713 
007:006713 
007:00!)7:) 
I)OrlOub(l3 
OO(:OU04:U 
()Of:006~:0 
007:00oA:5 
1)0(100o(lu 
0071007115 
;IU'IOO(,,:O 
o07100f7:2 
nOfll)ldtj: 1 
nO"QUr~ Ij 
()Q7:00t1010 
0071000010 
(Jul:OUd():u 
oo(:OUO\)IU 
0071lhHlOIU 
n0710()tlOIU 
no 7: O\lCj[) 1 u 
nO 7: I)Uch,·1 U 
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1\ ~ 1 It l 6.1 U,) (uH t'" A L.l (. I ) • 1 = i • '» • ~ 11. 11= 1 • '» 
:> I A>t T IH S ~ l> '1 t I~ i d '.1 'i 
C !)U'i: U('cJl,: () 
)U'I: lII'JI': v 
·IV'.;: VOl! J: iJ 
fli) Y: !J\)d \1: tJ 
C \) U -I : v v v .' I ,I 
C '1\)'-1: \JU\),!: lJ 
~ 
00 
0\ 
W~1IUbd70) 
uu l~ IJlIld 
wRIl£(tH~12)lJ 
UU 16 11<1:1.5 
IPsO, 
DO 17 IM-1,5 
TUlf=O. 
00 111 J-6.1S 
IUIF-IAHSlGHPVAlll.J)·UVV(lJ.IK.lM,J-S» 
OIf-l.-IUlt" 
TUlf·TOlf+(GH~SAL(T,J-5)*UlF) 
19 CONTINUl 
POVV(IM)-TUlf/lO. 
1 PII I P+ ( T U If' 11 0 • ) * ~ L U A H till II ( IJ f I", 1M. 11 ) Jll U 0 • 
17 CO~TINUE 
WRITE(6,107)IK,~PUVV'11),UIIV(IJ'IK,lI.11).11·1.5J 
Ib IP~(lJ" ,1K).IP/~. 
If(CC(b).EQ.l)GOTU 15 
UU 10 IK*1,5 
IflCL(IJ,lK).GT.-2.ANU.CLllJ,lK).lr.2)uOTU 10 
ICL-CL(lJ,1~)*CC(6) 
If(ICl.LT.l)GOTU 11 
ICL-Cl(lJ,lK)**J+~*lCL+l 
IflICl.EQ e 46)ICl-SO 
XCl-«ICl/10+5)*2)/lu. 
GOlO 12 
11 ICLIIIABS(Cl(IJ,IK»**J+2*IABS(ICl)+1 
If(ICL.EQ.46)lCl-SO 
XCl-1.-fluAT(ICl)/100. 
1~ IPP(IJ,7.IK)-1~P(IJ.7,IK)/XCL 
1U CONTINUE 
15 CUNIINUE. 
Ht.TURN 
105 tURMAT(·O·,~A4'3X.~('OVV ',11,2X,'PHOS',4X)/) 
107 ~UH~AT(12X,·CA".I3,5X,~lf6.2'2X".'.12,4X» 
lTO tUH~AT(24X.~(·POVV·'11X)/) 
~1~ fUH~ATl'O',29Xo'ENVI~ONMlNrAL ~IAT£"lX,11/) 
t.NU 
C /I U'" 1 0 v l.i ~ 
C 0091U011 l. 
C ill)9:uull1 IJ 
C 00'11001fll 
C OO~IO()lflO 
C oO'J1001F14 
C (lO'JIOUI.IllJ 
C OO~:002P4 
C 00910U<:!31u 
C 00'1100lAI~ 
C 009100iCI1 
C OOIJIOO2F:S 
C OO~I003?IU 
C 00'lIU034&1 
C OO~IOU3Alj 
C 00910U3(;14 
C OU'11004f12 
C ()O~'005';'l 
C OO~:oo~rz£ 
C 009:005tPO 
C 009100')fll 
C 00910003:5 
C 00~IOOb414 
C OO~IOObAll 
C 0091006(;10 
C 009:006t.15 
C OOQIOO6FI,! 
C 0091007513 
C 009100f7&2 
C 00'1100/.",0 
C 00'1100r(;:~ 
C (\o'JI007~ &0 
C OO~ 1 OOtH &1 
C OO~IOOti114 
C OO~:OOlllHI 
C OO~IOOdll" 
C 00910(j1j114 
C 00'11001:)114 
fURMAT St.lil-1[NT Ot'F .l::i 0U.32 LtJI~U. 
S[GMLNT 009 1S OOhU LUN~ 
,""""""",."""""""""""""""""",., •• ",*."""."" •• ".,.#",.#.,#,."",& ••••• #"., •• ,." •• "" 
SU~kUUIINE SSNlSl(GHPSAL'SSN'G~PVAl.ISL) 
INTlijEk GRPVAL,GRP~Al 
U1HENSIUN GkPSAL(1,lO),SSN(T),ijHPVAL(T,1S) 
C 
C CAL~ULATI0N UF SlLlC1Eu SALll~C£ NUM~EH 
C 
uu ~l l-l,T 
~AL·O. 
lUI-O, 
UU 1)6 J-l,10 
If(Gk~SAL(1,J).GT.1SL)~AL=~AL+GHPSALll,J)-lSL 
tl6 rUT.TuT+GR~SAl(I.J) 
kVclUT/lO. 
~~N(l).SAL/(TUT-~Al )+AV+«(AV-lSL)+A~S(AV-ISL»/ll.*(AV-15l)~1) 
+ )*A~S(AV-l~L} 
8l (;uNIINUl 
I'IIQIUb,14QJISL 
srAHT Uf SlhMlNT UOA 
C OOAIOOUQIO 
C o 0 A I 00 0 (I 1 0 
C OOAIOOOUIO 
C OOA:OOOO:u 
C OOAIOOOOIU 
C OOAIOOUOIO 
C OOAIOOOOIO 
C f)OAIU()U1IU 
C (lOA: ()IJU 11" 
C OOA Z OO(I?I t' 
C 00AIUU031U 
C OOAZOO(jA:~ 
C OUA:001UI4 
C nOAIOultlU 
C OUAIUul."u 
C ()O~IOUli-ill 
n01u livldll. 
> 00 
-..l 
W~lll(6,12~)«ijH~VALlI,JJ,J=1,5),SSN(I),1=1,6) 
W~II[(6,125)(ijH~VAL(',J),J=1,~),~SN(7) 
~~rUI'(N 
12~ ~~I'(MATl4(20X'2(5A4'4X,·55N=·'f4.2,4X)/)II) 
IJ.:s ~UI'(MAH~12) 
14~ tUkMAT('ot,20X"~ELlCTlU SALIlNCE NUMBERS WITH SALllNCl LlVlL:', 
+ 121) 
E.NU 
C ('lOA 0024 'I 
C OUA 003tj " 
C OOA U04/ , 
C (,OAI0047:':> 
C OOA:OU4/'1~ 
C ()UA:00471~ 
C ()OAIUU4(1~ 
C 00A:OU4r:~ 
fURMAT Sl~M[NT UOH IS OU03 LUN~. 
fURMAT Sl6MlNl u31 IS UU1U Ln~G. 
S~GMENT OVA IS UU~5 LONG 
""",."".""""",.""""""""."""""" """"",*"."""""""".".#, •• , •• """ •• ",.",., ••• "., 
SUBROUTINE SIPWRr(ijR~pWR,lCANM,SSN,ijRPVAL,!SIP'l~) 
C lHl~ SUHROUTINE WHITES THE Ptl TABLE USING THE SIP CALCULATION. 
H~AL ISIP(3,7,6),ICA~FI(3,6,6) 
INTl~l~ GRP~WR(3,6,6) 
U!MENSION TPFI(3,6),SSN(7J,bI'(PVAL(7,15),ICANM(J,5,5) 
C 
C RLCALCULATE POLITICAL FEASIBILITY INDEX USING SIP 
C 
c 
Uu 76 IJ-l,J 
uu 7b IN-I,6 
TPFllIJ,IN)=O 
UU 75 lK.l,~ 
I~A~flClJ,IK,IN)-FLOAT(GRPPWR(IJ,IK,IN»*ISlP(IJ,IK,IN)*SSN(IK) 
IPfICIJ,IN)- TPfI(IJ,IN)+ICAPfICIJ,IK,IN) 
7~ \,;uNTINUE 
1~APfI(IJ,6 ,IN)-fLuAT(uRPPWHCIJ,6 ,IN»*15IPCIJ,6 ,IN)*S~~lo ) 
76 CUr.l U-.UE. 
C KL"kITl Pfl TA~LE 
C 
W rc 1 TE ( b, 230) 
W~IIt.C()0220) 
wrcIIU6,175) 
WHIIU6d7J) 
UU 16 IJ-l,3 
WHITE(6,212)IJ 
wrclTl(b,116)CICANM~IJ,IK,1),IK=1,5) 
IIl'llfU6dl7J 
Wl'lllU6,llb) 
't(15.~Q.l)ijUTU 76 
UU 79 1-1,6 
wnlTElo,119)(GRPVAL(I,J),J-l,5),CISIP(IJ,1 ,K),SSN(I) 
~,uK~~WK(IJ.i'K).K=l.b) 
WHllE(6,120)(ICA~fI(lJ,I'K),K-1,6) 
7~ \,;ur.IINUl 
t~ wHIll(o.121) ~ T~fI(IJ.IK).IK=1.6) 
nLIUKt-l 
116 ~UHMAT(20X,~(11X'lA4J.~X"MOul~ llU') 
llt ~UI'(MAT'lHO.l~X'6('~1~ ~Al ~nk',jX» 
110 tuHMAT(lH ,29X'6C·(~f I)',lux» 
11~ ~UI'(MA1'lHO,lX,5A4,6(lX,~~.1.lX.~~.2.Jj.1X») 
12u fUHMATllH .£2x.o(bX.'(',~4.0,')'.3x» 
1 2 1 ~ U IHI A r l ' U ' , lOx, , T U I II L ' • ( " • 0 ( ~ X • ' l ' • ~ i • (), , ) , • 3 X ) / / J 
17J tlJH"iAl'jUx.'I~UTfl IHt rllIAL~ tx(.LULJt:. THl Lltl.!SIUN MAKFrt~ INI)EX'//) l/~ ~UKMIiI(3l))r .. 'IHl lAK'\;JH~ IH~. INUL.\ I. IHl "IU'<t F"AvdHAHU IHI:. llJU~!:>l 
• oJ' kl. I I' H,' I, 
STAHl UF SEGMENT (Joe 
C oOC:O(JUUIU 
C oOC:OOOuIO 
C OOCIOOOu:O 
C oOC:UOUOIO 
C oOC:OOOOIO 
C (lOCIOOU(IIU 
C OOCtOl/OOIO 
C OOCIOOO()IU 
C OOC:OOOUIO 
C 00(.;1000110 
C 0·OCI000;:U 
C 00(,;:Ouu,,14 
C OOCIOOOolU 
C OOCI001214 
C oOCIOOltn~ 
C OOC:OUIRIO 
C 00C:u02,,:2 
C 00(.;IOU28:4 
C OOC t 002tH 4 
C 00CIU0211 1 4 
C OOCI00lH''I 
C 00C:002ll£ 
C OOCIOUJUl2 
C OOC:()03ql2 
C OOC I 003tH 2 
C OOCI00391U 
C oUC:OUJI'I't! 
C OOCIOJ'II)I(I 
C OOC:UJ~)II, 
C OOCI00551;i! 
C OOC:005613 
C oU(.;IU05t1IU 
C OOC:Q061\:j 
C ()Uc:ourf,:£ 
C OUc: 001:1'112 
C 00C:00oo13 
C oOC:00'1'):3 
C (lOC: OU'1b: U 
C '0C:UO~H\1 
C (HI C : 0 li ~ r, : u 
C 1)0(:00';t,:0 
C dvl.;UO-lt,:V 
C nul:0v':It>:U 
C ,)OC:00'l o :0 
C IlUl.H)U1tJ:U 
C ()()C:vO'1r>:V 
:> 
do 
00 
~1~ t~HMAT(~uX.·lNVIHUNMlNTAL ~rAI~',2~,Il/) 
~2U tukMAT(~~X,'SY~Tl~ll POlITIC~L ~~AS1~lLlry !NUlX') 
~JO tU~MAT(lX_IAIIII) 
~~U 
c OUr.:OOY6:u 
C nUC:Oi)'1/l:0 
C ()OC:UU'1t,:U 
C oOC:0090lo 
FUR Mil r S [G M [fIj f 0 U II I 5 U I.l U ') lIll~ li • 
F U H M A I 5 l G Pol llH 0 .3 I 1 5 1I U 7 11 Lt 1 ,~ G • 
SfC.MEN r ooe I!:> lJUl\b LI)f~G 
"""""""""""""""""""".6"""""_' •• #*'r'i""""#""##'#""'#"#"""#'#"""#~*"'4""""" 
NU ~KHOHS OEllCTEO, NU~~lH Uf CAkUS • 676. 
CU"~lLArION TIME • 4~ SlCUNUS lLAPSEU. 10.b3 SEC ONUS PHuClS~ING. 
SIAHT Ot SEGMl~r uOE 
SEGMENT uOl IS Oo~t LUN~ 
U~ SlACK SIZl • ~3 WUkDS. fl~lSllt. 140 ~UHDS. lSlIMAT£U CUHl STUHAGt HlQUIHlMr~r 
TUtAL PHOG~AM CUO£ • 36~7 WU~OS. A~HAY STOHAGE • ~738 wUHUS. 
t1 I 1 n ,H! t( US. 
NUMblH uf PRU~HAM Sl~~lN1S • 22. NUMBER Uf UISK SEGMENTS • 22~. 
PHUgHAM CODE FILE • ~HOPUEHM_ CU~~lLlR CUMPILED ON O~/03/7~ 
Part 4 
PROPDEMM 
Program Output for the Willamette Basin 
A-89 

~ 
-
INDUSTRIAL 
MUHICIPAL 
AGRICULTURAL 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
RECREATIONAL 
OECISION MAKER 
OBJECTIVE VEcTOR 
INDUSTRIAL 
MIJNICIPAL. 
AGRICULTURAL 
[NV IRONMENT"I. 
RECREATIONAL 
DECISIUr.. MAKfA 
Of.)JI:.C 11 VE VEe TOR 
lNOUSHcUL 
NAMES or THE 10 IMPACT VALUESI 
WTRQUAL ITY 
nOOD CONTROL 
ECONOMIC GROL'lTH 
ESTQUAL ITY 
wTRSUPPLY 
nSH & WILDLIFE 
RECREATIONAL npPOR 
ENERGY AVAILABILITY 
LAND USE OPTIMIZATN 
~AVJGATION 
GROUP VALUE VECTORS 
WTRQ nOD ECON ESTQ 'wTRS 
-I 2 3 -2 3 
3 2 2 1 2 
-1 3 1 1 3 
3 1 -2 3 1 
3 1 -1 1 1 
3 l 2 2 1 
~ 2 3 3 2 
GROUP SALIENCE 
WTRQ FLOO HON £STQ wTRS 
3 5 r 1 1 
6 7 6 4 5 
1 6 5 2 7 
7 :I 1 7 :I 
7 4 3 6 4 
6 e: 6 7 
5 'j , 3 6 
fISH 
0 
0 
1 
3 
3 
0 
F'ISH 
1 
1 
3 
7 
1 
3 
3 
GROUP POWr.R vrCTORS 
RECR ENER I.AND NAVI 
-I 3 2 3 
2 2 1 1 
-I 1 2 0 
3 -2 3 -? 
3 0 1 -1 
0 -I -2 -3 
3 2 0 
RECR ENER LAND NAVY 
1 1 2 '5 
5 5 ,. 3 
3 1 6 5 
6 2 6 2 
7 3 2 1 
4 5 5 1 
4 6 6 
CAt1 CA~2 CA.3 CAt~ CA~5. CA#6 CAtl C~'8 CAf9 CA10. CAll tA12 CA13 C.lh CA15 
3 345 3 3 S S 4 5 ~ 5 ~ ~ 4 
---- ~-" ---
-- ---"- -- -
5000000 f 4CQF.S 4 5 6 6 2 4 3 3 ~ J P-.12 }NU[X. f.Ol 1590000 A. ACRES 4 ') I) 6 1 4 2 3 
" 
0 P·.,O INDEx- 3.84 5500000 fISH 2 :!' 1 4 2 4 2 3 2 (I p •• ?) t NOf.x. 2.29 
3000000 HUNT 0 0 2 2 3 5 2 4 2 1 2 0 P-.22 INUfX- ~.68 
ENVIRONMENTAL STATE 3 
WTRQ noo (CON E5TQ I'jTRS FISH RfCR E!~E.R L.ANO NAVY 
1.25 POP INCR 1 2 1 1 2 0 2 () P-.&,7 
620000 LABORERS 0 2 -2 0 3 2 1 -2 1 -1 P-.l3 
450000 U ACRES -3 -3 3 -3 -1 -3 -3 -3 -3 2 P·.22 
66 INCHES PRECIP 3 -2 0 1 3 1 -1 0 1 1 pa.21 
42 MIL Hl'iH 
-2 0 3 -3 -1 -I 0 -3 0 !) p·.:H 
46 MIL R DAYS 
-2 0 3 -3 0 -l -3 -1 -2 (j P-.14 
5000000 f ACRES -2 -3 -3 -;) 0 -J -2 0 -3 0 P·.12 
1640000 A ACRES 0 -1 -1 -2 1 -1 0 0 -1 0 P·.48 
5250000 FISH 0 0 1 -1 0 -3 -1 0 0 0 P·.35 
2750000 HUNT D 0 0 0 0 -1 0 -3 -I 0 0 0 P-.37 
ENVIRONMENTAL VALUE ~ODlrICATlON VECTORS 
THE SMALLER THE INDEX VALUE THE CLOSER THE rIT 
1.25 PUP INCR 1 0 2 2 -1 t 2 0 0 P-.?, INDEX- 0.83 
020000 LABORERS 2 0 5 3 -I -1 0 5 1 1 P·.13 tNDEx- 3.55 
4~OOOO U ACRES 5 5 0 6 3 .. 4 6 5 -2 P-.,2 INIJEX- 4.85 
66 INCHES PREelP -1 
" 
3 2 -1 0 2 3 1 -1 P-.,1 I~DEX. 2.11 
~ 42 MIL MWH .. 1 0 6 3 2 1 6 2 0 P·.31 INDEx- 1.92 48 MIL. R OAYS 
" 
2 0 6 2 4 
" 
It 
" 
0 P·.14 t'iO£X- 5.14 
Q\ 5000000 f ACRES 4 5 6 6 2 14 3 3 5 0 P-.12 I~OEl<- 7.01 
1640000 A AC,.ES 2 3 • 5 1 2 1 3 3 0 P-.48 IND£'x. 1.11 5250000 fISH 2 2 2 4 2 4 2 3 2 0 P •• ]5 INDEx- 1.55 
2750000 HUNT 0 D 2 l 3 4 2 
" 
2 3 2 0 P·.37 t NOO. 1.50 
--------------------~-----------~--------------
OUTCOME VALUE VECTORS 
ENVIRONMENTAL STATE 
CAU 
WTRQ FLOD leON ESTQ ~TRS F"l SH flEeR ENER LAND NAVJ 
1 1 2 1 '} 3 0 1 1 Pa.;lO 
2 -1 1 1 -I 2 -1 1 0 0 2 P-. '7 
3 0 1 0 -1 2 1 1 0 1 1 Pa.tS 
4 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 0 0 1 P·.IO 
5 0 2 1 -I 2 -I 1 0 1 2 p •• 8 
OUTCOME VALUE MODIFICATION VECTORS 
THE SMALLER TH£ INDEX THE CLOSER TH( FIT 
1 1 0 2 2 0 0 -2 3 1 -I pa.20 INOEX- 1.66 
2 3 1 2 4 0 2 0 3 2 -2 pa. 7 INllEXa 8.46 
3 2 1 3 4 0 0 0 3 1 -I P-,tS II';OEx- c.69 
4 0 0 1 2 0 -I -1 , 2 -I P-.10 INDEX- 3.23 
5 2 0 , 4 0 2 0 3 1 -2 pa. 8 INon. 6,69 
~ CAl2 
\C 
-....I 
wTRQ fLOC (CON ESTQ WTRS F'I SM RtCR f~rR LAND NAVY 
1 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 0 1 1 p·.?o 
2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 0 2 1 pa. 8 
3 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 pa.1S 
4 -1 1 -I -1 1 0 1 0 0 1 p •• 7 
5 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 Pa.tO 
ouTCO~E VALUE MODIfICATION V(CTORS 
THf SMALLfR THE INDEX THE CLOSER T~f FIT 
1 1 2 2 0 0 -I 3 1 -I p •• /?o INuEXa 1.63 
2 0 0 2 1 \) -1 -I 3 0 -1 P-. 6 INDEX- 3.36 
3 2 1 3 3 t 0 0 3 2 0 P·.,5 ll'luf)la il.O;,? 
4 3 1 4 
" 
1 1 0 3 2 ·1 P-. 7 T"w[XII 7.20 
5 2 1 2 j 1 1 0 3 2 -1 PS.l0 INl)[X- 4.2? 
CAt3 
wTRQ fLDO fCO'-i ESTQ wTR& F'I SH HECq (filER LAND ~AVT 
2 2 1 ? 2 1 1 1 p •• /lO 
l 1 1 0 0 1 (j 1 1 0 t pattO 
3 1 1 t I , 1 -; 1 1 1 pm .11) 
" 
0 \) l) 0 -1 1 0 0 () POI;. '5 
.-- --. --- - ----- --- - ~ 
- -- --. --- -- --- -- -- -- ..• - - -- ---- -- ---- ---- - •. _- ---- -- --_. --- --- -- - ---- - ._-
--- -- -- - - ----
';) 0 0 2 0 2 p-.tO 
OUTCOME VALUE MODIFICATION VECTORS 
THE SMALLER THE INDEX THE CLOSER THE FIT 
1 0 () 2 2 0 0 -I 2 1 -I p·.?o r~LlEX- 1.35 
2 1 3 3 1 1 0 2 2 0 P·.10 1 Ilion- ~.oo 
3 1 2 :l 0 0 -I '2 1 -1 p •• 15 INDF.~a l.01 
4 2 3 3 2 2 0 3 2 0 pa. 5 INOEX- 1.72 
5 2 2 3 0 1 -1 2 1 -I P-.tO INOrx. 1.91 
CA'4 
I'ITRQ FLOO ECON ESTQ wTRS nSH RECR ENER UNO NAVY 
1 2 1 1 2 2 1 t Pa.20 
2 0 {) 1 -I 0 -I 1 1 0 U pal to 
3 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 2 1 1 P-.1S 
• 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 P-.tO 5 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 ? p •• 5 
OUT CONE VALUE MUDIfICATION VfCTORS 
TH( SMALLER THE IND£X THE CLOSER THE fIT 
~ 1 0 1 2 2 1 0 -I 1 1 -I P-.?O INDEX- 1.45 2 2 2 2 .. 2 2 0 2 2 0 P-.IO P,·UEX- 4.0Q \0 3 1 1 2 3 1 0 0 1 1 -I pa.IS INDEX- 2.12 00 
4 2 2 2 3 2 1 0 2 2 -I P-.tO INDEX- 4.42 
5 0 0 1 2 0 0 -I 1 1 -2 p •• 5 J~DEX- 6.79 
CAt5 
WTRQ FLOa (CON ESTg wTRS nSH RECR tillER LAND NAVt 
1 2 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 P·.20 
2 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 pa.15 
3 2 2 3 2 3 2 3 '; 2 1 p •• 0; 
4 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 0 0 0 P-.1O 
5 0 1 0 0 1 -I 1 0 0 I) P-.IO 
OUTCOME VALuE ~OOI'ICATION VECTORS 
THl SMALLER THE INDEX THE C~OSER THE rIT 
1 0 0 2 "2. 0 0 -1 2 1 -1 P·.;:>O INDEX- i.l!; 
2 1 1 ~ 3 1 1 0 2 2 Po P-.IS IIIIO£x- 1.90 
3 0 0 0 1 -1 -I -2 1 0 -I p •• '.) TNO(X· j.OO 
4 1 0 1 2 0 0 -I 3 2 0 P-.tO INDEx- 2.09 
S 2 1 3 3 1 2 () J 2 0 pa.tO T~Oflr::a .1.70 
ENVIRONMENTAL STATE 2 
CAU 
-------- - -- - -. - - ---- - ~--.---.-- -- - -~ -.~ -- "--' --.~-------------
---...------------------ -----------_._------ -----------
~,TRQ f'LUO f.CON EHQ IJTkS nSH HtC~ E/I,lR LA~O NAVT 
1 1 1 0 0 1 2 1 0 -I P-.?O 
2 0 1 0 () 0 1 1 -I -I Q P·.t'; 
3 -I 1 0 -I 0 0 1 -1 -I 0 PII. 8 
4 1 t' 1 1 2 1 2 0 1 1 p •• 1 
5 1 1 0 1 2 1 1 0 0 1 pa.lO 
OUTCOME VALUE MODIfICATION V(CTORS 
THE SMALLER THE INDEX THE CLOSER THE F"IT 
1 I 1 3 3 1 -I 0 3 3 -I p·.~O HJDrX- 2.16 
2 2 1 3 3 2 0 0 
" 
1 0 P·d5 I NOn- 2.35 
1 3 1 3 4 2 1 0 4 3 0 p •• 8 INDEX- 5.49 
4 1 0 2 2 0 0 -I 3 1 -1 P-. 7 INDEX- At.3t! 
5 1 1 3 2 0 0 0 3 2 -I P-.tO I Non- 3.33 
CAtT 
WTRQ nOD (CON ESTQ WTRS FISH RECR ENER LAND NAVY 
1 1 2 1 0 2 1 1 2 0 t P-.IS 
2 0 2 1 -I 2 1 2 1 0 1 P-.t5 
l 1 2 1 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 p •• !5 
~ 4 -I 1 0 -I 1 0 1 0 0 0 P-. 5 
\0 5 1 1 1 0 2 2 2 2 1 1 P-.10 
\0 
OUTCOME VALUE MODIFICATION VECTORS 
THE SMALLER THE INDEX THE CLOSER THf F'IT 
1 1 0 2 3 0 0 0 1 2 -1 P-.\5 INDEX- 1.99 
2 2 0 2 4 0 0 -1 ;, 2 "1 P-.15 [NO[X- 2.62 
3 1 0 2 2 0 -I -I 1 1 -I p •• 5 fNon- 6.t1t 
4 3 1 3 4 1 1 0 3 2 0 p •• 5 INDE)(a 7.79 
5 1 1 2 3 0 -1 -1 1 1 -I pa.IO INDEX- j.60 
CAft\ 
WTRQ rLOO ECON ESTQ wTRS F'ISH RECR EfIIER LAND NAVT 
1 -1 1 0 -1 2 0 2 0 -1 P-.20 
2 0 2 1 0 2 1 2 0 0 pa. to 
3 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 0 1 P-. 5 
4 -1 1 -I -1 1 -1 1 -I 0 \) P-.15 
5 0 1 0 0 2 1 2 0 1 1 P-.I0 
ouTCOME VALUE MGOIFICATION V[CTaR~ 
THE SHALLfP THE INulX THE CLQSfR T~r rTT 
1 3 3 0 -1 3 -1 P=.?O I~uf.x: 2.57 
2 2 () 2 3 0 () -1 3 2 -1 P-.l0 IiliUfx- 3.77 
--- -- --- - ~.-- - - ---- -- - -- - - -- -- ~- - -- - _.-. --- -- - - --- --- -- -- ._- -- - --- ---- _._-- -- - -- ~- --- -.- ---- --- - ----
3 1 a 2 2 0 0 -1 3 1 "1 P-. 5 II'cI.l[X. b.l'! 
" 
3 1 
" 
4 1 2 0 4 2 G Pa.1S I NDU- 3.03 
5 2 1 3 J 0 0 -1 3 1 -1 P-.tO INOEX:I 3.9'; 
CA.9 
wTR~ FL.OQ ECON ESTQ wTRS FISH RlCk ENlR LANO NA 'J' 
1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 P·d5 
2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 1 1 p·.tO 
3 0 1 0 -1 0 1 1 1 0 0 p •• 6 
4 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 p •• 7 
5 1 2 ~ 1 2 2 2 2 1 t p·.tO 
ouTCOME VA~uE MODt'lCATtON VECTORS 
THE SMALL.FR THE INOEX THE CLOSER THE rIT 
1 1 1 2 2 1 -1 -I 2 1 -1 P·.15 INDEX- 2.40 
2 0 0 2 1 1 -I -I 1 1 -I P-etO INDEx- 2.70 
3 2 1 3 4 2 0 0 2 2 0 P •• 8 INDEX- 4.20 
4 0 0 1 2 0 -1 -I 1 1 -1 p •• 7 I NOO- 3.ft9 
5 1 0 1 2 0 -I -I 1 1 -I P-.tO J Non- 2.93 
CA10 
~ WTRQ "Loa ECON ESTQ I'4TRS f'ISH MECR ENER L.AND NAvr 
- 1 1 0 1 1 0 2 2 2 0 1 P·.20 0 0 2 0 -1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 P-.tO 
3 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 PeetO 
4 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 P·.IS 
!> 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 p •• 5 
OUTCOME VAL.UE MODIFICATION VECTORS 
THE S~ALLER THE INDEX THE CLOSER THE 'IT 
1 1 2 , 2 2 -I -I 1 2 -I P-.?o I I~Of x- 1.98 
2 2 l 3 3 2 1 0 J 2 0 .,-.\0 1 Non- J.93 
3 1 1 2 2 1 -I -I 1 1 -I pa.tO INO(X- 3.4" 
4 2 2 3 2 1 0 0 2 1 -1 P-.15 I NO£)(- 2.31 
5 0 0 1 2 0 -1 -1 1 0 -2 pa. 5 INOEX- 7.12 
ENVIRONHENTA~ STATE 3 
CAU 
!'ITRQ fLea £Co~ F'STQ wTRS nSH HeR ENt. R LAND NAVY 
1 2 :> 1 2 2 ? 0 1 P·.l~ 
2 1 1 1 2 
" 
2 0 1 P=.20 
J 1 0 u 0 1 1 1 0 0 (1 pa.10 
4 3 2 1 j:! 2 3 3 0 1 1 f'a. ~ 
~ 2 1 1 ~ '2 ? 2 0 1 1 p .... tO 
- -- ------.----- - ---- ---- ----- -- ------ -_.- - --------- - ---
- - - ~ - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - .• - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----. - - - - - - -- - --
OUT(OME V~LuE ~OOJrICATION vECTORS 
THE SMALLER TME INOEX THE CLOSER TH£ FIT 
1 0 0 2 2 0 -1 -1 J 1 -1 P-I15 r~40EX· 2.13 
2 1 1 ~ 2 0 -1 -I 3 1 -1 P-.20 INDEX- 1.80 
3 1 ? 3 3 1 0 0 3 2 0 P-.tO INDEX- 3.03 
4 -I 0 2 1 0 -2 -2 3 1 -1 p •• 5 INOEX- 7.30 5 0 1 2 1 0 -1 -I 3 1 
-I P-.IO INOEj(a 3.07 
CAU 
WTRQ F'LOO £CON ESTQ wTRS F'I SH MECf' ENlR LAND NAVT 
1 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 0 1 1 P-.?O 
2 3 3 2 2 3 3 3 0 1 1 P·.I0 
3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 Pal /} 
4 2 2 1 1 '1 2 2 0 2 2 P-.I"» 
5 3 3 2 2 3 3 3 0 2 2 P •• 7 
OUTCO~E VALUE MODIrlCATION VrCTORS 
THE SMALLFR T~r INDtX THE CLOSER THE rIT 
1 0 0 2 1 0 -I -I 3 1 -I pa.20 INDEX. 1.43 
Z -I -I 1 1 -I -2 -2 3 1 -I P-ttO INDEX- 3.88 t 3 1 1 2 2 1 0 0 3 2 0 P-. 8 J !'IU02 2.94 4 0 0 2 2 0 -I -I 3 0 -'1 pa.tS H,DfXa l.69 8 5 -1 -I 1 1 -I -2 -2 3 0 -2 pa. r U,/OO- 6.73 
CAU 
WTRQ HOD [CON ['\TQ WTRS FISH ioIlC~ EI'IIER LAND NAVT 
1 2 2 1 1 2 ? 3 0 1 p·.15 
2 2 1 1 1 2 2 2 0 0 P·.tO 
.3 1 2 1 1 1 2 2 0 0 P·.IO 
4 1 1 0 () 1 1 1 0 0 0 PII. 
" 5 3 '? 2 ? 3 3 3 V 1 1 p"" ., 
OUTCOME VALUE ~OOrrICATION VECTORS 
THE SM4LLER THF" INDEX TME ClQSfR THE fIT 
1 0 0 2 :? 0 -I -2 J 1 -I P·.l'; 1 ~:DfX. ?30 
2 0 1 2 2 0 -1 -1 3 2 -1 Pa.tO l'llO[X. 3.57 
3 1 <) 2 2- 1 -1 -1 3 2 -1 P·.l0 tNiHX. 3.74 
.. 1 3 3 1 () () 3 2 J 1"=. .~ INOEI. 3.':Jq 
') 
-1 l; 1 1 -1 -;;.: -2 :, 1 '"'1 Pc, r j.·,lifx:a ').25 
CAlli 
\~ r f( Ii FI..UO r; COt' tsTQ .~ TR ~ f!SM :It L'" f ,vl.i~ Lt\ N;) t·, k.iT 
-----
-
------- .----- ---- ----- .--- - -_ .. -.- -
~ - - -- ---- -- ~- - ~ --~ - ~ - --- - -- --- -~~------~--
1 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 0 1 P·.lS 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 p·.,O 
3 -1 1 1 -1 2 -I ? 2 0 1 P-e1O 
41 -1 0 1 -I 1 -I 1 1 0 0 p •• 6 
5 2 3 2 1 2 3 3 3 1 2 p •• ., 
OUTCOME VALuE MOOrrICATION VECTORS 
THE SMALLfR THE INDEX THE CLQSrR THf FIT 
1 0 0 1 2 0 -1 -2 1 2 -1 P·.15 INDEX. 2.10 
2 0 1 2 2 0 -1 -1 1 1 -I P-.20 INDEX- 1.53 
3 3 1 2 4 0 2 -1 1 2 -I P-.IO IIIlDEx. 4.8. 
4 3 2 2 .. 1 2 0 2 2 0 p •• 8 I r~OEX. 5.15 
5 0 -I 1 2 0 -2 -2 0 1 
-2 p •• ., INOn- 6.20 
CA15 
WTRQ FLOO ECON ESTQ nTRS niH RECR ENER ~ANO NAil, 
1 1 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 0 1 p •• ~o 
2 1 1 1 0 2 1 2 1 0 0 p •• 15 
3 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 p •• , 0 
4 2 2 2 1 3 3 3 3 1 1 p •• 5 
5 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 2 1 0 0 pa. 5 
~ DUTCO"E VALUE MODIFICATION VECTORS 
- TH£ SMALLER TH£ INDEX THE C~OSER THE rIT 0 N 
1 1 0 2 2 0 -1 -I 2 2 -I p·.?o INOEXa 1.70 
2 1 1 2 3 0 0 -I 2 2 0 pa.IS I I~OEXa 1.13 
3 0 1 1 2 0 -1 -1 2 1 -1 Pa.IO I NDEh 3.09 
4 0 0 1 2 -I -2 -2 0 1 -I pa. 5 INU£X. 0.62 
!) 3 1 2 4 1 2 -1 2 2 0 pa. 5 t,..O[Xa Ii. 34 
OUTCOME VALUE VECTORS MEASURED AGAINST EACH GHOu~ 
ENVIRON~ENTAl STATE 
OUTCOME VALuE HODlrICATlON VrCTORS rOR GRnUp 
"TRQ HOC [CON ESTQ ~TRS F'I SH REel" ENER LAND NAVy 
CAU 
1 1 3 1 0 2 2 -1 0 ~ 1 P·.20 
2 3 2 1 2 2 2 1 0 1 2 p •• 7 
3 2 2 0 2 2 2 1 0 2 1 Pa ,15 
4 0 3 2 0 2 1 0 0 1 1 Pa.IO 
!) 2 J 1 2 2 2 1 0 2 ? p •• 8 
WTRQ fLOO 'CON ESTQ wTRS nSH RECR ENEH L.AND NAVT 
CAtl2 
1 1 2 1 0 2 2 0 0 2 1 P·.20 
t 2 0 3 1 -1 2 1 0 0 3 I p. I 6 3 2 2 0 1 I 2 1 0 1 0 P·,IS 
0 4 3 2 -1 2 1 3 1 0 1 1 p •• 7 
w 5 2 2 1 1 1 3 1 0 1 1 patiO 
WTRQ rL.OO [CON ESTQ wTRS nSH HEC" ENER L.AND NAV, 
CAU 
1 0 3 1 0 2 2 0 1 2 1 P •• ;.>O 
~ 1 2 0 1 1 3 1 1 1 0 P·.IO 
3 1 2 1 0 2 t! 0 1 2 I palll) 
4 2 2 0 1 0 2 I 0 1 0 p •• 5 
5 2 .~ 1 1 2 3 0 1 2 1 ~·.10 
i'/TRQ FI.OO [COlli fsTQ wTRS fISh iiE'er: £,~EH LAND NAn 
CAU 
1 0 
" 
0 1 2 0 2 2 1 P·,:;»O 
2 2 Ii 0 2 1 1 1 0 p. ,10 
J 1 't 1 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 p·.tl) 
II 2 1 1 1 0 3 1 1 1 I pallO 
') 0 J 2 0 2 2 0 2 2 ? p •• 5 
:. fRg fLIIU FCON £", T Q wTRS FI!lrl fIEC~ ENER LAND NAVl 
CA,,) 
0 .'i 1 (l i! I:' (, 2 pa.iO 
l- I 2 1 1 J 1 1 1 P-.1; 
j 0 3 -1 3 1 "1 2 3 p. I 5 
- - - - ---- -- - - - ---- _. -- - - --- --- ---- - - -- ------~ --- --- ---
.. 1 '3 2 il 2 2 0 0 0 PII.tO 
5 2 
"' 
0 1 1 2 1 0 () pa.tO 
OUTCOME VA~UE MODIFICATION VECTORS FOR GROUP 2 
\'ITRQ FLOO ECON £5TQ i'lTRS FISH RECR E'N£R L.AND NAVY 
CAU 
1 3 2 3 3 2 2 1 1 3 P·.20 
2 -I 2 2 1 3 2 2 1 2 2 P=. 7 
3 0 2 1 1 3 2 2 1 3 3 p •• t 5 ,. 2 3 3 3 3 1 3 1 2 3 p·atO 
5 0 3 2 1 3 2 2 1 3 2 p •• 8 
!'ITRQ FLOD (CON [STQ WTRS f'I SH RECR ENER I.AND NAVY 
CAU 
1 1 2 2 3 3 2 3 1 1 3 P·.~O 
2 2 3 2 2 3 1 3 1 2 3 P •• 8 
3 0 2 1 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 P·.IS 
4 -I 2 0 1 2 3 2 1 2 3 p •• 7 
5 0 2 2 2 2 3 2 1 2 1 P·.IO 
WTRQ nOD (CON ESTQ \'ITRS F'I SH RECR [NEff LAND NAVT 
~ CA'l 
-0 ~ 
1 2 3 2 3 3 2 3 2 3 3 p·.?O 
2 1 2 1 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 p·.tO 
3 1 2 2 3 3 2 l 2 3 3 paet5 
4 0 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 ~ p •• 5 
5 0 'l 2 2 3 3 :3 2 :3 3 pa.tO 
"TRQ noo ECO~ [STQ wTRS F'ISM RECR EHER LAND NAVl 
CAU 
1 2 2 2 1 2 2 3 3 3 3 P·.20 
2 0 1 2 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 p •• to 
3 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 P •• ,"i 
4 0 1 2 2 1 3 2 2 2 3 P·.IO 
5 2 J 3 3 3 2 3 3 J 2 Pal ') 
WTftQ FLOO [CON E5TQ wTRS FISH f<ECR [HER LAND NAVY 
CA,S 
1 2 3 2 3 3 2 3 2 3 3 P·.~O 
? 1 ? 2 '2 2 3 ? 2 2 2 pa l t5 
3 2 3 ? 2 2 1 2 3 2 3 p •• 5 
4 1 .~ 1 3 3 2 3 1 2 ? p·.tO 
5 0 ., 1 ? 2 2 2 1 2 l P·.l0 
---------------~----------
UUTCOME VALUE HOOIFICATIn~ VECTORS rOR GROUP 3 
WTRQ fLOO ECON ESTQ wTR5 nSH REC~ EfIlER LAND NAVY 
CUi 
1 1 :? 3 3 2 3 -I 2 2 2 P·.?O 
2 3 1 3 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 p •• 7 
3 2 1 2 1 2 3 1 2 2 2 P-.1S ,. 0 2 2 3 2 2 0 2 1 2 P-.tO 
!;) 2 2 3 1 2 1 1 2 2 1 P-. 8 
wTRQ fL.Oa ECON ESTQ wTRS F'1 SH REel=! ENE~ LAND NAVJ 
CAU 
1 1 1 3 3 2 3 0 2 2 ? P-.20 
2 0 ? 3 ? '1 2 a 2 1 2 p •• 8 
1 2 1 2 ~ 1 3 1 2 1 3 P-.IS 
" 
3 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 p-, 1 
5 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 P-.IO 
WTRQ noo ECON ESTQ wTRS FISH RECR [tiER L.AND NAV' 
CA'l 
1 0 2 3 1 2 1 0 3 2 2 P-.,o 
~ 2 1 1 2 2 1 2 1 3 1 3 P·.IO 
-
3 1 1 3 3 2 3 0 3 2 ~ P-.l; 0 4 2 1 2 2 0 1 1 2 1 3 p •• 5 Vl 5 2 1 3 2 2 2 0 3 2 l p·.1O WTRij F'LOO HON ESTQ wTRS fISH RECR ENER LAND NAVY 
CAU 
1 0 1 3 3 1 3 0 2 2 :> p ... ;"o 
2 2 0 3 1 0 1 1 3 1 3 P-.I0 
3 1 1 3 2 1 3 1 2 2 2 P-.tl) 
4 2 0 3 2 0 2 1 3 1 2 pa.IO 
5 0 2 2 3 2 3 0 2 2 1 p •• 5 
wTR(.I HOD ECUN E~TQ wTRS FISH flECr{ EI'j[~ LAND NAVI 
CAt5 
1 0 2 3 3 2 3 () j 2 ., PIII,?O 
2 1 1 3 2 1 2 1 3 1 :~ P-.tS 
3 0 2 1 '2 l 2 -1 2 3 2 p •• 5 
II 1 2 2 3 2 3 0 2 1 3 P •• J 0 
5 2 1 ? '2 1 1 1 I' 1 i Pe.10 
rWTC:wE VALUE t<iOOIFICATI'1"l VE(;TORS f'DR GrflJUP 4 
"lTRQ fLUO fUll,; E~Tt.I ,j TRS F'J Sli "iFCk [NER l4NrJ NAVT 
- -- - --- ._--
-- --- - ---- --- - -- -- - _.- - --- -- --- --- - - -. - --- --- ---
------
-- --- - - - - - --- _.- ~-.- ---- ._- ---- ._--_ .. 
CAll 
1 2 0 2 1 1 1 0 P·,20 
2 -I 3 0 -I 2 -I 1 1 0 -1 p. I ., 
3 0 3 1 -I 2 1 1 1 1 0 P·.t5 
4 2 2 -1 1 2 2 2 1 0 ~ P=.10 
5 0 2 0 -I 2 -I 1 1 1 -1 p. I 8 
\vTRQ non ECON ESTQ Ir4TRS FISH fo(E:CR ENER LANO t.lAVt 
CA,1. 
1 1 3 0 1 2 1 2 1 1 0 P·.20 
2 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 1 2 0 p. , 6 
3 0 3 1 0 3 1 1 1 0 1 P·.IS 
" 
-I 3 2 -1 3 0 1 1 0 0 P. I 7 
5 0 3 0 0 3 0 1 1 0 0 p·.tO 
\IlTRIiI FLOO (CON ESTQ WTRS fiSH REeR E~ER LANO NAVI 
CA'3 
1 2 2 0 1 2 1 2 0 1 0 P·.20 
2 1 3 1 0 3 0 1 0 0 1 P·.10 
3 1 3 0 1 2 1 2 0 1 I) P·,15 
4 0 3 1 0 2 -I 1 1 0 1 p •• 5 
5 0 3 0 0 2 0 2 0 1 0 P·,lO 
wTRQ 'LoO EtON E5TQ WTRS 'ISH RECR ENER LANO NAVt 
~ CAU 
-0 
0'\ 
1 2 3 0 3 2 -I 1 0 P.,?O 
2 0 2 0 -I 2 -I 1 0 0 1 P·,IO 
3 1 3 0 0 1 1 1 -I 1 0 P. ,15 
16 0 ? 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 P·,l0 
5 2 2 -I 1 2 1 2 -I 1 -I p. I 5 
IIITRQ FL. 00 ECON ESTQ I'ITRS nSH RECR ENEH LAND N"VT 
CAtS 
1 2 2 0 1 2 1 2 0 1 0 P.,,?O 
2 1 3 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 P·.t5 
3 2 2 -2 ? 1 2 3 -I 2 0 p. I j 
4 1 2 -I 1 2 1 2 1 0 1 P·.1O 
5 0 3 1 0 3 -I 1 1 0 1 P·,IO 
OUTCOME VALUE HOOIFIC.TIOM VECTORS FOR GROUP 5 
wTRQ F"LUO ~ COt-I £STQ wTRS fISH HHH ENER LAND NAVJ 
CAU 
1 ? 3 2 3 3 3 p·.:>O 
;2 
-I 3 1 2 -1 1 3 2 () p •• 1 
--- -------- - --- - ---- -- - - ---- - --- ~-- -.- - - - - -_. ~-----------
----~--~------------------------------------ -------
3 0 3 2 1 2 1 1 3 3 Pa.lS 
4 2 ? 0 3 2 ~ ? 3 2 f'1:.tO 
~ 0 '2 1 1 2 -1 1 3 3 I.) P=. tj 
!'ITRO fLUD HON l5TQ rlTRS nSH RECR Er>lER LAND NAVJ 
CA'2 
1 1 3 1 J 2 1 2 3 3 1 P-.,O 
2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 3 2 1 P-. 8 
3 0 3 2 2 3 1 1 3 2 2 P·.15 
4 -1 3 3 1 1 0 1 3 2 1 p •• '7 
5 0 3 1 2 3 0 1 3 2 1 P·.lO 
WTRQ ft.OO [CON ESTQ wTRS F'I SH RE'CR ENER LAND NAvr 
CA'I 
1 2 2 1 3 2 1 2 2 3 1 P·.20 
2 1 3 2 l 3 0 1 2 2 ? P·,lO 
3 1 3 1 3 2 1 2 2 3 1 p. ,15 
4 0 3 2 2 2 -1 1 3 2 2 P-. 5 
5 0 3 1 2 2 0 2 2 3 1 P-.l0 WTRQ FloOD ECON ESTg wTRS "ISH RECR tNER LAND NAVT 
CAl4 
1 2 3 3 3 1 2 1 3 1 P-.20 
~ 2 0 2 1 2 -I 1 2 2 2 P-.l0 
-
3 1 3 2 3 1 1 1 3 1 P-.ll) 
0 If 0 2 2 2 0 1 2 2 1 P-.1O ~ 
5 2 2 0 3 2 1 2 1 3 0 p •• Ii 
WTRQ F"LOO (CON ESTQ wTRS fISH flECR tNER L.AND NAVT 
CA'5 
1 2 2 1 ) 2 1 2 l 3 1 P·.20 
2 1 3 1 2 3 0 1 2 2 ? p •• 15 
3 2 '2 -1 2 1 2 ~ 1 2 1 P-. 5 
". 1 2 0 3 2 1 2 3 2 II P·.10 
5 0 3 2 2 3 -1 1 3 2 2 P-,10 
~ 
-0 
00 
SEL.£CTEo VAL.UE VlCToR IN\Jf:X 
OESIREO C8URSfS UF ACTION HAVf THE L.OWEST SVV INDEX VALUE 
THE FOLLOWIN~ INDICES ARE COMPUTED USING THIS O~JECTIVE VECTOR 2 1 J 321 1 3 ? 0 
LNVIRONHENTAL STATE ENVIRON~ENTAL. STATE 2 ENVIkO~MlNTAL. STATf 
CUl 
\":AU 
~Al3 
CAl4 
CAl5 
INOUSTRIAL. 
CA, 1 
CAl 2 
CAt 3 
CA, 
" CAt 5 
CAlli 1 
CAl 2 
CA' 3 
CA' ,. 
CAt 5 
cu 1 
CA' ? 
CA' l 
CA, • CAt '5 
i'I\lNIC[PA~ 
3 CUft 5 CAU 
3 CA#7 3 CA12 
2 CAtI! 5 CAl3 
2 CA,9 4 CA14 
2 CAlO 4 (;A15 
SELECTED SALIENCE ~UM8ERS WITH SALIENCE L.EVEL- 4 
I~OUSTiUAL. 
AGRICULTUQAL 
RECREATIONAL 
OBJECTIVE VECTOA 
SSNa4.29 
SSN-4.40 
SSN-4.41l 
SSN-5.24 
MUNICIPAL 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
DECISION MAKER 
THE POSITIONS rOR ALL OUTCOME VALUE VECTORS (POVV) 
wITH ASSOCIATED PROBABILITIES OF ALL GROuPS 
(THE L.ARGER THE povv, THE MORE FAVORABLE THE OUTCOME) 
OVV 1 PROS avv 1- PROS OVV 3 PROB avv 4 PROB 
PIlVV POVV POVV POVV 
ENVIRON~ENTAL STATE 
4.9 .20 5.7 • 7 4 •• .15 5.1 .10 4.5 .20 4.7 • 8 2.9 .15 3.2 
· 
, 
5.4 .20 3.4 .10 5.2 .15 2.2 
• 0; 4.9 .20 3.2 .10 5.,. .15 3.7 .10 
5.4 .20 4.1 .15 6.1 
• 5 5.0 .10 
(NVIRONMENTA~ STATE 2 
2.8 .20 1.3 .15 1.8 
• 8 5"') • 7 6.4 .15 6.0 .u 6.3 
• 5 3.4 • 5 4.3 .20 5.2 .10 5.0 
• 5 1.9 .15 4 •• .15 5.2 .10 3.0 · ., 6.7 • 7 3.7 .20 1.3 .10 5.1 .10 3.7 .15 
ENVIRON~~NTAL STATE 3 
4.6 .15 4.4 .20 2.1 .10 •• 0 
· 
.... 
4." .20 4.9 .10 3.2 
• 6 "13 .15 4.5 .15 3.9 .10 4.0 .10 2.6 
• 0 6." t1~ 'S.5 .20 6.5 010 4.t' 
· " 5.4 .20 4.6 .i"; s.s .10 7.Q 
· 
') 
\.)1/ \I 1 PFHJ8 ')'v v 2 P~U'" uVV 3 P~Ub .iVV 4 PiWA 
5SIII-".2t 
SSN-5.0n 
SSN-5.24 
OVV C) 
povv 
6~1 
4.2 
5.7 
7.3 
2.9 
3.7 
5.9 
4.2 
7~0 
1.4 
4.0 
';.6 
r;~4 
7.? 
4.6 
nvv ~ 
3 
2 
4 
2 
J 
PROR 
· ~ 
.1G 
.10 
· '; 
.10 
.10 
.10 
.10 
.10 
• 5 
.10 
• 7 
· ., 
· 
7 
· ~ 
.... ~Il~ 
-----
- - - - ..- - - - ~ - ~ - - - - - - --- ~ - - -- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - -~ -
POVV POI/V povv ~iJIJV POvv 
fNVIRUNMfNTAL STATE 
CAt 1 10.4 .~O 7.0 
• 7 7.1 .15 11.6 .10 8~T • b CA, 2 10.2 .20 10.6 
• 8 6.9 .15 5.7 
· 
7 7.9 .10 CA, 3 12.0 .20 8.1 .10 10.7 .15 6.1+ 
• 5 9.8 010 CA' 4 11.3 .?o 6.4 .10 9.8 .15 7.2 .10 12~8 
• 5 CU 5 12.0 .20 8.1 .15 10.6 .• 5 10.8 .10 6.9 ,10 
ENVIRONMENTAL STATE 2 
CA' I 1.3 .20 5.5 .15 4.6 
• IS 10.9 
· 
7 8.7 dO 
CA' 2 10.6 .15 9.6 .1S 11.8 
• 5 6.0 
· 
5 10,7 .to CAt 1 6.9 .20 9.5 .10 10.9 
• 5 4.6 .15 8,6 .10 CA' 4 10.1 .15 11.5 .10 6.5 
• 8 13.0 
· 
7' 12.4 .10 CA, 5 9.0 .20 5.1 .10 10.6 .10 7.e .15 12.3 , S 
[~VIRONMENTAL STATE 3 
CA, 1 11.4 .15 10.t .20 6.8 .10 11.0 • 5 10,3 .10 CA' 2 11.0 .20 10.4 .10 6.5 
· 
8 10.7 .15 9.7 
• 1 CAl 3 10.9 .1~ 10.3 .10 9.9 .10 T.5 
· 
8 11 ~ 1 • 7 CA' 4 12.1 .15 11.7' .20 8.6 .10 6.3 • 6 10.9 
· 
7 
CAt 5 10.9 .20 9.6 .15 11.8 .10 11.4 
· 
5 7.5 
• 5 
Au~lCULTURAL avv 1 PRu~ avv 2 pROB aI/v 3 ~ROB f]VV .1+ PRLlA nvv iii PROf' 
POVv POVV POIIV POYV POI/V 
:t ENVIRONMENTAL STATE 
0 CA' 1 8.2 .20 11.3 • 7 7.4 .15 7.0 .to 1.4 • 8 \0 CA' 2 7.9 .20 ft.!! 
• 8 6.6 .15 5.4 7 6.5 e1u 
· CAlli 3 8.7 .20 6.1 .10 8.2 .15 5.5 
· 
5 7~" .to CA_ • 7 .1 .20 5.5 .10 7.3 .15 5.5 .10 7.4 • '5 CA' IS 8.7 .20 7., .15 7.9 
• 5 7.9 .10 6~2 .10 
ENVIRONMENTAL STATE 2 
CA. 1 5.3 .20 5.2 .15 4.8 
• 6 8.5 
· 
7 7.1 .10 CAt 2 8.0 .15 7.9 .15 8,2 
• 5 6.4 
· 
5 7~4 .10 
CA. l 5.7 .20 7.a .10 8.'5 
• 5 5.3 .15 7.3 .10 CA' 4 7.2 .15 7.2 .10 6.2 
• 8 7.6 • 7 7.7 .10 CA' '5 5.0 .20 4.6 .10 6.9 .10 6.1i .1~ 7.7 
· 
') 
ENVIRONMENTAL STATE 3 
CAl t 801 tiS 7.6 .20 6.1 .to 7.2 
· 
Ii 1.3 010 
CA' 2 7.9 .20 6.0 .10 1.4 
• 8 8.2 .15 8.1 
· 
7 
CA, 3 7.8 el'S 6.9 .10 6.9 .10 6.7 
· 
d 7~4 
· 
7 
CAl 4 6.7 .15 7.5 .20 6.5 .10 6.3 • 8 6~6 • 7 CA, 5 7.9 .20 7.9 .1'S 7.3 .10 7.4 
· 
5 6.6 
· 
0; 
EI~'JlriON"'ENTAL. OIiV 1 PRuS OV'I 2 PROS OVv 3 P~08 UVII 4 PRLlR OVV .:; PfW" povv POVIi POVV ~LJV\l P ~l V V 
[NViRON~fNTAL STATF 
CA, 1 '5.9 .20 0.0 
· 
7 3.0 .15 6.0 alO 1. I) 
· 
" CAt I' 5.6 .20 b.O 
· 
I:l 3.6 
.'5 1.4 
· 
7 2.6 010 
("Ai 3 5.8 • 2() 3.4 .10 5.4 015 1 • '.II 
· 
, 
":\. i .10 
--- ----- ------ -------
_. -- - --- ._._-
------------ -.-
-- -- - ---- -- --- ~- ---- --- -- ---
--
--- ---~--~-------~----- ----------
CAl' 
" 
6.2 .20 0.6 .10 4.2 .15 1.8 .10 15.3 • 5 CA' '5 5.8 .20 3.3 .15 7.1 
• 5 4.8 .10 2.2 .10 
£NVIRONMENTA~ STATE 2 
CAl 1 4.2 .20 2.Q .15 o.a 
• 8 5.3 , 7 4.5 .10 CA_ , 1.0 .1<; ?4 .15 5.6 
• 5 1 • 'l • 5 C;~2 • 1,-) CA. 3 1.0 ,20 3.3 .10 5.3 
• 5 1.1 .15 11.3 .10 CAt it 6 •• .15 1.] .10 2,4 , 6 6.? • 7 ~.5 .10 CAl 5 5.0 .20 2.0 .10 6.2 ,10 4.? .15 6.6 
• 5 
ENVIRONMENTAL STATE :3 
CAt 1 6.7 .15 6.3 .20 4.0 .10 9.4 
• 5 1.7 alO CA' 2 7,4 .20 8.7 .10 4.9 
· 
8 711 015 9~1 • l' cu ] 1.3 .15 6.4 .10 5,7 ,10 4,3 
• Ii 9,0 • 7 CAt 4 tl.2 ,15 6.6 .20 0,1& .10 0.2 , 8 6.8 
· 
7 
CAt 5 5.2 .20 4.3 .1S 6.7 .10 1.0 
• 5 1.1 • 5 
RECREATIONAL OVV 1 PROS OVV 2 PROI:I OVV 3 PROS OVV 4 PROB OVV 5 PRUt=! POVV povv povv POVV PO\lv 
ENVIRONMENTAL STATE 
CA' 1 6.e .20 3.5 
• 7 6,2 .15 9.0 .to 4.0 • 8 CAt 2 8.5 ,20 8.7 
• 8 7.1 .15 5.3 • 7 6.0 .10 CA, 3 6.5 .20 6.8 .10 8.2 .15 5.3 
· 
5 6.2 .10 CAt 4 9.0 .20 3.7 .10 7.0 .15 4.9 ,10 7.8 
· 
5 CAt 5 8.5 .20 6.5 .15 1.8 
• 5 7.7 .10 !:I.T alO ~ ENVIRONMENTAL STATE 2 
-
-0 CA, 1 8.2 .20 6.2 .15 4.2 
• 8 6.1 • 7 7,9 .10 CA, 2 6.0 .15 5.7 .15 8.2 
• 5 5.1 • 5 e.o .10 CAt 1 5.1 .20 6.6 .10 8.1 
• 5 4.4 .15 1,5 .10 CA. • 9.3 .15 8., .10 5.8 • 8 8.6 • 7 7~9 .10 CA' S 6.0 .20 '5.2 .10 9.0 .10 7.1 .15 8.3 
• 5 
ENVIRON~lNTAL STATE :3 
CA' I 9.5 .15 9.2 .20 7.4 .10 11.0 
• 5 9.3 .10 CA. 2 8,9 .20 9.9 .10 8.1 
· 
8 9.2 .15 9.6 
· 
'7 
CA' 3 10.2 t15 9.7 ala 9.0 .10 7.8 
· 
B 1 \) ~ 3 • 7 CA. • 9.1 .15 9.] .20 3.7 alO 3.4 
· 
6 9,2 • 7 CAl 5 8.3 ,20 7.s .15 9.3 .10 9.3 
• 5 4.5 · ') 
DEC UION MAKER OVV 1 PR08 OVV 2 PRQR OVV 3 PROS 0'1'/ 4 PROB OVV 5 PROA po"v POVV POVV POVV POVv 
ENVIRONMENTAL STATE 
CA, 1 6.5 .20 ~.3 
• 1 4.9 .15 8.3 alO ~.O 
· 
6 CA, 2 6.3 .20 7.0 
• 6 b.5 .15 5.2 
· 
1 7.3 alO 
CAt 3 1.0 .20 6.9 .10 5.8 .15 S.tS · , 5.2 alO CA, 
" 
6.6 .20 5.0 .10 6.1 .15 5.'5 .10 1.0 
• c; CA., 5 7.0 .20 7.'; .15 4.9 
• S 601 .10 1).5 • 10 
£NVIRON~£NTAl STATE 2 
CAt 1 7.'2 .20 6.A .1!> 6.2 • 
" 
6.Ii 
· 
7 6.6 .1 () 
CIUI 2 6.5 .15 ~.7 .1 'i 5.(, 
· 
5 5.9 
· 
5 II ~ 7 .lu 
---------------;--------- -- --- ----- -- ~ - -- - -- - - - -- ~ - - - ----- -.-- ----
-_. --- ------.--------------------
CA, l S.2 .20 6.15 .10 6.9 
· 
5 5.<; .15 4.8 .to CA, 4 6.2 .15 7.,;) .10 5.0 
· " 
6.d 
· 
I ~.? .10 (,:." ') 4.9 .2J Q.9 .10 S.?' .10 5.1 
• 1 ::> 6.2 
· 
~ 
iNVIRONMENTAL STATE 3 
CA. t !.2 .15 0.0 .20 6.5 .10 7.4 
· 
5 6.9 .10 CAt 2 7.5 .20 7.9 .10 8.0 
• 8 6.b .\5 7.3 
· 
r CA. '\ 6.8 .15 1el .10 7.8 .10 7.1 
· 
8 7.3 
· 
7 
CA. • 6.9 .15 5.6 .20 4.0 .10 501 • 8 f>.1 
· 
7 CA, 5 0.6 .20 6.1 .15 6.7 .to 4.9 
• 5 ").3 
· 
5 
LJdJECTIYf. VleTOR OVII 1 PRLJ8 OVii ~ PRO;') llVV 3 PROB uvV If P~OA ovv 'j PP-lHl 
pavv POVv POVV PlIVV povv 
ENVIRONM(NTA~ STATE 
CAl 1 C).GO .20 5.40 . 7 6.'50 .15 8.10 .10 7.00 
· 
8 CA, 2 1.90 .20 9.'30 • 6 1j.10 .15 3.80 • 7 6.00 .to CAl 3 9.50 .20 6.50 .10 8.50 .15 4.50 
• 5 1.AO .10 CA, • 9.00 .20 5.0n .10 8.60 .15 5.50 .10 10.70 • 5 CA' S 9.50 .20 7.20 .15 11.10 
• 5 8.60 .10 5.'0 .10 
ENVIRONMfNTAL STATE 2 
CAl 1 5.20 .20 3.~O .15 2.80 
• 8 6.40 • 7 7.00 .10 CAl 2 9.10 .15 7.30 .15 9.30 
• 5 4.60 • 5 f\.IiO .10 !: CA. 3 4.10 .20 7.00 .10 8.40 • 5 3.00 .15 6.40 dO CAl • 7.60 .1 '5 9.50 .10 5.40 • 8 10.50 • 7 10.00 dO 
-
-
CU 5 6.~O .20 3.80 .10 8.?O .10 b.60 .15 11.00 ') 
ENVIRONHlNTAL STATE 3 
CA. 1 8.60 .15 7.60 .20 5.10 .10 7.70 
• 5 6.AO .10 CA. 2 8.90 .20 1.30 .10 1.20 
· 
8 9e10 .1'5 7.p.0 
· 
., 
CAt 3 8.20 .15 7.50 .10 6.90 .10 b.20 
· 
8 r.AO 
· 
7 
CAl 4 9.50 .15 9.30 .20 6 ... HI • 1 (1 :idO • 6 q.AO 
· 
1 
CAl 5 8dO .20 7.70 .15 9.40 .to 9.80 • 5 5.'0 • '5 
------ - - -- --. - -. -- --- --- - -- -- - - ~-. ~ ---- ----- ---. - ~--- ~-'- --~ ~~-
THE ~ON·~ODIFIEO ISSUE PUSITION INDEx wEIGHTED BY PROAA~Il lTV 
THE LARGER THE INDEX •• THE MO~E fAVORASLE THE COURSE or ActION 
rUi CAH (;Af3 CAll« CA,5 * CA*6 CAO CA'f'. CAt9 CA10 • i.. II 11 CAl? rA13 CAl tl ell15 UHJE.CTl Vi VECTO~ 0.88 0.61 0.96 0.94 0.98 * 0.63 0.60 0.61 0.65 O.Al * 0.92 leOO 0.74 hOO O.~9 
THE NUMeERS AHOVr. EACH COURSE or ACTION INDICATE THE COURSr or ACTION ORDER 
DETERMINED rROM THE SELECTED VALUE VECTOR INDEX 
5 4 1 2 3 * 4 1 5 2 ~ * 3 1 5 2 4 
cAll CAl2 C"U CAU CAl5 * CU6 cu., CAla CU9 CAIO * CAll CA12 CAi3 CAh CAl'S 11'40uSTRIAL 0.51 0.4?' 0.48 0.32 0.58 * 0.32 0.49 0.39 0.-;2 0.06 * 0.40 0.47 0.34 0.71 0.1)9 !4UNICIPAL 0.80 1.02 0.87 0.57 1.20 * 0.a6 0.11 0.64 1.07 1.1'3 * 0.66 0.69 n.12 1.?'fi 1.1'S AGRICULTuRAL 0.75 0.86 0.78 0.44 0.93 • 0.71 0.64 0.65 0.72 0.11 • 0.74 0.79 0.60 0.83 0.84 tNYIRONMENTAL 0.46 0.53 0.55 0.48 0.55 • 0.43 0.34 0.28 0.57 0.1\6 * 0.78 0.89 0.66 0.56 O.ISS RECREATIONAL 0.63 0.89 0.90 0.f'2 0.88 * 0.85 0.6 .. 0.70 0."2 0.90 • 1.10 1.09 0.95 0.90 0.S8 OECISION II:AKER 0.7. 0.7& 0.75 0.73 0.85 * 0.82 0.58 0.67 0.63 0.1.2 * (i.80 0.89 0.72 0.6'1 0.68 
THE SYSTEMIC IssUE POSITION INDEX 
THE NUMBERS AAovr EACH COURS[ OF ACTION INDICATE THE cnURsr OF ACTIo~ ORDER 
OETERMINfD FROM THE SELECTED VALUE VECTOR INDEx 
5 
" 
1 2 3 
* 
.. 1 5 ? , • 3 1 5 ? 4 ~ CUl CU2 CAU CAu CAtS * CAU CA,7 CA'S CA,9 CA'O * CAll CA12 CAt] CAu CA15 
-
INOUsTHIAL 0.71 0.66 0.63 0.45 0.17 * 0.55 0.67' 0.57 0.70 0.1.1 * v.S5 0.64 0.48 0.8~ 0.78 
-N MUNICIPAL O.S" 1.07 0.92 0.62 1.26 * 0.91 0.7" 0.67 1 011 \.07 • 0.89 0.93 1).76 1131 1 019 AGRICULTURAL 0.88 0.95 0.92 0.56 1.05 * 0.85 0.76 0.76 0.84 O.d9 * 0.87 0.90 0.76 0.91) 0.96 ENVIRONMENTAL 0.6" 0.85 0.80 0.70 0.17 * 0.64 0.54 0.48 0.80 0.16 * 1.03 1.11 0.83 o.ao 0.79 RECREATIONAL 0.9, 0.91 1.00 0.91 0.96 * 0.93 0.17 0.82 0.94 1.00 * 1.23 1.24 lela 1.0, 0.98 OEClSIUN MAKER 1.13 1.14 1.16 1.19 1.21 * 1.25 1.16 1.26 1.10 1.tl * 1.31 1.43 1119 1.16 1.17 
OPENNESS TO CHANGE IhDEX 
THE LARGEST VALUES INDICATE THE GREATEST OPENNESS Tn CHA~GE 
THE NUMBERS AHOVE EACH COURSE OF ACTION INDICATE THE COURsr OF ACTluN OHO~R 
DETfRMINED FRO~ THE SELECTED VALUE VECTOR INnEx 
5 4 1 ~ 3 
* 
,. 1 5 2 ~ • 3 1 5 2 4 CAll CA.2 CAll CA.t4 CU5 * CA,6 CA," cus CAl9 010 * etl1 cA12 CAl3 CAlli CA15 INDUsTRIAL 0.20 0.19 0.15 0.14 0.19 * 0.23 0.113 Oel6 0.18 0.15 * 0.15 0017 0.14 O.lA 0.19 MUNICIPAL 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.04 0.06 * 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.01l 0.04 • 0.04 f).Otl ."). 04 0.05 o.or; ACiRICUL.TURAL 0.13 0.09 0.14 0.12 0.12 • 0.15 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.\8 * 0.13 0.11 0.16 O.l? 0.11' tNYIRO,",MENTAL 0.18 0.31 0.115 0.23 0.22 • 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.23 0.'0 * 0.25 0.22 0.18 0.214 0.2" RECREATIONAL 0.12 0.08 0.10 0.15 0.08 * 0.08 0.12 0.12 0.11 o.tO * 0.13 0.14 0.15 O.l? 0.10 OECISIUN MAKER 0.39 0.16 0.41 0.,0' 0.31 * 0.43 0.59 O.1S9 0.47 0.&;1 
* 
0.51 0.55 n.41 O.4Q (j .119 
GROUP VALUE INDFX 
IN\)USTRIAL. 7.e 
MlJ:~ICIf'AL 10.0 
AG~ICULTUPAL 8.1 
£I-IVIRON"'fNTAL 6.H 
___ - ______ -_________________ 0.- ____________ 
- - - -- --._-----
!: 
-w 
INDUSTRIAL 
MUNICIPAL 
AGRICULTURAL 
ENIJIRONM£NTlL 
RECREATIONAL 
DECISION MAKER 
TOTAL 
INDuSTRIAL 
r:LiN 1 C 1 PAL. 
AGRICULTURAL 
RECREA TI O~'AI.. 
DECISION tAAK£R 
513 
6.0 
NON-SYSTEMIC POLITICAL flASIBILITY INDEX 
THE LARGER T"E INDEx #, THE ~ORE FAVORABLE THE COURSE OF ACTION 
NOTEa THE TOTALS EXCLUDE THE OfCISIo~ MAKERS INDEX 
ENVIRONMENTAL STATE 
CUI CA_~ CA#3 CAl4 CHe; 
IP SAL Pi1~ IP SAL PWR IP SAL pwR Ip SAL PWR TP SAL PWR (PF'I) (PfI ) (prI) (PF'I ) (PF"I) 
0.5 4,29 3 0.5 4.29 3 0.5 4.29 4 013 4.29 5 0.6 Ih29 3 ( 7.) ( 6.) ( 8.) ( 7.) ( Tel 
0.8 S,21 4 1.0 5.21 3 0.9 5.21 4 0.6 5.21 5 1.2 ,,),21 3 ( 17.) ( 16.) ( 18. ) ( 1~.) ( 19.) 
C.1 4.40 3 0.9 4.40 4 0.8 4.40 3 0.4 4.40 4 0.9 4.40 3 ( 10.) ( 15.) ( 10.) ~ i;. ) ( lh) 
0.5 5.00 5 O.1Ij 5.00 3 0.5 5.00 4 0.5 5.00 5 0.5 'i.oo 4 ( 12. ) ( 8.) ( 11. ) ( 12.) ( 11 e) 
O.R , ... 91 4 ().9 4.91 5 0.9 4.91 5 0.8 4.<.11 4 0.9 4.91 5 
( 16.) ( 22.) ( 22. ) ( 16.) ( 22., 
0.7 S.24 3 0.6 5.24 1 0.15 5.24 3 0.7 5.24 3 0.8 5.2" 3 
( 12. ) ( 12.) ( 12. ) ( 11.) ( 13 e) 
61.) 67.) To.) 51.) 71., 
ENVIRONMENTAL STATE 2 
~A#6 CAF CAl8 CA#9 CA10 
IP SAL. "wR IP SAL PWR IP SAL PI'!H It-> SAL PwR TP :-iAL PWR (PFI ) (Prt) (Pfl) (PF'1) (PfJ) 
0.3 4.29 3 0.5 4.29 ') 0." 4.~9 '1 O.j 4.<>9 
" 
('.5 ".29 ~ 
( ~. ) ( 10.) ( 8. ) ( '~. ) ( HJe) 
(..9 '~.21 4 0.7 "S.21 6 O.n -;.21 b 101 5.'1 r; 1.0 ~.?1 ') 
( 18.) ( ?2.1 ( ?O.) ( 28.) ( 21.) 
0.7 4.40 3 (i.6 u. 40 5 0.6 1J.4Q ') 0.7 4.40 4 ,} • 7 r~. 40 3 
( 9. ) ( 11.1. ) ( \Ih) , 13. ) ( 9.) 
--- ----7-~ --------- ----- ----- ---- _._-- -- -- --_. - ---- ---- - - ~ 
r.lOli I F'l EO 
IP SAL pwR 
( PfI) 
0.0 4.29 0 
( 0'> 
o.n t).21 0 
( 0.) 
0.0 4,40 0 
( Oel 
0.0 ~.oo 0 
( 0.) 
0.0 4.91 0 
( 0.) 
0.0 '1.24 a 
( 0.) 
0,) 
,'-I[luIF"ItD 
IP SAL p\'IR 
(PfI) 
0.0 '1.29 0 
( o. ) 
n.o "".:?l () 
( ().) 
O. '.i l!. 4fl 0 
( O. ) 
-- -- ~- ---- -- --- .. _- -
EN V 1 RO~HENTAL 
RECREA TI ONAl 
UECISION MAKER 
TOTAL 
INOUSTRIAL 
MUNICIPAL 
AGRICULTURAl. 
!: ENVIRONMENTAL 
-~ KECi1EATJONAL 
UEClSION MAKER 
TOTAL 
INOUST~IAL 
0.4 ,).OC) 5 0.3 5.00 1 0.3 ,;.00 0.6 5.00 5 11.6 11). C) () 6 ( 11. ) ( 12. ) ( 10.) ( 14.) ( He) 
0.9 4.91 6 0.6 4.91 6 0.1 4.91 6 O.B 4.91 5 0.9 4.91 6 ( 25. ) ( 19.) ( 21.) (20.) ( 27.) 
0.8 ;.24 3 0.6 1).2" 3 0.7 5.?4 ~ o. f, 5. ;)" ,;.6 C;. 24 
( 13. ) ( 9.) ( 11. ) ( 10.) ( 10.) 
67.) 16.) 13.) 84.) 89.) 
ENVIRONMENTAL STATE 3 
CAll CA12 CAl3 CAU CAl") 
IP SAL PI'tR IP SAL PMR If SAL PWR IP SAL P~R TP SAL PW~ (PFI ) (prI) (prI) (PF"l ) (prl) 
0.4 4.29 5 o.s 4.29 5 0.3 4.29 5 0.7 4.29 5 0.6 4.29 4 ( 9.) ( 10.) ( 1.) ( 15.) ( 10.) 
0.9 5.21 6 0.9 5.21 6 0.1 5.21 5 1.3 5.21 5 1.1 5.21 5 ( 27.) ( 28.) ( 19.) ( H. ) ( 30.) 
0.7 4.40 
" 
0.8 4.40 5 0.6 4.40 3 0.8 4 •• 0 4 0.8 4.40 4 
( U. ) ( 11. ) ( 8.) ( 1~') ( 15.) 
o.e 5.00 5 0.9 5.00 6 0.7 5.00 6 0.6 5.00 Ij 0.6 5.00 '5 ( 20.) ( 27.) ( 20.) ( 14.) ( 14. ) 
1.1 4.91 5 1.1 4.91 5 0.9 11.91 
" 
0.9 4.91 S 0.9 4.91 6 ( 27.) ( 27.) ( 19.) ( 22.) ( 26.) 
o.e 5.24 3 0.9 5.24 3 0.7 ~.24 3 0.7 5.24 1 :').7 5.24 3 ( 13. ) ( 14.) ( 11. ) ( 11. ) ( 110) 
95,) ( 109.) 12.) 99.) 9Stl 
SYSTEMIC POLITICAl. fEASIBILITY INDEX 
THE LARGER THF INorX •• THE MORE FAVORAALE THE COURSE or ACTION 
NOTEI THE TOTAl.S EXCLUDE THE DECISION MAKERS INDEX 
CAll 
SIP &AL ~I'IR 
(PrI> 
0.7 •• 29 3 
( 9.) 
fNVIRONM[NT_L ST~TE 
CAl? 
SiP SAL PWR (prJ) 
0.7 4.29 3 
( 8. ) 
CAll 
SIP SAL ~~,fl 
(Pf I) 
0.6 iI.?9 ~ 
( 11.) 
CAt" 
Sl~ SAL Pwf< 
(PrI) 
o.s 4.29 I) 
( 10.) 
Cur; 
'iTP SAL. P~H 
(prY) 
0.8 4.29 3 ( to.) 
O.n 0;.00 0 
( 0.) 
0.0 4.91 0 
( 0.) 
0.0 Ci.?4 0 
( 0.) 
0.) 
lo400IfIEO 
IP SAL PWR 
(I-'f 1) 
0.0 4.29 0 
( 0.) 
0.0 5.21 0 
( 0.) 
0.0 4.40 0 
( 0.) 
0.0 5.00 0 
( 0.) 
0.0 4.91 0 
( 0.) 
0.0 C;.24 0 
( 0.) 
00> 
Mnl.) IF H:D 
!lIp SAL I'WR 
( "F'I ) 
0.0 <:'29 I) 
( 0.) 
- -------------- ------ -- -- ----------- ----~------
-- --- ---
MUNICIPAL. 0.8 5.21 4 lel 5.l1 3 0.9 5.21 Ii 0.6 5.21 '5 1.3 5.21 3 0.0 "'.21 0 ( 18.) ( 17. ) ( , 9.> ( 16. ) ( 20.) ( 0.) 
AGIHCULTURAL 0.9 4.40 :3 0.9 4.40 4 0.9 4.40 3 0.6 4.40 4 1.0 4.40 3 v.O 4.40 0 ( 12.) ( 17. ) ( 12.) ( 10.) ( h.) ( 0.) 
E~VIRONMENT4L 0.6 5.00 5 0.8 5.00 3 0.8 5.00 'I 0.7 5.00 5 (;.6 5.00 4 0.0 '5.00 (J 
( 16.) ( 13. ) C 16.) ( 1(:1e) ( 15., ( 0.> 
RECREATI ONAL 1.0 4.91 4 1.0 4.91 5 1.0 4.91 5 1.0 4.91 
" 
1.0 4.91 5 0.0 ".91 0 ( 19.) ( 24,) C 24.) C 19.) ( 24.) ( 0.) 
DECISION MAKER 1.1 5.24 3 1.1 5.24 ] 1.2 5.24 3 1.2 5.24 3 1.2 ~.24 3 0.0 ~.24 0 ( 18.) ( 16.) C 1 tI. ) , 19.) ( 19., ( 0.) 
TOTAL 13.) 78.) 83,) 72,) 82. ) 0'> 
f.NVIHONMENTAL STAT~ 2 
CA'6 CAl., CAU CA*9 CillO 1.100IfIfO 
SIP SAL PWR SIP SAL PWR SIP SAL PwR SIP SAL PWR SIP SAL Pw~ SIP SAL PWR 
(~rl) (PF'1) ( Pf'J) CPf'l) (prI) (PF"l) 
INDUS TIHAL 0.6 4.29 3 0.7 4.29 5 0.6 4.29 5 0.7 ~.29 4 ,1.64.29 5 0.0 4.29 0 ( 7.) C 14.) ( 12.) ( 12.) ( 13. ) ( 0.) 
MUNICIPAL 0.9 5.21 4 0.7 5.21 6 0.7 5.21 6 1.1 5.21 "i 1.1 5.21 5 0.0 ~.21 0 
~ ( 19. ) ( 23.) ( 21,) ( 29.) C 28.) ( 0.) 
-
-
AQRICuLTUR"L 0.9 4+.40 3 0.8 4.40 5 0.8 .,40 U\ 5 0.6 4.40 4 0.9 4.40 3 0.0 4.40 0 ( 11. ) ( 17. ) ( 17,) ( 15.) C 12. ) t 0.) 
ENVIRONMENTAL 0.6 5.00 5 0.5 5.00 7 0.5 5.00 7 o.S 5.00 Ij 0.8 5.00 6 0.0 ;.00 0 ( 16., ( 19.) ( 17 .> ( 20.) ( 230) ( 0') 
RECREATIONAL 0.9 4.91 6 0.8 4.91 6 0.8 4.91 b 0.9 4.91 5 1.0 4.91 6 0.0 11.91 0 
( 28.) ( 23.) ( 24.> , 23.) ( 030. ) ( De) 
DECISION MAKER 1,2 5.24 3 1.2 5.24 3 1el 5.24 :3 1 • 1 5.24 3 1 • 1 o;.;?4 3 0.0 ':).24 0 ( 20.) ( 18.) ( '0.) ( 17.) ( 18t) l O. ) 
TOTAL 1'1.) 96.) 91. ) 99.) ( lOS.) 0.) 
fNV IRONMENT Al. STATE 3 
CAll CAl? CAll CA14 CA 1 0:. ~i ill) I F' I L f) 
SIP :)AL PWH SIP SAL ~WR SIP SAL PWR SIr' SAL PwR STP SAL tlV/R SIP SAL flWR (f'r I) (HI) ( Pf'I ) (f'f I> (pr!) ( .... F J) 
INDUSTRIAL 0.'5 4.2Q :.; lJ.~ 4.29 0; 0.5 4.t'9 ') O,o,J 4.29 .=, ').8 4.2"1 4 0.0 Ih?9 0 
( 12.) ( 14. ) ( 1 0.) ( 1 :l. ) ( 1 j. ) ( o. ) 
"'uN!CIPAL. v.9 .,.21 t.. '").9 ';. ~ 1 6 (1.f' ,.21 ') 1.3 5.71 r:;, 1 .2 'J,:? 1 5 o. () ",.21 (l 
( 28., ( iI'J.) ( (:U.) ( 34.) ( 31. ) 0.) 
AGkICUL.lUkAL 0.9 11.40 '. Q 4. qf) 'i :.l. fj IJ. 40 0.94,1,,0 l.u 1,104() .~ • 4 <.l 
( 15 .) ( l0.' ( 10. ) ( 17. ) ( 17. ) O. J 
ENVIRONMENTAL 1.0 5.00 5 1.1 5.00 6 0.6 5.00 b 0.8 5.00 ~ r).~ r;.oo 5 0.0 5.00 0 
( 26.) ( 33.) ( 25.) ( 20.) ( 20.) ( O. ) 
HECREATIONAL 1.2 4,91 5 1.t' 4.91 5 1 • 1 4.91 
" 
1.0 4.91 ., 1.0 4.91 6 0.0 4.91 0 
( 30,) ( 30.) ( 22.) ( 25.) ( 29., ( 0') 
OHISION MAKER 1.3 5.24 3 1.4 5.2'1 3 l.? C;.24 3 1.2 5.24 1.2 "}.24 3 0.0 ""24 0 
( 21.) ( 23.) ( 19.> ( 18.) ( 18 e) ( 0.) 
TOTAL ( 111 e) 126.) 87.) ( 114. ) C 110.) 0.) 
POTENTIAL FOR C~ANGE INDEK 
THE LARGEST VALuES INDICATE THE GRfAT£ST POTENTIAL fnR CHANGE 
THE NUMBE~S AHOVE EACH COURSE OF ACTION INOICATE THE CnuRsr OF ACTIU~ ORDER 
DETERMINED FROM THE SELECTfD VALUE VECTOR I~DEX 
5 4 1 2 3 • 4 1 5 ? , 3 1 5 2 IJ 
CU1 (;.-2 CAl3 CAU CAl5 • CAU CAIT CA.a CAl9 CAtO It CAll CA12 CA13 CAlli CAtS 
1f>40\J5THIAL le84 1.85 2.48 3.18 1.82 • 1.88 3.08 3.13 2.46 3. t1 It 3.14 3.10 3.17 3.00 2.43 
MUP41CIPAL 1,88 1.39 1.87 2.111 1.36 * 1.87 2.65 2.87 2.30 2. 'U • 2.81 2.81 2.37 2.26 1..'8 
AGRICULTURAL lt59 2.11 1.59 2.21 1.56 • 1.60 2.10 2.69 2.14 1.1\9 * 2.13 2.65 1.62 2.1t '.10 
ENVIHIlNMI:-NTAI.. 3,76 2.19 2.9. 3.13 2.95 • 3.77 -;.3~ 5.40 3.68 4.1I4 • 3.55 4.22 4.3'1 3.68 3.68 
IiEC~EATIONAL. 2.50 3.12 3.11 2.49 3.12 * 3.76 3.H4 3.81 3.13 3.72 • 3.02 3.01 2.45 1.0~ 3.74 
LlEClSlON MAKER 2.13 2.13 2.12 2.12 2.11 • 2.10 2.12 2.10 2,14 2.,3 * 2.06 2.05 2el2 2112 2.12 
~ 
-
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Part 5 
Alternative Course of Action 
Willamette Basin Study I 
Course of Action II, Environmental State I. (Projects are 
cut to align with anticipated funding levels.) 
A. Projects 
I. Storage 
a. Twelve new reservoirs and modificalion and 
enlargement at investment cost of $260 million 
and O&M cost of about $2.12 million. 
b. Thirty new watershed projects at investment cosl 
of $29 million and O&M cosl of $.1 I million. 
} Structural non-storage .. sallie! as course! oIactioll /, 
el1J!iramnelltal state /, excepl: 
a. Cut from COLlrse of action I level of 5343 million 
to $300 million and an O&M cosl of S4.05 
million. 
B. Programs - samc as course 0/ actiu/l /. CIlJ'irollI7lClltal 
state f. 
Cost 
I n vestment O&M 
Reservoirs 260.0 2.12 
Watershed 29.0 .11 
Non-storage 300.0 4.05 
Fishlife 68.8 7.2 
Wildlife 4.1 .44 
Land measures 25.0 
Recreation 30.0 .35 
$ 716.9 million $14.27 million 
Course of Action Ill, Environmental State I Same as 
Course of Action I, Environmental State I, except: 
A. Projects 
t. Storage 
a. Eleven new reservoirs at an investment cost of 
$240 million and an O&M cost of $] .97 million. 
b. One new reservoir at investment cost of $20 
million and O&M cost of $.16 million. To be 
used in conjunction with power generating facili-
ties in 2(b). 
c. Thirty watershed projects at investment cost of 
$29 million and O&M cost of $.11 million. 
') Structural non-storage - same as course ofactiol1 f, 
environmental state f, except: 
a. Cut from course of action I level of $343 million 
1 See pages A-30 and A-31 for Course of Action r. Environ-
mental State I; Course of Action VI, Environmental State II: 
.lnd Course of Action XI, Environmental State III. 
to investment cost or $300 million and O&M 
-.;ost of ~4.05 million. 
b. Added 10 Ihis COllrse of action is a power 
g.enerating facility al S200 million to be llsed in 
conjunction with the reservoir in I (b). The S200 
million here is in addition to the $300 million 
allotted for structural non-storage listed above. 
B. Programs sallle! as course 0/ actioll I. environmciltal 
state I. except: 
J. L~lJld measures and watershed protection 
a. Increase fr,)111 course of action I level of S25 
million 10 5::;0 million 
2 Flood con (rol 
a. i1h:rease fl()od plain use regulation program 
funding level. 
3. Recreation 
a. Increase recreation program activities from 
course or aclion I funding level of $30 million to 
investment cost of $40 million and O&M cost of 
$.5 million. 
4. Water pollution control 
a. Increase wa ter poilu tion control program I'or 
stricter enforcement. 
Cost 
Reservoirs 
Reservoirs 
Investment 
240.0 
20.0 
29.0 
Non-storage 300.0 
Power generating facilities 200.0 
Fishlife 61.0 
7.5 
.3 
Wildlife 4.1 
Land measures 50.0 
Recreation 40.0 
O&M 
1.97 
.16 
.11 
4.05 
5.1 
2.] 
.44 
.5 
$951 .9 million $14.43 million 
Course of Action IV, Environmental State I - Same as 
Course of Action I, Environmental State L except: 
A. Projects 
I. Storage 
a. Nine new reservoirs <.It investmen I cosioI' 5200 
million and <.It an O&M cost of $1.(1 million. 
b. Twenty-five watershed projects at invest "Il'nl 
cost of $22 million and al O&M cosl of \ .09 
million. 
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') Strllct ural non-storage -- same as course of action 1. 
envirollmental state 1, except: 
a. Two new reservoirs to be used in conjunction 
with one nuclear-thermal and one pumped-
storage power get:(~rating facility at an invest-
ment cost of $600 million. 
B. Programs -- same as course of action 1, environmental 
state 1, except: 
1. Land measures and watershed protection 
a. Increase from course of action I funding level of 
$25 million to $50 million. 
2. Flood con trol 
a. Increase flood plain use regulation program 
funding level. 
3. Recreation 
a. Increase recreation program activities from 
course of action I funding level of $30 million to 
investment cost ot' $40 million and O&M cost of 
$.5 million. . 
4. Water poIlu tion control 
Cost 
a. Increase water pollution control program for 
stricter enforcement. 
Investment O&M 
Storage 200.0 1.6 
Non-storage 
Fishlife 
Wildlife 
Land measures 
Recreation 
SubTotal 
TOTAL 
22.0 
600.0 
61.0 
7.5 
.3 
4.1 
50.0 
40.0 
$984.9 
343.0 
.09 
5.1 
2.1 
.44 
.5 
$9.83 
4.63 
$1,327.9 million $14.46 million 
Course of Action V, Environmental State I - Same as 
Course of Action I, Environmental State I, except: 
A. Projects 
1. Storage 
a. Twelve new reservoirs and modification and 
enlargement at investment cost of $260 million 
and O&M cost of $2.12 million. 
b. Thirty new watershed projects at investment cost 
of $29 million and O&M cost of $.11 million. 
2. Structural non-storage - same as course of action J, 
environmental state J, except: 
a. Cui from course of action I level of $343 million 
to $300 million. 
B. Programs - same as course of action J, environmental 
state 1, except: 
I. Land measures and watershed protection 
a. I ncrease from course of action I level of $25 
million to $50 million. 
,., Flood control 
a. Increase flood plain use regulatiot program 
funding level. 
3. Recreation 
a. Increase recreation program activities from 
course or action I funding level of $30 million 10 
investment cost of $40 million and O&M cost 01' 
$.5 million. 
4. Water pollution control 
a. Increase water pollution control program ror 
stricter enforcement. 
Cost 
Investment O&M 
Reservoirs 260.0 2.] 2 
Watershed 29.0 .J 1 
Non-storage 300.0 4.05 
Fishlife 6~L8 7.2 
Wildlife 4.1 .44 
Land measures 50.0 
Recreation 40.0 .5 
$751.9 million $14.42 million 
Course of Action II, Environmental State II Same as 
Course of Action I, Environmental State I. except: 
A. Projects 
I. Storage 
a. Sixteen new reservoirs at an investment cost of 
$339.4 million and an O&M cost of $2.8 million . 
b. Forty new watershed projects at an investment 
cost of $37 million and an O&M cost of 
$145,140. 
2. Structural non-storage - same as course of action 1, 
environmental state 1, except: 
a. Increase recreation development projects to pro-
vide an additional 10 million recreation days 
( water-related). 
b. Construction of two nuclear-thermal and one 
pumped-storage power generating facility at an 
investment cost of $800 million. 
B. Programs - same as course of action 1, environmental 
state 1, except: 
1. Fishlife 
a. Increase fish production and stocking at an 
investment cost of $100 million and O&M cost 
of $8 million. 
b. Increase fishing opportunity and fisherman 
access programs at an investment cost of $10 
million and an O&M cost of $3 million. 
c. Increase research to $.5 million. 
2. Wildlife 
a. Increase research, investigation, and educa t ion to 
an investment cost or $3 million and an O&M 
cost of $1 million. 
b. Increase acquisition and development programs 
to an investment cost of $4 million and all O&M 
cost of $1 million. 
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). L.IIId IlleaSllres allu watersheu protection 
<l. Illcrea~e pr()grams I"nlill course 01" action I, 
ellvirollillelllal slale I I"ulluing level to $35 
II Ii II ion. 
4. Recre;llioll 
;1. Illcreasc rccrcalion prograllls to an invcstmenl 
cosl or $45 Illillion anu an O&M cosl 1)1" $1 
III i II io Il. 
S W '-II c r po Ilul i 0 II co lill"O I 
<I. Lx P,-I1l<.I exisl ill~ progr<llllS allu '.Icccicrate al 
sourcc W,-IStC tll,i1I11cnt prograilis ovcr thc coursc 
or act i011 I, cilvinlllillciital statc I levcl. 
n)st 
Invcstment (J&rv1 
Rl'scrvoirs 3Y).4 :Us 
Walershcds 37.() .14 
N( lil-st ()rage \43.0 4.(13 
X()O.O 
I,'ishlil"e 100.0 X.O 
10.0 3.0 
.5 
Wildlik \ .0 1.0 
4.0 1.0 
Land me;lsures 35.0 
Rccrcat iOll 45.0 1.0 
$1,71 ().9 1l1illion $21.57 million 
Course or Action III, lnvironlllcntal ~late II Same as 
Coursc or Action I, Environmcntal State I, except. 
A. Projects 
I. S! mage sa IIIC as coursc oI act iOIl I, CIlV irolll1lclltal 
stale I, except: 
a. h)rty new walershed projecls at an invesLmcnt 
cost or $37 million anu an O&M cost or 
$145,140. 
.., Structural non-storage samc as cOllrsc o/aclioll I, 
CIlJ'irolllJlClllal slalc I. except: 
a. Increase reCITal ion uevelopment projects to pro-
vide an ad di t ional 10 million recreat ion days 
( watcr-related). 
B. Programs salllc as cOllrse oI actiol1 I, elll'irolll1lental 
slalc I. except: 
I. 1 ... ·lood conI rol 
a. Increase Iloou plain lise regulation ovcr the 
collrse or ac1ioll I, environillental statc I level. 
('<1st 
Investment O&M 
Rcservoirs 318.2 2 .() 
Watershed 37.0 14 
NOll-storage 343.0 4.(L' 
Fishlire MU~ 7.2 
Wildlirc 4.1 .44 
L.lIld measurcs 25.0 
Rcereat ion 30.0 .3:'\ 
._---
$7()4.1 millton $1.') .3() million 
Course 01' Action IV, Environillen tal St;ilc II. ~allle ,1\ 
Course 01' Action I, Lnvironl1lelltal State L exccpt 
A. Projccts 
I. Storagc sanle as course oIaelioN I, cl1JJimlllJl(,lllal 
stalc I, exccpt: 
Constructioll of Olll' Iluclear-tllerlll;d and OIlC 
pltmped-stor(lge POWCI gcneratillg r;lcility Lit (Ill 
illvestmcnt C()st of $(100 million. 
2. Strllctural llo11-storage WUIlC' as ("our.\'(' ()Iaclioll J 
clII'imlllllcfllal slale I, eXL·cpt. 
a. 1:lood cOlltrol 
I. Increasc ovcr COi.. '>c or acti()1l I. environ-
mcnta I sl;1l e I levc 1 
h. Recreat ion 
I. Incrcasc recreatloll developmcllt projects to 
providc all additiollal 10 million rccrcation 
days (water-relatcd). 
B. : 1 ()gra IllS sall/c as course oI aclioll I, elllJimlllJl(,lIlal 
slate I, except 
I. h~hlilc 
a. Illcrcasc rish production alld stocking at invest-
ment cost ()r $100 Illillioll and O&M cost or $8 
mill iOIl. 
b Incrcase rislling opportunity and l'isherll1an 
c1ccess progr;lllls at an invcstmcnt cost or S I 0 
Illillioll and an O&M cost or $3 million 
c. Illcrease resc;lrch to S.5 million. 
2. Wildlil'c 
a. Increase rescarch, investigation, and educatioll to 
all invest mellt cost or $3 million and an O&M 
cosioI' $1 million. 
b. Increase acquisition and devclopment programs 
to an invcst mcnt cost 1)1' $4 million alld all O&M 
cost of $1 million. 
3. Land mcasures and watershcd protection 
a Illcrease frolll coursc of action I, CIlVll"OIHllental 
state I rundillg level to $35 million. 
4. Flood control 
a Illcrease flood plain lise regulation programs ovcr 
tile course of action I, environmental sta lc I 
level. 
5. Recreation 
a. Increase recreation proglams to an investmcnt 
cost of $45 million and an O&M cost or $1 
million. 
6. Watcr pollution control 
a. Expand existing programs and acceleratc at 
source waste treatment programs over the course 
or action I, cnvironl1len tal sta tc I level. 
Cost 
Investment O&M 
Reservoirs 31 X.2 7.() 
Watersheds 3~.5 .13 
Non-storagc 600.0 
343.0 4.()3 
Fishlife 100.0 8.0 
10.0 3.0 
.5 
(Contillllcd) 
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Costs (Continued) 
Wildlife 
Land measures 
Recreation 
Investment O&M 
3.0 
4.0 
35.0 
45.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
$1,491.2 million $21.36 million 
Course of Action V, Environmental State [J Same as 
Course of Action I, Environmental State 1, except: 
A. Projects 
1. Storage 
a. Thirteen new reservoirs at an investment cost of 
$275.7 million and an O&M cost of $2.25 
million. 
b. Thirty new watershed projects at an investment 
cost of $29 million and an O&M cost of $.1 1 
million. 
2. Structural non-storage - same as cuursc of actioll 1, 
envirollmental state 1, except: 
a. Increase recreation development projects to pro-
vide an additional 10 million recreation days 
( water-related). 
b. Construction of one nuclear-thermal and one 
pumped-storage power generating facility at an 
investment level of $600 million. 
B. Programs - same as course uf actiull 1, cllvironmental 
state 1, except: 
1. Fishlife 
a. Increase fish production and stocking at an 
investment cost of $100 million and an O&M 
cost of $8 million. 
b. Increase fishing opportunity and fisherman 
access programs at an investment cost of $10 
million and O&M cost of $3 million. 
c. Increase research to $0.5 million. 
2. Wildlife 
a. Increase research, investigation, and education to 
an investment cost of $3 million and an O&M 
cost of $1 mi1lion. 
b. Increase acquisition and development programs 
to an investment cost of $4 million and an O&M 
cost of $] million. 
3. Land measures and watershed protection 
a. Increase from course of action I, environmental 
state I funding level to $35 million. 
4. Recreation 
a. Increase recreation programs to an investment 
cost of $45 million and an O&M cost of $ 1 
million. 
5. Water pollution control 
a. Expand existing programs and accelerate at 
source waste treatment programs over the course 
of adion l, environmental state 1 level. 
Cost 
Investment O&M 
Reservuirs 27':'.7 2.25 
Watershed 2t).0 .11 
Non-storage 343.0 4.63 
()OO.O 
Fishlife 100.0 8.0 
10.0 3.0 
.5 
WildJiI'c 3.0 10 
4.0 1.0 
Land measures 35.0 
Recreation 45.0 1.0 
----' -
$1.445.2 milliotl $20.99 million 
Course or Action II. 1~llvironmental State III Same as 
Coursc ~)r Action I. hlVironmenlal Statc I except: 
A- PlllJCCts smllc as course (if actioll I. Cllvirolll71Cl1lal 
slalc 1 excepl: 
1. Storage 
a. Thirteen new reservoirs at an investment cost of 
$275.6 million and an O&M cost of $2.26 
111 i Ilio 11. 
b. Forty new watershed project:-, at an investment 
cost of 537 million and an O&M cost of 
$145,140. 
2. Structural non-storage - same as coursc ofacfiolll, 
ell v iro 11111 ell lal sla Ic 1, except: 
a. All projects but recreation and power generating 
I'acilities Cllt from $343 million funding level to 
$300 millioll funding level and an O&M cost 01 
$4.05 million. 
b. Increase recreation development and expansion 
projects to provide an additional 8 million 
recreation days (water-related). 
c. Construction of one nuclear-thermal and one 
pumped-storage power generating facility at an 
investment cost at $600 million. 
B. Programs -- same as course of actioll 1, environmental 
state I, except: 
1. Fishlife 
a. Increase fish production and stocking to an 
investment cost of $77 million and an O&M cost 
of $6.6 million. 
b. Increase fishing opportunity and fisherman 
access to an investillent cost or $11 million and 
an O&M cost at $3.3 million. 
c. Increase research to $ i.1 million funding level. 
2. Wildlife 
a. Increase research, investigation. and education to 
$3.3 million investment cost and an O&M cost of 
$.11 million. 
h. Increase acquisition and development to an 
investment cost of $5.5 millioll and an O&M cost 
of $1.1 million. 
3. Recreation 
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a. Increase recreation program activities to an in-
vestment cost of $55 million and an O&M cost of 
$1 . I million. 
4. Water pollution control 
Cost 
a. Increase monitoring and control programs by :i5 
percent from course of action L environmental 
state I levels. 
Investment O&M 
Reservoirs 275.6 2.26 
Watershed 37.0 .14 
Non-storage 300.0 4.05 
600.0 
Fishlife 77.0 6.6 
11.0 3.3 
1.1 
Wildlife 3.3 .11 
5.5 1.1 
Recreation 55.0 1.1 
$1,365.5 million $18.66 million 
Land measures 25.0 
$1,390.5 million 
Course of Action III, Environmental State I II 
A. Projects - same as course of action 1, enviromnental 
state f, except: 
I. Structural non-storage - same as course of action 1, 
environmental state 1, except: 
a. Increase recreation development and expansion 
projects to provide an additional 8 million 
recreation days (water-related) 
b. Construction of one nuclear-thermal and one 
pumped-storage power generating facility at an 
investment cost at $600 million. 
B. Programs- same as in course of action 1, environ-
mental state f, except: 
1. Fishlife 
a. Increase fish production and stocking to an 
investment cost of $70 million and an O&M cost 
of $6 million. 
b. Increase fishing opportunity and fisherman 
access to an investment cost of $] 0 million and 
O&M cost at $3 mi1lion. 
c. Increase research to $] million. 
2. Wildlife 
a. Increase research, investigation, and education to 
$3 million investment cost and O&M cost to $0.1 
million. 
b. Increase acquisition and development to an 
investment cost of $5 mil1ion and an O&M cost 
of $1 million. 
3. Recreation 
a. Increase recreation program activities to an 111-
vestIllent cost of $50 million and an O&M cost of 
$1 million. 
4. Water pollution control 
a. Increase monitoring and control programs by 25 
percent from course of action I, environmental 
state 1 levels. 
Cost 
Investment O&M 
Reservoirs 318.2 2.6 
Watershed 32.5 .13 
Non-storage 343.0 4.63 
600.0 
Fishlife 70.0 6.0 
10.0 3.0 
1.0 
Wildlife 3.0 .1 
5.0 1.0 
l<.ccrea lio n 50.0 1.0 
Land measures 25.0 0 
_. ,,-,,"-
$1,457 7 million $18.46 million 
Course of Action IV, Enviromental State III. 
A. Projects sallie as course of action I, ellJJiml1mental 
state 1, except: 
I. Storage 
a Nine new reservoirs at investment cost of $200 
million and an O&M l~ost of $1.6 million. 
b. Twenty-five watershed projects at an investment 
cost of $22 million and an O&M cost of $ .09 
million. 
2. Structural non-storage same as course o/actio}/ I, 
environmell tal state f, except: 
u. Increase recreation development and expansion 
projects to provide an additional 8 million 
recreation days (water-related). 
b. Construction of one nuclear-thermal and one 
pumped-storage power generating facility at an 
investment cost of $600 million. 
B. Programs same as course of action 1, environmelltal 
state 1, except: 
]. Fishhfe 
a. Increase fish production and stocking lo an 
investment cost of $70 million and an O&M cost 
of $6 million. 
b. Increase fishing opportunity and fisherman 
access to an investment cost of $ J 0 million and 
an O&M cost of $3 million. 
c. Increase research to $1 million funding level. 
2. Wildlife 
a. Increase research, lIlvestigation, and euucation to 
$3 million investment cost anu all O&M cost oj' 
$0.1 million. 
b. Increase acquisition and development to an 
investment cost of $5 million ano all O&M cost 
01'$1 million. 
3. Recreation 
a. Jncrease recreation program aL'livities to all 111-
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vest ment cost of $50 million and an O&M cost of 
$1 million. 
4 Water poIlu tion control 
a. [ncrease monitoring and control programs by ':' :, 
percent from course of action I, environmental 
state lieve[s. 
5. Land measures and watershed protection 
a. increased from course of action L envlHmmental 
state lievel of $25 million to $50 million. 
6. Flood control 
a. Increase flood plain use regulation program 
funding levels over course of action I, environ-
mental state I levels. 
Cost 
Investment O&M 
Reservoirs 200.0 1.6 
Watershed 22.0 .09 
Non-storage 343.0 4.63 
600.0 
Fishlife 70.0 6.0 
10.0 3.0 
1.0 
Wildlife 3.0 .1 
5.0 1.0 
Recreation 50.0 1.0 
Land measures 50.0 
$1,354.0 million $17.42 million 
Course of Action V, Environmental State 111 
A. Projects 
1. Storage 
a. Ten new reservoirs an investment level of $212 
million and an O&M cost of $1.7 million. 
b. Thirty new watershed projects at an invest men t 
cost of $29 million and an O&M cost of $.11 
million. 
c. One new reservoir to be used in conjunction with 
pumped-storage power generating facilities all to 
be constructed at an investment cost of $200 
million. 
2. Non-storage - same as course of action I, environ-
mental state I, except cut to $300 million funding 
level and O&M cost of $4.05 million. 
B. Programs - sallie as course of actiol/ I, en v iron III en tal 
state I. except: 
I. Fishlife 
a. Increase fish production and stocking to an 
investmellt cost of $70 million and an O&M ..:ost 
of $6 million. 
b. Increase fishing opportunity and fisherman 
access to an investment cost or $10 million and 
an O&M cost or $3 million. 
c. Increase research to $1 million funding level. 
2. Wildlife 
a. Increase research, investigation. and education to 
$3 million investment cost and O&M cost of $0.1 
millio n. 
b. Increase acquisition and development to an 
investmellt cost or $5 million and an O&M cost 
of $1 million. 
3. Recreation 
a. Increase recreation program activities to an in-
vest ment cost of $50 million and an O&M cost of 
$1 milli(ltl. 
4. Water pollution control 
a. Increase Ilwnitoring and control programs by 25 
percent 1 rom course ut' action I, environmental 
state I levels. 
5. Land measures and watershed protection 
a. Increase to $50 million. 
Cost 
Reservoirs 
Watershed 
Non-storage 
Fishlife 
Wildlife 
Recreation 
Land measures 
Investment 
212.0 
29.0 
200.0 
300.0 
70.0 
10.0 
1.0 
3.0 
5.0 
50.0 
50.0 
O&M 
1.7 
.11 
4.05 
6.0 
3.0 
.1 
1.0 
l.O 
$930.0 million $16.96 million 
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Part 6 
PROPDEMM 
Questionnaire 
A-12S 

Respondent Background InforlTIation 
Planning areas in which you feel that you have SOITle expertise: 
For what period of tiITle were you, or have you beet, involved, with water 
resources planning for the Susquehanna River Basin? 
What position(s) or connections have you had with the planning effort 
and what were your responsibilities? 
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River Basin Development Planning Questionnaire 
Values 
The key to the programmed policy decision-making model is a value 
matrix which identifies the most significant values held by the major interest 
groups involved in or affected by river basin water planning, and defines 
the degree of commitment each interest group has with respect to each value. 
For example, 
Clean 
Environment 
Values 
Abundant 
Water Supply 
Rec reation Monetary 
Benefits Cost 
Interest GrouEs 
Government +2 +2 + 1 
Farmers + 1 +3 - 1 
Environmentalists +3 + 1 -2 
where the approximate meaning of the numbers is as follows: 
+ 3 = Strong positive commitment (liking) 
+ 2 = Moderate positive commitment 
+ 1 = Small positive commitment 
o = Neutral or can't see relationship 
-1 = Small negative commitment 
-2 = Moderate negative commitment 
-3 = Strong negative commitment 
+2 
0 
0 
To obtain information for the value matrix, we need answers to the 
follOwing que stions: 
1. From your perspective, what do you think are ten major values 
(e. g., clean environment, flood control, etc.) which are affected by 
comprehensive water planning for the Susquehanna River Basin? (Note: 
please bear in mind the level of analysis - -in this case the entire river 
basin.) List these values in order of importance across the top of Table 
1. 
2. Down the left side of Table 1, list the five major interest groups 
which are most affected by, or have the greatest influence on Susquehanna 
River Basin water planning. 
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3. For each of the value s identified i.1 Que stion 1, a - sign an ordinal 
nUITlber, ranging from + 3 to -3, indicating i.he degree of commitment felt 
by an interest group toward that value. Insert each number in its correct 
location relative to interest group and value in Table 1. 
Environment 
The parameters of a planning effort include physical and social-
environmental factors which must be identified. Since value s and the 
resolution of conflict among values are basic to planning, it is useful to 
gain some insights into the pos sible impacts of environmental factors 
on values. The term environmental factor as used in this questionnaire 
refers to a social or physical variable or parameter which is thought to 
have a significant influence on a given set of values. ExaITlples of environ-
mental factors are: annual precipitation, wildlife population, hUITlan 
population, level of economic development, etc. As suming that each 
environmental factor can have several possible "states" or conditions 
(e. g., above average, average or below average annual precipitation and 
drought), it is then possible to judge the possible iITlpacts each environ-
mental condition might have on a given value for a defined time period. 
Please use quantitative indication where possible (e. g., inches of 
precipitation) . 
Thus, an environmental impact matrix can be constructed as follows: 
Environmental 
Factors and 
Conditions 
Annual Precipitation 
Above average (inches) 
Average (inches) 
Below average (inches) 
Drought (inches) 
Wildlife Population 
Large population 
Medium population 
Industrial Development 
Clean 
Environ-
ment 
+ 1 
+ 1 
+2 
-1 
- 1 
0 
Large - scale development 
-3 
Moderate development -1 
No development +2 
Values 
Abundant 
Water 
Supply 
+3 
+2 
+ 1 
-2 
-1 
0 
-2 
-1 
+ 1 
Recre-
ation 
-1 
0 
+ 1 
0 
+2 
+ 1 
-1 
0 
0 
Monetary 
Cost 
-3 
- 1 
0 
-2 
- 1 
+ 1 
-2 
-1 
+ 1 
· 02 
.30 
.40 
• lO 
· 20 
.40 
.40 
· 20 
.05 
~:~p stands for probability, i. e., percentage likelihood of occurrence. 
Where the meaning of the ordinal numbers is as follows: 
+ 3 = Strong positive impact -1 = Small negative iITlpact 
+ 2 = Moderate positive impact -2 = Moderate negative impact 
+ 1 = Small positive impact -3 = Strong negative impact 
o = Neutral 
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Given the information provided In Table I, it is possible to define 
seve r al bas ic envi ronmental state s and their impa' -t s on value s. The 
following questions need to be answered to proper] y utilize this inforrnation: 
4. Down the left side of Table 2, list those environmental factors 
(up to 10) which in your opinion would have a signiJ icant impact on the 
values defined in Question 1. These values are ag lin listed across the 
top of Table 2. 
5. For each environmental factol listed, identify at least three 
(up to five) significant conditions or states which cuuld exist during the 
planning period""" and list these directly under the appropriate factor in 
Table II. 
6. As sign an ordinal numbe r in the range from + 3 to - 3 indicating 
the degree of impact each environmental condition has on each value 
togethe r with the approximate probability indicating the likelihood of 
occurrence of each environmental condition. Insert each number in its 
correct location relative to environmental condition and value in Table 
II. Probability numbers are entered in the right side coluDln. 
7. Indicate which environmental factors are pos sibly related and 
the strength of the relationship on a scale frorrl 1 to 7, where 1 indicates 
no relationship and 7 indicates a strong relationship. For example, 
rainfall has an impact on wildlife population. (Table III) 
8. For each environmental factor identified in Question 4, choose 
that environmental condition which is most likely to occur (having greatest 
probability) over the planning period. List these environmental conditions 
in Table IV as Environmental State 1. 
9. For each environmental factor, choose the environmental con-
dition which, if it occurred, would have the most critical impact on values. 
List these environmental conditions in Table V as Environmental State II. 
10. For each environmental factor, choose that environmental con-
dition which you feel to be "most relevant" in some sense. By marginal 
note, please explain why you think that this particular condition is 
"relevant." List these conditions in Table VI as Environmental State III. 
Policies or Courses of Action 
Given the interest groups, value commitments and environmental 
impacts defined up to this point, it is now pos sible to examine policy 
•• .1 ...... 1 ... 
"--"A "significant condition" could include one which would be very 
unlikely to occur during the planning period, but which would definitely 
have to be taken into account, such as a major and prolonged rainstorm. 
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alternatives which are defined as a sequence of decision steps, identified 
In chronological orde r. 
11. For each environITlental state defined in Questions 8 through 
10, identify five possible courses of action, i. e., sets of decision steps 
which would have desirable iITlpacts (froITl your point of view) on the 
values identified in Question 1. Please list these in Table VII and pro-
vide a rationale for each selection on the extra lines provided below each 
course of action. 
Pos sible Policy OutcoITles 
The outcOITle or iITlpact of a particular policy cannot be known with 
certainty. Therefore, it is practical to he aware of several possible 
outcOITles which ITlight result froITl a given set of decision-steps. 
12. For each course of action defined in Question 11, identify five 
possible outcOITles in terITlS of their iITlpact on the values, ordering each 
according to likelihood of occurrence (percentage probability) with that 
having the greatest probability first. Each outcOITle is defined as a set of 
ten iITlpact nUITlbers ranging froITl + 3 to -3, as defined in Question t; and 
corresponding to the ten values previously identified. These iITlpaLt nUITl-
bers should be entered in appropriate spaces in Table VIII. 
The Political Process 
The questions up to now have dealt with the ITlostly non-political 
paraITleters of a planning effort. The variables which will be considered 
in the following questions will help in analyzing political interactions. 
13. For each interest group identified in Question 2, assign an 
ordinal nUITlber within the range froITl 1 to 7, indicating the degree of 
salience or iITlportance each group attaches to each value, where )",!P-eans 
approxiITlately little or no salience and 7 high or strong salience. '1"1"" 
Insert the salience nUITlbers in the correct spaces in Table IX. 
14. In a scale froITl 1 to 7 (little or no power to ITluch power), indi-
cate in Table X the degree of overall power you feel each interest group 
has in terITlS of being able to obstruct or stop the courses of action defined 
in Que stion 11. 
15. On a scale froITl +3 to -3 (strong positive to strong negative 
effect), indicate in Table XI for each interest group the affect (affinity, 
... ' ...... 1 ...... 1 ... 
""'''''Salience differs froITl degree of cOITlITlitITlent or liking in that a 
value ITlay be lm.portant to a group, but it ITlay not like or have a strong 
cOITlITlitITlent to that value, or vice versa. 
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liking, spirit of cooperation) it has with respect to every other inter est 
group. 
16. On an ordinal scale froITlt-3 to -3 (flexible to rigid), indicate 
in Table XII for each interest group how politically rigid or dogITlatic you 
feel it is; that is, whether it is more or less likely to change a political 
position. 
17. On a scale froITl +3 to -3 (vulnerable to invulnerable), indicate 
in Table XIII how vulnerable each group is to punishment-reward action 
im.pleITlented by decision-ITlakers or other individuals and groups. A 
punishm.ent-reward action can be anything froITl bribe to legal force to 
police force, within practical liITlits. 
In Question 18, it is as sumed that you favor one of the cour s es of 
action listed in Question 11. Pleas e identify the cours e of action you 
favor and provide a rationale. 
18. On scales froITl 1 to 7 (little or no inforITlation to ITluch infor-
m.ation), indicate in Table XIV the degree of positive and negative infor-
ITlation each group ~~cks about the nature and outcOITle of the course of 
action you favor 0 
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Table I 
(Questions 1, 2 and 3) 
DEGREE OF LIKING OR DISLIKE 
/ 
" 
More liking VALUES More dislike 
---------------- (from respondent's ) 
erspective) 
INTEREST GROUPS 
~ 
-~ 
~ 
Table II 
(Questions 3, 4, 5, and 6) 
ENVIRONMENT AL 
FACTORS AND 
SIGNIFICANT 
CONDITIONS 
Env. Fact. 
Outcome .=a~ _____ _ 
b 
c 
d 
e 
Env. Fact • ..:2=---______ _ 
Outcome ..:a=---_____ _ 
b 
c 
d 
e 
Env. Fact • ..:3 _______ _ 
Outcome .=a~ _____ _ 
b 
c 
d 
e 
Env. Fact • ...:4:.....-______ _ 
Outcome .=a:.....-_____ _ 
b 
c 
d 
e 
Env. Fact • .,;;5 _______ _ 
Outcome a 
..;;;b------
c 
d 
e 
i..nv. Fact • .,::6:.....-______ _ 
Outcome .=a:.....-_____ _ 
b 
c 
d 
e 
Env. Fact • ..;.7 ______ _ 
Outcome ;:;a=---_____ _ 
b 
c 
d 
e 
*p = probability 
VALUES 
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p* 
Table II (cont. ) 
(Questions 4, 5, 6, 7) 
ENVIRONMENT AL 
FACTORS AND 
SIGNIFICANT 
CONDITIONS 
Env. Fact. 
Outcome 
Env. Fact. 
Outcome 
Env. Fact. 
Outcome 
8 
a 
b 
c 
d 
e 
9 
a 
b 
c 
d 
e 
10 
a 
b 
c 
d 
e 
Efl 
Ef2 
Ef3 
Ef4 
Ef5 
Ef6 
Ef7 
Efa 
Ef9 
EflO 
~~ 
~ 
Table III 
(Question 7) 
~ 
~ 
'" ~ ~ 
I~ 
I I~ 
Ef I Ef 2 Ef3 Ef4 Ef5 Ef6 Ef7 Efa Ef9 EflO 
Comrnents: __________________________________________________________ ____ 
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~ 
-W 
0'1 
z 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Table IV 
(Question 8) 
ENVIRONMENTAL STATE I 
CONDITION 
Comments: 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Table V 
(Question 9) 
ENVIRONMENTAL STATE II 
CONDITION 
Table VI 
(Question 10) 
ENVIRONMENTAL STATE ill 
CONDITION RATIONALE 
2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
5 5 
6 6 
7 7 
8 8 
9 9 
10 10 
-------------------------------------------------._._---..... - -- .-----
Course of Action 1 
Course of Action 2 
Course of Action 3 
Course of Action 4 
Course of Action 5 
Course of Action 1 
Course of Action 2 
Course of Action 3 
Course of Action 4 
Table VII 
(Question 11) 
EN~RONMENTALSTATEI 
ENVIRONMENTAL STATE II 
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Course of Action 5 
Course of Action 1 
Course of Action 2 
Course of Action 3 
Course of Action 4 
Course of Action 5 
Table VII (cont. ) 
(Question 11) 
ENVIRONMENTAL STATE III 
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ENVIRONMENT AL STATE I 
COURSE OF ACTION 
Outcome 1 
Outcon1.e 2 
Outcom.e 3 
Outcome 4 
Outcome 5 
COURSE OF ACTION 2 
Outcome 1 
Outcome 2 
Outcome 3 
Outcome 4 
Outcome 5 
COURSE OF ACTION 3 
Outcome 1 
Outcome 2 
Outcome 3 
Outcome 4 
Outcome 5 
COURSE OF ACTION 4 
Outcome 1 
Outcome 2 
Outcome 3 
Outcome 4 
Outcome 5 
COURSE OF ACTION 5 
Outcome 1 
Outcome 2 
Outcome 3 
Outcome 4 
Outcome 5 
*p = probability 
Table VIII 
(Question 12) 
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VALUES 
p* 
Er~VIRONMENTAL STATE II 
,-,CURSE OF ACTION 
Outcome 1 
Outcome 2 
Outcome 3 
Outcome 4 
Outcome 5 
:;OURSE OF ACTION 2 
Outcome 1 
Outcome 2 
Outcome 3 
Outcome 4 
Outcome 5 
COURSE OF AC TION 3 
Outcome 1 
Outcome 2 
Outcome 3 
Outcome 4 
Outcome 5 
COURSE OF ACTION 4 
Outcome 1 
Outcome 2 
Outcome 3 
Outcome 4 
Outcome 5 
COURSE OF ACTION 5 
Outcome 1 
Outcome 2 
Outcome 3 
Outcome 4 
Outcome 5 
*p = probability 
Table VIII 
(Question 12) 
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VALUES 
p'~ 
ENVIRONM,ENTAL STATE III 
COURSE OF ACTION 1 
OutcoIne 1 
OutcoIne 2 
OutcoIne 3 
OutcOIne 4 
OutcOIne 5 
COURSE OF ACTION 2 
OutcOIne 1 
Outcome 2 
OutcOIne 3 
OutcOIne 4 
OutcOIne 5 
COURSE OF ACTION 3 
OutcOIne 1 
Outcome 2 
Outcome 3 
OutcOIne 4 
OutcOIne 5 
COURSE OF ACTION 4 
OutcOIne 1 
Outcome 2 
Outcome 3 
OutcOIne 4 
01ltcOIne 5 
COURSE OF ACTION 5 
Outcome 1 
Outcome 2 
Outcome 3 
Outcome 4 
Outcome 5 
*p = probability 
Table VIII 
(Question 12) 
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VALUES 
p'~ 
INTEREST GROUPS 
~ 
-~ 
Table IX 
(Question 13) 
SALIENCE 
H " h . " VALUES L" " 19 est pnonty . owest pr10nty 
( (from respondent's (from respondent's ) 
perspective) perspective) 
ftl-V 
Z 
I-i 
M 
~ 
fn 
I-i 
~ 
~ 
fn 
Environmental State I 
Course of Action I 
Course of Action Z 
Course of Action 3 
Course of Action 4 
Course of Action 5 
Environmental State II 
Course of Action I 
Course of Action Z 
Course of Action 3 
Course of Action 4 
Course of Action 5 
Environmental State III 
Course of Action I 
Course of Action 2 
Course of Action 3 
Course of Action 4 
Course of Action 5 
() 
o 
c:: 
~ 
(J) 
o 
trj 
)-
() 
1-3 (3 
Z 
'U 
o 
~ 
::0 
o 
s= I-i 
CD PI 
fI) C" 
......... C;" CD 
1:1 :>< 
..... 
.!t 
2 
3 
~ 
-+:0- 4 
+:0-
5 
INTEREST GROUPS 
X 
Table XI 
(Question 15) 
AFFECT 
2 3 
X 
X 
4 5 
X 
X 
Table XII 
(Question 16) 
RIGIDITY 
Question 18. Which course of action do you favor and what is your rationale? 
Table XIII 
(Que stion 17) 
PUNISHMENT -
REWARD 
Table XIV 
(Question 18) 
LACK OF 
INFORMA TION 
Positive N~ative 
APPENDIX 13 
Questionnaire to Coordinating Committee 
Members and Other Planning Officials 
on Type 2 Studies and 
Tabulation of Responses 
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Questionnaire for Federal Members ;:~ 
------
Type II River Basin Planning Organization 
1. In addition to your agency's representation on the main study coordin-
ating committee, did your personnel also participate substantially 
in various study work groups? Yes No If yes, which 
ones? 
2. Were personnel from your agency assigned directly to the plan 
formulation work group (if there was one)? Yes No 
3. Was a separate plan formulation staff organized? Yes No 
And was this staff housed under one roof during formulation of the 
plan? Yes No If yes, approximately how long were they 
together? 
4. Did your agency accept separate work assignments for portions of 
the study? Yes No If yes, what major parts did your 
agency do? ____________________________ _ 
5. Was the lack of funding support a significant constrain't on what 
might have been considered an appropriate or ideal level of involve-
ment by your agency in the study? Yes No 
6. Did a cooperative atmosphere prevail throughout study between 
participants? Yes No If no,_ please explain 
-----
;:~ A silTIilar questionnaire was sent to state lTIelTIbers. 
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7. Did a cooperative atmosphere prevail throughout study between 
federal and non- federal participants? Yes No If no, 
please explain 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
8. Were views of a significant number of state and local public (elected) 
officials sought in the planning process? Yes No 
9. Were pertinent state and local water development plans coordinated 
and/or incorporated in the river basin planning process? Yes 
No If yes, how was this accomplished? That is, what organ-
izational arrangement or coordinati ve mechanism was utilized? 
10. Were other pertinent functional plans and planning, for example -
highway, parks and recreation, land use, and pollution control, 
coordinated and integrated in the river basin planning? Yes 
No If yes, what coordinative mechanism was utilized to 
accomplish this? 
------------------------------------------------------------
11. Was the public kept well informed about the study and about the 
development alternatives being considered? Yes No 
12. What was the degree of public participation in the study? High __ , 
moderate __ , low __ (check one). What methods for getting 
public participation were most effective, and what recommendations, 
if any, can you offer for achieving better participation in future 
planning s tudie s? 
---------------------------------------------------------
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any sugge stions for changing the organization and approach for 
future studies so that more integrated and balanced plans might 
emerge? 
12. What is your view in general on the effectiveness of the coordinating 
committee approach to river basin planning? Very effective __ 
satisfactory , ineffective Please explain your answer 
briefly. 
--------------------------------------------------------------
13. Were planning objectives clearly identified at the beginning of study? 
Yes No If yes, how and by whon1 were they determined? 
14. Were the objectives appropriate in your estimation? Yes 
No Were they altered during the course of the study':) Yes 
No If yes, please ~xplain in what way they were altered. 
15. Did all interest groups and agencies have a good opportunity to 
express views and interact with planners and decision makers in 
the planning process? Yes No If yes, how was this 
arranged? 
------------------------------------------------------------
16. When did plan formulation start in the planning study? at the outset 
or later after considerable data was collected and analyzed 
(Check one) At what point in study is it appropriate for 
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plan formulation to start in your vie"\v? 
----------------------------
17. V'/as a conceptual or preliminary plan formulated early in the planning 
study? Yes No If yes, was it used to guide the collection 
of data for the study? Yes No Do you feel that this is a 
good approach? Yes No If no, why not? 
----------
18. Was there a substantial amount of data collected for the study that 
was not utilized in plan formulation? Yes No If yes, 
approxirnately what percentage of data gathered was not useful in 
plan formula tion? 0/0 
19. Were planning objectives and planning processes analyzed in arriving 
at suitable structure for the planning organization? Yes No 
Please explain what procedure was used in setting up the planning 
organization 
-------------------------------------------------------
In your view, what criteria should be employed in structuring a 
river basin planning organization? 
----------------------------------
20. What was the strongest aspect of the river basin study organization 
and approach? 
-------------------------------------------------------
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21. What was the weakest aspect of the study organization and approach? 
22. What structural changes if any in the study organization would you 
recomn1end for future regional or river basin studies? 
23. What changes if any would you suggest with respect to the budgeting 
and handling of finances for such studies? 
24. Please add here any other comments or suggestions you wish to 
make on the river basin planning proces s and organization. 
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Table B-l. Overall (uncategorized) response to questionnaire. Does 
not include response from Susquehanna study. Questionnaire 
was not sent to Susquehanna study participants because of 
other questionnaires sent in connection with case study 
(Appendix C) and simulation development (Appendix A). 
1. Did agency personnel participate 
substantially in various study work 
groups? 
2. Were agency personnel assigned 
directly to the plan formulation 
work group? 
3. Was a separate plan formulation 
staff organized? 
4. Was the plan formulation staff 
housed together under one roof 
during formulation of the plan? 
5. Did agency accept separate work 
as signments for portions of the 
study? 
6. Was the lack of funding support 
a significant constraint on 
agency involvement? 
7. Did a cooperative atmosphere 
prevail throughout the study 
between participants? 
8. Were pertinent state and local 
water development plans co-
ordinated in the planning process? 
9. Were pertinent functional plans and 
planning coordinated and integrated 
in planning? 
10. Was the public kept well informed? 
11. Are II stapled plans" an inherent 
weakne s s of the coordinating 
committee approach? 
12. Was planning in the re spondent l s 
river basin well integrated in his 
opinion? 
13. Were planning objective s clearly 
identified at the beginning of study? 
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No 
18.6% 
32.4% 
38. 5% 
48. 7% 
12.9% 
56. 5% 
4. 3% 
4. 3% 
5. 6% 
36. 8% 
58.2% 
21. 7% 
30. 2% 
Yes 
81. 4% 
67.6% 
61. 5% 
51. 3% 
87.1% 
43. 5% 
95. 7% 
95. 7% 
94.4% 
63. 2% 
41. 8% 
78.3% 
69. 8% 
Table B -1. (cont. ) 
14. Were objectives appropriate in the 
respondent r s estimation? 
15. Were objectives altered during 
the course of the study? 
16. Did all interest groups and agencies 
have an opportunity to express 
views and interact with planners? 
17. Was a conceptual or preliminary 
plan formulated early in the 
planning study? 
18. Was the preliminary plan used to 
guide the collection Qf data? 
19. Was there a substantial amount of 
data colle cted for the study that 
was not utilized in plan formulation? 
20. Were planning objectives and pro-
cesses analyzed in arriving at 
suitable structure for planning 
organization? 
21. States question. Were a significant 
number of state and local public 
officials sought in planning? 
22. What is the respondent r s view on 
the general effectiveness of the 
coordinating committee approach? 
Very effective 22.4% 
Satisfactory 59. 7% 
Ineffective 17. 9% 
23. What was the degree of public 
participation in the study? 
High 7.35% 
Moderate 36.76% 
Low 55.88% 
24. The number of work groups in which 
agency personnel substantially parti-
cipated? 
1-3 46.94% 
4-7 32.65% 
>7 20.41% 
25. When did plan formulation start? 
Outset 27. 42% 
Later 72.58% 
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No Yes 
32.3% 67.7% 
43.1% 56.9% 
33.3% 66.7% 
30.8% 69.2% 
11. 1 % 88.9% 
63.9% 36.1% 
21.2% 78.8% 
14.3% 85.7% 

APPENDIX C 
A Case Study of the Susquehanna River Basin 
Comprehensive Study 
by Sarah Jane Taylor. Syracuse University 
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CHAPTER 1 
THE SUSQUEHANNA RIVER BASIN ENVIRONMENT 
General Introduction 
The Susquehanna River, beginning as a small creek 
from Otsego Lake in Cooperstown, New York, and ending 
at the head of the Chesapeake Bay near Havre de Grace, 
Maryland, drains an area of 27,500 square miles (SRB 
Coordinating Committee, ] 970, p. 5). Twenty-three per-
cent of the river basin lies in the State of New York, with 
76 percent located in Pennsylvania and ] percent in 
Maryland. The river ranks as the 17th largest basin in the 
United States, with an average flow of 35,800 cubic feet 
per second (cfs) at Marietta, Pennsylvania, 1 and travels an 
oblique course of 444 miles from its source to its mouth 
(VOigt, 1972). 
The Susquehanna is an unusual river basin. First, 
reference to a relief map indicates that the river has an 
inverted profile. Normally, rivers originate in mountainous 
areas, falling rapidly at fust, and ending with a gentle 
slope. This river rises in rolling country and meanders for 
400 miles with an average drop of about 211 feet per mile. 
For the remaining 44 miles, the gradient is increased to 
5.39 feet per mile (League of Women Voters, 1962).2 
Second, compared with the adjacent Delaware River Basin, 
the Susquehanna Basin is twice the size, but with only half 
the population. Even the Susquehanna's waters have not 
been fully utilized and exploited as rapidly developing 
areas similar to the lower Delaware do not exist. Third, in 
comparing the Susquehanna River with the Delaware and 
Potomac Rivers, the Susquehanna does not increase in 
pollution content as it approaches the sea. It is not too 
late for a preventative coordinating and planning effort to 
be utilized in controlling urban growth and its con-
comitant problems of over-population, water pollution, 
and increased demand on water for municipal and 
industrial supply. 
Though th~ Susquehanna is unique in some respects, 
it does exhibit commonly recognized water resource 
problems and challenges to the three and a half million 
1 Water resources data for Pennsylvania, Part I. USGS. 
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. 1970. 
2Major reference is made to the reports of the Luzerne 
County Planning Commission, Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania. 
1960-1961. 
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people living in the basin. By following the flow of the 
river, some of the problems can be briefly described.3 
The upper branch of the Susquehanna, called 
"North Branch" flows southward across the Pennsylvania 
border, takes a "u" turn north to Binghamton, New 
York, and joins the Chenango River near the city. This 
region is basically rural, interspersed with urban areas such 
as Elmira, Binghamton, and Corning. A water pollution 
problem exists because, as evidenced in 1968, the Chen-
ango and the Susquehanna Rivers had to close to water 
sports near their confluence. The absence of adequate 
waste disposal systems in the urban areas caused this 
pollution problem (Voigt, ] 972, p. 12). However, these 
polluted stretches are short, as the major polluting urban 
developments are located on sizable river tributaries, and 
there is consequently considerable dilution. Voigt (I 972, 
p. 28) says, "Except for the incipient problem of 
overenrichment, most of the waters of the New York 
segment are not in bad overall condition." 
O:mtinuing along the river, the North Branch flows 
westward and, as it meanders into Pennsylvania, it bends 
to the south where it is eventually joined by the Chemung 
River. Beginning its turn to the south and east, the North 
Branch passes through a scenic area known as the Endless 
Mountains. This potential recreation area, from the New 
York Line to the mouth of the Lackawanna River, has not 
yet been degraded by municipal pollution. 
At West Pittston, the North Branch is joined by the 
Lackawanna, and at their confluence, the flow takes a 
southwest direction through the countryside of the 
Wyoming Valley. Two problems are outstanding. In the 
Lackawanna and Wyoming Valleys, domestic, industrial, 
and coal mine pollutants are prevalent. A combination of 
water in subsurface mine openings, and new infiltration 
from rain or snow melt, have built up hydrostatic 
pressures to a point where sulfur and other solubles have 
been leached into the waterways (Voigt, 1972). Valley 
communities, once dependent upon the coal industry, arc 
struggling to maintain a stable economic existence. Tile 
3Reference to the briefly mentioned problems will be made 
further on in this chapter. For additional information, ple<.lse rL'kr 
to the stream map of the basin, Exhibit 1, page C-68. Tile 
mainstem and the major tributaries are indicated on the m<.lp. 
second problem is one of eutrophication caused by 
excessive enrichment of the basin's waters. In the Scran-
ton and Wilkes-Barre areas, secondary treatment has just 
been installed. 
Maintaining a southwest course to Northumberland, 
Pennsylvania, the Susquehanna is joined by the West 
Branch. As the renewable natural timber resource has 
been exploited in this region, land management programs 
will need to be stressed to improve the timber quality. 
Along with the depletion of natural forests, the quantity 
of soft coal has also been depleted, and the remaining 
underground interconnections from coal mining opera-
tions still produce the problem of acid mine drainage. Yet, 
recreation potential is present despite the poor water 
quality conditions, and despite the fact that no com-
munity of consequence on the West Branch had installed 
more than primary treatment facilities at the end of 
calendar year 1971 (VOigt, 1972). Careful development of 
this potential would enhance an area already thriving with 
industrial and agricultural communities. 
Thirty-eight miles below Northumberland, another 
large tributary, the Juniata, joins the mainstem. Terrain is 
similar to that of the West Branch: hills or mountains 
covered with second growth timber, and steep narrow 
valleys that sometimes widen into cultivated fields. Coal is 
still mined in the upper reaches, and the economy is based 
largely on its minerals, light and heavy industry, agricul-
ture, and outdoor recreation. Acid mine drainage is not so 
serious because the mining operations are conducted close 
to the surface, promoting the application of land treat-
ment practices. 
Above Harrisburg, the mainstem widens into a 
mile-wide stream. Its bed is composed of limestone 
interspersed with sandstone, giving the river a "pool and 
riffle" appearance. Continuing past Harrisburg, the river 
bends eastward, crossing the Great Valley through farming 
lands between Lancaster and York, Pennsylvania. Agri-
cultural pollution from pesticides, manures, and soluble 
nutrients drain into the mainstem's last 50 miles. Even the 
small tributaries, the Conodoguinet, Yellow Breeches, and 
Conestoga Creeks are polluted by agricultural wastes, and 
also by inadequate septic systems. The highly populated, 
manufacturing and distributing triangle formed by Harris-
burg, York, and Lancaster, Pennsylvania, presents an 
added pollution problem for the area. 
The lower 50 miles of the river are distinctive 
because of the sharp fall in elevation as the. Piedmont 
drops away to the coastal plain. In this area, four 
hydroelectric impoundments impede the otherwise free-
flowing river. Despite the impoundments, the water 
becomes fully saturated with oxygen and is able to 
assimilate organic matter from the agricultural regions, 
and minerals from the coal regions. This process, so far, 
has prevented excessive organic amounts from entering 
the Chesapeake Bay. To Maryland, the assimilative capa-
city is important because: 1) it helps to protect the 
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commercial and shellfish industry which is the state's 
greatest natural resource and, 2) it helps to replenish the 
amount of fresh water available which is a necessity for 
the lower reaches of the basin. 
A brief introduction and description of the geo-
gra phic flow of the river, and a few or the existing area 
problems have been mentioned. However, the basin has 
certain needs which must be considered. not only for the 
present, but also for the future. 
In the next 50 years, the basin's population is 
expected to increase from 3.5 million to 9 million people 
(SRBS Coordinating Committee, 1970, p. 4). Whereas 
slow growth in employment opportunities encouraged 
olltmigration in the 1950's: at present, sectors of the basin 
are becoming large enough to support trade and service 
centers, as well as manufacturing industries. Estimated 
future employment shows marked increases in trade and 
service sectors, a moderate increase in manufacturing 
sectors, and a strong decline in agricultural and mining 
sectors (SRBS Coordinating Committee, 1970, p. H-I-3). 
The labor force is projected to increase because of a 
rise in the female labor participation rate, and the relative 
constancy in the male participation rate. Concomitant 
with population growth is an expected increase between 2 
and 2.5 percent in annual per capita income (National 
Planning Association. no date. p. 1-13, 1-14). In spite of 
this, both the per capita income and the average wage of 
the basin population will remain below the levels pro-
jected for the nation. With these projected increases, 
demands will be placed upon the river basin's water and 
land resources. 
Pro blems and Needs 
Water quality 
The greatest problem in the basin is water pollution 
primarily from mine drainage and municipal and industrial 
waste discharges, with minor secondary inputs from 
sedimentation and nutrients. Of the 1,800 miles of 
potentially useful tributaries and 800 miles of principal 
rivers in the Susquehanna Basin, some 620 miles of 
tributaries and 230 miles of principal rivers are seriously 
degraded by both primary forms of pollution (SRBS 
Coordinating Committee, 1970, p. F-IV-37). 
Acid mine drainage alone degrades 715 miles of 
principal streams and 500 miles of tributary streams. 
"Significant mine drainage discharges from 1,150 sources 
have been identified in the Susquehanna River Basin, 85 
percent of which are inactive mines which contribute 
approximately 410 tons of acid to the Susquehanna 
waters" (SRBS Coordinating Committee, 1970, p. 
77-78). Although this particular problem will not inten-
sify with population growth, it nevertheless is a special 
water quality problem that has no ready solution. To 
begin to ameliorate the situation, 123,700 acres of strip 
mine spoil areas and the 22,500 acres of culm piles will 
have to be treated. It is estimated that a capital 
expenditure of $263 million dollars will be required to 
abate completely all significant sources of acid mine 
pollution (SRBS Coordinating Committee, 1970, p. 
F-IV-37). 
More than 430 miles of streams and rivers in the 
basin are affected by industrial and municipal pollution. 
Although the three states comprising the basin have water 
quality standards, there are still many communi ties that 
must provide at least secondary treatment to all municipal 
and industrial wastes. At present, about 1.8 million peo-
ple are served by sanitary sewers; 360,000 by systems tha t 
discharge untreated wastes in to st reams; 870,000 people 
by systems that discharge waste after primary treatment: 
and 542,000 people by secondary systems. By 2020, a 
greater proportion of the basin's population, which is 
projected at 9 million, will be on municipal treatment 
systems. The wastes of a population equivalent of over 16 
million people will then be dumped into the Susquehanna 
streams (SRBS Coordinating Committee, 1970, p. 79). 
The need for treatment will be more than proportionately 
greater than this increase because higher and more 
difficult levels of treatment will be needed in more places. 
There are indications of a nutrient problem in the 
Susquehanna. These nutrients are from agricultural 
runoff and sewage effluents which, at times, produce algal 
blooms that can eventually affect the oxygen content, 
flow and recreational potential of a stream Along with 
the nutrient problem, sedimentation to the amount of 3 
million tons annually is carried by the Susquehanna 
(SRBS Coordinating Committee, 1970, p. F-IV-23). Ac-
cording to the Department of Agriculture, soil erosion is 
the dominant problem of 3,198,000 acres of the 
4,157,000 cropland acres of the basin, and land treatment 
is needed for 2,227,000 acres. 
Mine spoil areas are another critical sediment 
producing area. Both surface and deep mining operations 
are responsible for the heavy silt load carried by streams 
and rivers of the basin. Over 100,000 acres must be 
reclaimed through revegetation and reforestation. 
An approximate cost for implementing water qual-
ity improvements by the year 1980 will be $591 million 
for sewer lines and $385 million for new and improved 
treatment facilities (SRBS Coordinating Committee, 
1970, p. F-IV-32). 
Groundwater quality 
Major groundwater problems in the basin concern 
the availability of water, potential overdevelopment of 
supply, and possible contamination of the groundwater 
resource. Groundwater has developed from a quantita-
tively minor source for domestic and small public supplies 
to a source supplying something like one-sixth to one-fifth 
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of the total regional water supply requirements (SRBS 
Coordinating Committee, 1970, p. 38). Currently, al least 
one-fourth of the population of the Susquehanna Riwr 
Basin is estimated to use water derived from underground 
sources.4 More than 400 lllunicipalities depend UP(ll1 
groundwater for all or part of their supply (SRB Wal cr 
Resources Division, 1968). The total quantity of ground-
water use may be expected to increase even as major 
urban supplies of surface water are developed. 
Water supply 
More than 65 percent of the basin's 3.5 million 
people and most of its industry are dependent on public 
water supply systems (SRBS Coordinating Committee, 
1970, p. 7). With the growth rate of metropolitan areas 
and the decline of rural population, an increasing number 
of people will utilize the public water systems. By 19~W, 
total water requirements will be 932 million gallons per 
day (mgd) (National Planning Association, no date, p. 
V-2). By 2020, total water requirements will approximate 
2,452 mgd, four times greater than the present demand of 
597 mgd (SRBS Coordinating Committee, 1970, p. F-II-6, 
Table I1-1). Of this amount, aggregate withdrawals in the 
basin for municipal and industrial purposes will be about 
2,408.6 mgd (Voigt, 1972). 
Increased diversions from the Susquehanna River to 
various cities and towns inside and outside the basin have 
had and will continue to have an impact on the water 
supply. For example, Lancaster, Pennsylvania, has been 
piping water from the Conestoga Creek and will probably 
be asking for more water in the future. Projected needs by 
2020 for this city are 83.7 mgd with only a surface flow 
7-day 25-year frequency of 15.0 (SRBS Coordinating 
Committee, 1970, p. F-Il-7). There is currently a contro-
versy between the cities and farmers on tributary streams 
above Lancaster involving priority over the supply. In 
1966, Harrisburg, Pa., reactivated a filtration plant on 
City Island when its principal source of water was too low 
(V oigt, 1972), and an expansion of similar metropolitan 
systems will create a future problem of water supply 
particularly for the lower basin area (Water Resources 
Council, 1968).5 The impact of this trend will affect 
the State of Maryland as it must have adequate amoun ts 
of water to provide the optimum health and productivity 
for the bay. The flows entering the head of the bay from 
the Susquehanna constitute 50 percent or more of the 
total fresh water entering the bay, and 80 percen t of all 
fresh water entering the bay above the Potomac River 
(SRBS Coordinating Committee, 1970, p. B-IV-l). 
4Information from VSGS. 1968. An appraisal or tile 
groundwater resources of the Upper Susquehanna River Basin in 
Pennsylvania, August. 
5The Council found that the upper portion of the river Il~ld 
a plentiful supply of water. As to the lower portion, the COUI1L"il 
was dubious. Its analysis was not too helpful as it failed 10 
distinguish between the upper and lower portiom of the basin 
Uncertainties about diversions in the basin focus 
primarily upon timing and volume. New York City may 
use the Susquehanna unless state and federal influences 
can persuade upstate municipalities and industries to treat 
wastes discharged into the Hudson River. Central and 
northern New Jersey, Philadelphia, and Wilmington may 
all be applicants in the future. Baltimore has already given 
notification of its intent through the State Planning 
Department, (Maryland State Planning Dept., 1965) and 
Washington, D.C.. may also be a future user of Susque-
hanna water as it is currently using about all it can take 
from the Potomac River. Present indications are that 
average dry year water supply needs in the metropolitan 
Washington area will grow from a current demand of 320 
mgd to 670 mgd in 1985, and 1,050 mgd in 2010. 
Maximum monthly requirements could be as high as 
870 mgd in 1985 and 1,360 mgd by 20] 0 (Board of 
Engineers, 1968). "Of the total future wa ter su pply 
for metropolitan Washington, 110-150 mgd will probably 
be drawn from local sources other than the Potomac 
River. The unregulated Potomac River cannot be de-
pended upon for more than 374 mgd" (SRBS Coordin-
ating Committee, 1970, p. B-II-2). 
Increasing water demands will cause many compli-
cations. Should New York City, which is a sizable power 
in the State Assembly of New York, demand too much 
water, Binghamton, New York, and other growing metro-
politan areas might object to these requests. A possible 
tug-of-war between the great metropolis at one end, and 
Binghamton and its upstate allies on the other end could 
result. As long as small New York communities have a 
chance to utilize the water, their interests and privileges 
would not be involved, provided that diversionary in-
terests would locate below the state line. Pennsylvania 
would join with upstate New York towns to keep New 
York City from the supply. Maryland's concern would be 
with each possibility previously mentioned. To try to 
categorize conflicts on a smaller level in the basin states 
would only complicate the numerous situations that could 
occur. Not only will the municipal demands place a 
burden upon the water supply, but also agricultural 
demands will have an effect. 
The projected water requirements for the Susque-
hanna River Basin show an increase in each major 
agricultural use category (domestic, livestock, irrigation). 
The increase, 29 billion gallons, can be attributed to 
population growth, suburban influx, and increased per 
capita consumption. Taking the irrigation category by 
itself, by 1985 an estimated 48,000 acres will be under 
irrigation, and during the 80 percent chance growing 
season rainfall, irrigation requirements will be 23.1 billion 
gallons of water. The annual benefits of irrigation have 
been calculated as: present-$1,881,300; 
] 985-$6,020,700; optimum development-$17 ,259 ,600 
(SRBS Coordinating Committee, 1970, p. F-III-I-5). 
Even though precipitation averages approximately 
40 inches per year, the requirement of crops for supple-
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mental water comes just as the streams have begun their 
usual summer decline. Although the 'mainstem shows 
substantial flow during this period, small tributaries may 
become useless. Thus, a problem will exist when the 
farmer owning quality land above the water table for 
groundwater irrigation will no longer be able to pump 
from the stream. To further complicate the situation, only 
one-half to one-sixth of the existing wells for irrigation 
will have production capacity to meet the necessary needs 
of the farmer (SRBS Coordinating Committee, 1970, p. 
F-III). 
Recreation 
The basin's demand for general water oriented 
recreation, including all of the activities conducted near 
the water, is estimated to be 54,666,900 recreation days 
in 1980; 96,925,400 in 2000; and 157,357,400 in the 
year 2020 (SRBS Coordinating Committee, 1970, p. 
G-llI-l). Included in the water oriented recreation de-
mand are figures for boating activity. Recreationists, along 
with the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation, believe that there 
is not enough water to meet the demand. This may be 
true if the major goal is to provide recreation for all users 
in close proximity to their homes. However, if one 
considers the tendency of today's recreation seeker to 
pursue his sport wherever he has to go for it, there is an 
available supply of unused recreational space. In 1960, the 
Susquehanna River Basin had about 101,400 surface acres 
of water including lakes, impoundments, areas of the 
mainstem and major tributaries (SRBS Coordinating 
Committee, 1970, p. G-III-3). Yet, only 64 percent of this 
total was accessible to the public. In 1980, the amount of 
accessible water areas will only be increased to 68 percent. 
Thus, the problem seems to concern how these areas may 
be made available for public use, rather than creating new 
areas which may not be needed. 
To meet the needs for the year 2020, an estimated 
cost for multipurpose reservoir projects (fishing and 
boating) would be $173 million. Low channel dams, 
which would provide a total of 6,300 acres of new water 
surface for boating would cost initially $ 1 1 million and 
$60 million for additional facilities for the year 2020. 
Sixty-two planned small tributary reservoirs would be an 
additional $100 million (SRBS Coordinating Committee, 
1970, p. 99-101). 
Flood control 
When the Corps of Engineers report was published 
in 1970, a statement was made that "flood control is no 
longer the overriding problem that it was once in the 
Susquehanna Basin because so much has been accom-
plished in controlling floods during the past 30 years." 
During the summer of 1972, Hurricane Agnes imprinted 
the need for flood control measures, not only on the 
people of the Susquehanna Valley, but on governmental 
officials as well. Total damages in Pennsylvania alone were 
over S J.5 billion with crop losses exceeding $35 million 
dollars (Wyoming Valley Observer, ]()72). This figure 
represents quite a diflerence when compared with the 
Corps estimated possible flood damages of $22 million a 
year for the Susqueh,Jflna Basin.6 A major need is to 
red uce the amount of damages incurred through flooding. 
The problem is to find [he best means available (structural 
or non-structural) to help realize this need. 
The flood plain is estimated to be 302,600 acres or 
aboul 2 percent of the entire basin's area. Approximately 
J S() ,700 acres of this flood plain land is in agricultural usc 
(SRllS Coordinating Committee, I ()70, p. E-J-4). 
Land management 
Fi/"ty-f'ive percenl of the basin is forested, 24 
percent is cropland, J 0 percent is in pasture or grass, 4 
percent is urban, and 7 percent is in other uses. Land 
tre<ltmenl and improved management arc needed on about 
70 percent of the forest land, 65 percent of the cropland, 
and M) percent or the pasture land (SRBS Coordinating 
CommitLee, ] 970, p. ~-9). Erosion, poor drainage, and 
unfavorable soil conditions are some of the problems that 
plague the cropland. Pasture land problems relate to the 
improvement and maintenance of cover. 
Land usc in the Susquehanna Basin is changing. The 
major shirt has been from cropland and pasture land to 
urban and other non-agricultural lIses such as highways, 
public buildings, and recreation. Urban and other land use 
will double by 19~5, primarily at the expense of cropland 
(SRBS Coordinating Committee, 1970, p. J-J-2). The cost 
for improving the cropland is estimated at $ 104,135,000. 
For improvement of pasture land, the figure is 
$69,6 I 7,000. Bot h of these f'igures do not account for the 
forest land and ils improvement, however it does include 
the pressing need for the revegetation of ] 40,000 acres 
where mining has left the land barren (SRBS Coordinating 
COllllllittee, 1970, p. 84). 
Other needs. Electric power needs are projected to 
grow nearly six times by the year 2000 and nearly ] 6 
times by I he year 2020. Most of this demand will be 
su pplied by thermal generation, with a modest amount 
furnished by hydro-electric production. At present, the 
b<lsin supplies 18 percent of the total supply for the 
market area, and that percentage will increase to 25 
percenl by 1980 and 28 percent by 2020 (SRBS 
Coordinating Committee, 1(70). 
Wilh the increased need for power, two problems 
will have to be contended with especially since th~rmal 
power is pH~jected to supply 3 I percent of the basin's 
6Please refer to Exhibit 2, p. C-69, for basin map showing 
countil's and principallllunicipajitics. 
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needs by 2020.7 The first problem concerns large evapora-
tive losses of water which can reduce flows in t 11C 
Susquehanna in later years, affecting water quality, walL'r 
supply and recreation. The second problem concerns I he 
temperature of the cooling water from the thermal plant--,. 
There is considerable debate concerning detrimental 
environmental effects on the ecology of streams, and thIS 
possible effect needs to be studied. 
The Chesapeake Bay represents the last maJUf 
problem to be discussed. Eighty-five percent of the frc~h 
water input to the Chesapeake Bay above the mouth (If 
the Potomac River comes from the Susquehanna, and any 
changes of significance brought about by upstreaJll 
development could affect the ecological balance. To 
elaborate, high spring fresh water flows are essential for 
flushing the upper bay and numerous tributaries, and 
establishing the patterns for salinity gradients and circula-
tion. Low flows of late summer and fall permit up-bay 
penetration of several undesirable species (SRBS Coordin-
ating Committee, 1970, p. B-VII-5). 
Summary 
In surrmary, the immediate needs and problems or 
the basin may be listed as: 
I. Need for maintenance and improvement of 
water quality. 
a. Problem of climinating coal mine drain-
age poilu tion which is costly in terms 0 f 
loss of recreation and water supply. 
b. Problem of abating organic pollution 
(inclusive of nutrients, sediments, toxic 
materials, municipal and industrial 
wastes). 
c. Problem of abating nutrient pollution 
from runoff in farm regions and from 
municipal treatment plants. 
2. Need for groundwater quality. 
a. Problem of determining availability of 
groundwater. 
b. Problem of preventing potential OVCI"-
development of groundwater supply. 
c. Problem of preventing possible 
con tamination. 
3. Need for improvement of recreational potcn-
tial (includes general recreation, fishing alld 
hunting). 
a. Problem of allowing overdevelopmcllt 
of the area for all forms of recreatiollal 
use, without planning ahead for Ihc 
orderly development of existing alld 
potential areas. This includes the proh-
lem of controlling the development III 
privately owned lands in the basin. 
7Basin Study, Appendix 11. June 1970. p. H-IV-1. 
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Nl'l'd 1'01 walcl sl1ppl~ 
;1. Plllblclll llj" lll:lIl;I)..'.lllg thl' prl'Sl'llt owr-
ahlllld:lnl'C llr walel so that walel 
supply deficils \vill Ilol llCCur whell 
projl'l'll'd wain supply dC1l1ands lIlusl 
lw fulrilled. 
NCl'd for llood cOlltllll pllltectinll. 
a Prllhlc1l1 pj" rcdlll'illg alld pl"l'Vl'nt illg loss 
alld l'llSls illl'ulIl'd hy IlIHlds tlHough 
utili/illg the lwsl IIll':ISl1leS available. 
NeL'd I'or lalld 11I:1n age IIll'n t. 
a Problelll oj" reVl'gl'lating the alTl'S where 
minillg has IL'n t hI' !:tnd haITL'n allowing 
rain tlll'arry sediment into the streams. 
h. hlr l'\"l'pl:ind there all' prohlems of 
L':\CL'SS walL'r. erosion, aud unt'avorahle 
sllill'lllHlitions. 
c. For forcsts there arc prohlclllS or rire 
(IHltmi. rcfprcstation. gra/iug cOlllroi. 
I'lllsion (IHltmi. insCl't and discasc 
l'lmt wI. 
Othel lleeds 
Strealllbank Stabilil.atillll - Problem III COIl-
trolling scdimentation. 
Erosion Control Necd - Probkm of clllltrolling 
the raIL' Ill' el'llSIl)1l which reduccs the 
ctliL'iL'lh:Y Ill' stream L"llalllll'ls, 
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POWCI - Prohll'llI Ihat large evaporativc losses 
Ill' waleI' can reduce flows ill the Susque-
halllla, alTecl ing water quality, water 
supply and recreation. 
Prohlelll or determining what detri-
1l1ental clreds cooling water call have 
havl' on I he l'l'{)logy or a stream. 
Chesapeake Bay - Problem of cont rolling the 
quaillity (Ilow) and quality of water 10 
the hay. 
Developmcnt :tnd degradation found in the basin 
have occulTcd over time in a haphazard manncr. Problems 
dclil1call'd along 11ll' river. allli differenccs in economic 
background have not helped the planning situation at all. 
For Illany years. thc n cOllnty basin X has been the focal 
point 1'01' uverlappinl!-, l'llJ1llict ing, jurisdictional and ad-
minist rat iVl' phillS. Till' number of federal. state and local 
agL'llcies represcnll'd III t hL' area is extensive and conrusing 
in itsclf wit hOllt rcgard to intercst groups and planning 
associations. The pcopll' of the Susquehanna Basin need a 
coordinated appro;]l'll to dcvelop and el1nU111crate the 
resourccs, potL'nt ials. and problems of thc basin, 
~Plcasl' rdl'r III \-"hihil ~, 11. C-69, for basin map sh(\\vin~ 
counties and principallllllnil'ip.llitil'S. 
CHAPTER 2 
THE SUSQULIIANNA RIVER BASIN STUDY 
Background 
Bc/orc 1<)(>1, st .. llc alld feder;1I agellcies c()lIducted 
lilllited plallllillg sludics of Ihc Susquchalllla Rivcr and ils 
Iribularies. Tltcse sllldies pcrlaincd ()lIly I() problcms <lnd 
resolllces ()ccupyillg all agcllcy's interests. II()wcvcr, in 
I<)()I, Ilm~e dislinct dcvelopnlellls lo()k placc wllicll 
changed litis lillliled "ppro;lcli. 
()Il Ocloher 5, I <)() I, Sell;ilor Joseph S. ('lark of 
PCllllsylvallia, requesled Ih;)/ a silidy he made of the 
Sllsqllcliallna River. A rcsolulion was adopled hy the 
Senate C()llll11illce Oil Public Works sl;lling: 
Resolwd hy Illc Co 111111 i lll'C 011 I'll bl il' Work sol' tllc 
I Jnikd Sl;lks Senaie, Tllal IlIl' Board or Lngineers 
ror Rivers and lIarlmrs, tTl'atcd under Secl ion 3. or 
till' I{iver and lIarbor Act, approved .llInl' 13.1<)02, 
he, a lid is hereby, req ul'sled to review thl~ report or 
tile ('lIier of I':ngillcers on Ihe Susquchanll;J River 
alld Irihufarics, New York, Pellnsylvania, and Mary-
lalld, puhlished as lIouse Doculllent NUlllbned 7()2, 
Sevcnty-sevl'lIlh Congress, and oilier reports, with <J 
view to providing a l'oJilprehensivl' phln for Ille 
Susquehanna River Basin in fhe Slates or New York, 
PCllnsylvania, and Maryland; in the comhined in-
tnest of flood control, navigation, w<Jf.er supply, 
recreation, pollution ahakllll'nt, and other beneficial 
wateruscs (1,'loodalldClark, IWII). 
A silllilar resolution was passed ill Ihe Iiouse. Combining 
the Iwo resolulions wilh five olher proposals (SRBS 
Coordinalillg COllllllillee, 1970, p. A-V-I), Ihe COIll-
prehensive study was placed under Ihe guidance or the 
Army Corps of Engineers, North AIlanlic Division, 011 
Oc/o/)er II, 19(11, alld in turn given to the Bal/illHHe 
Dislricf Ellgilleer, Oil October 24, I <)() I. Olher l'coeral 
agellcies were then assignctl speciali:l.ed portions or the 
sludy by 'he Corps or Ellgineers. 
The cooperation of thl' Stales of Ncw York, Pennsyl-
vania, and Maryland is Iwcess<Jry to achieve Ule 
oh.il~ctives or lhl' comprehensive planning sludy of 
Ihl' Susquehanna River Basin. I,'urlher, the ('ongress 
lias instructl~d fhl' Corps or Fnr.incers and tlH.' olher 
I,'l'lkral agcncil's to coordinall' thl' investigation wilh 
till' Statl's. !\cl'Ordingly, I hl' comprehensive study of 
IlIl' Basin. which l'olllbilws several inveslig<Jtions as 
allthorii'.l~d by Congressional resolutions. will be 
l'olHhlckd by 1I1l' dirl'dion of a Coordinating ('om-
nlittl'l' 011 a partl1l'rship basis Ill'twl'en the h~lkral 
agl'ncies and the Ihrt'l' stall's involvl~d. Till' report 
prodlll'l'd by the ('oordinating Committee will Ill' 
II t ili/.l'tI as a basis for /Ill' presnilll'd Corps of 
1,'lIginl'l'rs rl'port to Con~l'ss and as a basis ror olhl'r 
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I'cdcral and Slate agency reports (lJ.S. Army 
I·.nginel:r Dislrict, 1963, p. 5). 
()c/o/)('r I <)(j I marked t hc beginning of t he second 
c/C)Je/O/JlIICIi/ which consisted of a series of studies. In that 
year, the President requested the secretaries or the 
Departments of the Army, Agriculture, Interior, and 
llealtll, LUllcation ;llId Welfare 10 review the existing 
principles, standards, and procedures used for evaluating 
tile !la/ion's water and land resources. The outcome or Ihe 
review was puhlished in 1<)()2 as Senate Document <n 
enl itled, "Policies, Standards, and Procedures in the 
hll'lllUlali()ll, Lvalualion and Review or Plans for Use and 
Development or Water and Related Land Resources." This 
dowment, reflecting executive policy, expanded the view 
or the water and related land resource development hy 
sta ting thaI the hasic objective of plan formulation was 10 
provide the hest lise or t he resources to meet all 
I'oreseeahle short and long-term needs. These objedives to 
be considered were: 
J. To en hance national econol1"l ic developmen t 
hy illcreasing the value of the nation's oulpu t 
of goods and services and improving national 
economic efficiency; 
2. To enhance the quality of the environmen t by 
t he management, conservatioll, preserval ion, 
creation, restoration, or improvement or Ihe 
quality of certain natural and cullural re-
sources and ecological systems and; 
3. T() enhance regional development throLigh 
increases in a region's income; increases in 
employment; distribution of popUlation wi I h-
in and alllong regions; improvements or the 
region's economic base and educational, cul-
t ural, and recreational opportunities; ,md ell-
Iwncemcnt of its environment and 01 her 
specified components or regional development 
4. Plans will be directed to the improvement in 
t he quality of lire by mecting current and 
projected needs and problems as idcntified by 
t he desires of people (Dawes, 1972, p. 2()). 
In comparing these objectives to the "Green Book" which 
had been the basis or evaluation since J 950, the worth or 
a project was no longer to be determined by a single 
number known as the benefit-cost ratio, but by ,I Illore 
detailed display of accounts. The displays were to sh()w 
gains and losses for each objective, and would allow ~I 
comparison of actual consequences of alternative projects 
(Dawes, J <)72, p. 25). According to this concept. Ille 
principles were to provide uniformity and consistency for 
c()mparing, measuring and judging positive and negative 
effects of a project on the environment. The procedure!; 
were to provide the methods for carrying out the 
planning, measuring, etc. of beneficial and adverse effects 
and comparing alternatives (Dawes, 1972, p. 26). 
The Susquehanna Study considered the elements of 
the above planning concept. First, the regional objective 
was of particular importance to the study as 80 percent of 
the basin was considered to have an economic level below 
the national average. Second, the "well-being" deter-
minant was considered as an "inseparable" part of 
planning under all three objectives (principles) - nationaL 
regionaL and environmental (SRBS Coordinating Com-
mittee, 1969). Third, the principles for planning were 
used as the basis in adopting a three-pronged goal 
approach for the Susquehanna. These broad goals were. 
economic efficiency, regional development. and environ· 
mental quality. 
Two other documents, published in 1966, influ-
enced the Susquehanna Study. The first was by the 
Committee on Water of the National Academy of Sciences 
entitled, "Alternatives in Water Management" (Committee 
on Water, 1966). It recommended that the broadest range 
of alternatives be presented in the Susquehanna Plan, and 
that public involvement in planning decisions be in-
creased. The second document, published by the Civil 
Works Study Board, in 1966 and entitled, "Susquehanna 
River Basin Study Plan - A Review of Alternatives," (U.S. 
Corps of Engineers, 1966) triggered an in-depth re-
appraisal of the broad objectives and policies pertinent to 
the Susquehanna Study. This document helped to change 
the plan formulation process of the Corps of Engineers. I 
The third development took place in the winter of 
1960-61 in Chicago, Illinois, during a conference of the 
Council of State Governments. At that time, it was 
suggested that the Susquehanna Basin should be consid-
ered as a candidate for administration under a federal-
interstate agreement similar to that of the Delaware River 
Basin. As a result, a resolution was introduced in the 
Pennsylvania House to authorize the Joint State Govern-
ment Commission to undertake a study of Susquehanna 
Basin matters. Many negotiations took place between 
representative members of the involved states and the 
initiators of the idea and in August of 1962, an Interstate 
Advisory Committee (lAC) became formally organized. 
and consisted of 12 members and 12 alternates repre-
senting executive and legislative branches of the govern-
ments of New York, Pennsylvania, and Maryland. Even 
though the Interstate Advisory Committee's main purpose 
I hnther discussion of this document will be found in 
Chapter 4, Plan Formulation. While the document was published 
in November, the task force that performed the study was 
informally organized in 1965-66. 
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was to draft a federal-interstate compact, its other 
functions had bearing upon the Corps of Engineers' 
planning process. To facilitate communication between 
the Interstate Advisory Committee and the Corps of 
Engineers, an overlapping of membership on the Interstate 
Advisory Committee and the Corps' Coordinating Com-
mittee was suggested by the governors of the three 
states.2 
Besides the three developments which took place 
during the planning process, the general public attitude. 
throughout the early 1960's to the 1970's gradually 
changed. In the middle 1960's, the environmental move-
ment erupted. At the same time, the Great Society 
philosophy, originating from high federal circles in Wash-
ington, D. C., caused federal personnel to become more 
sensitive than state people to the environmental crises. 
Also. the public became more vocal in expressing its 
concern for the environment, and groups became more 
organized. This change took place for the following 
reasons: "Growing non-federal participation, the evolu-
tion of multipurpose planning, and later planning for 
multiple or alternative objectives all converged to produce 
a steadily growing commitment to citizen participation" 
(Hahn, 1971). 
The Plan-Basic Description 
After passage of the Water Resources Planning Act 
of 1965 (P.L. 89-80), establishing a Water Resources 
Council and emphasizing the need for a national policy 
for water and related land resources, a method was 
devised by the Council to try to achieve the needed 
national policy. 
A two-level approach to accomplish the national 
policy was formed. This included the use of Type 1 studies 
(framework studies), and Type 2 studies. 3 The Susque-
hanna Study had been designated a Type 2 planning 
approach study by the Water Resources Council criteria. 
Type 2 plans were to cover river systems or subregions, 
and their purpose was to "extend the scope and intensity 
of Type 1 plans - defining and evaluating projects in 
sufficient detail, including project formulation . . ." 
(UCWRR, 1971, p. 4). 
Considering legislative developments, public aware-
ness movement, and the fact that the Susquehanna 
planning effort was considered a Type 2 study, the 
2 An excellent account of the Interstate Advisory Com-
mittee's functions may be found in The Susquehanna Compact: 
Guardian o[ the River's Future, by William Voigt, Jr., Rutgers 
University Press, New Brunswick, New Jersey. 1972. 
3Type 2, or Level B, studies contained an interpretation of 
national and regional projections, included alternative methods 
and programs, described alternative uses of water and land 
resources and assessed the impact of projects and land uses on the 
environment for two projection periods - 15 years and 25 years. 
The Susquehanna Study utilized the dates of 1985 and 2020 for 
its planning projections. 
Baltimore District of the Corps of Engineers and the 
representative from the State of New York worked out a 
"Plan of Survey" to be presented to the first Coordinating 
Committee meeting in 1963 for comment and approval 
(Voigt, 1973). While the "Survey Plan" was being 
formulated, appropriations were being given to various 
federal agencies and the Corps. The two year "delay 
period" for the Susquehanna Study (from Congressional 
approval in 1961 to the first meeting of the Coordinating 
Committee in 1963) was primarily a time for budgeting 
appropriations, making contract agreements for an eco-
nomic base study with the National Planning Association, 
determining the participants to be included in the 
planning process, and mapping a "Plan of Survey." 
Plan of Swvey - In the "Plan of Survey," the scope 
of the total overall study was described. The objectives of 
the study are quoted from the "Plan of Survey": 
Planning Objective. The overall planning objective of 
the Susquehanna River Basin Study is to develop a 
comprehensive plan for water resources development 
that will provide the optimum contribution to the 
economic and social well-being of the people, in-
dustry and business and social institutions of the 
Susquehanna River Basin Service Area. 
Such optimum contribution will result from the 
proper consideration and weighing of four elements. 
These are: 1) the benefits and detrimen ts resulting 
from the investments proposed; 2) the utilization of 
the natural resources of the area; 3) the distribution 
of the beneficial and adverse effects from the 
proposed development both in time and geographic 
area; and 4) the consequences of doing nothing (U.S. 
Army Engineer District, 1963, p. 1-2). 
The planning objectives were further described in 
the following manner: 
• The first element will be measured by the amount 
by which the beneficial effects on the national and 
regional economy, measured in monetary terms, 
exceed the cost considering detrimental effects. 
• The second element will be measured by the degree 
to which available natural resources are utilized 
without significant waste. 
• The third element will be measured by the degree to 
which any reasonable plan provides a basin-wide 
distribution and a uniform time distribution of the 
economic as well as the intangible benefits and 
costs. 
• The fourth element will be measured by the degree 
of restriction of economic growth resulting from the 
non-availability or non-utilization of water resources. 
• The physical and economic characteristics of the 
basin, its economic growth potential, and consider-
ation of the impact on its people impose limitations 
on the degree to which each of the first three 
elements can or should be optimized. Strict ad-
herence to anyone of the objective elements would 
lead to an unbalanced and improper solution to the 
water resource problems and needs of the basin. 
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• A balanced development, guided by these planning 
objectives, should provide the best overall solution 
to the water associated problems and needs of the 
people of the Susquehanna River Basin. Balanced 
development recognizes: 
] . That the many products of water re-
sources development must be provided 
to insure and to sustain the economic 
well-being and growth of the region and 
its sub-areas, 
2. That some needs are best served by 
water resources development only, 
3. That while significant benefits for other 
needs can be secured from water re-
sources development, other alternative 
solutions for those needs may do the 
job equally well and should be consid-
ered (U.S. Army Engineer District, 
1963, p. 2). 
In the "Plan of Survey" it was further mentioned 
that four areas would be considered as focal points for 
study organization: ]) the study of the physical and 
economic environment, 2) the analysis of present and 
future needs for goods and services provided by develop-
ment and control of water and its related land resources, 
3) the analysis of possible solutions to fulfill these 
requirements, and 4) the selection of the optimum plan of 
development. 
The first major phase of the basin study was to be 
devoted entirely to the collection and development of 
basic data. During this period, 1961 to 1966, all 
significant information needed for the study would be 
acquired as economically as possible by first evaluating 
and using any relevant information previously assembled, 
and also by avoiding development of data that were 
doubtful in value. The basic data phase of the study was 
divided into three parts: 
1. Study of the environment 
2. Establishment of needs 
3. AnalysiS of possible solutions 
The second major phase was designated the decision 
phase. During 1966-1970, the data that were collected, 
assembled, and screened would be analyzed in greater 
detail to arrive at a conclusion, make a recommendation, 
and report on the findings. The subdivisions of this phase 
were: 
1. Analysis of plans 
2. Conclusions and recommendations 
3. Preparation of a report 
Study of the economic environment 
An economic base study would be prepared definillg 
the present state and future projections of economic 
parameters as population, employment, national out pll L 
personal income, government expenditures, investmcll t. 
personal expenditures and real output by industry in 
ellher plJyslcal (Jr dollar terms. These projections would 
he Illade II) the year 2020 and would he hroken down into 
\llb;lrea\ wlJerever possible. It would be assumed that 
w;llel re:-'(lIlrce\ were 110 hindrance 10 economic develop-
Illellt III I Ill' hasin and I hat Ille economic base study would 
all~lIy/e the ciTed of failure to provide f'or the develop-
1l1el II or I he wa t e r resou rces. 
Estahlishment of needs 
'111e Ileed\ lor go()ds and services would he deter-
IIlillCd Oil tile hasis of present cOllditions alld projections 
developed in tllc ecolloillic hase study. Needs which 
pre\clltly exi\t ;\lld which would ()ccur over tile next 1 S 
yeal\ would be cvaluated ill more detail th;]n those for the 
rcm;lilldcr of tile 50-year projectioll period. 
I. Hood COlltrol Needs. D;]t;] Oil industrial. 
C()llllllclcial. residential and other non-agricultural 
dalmge\ Oil the main slrealll alld in the Illajm tributaries 
will he c()llected hy the C()rps of engineers. Data Oil 
agriCllltural damage Oil I Ill' nJa.lOf tributaries will he 
compiled hy the Departillelll of Agriculture. 
2. Watl'r Supply Needs. An analysis of w;]ter 
supply needs for domestic, industrial and agricultural uses 
will he prepared hy the Puhlic Ilcalth Service with the aid 
or data prep;lred by the Department of Agriculture, the 
('())PS of Lllgineers, the states and local agencies. 
3. Water OU;]lity Control Needs. The needs for 
w;lter quality control will he based 011 all analysis by the 
Public Ilealth Service or the present and anticipated uses 
("or the water ()r the stream, the stream standards 
plev;liling in the area, the existing and projected techno-
I()glcal advances ill waste disposal and technology, eco-
1l01llic projections, and an analysis of the assimilation 
capacity of the stream. 
4. Recreation, Fish and Wildlife Conservation. 
The Blilcau or Outdoor Recreation will determine the 
market ror outdoor rccreation tllrougll tilc planning 
period 1111 a basis of cxisting and projected popUlation 
cstimates and otller parailletcrs such as incomc and 
1I10hility ... Similarly, tllc Fish and Wildlife Service will 
detenninc thc rcquircmcnts I'm fishing and hunting. 
S. Rcquiremcnts for Area Redcvelopment. 
Thcsc will be prepared by the Area Redevelopment 
Agcllcy of the Dcpartmcnt ofCollll1lerce and thc Iiousing 
and Ilollle Finance Agency. 
(1. Land and Forcst Managelllcnt. Tile deter-
1l1lllalion or needs for land treatment and other aspects of 
1;1I1d and rorcst managcment will be made. 
A provision for othcr requirements was also made 
to include power. navigation, irrigation and salinity con-
trol (U.S. Army Engincer District. 1963, p. 14-22). 
Analysis of possihle solutions 
Till' "Plan or Survey" explaincd wllat was meant by 
point three analysis of possible solutions. 
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Inven"iory of \kthod<,. All reasonable: method~ of 
,ati~fying the determined m:cds will be inventoried 
and analy led by the Corp<, of l'.ngineers and the 
agem'ie<, concerned. Analysi, of each method shall be 
L'arried to a certain point where a decision can be 
made to either eliminate the method or detail it 
further. The po:,sihlc methods for providing flood 
control that will be studied include local protection. 
tlood plain zonin~ and temporary storage of flood 
water,. (Similar li,tin~ is made for water supply and 
water qU<.dity.) 
I nventory oj Projech. Pokntial projects such a~ 
resl:fvoirs, local protection works and others will be 
evaluated and their relatiVl: costs and capabilitie, 
tabulated. "his work will require the preliminary 
desi,l!n and el'onoll1ic evaluation of reservoir projects. 
local Ilood-protedion projects, interceptor sewer 
projcc\<', !!foundwatcr \vell field systems, and many 
lIlisccllancou, other projech includin~ hydroelcctric 
power generating \ystelll\. 
Screening ot Projects. TIll' projects evaluated in the 
previous phase will be screened to eliminate tho~e 
which arc ul1\uitablc becausc of their extreme cost. 
slilall yield. lack of specific need, and location in 
relation to othcr projects or existing development\. 
This process will be carried out by the Corp~ of 
Fngineer~ with the advice of the other agencies, who 
will furni~h their preliminary evaluations of the 
various projects. This screening will eliminate a 
nUJllber of individual projeL'l\ and will retain only 
those project~ which can bl' reasonably expected to 
play a significant part in any development for the 
ha~in (U.S. ArlllY ".ngineer District, 1963, p. 23-24), 
Point 4 includes an analysis of the projects left after 
the screening process. These would be arranged in 
alternative combinations based on various assumptions 
with regard to emphasis on plan objectives. These alterna-
tives would then be analyzed in greater detail: refining 
cost and benefit data. At this stage, time schedules would 
be developed and justifications would be subjected to 
final tests. The results of these studies would be in 
sufficient detail to support a decision to recommend a 
specific plan, and ill this stage, the practicality of the 
plans would be tested through simulation of the reservoir 
system on electronic computers. 
Thus, from 1961-1963, the "Plan of Survey" was 
developed mainly by the Corps of Engineers in consulta-
tion with the New York State representative. It was this 
"survey plan" that guided the scope of the data gathering 
activities, yet it remained flexible enough to be changed if 
the need should arise. 
Organizational Structure-Formal 
Referring to Chart I, the complexity of the inter-
relationships among participants involved l1lay be demon-
stratcd. The first grouping under the heading of 
"Susquehanna Basin Comprehensive Survey Chart" shows 
the action and data collecting organizations. 
These organizations comprised the several federal 
departments, agencies. and states involved with resources 
0 
-w 
CHART I SUSQUEHANNA RIVER BASIN COMPREHENSIVE CHART 
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in the basin. Early in the study, the Corps of Engineers, 
. )~ir;g Lhe lead coordinator of the study, made financial 
agreements with federal agencies except the U.S. Public 
Health Scrv ice, the Department of Agriculture, and the 
states. The Soil Conservation Service, under the Depart-
ment of Agriculture, had a direct appropriation through 
P. L. 566. The Public Health Service had been allotted 
Gll-ect funds by Congress to perform a long term study of 
the Susquehanna Basin's water quality, as part of a 
nationwide inquiry into water pollution. The states had to 
finance their own participants, while other federal 
agencies could use limited amounts of Corps' funds. This 
meant that the Department of Agriculture'S Soil Conserva-
tion Service, the Public Health Service and the Corps of 
Engineers could conduct more complete surveys than 
those agencies which had limited finances. The agencies 
receiving contracts from the Corps had to comply with 
the limits established by the Corps in regards to their 
particular study. 
Coordinating committee 
A mechanism that had been previously used by the 
Corps to pull together and harmonize the various study 
efforts was utilized for the Susquehanna Study. 1 t was a 
Coordinating Committee whose working members con-
sisted of representatives of the federal agencies and the 
three states. When the previously mentioned "Plan of 
Survey" had been written, provision was made for a 
Coordinating Committee. 
Purpose. The Coordinating Committee shall establish 
the broad guidance and provide the general direction 
under which all participants shall work towards 
producing a comprehensive water resources develop-
ment plan that will take into consideration the views 
and needs of those concerned, and shall coordinate 
the portions of the work being carried out by 
individual Federal and State agencies. In providing 
this guidance, the committee cannot make decisions 
or establish policies contrary to the statutes, regula-
tion, and policy under which any Federal or State 
agency is operating. If existing policy, statutes, or 
direction from higher authority precludes the accep-
tance of a Committee request by an agency, repre-
sentation may be made to the proper higher 
authority for resolution of the problem (U_S. Army 
Engineer District, 1963, p. 5). 
The scope of activities of the Coordinating Com-
mittee included: 
a. The establishment of policy for coordinating 
of study efforts and arranging for its 
implementation. 
b. The consideration of the views of all partici-
pan ts as reported to the committee. The 
committee would make recommendations to 
the chairman for resolving any differences or 
conflicts arising from the consideration of 
these views. 
c. The consideration of reports from all partici-
pants. After reviewing each agency's report, 
d. 
e. 
f. 
the committee members would promptly 
transmit their views to the chairman of the 
Coordinating Committee who would transmit 
them to the agency concerned and initiate 
steps to resolve conflicts. 
The provision for information to and partici-
pation by the public at regularly scheduled 
meetings, 
The preparation of reports on the entire study 
or on pertinent parts thereof to present the 
sense of the committee on the study or parts 
of the study prepared by participating state 
and federal members. 
The establishment and supervision of activities 
of appropriate topically-oriented subcom-
mittees. The programs of these subcommittees 
would be subject to review and approval of 
the Coordinating Committee. 
The membership of the committee consisted of a 
representative from each of the states of New York, 
Pennsylvania and Maryland; the Departments of Agricul-
ture (Soil Conservation Service), Commerce (Weather 
Bureau), Health, Education and Welfare, and Interior; the 
Federal Power Commission: the Housing and Home 
Finance Agency; and the Department of the Army. The 
District Engineer, U.S. Army Engineer District, Baltimore, 
Maryland, represented the Department of the Army and 
served as permanent chairman of the committee. Each 
representative had a designated alternate and would 
usually bring to open meetings such additional technical 
personnel necessary to accomplish committee objectives. 
The Coordinating Committee meetings were usually 
held on an average of three times a year for two days. 
Toward the latter stage of the study, the committee 
would meet more frequently at various locations in 
the basin. These meetings were· open to the public, 
except for the executive sessions held prior to the public 
meetings. Minutes of the proceedings of each meeting 
would be copied and distributed to those parties involved 
in the study by the Baltimore District Corps of Engineers. 
Again, referring to Chart I, various subcommittees 
are shown under the Coordinating Committee. At the 
first meeting of the Coordinating Committee on the 27th 
and 28th of June 1963, the first order of business was to 
establish subcommittees to deal with specific needs of the 
basin. One subcommittee concerned itself with recreation, 
another with electric power, a third with public affairs, 
and a fourth with water. The subject of water proved so 
broad and unwieldy that the subcommittee was sub-
divided further into three task groups: hydrology, water 
quality, and acid mine drainage. An ad hoc committee was 
also formed to report on an economic base study being 
conducted for the Corps by the National Planning 
Association. All of these task forces gave progress and 
technical reports at the meetings of the Coordinating 
Committee. 
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To the right of the same Chart I is the organization 
for the previously mentioned Interstate Advisory Com-
mittee. Members from that committee were also on task 
force subcommittees (e.g., William Voigt served as 
Execu tive Director of the lAC , as well as on the Coor-
dinating Committee and plan formulation subcommittee). 
The following is a brief description of the depart-
ments, agencies, and states involved, followed by a 
description of the subcommittees and their roles. 
Department 
Corps of Engineers. Two roles were played by the 
Corps in the comprehensive study. One was the traditional 
role - that of coordinating and providing guidance and 
pertinent data for the investigations undertaken by 
cooperating agencies in the comprehensive study. The 
Corps determined the magnitude of present and future 
requirements for, and values of, major flood control 
measures, and collaborated with participating agencies, 
states, and local planners to determine needs and values. 
The Corps also made a composite of the total water 
resources needs to eliminate conflicts or overlaps in 
development of the plan. In its second role, the Corps of 
Engineers, through its Baltimore District, and as execu tive 
arm of the Coordinating Committee, would act as the 
management agency for the work of all federal and state 
agencies engaged in the study as partners and cooperators. 
The Corps drafted the comprehensive report with the help 
of other agencies and submitted it to the Coordinating 
Committee for final review and comments. 
The Corps, along with the Public Health Service,4 
contracted to the National Planning Association to 
develop projections of the economic indices most indica-
tive of present and future uses of water and related lands. 
The Corps of Engineers viewed itself as a "construc-
tion agency," that is, as one whose major purpose was to 
build dams, levees, etc.5 
Department of Interior. The Department had been 
primarily responsible for the management, conservation 
and development of the nation's natural resources. In its 
assigned function as the nation's principal natural resource 
agency, the department bore a special obligation to assure 
that the expendable resources would be conserved, that 
renewable resources would be managed optimally, and 
that all resources would be available for the future. 
4The name of this organization had been changed to the 
Federal Water Quality Administration through action by the 
President on April 3, 1970, with the signing of the Water Quality 
Improvement Act of 1970 (P.L. 91-224). 
5 Reference to a speech by H. E. Schwartz, "The Role of the 
Department of the Army in the Basin Study" presented at the 
Seventh Meeting of the Coordinating Committee, 24th of June 
1965, at Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania. 
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The resources responsibility of Interior in the 
Susquehanna River Basin would be carried out by several 
bureaus and offices: Bureau of Mines, Bureau of Sport 
Fisheries and Wildlife, Geological Survey, and Bureau llf 
Outdoor Recreation. 
Coordination in this area between the department 
and other federal agencies and the states would be 
through the department's Northeast Field Committee, 
composed of regional directors for each of the bureaus, 
and the regional 'coordinator. The chairman of the 
Northeast Field Committee would represent the depart-
ment on the Coordinating Committee. 
Bureau of Mines. The purpose of this bureau, 
represented on the Water Subcommittee, Water Quality 
Work Group, Economic Base Subcommittee and Mine 
Drainage Work Group was to prepare an economic base 
study of the mineral industry in the basin, a study of 
water use by the mining industry, and a report on the 
mineral resources of the basin. 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation. This group was the 
"chair group" for the recreation subcommittee and had 
two major responsibilities: 1) to coordinate the efforts of 
the cooperating state, federal, and private recreation 
agencies' programs and, 2) to prepare a plan for improve-
ment of the outdoor recreation resources of the basin. 
The overall objective was to develop an adequate plan for 
basin improvement of outdoor recreation resources by 
identifying existing and potential areas to meet present 
and future demands and needs. The bureau's main 
objectives were used for structural measures (Voigt, 
1973). 
Geological Survey. The Geological Survey's role was 
to build an adequate background of water facts and wa ter 
records for the participating agencies (federal, state and 
local). To achieve this goal, the Geological Survey in 
cooperation with federal, state and local agencies, main-
tained a water measuring and sampling network in the 
basin for recording and evaluating surface and ground-
water. Being represented on all water subcommittees (Jl1d 
work groups, the Survey took the major responsibility r or 
two studies: 1) the basin's groundwater survey and, 2) 
sedimentation. The USGS was considered a nonaction 
agency and could not implement water development 
projects, but could only recommend. That is why perhaps 
there was a power play between the USGS and the Corps 
in that the Corps pilfered some of the USGS's informa-
tion and implemented it as their own. 
Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife. The major 
activity was to develop a framework of information "un 
existing and potential fishery resources and needs 
throughout the basin so that the planning agencies COlli d 
consider those factors as early as possible in the planlli Ilg 
stage. A stream classification map, based on fishery type 
and quality, had been prepared, and a reservoir ratillg 
system established. 
Department of Agriculture. Agencies in the depart-
.:nt whu participated in the study were the Economic 
Resc:ll'ch Service on the Economic Subcommittee, the 
Forest Service on the Water, Economic and Recreation 
Subcommittees, and the Soil Conservation Service on the 
Recreation, Public Affairs and Power Subcommittees, plus 
the Water Subcommittee and Water Quality Work Group. 
The direction and coordination of the department's 
activities were carried out through a Field Advisory 
Committee with the overall guidance from the Soil 
Conservation Service. 
The department's role was: 
1. Developing an inventory of water and land 
resources including land use, soils, cover con-
ditions and water availability, and the physical 
and economic factors which influenced the 
use of the resources, 
2. Evaluating agricultural and urban flood-water 
damage in all upstream watersheds and evalua-
tion of the agricultural flood damages on the 
main stem and major tribu taries, 
3. Inventorying water storage and water control 
opportunities in upstream watersheds includ-
ing physical site data for project develop-
ment for flood prevention, water supply, 
water quality improvement, agricultural water 
management, recreation, and fish and wildlife 
habitat improvement (McKeevar, 1965). 
Department of Health, Education and Welfare. The 
Federal Water Pollution Control Act directed the secre-
tary of the Department of Health, Education and Welfare 
to develop comprehensive programs for the elimination or 
reduction of pollution in both surface and groundwaters. 
The Act further dictated that these studies should be 
accomplished in cooperation with federal and state 
agencies, as well as with municipalities and industries. One 
such project was the Chesapeake Bay-Susquehanna River 
Basin Study in 1962, whose purpose was to develop a 
pollution control program to conserve and protect surface 
and groundwaters for public water supply; propagation of 
fish, aquatic life, and wildlife; recreational purposes; and 
agricultural, industrial, and other legitimate uses. 
From its inception, the project received the co-
operation of federal, state, and local agencies concerned 
with water resource development. The Chesapeake project 
staff were active participants in the Susquehanna Study 
Coordinating Committee, subcommittees, and work 
groups and provided the information relative to water 
quality and water requirements. 
Department of Commerce. There were three groups 
basically interested from the department: the Weather 
Bureau on the Hydrology Work Group, the Area Re-
development Administration and the Bureau of Public 
Roads. 
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The Redevelopment Administration, besides offer-
ing loans and grant programs, provided technical assist-
ance contracts for specialized studies. The Weather 
Bureau, which provides river stage forecasts in the 
Susquehanna watershed, contributed to the evaluation of 
non-structural measures in the basin (i.e., evacuation and 
flood warning measures). 
Others. The Housing and Home Finance Agency had 
an indirect impact on the Susquehanna plan as it operated 
a spectrum of loan and grant programs. The fundamental 
reason for being on the Coordinating Committee was to 
identify for committee ]gencies areas of interplay in 
which the Housing and Home Finance Agency had an 
interest ... urban renewal, open space land programs, etc. 
The Federal Power Commission determined the 
market power development in the basin, accomplished 
mainly through the cooperative power associations. 
The states 
The states have reorganized their resource-oriented 
administrative structures many times, however, only the 
organizations existing at the time of the study will be 
described. 
New York. In New York State, water resources 
planning had been unified under the Water Resources 
Commission, composed of the chief executives of the 
Departments of Conservation, Agriculture and Markets, 
Commerce, Health, Law and Public Works, and the Office 
for Local Governmen t; plus four lay advisory members. 
This arrangement provided statutory coordination 
of the water resources matters in which the state had an 
interest. The Office for Regional Development and the 
Office for Local Government, both attached to the 
executive office of the governors, had specialized planning 
and coordinating functions. 
The state Soil and Water Conservation Committee 
worked with soil and water conservation districts in P.L. 
566 activities. All such projects were passed upon for 
approval by the Water Resources Commission. 
Water pollution abatement and control was a field 
in which responsibility had been divided. Provision for 
effective coordination was covered by statute. The Water 
Resources Commission established stream quality classifi-
cations based upon best usage of the waters, and the 
Health Department was responsible for their enforcement. 
The Commissioner of Health was a member of the Water 
Resources Commission. 
A similar situation existed with respect to flood 
protection works. Planning in connection therewith was a 
responsibility of the Water Resources Commission where-
as state-financed construction, main tenance, and opera-
tions were carried out by the Public Works Department, 
whose head was also a member of the Water Resources 
Commission. 
The Conservation Commissioner, as chairman of the 
Water Resources Commission, represented the governor in 
dealings with Congress and federal agencies in river basin 
matters. The Commissioner represented the state on the 
Coordinating Committee and was gubernatorial appointee 
to the Interstate Advisory Committee. 
New York State objectives in the study included the 
means to satisfy water resource needs, and to provide 
opportunities for regional development, while considering 
such objectives as quality of environment and national 
income. As New York's main emphasis was providing 
development opportunities in the state's portion of the 
basin, it sought not only to investigate studies conducted 
at the various subcommittee levels, but also to conduct its 
own studies. This supplemental input included: 
Studies done by a firm of consulting engineers 
identifying additional alternatives for water rc-
sources development, and making a wide-range 
comparative analysis of how well these alterna tives 
would meet various projected wa ter resources needs. 
A special economic impact study on a potential 
mUltiple purpose project, the Charlotte Crcek 
Complex on the northern Susquehanna River up-
stream of Binghamton. 
A further State contribution to the plan formulation 
phase of the Susquehanna Committee's Study was 
made by two State Regional Water Resources Plan-
ning Boards, the Susquehanna and Chemung Boards. 
They participated in plan formulation by helping to 
disseminate information about water resources needs 
in their areas, and about the Study's Development 
Prospectus at meetings with local planners and 
community leaders (SRBS Coordinating Committee, 
1970, p. B-II-2). 
As New York had the most centralized organization 
for resources, the state was very influential in the study. 
Pennsylvania. Responsibility for the administration, 
management, development, and control of the Common-
wealth of Pennsylvania's resources was vested in a number 
of different agencies. For example, fish and game were 
administered by separate agencies, Pennsylvania being the 
only state with this separation. 
While the Sanitary Water Board was the chief water 
pollution abatement and control agency, the Fish Com-
mission had certain police powers and could take court 
action relating to pollution that killed fish. The Depart-
ment of Mines and Mineral Industries issued permits for 
the s tri p mining of bi tuminous coal, and was the 
enforcement arm of the Sanitary Water Board for the 
abatement of pollution caused by mine drainage. The 
Sanitary Water Board had all other pollution abatement 
and control authority. The Secretary of Health was the 
board's chairman, and the Health Department's Division 
of Sanitary Engineering provided it with technicai 
information. 
The Department of Forests and Waters developed, 
operated and maintained the state parks, and the Fish 
Commission managed fishery resources of the waters. The 
Department of Forests and Waters also operated the stale 
forest system while the Game Commission managed 
certain lands for timber as well as for game habitat. 
In some instances there was statutory coordination 
between agencies. For example, the heads of five resource-
oriented agencies sat ex-officio as members of the 
Sanitary Water Board. Coordination under law was pro-
vided in the case of strip mining bituminous coal. High 
ranking agency officials constituted the membership of a 
Water and Power Resources Board in the Department of 
Forests and Waters. The board had jurisdiction over 
certain matters such as dams and encroachments, and the 
withdrawal of public water supplies from streams. 
In most other matters concerning relationships and 
communications, the organizational structure of the 
commonwealth had created a situation under which 
voluntary systems of interagency coordination became 
important. 
The Secretary of Forests and Waters was the 
Pennsylvania member of the Coordinating Committee for 
the Susquehanna Basin, and also chairman of the Inter-
state Advisory Committee on the Susquehanna. 
In summary, Pennsylvania was the most fragmented 
state in responsibility and policy transactions. For Penn-
sylvania, organization was simply a matter of Dr. Maurice 
Goddard, Secretary of the Department of Forests and 
Waters, obtaining copies of preliminary documents and 
circulating them around to state agencies, asking them for 
an opinion that would closely resemble agency policy 
(Voigt, 1973). When there were fundamental differences, 
a consensus would be worked out. As an example, there 
were differences between the Division of Sanit:.Jry 
Engineers and the Department of Mines and Mineral 
Industries in the issuance of mining permits and in the 
treatment of acid mine drainage. There were also differ-
ences between the Fish Commission and the Department 
of Highways relating to the crossings and borderings l)f 
streams with highways. As so often happened in Pennsyl-
vania, the highway would be on one side or tile 
waterbody, and the railroad on the other side, with lit t Ie 
or difficult access to fishing waters. 
Pennsylvania's main objectives in the Susqueh:.JJ111a 
Study were for water quality improvement and improwu 
recreation within its boundaries. 
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Maryland. [n 1964, Maryland realigned its state 
agency responsibilities relating to natural resources. The 
existing Board of Natural Resources was restructured and 
given l)wad power to review and approve programs and 
budgets. Simultaneously, certain resource management 
functions that had been given to the board in earlier years 
were turned over to operational agencies so the board 
could concentrate its efforts toward assuring coordinated 
programs by all affected departments. 
The fonner Water Pollution Control Commission 
was enlarged and renamed the Department of Water 
Resources. The Department retained the former agency's 
water pollution control functions and acquired others in 
planning, flood control, inland waterways, water alloca-
tions, dams, encroachments and well drilling. 
The Department of Geology, Mines and \\ ater 
Resources was renamed the Maryland Geological Survey. 
While the previous water responsibilities were transferred 
to the Department of Water Resources, the survey did 
continue to function as supplier of maps, hydrologic data 
and surveys, and basic research. 
The Department of Tidewater Fisheries became the 
Department of Chesapeake Bay Affairs and was given 
jurisdiction over all resources of whatever nature in tidal 
waters. The Department of Forests and Parks, the Game 
and Inland Fish Department and the National Resources 
Institute were not affected functionally, but rather were 
placed under review of the Board of Natural Resources. 
Besides the significant change in the Board of 
Natural Resources, coordination was also enhanced 
through the wide-ranging activities of the State Planning 
Department. The director of that department served as 
the governor's representative in dealings with resource-
oriented federal agencies. Some of the department's 
resources activities came about partly because the respon-
sibilities of operational agencies in these fields had not 
been statutorily clarified. The director of the State 
Planning Department was the official Maryland member 
of the Coordinating Committee and a gubernatorial 
appointee to the Interstate Advisory Committee.6 
Maryland's water resource objectives included not 
only a concern for water quality to protect its bay 
resource, but also for river flows of sufficient quantity to 
support the water uses in the bay. As Governor Mandel 
stated: 
We feel an almost sacred obligation to the Chesa-
peake Bay and its tributaries. We are determined to 
do whatever is necessary to protect the Chesapeake 
Bay... From the most astute scientist to the lay 
6The major resource used for all state descriptions was 
Resources- Respollsibility and Coordination Related to the 
COlllprehellsive Study of the Susquehanna River Basin, by the 
Interstate Advisory Committee, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. 1965. 
'citizen, the theme of common concern is for quality, 
quality of the Bay and the plants and creatures living 
in it (Mandel, 1970). 
In the earlier study years, Maryland's Department of 
Natural Resources did not have power. Throughout the 
study, the director of the Department of Planning and the 
director of the Department of Water Resources were most 
active and influential in the Maryland phases of the 
planning process (Voigt. 1973). 
Subcommittees 
When the Coordinating Committee held its first 
meeting in June 1963, it was decided that the members of 
that Coordinating Committee would select the member-
ship agencies of the subcommittees. It would then be up 
to the chairman of each subcommittee to meet with the 
Coordinating Committee agency representative to decide 
who should represent the agencies on the subcommittees 
and where to hold the public meetings. 7 By the second 
Coordinating Committee meeting on the 15th and 16th of 
October 1963 in Binghamton, New York, the various 
subcommittees had already had their first meeting and 
had begun to plan the scope of activities for their group. 
These subcommittees were organized according to the 
needs and problems of the basin. 
Needs and Problems 
]. Water quality 
2. Groundwater quality 
3. Recreation 
4. Water supply 
5. Flood control 
6. Land management 
7. Power 
Subcommittee 
Water quality work group and 
mine drainage work group of 
the Water Subcommittee 
Hydrology work group of the 
Water Subcommittee 
Recreation Subcommittee 
Water Subcommittee and 
work group 
Water Subcommittee and 
work group 
U.S. Department of Agri-
culture plus the Recreation 
Subcommittee 
Power Subcommittee 
The Economic Subcommittee provided the tech-
nical background for the other reports. 
As each subcommittee met, they were to develop a 
plan of study stating the purpose, scope of activities and 
procedures utilized, and they were to submit this plan to 
the Coordinating Committee for approval and for 
7 A listing of the subcommittees and their membership may 
be found in Exhibit 3, page C-70. 
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prevention of duplication studies between the agencies. 
The Coordinating Committee, in turn, would submit a 
schedule for the agency reports and would require 
progress reports from each subcommittee at each Coordin-
ating Committee meeting prior to the plan formulation 
period scheduled for 1967. 
Recreation Subcommittee. This particular group 
held its first meeting in October 1963, and continued 
meeting approximately three times a year. Membership 
consisted of the representatives from the three states and 
from eight federal agencies; totaling 11. 
This subcommittee took the time to make field 
trips to acquaint its members with existing and potential 
recreation resources of the area, particularly those in and 
around Bedford, Clearfield, Cambria, and Blair Counties 
of Pennsylvania where major projects were planned by the 
Corps of Engineers. 
The activities of the subcommittee were largely 
related to the comprehensive survey, and hence to the 
various programs under consideration by the Corps of 
Engineers and the Soil Conservation Service. The sub-
committee felt that it had to give important weight to 
these considerations (perhaps because the federal 
members were financed by the Corps of Engineers) in its 
work, and especially in the eventual development of 
action programs. 
The report of the subcommittee, which consisted of 
comparing needs with existing resources, and recom-
mending ways to improve and utilize the resources, was 
scheduled for completion in May 1966. An evaluation of 
recreational potential in existing and proposed water 
control structures was scheduled for completion in 
November 1968 with a final report by April 1969. This 
schedule was not kept because of personnel problems in 
the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation. The Bureau was trying 
to function with only four years experience, plus it had 
been assigned the chair position as an added duty and not 
as a full-time job. As a result, there were three or more 
changes in the chairmanship position of this sub-
committee, resulting in a lack of leadership. Because of 
the lack of direction and leadership, the personnel, who 
would have worked on the Bureau study, also changed 
many times and there were problems of fitting qualified 
people into the study. On account of the leadership 
problem it was not until the middle 1960's that the 
Bureau and the Corps of Engineers began to consult with 
others on the subcommittee to develop a serious plan. By 
that time, the schedule date of May 1966 was close at 
hand so everyone on the subcommittee worked on what 
the Bureau should present. The cause for this coordina-
tion attempt was solely a matter of timing. To meet the 
time limitation, reports were sent to the Coordinating 
Committee without prior review by subcommittee 
members. This was the only subcommittee to follow this 
procedure. 
Even though the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and 
Wildlife's philosophy tended to be non-structural rather 
than projec t oriented, it had to concern itself wit It 
projects being vigorously promoted by the Corps. UJl-
fortunately, the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildli i'c 
had no independent funds for survey and evaluatiw 
purposes. Therefore when funds were made available by 
the Corps (a project oriented agency), the Bureau of Sport 
Fisheries and Wildlife (BSF&W) had to take the funds 
with "strings attached" to them which specified limita-
tions to the studies. Even though the BSF&W had very 
dedicated people, the money problem and the opposition 
they faced resulted in an attitude of acquiescence.8 Thus, 
in the drafting of the fmal report, structural measures 
were emphasized, and the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and 
Wildlife's plans were given secondary emphasis. 
Water Subcommittee. The fIrst meeting of this 
subcommittee was organizational, and three work groups 
were established at the outset-water quality, hydrology, 
and mine drainage. The first two work groups began t () 
function at the beginning of the study, but the mine 
drainage group functioned later on. It was thought tha t 
the hydrology work group could cover the topic of mine 
drainage, however, the cost and time allotted necessitated 
the functioning of the third group. The reason for the 
formation of the three work groups was due to the fae t 
that the water problems in the basin were too numerous 
for one group to handle. Furthermore, it was thought that 
this arrangement would allow for technical discussions 
within the specialities, as the skills and technical training 
involved were different in most cases. 
Composition of this subcommittee included nine 
federal members and the three states with the chai r-
manship position held by the Corps of Engineers. 
Specialists representing the agencies ranged from engineers 
(pennsylvania representative), biologists (BSF&W), sani-
tary engineers (FWQPCA), and hydrologists (Corps, 
Geological Survey). 
The purpose of the water subcommittee was: 
To provide an extension of the functions of the 
Coordinating Committee to the specific technical 
areas of water supply and control, water quality, and 
mine drainage, in accomplishment of basin study 
objectives (Water Subcommittee, 1966). 
The subcommittee met at such times and places 
designated by the chairman with at least one meeting 
between each Coordinating Committee meeting. This 
meant at least three meetings a year. Minutes of the 
meetings were circulated to all members of the sub· 
committee (alternate and ex-officio) and a writtell 
summary of subcommittee activities were submitted to 
subsequent Coordinating Committee meetings for review. 
8Most of the information for the interactions on till' 
subcommittee has been obtained from an interview with Willialll 
Voigt, Jr., then executive director of the IAC/SRB. Blackshear, 
Georgia. March 14, 1973. 
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Report and review procedure was handled by the 
~I i bcommittee to coordinate and assist the study efforts of 
the member agencies, all of which maintained their own 
plans of study. In addition, the subcommittee reviewed 
and commented on all substudies falling within the 
technical purview of the subcommittee that were issued 
by the agencies prior to submission to the Coordinating 
Committee. 
The Water Subcommittee made a significant 
attempt to prevent overlapping of data collection. At the 
suggestion of the State of New York, each work group 
collected information on all of the water quantity and 
quality data each agency would need. This included a 
listing of the sources from which each agency would 
expect to derive the data. The information would then be 
summarized in the Corps of Engineers' Baltimore District 
Office and the tables would be reviewed for overlaps, 
gaps, and misinformation in the intended pattern of data 
flow. 
Hydrology Work Group. This particular work group 
was composed of professionals, some of whom were 
trained in fields other than hydrology. For example, the 
State of Pennsylvania was represented by an engineer, the 
BSF&W by a biologist, and the Federal Water Pollution 
Control Administration by a sanitary engineer. Eight 
members were from the federal level along with the three 
states. 
At a January 31, 1964 meeting, it was decide d by 
the chairman (represented by the Corps of Engineers) that 
informality and a "round table" atmosphere would be the 
rule of the work group's conferences, and that the basic 
conclusions of the conferences would be the result of a 
group, and not of single agency domination. 
Similar to the subcommittees, the work group 
developed a report outlining its functions. This was 
presented to the Water Subcommittee for approval, and 
then to the Coordinating Committee to keep all levels of 
participants informed. The following is a statement from 
the comprehensive program: 
Purpose: The purpose of the Hydrology Work Group 
is to coordinate the efforts of cooperating federal, 
state and local agencies in the accomplishment of the 
hydrologic phases of the Susquehanna River Basin 
Coordinated Survey (Hydrology Work Group, 1964). 
Dr. Eleanor Hanlon, technical assistant for the 
Interstate Advisory Committee, attended a majority of 
the work group's meetings which averaged a total of three 
times a year. The follOWing is a personal comment about 
the previous program: 
The first thing that strikes me in this communication 
is the singular, yes, almost exclusive emphasis upon 
hydrology studies to be accomplished by the Corps 
with regard to the formulation of a comprehensive 
plan for the development of water resources of the 
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Susquehanna Basin. This no doubt is a reflection of 
the decision quoted in the minutes of the first 
meeting of this group to the effect that... The 
Corps--, inasmuch as it is the responsible agency for 
accomplishing the Susquehanna River Basin Study, is 
to prepare for suggestions and approval at this 
meeting an outline of the objectives of the Hydrol-
ogy Work Group based on the Corp's hydrologic 
engineering phases of the basin planning studies.'---
Further, since the outline was written by Stan Fong 
(Chairman) the emphasis would tend to be as it is. 
Perhaps he did it purposely in order to draw out the 
other agencies who collect and use hydrologic data, 
some of which should be correlated with that of the 
Corps' in the planning stages (Hanlon, 1964). 
On account of the emphasis placed upon the Corp's data, 
the other agencies were encouraged to present their data, 
and this action helped to reduce the amount of over-
lapping that could have occurred during the data collec-
tion phase of the stu dy. 
While Dr. Hanlon was complementary toward the 
objectives of this work group, she nevertheless was a bit 
critical of the members of this group. Although the 
following comments represented her impressions from the 
third meeting of the group, and although the comments 
appeared to be quite critical for such an early stage in the 
group's planning process, nevertheless those comments 
were of good effect, as they helped the group to focus 
more on the state's needs and local planning efforts: 
. . .In general, their (Hydrology Work Group) idea of 
comprehensive river basin planning seemed to begin 
and end with selecting sites for dams and designing 
them for one or more purposes. They have only a 
fuzzy notion of the part the seven federal agencies 
and the states are playing in the basin survey. And 
scarcely any idea at all of how the data being 
collected and analyzed are to be integrated in the 
final report. Somehow I got the impression they 
really think there is not going to be any integration. 
I think I have never been made so strongly aware of 
the narrow restricted viewpoint so often attributed 
to the engineer. The power of indoctrination in 
agency philosophy also struck me in these young-
sters reactions and remarks. While frankly critical of 
their own agencies in the discussion, it was evident 
they had come unconsciously perhaps, to accept 
certain policies and attitudes familiar to all of. us 
who have had any experience working with these 
agencies. (The Corps members) for example were 
quite jarred by the idea of a survey report containing 
alternative plans from which people might choose 
the most economically feasible or desirable to them. 
The notion that the people make the final decisions 
on whether or not a 'best' plan is implemented had 
not occurred. (The Public Health Service) argued at 
great length that groundwater development could 
not be significant in basin planning, that people are 
psychologically opposed to getting their water 
supplies from any sources other than surface waters. 
Public Health Service and the Corps reflected here! 
I was struck most by their ignorance of the states' 
roles in the survey and of the nature and success of 
interstate compacts. (An aside on the latter is 
interesting: they did not know what ORSANCO was, 
but they knew PHS was not happy with something, 
and that there was a feud currently going on 
between them) ... 
What bothered me then, and continues to, is that 
these men represent the working level of operations, 
they are out in the field meeting and talking with 
folks throughout the basin. Yet they have not been 
adequately briefed on what the survey is all about. 
They themselves feel no real sense of participation. 
They are, as it were, plugged in to perform certain 
tasks at pre-determined times on the flow-of-work 
charts. How their jobs fit into the whole; where, 
why, how and by whom the information gathered is 
to be used are unanswered questions to them ... 
(Hanlon, 1964) 
As a result of the group's effort however, a considerable 
mass of technical data was compiled, and the diverse 
professionals were able to utilize and illustrate the values 
to be gained by step-by-step collaboration and inter-
weaving of their findings from the survey phase through 
to the final plans. In addition, there was a fine espirit-de-
corps among the hydrologists and they led the way in the 
problem of coming up with a more coordinated, truly 
comprehensive plan. 
Water Quality Work Group. This group was com-
posed of the three states with eight federal members, the 
Public Health Service being the chairman. Members of the 
group felt that they should function as a working 
committee with the understanding that all work assign-
ments were to be accepted on a voluntary basis, and that 
no request would be made of any member unless he 
wished to undertake the task. Discussions centered around 
the purpose of the group and its responsibility toward the 
overall plan. The alternate member from the Pennsylvania 
Department of Health felt that it would not be advisable 
for the work group to spend much time in developing 
general statements about water quality. It was believed 
from his point of view that the establishing of general 
objectives for water use could be done on a national level. 
The Public Health Service stated that on account of 
budget constraints, such a program could not be de-
veloped (Water Quality Work Group, 1963). Also at this 
time, the Public Health Service was undergoing a change 
with the passage of the Water Quality Act of 1965 which 
stated that a Federal Water Quality Pollution Control 
Administration would be created. The Act established the 
Federal Water Quality Administration as an independent 
group, separating it from the Public Health Service. 
Several key people working on the water quality problem 
were changed over to the administration and were no 
longer associated with the Health Service. Concern was 
expressed that the enactment of Section 4 of the Act of 
1965 might cause delay in the completion of the water 
quality studies of the basin. The reason given by the 
people from the Public Health Service was that the 
commissioned Public Health officers had to come to the 
determination within six months whether to go over to 
the new water pollution control administration that 
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would be formed, or remain with the Public Health 
Service. Some 375 persons, including several in thL' 
Susquehanna Basin Study were affected. It was estimated 
by those at the Water Subcommittee meeting that at least 
half of the commissioned officers would not transfer 11\ 
C.S. status in the new administration because of the los"-
of certain benefits they enjoyed as commissioned officer~ 
(Voigt, 1965, 1973). As a result, there was some set-back 
in the work group, but it soon coped with the problem 
and managed to produce the data necessary for the study. 
Those that partkipated in the work group felt that 
water quality was a necessary factor, but were unwilling 
to strive for very high quality. Instead, emphasis was 
placed on the assimilative capacity of a receiving stream, 
rather than asking municipalities and industries to clean 
up their wastes beyond that which stream capacity coul d 
tab" care of through natural processes. This whole subject 
caused mllch discllssion at the subcommittee meetings 
because there was an apparent "foot dragging" on the part 
of some of the water quality officials as well as munici-
palities and industries (Voigt, 1973). There was pres-
sure from municipalities and industries on water qual-
ity officials to "go easy" in applying water quality 
standards. Those lobbying for higher quality, on the other 
hand, lacked time, money, influence and organization. 
This work group was primarily a data gathering group. 
Mine Drainage Work Group. Included in this group 
were five federal level agencies, the three states, and the 
mining industry. The Corps of Engineers chaired the 
group, after a personnel change occurring in 1965 due to 
"in-house" rearrangements by the Corps. Each agency and 
state involved in this work group prepared a statement of 
its activities in the mine drainage area. This helped 10 
coordinate the separate efforts taken by all members and 
helped to develop an objective for the group. 
The Mine Drainage Work Group has as its primary 
functions the coordination of the efforts of federal, 
state and local agencies concerned with mine 
drainage, reporting to the Water Subcommittee on 
the effects of mine drainage on water resources of 
the basin and advising the Water Subcommittee as to 
the adequacy of present efforts in the solving of 
mine drainage problems (Mine Drainage Work 
Group, 1965). 
One of the unique developments of this group was 
the locating of mine drainage sites on a series or 
topographic maps. Time and money spent"with on-site 
trips in Pennsylvania occupied a major portion of the time 
as Pennsylvania was the source of all the acid mine 
drainage and no significant problem extended beyond its 
boundary. Pennsylvania state people participated fully 
and were in attendance at all of the meetings of this 
group. Excluded from full participation was the Depar 1-
ment of Mines and Mineral Industries in Pennsylvania, alld 
this was because its primary interest was in coal produc-
tion and development industries rather than with COIl-
servation, despite the fact that the Department had 
responsibility for enforcing the Clean Streams Act. 
;'he work group functioned quite well as they tried 
Ius, ilgle ou t and correc t su bbasin by su bbasin, the va rious 
degl ~es of poUu t i()n. 
Power Subcommittee. The Power Subcommittee 
was chaired by rhe Federal Power Commission. Variolls 
power coopera tives, two federal agencies, and the Sta te 0 I' 
New York attended the meetings. The principal role of 
the Power Commission was to determine the value and 
market for potential power from projects in the basin, and 
to collaborate with the Corps of Engineers and other 
agencies ill studies concentrating on the amount of 
11ydroelectric potential in the basin. Ten investor-owned 
electric companies pooled their money and asked the 
engineering firm of Tippetts-Abbett-McCarthy-Stra t ton to 
study the availability of water for hydropower. while 
taking into account competing uses. The Battelle 
Memorial Institute was also contracted to do an economic 
base study, projecting regional growth for the area. 
Disagreement among the participants was not noticeable 
and perhaps this may be because of the following 
explanation offered in Voigt's book: 
The basin's conventional hydropower possibilities 
had been thoroughly explored and exploited long 
years before ... (Voigt, 1972, p. 123). 
Econornic Subcommittee. This subcommittee had 
two co-chairmen, the Public Health Service of the 
Department of Health, Education and Welfare, and the 
Corps of Engineers, along with seven other federal 
agencies and the three states as members. Both of the 
co-chairmen agencies jointly contracted with the National 
Planning Association to do the economic base study. The 
Department of Agriculture, and Interior, along with the 
three states were to contribute directly to the study, and 
the projection figures from the National Planning Associa-
tion's study would be compared with those of each state. 
While this study was being conducted, several public 
utilities in the basin contracted with the Battelle Memorial 
fnstitute, a private research corporation, to: 
I. Attempt to determine whether computer 
models could be used with economic projec-
tions in the basin. This portion would be 
slanted toward the utilities' interest. 
2. Develop an actual simulation model using the 
projections derived. 
3. Utilize the result of the study and analyze and 
compare it with the National Planning 
Association's project. 9 
The National Planning Association decided to do a 
complete coverage of state projections using its own data, 
rather than utilizing state figures already available from 
the states, hence there was much duplication. Most of the 
meetings conducted by the Economic Subcommittee 
discussed the National Planning Association's project, and 
9huther analysis wiIJ be made in the ch<lpter on dat<l 
l"lllkclion. 
those that comprised the group funneled information to 
those working on the National Planning Association 
project . 
In essence, the existence of the two studies (Battelle 
and the National Planning Association) produced much 
discussion; yet despite the fact that the two existed, the 
Corps of Engineers at the Baltimore District level decided 
upon the National Planning Association's study 10 be 
uLiliJ:ed for the plan. rather than the Bat telle Study. This 
decision had been made by the Corps of Engineers and the 
Department of Health. Education and Welfare before the 
Coordinating COlllmittee was established in 1963. The 
association study was chosen because of the contract that 
had been agreed II pon in 196] with the National Planning 
Association. Except for that Ltd, it was not easy to find a 
written statement as to why the particular plan was 
accepted. One could possibly conclude that the following 
three factors helped to determine the decision: I) the 
projections of the Nalional Planning Association were of 
great importance to the plan formulation process, 2) a 
time schedule had to be adhered to and, 3) the association 
plan was perceived to be the farthest ahead in its 
development. and a rejection uf the association's study 
would have been costly to t he planning process as a 
whole. 
The Corps of Engineers was to use the National 
Planning Association's economic and popUlation projec-
tions to mainly determine flood damage reduction 
requirements. However, there was no evidence that one 
set of projections would be more advantageous over the 
other except perhaps, the fact that the association's were 
slightly more optimistic in indicating growth for the area, 
and that due to this optimism more projects might be 
planned under the association's set of data, than under the 
institute's. 
Public Affairs Subcommittee. This group was C0111-
posed of the three states, three federal agencies and a 
citizen's organization known as the Susquehanna River 
Basin Association. The Susquehanna River Basin Associa-
tion (SRBA) was formed in 1962 under the suggestion of 
Representative Daniel Flood to function as a political 
pressure group to stimulate interest in the Corps of 
Engineers' comprehensive survey. In this group, munici-
palities and organizations of any kind could hold member-
ship. Individuals were also welcome, but they collectively 
were not a strong group. The Mayor of Wilkes-Barre, also 
the director of SRBA, was the chairman of the Public 
Affairs Subcommittee. It was felt by certain high level 
personnel in the Corps that the SRBA could be advan-
tageous to the subcommittee, and tha t was mainly why 
the director of the citizen's group held the position of 
chairman of the subcommittee. The advantage of having 
the citizen's association connected with the subcommittee 
was that it constituted an already cstablished central 
coordinator for information, public releases and kindred 
matters for every agency interested in liver developmcnt. 
Keeping this in mind, the members or the subcommittee 
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decided upon a plan of action: 
1. Early information advisable. Public knowledge 
is one of the strongest advantages for final 
success. Everyone living in the "basin" is for 
general improvement; knowledge alone, 
properly gleaned, is the best way to overcome 
local opposition. 
2. Every committee and agency should get its 
own pUblicity and funnel to this subcommittee. 
Major Tools of the Committee: 
1. A motion picture, two lengths, historical, 
present and future. 
2. Graphic cartoons, slide projections, 
3. Brochures or study; acid water, sewer pollu-
tion generally: 
a. objectives 
b. development 
c. result of development 
Speakers Bureau - volunteers in various areas will be 
used for this; 
Schedule for News Releases 
a. radio and television 
b. newspapers, periodicals, magazines 
c. step by step method of getting informa-
tion out to all interests by using a 
distribution list 
Coordination of Every Interest 
a. power associations 
b. sportsmen's groups 
c. service and similar clubs, associations 
d. educational institutions 
e. charitable institutions of every 
classifica tio n 
f. professional (Slattery, 1963) 
The scope of activities to be undertaken and the 
procedures to be used appeared quite commendable at 
first. However, as the meetings were held by the sub-
committee, several problems developed internally in its 
structure. For example, the subcommittee members were 
interested in seeing a film program carried out, but no 
funds had been allotted for this purpose by the Corps of 
Engineers. The Susquehanna River Basin Association, 
which would have been the likely organization to fulfill 
this project was also undergoing financial stress. When it 
was evident that the money would not be available as 
needed, the Susquehanna River Basin Association dis-
banded. Likewise, the ability of the Public Affairs 
Subcommittee to use the association's resources dis-
appeared. The subcommittee could not ask the Corps of 
Engineers to help because the Corps itself was financially 
in a bind. Most of the allotted funds had been earmarked 
for disbursement with none available for public affair's 
use. 
The basic situation was described by Voigt, of the 
Interstate Advisory Committee in 1965: 
Up to now, in my opinion, the comprehensive survey 
and related activities have been marked by a lack of 
dissemination of constructive public information. 
The several federal agencies concerned with the basin 
survey have produced little newsworthy material. 
State agencies are pre-occupied with their statutory 
responsibilities. This is quite normal and under-
standable. The basin survey Coordinating Committee 
has a public affairs subcommittee. This has not been 
an effective instrument; it has produced no informa-
tion for public consumption, and has no budget with 
which to work. Newsworthy material relating to the 
basin survey and to the work of the lAC has been 
published or broadcast only when news representa-
tives attended Coordinating Committee or other 
meetings and events, or when an enterprising 
reporter called upon or telephoned an official 
concerned with the surveyor the Interstate Advisory 
Committee asked questions. 
The citizen's association concerned with the basin 
has not raised sufficient funds to open an office and 
has not yet shown substantial activity or results 
(Voigt, 1965). 
The Corps of Engineers also realized the problem 
facing the su bcommittee. Evidence of this was recorded in 
the minutes of the fifth meeting of the Coordinating 
Committee Executive Session of October 14-15, 1964, in 
which the general discussion concerned public relations: 
Colonel Kelley stated that a problem which con-
cerned many members of the Coordinating Com-
mittee was that of getting word down to the local 
planning levels about Coordinating Committee activi-
ties. He asked that each agency member submit a list 
of citizens or representatives of non-governmental 
agencies a t any level who would have the following 
characteristics: 
1. Interested in the problem and in the study, 
2. Be influential in their communities, 
3. Have time and energy to do something about it, 
4. Would be self-supporting in this activity. 
Mr. Montanari suggested another approach to this 
problem - that the Public Affairs Subcommittee 
would serve as a clearing house and policy deter-
mmmg group for Coordinating Committee 
information. 
Colonel Kelley said that the activities of the sub-
committee have been limited. He suggested the 
possibility of broadening the subcommittee organiza-
tion to provide the right kind of people who might 
accomplish more. It was also suggested that a 
vice-chairman be appointed who could get the 
subcommittee more active (SRBS Coordinating 
Committee, 1964, p. 6). 
With this suggestion, the Corps decided to guide the 
functioning of the Public Affairs Subcommittee itself, 
while still retaining the chairman as spokesman. 
From a suggestion of Dr. Hanlon and various other 
people, in 1965 an attempt was made to try to get the 
Coordinating Committee and various local plannillg 
... people together. Broome, Onondaga, York, Lancaster, anu 
the Tri-county area planning groups were contacted hy 
the Corps in the hope that new concepts in urban and 
regional planning utilized by these groups would have all 
impact upon the Corps' study. These meetings we rc I () 
present an exchange of information between the Corps 
and the planning groups. The seventh meeting or the 
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( 1)1 II dill;llillg ('Olllllli llec ill Wilkes-Bane, Pellllsylvallia, 
()II lilt' .~{1111-2')lh 01 JUIIl' I!)()') was ;111 eX:lIllpll' orsucil a 
1IIl'('IIII~',. Thl' lopic 01 discllssioll W;IS rcdcral, slale, 
I t'l!,lolI;JI , ;llId local plallllillg ill a COllllHchellsivc h:ISill 
study, ;llId Illl' 1l'lllarks ollhe ('ooldill:llillg ('ollllllillee 
IIH'llIlll'lS wnt' aillled al proillolillg hL'lln ullderslalldillg 
alld t'ooldillatioll hL'lwct'1I Iht' pl:illllns alld IhL' 
CI)J 1111111 let' . 
Till' plt'viously 1I1L'lIliollL'd cOllllly pl:lllllillg grollps 
WL'Il' ill allL'lId;IIICL' al Ihl' IIICL'lillg. Thl' COlllposiliOIl or 
Illl'St' l',I(HIPS was plilll;lIily or urhall pl:lIlIll'Is. BI()OIIlC 
('(Hlllly, 101 iIlSlalll"l', W;IS Iht' IIHISI l'XPl'lil'IICl'd alld 
Wl'II-IOlllldl'd org;III1/;JllolI wilh Iwo 01 IIIOIT mhall 
pl:lIlIll'IS wllh asslsi;lIlis. IllIdt'1 t'XCL'11l'1I1 1l';ldl'lship, 111l' 
\'(Hllily had dt'vl'iopL'd :1 1I1;ISIl'I pL1I1 illcludillg !"Iood plaill 
l(lllilig. I~(ll h Y (Ilk :lIld 1.:lIlcaslel ('oullly plallllillg gl<lllpS 
WL'Il' silllil:llly slalTed wit h urhall plalllll'ls, hOWL'vl'1 I hl'y 
did 1101 11;lve a Illasln pl:lI!. Thl' Iri-C(Hlltly an.:a or 
I);lllpilill, ('IIII1IH'llalld, alld Perry coulllies WCIC ill Ihe 
IHOt't'SS 01 dt'velopillg a plall. ThL' rive coullly area 01 
BI:llllord, Susqut'halllla, WYOlllillg, riog;1 alld Sldlivall h;ld 
persollllt'l 11I0hklllS due 10 polilied clashcs, NOIlt' or IhL' 
COUIII it'S 011 j hc Wl'sl Ikllll'h ill PClIlIsylv;IIII;1 wnc wry 
ad ivl' 01 wt'II-lillallccd plallllillg agcllcll'S. rhus, CVl'1I 
Ihough valiollS 1I1l'L'lillgs Wt'lC hl'ld. Ihcy Wt'Il' or lillk 
IIlIpad hl'CllISl' I hl' c'\isIl'IICl' 01 Iluly I)) oi"L-ssiollal pl:lIl-
lIillg grollps W:IS scarcc (V( )igl, I (>7 ~). 
III slllllillary. Ihl' rUllcliollS 10 ht' c:micd oul hy thL' 
SllhCOllllllil Il'l' wnc 1I0t adcqu:llcly pnrorllll'd alld thc 
ollly puhlishcd ill'llIs:11 thc tilllL' Wl'IC a IIcwsll'ltn Ihat 
Ihc Coordillatillg {'Ollllllitll'c kid puhlishcd to tkscrihc 
aspcl'ls or Ihc stlldy proccss, :lIId a hloclllllC c'\plaillillg 
why tht' sludy W:IS IIccdcd. Ncilhl'r a prelilllillary IHlI 
cOllccplllal pl:11I W:IS IHcpalcd alld prl'sellkd to the p"hlic 
alld ill I (j(I(I, whclI Ihe plall rOl"llllliatioll sessiolls hq~:III, 
IIIl' puhlic W:IS 1101 illvikd. AltllOllgh thl' pllhlic was 
gl'lIcl:llly illvited 10 :llll'lld rcglliar ('oortiilJ:ltillg ('0111-
Illilke IIIcl'lillgs 110111 I ()(13-11)(1(1. Ihcir wne 110 spccial 
hcarillgs hcld :11 jhe oulsl'l or Ihe sludy 10 idellliry 
plallllillg ohleclivcs alld crill'lia. Allhough Ihe Corps held 
sl'vl'lal IIICL'lillgs ill I()(I) wilh plallllillg grollps, local, 
slall', ;lIld regiollal ill :111 Iinee slates, becillse or poor 
allclldallce alld jhe ahscllce or "lop lIotch" prol"cssiollal 
org:llli/.:Jliolls. thesl' IIleelillgs Wl're railures. The discus-
ShIllS gCllerally rocused Oil Ihe rok or Ihe deparllllellls, 
slall's :lIld Ihe Coordillalillg COllllllillce ill jhe plallllillg 
IHocess alld I he hope was e'\IHesscd t hal local plallllcrs 
WtHdtl IHovltie illpul 10 Ihc study. The rorllIal public 
p:lllicipatioll plall skl'khed 0111 by Ihe Public Allairs 
SIIIh'lHlllllil lL'e was IIlll :Idhcled 10 alld spccial workshops 
;IIHI Sl'lIlill:ns wnc IIlll used to didl public parlicipatioll. 
Illcd (lITiccs werc 1101 csi;lhlished ill Ihe plallllillg regioll 
10 dckrlllille IlIcal Ilccds :11 III problellls. It was 1I0t Ullt il 
Iqh~ 111:11 cili/l'lI\ groups :lIId plallllillg associatiolls were 
(llll lal'kd (11/ i/ rq~/lI{/r hi/sis whell I he ('mps or L':lIgilleers 
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cOllllacled with thc IJllivcrsily or Miciligall lO 10 silldy 
Pllhlic participalioll III thr hasin, Apparellily prcssurc 
frolll highcr rchcloJls ill t hc I kpartmcn I or I he Army alld 
Ihe spe~:ial lask lorcr stlldy ill 1<H1(1 hmughl ahout Ihis 
challgc, Als() :JI Ihal lilllr, ecolloillic cllicicllcy as a S()1e 
nilcrioll ror evalualioll or w:ller proiccts W:IS beillg 
supplemelllcd wilh Irgiollalislll and cllvironmclltal qual-
ily, alld this challgc produced ;1 sl rOJlgcr conllllil lIlell I to 
puhlic p:nlicipatioll, 
1'1(/11 !'iJfllllllalioll WorksholJ. This group was lIot 
rslahlisllcd ulllil I ()(I(l. AI Ihc 10lh IIlcetillg or the 
('o()Jdill;11 illg ('Ollllllillcc in Wellshoro, Prllllsylvania, JUlie 
23, I ()(l(), il was rrve;dcd I hal I hc Corp had already been 
allcillplillg 10 list v:lrillus allclllalive piallS ror the hasill, 
lip 1II11i1 Ih:11 lillIe, Ihr Coordillatillg Commillee was 1I0t 
aW;lIc 111:11 IlIr Corps or Ellgillccrs had progressed to 
dl'visillg ;Jilcrllalives ror plall rOllllulatioll, 
II W:IS decided at Illis IIlCCtillg tllal a workshop 
sllould hr rormed to cOllsider t he Corps or L\lIgilleers' 
allerll:llive plalls ;lIld Illal the pcople COlllposillg the 
workshop would he lilllilcd 10 20 persolls or less. 
II.S. lh'partllll'lIt of A/',ril'lIltml'-2; Ikp~Irtllll'lIt of 
('Olllllll'ITl'-I; h'dnal Wain Pollulion ('ollirol Ad-
Illillistratioll-2; II0liSill/'. alld IIrhall Ikvdopllll'llt-l; 
Ikparlllll'lll of Illtl'J'ior-4 (I("'frolll Burcau of Out-
door Rl'crl'atioll, Burl'all of Mincs. I"isll ~lIld Wildlik 
('Ollllllissioll, II,S. (;l'ologiral Survey), h'deral POWl'J' 
('Ollllllissioll-I; St;Iks-1 or 2("'; ('orps-2; Illtnstate 
Advisory ('Ollllliittl'l' as l'\-ollicio 1I11'lllhn wilh thl' 
('OlpS ~IS lllall~Ign of tltl' Illl'dillgs alld recordn of 
Iloll's ;11111 data (",,'jrksoll, I ()(,ll), 
III a subseqllelll basi II plallning hrallch meeling, il also was 
decided 111:11 workshop IIleclillgs would 1I0t he opell to the 
puhlic. 
Summary 
To sumillaril.c I his chapter, and to add rurther 
in ror III a t ion, j he rollowing relllarks call be made: 
I. Polilical illteresl groups ill the hasill gell-
erally did 1101 cxerl pressure 011 Ihe cOlllmillees, sub-
COllllllillees and work groups. I I' allY polit ical values were 
exprcssed I hey werc addressed 10 agellcies illvolved ral her 
Ihall 10 a melllbcr or a cOlllmillee. Tradiliollal pressure 
groups I. hal cOllld have had political illi'luence UpOIl I he 
plallllillg process did 1101 cOllcentrate Iheir ellorts upon 
Ihc survey agencies; rather they pressured Ihose groups 
involved in the Illterstate Advisory Committee ellort to 
gain approval ror a rederal-inlcrstate COlli pact. This was 
perhaps because or the reeling that il would he the 
comp:ll't which would evelltually deterlllille the illstitu-
tiollal planlling arrallgelllent alld powers ill the basin. and 
in tllln, the degree or utili/.atioll or the resulls rrom the 
Corps' study. 
I(lAs this study \vas primarily desiglll'd 10 filld (1111 IIIl' nl'l'ds 
;IlId alternalivl's tksirl'd hy thl' lK'ople in Ihl' h;lsin ;Ind as it was 
primarily ('(llliainl'd in till' plan formulation slagl', a full disl'ussion 
willl>l' f"untl in I:tlL'r chapll'rs. 
2. I t was hard to determine how much time a 
member spent on subcommittee work. Several factors 
influenced participation, first, some information require-
ments involved more work than others; for example, the 
Geology Survey had to cover data on groundwater, 
sedimentation, and stream flow, while the National Park 
Service had only to survey historical and archeological 
resources for the establishment of national parks. The 
work of the Geology Survey was therefore much more 
extensive than that of the Park Service. Second, the 
organization of the agency and the position of the study 
participants within that agency determined how much 
time was spent. For example, New York was the most 
coordinated state of the three states involved. People from 
New York, working on the survey, could go to the office 
of the Conservation Commissioner and obtain the neces-
sary data. The study participants from New York were in 
high state positions and this made it easier for them to 
obtain information needed. Pennsylvania, on the other 
hand, was fragmented in authority and there were 
problems with Bureau coordination, even though each 
agency had expertise readily available. More time had to 
be spent coordinating data gathering. Maryland occupied a 
small portion of the basin, and it was relatively simple for 
Maryland to focus all activities through the state Planning 
Department, making data collection easier and involving 
less time. Third, certain representatives were considered 
more expert in their fields of interest and preference 
would be given to them in their particular field. This pro-
vided the opportunity for certain states and agencies to 
constructively dominate a group. The Division of Water 
Resources of New York had an active representative on 
almost all of the subcommittees except public affairs since 
it was in the interest of New York to make sure that its 
goals of regional development would be promoted. In the 
mine drainage area, Pennsylvania dominated, because that 
state was the source of all acid mine drainage pollution. In 
the Water Subcommittee, the Sanitary Water Board 
dominated because members of that agency were con-
sidered professionals in water quality and drainage. 
Maryland took a major interest in three groups-water 
quality, hydrology, and economics because these groups 
represented Maryland's only interests. Fourth, agencies, 
including state agencies, sometimes restrict the utilization 
of information that they have collected. They would 
rather persuade an outside group to do its own research 
and not to borrow "in-house" documents. This process 
could have occurred during the Susquehann'a Study 
thereby affecting the amount of time spent by a member 
on subcommittee and task force work. 
3. All of the subcommittees ordinarily met 
three times a year. However, their meetings became 
infrequent during 1966-1969 as data collection was 
completed and plan formulation required the major 
emphasis. 
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4. As the members were generally considered 
experts in their fields, formal training programs were not 
used to orient or indoctrinate the members. 
5. With respect to effectiveness of partici-
pation among states, New York functioned better than 
the other two. In the Recreation Subcommittee, the 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation and the Bureau of Sport 
Fisheries and Wildlife were the two major agencies, 
however, the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation was very 
weak because of inadequate manpower, and the Bureau of 
Sport Fisheries and Wildlife was unable to participate 
adequately because of insufficient funding. 
The fate of the Public Affairs Subcommittee has 
already been explained although a little rejuvenation 
occurred in that subcommittee because of the Corps of 
Engineers efforts. 
In the Water Subcommittee, the professionals from 
the Corps, Geological Survey, Soil Conservation Service, 
and Federal Water Pollution Control Administration, were 
the main participants in the areas of sanitary engineering 
and drainage. With regard to the Mine Drainage Work 
Group, the Department of Mines and Mineral Industries 
did not participate fully. Instead the mining industry and 
the State of Pennsylvania were most interested. 
One innovation with regard to participation was the 
concertive effort on the part of the states to unite against 
the Corps of Engineers demanding that the report not be a 
Corps of Engineers report but rather a Coordinating 
Committee report. The several states and federal agencies 
wanted to reserve the right to fIle dissenting opinions if 
they disagreed with the final report. This suggestion on 
the part of the states was resisted by the Corps because it 
felt that it was given the mandate by Congress to conduct 
the study, and that such a suggestion would in essence 
oppose the Corps' policy. The states felt that if the federal 
government wanted the study to be a partnership venture, 
then the states would have to be granted the right to 
dissent. It was this maneuver on the part of the states. 
particularly New York, that fostered better coopera tion a ( 
both subcommittee and Coordinating Committee levels, 
Finally, it may be stated that the Department or 
Commerce, Bureau of Public Roads, Housing and Urban 
Development played minor roles in comparison to the 
Corps of Engineers, Soil Conservation Service, Deparl-
ment of Interior (all members included) and the three 
states. 

CHAPTER 3 
DATA COLLECTION 
Background 
Collection of basic data was undertaken from ] 96] 
to 1966 as one of the first steps after initial funding of the 
Susquehanna Stu dy. A portion of time from 196] to 
1963 w~s spe.nt ?y the Corps of Engineers' basin planning 
branch 111 takmg 111ventory of available sources of informa-
tion. Als~, at t.hat time, from 1961 until a draft report 
was submItted 111 1964, the National Planning Association 
was. engaged in an economic base study for the Corps of 
Engmeers and the Federal Water Pollution Control 
Administration. In this economic base study an assess-
ment was made of economic development and popUlation 
of the study area, and a determination of the factors 
,:hich influence the area's economic activity and popUla-
tion changes. A base line was established in the study 
which related the current uses of water and land resources 
to the changes in the economy, thus making it possible to 
~a~e projections for the future. These projections, 
1l1dIcated expected future changes in the size, age, and sex 
characteristics in the popUlation, the type and magnitude 
of employment, and levels of future need for water 
resource goods and services (SRBS Coordinating Com-
mittee, 1970, p. A-III-2). 
Data collection was required throughout the first 
phase of the study in order to assess needs. Several studies 
were made by the various agencies. As stated in the Corps' 
report: 
In addition to the economic study, considerable 
data had to be collected to serve as basic information 
and inputs to the many engineering studies under-
taken .. Dat~ such as measurement of river mileages, 
determInatIon of channel cross sections, high water 
marks, real estate evaluations and cost data, tax 
losses caused by development, geologic data on 
subsurface conditions, estimation of soil character-
isti~s, sediment and groundwater data, basic hydro-
log~c ,data necessary to the understanding of the 
baSIn s water frequency-yield storage relationships 
and flow rou.ting studies, preparation of maps, 
charts, and aenal photo mosiacs, location and value 
of pro~er~ies subject to flood damages, and many 
other SImilar types of data and information were 
req uired prior to decision making phase of the 
c~mprehensive study (SRBS Coordinating Com-
mIttee, 1970, p. A-III-2). 
To illustrate more closely, the scheme used to 
determine data needs was the following: 
1. The National Planmng Association was first 
to perform an economic base study which would indicate 
the growth of the subregions in the basin. The figures 
derived from the study would be used by other agencies in 
determining the demands to be placed upon particular 
aspects of water and land resources. For example, the 
Federal Water Pollution Control Administration would 
utilize the National Planning Association popUlation 
projections as an indication of the demand placed upon 
municipal and industrial water supply. 
2. In applying the National Planning Associa-
tion projections, each agency would decide either on its 
own. or in cooperation with other agencies assigned to the 
same study topic, what should be the desired guides and 
standards to be utilized in the study to insure that future 
demands would be met. 
3. Each agency, would then apply its own 
procedure for data collection to determine the existing 
availability of the resource with the demand placed upon 
it. The procedure for data collection would first involve 
an inven tory process either through the use of past 
records, or utilizing another agency for source material. It 
could also involve direct field investigation of a site", or for 
the purpose of in terviewing community and county level 
planning personnel. The procedure would then involve an 
analytical processing of data either by statistics or 
mathematical modeling. 
4. If a particular data source were unavailable, 
the agency would conduct its own substudy or else have 
another group research the needed information. In tllis 
case, a representative from the responsible agency would 
go back to his office, and with others on his agency's 
staff, produce the needed information in the form of a 
substudy report.! The report would either be presen ted to 
the subcommittee at its meetings (if it was not extensive 
or technical), or in other cases, to the Coordinating 
Committee for verification. State members would follow 
the same procedure by utilizing records at the state. 
regional, or district level. As an example, since the 
National Planning Association did not separate rural 
I The substudies, or special reports conducted were of two 
types: the first type would contain data with conclusions and 
recommendations. The content of these substudies could Iw 
changed by the authorizing agency as a result of review and 
comment made by other agencies. The other type of substudy 
would contain basic data, but would not be subject to chan!!l' ;1\ a 
result of agency review. 
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p, pulation growth figures from population projections, 
lite Department of Agriculture had the Economic Re-
search Service predict the population in the rural areas. 
5. By associating with the different agencies 
and states in the subcommittee, it was hoped by the Corps 
of Engineers that the various data resources from the 
different groups would be used, and furthermore that 
each agency would know what the other one was doing 
under a particular topic. 
6. When the agency report or substudy draft 
would be completed, the agency would submit the report 
to its representative on the Coordinating Committee, who 
would in turn, submit it to the executive secretary of the 
Coordinating Committee. Copies would be made for 
Coordinating Committee members, and other concerned 
groups represented on the subcommittee for comment. 
The comments would be received by the originating 
agency, evaluated, and in most cases, implemented. The 
revisions and comments would be submitted to the 
Coordinating Committee for approval. However, if no 
agreement could be reached, it would be up to the 
disagreeing agency's representative on the Coordinating 
Committee and the originating agency to solve their 
differences. 
7. The scope of the data collection program 
was largely determined by the plan of survey, by the 
directives from the Corps of Engineers Basin Planning 
Branch, by the agencies and states themselves, and by 
time and money constraints. 
The information needs and assignments were as 
follows: 
Bureau of Mines 
Minerals economic sutvey* 
Water requirements for mineral industries* 
Mineral resources * 
Mineral industrial water requirements and waste 
water* 
Corps of Engineers 
Storage potential* 
Preliminary economic projections* 
Unit hydrographs and flood routing* 
Standard projection of probable maximum flood * 
Flood damage-mainstem and major tributary* 
Study of existing flood control measures and 
possible flood damage reduction alternatives 
Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife 
Status of fish and wildlife resources* 
Needs, problems and possible solutions related to 
fish and wildlife resources* 
National Planning Association 
Economic base study of the Susquehanna Basin 
*The star after the titles indicates a substudy for that 
portion of the data requirements. 
United States Geological Survey 
Groundwater resources-Lower Susquehanna * 
Groundwater resources-Juniata River* 
Groundwater and sedimentation data sheets* 
Preliminary appraisal of stream sediment* 
Groundwater of the Upper Susquehanna* 
Groundwater in New York* 
United States Department of Agriculture 
Inventory of potential upstream reservoir sites* 
Floodwater damages in upstream watersheds* 
Agricultural water requirements* 
Impact studies of proposed reservoir sites* 
Land treatment and management* 
Inventory of land resources to provide a base for 
determining soil, erosion, land use and cover 
Estimate of land use adjustment and treatment 
needed on open and forest land 
Estimate of benefits expected from installation of 
land treatment measures 
Economic Research Service 
Information on past and present agricultural pro-
duction and marketing and agricultural 
economy of the basin 
Estimate of the agricultural production and land 
needs for present and future 
Non-Agricultural land requirement for urban, high-
way, and water oriented recreation use for 
present and future 
Forest Service 
Analysis of forest land use, ownership, condition, 
and the relationship of condition to the water 
resource 
Treatment needs to improve the hydrologic condi-
tion of forested areas,a suggested program 
and estimated costs. 
Soil Conservation Service 
Inventory of soils, erosion, land capability classes, 
land use, and cover condition for open land 
Estimate of land use adjustment and treatment 
needs, land management, extent of land treat-
ment and costs for the open land. Considera-
tion is given to potential recreation land needs 
and treatments. 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
Appraisal of general outdoor recreation situation in 
basin with future needs and demands for 
water related recreation in the Susquehanna 
River Basin 
Survey of existing and potential areas and facilities 
Public Health Service 
Public health aspects of water resource development 
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National Park Service 
Evaluation of basin's historical and archeological 
resources and recommended sites for areas of 
national significance 
Federal Power Commission 
Study of the market for and value of potential 
power from projects in the Susquehanna River 
Basin 
Federal Water Pollution Control Administration 
Water supply and water quality control flow 
requirements 
New York 
Needs and capabilities for development of storage 
potential* 
Each of the states were compiling information to 
help them organize comprehensive resource plans for the 
state, thus at the same time, several studies were con-
ducted on state level by state personnel to help collect 
data not only for the Susquehanna Survey but also for the 
particular regional state study. 
Physical and Economic Data 
The basic data collection phase was divided into 
three parts: 1) a study of the physical and economic 
environment, 2) an establishment of needs and, 3) an 
analysis of possible solutions (SRBS Coordinating 
Committee, 1963). 
In the economic base study, the study area had to 
be related to the economy of the nation and to the larger 
region in which it was located so that national and 
regional figures could be applied to a subregion. The 
national and state projections of the National Planning 
Association were used as a frame of reference. These 
projections agreed with the growth rates recommended by 
the Water Resources Council. The Susquehanna River 
Basin was broken down into economic subregions, which 
corresponded to the three-state base area of Maryland, 
Pennsylvania, and New York. These economic subregions 
were delineated on the basis of the characteristics of the 
commodity flows and the commuting patterns of the 
labor force. An attempt was made to minimize inter-
regional retail and wholesale trade and commuting of the 
labor force in the delineation. Those industries producing 
for export outside the region were subjected to separate 
interregional analysis. 
Inasmuch as the population growth of a particular 
economic subregion was dependent upon the job oppor-
tunities of that region, the first step in the economic 
*The star aftcr the titles indicates a substudy for that 
portion of the data requircments. 
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study was an examination of the employment situatioll. 
The industries in each subregion and the employment 
associated with those industries were divided into two 
basic groups. First, there were the so-called export 
industries. These were primarily the commodilY-
producing industries, and a major part of their production 
was shipped outside of the economic subregion. The other 
industry group was designated as the residentiary in-
dustry. In this category were the industries whose goods 
and services were consumed primarily within the eco-
nomic subregion. 
Each subregion was analyzed to determine the 
comparative advantage of the region for specific export 
industries. In making the projections of the export 
industries, each industry was examined to determine what 
factors would affect its growth in the future (i.e., waler 
supply, land availability, water quality). It was thcn 
examined to determine the extent to which those factors 
were presen 1. 
Once the employment projections were completed, 
the popUlation of each subregion was projected. First, a 
closed projection was made. This was done by calculating 
the changes which would have taken place in the 1960 
population resulting from births and deaths only, leaving 
out migration. The closed population was then comparcd 
to job opportunities, taking into consideration the his-
torical relationship between employment and population, 
and assuming a certain unemployment rate in each 
subregion. In subregions where the calculated closcd 
population was larger than could be supported by the job 
opportunities, some of the popUlation was considered 10 
have migrated. In other subregions where the job oppor-
tunities exceeded the proper relationship to the closed 
population, in-migration was assumed. 
After similar categories were analyzed, projections 
were made for each category ... i.e., projection for 1 he 
export industries of each subregion, projections for 
employment increase, and projections for employmcnt 
density. The projections for each category enabled (he 
ranking of subregions with respect to particular charac lcr-
istics. The ranking of subregions was based upon three 
characteristics: 1) the percentage increase in total employ-
ment from 1960 to ] 970, 2) the density of employmcn t 
per square mile; and, 3) the distribution of industrics 
which tend to be heavy water users. 
Several problems were inherent in utilizing I he 
"economic base" model for the Susquehanna Basin Study. 
The first criticisms came from "in-house" sourCl'S 
questioning the reliability and accuracy of the projcc I i () Il 
method. The coordinator of the National Planning 
Association study noted the following: 
The projections which are contained in the prelim-
inary report on the Susquehanna River Basin have 
serious limitations because of the procedures used 
both in compiling the basic data series and in the 
method of making projections. .... There is not 
available published data series which we can start 
working with. Building such a series is time con-
suming. Data must be gathered from numerous 
'>ources and adjusted so that the definitions are 
comparable. The series upon which these results are 
based was constructed rapidly. Consequently, in-
dividual items in the series, and so the projections 
have a large probable error. 
the projection method used is a purely mechani-
cal onc. The general procedure was to look at the 
experience of each subregion within the basin during 
the 1950-60 decade. We then assumed that the 
competitive position of an industry in any given 
subregion, with respect to the three-state region, will 
remain the same during 1960-70 as it was during the 
1950-60 period. Therefore, the change in the em-
ployment in an industry in a given subregion will be 
proportional to the change in employment in that 
industry in the three-state region which includes the 
Susquehanna Basin and the City of Baltimore. 
We do not agree that this projection method 
provides a high degree of reliability. It is a method 
for making projections rapidly, and it allowed us to 
provide the Corps of Engineers with the information 
that they wanted (SRBS Coordinating Committee, 
1963). 
Data was only available from 1960 census data and 
therefore there was no information which would enable 
examination of the historical experiences in the area. 
Studies from midwestern states were used instead, not 
taking into account the possible differences that could 
exist between the areas. 
These and other criticisms were made about the lack 
of detail and reliability of the projections by various 
groups including particularly the Interstate Advisory 
Committee. 
1. Provision has not been made to examine the 
supply side of the basin's economy in suffi-
cient detail .... 
2. Inadequate attention is being given to special 
industry studies other than mining. 
3. Knowledge has not been sought systematically 
nor thoroughly from key industrial personnel, 
business leaders or state officials familiar with 
community and industrial conditions, goals, 
and programs. 
4. There are no provisions to re-appraise the 
study and forecasts from time to time in 
future years. 
5. There is not an attempt to translate the 
economic projections into demands for water 
and related land resources use. 
6. There is an uncommital attitude toward con-
sidering state and regional development and 
subsidy programs, adequacy of local financing 
and business initiative, availability of indus-
trial sites, inventories of community assets 
and liabilities, comparative cost studies, etc., 
all of which can have an effect upon the 
employment trends of a region ". (Hanlon, 
no date). 
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Remembering that one of the major objectives in 
plan formulation was to consider the desires of the 
people,2 one can hardly state that the objective was met 
since the economic base study did not include input from 
local industrial personnel and business leaders. An ap-
praisal of what might happen to key firms in some areas 
of the basin should have been of great importance to the 
economic study, but such information was not forth-
coming because no personal contact was made with key 
men in such establishments. Lists of key businessmen had 
been sent to the association during March and April of 
1964, but these people were not contacted about the 
study. 
The National Planning Association prepared projec-
tions on the assumption that water quality and quantity 
would be available as needed to meet the needs of the 
changing economy of the area. It included a section 
conSidering the adverse effects of the failure to develop 
water resources as needed, but this was a hypothetical 
examination and did not deal with any specific region. It 
appears that the report did not adequately evaluate the 
effect on the projections, that conditions such as a severe 
water shortage would have. In other words, all of the 
possible demands placed upon the water supply were not 
analyzed adequately. 
It had been speCUlated by some that the limited 
scope of data collection activities was not determined in 
any systematic way. The limit on data available was part 
of the problem. For example, the study used] 950 to 
1960 data plus the 1960 census report to make projec-
tions to 2020, even though this method of projection 
could produce very misleading results (Amman, 1964). 
There were also time constraints and financial 
constraints. Because of a change in long-range population 
projections made by the Census Bureau, the National 
Planning Association incurred delays in revising its nation-
al and regional projections. Those working on the study 
complained about the schedule: 
We are all well aware that the report is well overdue. 
Part of this is due to an unrealistic time schedule 
which was set at the beginning of the study, and part 
is due to various other factors (SRBS Coordinating 
Committee, 1966). 
The states wanted more "grass roots" work, and the 
interviewing of planning groups in the state, but there was 
not enough money. The Corps, working within its own 
tight budget, could not apportion extra funds to the 
National Planning Association. 3 
2Refer to Chapter 2 for listing of objectives. 
3The Corps of Engineers had only certain amounts of 
money to spend, and in fact money became so tight that if it were 
not for the willingness of the Interstate Advisory Committee to 
underwrite the cost for the film for the public affairs program-
such a film might not have been produced (Voigt, 1973). 
Another economic study was done by the Battelle 
Memorial Institute, a private research organization under a 
contract with a group of public utilities.4 This study was 
to: 1) attempt to determine whether computer models 
could be used for making economic projections in the 
basin with special interest given to the furnishing of 
electricity in the basin, 2) develop an actual model, and 3) 
perform an analysis of the economic base study of the 
National Planning Association (Voigt, 1973). 
The structure of the basin's economy provided two 
natural divisions for the model: the first divided the basin 
into economic subregions, and the second divided each of 
the subregions into groups of interrelated variables or 
subsectors; i.e., employment, population, electric power, 
etc. 
In specifying subregions, it was desirable that each 
be as economically independent as possible from other 
subregions. Such independency would eliminate the need 
of tying the growth or decline of one to the others. It was 
desirable also that the river flow through a subregion 
rather than be a border between two subregions. This 
feature allowed interpretation of water variables along a 
reach of river in light of the economy of one subregion, 
rather than two. 
Changes in the basin, births, deaths, migration, age 
classes, and popUlation represented the demographic 
subsector of a subbasin. All of the elements comprising 
the demographic subsector were related to the employ-
ment, water and electric subsectors. Population level 
would affect the consumption of electric power. It would 
also affect both water use and pollution in the water 
subsector, as well as some of the minor subsectors of 
lesser importance to the overall economy, such as 
recreation. 
Through the process of simulation, each of the 
subsectors was subjected to sensitivity analysis. 
The preliminary reports of both the Battelle Insti-
tute and the National Planning Association were finished 
in 1964 and a comparison of the two studies raised many 
questions. In general, the projections of the NPA were 
significan tly higher. 
The Battelle Study attempts to incorporate directly 
in their projection model a consideration of the 
effects of water quantity and quality on economic 
development. In the comprehensive studies of the 
Public Health Service and the Corps of Engineers, 
the National Planning Association will prepare pro-
jections on the assumption that water quantity and 
4The network was composed of Baltimore Gas and Electric, 
Delmarva Power and Light, Luzerne Electric Division of United 
Gas Improvement, Metropolitan Edison, New York State Electric 
and Gas, Pennsylvania Electric, Pennsylvania Power and Light, 
Philadelphia Electric, Public Service Electric and Gas, and Western 
Pcnnsy lvania Power. 
quality will be available as needed to meet the needs 
of the changing economy of the area at current 
rela tive costs (De Graff, 1964). 
In summary, the major complaints with respect t l) 
the economic base study stemmed from the questionable 
procedures used in obtaining and analyzing the data, an d 
the lack of data. The National Planning Association Study 
was based on 1960 figures, and viewed the economic 
growth trend to 1975 to be an extension of past trends. 
Some of the forecasts were rendered obsolete and 
erroneous before the final Coordinating Committee report 
was released. This was especially true of popUlation 
projections which failed to consider "zero popUlation 
growth," a goal which has been stressed recently. 
Social and Political Data 
Social and political data that would give an indi-
cation as to what the people desired in the planning 
process were derived principally from hearings, interviews, 
and forums conducted throughout the basin. 
Background 
During the year 1963, seven hearings had been held 
by the Corps of Engineers; three each in New York and 
Pennsylvania, and one in Maryland. The purpose of these 
hearings was not necessarily to identify planning objec-
tives and criteria so much as to meet the people and 
establish good relations. A significant feature of all seven 
hearings was the sharing of the chair by the Corps with 
officials from the states. The following statement presenls 
a good indication of what the hearings were like: 
Spokesmen for official agencies provided the Corps 
with substantial material, but .. , little of a meaty 
nature was produced by others (Interstate Advisory 
Committee, 1963). 
Only one of the meetings could be called controversial. 
This was the Corps' hearing in Oneonta, New York, in 
October 1963, which disclosed some local attitudes that 
were very hostile to the Corps. Two flood control 
reservoirs previously had been authorized by Congress for 
construction in the Susquehcmna Basin in the proximity 
of Oneonta. The hearings pertained to a bill subsequently 
introduced in Congress for the purpose of deauthorizing 
the two reservoirs. Sixteen persons made statements at the 
hearing, thirteen of which were outspoken in opposition 
to the dams. A substantial majority of these favored P. L. 
566 small watershed projects in lieu of the two authorized 
dams (Interstate Advisory Committee, 1963). 
Besides the seven hearings, the public was able 10 
attend some of the Coordinating Committee meetings 
which were open until 1966 when plan formulatiun 
began. The seventh meeting of the Coordinating COIll-
mittee was the only one especially aimed at integratillg 
the public and local planners with those involved in I Ill' 
planning study. This meeting consisted of a series () I' 
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fermal statements from planning participants about their 
'urpose for the overall plan, and the hope that local 
planners would provide information for the study. 
In 1963, because of the lack of participation at the 
public hearings and the Coordinating Committee meet-
ings, and because of the ineffectiveness of the Public 
Affairs Subcommittee, the Coordinating Committee held 
a closed door meeting in mid-July, 1968, to get the 
"Susquehanna show on the road." At this point, the 
Corps of Engineers exerted a strong effort to push the 
public information process ahead because the environ-
mental movement had suddenly emerged on a nationwide 
scale and the Corps of Engineers, as a result was in the 
process of being reviewed by federal government for 
approval, and another reason that the Corps pushed so 
hard may have been that they were driving to get the 
comprehensive survey approved before establishment of 
the Susquehanna commission. If that would have hap-
pened, the Corps could then have gone ahead and 
submitted the survey without having to go through a 
commission.5 
At any rate, there was an interest in having informal 
and off-the-record unpublicized meetings of the Corps 
staff, with staffs of regional planning and development 
groups. And, in July of 1968, the Corps of Engineers 
authorized an exploratory study by a research team from 
the University of Michigan which was designated to assist 
in the development and evaluation of an approach for 
improving communication between the public and the 
government agencies. 
Michigan study 
Since the resources available to the University of 
Michigan study team would not permit coverage of the 
entire basin, a five county subarea was designated for the 
pilot program focus.6 This area included the counties of 
Steuben, Chemung, Tioga, and Broome in New York; and 
Tioga in Pennsylvania. Later the State of New York, 
Division of Water Resources, funded an extension of the 
project in order to expand its coverage to all nine New 
York counties in the Susquehanna Basin. The Michigan 
participation study occurred at the time when the 
Coordinating Committee was reaching the point of 
scheduling programs for public discussion on the plan 
formulation development prospectus. 
5Chances are that if the Corps could have gond straight to 
Congress, the whole survey would have been approved. Now the 
Corps must go through the commission, and if a project does not 
fit the commissions comprehensive plan, chances are that the 
project will not be built (Voigt, 1973). 
6This is to say that analysis of the public interest attempt 
was done only for the State of New York and a portion of 
Pennsylvania. The public interest process was however carried on 
t hro ughou t the whole basin. 
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A series of basic propositions regarding the two-way 
communication process was the basis of the research 
strategy employed by the Michigan team. First, it was 
asserted that a series of linked contacts between members 
of the public and planning agency professionals was 
necessary to achieve useful interchanges of information. 
Second, it was felt that some common level of awareness 
about perceived problems, needs, and possible solutions 
was essential for a productive dialog process to evolve. 
And finally, it was asserted that opportunities for a 
mutual exchange of information should be structured so 
as to facilitate the active participation (in terms of 
opinion and preference expression) of those involved. 
The Michigan Communication-Public Participation 
Study, as it was designated, was exploratory since the 
research was conducted during the concluding one and 
one-half years of the overall six-year Susquehanna Basin 
planning study, and it was focused upon just the 
alternative plan evaluation component of the entire 
planning effort. The research team's goal was to evolve the 
types of framework hypotheses contained in the public 
involvement process model and procedural guidelines. It 
was intended that the study should remain flexible and 
open to innovations in the approaches tried. Therefore, 
the evaluative findings were to be viewed as indicative of 
future directions that might be taken, rather than as 
conclusive recommendations. 
Several significant questions raised by the research 
strategy could not be investigated because of time and 
money limitations. Such questions included the degree to 
which local water resource opinion leaders could serve as a 
means for securing adequate and representative overall 
public involvement in plan formulation. The research 
team's approach, which utilized such opinion leaders as 
the primary means for local contact, was considered to be 
reasonable in light of the desired results (i.e., broader 
dissemination of water resources information and more 
active participation in reviewing plan proposals by inter-
ested members of the local public). 
The question of who should be included geographi-
cally and functionally in the category of the "affected 
local public" was also an important one. However, it was 
not possible to investigate this question either. The 
definition of "local public" was determined both by the 
frame of reference used by the local people contacted, 
and by the jurisdictional boundaries of various govern-
mental units. 
It was hypothesized that a linked series of contacts 
between members of the public and agency planning 
personnel would be instrumental in establishing more 
clearly congruent perceptions regarding both water re-
source problems and the knowledgability of major groups 
involved in the planning process. An increase in such 
shared perceptions was seen as essential for developing an 
improved communication process. Following completion 
of the public information program, the research team 
found a significant convergence in the public and agency 
participant's rankings of perceived water resource 
problems, and in the perceived knowledgability of state 
and regional leaders and of local community leaders about 
area water problems. 
Second, it was hypothesized that following their 
experience with more direct types of public information 
and involvement mechanisms, both agency staff and local 
opinion leaders would tend to evaluate these more highly 
as information dissemination mechanisms and sources for 
acquiring information. This expectancy was confirmed by 
follow-up questionnaires. 
Finally, it was felt that workshop-type meetings 
would be most effective in meeting the Coordinating 
Committee's objectives of information dissemination and 
local involvement in the plan review process. The pre and 
post opinionnaire responses of those attending such 
meetings indicated that the meetings did, to a Significant 
degree, serve these functions for the participants. In 
addition, the Coordinating Committee members and staff 
regarded the workshops as the i110St effective component 
of the program in terms of the extent to which their 
program objectives had been fulfilled (i.e., in terms of 
informing the public, but not necessarily in incorporating 
public suggestions in the plan). 
The endorsement of the approach was generally 
qualified by the view that the workshops should be linked 
together in a series format and should occur throughout 
the planning process, not just in the final plan review 
process as was the case in the Susquehanna Study. 
In promoting contact between agency planners and 
local residents, the following techniques were used: 
1. Initial contacts by the research team with Sus-
quehanna Study staff members and with local opinion 
leaders in the study area. Contacts with the local 
residents, that is, those of perceived influence in the area, 
consisted of: a) an introductory letter explaining the 
study intent, b) an interview, and c) a questionnaire. 
2. Provision of mailed information to local opinion 
leaders, including results of questionnaire findings. The 
first set of information explained what was happening in 
the study. The second set of information pertained to 
prospectus discussion workshops sponsored by local or-
ganizations in various sectors of the basin. Prior to a 
workshop meeting, the local sponsor would mail out 
invitations to groups of community leaders and organiza-
tion representatives. To establish a basis for the workshop, 
the invitations included pertinent description materials 
about the various project and program alternatives being 
considered by the planners for that vicinity of the basin. 
Prior to the public forums, news packets were sent 
to newspapers throughout the basin by the Coordinating 
Committee. These packets included written materials and 
graphical representations of the proposals that the Co-
ordinating Committee (particularly the plan formulation 
workshop) had under consideration. 
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3. Workshop meetings held in subareas of the basin 
and attended by a mixture of technical staff representa-
tives and local opinion leaders. This was intended to 
achieve face to face small group interaction among agency 
planners and local opinion leaders. 
These meetings were informal. Following a brief 
presentation by the planning agency highlighting tile 
planning proposals under consideration for the vicinity, 
the attendees were broken down into smaller subgroups 
(usually 10-15 people) to pursue discussions on topical 
aspects of the plan. The agendas included sessions on 
water supply, waste disposal, flood control, recreation, 
upland watershed development, acid mine problems, etc. 
Following the smaller group meetings, the general meeting 
would reconvene, and summaries of small group disclls-
sions would be made by the moderators of these 
discussions. 
Workshops were held in Bel Air, Maryland; Harris-
burg, Altoona, Emporium, Lewisburg, Scranton, Wells-
boro, and Towanda, Pennsylvania; and at Corning, 
Binghamton, Oneonta, and Cortland, New York. 
Attendance at the meetings ranged from 18 to 71. Despi te 
the attempt of the Corps to incorporate public response in 
the planning effort (at this time a prospectus had not been 
formed and the Corps had hoped to find ou t general 
information about alternatives desired by the people) the 
following comment by Colonel Love describes the result: 
My greatest disappointment in the whole study was 
the very little amount of real public participation 
that we were able to obtain. I am afraid that as a 
result, I really question whether it was worth the 
effort (and the money) that we put into it. We ran 
into an awful lot of the old business of public 
participation only when an individual or group were 
threatened, usually, by a structural recommendation 
in the report. The altruistic public effort, with a few 
exceptions was simply not forthcoming. I remember 
the Susquehanna Inter-League of Women Voters was 
one of the brighter exceptions (Love, 1973). 
An example was the Tioga County Workshop held 
in Wellsboro, Pennsylvania, on January 4, 1969. The 
meeting was on a Saturday from 10:00 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. 
Altogether, 32 local people and 15 federal and state 
representatives were there. There were also 7 observers 
present who were affiliated with New York state regional 
boards in the basin. The general process described above 
was followed. Results were: first, the expressed expec-
tations of the local participants and agency representatives 
were neither clearly defined or congruent. Most local 
people had attended primarily to hear agency personnel 
present the facts, rather than to express their own 
opinions, suggestions and preferences. Local attendees 
were largely concerned with obtaining information on t\\lO 
very salient water resource concerns: a) progress on tile 
two authorized Corps of Engineers large reservoir projec I s 
in Tioga County, and b) water quality standards as they 
affected local industry. Second, the agency people ex-
pected mainly to listen to local comments and answer 
questions about the proposals. The agency representatiVL's 
Vl'l ,.; cnncerned with the future oriented planning issues 
encompassed in their study, rather than those concerns of 
the people. This discrepancy in subject orientation led to 
feelings of frustration and dissatisfaction on both groups' 
parts. The local people felt their concerns were being 
evaded and their questions left unanswered. Agency 
people felt local participants were not interested in taking 
part in the planning process (University of Michigan 
Institute for Water Research, 1970). 
4. Public fornm meetings held at locations through-
out the basin to provide opportunities for all interested 
members of the public to receive information on the plan 
proposals. These forums focused on a broader segment of 
the public than did the workshops. A format, somewhat 
like the traditional public hearing, was followed except 
for the following differences: a) a more informal style of 
presenting the materials on the plan proposals being 
considered; b) a more informal question and answer 
procedure; and c) a stress on the tentative nature of the 
proposals at the time of the forums, with focus being on 
obtaining feedback from the public to further refine these 
proposals. The total number of forums were nine: 
Wilkes-Barre, Towanda, Huntington, Lock Haven, and 
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania; Oneonta, Binghamton, and 
Elmira, New York; and Baltimore, Maryland. The nine 
forums ranged from 69 to 631 local attendees. 
The following is a comparison of the two forms: 
Forum Workshop 
Size Average 100 Average 40 
Attendance Broad public Opinion leaders and 
planners 
Leader Coordina ting Plan formulation work-
Committee shop 
lnter- Formal presen- Small group 
action tations with discussions 
questions 
Responsi- Local sponsoring or-
bility for Coordinating ganizations or com-
meetings Committee mittees, and local 
people as leaders 
The forums tended to be met with the same type of 
public reaction as the workshop, and major concern 
focused upon on-going projects and their status in the 
plan, rather than with the plan itself. 
Evaluations were performed by: 
1. Personal interview and questionnaire contacts 
with Susquehanna staff members and local 
opinion leaders prior to and following com-
pletion of the public information program; 
2. An experimental workshop to test the pro-
posed procedures and to provide members of 
the Susquehanna study staff with experience 
in using the workshop technique; 
3. Pre and post meeting opinionnaires issued to 
participants at the workshops held during the 
public information program to provide data 
on the effectiveness of the meetings. 
The major result of the University of Michigan 
study was the discovery of differences in perceptions of 
priority relating to water problem categories. 
This attempt, to try to find out about the social and 
political values of the people, was an innovative effort on 
the part of the Corps of Engineers. However, the approach 
can be criticized on one major point: the attempt was too 
late, as the Corps of Engineers were well into the planning 
phase of the survey. The following observations are made 
about the process: 
a. Public hearings, although they were held at 
the outset of the study, were merely to meet 
with the people, not to identify planning 
objectives and criteria. The results of these 
hearings were not successful. 
b. A formal public participation plan had not 
been prepared at the outset and used. 
c. Workshops and seminars were used, but not 
until 1968. 
d. 
e. 
Brochures and written announcements were 
published on the planning study - a few 
between 1965-1967. It was not until 1968 
that a major thrust was made in notifying the 
public. 
Special movies were prepared, but the primary 
backing for this came from the Interstate 
Advisory Committee in 1965, not the Corps 
of Engineers. 
Differences in Perception of Priority to Water Problem Categories 
Source and Basis 
of Rankings 
Coordinating Committee 
(own evaluation) 
Coordinating Committee 
(what local people would think) 
Local residents of Broome 
and Tioga Counties 
1 st Priority 
Flood control 
Water supply 
Pollution 
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2nd Priority 3rd Priority 
Water supply Pollution 
Flood control Pollution 
Recreation Water supply 
f. Radio, television, and newspaper announce-
ments were made, but again the major thrust 
was in 1968. 
g. A public advisory board was not established 
to assist in plan formulation and a public 
relations office did not exist. 
h. Public addresses were made by the planning 
staff, but not until 1968 on a large scale. 
i. The public was not invited to attend the plan 
formulation workshop meetings, although it 
could attend the "open" Coordinating Com-
mittee meetings up until 1967. 
j. Citizens could meet with the planners, yet this 
did not happen on an organized basis until 
]968. 
k. Local offices, sponsored by the Coordinating 
Committee were not established at various 
locations in the region for more intimate 
contact with local needs and problems of the 
public. 
Several other criticisms may be made: 
1. The workshop, in 1968-1969, held "workshop 
meetings" with the public prior to the "alternative 
formulation stage" of the plan formulation workshop 
plan. Although these meetings were held to find out what 
alternatives the public wanted, the public could not 
identify what alternatives they wanted because there was 
nothing to choose from. 
2. The public forums were held close to the end of 
the planning stage, hence coming too late to allow 
incorporation of major changes other than for minor 
structural measures. As far as proposed changes involving 
structural measures were concerned, the decision was 
almost always to postpone a project, not to cancel it. 
Citizens were only moderately confident that their ex-
pressed preferences would be incorporated in the final 
plan. 
3. There was difficulty in differentiating between 
technical decisions based on accepted factual knowledge 
and choices based on value judgments regarding the 
desirability of various alternative solutions. Thus, because 
the planning agencies usually had the major role in 
collecting and collating technical data, the local public 
was often excluded from making legitimate value de-
cisions, and one of the crucial decisions that planners had 
to make was deciding which issues were technical judg-
ments, and which were value judgments. There needed to 
be a shared perception about which issues were value 
judgments. 
Several good results happened as a result of the 
public information program that might not have happened 
otherwise: 
1. Despite poor attendance at the workshops, these 
meetings were instrumental in influencing the planning 
staff. Forty to fifty changes were made in the prospectus 
to meet preferences. These changes were mainly those 
involving in-stream use categories and not reservoir project 
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changes. The few changes that involved major structur~11 
measures resulted mainly from the influence of non-loCiI 
entities (states). 
2. The forums produced about 15 to 20 additional 
adjustments (Havlick, 1969-70). 
Data to establish needs 
Demand data were prepared, based on the Natiollal 
Planning Association's economic base study which in-
cluded county level population projections. Projections in 
water use were developed from projections in popUlation 
and economic growth. 
In estimating municipal and industrial requirements, 
the Federal Water Pollution Control Administration tabu-
lated community and source facility water data eady in 
the study and published a working report of this 
tabulation in June 1964. The Health Departments of New 
York, Pennsylvania, and Maryland, and the Basic Data 
Branch, Division of Water Supply and Pollution Control, 
Public Health Service cooperated. 
Irrigation and agricultural water needs were eval-
uated and included as one type of industrial water LIse. 
The Department of Agriculture projected rural popula-
tion, livestock population, land use, and water require-
ments per capita and for livestock. Estimates of irrigation 
water requirements were made for the average and the ~o 
percent chance rainfall year. 
Present and future quantities of water used for rural 
domestic purposes was estimated by an evaluation of 
population and water use trends based upon a Department 
of Agriculture report entitled, "Susquehanna River Basi n 
Projections of Rural and Farm Population, Agricul tural 
Employment and Income 1970-1985-2020", Upper 
Darby, Pennsylvania, May 1964. Rural area farm and 
non-farm population was projected utilizing a report hy 
the Pennsylvania Department of Internal Affairs. 
To determine water used by livestock, two estimates 
were made: the first involved livestock production and the 
second, the rate of water required per unit. Prima ry 
reliance was placed on the DeLaval Handbook 1964, and 
the Yearbook of Agriculture for data to make these 
estimates. 
The analysis of water requirements for irrigation in 
the Susquehanna River Basin was based on providing 
sufficient irrigation to attain optimum crop production. 
During the summer of 1964, the land under irrigation lJl 
each county was inventoried, showing that approximately 
16,230 acres were being irriga ted principally from st rea 111 
sources. 
The Economic Research Service projected demands 
for selected crops for target years. Considering yil'ld 
increases with and without irrigation on the variolls s( Iii 
groups, and costs of production with and without 
irrigation, the amount of land likely to be irrigated was 
estimated utilizing a "least cost" linear programming 
model and in this manner, acreages of selected crops were 
predicted which would satisfy the anticipated demand for 
a given target year. 
To determine the maximum amount of irrigable 
land available, an inventory was made, through field 
survey and mapping, of all soils in the basin which were 
deep, well-drained, fertile, and had slopes not subject to 
erosion. 
The purpose of groundwater studies was to deter-
mine what data were available, and to present the data 
upon which decisions could be made. For analysis 
hypothetical wells of a uniform depth and diameter for 
assumed conditions were used. The characteristics of the 
hypothetical wells were made to conform to the char-
acteristics of the aquifers by an analysis of existing wells 
of various depths and diameters. Specific-capacity. geo-
logic, hydrologic and well-record data were collected and 
organized for wells tapping all geologic formations in the 
area. 
The water quality needs of the basin were evaluated 
based on two principal water quality problems: mine 
drainage pollution and municipal and industrial organic 
waste discharges. 
The parameter used to measure industrial and 
municipal waste loading was the "ultimate" biochemical 
oxygen demand (BOD) defined as the amount of oxygen 
consumed in the aerobic decomposition of sewage. 
Industrial waste loadings in pounds of BOD per day 
were determined primarily from state effluent sampling 
data. If such data were not available, typical waste 
loadings were obtained from "Theories and Practices of 
Industrial Waste Treatment" by Nemerow. 
Projections in population and industrial growth 
were obtained from the National Planning Association. 
The 1960 Census Report, the Standards Industrial Classifi-
cations, and the projections for 1970, 1980, and 1990 
were all utilized. 
It was assumed that an industry's water use and 
waste load would vary directly with its manufacturing 
output. Therefore current waste and water use estimates 
were multiplied by the appropriate index of productivity 
to obtain future values. 
Additional input data on water quality needs were 
provided by existing stream standards in New York State 
and standards on interstate streams in New York, Penn-
sylvania, and Maryland, which were adopted by the states 
and the Department of Interior during the study. The 
formulation problem related to municipal and industrial 
wastes was to meet the standards given the waste loads 
and now regimes. 
Acid mine drainage pollution studies were con-
ducted through the use of field investigations evaluating 
the location, source, and severity of acid mine drainage 
pollution. Nine hundred sampling locations were estab-
lished for measuring acid mine drainage pollution, and a 
total of 4,700 samples were taken during 1965-1968. 
Both biological and chemical effects of pollution were 
measured at locations downstream from sources of mine 
drainage locations. 
Data collection involved many groups and methods 
of study. Problems occurred in many instances, especially 
in methodology used. For instance, the United States 
Department of Agriculture had trouble in estimating the 
area that would be irrigated in the future, especially in the 
northeast portion of the basin. Apparently there was not 
one procedure sophisticated or reliable enough to be used, 
thus several procedures were needed. Despite the attempt, 
it was recognized by the Pennsylvania Soil Conservation 
Service that the "area to be irrigated in a future time 
period was not much better than a guess" (McKeever, 
1967). 
The Federal Water Pollution Control Administration 
faced another problem in its data collection-lack of 
existing reference material. This problem was brought out 
in answer to the comment by the Department of Forests 
and Waters. The department felt that the procedures of 
multiplying present industrial use by the indices of 
productivity was unrealistic. The Federal Water Pollution 
Control Administration replied: 
With regard to the comment on multiplying the 
indices of productivity by present industrial use, this 
method results in a value which may be conservative 
(high). There exists little information concerning 
possible "in-house" changes or new processes and 
equipment that would reduce water use and/or waste 
loads. Although many believe future industrial pro-
cesses will be more efficient than present methods 
because of advanced technology, no firm estimate 
can be made at this time of the reduction which may 
result (Colony, 1966). 
The water supply report failed to present alterna-
tives to cover future deficiencies that might occur in the 
water supply, thus the report was not completely pre-
pared for the various possibilities in the basin. As 
mentioned by the Department of Interior, Regional 
Coordinator: 
Under the Water Supply Requirements Section, 
there might be some consideration given to more 
efficient use of water if deficiencies exist. This is also 
true under Water Quality Control Flow Require-
ments which, in turn, depend on how well we do the 
job of keeping the stream clean (Regional Coordin-
ator, Department of Interior, 1966). 
The Federal Water Pollution Control Administra-
tion responded by stating that during plan formulation 
workshop meetings, various alternatives would be consid-
ered both to conserve water usage and to improve water 
quality conditions. The agency stated that should the 
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provlSlon of adequate waste treatment fail to result in 
suitable stream quality, additional control measures would 
be considered. This whole question of non-inclusion of 
alternatives in case of water deficiencies was never 
discussed again. 
The water supply study demonstrated a lack of 
complete data collection as it merely mentioned existing 
diversions of water out of and into the Susquehanna 
Basin, not future diversions that could take place. 
Water-Oriented Recreation. The Bureau of Outdoor 
Recreation analyzed the water-oriented recreation needs 
of the market area served by the Susquehanna River 
Basin. Two separate analyses were made to express 
present and future outdoor recreation demand and 
supply, and to determine future resource requirements. 
The bureau noted, in the assessment of nceds, the 
desirability of maintaining minimum satisfactory stream 
flows on streams having high recreational potential. They 
also noted high potential white-water canoeing streams 
and the flows necessary for canoeing. 
The total effective population for any subbasin 
would then be the residual residential population plus the 
sum of the non-residential populations from contributing 
service areas. This process assumed that, given the 
opportunity, recreationists would tend to distribute them-
selves more or less uniformly in all directions. In the areas 
where there was concentration of demand, the Bureau of 
Outdoor Recreation determined that in theory, these 
areas were the most desirable locations for future 
development. 
Demand on water recreation was taken from the 
ORRRC records. Based on the assumption that the 
ORRRC Report represented 75 percent of tl).e total 
demand while 25 percent represented latent demand, the 
demand for water-oriented recreation days was estimated 
at 7.3 days per capita during the summer season of 1960. 
This figure was extrapolated for the future years needed. 
The amount of land necessary to meet the demand was 
estimated with a design load of 10 people per acre per 
instant. 
The Bureau of Sport Fishery and Wildlife was 
responsible for the second portion of the recreation 
report. Its purpose was to evaluate the resource 
capability-the demand that could be met by existing 
lakes, streams, and impoundments. 
Flood Control. The need for flood control was 
evaluated by reviewing previous reports on flood damages 
and by conducting, in 1963-1964, a complete restudy of 
all damageable reaches along the mainstem and major 
tributaries, and upstream watersheds. 
Two other additional needs data which had not 
been discussed concerned that of regional development 
and the need for environmental quality. 
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Regional Development. After the Second World 
War, the American economy achieved rates of economic 
growth that had only been previously known in the 
1880's. The reason for this expansion had to do wit h 
freeing pent-up consumer demand and the nation's pledge 
to supply needed inputs for European reconstruction. 111 
this atmosphere of prosperity, however, it was becoming 
more obvious that certain regions in the United States; for 
a variety of reasons, were seriously lagging behind the 
country's rate of growth. Some of these regions had been 
lagging prior to the post-war era, but the depression of 
the 1930's had hidden many regional differences. Now, 
these regions which continued to experience high levels of 
unemployment, low per capita incomes, high out-
migration rates, and low educational attainment could no 
longer be so easily accepted. 
The anomaly of pockets of regression in the midst 
of an expanding national economy led to the conclusion 
that these depressed regions would have to be economic-
ally stimulated, or the rest of the economy would suffer 
as well. The cities, for instance, could no longer serve as a 
depository for residents from underdeveloped regions and 
still continue to function. Something would have to be 
done to stem the heavy flow of outmigration from these 
depressed regions, or the problems of the cities would 
continue to escalate. 
One of the largest regions in the United States that 
could be described as depressed was Appalachia. The vast 
area which stretches from Alabama to New York became 
a laboratory for experimentation to induce economic 
growth. The federal government and the states and local 
governments involved sought to coordinate the variOLlS 
programs for regional enhancement. In the Common-
wealth of Pennsylvania and the State of New York, 
Appalachia and the Susquehanna River Basin occupy 
nearly the same territory except for the southeast corner 
of the Susquehanna Basin. It was because of this similarity 
that planners at the federal, state and local levels began to 
look at regional expansion possibilities of the basin. 
To accelerate expansion, one of the resources that 
planners turned to was water resources development. 
Planners knew that water resources development could 
have a major function to fulfill in regional growth schemes 
because investments in water projects were thought of as 
bringing into actuality many secondary benefits or link-
ages. These linkages were of two types: forward and 
backward. An example of forward linkage was the 
provision of an adequate water supply which would alluw 
a paper plant to locate in the Susquehanna River Basi 11. 
The plant, in turn, would supply its output to a numher 
of other regional industries. An example of the backw;11 d 
linkage was the demand for capital equipment by j lIe 
paper plant, and the demand for consumer goods by t IIC 
plant's workers. Investments in water resources devel(lp-
ment were thought to have the potential to generate thl''ie 
secondary benefits through the establishment of linkagl's. 
The Department of Commerce, Area Redevelop-
ment Administration, worked with the local and state 
planners by providing loans and grants and contracts so 
that local planners could study ways in which the 
economics of an area could be stimulated. Projects 
undertaken were primarily on an individual basis and the 
recommendation of the project was always placed in the 
final Corps' comprehensive survey. 
The major thrust to collect data for these economi-
cally depressed areas was primarily accomplished by the 
Corps of Engineers under the Appalachian planning study. 
In this effort, projects within the Susquehanna Basin 
portion of Appalachia had to be selected that would 
complement the Susquehanna Study. This presented a 
problem in that the Susquehanna plan was not yet 
formulated, although there would exist a considerable 
amount of Susquehanna needs data for Appalachian 
planning. It was never resolved as to whose data would be 
used. 
Need for Environmental Quality. The need for 
environmental quality was considered as a combination of 
three types of actions: 1) preservation, 2) restoration, and 
3) enhancement. The Coordinating Committee recognized 
the need for data on existing archeological and historical 
resources, and for documenting where these conflict with 
proposed dam sites. The National Park Service granted 
contracts and managed substudies to evaluate archeologi-
cal and historical resources. Scenic values were not 
inventoried specifically in a special sub study except for 
potential reservoir projects. Though the need to preserve 
scenic streams was recognized late in the study, the 
Recreation Subcommittee evaluated and recommended a 
list of streams to be preserved for recreation and fishing 
respectively. 
The most significant land features needing restora-
tion were the culm piles and strip mines resulting from 
coal mining. The U.S. Forest Service inventoried the 
location and size of the culm piles in the anthracite areas 
and the areas needing revegetation throughout the basin. 
Water quality was also recognized as an environ-
mental quality need. Low flow augmentation by reservoirs 
was considered as a means of enhancing water quality. 
In addition, a sub study was prepared evaluating the 
configuration of the proposed major reservoirs and recom-
mending whether they would enhance or deter the scenic 
value of the site. 
More specific approaches to environmental quality 
evolved during the planning process. The above substudies 
described constituted the only formal written environ-
mental quality needs data. 
There were several categories of related needs which 
were not adequately defined at the time the study was 
conducted. One was the need for interbasin transfer. The 
assumption made for the study was that these needs 
would be forthcoming in the Northeast Water Supply 
study currently being prepared under the direction of the 
North Atlantic Division of the Corps of Engineers. The 
Susquehanna River Basin plan had been formulated to 
meet the needs of the inhabitants of the Susquehanna 
River Basin and for water supply for the City of 
Baltimore, Maryland. Where there were existing diver-
sions, or where there were diversions that had been 
authorized out of the basin, the plan was formulated to 
supply adequate water supply for those needs. Additional 
increases in authorized transfers were not planned for in 
the study. 
The second need was to what effect a regulated or 
modified Susquehanna River flow regime would have on 
the Chesapeake Bay as posed in Appendix B-Maryland. 
This question was to be specifically addressed by the 
Chesapeake Bay basin study which was also placed under 
the Corps of Engineers' guidance. The Susquehanna Study 
did not attempt to answer the question, but recognized its 
importance and impact (SRBS Coordinating Committee, 
1969, p. 1 II -I 8). 
The Susquehanna Study considered both a balanced 
and an unbalanced development philosophy in selecting 
projects for promotion of regional growth. In other words 
the pendulum would swing from "whether to invest in 
many water resource projects" to "whether to concen-
trate investment on a few highly important projects." On 
the periphery of the basin, investments were made in many 
different areas demonstrating the balanced approach. In 
the interior, there was a lag in development because of 
heavy emphasis placed upon mine drainage abatement and 
land reclamation. Water resource development was in-
tended to create the infrastructure for growth in the 
interior utilizing the unbalanced approach. 
Smnmary 
In summary, the data collection period was marked 
by several problems: 
1 . Excessive data collection. 
2. Credibility in methodology used. 
3. Lack of supporting background data. 
4. Projecting trends into the future. 
5. Using inaccurate assumptions upon which the 
data were based. 
6. Producing an incomplete study even though 
data were available. 
7. Not consulting enough with regional and local 
levels. 
8. Not taking into account the principles and 
standards for evaluation. 
9. Tight scheduling to such an extent that there 
was a delay of almost a year due to changing 
of personnel and analysis of data. 
10. Not considering political and social viewpoints 
until too late in the planning process. 
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11. 
12. 
Lack of financing. 
Lack of a full time staff to work on the study. 
The Susquehanna Study developed from single line 
projections of population and economic activity, and all 
of the future water resource demands and needs were 
built around those statistics. Therefore, the "plan" was 
more or less limited by the assumptions made at the time 
of the study's completion. The separate reports were not 
developed to be in the form of a "living document" which 
would be subject to changing population, economic, 
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social, environmental, political and other varying 
parameters. 
Studies of this type tend to be oriented toward 
structural measures and participating agency philosophy. 
This tends to influence the data gathering process. A 
laundry list of projects corresponding with data needs 
does not constitute a comprehensive plan. Too many 
assumptions and lack of detailed information limit the 
reliability of the recommendations. The Susquehanna 
Study, to a degree, was plagued by all of the above. 

CHAPTER 4 
PLAN FORMULATION 
Background 
While the data gathering process was going on, the 
Baltimore District Office of the Corps of Engineers and a 
special Corps task force was outlining the objectives of the 
plan formulation process. The basic objectives of water 
resource development to be used in the planning were: 
were: 
0 1 Maximize net economic gains and 
human satisfactions from a regional 
viewpoint (regional economic 
development); 
O 2 Maximize net economic gains and 
human satisfactions from a national 
viewpoint (economic efficiency) and; 
0 3 Maximize net economic gains and human satisfactions (presumably from a 
national viewpoint) with mmlmum 
destruction of the natural environment 
(preservation) (U.S. Department of the 
Army, 1967, p. 4-5). 
Other ideas concerning the formulation process 
It is the District's present intention initially to 
formulate a base plan focused generally on a first 
level alternative of economic efficiency-the 02 
objective. In addition, the District hopes (within the 
constraints of the current time schedule and funds) 
to develop plans responsive to the objectives of 
regional economic development (01) and preserva-
tion (03), i.e., the satisfaction of needs with 
minimum description of the natural environment. 
This array of first level alternatives can be considered 
generally to encompass the relevant objectives from 
both the federal and state points of view. These 
three objectives, however, mayor may not be in 
conflict. Focusing on state objectives, for example, 
and using broad general categorizations, it can be 
said that New York seeks maximum physical 
development of its resources (a modification essen-
tially of the 02 objective); Pennsylvania seeks 
maximum regional economic development (the 01 
objective); and Maryland seeks maximum benefit to 
the ecology of the Upper Chesapeake Bay. Since the 
potential impact on esturial ecology of upstream 
control of fresh water inflows into the Bay is largely 
unknown and unpredictable, it can be expected that 
Maryland will favor minimal flow regulation until 
the effects on the Bay are better understood. It is to 
be noted that none of the state objectives are 
basically concerned with maximization of net effi-
ciency benefits. 
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The initial or base plan will be based on a set of 
arbitrary criteria, or watcr resource development 
levels. It will serve as a point of departure into 
modifications that may be indicated as desirable by 
the participating federal and state agency representa-
tivcs. The base plan, then, will constitute a bench 
mark against which other plans, responsive to other 
levels of needs satisfaction, can be evaluated. It may 
well be that the base plan itself, as well as any 
modifications of it, may reflect a blending of all 
three first level alternatives. For instance, it is 
conceivable that during formulation of the base plan, 
value judgments will be made to exclude certain 
mainstem reservoir sites on the grounds that develop-
ment of such sites would inundate a unique stretch 
of river or unduly interfere with the established 
pattern of local community life. Preservation of local 
values and institutions can be, after all, a national 
objective. Nevertheless, the base plan or any modifi-
cations thereof is expected to be broadly responsive 
to-and have as its main emphasis-the objective of 
national economic efficiency (U.S. Department of 
the Army, 1967, p. 6). 
Besides talking about a base plan, the Baltimore 
District also had identified an extensive list of means (or 
alternatives) of fulfilling each specific need, but the 
agencies with the primary responsibility for evaluating 
these alternatives and needs had not completed their 
work. 
To see whether or not the Baltimore Office of the 
Corps of Engineers was carrying out its planning process 
adequately, a task force from the Civil Works branch of 
the Corps of Engineers, composed of six high level 
personnel had been appOinted in early 1966 to evaluate 
the plans developed by the Baltimore District. This group 
decided to consider other objectives besides those pre-
viously mentioned (economic efficiency, regional eco-
nomic development, preservation) for the plan 
formulation process: 
1. Acceptability - the achievement of maximull1 
public and political acceptability. 
2. Equity - the provision for an equitable distri-
bution of both benefits and detrimen I s 
throughout the study area, 
3. National prestige - the establishment and 
maintenance of United States superiority ill 
water resource development technology, 
4. Population and industry dispersal - the lew l-
ing off or reversal of the migration of popul;,-
tion to--and concentration of industri;d 
activity in-urban areas, should this be 
formally established as a national policy, 
5. Income redistribution - the attainment of a 
more equitable distribution of national in-
come. In appropriate instances (Appalachia), 
this might take the form of revised cost-
sharing more favorable to local interests, or by 
evaluating regional benefits as in the national 
interest. While this objective has some relation 
to regional economic development, income 
redistribution focuses more on immediate 
short-range effects rather than on long-range 
improvements in regional economies which 
might gradually be achieved through public 
investment in water development, 
6. Do nothing - the decision to forego invest-
ment (public or private) in water resource 
development (U.S. Department of the Army, 
1967, p. 7-8). 
After considering the additional alternatives and 
reviewing the plan established by the Baltimore District, 
the task force made the following observations: 
1. The treatment of first level alternatives (the 
three objectives) does not give promise of fully meeting 
the standards envisioned by the Civil Works study board 
task force essentially because full detailing of plans 
focused on regional economic development and preserva-
tion is not assured. The present plan of study assures 
mainly the formulation of an economic efficiency plan 
modified by consideration of the objectives of the three 
states involved, including some consideration of equity 
and acceptability. 
2. The three first level alternatives (objectives) 
identified in the present plan of study by the Baltimore 
District appear to be sufficiently varied and fundamen-
tally different to offer an adequate basis for discussion 
and choice, provided all three are equally detailed. 
3. To fully reflect the alternatives of regional 
economic development and preservation in planning in the 
Susquehanna River Basin study would require the concen-
tration of additional study effort on these objectives. To 
fully reflect the regional development objective will 
require application of the concepts under formulation in 
the Appalachian regional study. However, since much of 
the Susquehanna Basin lies within Appalachia, additional 
new effort will be required only for that small portion of 
the basin not included in Appalachia (U.S. Department 
of the Army, 1967, p. 8-9). 
It was decided that more effort was needed to 
improve practices in plan formulation to obtain: 
1. Optimum solutions to problems rather than 
mere determination that a project is justified. 
2. Consideration of alternatives other than reser-
voirs, levees, channels, etc. to achieve 
objectives. 
3. Consideration of those alternatives that will 
achieve objectives other than economic effi-
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ciency when such other objectives have been 
recognized or prescribed. 
4. Consideration of alternatives that will meet 
objectives under possible variations in pro-
jected future conditions including major 
technological, economic and social changes. 
5. Presentation of sufficient data on alternatives 
in reports to offer a choice to decision makers 
at all echelons of review and action. 
Recommendations of the task force were given at a 
special meeting on April 12, 1966 in the Baltimore 
District Office called by the chairman of the Coordinating 
Committee. The recommendations stressed the multi-
objective approach to plan formulation. 
The Green Book states that the general objective of 
project formulation is to maximize net economic 
returns and human satisfactions from the available 
resources. Senate Document 97 amplifies this by 
stating that the basic objective in the formulation of 
plans is to provide the best use, or combination of 
uses, of water and related land resources to meet all 
foreseeable needs. Sena te Document 97 also stresses 
that all viewpoints- national, regional, state and 
local-shall be fully considered and taken into 
account as well as national development, preserva-
tion and the well-being of people. 
Stated briefly, these objectives say that when we 
formulate plans we are looking for ways to develop 
the resources to meet stated needs, and at the same 
time allow for preserving those resources that should 
be preserved, and while doing this, the overriding 
consideration shall be well-being of the people of the 
basin. 
With these general objectives in mind, let us look at 
some more definite objectives. We must formulate 
basin development plans that are technically feasible, 
economically desirable, and publicly acceptable. 
To be technically feasible, the features of the plan 
must be compatible with current engineering tech-
nology. However, it is just as important for the plan 
to be flexible enough to be adapted to future 
technological developments. 
Economic desirability means that for each feature of 
the plan, as well as the plan itself: 
1. The benefits exceed the costs, 
2. Each separable segment is incrementally 
justified, 
3. The scale of development provides a maximum 
of excess benefits over costs, 
4. No more economical means of accomplishing 
the same purpose is precluded by the project or 
the plan. 
This means that besides a favorable benefit-cost ratio 
and incremental justification, we want to develop 
plans that are as close to maximum net benefits as 
the quality of our data and the time and means 
available to us will allow. 
Political acceptability will be the most diflicul t to 
achieve because of the extreme difficulty of measur-
ing it. We can, however, do several things that will 
increase the likelihood of our plans being acceptable. 
The beneficial and adverse effects of our plans must 
be equally well defined, not only for the nation, the 
region, and the states, but also for counties and even 
individual communities so that each level of interest 
is aware of what they would get from a plan. 
There are several more objectives-one is to develop 
basin plans for the entire basin rather than for 
segments of the basin. Another objective should be 
to avoid any preconceived notions as to dominant 
purposes and add-on purposes. For instance, we do 
not want recreation merely added to projects needed 
for other purposes-we want our comprehensive 
plans to contain the complete range of recreation 
facilities indicated in our needs data. 
The last objective will probably be the most difficult 
to achieve-we want to get the job done by 
September 30, 1966 (meaning the data needs re-
quired for plan formulation). Formulation was to be 
completed in three phases. 
Phase I - Would be a period when all needs and 
capabilities data would be submitted by the responsible 
agencies. 
Phase II - Would be a period of reviewing the data at 
all levels and eliminating all resource development possi-
bilities that all agencies and states agreed would be 
undesirable for further consideration. During the Phase I 
and II periods, the plan formulation committee would be 
holding meetings to formulate objectives to guide the 
Phase III process. 
Phase III - Would be a period of comparing subbasin 
needs and resource opportunities and the selection of a 
combination of projects and measures that would appear 
desirable for further refinement. 
Desirability would of necessity have to be measured 
as the least cost plan to achieve various levels of needs, 
objectives, and constraints. The procedure would continue 
from upstream areas to downstream areas until needs in 
the entire basin would be recognized and provided for. 
Plans would be developed for the years 1985 and 2020, 
each plan consisting of several alternative basin-wide 
resource development plans for which testing and further 
development of project size, benefits, and costs would be 
done. 
Subsequent to the three phases, the selected plans 
would be tested, analyzed and modified as necessary 
through the use of a mathematical model that would 
stimulate the hydrologic, operational and economic 
effects of development plans in the basin. 
At this point in the study the following conditions 
existed: 1) specific planning criteria were needed as they 
had not been formulated and agreed upon prior to this 
time, 2) formal plan formulation activities had not been 
started prior to this time, 3) a special plan formulation 
task force had not been organized at the beginning of the 
study, 4) the plan of study had been substantially revised 
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by the task force group and, 5) according to the plan, 1 he 
subcommittee members, once they had helped in the 
Phase I and II process, would not be utilized again unless 
technical questions should arise during the Phase III 
process. 
The Meetings of Plan Formulation -
Formulative Sessions 
The first meeting of the plan formulation workshop 
was held on July 13, 1966. Phase I had been in progress 
for quite some time, but several data sources, particularly 
from the Recreation Subcommittee and the Mine 
Drainage Work Group, were not available. This workshop, 
organized essentially the same as the Coordinating 
Committee, began the process of considering plan formu-
lation possibilities so that some framework would he 
aV<lilable when Phase III would begin. Some of the 
possibilities that came out of this meeting to describe a 
plan were the following: 
1. A no development plan. 
2. A plan to satisfy existing state planning 
criteria. 
3. A most efficient plan to meet desirable and 
feasible objectives. 
4. A plan to meet different needs, showing the 
cost and effect of various development leve Is, 
short of satisfactory measures. 
5. A plan to stimulate economic opportuni ty . 
6. A plan to provide for maximum definable 
development of resources. 
It was decided that elements 1 and 6 were too 
extreme, and that a plan "somewhere in between" had (0 
be adopted, called thereafter the "base plan." This base 
plan would act as the "sounding board" against which a 
comparison of alternative plans could be made. 
At the second meeting on August 23, 1966, in 
Washington, D.C., the workshop agreed to follow the 
"base plan" concept and agreed to the follOWing criteria 
for formulating the base plan: 
1. Municipal and Industrial Water Supply: Provide 
the flows listed in the appropriate substudy by the 
Federal Water Pollution Control Administration. 
Allowable failure criteria would be once in 25 years 
for a 7-day duration. 
2. Water Quality Control: Select a water use classifi-
cation and concentration level for each stream reach. 
Provide flows listed in Federal Water Pollution 
Control Administration substudy and such other 
facilities as are required to meet the selected usc 
classification and concentration. Allowable failure 
criteria would be once in a 20-year period, for a 
30-day duration. 
3. Flood Control: Provide maximum economically 
justified (benefit-cost) flood damage reduction basin-
wide. This would necessarily be a cut-and-try 
procedure. 
4. Outdoor Recreation: Provide water-oriented 
recreation opportunity within 30 miles of all com-
munities with popUlations exceedin!! 10,000 plus 
any other facilities required to meet the projected 
demand for recreation throughout the basin. 
5. Fish and Wildlife Enhancement: In addition to the 
quality flow requirements associated with item 2 
above, provide facilities for fishing opportunity 
within 30 miles of all communities with populations 
exceeding 10,000, plus any other facilities required 
to meet the projected demand for such facilities 
throughout the basin. 
6. Irrigation: Provide flows necessary to furnish 
projected irrigation, agricultural and other rural 
water needs. Allowable failure criteria: once in 5 
years for the duration of the growing season (June-
September). The maximum allowable withdrawal for 
irrigation was assumed to be Y2 of the average 7-day 
duration low flow occurring once every 5 growing 
seasons. 
7. Hydropower: It was decided, based on recom-
mendations of the Power Subcommittee, that plan 
formulation achieve the following objectives with 
respect to hydroelectric power development: 
a) Avoid, if possible, locating water resource 
projects in such a way as to preclude the 
construction of any high priority power 
projects that may be scheduled or planned for 
construction by electric utility interests. 
b) Locate water resource projects, whenever possi-
ble to provide for their possible integration 
with scheduled or planned projects mentioned 
in "a." 
c) Identify potential reservoir projects needed for 
flood control, low flow augmentation, water 
supply and recreation. The economic feasibility 
of including hydroelectric power development 
in conjunction with other project purposes will 
subsequently be determined by the Power 
Subcommittee in connection with appraisal of 
the basin's hydroelectric power potential 
(SRBS Coordinating Committee, 1969, p. IV-5, 
to IV-7). 
Differences of opinion occurred among those in the 
workshop in relation to the numbered criteria. 
With reference to Number 2, differences of opinion 
as to the validity of water quality indicators chosen and 
the state's individual water quality standards arose. For 
example, the subject of thermal pollution was quite 
controversial. The Federal Water Pollution Control 
Administration had set 92 0 F as the limit for water 
temperature, whereas the Pennsylvania Sanitary Water 
Board, various committee members, and universities, and 
the Fish and Wildlife Commission set the limit standard 
for 87 0 F. Through compromise and informal discussion, 
Pennsylvania asserted that its degree limit was primarily 
for its fish resources, and because of the extensiveness of 
Pennsylvania's guidelines, the state's degree limits were 
accepted. 
In reference to Number 3, there were discussions 
over the question of how many reservoirs should be built, 
and how many should actually be used for flood damage 
reduction. Here again, the influence and pressures from 
the states had effect. As a result, there were no impound-
ments planned near urban areas or prime agricultural land 
in Pennsylvania because the commonwealth was opposed 
to them. Even though informal consensus ruled most of 
the time, if a particular state had a strong interest in a 
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particular area, the state views were usually accepted. 
Very seldom were state views overruled, and Pennsylvania, 
with its interest in flood protection, decided that flood 
plain zoning would be best for its urban areas and 
agricultural land. 
In reference to Number 4, using its data, the Bureau 
of Outdoor Recreation wanted more reservoirs than what 
the states wanted. To solve the differences, an additional 
category, that of "modified recreation," was used in 
classifying the basin's streams. These categories were 
recommended as non-structural measures for meeting 
water-oriented recreation needs in the basin. 
With reference to Point 5, there were differences of 
opinion between the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and 
Wildlife and the states. These related to the balancing of 
fishing objectives with those of overall recreation. For 
instance, an impollndment might be built to improve and 
increase lake fishing, yet at the same time, extra land for 
game animals and a change in fish population would 
occur. Again compromise would be reached by placing 
impoundments in areas where the least amount of damage 
could occur to the fishing potential and to the needs for 
recreation. As can be seen, general discllssions over these 
topics considered state and agency policies and statutes 
under which they operated. 
Also at this second meeting, a listing of technical 
alternatives available to meet the basin's needs was 
devised. The identification of the alternatives was the 
responsibility of the agency designated to prepare the 
portion of the study needed for the comprehensive 
survey, and identification of the alternatives was on the 
basis of expertise and the agency's accumulated 
information. 
Base Plan and the Corresponding Meetings 
The third meeting December 1-2, 1966, in Wash-
ington, D.C., the fourth meeting December 12-14, 1966, 
and the fifth meeting January 26, 1967, in Harrisburg, 
Pennsylvania, constituted the first effort toward develop-
ing a base plan that would economically meet the 
Susquehanna Basin's water related resource needs at 
selected levels through the year 2020. The first plan 
formulation moved step by step through the general 
procedure which included: 
1. An examination of the gross water resource 
needs, 
2. A determination of net needs beyond the 
existing dependable supply, i.e., deficiencies, 
3. A review of alternative means of satisfying the 
needs, 
4. Identification of alternatives for further 
study, and elimination of clearly imprac-
ticable alternatives from further 
consideration. 
First, the most feasible planning unit was deter-
mined. In general, a full hydrologic subbasin proved to be 
the most feasible planning unit. 
A set of "needs" sheets were used in Step 2. It 
became apparent from these sheets that the deficiencies 
were for water supply, water quality and irrigation based 
on surface supply availability. The needs sheets also 
included an estimate of the average annual flood damages, 
the recreation needs, the fishing needs, some indication of 
the magnitude of land requiring treatment, and the 
location of bank erosion and acid mine drainage problems. 
These sheets were used throughout the plan formulation 
process and were updated from time to time as new data 
were submitted. 
Application of the procedure for Step 2 began with 
the upstream subbasins and proceeded downstream to the 
mouth of the Susquehanna, covering the major tributaries 
as they entered the mainstem. 
Step 3, a review of alternative solutions for satisfy-
ing the needs, was the next procedure. A few of the 
alternatives identified were discussed and generally 
eliminated from further consideration because of cost and 
technological infeasibility. Some alternatives were listed 
for further study. Others were deferred for lack of 
information in basic data. 
The January 26th meeting proceeded with a discus-
sion of possible broad objectives for plan formulation. 
These objectives were basically the same that had been 
presented by the Baltimore District at its first meeting in 
April 1966, only the wording was changed to take into 
account the suggestions of the task force. The following 
represents the listing of the objectives which were decided 
upon at the meeting: 
01 Maximum gains in human and economic 
satisfaction through water resource use, 
from a regional viewpoint (viewpoint 
underlying the Appalachian Study) 
02 Maximum gains in human and economic 
satisfaction through water resource use, 
from the national viewpoint (viewpoint 
underlying most river basin studies al-
ready completed) 
0 3 Water resource use with minimum dis-
ruption of the natural environment 
including restoration of environmental 
and aesthetic values (SRBS Coordina-
ting Committee, 1967, p. 3). 
The workshop felt that these objectives could not, by 
themselves, be complete and inclusive statements for 
individual plans of water-resource development. It was 
thought that the Susquehanna River Basin plan should 
represent some blend of the objectives. Further, the level 
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of development within each objective could vary as t IIC 
level of use is varied through a wide t dnge, from 0 II C 
requiring little or no development, to one approaching Ildl 
development. The interrelation of objectives and levels IS 
illustrated as follows: 
Levell 
Level 2 
Level 3 
Objectives 
°1 °2 
Appalachian 
type plan 
Maximum 
hydrologic 
development 
Susquehanna 
base plan 
No more de-
velopmen t pla II 
Potomac 
type plall 
This chart was developed to coordinate some of the 
suggestions l1lade by the task force. 
The following is a description of what occulTc'd 
during the first three base plan meetings: 
Th~ base plan was essentially a least cost plan. In 
other words, for each location where there was a 
nc~d for r~crcation, water su pply, waste treatment 
etc., w~ it~ll1il.cd all of the alternatives and had the 
Corps' en.l!in~erin.l! section prepare a cost estimate of 
each alternative in a rather quick fashion and then 
this formulation was presented to the plan formula-
tion workshop. They essentially selected what 
appeared to be the least cost alternative for each of 
the needs. I wouldn't say that the projects were 
ranked according. to emphasis placed on them by the 
Corps, but rather they were selected by the work-
shop based on information provided by the Corps as 
well as information provided by some of the other 
agencies. This screening wa$ further developed in the 
plan formulation process and I believe the screening 
tables included in the draft Supplement A will 
indicate that information was used from most of the 
agencies participating in the plan formulation work-
shop. In the formulation of the base plan we weren't 
really too concerned about differences of opinion in 
the respective alternatives. Much of the data was 
rough at this stage and was intended to give us an 
idea of which projects appeared more likely than 
others. I think the workshop recognized at this point 
in time that the data submitted to it was fairly rough 
and it was all subsequently improved upon by 
specific agencies, particularly the engineering section 
of the Corps which re-evaluated groundwater costs, 
reservoir costs, waste treatment plant costs, and so 
forth. Also, we recognized the need as a result of this 
process fo! sending personnel from the Corps and 
the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation and the Bureau of 
Sport Fisheries and Wildlife into the field to 
ascertain the potential of specific sites for recreation, 
fishing and wildlife benefits and costs (McElory, 
1973, p. 10). 
In summary, these three meetings stopped short I >I' 
selecting specific structural and non-structural meaSlIll'S 
for the base plan, but the workshop did go through C;I,'II 
subbasin in turn and list all of the structural :lllJ 
non-structural specific measures where a water supply \)r 
water quality deficit appeared on the needs sheets. 
The sixth meeting, held May 3, 4, and 5, 1967, in 
Washington, D.C., continued the development of the base 
plan by going through each subbasin, looking at the 
alternatives for each location where there was a need for 
water supply and water quality and flood control. They 
selected one of the alternatives at each location and then 
filled out the plan for the subbasin to meet recreation and 
fishing needs. No selections were made at this stage for 
acid mine drainage treatment projects because the benefit 
cost data was still being prepared. At the conclusion of 
the sixth workshop, a preliminary base plan had been 
formulated for the entire basin and selections for the 
preliminary base plan were based primarily on cost-
ranking data of alternatives and on the judgment of the 
workshop members. By tilis time, the planning stage was 
almost a year behlnd the scheduled date of October 1, 
1966. • 
The seventh meeting, held August 22-23, 1967, in 
Baltimore, Maryland, was to conclude the formulation of 
the base plan. On the basis of improved needs and costs 
data, the preliminary base plan was revised. The basic 
criteria used in the revision was to obtain the leasl-cost 
(economic) means of meeting the 2020 needs. 
In the base plan procedure, it was emphasized that 
the plan was not completely an economic efficiency plan, 
and it certainly was not a regional development, or 
environmental quality plan. The base plan lacked certain 
amounts of data, therefore there were no finalizations 
made for the Altoona and Wilkes-Barre areas, no selec-
tions were made for Baltimore's water supply, and 
selections were not included for land treatment, acid mine 
drainage abatement and flood plain management. 
The exact role that the base plan would play in the 
overall job of plan formulation was not clear at the time 
of thls meeting, however, the process exposed how little 
data were available or could be developed for some 
non-structural and management measures; exposed where 
data were inadequate to make valid decisions; indicated 
the most promising reservoirs to be in the final plan so 
that necessary formulation and cost analyses could be 
done; and, outlined future plan formulation problems 
such as areas where needs would be difficult to meet with 
available alternatives (SRBS Coordinating Committee, 
1969). 
The workshop agreed that the final base plan would 
be used as a guide to formulate three separate response 
systems to meet the objectives of economic efficiency, 
regional development, and environmental quality respec-
tively. This meant that from all of the alternatives to meet 
the needs of a particular subbasin, some alternatives 
would be chosen to enhance the economic efficiency of 
that subbasin, other alternatives would be chosen to 
enhance regional development, and some alternatives 
would be chosen to enhance environmental quality. 
Discussions concerning the base plan fOCUSed on 
several elements: 
1. It was emphasized that the process in delineating 
water resource deficiencies was faulty. The regional 
supervisor of the United States Fish and Wildlife Service 
pointed out that under federal policy, fish and wildlife 
needs should have been considered separately from 
general recreation needs. In addition, he stated that the 
deficit shown in recreation needs figures was misleading 
because it did not renect fish and wildlife resources. In 
fact, the existing fish and wildlife resources were 
supposedly underutilized, and although potential was 
there, development would be needed. 
2. Questions related to the formulation of the 
response systems. Would such an innovation requiring 
repetitive formulation be worth the limited time and 
effort available? Would this approach require collection of 
data that would not be fully useful? There were in 
general, doubts as to whether the three response systems 
approach would work. 
3. Complaints were made by the Department of 
Commerce representative that non-structural measures 
were not included in the base plan for flood control. The 
Corps of Engineers representative replied that a detailed 
analysis of non-structural cost-benefit data had not been 
made at that point in time. 
4. The Department of Agriculture representative 
asserted that a fault of the plan was that it did not include 
existing projects, projects undergoing detailed planning, 
and projects unlikely to be built. The Corps of Engineers 
man replied that the existing and planned projects were 
meeting needs not included on the needs list for the 
study. The comment made by the Corps would have been 
considered valid except in a few instances. If one were to 
consider that the need for water quality would be 
secondary treatment of all domestic uses by ] 985, then, 
Base Plan 
~ , 
Economic Efficiency Regional Development Environmenta I Quali ty 
Plan (response system) Plan (response system) Control Plan (response system) 
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treatment plants being constructed at the present time to 
meet secondary treatment requirements would surely 
affect the base plan and should be included. 
Participation during plan formulation at this stage 
was quite significant because major conflicts did not 
occur. As all of the people involved were professionals and 
had taken part in selecting needs and alternatives under 
the particular topics; when it came time to discuss a topic, 
the persons responsible for the area would often be 
deferred to. Thus, as each topic presented itself, each 
agency or state responsible for the topic would take the 
lead role. 
Those agencies who participated the most were the 
Soil Conservation Service, Corps of Engineers, Fish and 
Wildlife Service, Bureau of Outdoor Recreation, Federal 
Water Pollution Control Administration, United States 
Geological Survey, Bureau of Mines, New York, Penn-
sylvania, and Maryland. As could be expected, the interest 
of a particular agency or state decreased whenever the 
topic was not of direct consequence. For example, 
Pennsylvania and New York were not overly concerned 
with water supply, but the State of Maryland, in order to 
protect the ecology of the bay, was greatly concerned 
about structural measures to regulate the flow of the river. 
The strength of a workshop or Coordinating Com-
mittee member's influence was usually proportional to the 
amount of information and expertise he possessed in the 
area being discussed, e.g., the Federal Power Commission 
was seldom challenged on energy matters and the Corps of 
Engineers was seldom challenged on matters of hydrology 
or flood control devices. As each state was in the process 
of forming an environmental plan, it was to the interest of 
the state to make sure that the alternative chosen did not 
conflict with its own plan objectives. If the particular 
alternative did conflict, the federal agencies agreed to 
defer to the states. However, for the most part, federal 
plans were emphasized. This was due primarily to the fact 
that federal agencies were better financed than the states 
and hence could develop more information to support 
their point of view. 
The schedule as altered at this time was as follows: 
1) by the September 1967 Coordinating Committee 
meeting, the formulation of a base plan was to be 
completed and an attempt was to begin for the three 
response systems, 2) by February 1968, the three re-
sponse systems were to be completed. 
The Response Systems 
At three meetings of the plan formulation workshop 
during March and April 1968, there was discussion abou t 
qualitative and quantitative criteria for formulating the 
three response systems. 
The workshop preferred to develop its own critel-la 
for formulating the regional development response 
system. Although they used Senate Document 97 as a 
general guide, and the Appalachian Act as a specific guide, 
they felt neither of these were entirely satisfactory. Table 
C-l con tains the criteria which were decided upon for tile 
formu la tion of the th ree response systems. 
Becallse of the large number of structural reservoir 
alternatives (800 sites in the Soil Conservation Service 
inventory, 88 in the Corps' inventory, and 16 in the New 
York inventory), informal meetings were held by variolls 
agencies in the workshop to make a preliminary selection 
of structural measures for each of the response systems in 
tluee subbasins. 
Every structure in the substudy "Inventory of 
Potential Upstream Reservoir Sites" was ranked by 
subbasin. The rank determination was determined by 
usiJ1~ three parameters. These were the cost per 
surface acre, cost per acre-foot and cost per cubic 
fcet pcr second. For example, a subbasin may have 
had ten potential upstream reservoir sites. Each site 
was ranked, lowest cost first, one through ten for 
each parameter. Next, composite rank, considering 
the three parameters, was desired. This rank was 
determined by adding the rank number for each 
parameter, the total being the subbasin points or 
accumulative points for each site. Each reservoir was 
then given a composite rank in the subbasin lowest 
number of points being the best (SRBS Coordinating 
Committee, 1969, p. A-3). 
The first informal meeting took place in Baltimore, 
Maryland, March 20-21, 1968, to select reservoir sites and 
other structural measures studied by the Soil Conservation 
Service. Formulation was done by subbasins in upstream 
to downstream order. The selection of Soil Conservation 
Service projects at the meeting was done by watershed. 
All formulation for one objective was done for the three 
subbasins before moving on to the next objective. 
At this time the Coordinating Committee, upon 
recommendation by the workshop, contracted for several 
studies to evaluate whether or not potential reservoirs 
would be compatible with environmental quality. One of 
these studies done by Research, Planning and Design 
Associates, Inc., Amherst, Massachusetts, inventoried the 
visual landscapes on the basis of selected visual element s, 
and considered the impact of water. The quality of the 
shoreline configuration and the contribution of a reservoir 
to (land use) pattern were two of the visual parameters 
considered. 
Burggraf and King, Landscape Architects, Planners, 
State College, Pennsylvania, prepared a report for the 
Coordinating Committee describing the natural resources 
of the basin and how they might best be used to meet 
future needs. Their recommendations for projects t h" t 
could be built were based on an evaluation of a number ui' 
factors including the geographical and biological bad-
ground of the basin, present and projected urban pat tern~ 
air and highway transportation, water quality ~llld 
quantity, and recreation poten tial. 
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T1ble C-1. Susquehanna River Basin study plan formulation criteria. 
Criteria 
Water supply 
Water quality 
Recreation 
Fishing 
Flood control 
Acid mine 
drainage 
Economic Efficiency 
One failure in 25 years of 7-days 
duration. Recommended meas-
ures are those most economically 
efficient as part of a system of 
measures to meet multi-purpose 
water resources needs. A mixture 
of groundwater and reservoirs. 
Maintain dissolved 02 level of 5.0 
mg/l except one 30-day period 
once every 20 years. Recom-
mended measures are those mos1 
economically efficient as part of 
a system of measures to meet 
multi-purpose water resources 
needs. A mixture of low flow 
augmentation and advanced 
waste treatment. 
Meet as much of 2020 needs for 
restricted and unrestricted boat-
ing area as appears to be economi-
cally justified. Select measures to 
maximize net benefits regardless 
of location. 
Include single-purpose projects 
economically justified and as 
purpose in mUlti-purpose projects 
which are justified based on mul-
tiple purpose. Downstream fish-
ing benefits included in project 
justification. 
Regional Development 
One failure in 25 years of 7-days 
duration. Additional reservoirs 
are included to provide flexibility 
in operation and a more depend-
able source of industrial water 
supply. 
Maintain dissolved O2 level of 5.0 
mg/I except one 30-day period 
once every 20 years. Additional 
reservoirs are included to provide 
flexibility ill operation and to en-
hance stream use through improv-
ing water quality with tluw 
augmenta tion. 
Meet 2020 needs for restricted 
boating. Select reservoirs and 
develop reaches close to growth 
centers, major highways, etc .. to 
obtain recreation expansion 
benefits. 
Select reservoirs and develop 
reaches close to growth centers, 
major highways, etc. 
Recommended measures are those Increase flood control storage 
most economically efficient as part in reservoirs so that benefit-cost 
of a system of measures to meet ratio is equal to or greater than 
multi-purpose water resources 0.7. Include all projects with 
needs. Mixture of reservoirs and benefit-cost ratio for flood con-
local protection projects. trol equal to or greater than 0.7. 
Recommended measures are in-
cluded up to level of estimated 
tangible benefits. 
Assume regional development re-
lated to flood control will make 
up benefit deficits. 
Watersheds with benefit-cost 
ratio of 0.1 to 1.0 or greater 
based on individual watershed 
benefits. 
Environmental Quality 
One failure in 25 years of 7 -days 
duration. Predominantly ground-
water. Reservoir draw down for 
water supply was deemed un-
desirable in this plan. 
Maintain dissolved O 2 level of 5.0 
mg/l except one 30-day period 
once every 20 years. Predomin-
antly advanced waste treatment 
on major tributaries or in some 
cases low flow augmentation 
from upstream reservoirs on 
minor tributaries. 
Meet as much of 2020 needs for 
restricted and unrestricted boat-
ing as can be met with reservoirs 
which satisfy the objective. Use 
low dams on main stem and 
major tributaries to meet re-
maining boating needs. Use up-
stream reservoirs compatible 
with the objective to enhance 
non-boating recreation on minor 
tribu taries. 
Only include major reservoirs 
compatible with the objective. 
Use upstream reservoirs com-
patible with the objective to 
enhance stream fishing. 
Only included in reservoir com-
patible with the objective. Pri-
marily provided by'local 
protection projects and flood 
plain management. 
Complete abatement. 
Land treatment Twenty percent acceleration of 
present program plus complete 
treatment of critical areas. 
Twenty percent of acceleration of Twenty percent of acceleration 
present program plus complete of present program plus com-
treatment of critical areas. plete treatment of critical areas. 
Source: Susquehanna River Basin Study Coordinating Committcc. Susquehanna River Basin Study. Supplement A-Plan Formulation. 
Draft. September 1969. pp. IV-lO to IV-II. 
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The Coordinating Committee also contracted for 
studies which identified archeological and historical sites 
of the basin and evaluated potential impacts of 
developmen t. 
A second informal closed meeting was held March 
26-28, 1968, in Baltimore, Maryland, to screen reservoir 
sites of the Corps of Engineers and the State of New 
York. Other structural and management measures 
(groundwater, pipelines, advanced waste treatment, land 
treatment, and acid mine drainage abatement) also were 
selected. The response system for a particular subbasin for 
a particular objective was pieced together and then checks 
were made to see if the needs had been met. 
These two meetings produced a tentative economic 
efficiency response system (plan), regional development 
response system (plan), and environmental quality 
response system (plan) for the three subbasins. These 
plans were presented to the full workshop on April 30. 
1968, and essentially no changes in the selections for the 
three response systems were recommended at this meeting. 
At the May 16, 1968, meeting of the Coordinating 
Committee however, some questions were raised. Even 
though all members agreed by consensus that the response 
systems should be applied to the rest of the basin, the 
following remarks were made: 
1. The representative from the State of New York 
objected to pursuing the three-plan approach, stating that 
it would be a waste of time to develop three separate 
plans, none of which could stand on ib own. He proposed 
a direct approach assuming Appalachian objectives, but 
taking into account economic efficiency and environ-
mental quality. 
2. The United States Geological Survey indicakd 
that the Coordinating Committee had given no directiun 
to the plan formulation workshop for development of (IIC 
environmental quality response system. No agreement \\ ~IS 
reached on this subject, and the Corps of Enginens 
proposed that the subject be dropped. 
3. The Department of Commerce urged that variolls 
portions of the basin be singled out for development in 
line with one objective or the other and not all three. The 
Corps of Engineers countered that the three objective 
approach should be used, especially since it was the fi rst 
time that such a plan had been used in a Type 2 
comprehensive study, although they agreed to present the 
matter to the plan formulation workshop. 
Following the May 1968 Coordinating Committee 
meeting, the plan formulation workshop commenced to 
formulate response systems for each of the objectives for 
the subbasins 4 to 8, and on June 11, 1968, the plan 
formulation workshop met in Baltimore, Maryland. (0 
review the response systems for all of the subbasins. 
These response systems did not include a number of 
management items such as stream reaches for preserva-
tion, or a detailed flood plain management program; in 
effect, all tlu-ee response systems were incomplete and 
none of them constituted a comprehensive plan for the 
basin. lnstead, they were only tools to be used in deriving 
a tentative pian to be presented to the Coordina ting 
Committee at their July 1968 meeting. 
In summary, three response systems or plans wcre 
formulated using alternatives from the base plan to meet 
the needs of the subbasins in the Susquehanna Basin. Tile 
response systems each promoted one objective: economic 
efficiency, regional development, or environmental 
quality. The next move was to derive from these a 
tentative Coordinating Committee plan. 
Base Plan 
Environmental 
Response system 
Regional Development 
Response System {
Economic Efficiency 
--+-- ---- -----------
Tentative Coordinating 
Commi ttee Plan T' 
Response System 
(Sometimes called the plan formulation 
workshop plan) 
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The P1an Formulation Workshop Plan 
Movement from the response systems to the plan 
formulation workshop plan proceeded in an orderly 
manner. At the May Coordinating Commit tee meeting, 
the Coordinating Committee agreed to supply the plan 
formulation workshop with a geographic breakdown of 
objective preferences for parts of the basin. These 
preferences came mainly from the states, with a I'ew 
responses from the agencies. The workshop was to use 
these preferences as guides in formulating its workshop 
plan. The idea was, that if all Coordinating Committee 
members designated regional development as the primary 
objective or water resource development in a particular 
region, then the workshop would rely heavily on the 
response system for regional development for that region 
in forming its plan. 
The State of New York was interested in regional 
development as their primary objective, in conjunctioll 
with a consideration 01' environmental quality ami 
economic efficiency (SR BS Coordinating Commit tee, 
1969, p. VIIl-l, Vlll-.2). Accordingly, the state provided a 
list of reservoir projects and other features that were 
recommended through the year .20.20. 
Pennsylvania felt tha t primary consideration should 
be given to water quality problem areas. The state 
provided a map that separated the commonwealth portion 
of the basin into regions to which primary objectives. such 
as regional development, were assigned. The sta te also 
proposed that the main stem of the Susquehanna River 
could be used to alleviate deficiencies in meeting recrea-
tional demands and serve as the major water supply source 
for the area. 
Maryland representatives stated that a principal 
objective of development in the Maryland portion of the 
basin was environmental quality with the emphasis upon 
water contact recreation, fishing and boating. They listed 
a few desirable small reservoirs, and designated areas and 
stream reaches for preservation. They also emphasized the 
importance of maintaining the desirable ecology of the 
Upper Chesa peake Bay estuary. 
The Department of Agriculture representative pro-
vided a map similar to that provided by Pennsylvania with 
the idea that a specific objective would be preferable for 
each delineated region. 
With this guidance from the Coordinating Com-
mittee, the workshop met July 1-2, 1968, to formulate its 
plan for subbasin I to 3, and July 9-10, to formulate a 
plan for subbasins 4 to 8. The workshop did respond to 
the guidance provided, but added some of its own 
member's judgments as to which objectives were pertinent 
in specific areas. 
With a few exceptions, most of the reservoir 
projeL'ls for regional development were also considered to 
be economically efficient from a national viewpoint. 
Exceptions were made where growth centers would 
benel'it from the project, and workshop members felt the 
benefit warranted the investment. Large areas or the basin 
in Pennsylvania were selected as environmental quality 
sensitive areas and the workshop plan was formulated 
accordingly. No specific set of criteria was used for 
formulation of the tOlal workshop plan. Because this plan 
was a blend of the t lnee response systems, a blending of 
the criteria for these systcms W;'L~ considered appropriate. 
The workshop plan satisfied all the water supply and 
water quality needs. A leve I of recreation development 
was formulatcd for. as close to the needs as the workshop 
felt was compatible, with the blending of the three 
objectives. Flood control was also a blending of the three 
objectives and acid mine drainage abatement retlected the 
regional development and environmental quality 
objel'l ives. 
The workshop's suggested plan was presented to the 
Coordinating Commit tee J lily 16-17, 1968. The Coordin-
ating Committee commented on the workshop plan and 
requested that the workshop continue to refine the plan 
and present it again at the next Coordinating Committee 
meeting in December 1968. 
The Coordinating Committee comments provided 
considerable guidance to the workshop for refining the 
plan. For example, the committee felt that some consid-
eration of secondary benefits should be included in the 
screening phase of the plan formulation process. I t also 
found that the workshop plan did not meet the water-
oriented recreation and boating demand projected for 
2020. In its screening process, the workshop found it very 
expensive to meet the projected recreation demand. 
Reservoir sites were available throughout the basin, but 
not always where they were needed. At many of the sites, 
recreation visitation and benefits were limited by the 
topography. These sites were also very costly because of 
the relocations of transportation facilities required. The 
workshop felt in many instances that the public would 
not want to spend a large investment on sites with low use 
potential. Also the workshop felt many of the sites 
conflicted with the environmental quality objective, and 
the public would prefer, in many areas, streamside 
recreation and free-flowing streams even if it meant they 
had to go further away for boating. For these reasons, the 
workshop formulated a 2020 plan which did not meet the 
boating needs. 
At this time, the criteria for unrestricted boating set 
up by the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation was for 5 acres 
per boat. This basic criteria was questioned and opposed 
by the Pennsylvania Department of Forests and Waters as 
being too expensive to meet. They further hoped analysis 
of streamside potential would reveal it to be a feasible, 
non-disruptive means of meeting water-oriented recreation 
needs. This judgment on their part was la ter agreed to by 
the Coordinating Committee and substantiated in a series 
of meetings with local planners. 
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The Coordinating Committee noted that the work-
shop plan did not mention a reach-by-reach program of 
flood plain management. They asked that a flood plain 
management program for the basin be added to the 
workshop plan and be coordinated with the flood 
forecasting program of the Weather Bureau. 
To obtain more information as to the regional or 
secondary impact of various measures proposed in the 
Susquehanna River workshop plan. teams composed of 
engineers and economists were sent into the field from the 
Baltimore District Corps of Engineers. The towns they 
visited were selected as those where regional development 
was suspected to be water-sensitive, that is. where some 
item of water and related land resources development was 
being considered, and it was expected that this develop-
ment would stimulate the economy. The opinions of local 
planners as to the sensitivity of the town's or region's 
economy to water resources development were obtained 
through a comprehensive questionnaire. 
At this meeting, representatives of the Recreation 
Subcommittee illustrated how they were responding to 
the Coordinating Committee comments on stream preser-
vation. At this point in time some categorizing of streams 
for preservation had been done for subbasins 1 and 2, but 
not for 3 through 8. 
Meetings of the plan formulation workshop held in 
September and October 1968, considered revisions to the 
plan in accordance with the Coordinating Committee 
comments. 
The revised workshop plan was mailed to the 
Coordinating Committee by November 1968 so that it 
could be reviewed one month ahead of the December 
meeting. It was the first time that the plan formulation 
workshop had made a comprehensive plan available to the 
Coordinating Committee, and it reflected the workshop's 
consensus on what the comprehensive plan should be. At 
this point as the plan formulation workshop plan came 
under the control of the Coordinating Committee it was 
redesignated as the development prospectus. 
Several observations can be made about this portion 
of plan formulation: 
] . A preliminary water plan was developed from the 
three response systems, and subsequently refined into the 
development prospectus. 
2. Although the plan formulation workshop was 
directed mainly by the Corps of Engineers, as each topic 
discussed would require an expert in another area, the 
Corps relinquished control of the workshop to the agency 
or state with the expertise. 
3. The plan formulation workshop met in different 
locations in the basin. 
4. The plan formulation workshop did not have a 
central library of planning reports and other documents to 
use; ra ther, when a technical problem presented itself, the 
workshop would rely on the Corps of Engineers' files, the 
files of a particular agency, or the files on a state level 1 u 
provide the necessary information. 
S. Major coordination of the plan formulation 
activities was by the Corps of Engineers. Coordinating was 
needed mainly between two groups -- the Coordinatil1g 
Committee and the workshop. Since most members of the 
plan formulation workshop were also members of the 
Coordinating Committee, there was not much of a 
problem in communication. The subcommittee people 
were relied upon only to provide technical information if 
it was needed. 
6. The Coordinating Committee members, the plan 
formulation workshop members, and the subcommittee 
members were all experts in various areas of resourL"e 
planning; and although in several cases arguments among 
the members occurred, agreement was reached through 
discussion in most cases. 
7. The following is a quote from Ken McElroy's 
letter reviewing the planning process up to this point: 
We would take a stream or basin, for example the 
Cohocton River in New York State, and we would 
look at the needs in that area. We would say, now 
what do we select (meaning alternatives) for the 
national economic efficiency and why? This involved 
a discussion of the benefits and costs based on 
national economic efficiency criteria. Then, still 
considering that same geographic area, we would 
look at the plan for regional development and 
discuss the selections for it. Then we would repeat 
the process for environmental quality. Then I would 
ask, as workshop chairman, what the others would 
wan t to pu t in to the final plan and why. This usually 
involved a fairly healthy discussion among the 
several parties in the plan formulation workshop, 
and after this discussion continued for some time, 
and cveryone had had an opportunity to express 
themselves, I indicated what I considered to be the 
consensus of the workshop. I think the minutes of 
the Coordinating Committee will bear that out for 
the plan formulation workshop at this stage put in 
some projects for regional development as well as 
environmental quality -which were subsequently de-
leted by the Coordinating Committee .... The 
formulation of the plan was based on a collective 
judgment (not permanent domination) of the overall 
criteria and objectives for a particular geographic 
area. Also it should be said that after we finished 
with each subbasin in the formulation process, we 
stepped back and took a look and then made some 
adjustments if it appeared that we had put too much 
or too little in. 
The workshop was not constrained by eXIst lIlg 
legislation or political acceptability in its formulation 
process. Some of the members of the workshop, partiL'll-
larly of the Corps of Engineers were uneasy in that they 
felt that if plans were not politically feasible, they should 
not be included in the workshop plan. Other mem be I '>. 
particularly the states, felt that those projects deen1L'd 
unfeasible should be left in the plan, and that it would lw 
more appropriate if the members of the Coordinatillg 
Committee would make that type of judgment rather tll:1l1 
the workshop. The single-purpose recreation reservoil' 
particularly around the Harrisburg area and the arc:1 
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The Coordinating Committee Plan 
(Otherwise known as the development prospectus) 
Up to this point, the process has been the following: 
~ Regional Development _____ 
BASE ~ Respons~ Sys~.el.n ---... PLAN FORMULA nON DEVELOPMENT 
DATA -----PLAN ~ Economic EffIclency ... WORKSHOP PLAN ----'PROSPECTUS ~ Response System / 
~ Environmental Quality ~ 
Response System 
draining to the Susquehanna between the cont1uence of 
the West Branch and North Branch and the Pennsylvania-
Maryland line, were cases in point. Many of the reservoirs 
put in the plan were subsequently deleted by the 
Coordinating Committee based largely on the judgments 
and recommendation of representatives of the Common-
wealth of Pennsylvania. 1 t was mainly in the choice of 
reservoir sites that the Soil Conservation Service and the 
Corps of Engineers felt that the states were dominant. It 
must be remembered that due to the collective movement 
on the part of the states in 1964 to make sure that the 
plan would be a Coordinating Committee plan, the states 
were able to veto any project which they did not agree 
upon. 
The Coordinating Committee Plan 
The Coordinating Committee, at its meeting on 
December 11-13, 1968, made changes in the plan formu-
lation workshop plan in deriving the development pros-
pectus. The committee agreed generally that the 
recommended Coordinating Committee plan should be 
realistic, practical, and politically acceptable. The com-
mittee agreed that "ballpark" estimates might have to 
suffice for the public information stage, but as much 
detailed information would be available as the agencies 
had time to prepare in light of their other responsibilities. 
As an example of changes that were made to the 
workshop plan, the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania 
expressed its opinion that the boating acreage and 
water-oriented recreation needs were too high, and the 
number of impoundments recommended was too great to 
be politcally practicable. The commonwealth's opinion 
was that the taking of large tracts of agricultural land for 
recreation and boating would not be acceptable to the 
public. The Coordinating Committee deferred to this 
judgment by the commonwealth, and a number of large 
impoundments were deleted from the 1980 prospectus 
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and moved to the 2020 prospectus. Although this resulted 
in a plan that did not meet the projected early action 
needs (the needs for 1980), the states felt that political 
acceptability was of prime concern. They emphasized that 
the report "spell out" what measures were available to 
meet the projected level of needs, even if they were not 
recommended items in the Coordinating Committee plan. 
Considerable policy came out of the December 
meeting of the Coordinating Committee. The committee 
agreed that the report and the development prospectus 
would be specific recommendations for measures to be 
undertaken in the near future. Beyond the early action 
period of 1980, the report would be less specific and 
"spell out" what appeared to be the best long range plan 
at this time. The Coordinating Committee decided that a 
more comprehensive and specific flood plain management 
package would be included in the prospectus. The 
committee also agreed to go ahead with a series of 
meetings with local planners throughout the Susquehanna 
Basin to discuss the development prospectus and alterna-
tives. Following these meetings, the workshop would be 
asked to review changes in the prospectus and bring 
recommended changes to the next Coordinating Com-
mittee meeting. 
Changes that Occurred as a Result 
of the Public Workshops and Forums 
The Coordinating Committee decided that it would 
be the responsibility of the workshop to hold the public 
meetings, while the committee itself would continue its 
deliberations on the development prospectus. 
Several public meetings were held in Pennsylvania 
and Maryland, however, it was the workshop meeting in 
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, February 27-28, 1969, which 
considered changes in the development prospectus, as a 
result of these public meetings. There was considerable 
discussion at the workshop as to whether the plan 
formulation workshop should recommend changes in the 
prospectus related to practicability and implementability, 
or recommend changes based on the needs as had been 
done previously. The workshop chairman had been 
instructed by the executive secretary of the Coordinating 
Committee that the workshop could recommend that the 
Coordinating Committee put certain measures back in the 
prospectus that had been deleted in the committee's 
December meeting. Furthermore, the workshop did not 
necessarily have to adhere to recommending imple-
mentable, publicly acceptable measures, but could use its 
judgment in recommending changes to the prospectus. 
There were a number of recommended changes to 
the prospectus generated by the workshop at its February 
27-28 meeting. Many of these changes derived from 
suggestions made by committee members subsequent to 
the December meeting. These included changes in the 
selection of river reaches for recreational development and 
the shifting of structural measures from one time in the 
plan to another. A number of low dams were added upon 
recommendation of Pennsylvania. The stream category 
system was changed primarily because of local preferences 
for specific measures. 
In summary of the period when the plan formu-
lation workshop plan shifted to the Coordinating Com-
mittee development prospectus, the following statement 
provides a view of the relationship between the workshop 
and the Coordinating Committee: 
The workshop had no choice but to accept the 
Coordinating Committee's decisions because they 
were the Coordinating Committee and we were the 
workshop. They were at a higher level in the plan 
formulation process than we were. It was our job to 
do our best job and forward it to them for their 
selections. Where the workshop disagreed with the 
selections made by the Coordinating Committee, our 
only recourse was to buttonhole our particular 
member on the Coordinating Committee and 
harangue him to the maximum extent possible to 
persuade him to push the committee to change its 
opinion on a particular decision. This was done to 
some extent, by the way, with some coalition of 
some federal and some state agencies being on one 
side of a particular issue and one or more of the 
other states and some of the other federal agencies 
being on the other side of the particular issues. 
Ultimately it was the job of the chairman of the 
Coordinating Committee to take a vote or indicate 
that consensus had been reached on a particular 
feature of a plan (McElroy, 1973, p. 6-7). 
Systems analysis 
Throughout the period of December 1968 to March 
1969, the workshop was engaged in, and reviewed a 
systems analysis performed by the Corps of Engineers 1 \) 
assist the Coordinating Committee with plan formulatioll. 
Because many of the structural alternatives identified ~IS 
possible solutions to the projected needs of the Susque-
hanna River Basin were considered sufficiently inter-
changable, systems analysis was needed for deriving a plan 
and regulation scheme. This scheme was to help create the 
greatest economic return for the least investment and, at 
the same time 1) satisfy the complex and persistent water 
resources needs of the basin and, 2) satisfy the flows 
required to maintain the power dams on the lower main 
stem and the ecological balance of the bay. In order I L) 
analyze these relationships, the total Susquehanna Rivl'r 
Basin system was divided into five subbasins (or in 
systems analysis notation-five subsystems). The suh-
systems were structured generally to coincide with tile 
major hydrologic drainage areas of the basin. These wCle 
as follows: 
Subsystem 
Number 
2 
Subsystem Area 
Susquehanna River above Sayre (S.B. I) 
Chemung River Basin (S.B. 11) 
3 Susquehanna River between Sunbury and 
Sayre 
4 
5 
West Branch of the Susquehanna River 
(S.B. IV and V) 
Entire Susquehanna River Basin 
The other important activity in this period was 10 
identify a prospectus for the year 2000. This was 
completed prior to the April meeting of the Coordinating 
Committee. 
At the end of the April 1-2, 1969, meeting of tile 
Coordinating Committee, the prospectus for public Pll'-
sentation was essentially completed. 
Summary 
All in all, disagreements during the planning sta~e 
which developed between the states and the fedel,1I 
agencies were largely differences of opinion abu II [ 
financial matters relating to levee building, impollllll-
ments, flood damage reduction, drainage, pipeline C()II-
struction, etc., with the major emphasis on who was I () 
underwrite what was approved in the final report. Fcdel ,II 
agencies wanted the states to pay for as much as possihl,', 
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and the states wanted the federal government to pay for 
as much as possible. These conflicts were basically 
ideological and agency policies came into play. The Corps 
of Engineers was the main agency which tried to have the 
states finance the structural measures. In some cases, if 
the state approved of the measure, it would agree to pay 
for it, in other cases, if the state would not agree, the 
project was dropped. In any case, agreement was reached 
informally. In most cases, a project was dropped if the 
benefit-cost ratio was marginal, or if local opposition was 
too great. This form of conflict could not be avoided. 
Federal disagreements were basically on whether or 
not a structural (dam building, etc.) or non-structural 
approach should be taken to solve a' problem. A major 
question to be resolved concerned the delineation of 
projects to be built by the Corps, and those to be 
developed by the Soil Conservation Service. As expressed 
in a letter from William Voigt, Jr., to the executive 
committee of the Interstate Advisory Committee: 
This country has seen warfare over the upstream-
versus downstream approach to flood damage pre-
vention and watershed-economic development for 
more than a quarter of a century. Each side has had 
powerful supporters. We still do not have markers to 
show that the area of jurisdiction of the Corps 
extends from the mouth of a river to point X, 
beyond which that of the Soil Conservation Service 
takes over and proceeds, small watershed by small 
watershed, to the outermost limits of the basin. 
We have seen, and still see, areas where the Corps has 
secured authorization of impoundments for tlood 
control and related purposes, and the SCS has 
simultaneously sought or achieved approval of a 
Public Law 566 program with entirely different 
plans for valleys where the Corps impoundments 
would be constructed (Voigt, 1964). 
Examination of participation during pbn formu-
lation revealed several things: 
1. State water planning personnel were members of 
plan formulation work groups - New York's member was 
from the water division of the conservation department, 
Pennsylvania's member was from the Department of 
Forests and Waters, and Maryland's member was from the 
State Planning Department. 
2. A cooperative atmosphere existed between 
federal and non-federal participants. Most of the dif-
ferences of opinion were settled by consensus. 
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3. The Corps of Engineers funded many of the 
studies, except for the Department of Agriculture and the 
Federal Water Pollution Control Administration which 
had their own funding. The states had to fund themselves. 
A significant amount of federal money was provided. 
4. Views of the state and local government officials 
were in some degree sought. State opinions and plans were 
utilized during the study but the local views and plans 
were utilized to only a small extent in data collection and 
during the changes made in the prospectus as a result of 
interviewing. 
5. State members were quite strong in the study. 
Pennsylvania had a strong governor at the time who had 
been instrumental in "swinging" Pennsylvaania in the 
national election to the democratic candidate, who was 
elected. Maryland was also democratic, and New York was 
an organized water and land resource management state. 
In 1965, there was a change in national policy which 
established the Water Resources Council to plan water and 
land resources for the nation's basins, and the states were 
quite influential through the Council of State Govern-
ments in drafting the act. There was the possibility too 
that the Corps was changing its attitudes in favor of more 
state participation. The states were the main vehicle 
through which local governments could express them-
selves (Voigt, 1973). 
6. Members of the plan formulation workshop were 
all considered to be experts in representing their various 
agencies and states; and it was concluded that a formal 
training program was not needed to acquaint them with 
the river basin planning process. 
7. Non-technical decisions were generally deferred 
to the Corps of Engineers to be answered, as they 
generally involved policy and procedure. Technical 
problems were referred to the appropriate agency, state or 
subcommittee if the plan formulation workshop or 
Coordinating Committee did not have an answer. 
8. The objectives of the plan formulation workshop 
were not challenged by the public, primarily because the 
public was too concerned with local projects, and they 
had not been included in the plan formulation process 
until late in 1968. 
9. The plan was one year behind schedule primarily 
because of a long period of time used for data collection, 
and the lack of data to be collected. 
10. Innovative techniques were not used to keep the 
plan on schedule. Time adjustments were flexible and 
unfortunately this technique delayed the plan for a whole 
year. 
CHAPTER 5 
SUMMAR Y, OBSER V ATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS, 
AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary 
Rapid advancements in water resources management 
technology have occurred in recent years, and a cor-
respondingly dramatic evolution in the nature of river 
basin and water service area management. and adminis-
trative philosophy techniques. In many respects, the 
Susquehanna comprehensive study was conceived in a 
spirit not fully appreciative of new technological and 
administrative techniques and concepts. Because of this, it 
appears that the Susquehanna plan formulation process 
was a mixed approach operating in the very restrictive 
environment of traditional studies, and yet, at the same 
time, using a few innovative techniques derived from the 
advancements and changes in teclmological concepts and 
management which were evolving at that time. In essence, 
the process itself fluctuated between old methods and 
new methods. For example, initiation of the compre-
hensive plan was routine. The Corps of Engineers were 
given a Congressional directive to review reports of earlier 
flood control and related studies, and to submit a report 
proposing a future course of action. The directive, to 
emphasize, stated that the Corps of Engineers propose a 
future course of action in the study, not implement it. 
This directive was also routine in that respect.l 
Several innovations did occur however. One change 
in particular occurred in the public hearings of 1969. 
Following a suggestion of New York State, the chair at 
the hearings was shared by the Corps of Engineers and an 
official representative of the host state. Traditionally, 
only the Corps of Engineers chaired the hearings. 
Another innovation came during the data collection 
process. Several federal agencies conducted comprehensive 
studies with their own funds, and not with money from 
the Corps of Engineers. For example, Congress had 
allotted funds to the United States Public Health Service 
for a long-term study of the basin's water quality. This 
investigation was to be part of a nationwide inquiry into 
water pollution. The Department of Agriculture also had 
direct appropriations to study 53 Susquehanna subwater-
sheds under P.L. 566. To coordinate these subwatershed 
1 Implementation of the plan could only occur mainly 
through the state and local governments. Should a project be 
needed, then and only then would an environmental impact 
statement have to be filed under the National Environmental 
Policy Act of 1969. 
studies, an intradepartmental team was assembled and 
placed under the supervision of an administrator author-
ized to cross state lines (Interstate Advisory Committe~. 
1963). 
The concept of using the Coordinating Committee 
to harmonize the various efforts of the study was 
traditional on the part of the Corps of Engineers. 
However, the periodic meetings of the Coordinating 
Committee differed from earlier times inasmuch as they 
were open to the public until plan formulation in 1967. 
Traditionally, the public had never been invited to 
Coordinating Committee meetings. 
A totally new approach was taken by the Corps uf 
Engineers when it contracted with the University of 
Michigan for a communication-participation study. The 
purpose of the study was to find ways in which bett~r 
relations between the local planners, the public, and the 
agencies might be developed. Although the study was only 
able to analyze New York State counties, and although it 
began at a late time in the planning process, nevertheless, 
it helped facilitate better communication and partki-
pation among those involved in the planning. 
Another innovation originated entirely with the 
states. This was the power of a veto which forced the 
federal agencies, primarily the Corps of Engineers, 10 
consider the states as "more on an equal footing" and to 
consider the final report as a Coordinating Committee 
effort and not just a Corps of Engineers product. If the 
prospect of the veto had not been entertained, the states 
would not have participated in the plan and the directive 
for the study would have been violated. 
The organization and utilization of subcommittees 
and workgroups to conduct the data collection process 
also was routine, however, the manner in which commull i-
cation was carried out among those involved was innOV~I­
tive. For the first time, those who were concerned wit II 
the passage of the compact for the creation of ~l 
Susquehanna River Basin commission, and those invo lvcd 
with the comprehensive survey maintained 
communication-participation links with each other. 
As noted in Chapter 2, the Susquehanna River BaSll1 
study was considered a Type 2 study under the Walel 
Resources Council. When the study began, emphasis r(ll 
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evaluating projects was primarily based on the benefit-cost 
ratio, and projects selected were, for the most part, 
structural. Yet, in the period of time from 1961 to 1970, 
changes took place which affected the planning process of 
the study. 
The Water Resources Council, created under the 
Water Resources Planning Act of 1965, changed the 
evaluation process to a multiple-objective approach -
including regional development, environmental quality, 
and economic efficiency. 
The Corps of Engineers' task force, appointed in 
1966 to study the Susquehanna Survey changed the 
planning process from emphasis on only structural alter-
natives to the combination of both structural and IlOIl-
structural alternatives to meet the needs of the basin. 
Changes are and will con tinue to occur in the water 
resources planning field which will affect river basin 
studies. For instance, the policy statement prepared in 
July, 1970, by the Water Resources Council provided that 
Level B (regional or river basin) plans be accomplished in 
three years, and that there be an evaluation of benefits 
and costs only to the extent necessary to select among 
various alternatives. While one of the council's aims was to 
reduce the time for carrying out these Level B studies, it 
had, in effect, given field level agencies a period of only 
30 months from beginning to end to collect data. This 
would place an extra burden upon the states and agencies 
to adequately staff and finance their members so that the 
job could be performed adequately in the time allotted. 
The same policy statement emphasized the need for 
multiple-objective plans and public participation. While 
the Susquehanna Study did include these two needs 
during the planning process, unfortunately, the study 
took place during the transition period of paying "lip 
service" to these needs and actually implementing them in 
the planning process. More commitment will be needed by 
the agencies, congress, and the executive branch to make 
sure that these approaches are being carried out. 
Type 2 studies, at present, have been considered 
passe. Level B type studies, conducted under independent 
study managers employed by river basin commissions 
(where they exist), or the Water Resources Council, have 
been underway for a short period of time. This may be 
another important change; since the leadership position 
would no longer be in an advocate agency, but in an 
interagency group without any particular interest to 
promote (Abelson, 1973). For example, the Monongahela 
River Basin study would be managed by the Ohio River 
Basin Commission, and would coordinate the on-going 
single agency and state-sponsored studies already under-
way into a Level B river basin plan (U.S. Water Resources 
Council). This approach would be comparatively new, and 
a well-integrated comprehensive multiple-objective plan 
would be the hoped-for product. 
The State Grant Program, under Title III of the 
Water Resources Planning Act of 1965, has encouraged 
growth in state capacity to assume water and land 
resource planning programs. State personnel have been 
assigned major roles in Level B planning studies and the 
funds from Title III support state participation. This has' 
been supported by the states: 
In the future, we will strongly recommend that the 
State lead the Type 2 (or Level B) water resources 
study with funding to State and local agencies as 
well as Federal agencies. This would ensure inclusion 
of non-Federal programs, more efficient manage-
ment at considerably less cost and more actual local 
participation (Lee, 1973). 
The Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amend-
ments of 1972 (P. L. 92-500) will have an effect upon the 
planning process. Since the Pollution Act Amendments 
authorize the establishment of river study centers, 
regional waste treatment plants, and more state partici-
pation, there will be more need to coordinate data 
collection and research with the on-going planning activi-
ties. This attempt at coordination will be difficult at first 
as independent regulatory agencies are required by the 
laws, under which they function, to make independent 
plans. The National Water Commission in its report 
entitled, "Water Resources Planning" has suggested that 
present legislative authority be changed so that regulatory 
agency action taken subsequent to completion and 
approval of a basin, regional, or local area plan, should be 
considered with such a plan (National Water Commission, 
1972). 
Finally, the Susquehanna River Basin Commission, 
created approximately at the same time the Susquehanna 
Basin report was prepared, is a federal-interstate compact 
commission with authority not only for planning, but for 
regulating and developing as well. In this situation, the 
Coordinating Committee plan can be either accepted or 
rejected. The Susquehanna River Basin Commission is 
restudying the plan and will adjust it to its own 
comprehensive plan for the basin. The Water Resources 
Council, which also must review the Coordinating Com-
mittee report is waiting upon the Susquehanna River 
Basin Commission to issue a statement as to what it plans 
to do about the final report. 
Observations and Conclusions 
1. Through the planning process, the states were 
able to realize their aims because representatives of the 
three states were members on the plan formulation 
workshop and the Coordinating Committee and made 
changes desired as the plan was developed (McKee 1973). 
A major problem was not that the federal agencies would 
smother the states, but that the federal agencies, particll-
larly those working on recreation, fishing and Wildlife, 
would be so overwhelmed by the states as to not 
adequately reflect the interests of their mission-oriented 
agencies (McElroy, 1973). 
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2. The Coordinatmg Committee did attempt to 
present a comprehensive view of the resources, needs, and 
problems of the basin, however, difficulties in funding and 
the lack of an adequate time schedule prevented the study 
from fully realizing the objectives. For instance, data from 
the Bureau of Mines and the Recreation Subcommittee 
were lacking when the response systems were established 
for the plan, thus, data were not fully integrated. 
3. The comprehensive survey attempted to present a 
plan which would achieve the optimum use of the 
resources of the basin through three objectives ~ regional 
development. economic efficiency, and environmental 
quality. However, there was not a uniform agreement 
among individual agency and state representatives as to 
what constituted the objectives. For example. there was 
not complete agreement with the definition for environ-
mental quality even though an "idea" for the objective 
had been forn:ulated. The Coordinating Committee, not 
wishing to give guidance on the definition to the 
workshop, pushed the definition problem onto the 
shoulders of the plan formulation workshop. 
4. Non-structural alternatives were considered where 
practicable, but existing high levels of development in 
parts of the basin limited the opportunity for non-
structural alternatives. 
5. The Coordinating Committee was at times ineffi-
cient, especially when the time element for the survey had 
to be established. As noted before, the scheduling periods 
were constantly altered and the entire plan was one year 
behind schedule. 
6. The final report was actually obsolete in many 
cases, for example, popUlation projections, projections in 
general, water use, and flood control. Hurricane Agnes, in 
the summer of 1972, did much to alter the conclusions of 
the Corps of Engineers in regards to flood management, 
and popUlation projections from the year 1960 did not 
take into account the changes that have occurred. 
The final plan was a first step in the process of 
achieving goals in resources managemen 1. Since this 
field is dynamic, the goals are by no means un-
changing. Hurricane Agnes made the point of thc 
importance of flood control and flood plain manage-
ment. At the time the plan was completed, I am sure 
responsible participants recognized that the physical 
structures and programs were incremental in nature 
and therefore the plan was really no more, and no 
less, than a good first step (Montanari, ] 973). 
7. The Coordinating Committee and the plan formu-
lation workshop worked together as a coordinated team 
since the workshop actually functioned under the Coor-
dinating Committee. Disagreements occurred when a 
particular Coordinating Committee member was not fully 
informed of the decisions made in the plan formulation 
meetings. For example: 
The United States Department of the Interior 
representative was a good example. He was too far 
separated from all the agencies he represented 
(USGS, rWPCA, BOR, Usr&w, USBOM). I do not 
recall any specific conflicts that were not resolved by 
mutual consent or vote (Fecke, 1973). 
8. The major issue left unresolved was the quanti i'i-
cation of Chesapeake Bay ecological fresh water influw 
requirements. Directly related to this was the unresolved 
policy question of con trolling diversions or consum pt i vc 
losses within the Susquehanna River Basin to gua I J 
against adverse alterations of the Chesapeake Bay (Abar. 
1973). 
9. Other difficulties with the planning procc~s 
involved the following: 
a. Difficulties with quantifying regional income 
benefits and relating these to a specific 
recommendation; 
b. Motivating local citizens to help establish 
regional goals for economic growth and watcr 
resources development, and; 
c. An analysis of costs including data for a large 
number of alternatives, only a few of which 
were needed (SRBS Coordinating Committee, 
1969, p. X-2). 
Recommendations 
1. The Corps of Engineers was authorized (0 
conduct a comprehensive plan for the development of 
water and related land resources in the Susquehanna Basin 
according to the resolution of October 5, 1961. This 
resolution did not specify any completion date for the 
study and the date for termination would appear to have 
been up to the administrative discretion of the Corps 0 I' 
Engineers. The term "comprehensive survey" was also Ie n 
open for interpretation. Although the Water Resources 
Council has been trying to limit the time period for such 
studies, the legislature, in its resolutions, should include a 
definite time for study completion. 
2. Maximization of the aggregate benefit-cost cri-
teria has been a controlling factor in plan formulation. 
Benefits and costs have been assessed on the basis of 
existing feasible and acceptable aIternatives,2 present day 
cost data, and needs information. While this may provide 
for an assessment of present and future needs and an 
evaluation of present applicability of certain alternatives 
and associated costs for a single point in time, the effort 
does not provide a flexible and dynamic planning tool. 
Basin plans are not designed to be implemented in toto at 
one time, but piecemeal over a long period of time. 
Instead, an identification and discussion of altern a tives 
should be made without reference to costs or benefi t s 
provided; that is, an identification and discussion should 
include only the effects which such alternatives would 
have on water quantity, or quality, or the effects which 
might affect very localized expressed needs. Narrative 
recognition would be desirable of direct joint benefits 
(i.e., recreation, aesthetic values, fish habitat, etc. alld 
how they affect each other) rather than stating eacll 
benefit separately and stating how it significantly relatL''l 
to augmenting water quantity or water quality. 
2Another word for alternatives is capabilities, used by Ille 
Corps of Engineers in their documents. 
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!\ cOlJlprehen\ive plan ,hould h' developed from at 
le;j,t three levels of population and economic 
activity In thi~ manner. chanj.!iTll!, and varying future 
(()lIditiom can he calculated and planned for In 
addition, the guidance of ten year census \tati,tics 
call he incorporated to analyzc current trends and 
indIcate future growth JXltential The approach 
would be better than 1 he single line projection, of 
popUlation and economic activity that were accepted 
lor the Su,quchanna Study (])cMos\, 1973, p.3). 
5. J t was acknowledged hy the planners that the 
Susquehanna was an underdeveloped river hasin located 
betwcen regions undcrgoing dramatic growth. It was 
rccogni/,cd at thc samc timc that "thcre was time" to 
plan, and that the planning process would not have to 
panic into inappropriatc action. Susquehanna plan formu-
lat ion should have takcn maximum advantage or the 
hreathing time allowed. Un,'ortllllately this was not done. 
and hecause or a time clement and complicating factors 
that occurred (i.e., personllel changes, lack 0" direction, 
slow return 0" data, etc.), the Susquehanna River and the 
Chesapeake Bay studies were carried out separately. The 
developmcnt or a hydraulic and mathematical Illodel for 
purposes or analysis or the elTects ot' the Susquehanna 
Basin development on lhe Chesapeake Bay should have 
heen a concllrrent undertaking. Such an,ilytical devices 
would have been very important planning touls ror usc in 
the management and adlllillisiralioll or the Susquehanna 
River Basin-Chesapeake Bay hydrological syste1ll. 
4. Several signil"icant assumptions should have been 
recognized during the Susquehanna plan rormulation. 
These include: 
a. The existence of a permanent river basin 
management organization to be created in the 
ncar future, and possibly before 1969 the 
directed completion time for the study; 
b. The nature or stream water quality standards 
presumably to be established on or before 
1969 and their continuous revision; 
c. The extent or inter-basin water diversion and 
concomitant pressures in the ruture, and the 
possible .distorting etlecls upon the basin 
watershed, hydrologically defined, as a rele-
vant water resource management and adminis-
tr()tive unit; 
d_ The lIncerl()inty of the fresh w()ter flow and 
quality demands or the Ches()peake B()y 
related to the Susquehanna River Basin 
system from which it cannot, under any 
circu mstances, be considered hydrologically 
sc par()te. 
It would seem desirable that any plan formulation effort 
recogn ize I hese ele ments, not to mention technologic()1 
advancements, various other <Ilternatives and future cost 
structure (i.c., water pricing, des()linization, land manage-
ment ror water su pply purposes). 
5. 1\ significant Llctor or the Susquehanna plan 
rorlllulation errort was [hat both federal and state agency 
personnel would actually be doing and not just reviewing 
tile plan. For this rcaSOIl, the alternatives of the plan 
formulation task force members should have been 
identified and integrated into the effort. The task force 
should have been able to: 
a. Identify all presently acceptable and futuristic 
alternatives from their respective agency pro-
gram orientation; 
b. Recognize local needs and the feasibility of all 
alternatives identified; 
c. Narratively and quantitatively discuss the rela-
tion shi p between iden tified needs and 
alternatives; 
d. Predict the possible relationship between use 
of various alternatives and resulting effects 
UpOJl various parts of the basin, and, in 
general; 
e. Brainstorm. 
In summary. the task force can provide for the unique 
interaction of respective agency program self interests and 
sensitivities as related to needs and alternatives. Thus, in 
the course of the planning sessions, such interaction 
should have been documen ted to serve as future reference 
points for consideration and weighing future basin 
l1lanagemcn t and administrative decisions. 
6. There should have been developed a method to 
be used in planning management and administrative 
management for the Susquehanna Basin. Given the plan-
ning effort. and the assumptions derived above, it would 
have appeared desirahle to orient plan formulation away 
!'rolll project planning and the development of a series of 
alternative comprehensive basin projects and program 
plans. Formulation should move towards the development 
of a planning, management, and administrative method to 
be used in the development of the Susquehanna River 
Basin and to provide flexible, adaptable, and open-endness 
for any future management effort. Basic objectives of 
planning efforts should have been directed towards 
providing for alternative levels of water quantity, water 
quality, and risk factors at anyone time and in any 
portion of the basin, rather than providing directly for 
specific needs per se. Water related services~municipal 
and industrial water supply, recreation, waste 
assimilation--are defined in terms of water quantity and 
quality. Using water quantity, quality and various levels of 
risks as the basic variables would enable the water 
resources administrator to operate in highly flexible 
situations. He could then say: "We need (W) quantity of 
water and (X) quality to provide for the expressed (Y) 
needs at point (Z) in the basin." Or else, the administrator 
could say: "We can provide for (Y) needs at point (Z) in 
the basin because .... or if we have (W) quantity of water 
of (X) quality." No attention need be paid to defining the 
specific way in which the alternative water quantity and 
quality would be obtained at this time. This would be an 
outgrowth of the use of the planning method by a 
compact organization, the states, and local governmental 
jurisdictions. 
7. The guiding rationale for plan formulation should 
be to provide for a sound basic operating framework 
within which the permanent basin management organi-
zation can operate. 
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8. Needs should be narratively and quantitatively 
discussed and defined for all portions of the basin, for the 
present and future. 
9. Alternatives should be narratively and sub-
stantially analyzed with regard to identifying present and 
future needs, water quantity, water quality, but without 
regard to cost comparisons between various alternatives. 
10. A systems analysis program for the Susquehanna 
River Basin-Chesapeake Bay hydrologic system should 
have been formulated. This would provide for all recog-
nized alternatives to be weighed against each other in 
terms of effects upon the water quantity and quality 
desired, or created in each portion of the basin. Flexibility 
in program and project planning at a later date. and 
accountability for changing water quality standards over 
time would be promoted by this orientation. Also, the 
system would be intrinsically sensitive to Chesapeake Bay 
resource development considerations.3 All alternatives 
and needs data must be designed so as to be capable of 
keying into systems analysis. 
I 1. More emphasis should have been placed upon 
non-structural measures such as flood plain zoning. This 
did not happen in the Susquehanna Survey because the 
states ceded to the local governments. 
12. Attempts should have been made to centralize 
the plan formulation group so that they could work on a 
more continuous basis in contact with each other rather 
than with the Susquehanna arrangement of sporadic 
meetings when needed: 
I am convinced that much more could be accom-
plished if agency personnel would spend a lot more 
3The alternative plans for the Susquehanna Basin were 
subjected to systems analysis, however, the mathematical model 
simulation was designed only as a check upon the projects and 
alternative plans. The simulation was thus too narrow in scope. 
time working together on a day by day basis, rather 
than having these meetings on a hit and miss basis as 
the need occurs (McElroy, 1973, p. 8). 
13. The incorporation of the public vie poi Il t 
should have occurred earlier in the planning proc ss and 
should have continued to the printing of the final report. 
On account of the break in public involvement from 19(A 
to 1968, the public did not know what to expect from the 
planning process in reference to alternative measures, and 
could only express personal grievances during the 
hearings. 
14. As the planning trend continues for the Leve I B 
studies, institutional arrangements for carrying out I he 
plans will either be of the Title II form under the guidance 
of the Water Resources Council if the law is changed. or 
of a federal-interstate nature. In most cases, however, [he 
institutional arrangement is decided upon after the plans 
have been developed. This presents a difficulty in [he 
planning process, particularly with implementation. In the 
Susquehanna. implementation was very weak. The pro-
grams to be implemented placed a large amount of 
responsibility on local and state governments. The imple-
mentation powers of the federal government for Ille 
recommendations in the plan were limited to mul ti-
purpose reservoirs and local flood protection structures, 
but even these projects could not be accomplished 
without state and local support. If a plan would be 
formulated similar to the method described in the above 
sections, and if implementation powers and initial survey 
planning powers would be vested in an already agreed Lo 
established institution, better credibility might be given to 
the whole planning process. Contracts could be given out 
to the federal and state level agencies by the establish~d 
institution to develop input for the method plan and the 
institution could implement the suggestions. 
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EXHIBIT 3 
LISTING OF SUBCOMMITTEE MEMBERSHIP 
Recreation Subcommittee 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation, Ch. 
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania 
State of New York 
Housing and Home Finance Agency 
Corps of Engineers 
Bureau of Sport Fisheries and 
Wildlife 
Forest Service 
Public Health Service 
National Park Service 
State of Maryland 
Soil Conservation Service 
Public Affairs Subcommittee 
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania 
State of Maryland 
Susquehanna River Basin 
Association 
Federal Water Pollution Control 
Administra tion 
State of New York 
Soil Conservation Service 
Corps of Engineers 
Water Subcommittee 
Corps of Engineers, Ch. 
Federal Power Commission 
U.S. Geological Survey 
Forest Service 
Bureau of Sport Fisheries 
and Wildlife 
State of New York 
Federal Water Pollution Control 
Administration 
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania 
State of Maryland 
Weather Bureau 
Bureau of Mines 
Water Quality Work Group 
FWPCA, Ch. 
Forest Service 
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania 
Bureau of Sport Fisheries 
and Wildlife 
State of Maryland 
Bureau of Mines 
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Power Subcommittee 
Federal Power Commission, Ch. 
Private Power Association 
Rural Electric Administration 
National Rural Electric 
Cooperative Association 
Department of Interior 
State of New York 
Corps of Engineers 
Economic Base Subcommittee 
Federal Water Pollution Control 
Administration 
Corps of Engineers-Co-Ch. 
Economic Research Service 
Bureau of Mines 
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania 
Public Utilities 
Department of Commerce 
Federal Power Commission 
Housing and Home Finance Agency 
State of New York 
State of Maryland 
Forest Service 
Hydrology Work Group 
Corps of Engineers, Ch. 
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania 
State of New York 
Bureau of Sport Fisheries 
and Wildlife 
Geological Survey 
Forest Service 
Federal Water Pollution Control 
Administra tion 
Weather Bureau 
Federal Power Commission 
Soil Conservation Service 
Soil Conservation Service 
State of New York 
Federal Power Commission 
Geological Survey 
Corps of Engineers 
Public Health Service 
LISTING OF SUBCOMMITTEES 
Mine Drainage Work Group 
FWPCA, Ch. 
Bureau of Sport Fisheries and 
Wildlife 
States affected 
Mining industry 
Bureau of Mines 
Geological Survey 
Corps of Engineers 
Forest Service 
Plan Formulation Work Group 
Department of Agriculture 
Department of Commerce 
Federal Water Pollution Control 
Administration 
Corps of Engineers 
States 
Housing and Urban Development 
Department of Interior 
Federal Power Commission 
Report Preparation Workshop 
States 
Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife 
Federal Water Pollution Control Administration 
U.S. Geological Survey 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
National Park Service 
Economic Research Service 
U.S. Forest Service 
Soil Conservation Service 
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare 
Department of Commerce 
Federal Power Commission ** 
Source: Susquehanna River Basin Coordinating Com-
mittee Report, Appendix A-History. Susquehanna River 
Basin Study. June 1970. pp. A-II-IO to A-I1-11. 
**The Interstate Advisory Committee on the Susquehanna River Basin, (besides being represented by Mr. William Voigt, 
Jr.. on the Coordinating Committee in ex-officio capacity) was also represented on all of the subcommittees and work 
groups mostly by Mr. Voigt, Jr., and at times by Eleanor Hanlon, Technical Assistant to the JAC. 
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A Case Study of the Willamefte Basin 
Comprehensive Study 
by Dennis E. Oaks, Oregon State University 
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A CASE STUDY OF THE WILLAMETTE BASIN 
COMPREHENSIVE STUDY 
Introduction 
Purpose of study 
The Willamette Basin Comprehensive Water and 
Related Land Resources Study was recently completed 
and presented to the Water Resources Council for 
submittal to the President and Congress. This marked the 
culmination of a decade of effort by a combined task 
force of more than 30 federal and state government 
agencies to identify the water and related land resources 
of the Willamette Basin and to relate them to the area's 
short and long-range future needs. This writing seeks to 
identify the strengths and weaknesses of the Willamette 
Basin Study in regard to the organization and processes 
used to complete it and the study's effectiveness as an 
instrument for water resources planning and development 
in the basin. 
Procedure 
Two sections are contained herein. The first briefly 
describes the characteristics of the Willamette Basin in 
terms of physical and cultural aspects. The major func-
tional uses of basin water resources are described, and 
some of the related problems are discussed. The Willam-
ette Basin Comprehensive Study (WBC Study) was de-
veloped within a framework that payed almost religious 
attention to functional uses. Section One concludes with a 
review of events and trends of importance to water 
resource planning and development within the basin up to 
the commencement of the WBC Study. 
Section Two deals with individual elements of 
planning under the WBC Study approach. Guidance and 
leadership, interagency cooperation, plan coordination, 
public participation; these and other elements are 
appraised. The value of the WBC Study to near and 
distant future planning for development, and summary 
remarks complete Section Two. 
The Character of Willamette Basin 
The locality 
Willamette Basin is a roughly rectangular area 
extending some ] 50 miles north-south and 75 miles 
east-west. It is situated in the northwestern portion of 
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Oregon and encompasses slightly more than 12,000 square 
nliles of the state's land area. The basin's eastern, western, 
and southern boundaries are formed by mountains and its 
surface runoff drains northward to enter the Columbia 
River near Portland, Oregon. 
As illustrated in Figure D-l, the basin is comprised 
of three major physiographic units: the Cascade and Coast 
Ranges of mountains and the Willamette Valley between 
them. The Cascade Range has two distinct subunits, the 
High Cascades and the Western Cascades. 
HIGH 
CASCADES 
---~ , ... ~ _____ ~~======:1~~~~~~-------
Figure D-l. Physiographic units of WilJamette Basin. 
The crest of the High Cascades defines the eastern 
.'\ kilt of Willamette Basin. These majestic mountains are 
",-" i bed as a gently inclined plateau from 5 to 10 miles 
wide and about 130 miles in length. Most of the plateau 
area is fr\)m 3,000 to 5,000 feet elevation but spectacular 
volcanic cones, such as Hood, Jefferson, and Three Sisters, 
reach beyond 10,000 feet. Most major streams flowing 
from the Western Cascades into the Willamette Valley 
have their headwaters in the High Cascades. 
The Western Cascades are from 20 to 50 miles wide 
and range in elevation from about 300 feet at the 
western-most edge to over 5,000 feet at many points. 
They are rugged mountains (see Figure D-I cross-section) 
that have steep-sloped stream valleys and narrow ridges. 
Combined, the High Cascades and Western Cascades 
make up some 60 percent of the land area of Willamette 
Basin. 
The western boundary of Willamette Basin is 
formed by the divide of the Coast Range. Maximum 
elevation is only about 4,000 feet in these mountains but 
they are rugged and difficult to traverse. Stream channels 
are deeply incised and ridges are sharp and irregular. The 
Coast Range accounts for less than 15 percent of the basin 
area. 
The final physiographic unit is the Willamette 
Valley. While it is only about one-fourth of the basin area 
(3,500 square miles), it is the cultural and economic heart 
of Oregon, for three-fourths of the state's population live 
within it. 
The Willamette Valley is a broad alluvial plain with 
rich soils and abundant water resources. Its topography 
ranges from very flat to rolling with hilly areas. Its highest 
elevation is only about 500 feet and lowest elevation is 
about 10 feet where Willamette River joins the Columbia. 
It is not by coincidence that Oregon's two major 
universities, the University of Oregon and Oregon State 
University, have water-loving animals as their mascots, 
"Ducks" and "Beavers" respectively, for the climate is 
most inviting to those who like long rainy seasons coupled 
with winters and summers that are favorably modified by 
a maritime influence. Rainfall ranges from more than 180 
inches per year in the mountains to 35 inches in parts of 
the valley. Seventy percent of it falls in the period 
November through March while less than one percent 
occurs in July-August. In fact, long dry periods exceeding 
30 days in the July-August period are common in 
Willamette Valley. In the summer of 1967, 79 days passed 
without measurable precipitation. Figure D-2 shows both 
the typical amount of precipitation received and the 
seasonal variation at the mid-valley site of Albany, 
Oregon. 
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Figure 0-2. Precipitation at Albany. 
The disparity in quantity of precipitation received 
in the valley and the mountains results from the fact that 
Willamette Valley is in the rainshadow of the Coast 
Range. Moist pulsations of air strike the land off of the 
Pacific Ocean and within a few miles begin orographic lift 
as the mountains are reached. Heavy precipitation occurs 
throughout the windward slope but drops off rapidly as 
the air warms by descending the leeward slope toward the 
valley. Orographic precipitation is again produced by the 
Cascades as the air mass is forced to even greater heights 
and cooled beyond saturation. Most precipitation in the 
Cascades is in the form of snow because of elevation and 
the wet winter season. At the 2,000 feet level "about 10 
percent of the annual precipitation is snow (by amount of 
water yielded). The percent of precipitation occurring as 
snow then increases at approximately 10 percent per 
thousand feet increase in elevation. 
The distribution of precipitation throughout the 
basin is an expression of the area's physiography. What 
causes the seasonal characteristics to exist? The answer is 
found in the fact that in the months of November through 
March the land area is colder than the adjacent ocean and 
causes incoming air masses to cool through contact with 
the land surface and through orographic lift. The air mass 
thus crosses the entirety of Willamette Basin in a state of 
high relative humidity and storms frequently occur. In the 
summer months the opposite is true because the land is 
warmer than the ocean. Fog commonly develops along the 
coastal fringe and precipitation becomes unlikely except 
in the higher reaches of elevation. Due to their modest 
elevation the Coast Range Mountains are sufficiently 
warmer than the ocean to offset cooling of air caused by 
the orographic effect. 
The water resource 
Over 40 million acre feet of precipitation falls on 
the Willamette Basin in each typical year. About 26 
million acre feet collects into and is discharged by surface 
streams into the Columbia River. The principal stream is 
Willamette River, one of the few United States rivers that 
flow northward throughout their extent. It carries an 
annual average of over 24 million acre feet of water to the 
Columbia system. 
Willamette River ongmates near Eugene, Oregon, 
with the confluence of its North, Middle, and Coast 
Forks. It then flows the full length of Willamette Basin, 
increasing in volume as its major tributaries enter from 
east and west (Figure D-3). Major tributaries of the 
Willamette are the McKenzie, Santiam, Molalla, and 
Clackamas from the Cascades, and the Long Tom, Marys, 
Luckiamute, Yamhill, and Tualatin from the Coast Range. 
Rivers 
1. Willamette 
2. Clackamas 
3. Tualatin 
4. Molalla 
5. Yamhill 
6. Santiam 
7. Luckiamute 
8. Marys 
9. Long Tom 
10. McKenzie 
Figure D-3. Willamette River and its major tributaries. 
The pattern of runoff is different for westside 
streams than for those from the eastside in that westside 
tributaries respond rapidly to intense Coast Range rains, 
begin to recede in April, are little affected by snowmelt, 
and have undesirably low summer flows. On the other 
hand, the tributaries that originate in the Cascades 
maintain high flows until June when volume commences 
to diminish, and have better low flow conditions, both 
due to the large amount of snowpack that gradually 
releases water throughout the spring season. 
People of the Willamette Basin 
Oregon has a population of more than 2.1 million 
people, 70 percent of whom reside within the Willamette 
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Basin and, for the most part, in one of the' four main 
urban areas shown in Figure D-4. Of the valley's 
population, 80 percent is urban and 90 percent lives in 
cities that are within 10 miles of the Willamette River. 
Portland 
Salem 
Albany-
Corvallis 
Eugene-
Springfield 
Figure D-4. The Willamette Basin has four major urban 
areas. 
The Willamette Valley is commonly divided into 
three subareas: the Lower, Middle, and Upper Willamette 
Valley. In 1950 the total basin population was 992,000; 
in 1973 the popUlation of the Lower Willamette Valley 
alone is nearly the same. The principal attraction to 
settlement in the lower subarea is the Portland metro-
politan area. 
Salem, Corvallis, and Albany are the major cities of 
the Middle Willamette Valley which, as of 1964, had 
320,000 occupants. The upper subarea is the most ligh tly 
populated but contains the large Eugene-Springfield urban 
area. The upper subarea population was 190,000 in 19CA. 
In-migration has significantly affected the growth of 
Willamette Valley. In the period 1940-1964,53 percent of 
the population increase was due to net in-migration. This 
has caused the Willamette Valley to grow faster than the 
national or northwest rates of increase. 
The rapid growth of Willamette Valley has caused 
many problems. Environmental concern has been fostered 
by threat to the quality of Willamette River, increasing air 
pollution, and trends in using land and forest resources. 
The demand for services such as flood protection, outdoor 
recreation enhancement, low cost supply of electricity, 
clean water for municipal and industrial use, and ample 
amounts of irrigation water have placed unprecedented 
pressure on the basin's water and land resources. 
Some problems briefly illustrated 
Floud control. The greatest flood in the recorded 
history of Willamette Basin occurred in ] 861, when the 
Willamette River was estimated to have reached a volume 
of 500,000 cubic feet per second and rose to a peak stage 
of 47 feet, 21 feet above flood stage, at Salem. If such a 
flood were to occur again tomorrow it would ravage the 
valley to a great extent because flood control is not 
developed to control such a quantity of water. For 
example, the second greatest flood occurred in 1964, 
when significant flood control had been developed. The 
flood would have staged at 45.3 feet without reservoir 
regulation but was limited to 37.8 feet because of it. 
While a tremendous reduction was made in flood related 
damage, 71 million dollars worth of damage still occurred. 
Prior to the 1964 flood, most valley residents had 
been lulled into a false sense of security by the fact that 
new flood control structures were gradually being added 
to increase flood control capability. After the flood there 
was a sharp increase in demand for additional protection. 
The fact is that complete flood control cannot be attained 
for floods such as those of 1861 and 1964, because of the 
expense of constructing flood control structures and also 
because of conflicts between those structures and other 
land and water uses. What is desired and sought is the 
fullest practical protection. The major storage reservoirs 
responsible for regulation of the Willamette River System 
are listed in Table D-l. Note that none of them are on the 
main stem of the Willamette River. 
The Willamette flood plain is a valuable resource 
and its use value to many occupants exceeds flood loss 
risk incurred by locating on it. Future measures to 
minimize flood loss along it must look more and more to 
combining structural and non-structural controls. 
Outdoor recreation. A common saying about west-
ern Oregon is that it has a climate conducive to maximum 
mental activity in the winter and maximum physical 
activity in the summer. The warm dry summers make 
outdoor activities inviting and basin residents have many 
forms of recreation to select from. 
The Cascades have vast areas of wilderness to serve 
hikers, mountain climbers, fishermen, hunters, and others. 
Scenic drives take viewers through lava flows, past 
volcanic peaks and clear na !lual lakes, and through richly 
forested passes. Picnic areas and campsites are numerous 
but many of them are fIlled to capacity on summer 
weekends. 
The Willamette Valley is rich in game animals such 
as waterfowl, deer, upland game birds, and fish. Resident 
fish include trout, bass and perch, and the valley provides 
habitat for a substantial run of anadromous fish, primarily 
salmon, steelhead, and sea-run cutthroat trout. 
In recent years the State of Oregon has taken steps 
to improve the Willamette River as a recreational resource. 
In 1967 the Willamette River Park System was initiated 
Table 0-1. Storage reservoirs on the Willamette River System above Oregon City. 
Reservoir Location Drainage Area (square miles) Usable Storage (acre-feet) 
Cottage Grove Coast Fork 104 30,060 
Dorena Row River 265 70,500 
Lookout Point Middle Fork 991 349,400 
Hills Creek Middle Fork 389 249,000 
Dexter Middle Fork 996 4,800 
Fall Creek Fall Creek 184 115,000 
Smith Smith River 18 9,900 
Cougar McKenzie 208 165,100 
Blue River Blue River 88 85,000 
Fern Ridge Long Tom 273 110,000 
Detroit North Santiam 438 339,900 
Green Peter Middle Santiam 277 333,000 
Foster South Santi am 494 33,600 
Big Cliff North Santiam 452 2,430 
Source: Gleeson. 
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"in order to protect and preserve for present and future 
generations of citizens the natural scenic and recreational 
value of the Willamette River" (Oregon Revised Statute 
390.320). Originally the plan called for establishment of a 
greenway along both banks of the river from Portland to 
Dexter Dam, some 250 miles of river frontage away. The 
costly nature of acquiring a complete greenway has caused 
the state to concentrate on developing only selected areas 
presently with additional land to be purchased as finances 
permit. Because of the close relationship between the river 
and location of valley population, most development is 
proceeding near the four urban areas shown in Figure D-4. 
The major concern of those who manage the 
recreation resources is the increasing demands on the 
basin's land and water due to increasing numbers of users. 
In addition, many competitive water uses prevent full 
realization of recreation potential of many sites. For 
example. Fern Ridge Reservoir near Eugene, Oregon, was 
constructed for such things as irrigation, flood control, 
and low flow augmentation. It was soon evident, however, 
that the reservoir served the greatest number of people as 
a source of recreation. Despite that fact, when the choice 
must be made between maintaining desirable water level 
for recreation or withdrawal of water because it cannot be 
obtained from other less recreation-oriented reservoirs, 
the legal purposes for which Fern Ridge was constructed 
to serve force the latter choice to prevail. In those years 
that water from Fern Ridge must be released, recreation 
quality is greatly impaired by the resulting mud flats that 
encircle the shallow water body. 
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There are millions of acres of land in Willamette 
Basin suited to outdoor recreation, including over 
100,000 acres of water surface, 35 state parks, 260,000 
acres in five designated wilderness areas, over 850 
developed camping and picnic sites, more than 90 public 
boat launching facilities, 94,000 acres of designated 
recreation areas, and over 17,000 acres of. land classified 
as unique and natural areas. Clearly, one of the major 
inputs to planning water and related land uses in the 
Willamette Basin is that of recreation demand. 
Electrical supply. The total electric generating capa-
city of the Willamette Basin is approximately 950,000 
kilowatts, 80 percent of which is hydroelectric. Most 
electrical production is at federal sites, but numerous 
small power producers, both public and private, also 
contribute. There are 35 hydro and 23 thermal plants in 
thE' basin. 
The inadequacy of Willamette Basin to satisfy its 
own power needs is illustrated by the fact that more than 
three-fourths of the electricity consumed in the basin in 
1970 was imported from producers located outside of the 
basin. Figure D-5 shows the projected relationship be-
tween basin consumption and outside production in 
coming decades. The existing production capacity of 
Willamette Basin for any given period is indicated by the 
"existing resources" area. "From other sources" shows the 
amount of electricity that must be supplied from outside 
of the basin in order to meet peak load requirements. 
Quantities are given in megawatts, 1,000 of which are 
roughly the present in-basin capacity of production. 
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Figure D-5. Peak load and generating capacity (WBC Study, Appx. J, p .111-5). 
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The impacts of future electrical needs upon the 
basin water and land resources are many. In addition to 
expansion of hydroelectric production, through new 
and/or enlarged sites, fossil-fuel and nuclear thermal 
power plants will almost certainly become significantly 
more important. Fossil-fuel plants have been limited by 
the fact that the Willamette Basin has no adequate source 
of fuel for large-scale production such as that of the 
Centralia, Washington, operation, and will be limited in 
the future by the demand for air pollution abatement. 
Both fossil-fuel and nuclear power production will have to 
be managed in such a way that their hot water discharges 
that result from cooling processes can be controlled to the 
extent that they are acceptable. Other needs, such as 
power line right-of-ways will also contribute to the 
importance of wise planning. 
Municipal and industrial water supply. Population 
increase of the Willamette Basin has been accompanied in 
recent decades by rapid urban and industrial growth for 
the most part in the four urban areas of the Willamette 
Valley. 
Municipal water requirements are steadily intensi-
fying in two ways. First, absolute numbers of users are 
increasing. Second, the per capita consumption of water is 
in a continuous upward trend. Figure D-6 expresses the 
D Rural Domestic 
1P'f.!I Municipal 
200 -
o 
1960 1980 
trend toward ever-greater per capita consumption for both 
municipal and rural domestic water users. According to 
this data, taken from WBC Study Appendix H, page III-7, 
per capita consumption on an annual basis will jump from 
65,700 gallons per municipal user in 1960 to some 77,200 
gallons in 1980. In 2020 consumption is projected to be 
about 87,600 gallons annually per capita. 
Most municipal and industrial water requirements 
are met by the use of surface water resources. Ground-
water is used in more than half of the basin's municipal 
water resource developments but accounts for only 10 
percent of the people served. Portland, Salem, Corvallis-
Albany, and Eugene-Springfield all rely on surface 
sources. It is of interest to note however, that although all 
of these urban areas are adjacent to the Willamette River 
only Corvallis withdraws its water for municipal use, and 
then only to su pplement other sources in the dry summer 
months. 
The industrial base of the Willamette Basin is 
predominantly of the types of industry that require both 
quantity and quality of water to a moderate degree. 
Forest-related industries form the main component of 
basin industry types, for there were 293 sawmills, 76 
plywood plants, 49 pulp and paper mills, and 13 particle 
board operations active in the basin in 1964. Food 
2000 2020 
Year 
Figure D-6. Trend of municipal and rural domestic water consumption. 
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industries also contribute heavily to employment and 
value added to the area. 
Municipal and industrial use of basin water has 
contributed greatly to pollution. Until the last decade, 
organic wastes have been released into the Willamette 
River by municipalities and industries with little treat-
ment having taken place. In recent years this problem has 
improved considerably through the increasing use of 
primary, secondary, and tertiary treatment facilities. 
Figure D-7 shows the affect of pollution reduction proce-
dures on organic wastes removal stated in popUlation 
equivalents (P.E. 's). The magnitude of pulp and paper 
waste matter is apparent but a high proportion of it is 
removed through treatment. In the middle and upper 
segments of the Willamette Valley, food industries also 
discharge considerable amounts of organic waste in the 
river. These industries require water that is relatively 
unpolluted and must be expected to avoid negatively 
altering water quality through their use of it. 
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Figure D-7. The major sources of organic wastes and the 
effectiveness of abatement actions along the 
Willamette River. 
Irrigation. The Willamette Valley has a long history 
of agricultural development. The famous Oregon Trail led 
settlers to the rich soils of the Willamette Valley and other 
areas of the Oregon Territory. Until 1848 the Oregon 
Territory was the main stimulus to the settlement of the 
American Far West, but in that year the discovery of gold 
in California turned many settlers from their route to the 
Willamette Valley and compelled thousands of others to 
leave their homes to resettle in the Sacramento Valley. 
Still, the gold rush was a blessing to people of the 
Willamette Valley as is attested to by the fact that an 
1855 shipment of Willamette Valley apples was sold in 
California for a profit of $20 to $30 a bushel (Highsmith, 
1972, p. 8). 
The Willamette Valley receives approximately 40 
inches of precipitation annually but only about 9 inches 
from April through September. Consequently, agricultural 
development of many valuable crops depends upon the 
availability of irrigation water in the dry summer. This 
absolute need for irrigation of most crops is partially 
responsible for the Willamette Valley pioneering the use 
of sprinkler irrigation systems. The importance of irriga-
tion to the valley is also made evident by the fact that 
virtlJally every existing and authorized federal reservoir in 
the Willamette Basin has a portion of its storage assigned 
to irrigation use. 
Sixty percent of the water used for irrigation in 
Willamette Basin is drawn from surface sources. Coupled 
with the fact that irrigated acreage had expanded from 
77,000 acres in 1949, to roughly 250,000 acres in 1964, 
this has meant that additional demands for irrigation 
water have rapidly occurred. The predicted growth of 
irrigated acreage to 430,000, 850,000, and 1,000,000 
acres in 1980, 2000, and 2020, respectively (WBC Study, 
Main Report) is based on three factors: 1) The basin has 
over 1,700,000 acres of good quality irrigable land; 2) 
high quality water resources are available; 3) local interest 
in irrigation development is strong. 
Irrigation is a highly consumptive use of water. This, 
plus the fact that heavily applied chemical fertilizers, 
herbicides, and pesticides are sources of water quality 
impairment, may make the above acreage predictions 
somewhat optimistic . 
Navigation. The commercial navigation occurring in 
Willamette Basin is confined almost exclusively to the 
Willamette River. Table D-2 reveals a great deal about the 
trends of navigation above Portland over a decade of time. 
The kind of transported material, for example, is bulky in 
character with low value per unit of weight. Principal 
products are sand, gravel, and crushed stone, and rafted 
logs and piling. While total annual tonnage has averaged 
about 4,000,000 tons from 1954-1964, the total tonnage 
passing upstream or downstream through Willamette Falls 
Locks has been only ahout 20-25 percent of that total. 
Comparison of total river tonnage above Portland to 
total tonnage passing through the locks at Willamette Falls 
indicates that different stretches of Willamette River are 
used to quite different extents for navigation. In fact, 
three distinct navigable (in the commercial sense) stream 
reaches can be identified. The first of these is the Portland 
Harbor river sector that extends from the mouth of tile 
Willamette River to 14 miles upstream. In most of this 
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Table D-2. Commerce on Willamette River above Portland (in thousands of tons, and rounded to nearest thousand). 
Rafted Sand, Gravel Total 
Logs and Wood Paper Petroleum and Crushed Waste Wil. 
Year Piling Pulp Products Products Limestone Stone Materials Othera Totalb Falls 
1954 2,395 26 181 202 88 1,111 63 123 4,109 1,597 
1955 2,358 22 203 169 110 1,313 101 112 4,290 1,431 
1956 2,783 16 206 174 9 1,468 118 73 4,848 1,178 
1957 1,961 7 201 15 10 1,153 167 63 3,578 1,795 
9 1958 1,782 
-
11 187 22 9 1,143 169 49 3,374 958 
0 
1959 1,976 16 208 26 9 1,226 210 52 3,724 1,088 
1960 1,831 16 223 39 10 1,615 187 143 4,065 1,092 
1961 1,637 12 284 45 10 1,849 200 137 4,173 1,103 
1962 1,410 9 406 38 91 1,580 197 91 3,822 1,247 
1963 1,394 8 352 14 293 2,145 247 153 4,604 1,184 
1964 1,753 8 268 12 331 2,178 273 137 4,958 1,091 
alncluded are pulpwood, building cement, clays and earths, sulfur, chemicals, manufactured goods, and other commodities in minor amounts. 
(Source: WBTF, Main Report, p. 1-13) 
bTotals do not match annual running totals due to rounding of figures. 
portion of the river a 40-foot channel depth is maintained 
for deep-draft navigation by ocean-going vessels, and a 
channel width up to 1900 feet is maintained for 
maneuvering and docking. Portland is the ninth-ranking 
seaport in the nation and third-ranking on the Pacific 
Coast. 
From Portland upstream to Oregon City a minimum 
channel depth of 8 feet is maintained. The size of boats 
using the watercourse is greatly diminished from that of 
those in the harbor area but a variety of tugs, barges, and 
pleasure craft are active on it. At Oregon City a major 
natural obstruction to navigation occurs in the form of 
Willamette Falls, but is bypassed with a system of Jocks. 
These locks, however, are inadequate and considerations 
are being made for their replacement with locks that are 
more efficient. 
From Oregon City to Corvallis a shallow channel of 
2.5-3.5 feet is maintained, and from Corvallis to Harris-
burg snagging work is done. This upper reach of the 
Willamette should be favorably affected by the state's 
intent to maintain a minimum flow, through low-flow 
augmentation, that would allow a channel up to 8 feet 
deep to extend to Albany. 
As exemplified by the foregoing problems the 
Willamette Basin possessed numerous serious water-related 
problems at the time of the Willamette Basin StUdy. The 
only critical problem, however, was that of properly 
preparing a plan that would reveal what to do on a 
comprehensive basis, how to do it, and when. 1 Such a 
plan would require recognition of the interconnectivity of 
water uses. For example, to solve flood control would be 
to magnify other problems beyond reasonable limits. Each 
function must be considered as a component of the basin 
water system and developed accordingly. Thoughtful 
planning was essential. 
Planning In The Willamette River Basin 
Like many areas in the United States, the Willam-
ette Basin has undergone rapid settlement and develop-
ment in the past century. Consequently, planning has 
been important in the development, conservation, and 
preservation of basin land and water resources. It is a 
tribute to the people of the Willamette Basin that concern 
for sensible development has been accompanied by plans 
to attain such an end. 
Development of water resources in the Willamette 
Basin from as early as 1930 should be viewed as part of a 
continuous planning activity. In the particular case of the 
Willamette River, for example, plans and resulting de-
I Basin electric power needs are indeed critical in regard to 
the near future but the solutions to this problem clearly are to be 
found in importation of power and the problem is thus regional in 
context. 
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velopment have been commonly referred to within the 
context of a "Willamette River Project" that has existed 
through four decades and is continuing. Through the 
years, the expansion of project goals has been continuous 
in order to include changing needs of the people of the 
basin. Some of the most important influences upon such 
expansion follow. 
The River and Harbor Act of 1927. This public law 
called for "general plans for the most effective improve-
ment of navigable streams and their tributaries for the 
purpose of navigation and the prosecution of such 
improvement in combination with the most efficient 
development of the potential water power, the control of 
floods, and the needs of irrigation." These general plans 
were referred to as "308 Reports" because of the number 
to be prepared under the Act. White (1952) stated that 
the act, with its accompanying 308 reports, "became a 
point of departure for river basis development in the 
United States." 
The affect of the River and Harbor Act on the 
Willamette River Project was at least threefold, for it: 1) 
Identified navigatiol~, flood control, hydropower, and 
irrigation as legally recognized functions that were to be 
included in any development program in whatever com-
bination was deemed practical;2) called for all functions 
to be incorporated into a single plan; and 3) made it 
necessary for federal entities that had developed along 
separate lines to better coordinate for planning purposes. 
The North Pacific Division, U. S. Army Corps of 
Engineers. The Corps of Engineers has long been the most 
influential government agency dealing with water 
resources development in the Willamette Basin. Its closest 
competitor, the Bureau of Reclamation, runs a distant 
second. Reports of continuous planning and evaluating, 
made to Congress by the Corps at frequent intervals, has 
been largely resonsible for the "continuous project" 
attitude that prevails in Willamette Basin. 
A brief review of four such reports will reveal both 
the continuous project idea and the changing role of 
planning as problems and needs expanded through time. 
The four reports to be considered are from the years 
1932,1938,1948, and 1958.2 
The 1932 report to Congress by the Corps of 
Engineers (House Document 263, 72nd Congress, 1 st 
Session. Willamette River) recognized the four uses 
required under the River and Harbor Act, but navigation 
was clearly the favored function. The report conclusions 
stated: 
Navigation is the most important use of the 
Willamette between its mouth and Eugene. No 
2The Willamette Basin Comprehensivc Study, itself, origi-
nated through a review study assigned to the Corps in 1961 by the 
Senate Public Works Committee for the purpose of updating and 
combining plans that datcd back to the 1930's. 
power or irrigation development which would cause 
the low-water flow in this stretch of the river to be 
diminished should be permitted. 
The only power development in this part of the 
river which would directly benefit navigation is that 
in connection with an increase in the height of the 
power dam at Willamette Falls. 
Additional improvement of the channel between 
the mouth of the Willamette River and Eugene 
would require, in general, structures serving naviga-
tion alone, although some incidental benefit would 
accrue from storage in the tributaries in the interest 
of power. 
Further improvement of the tributaries of Will am-
eUe River by works for navigation alone or in 
conjunction with power or irrigation is unwarranted. 
l!easible power sites exist on the main tributaries. 
Some of these are in course of development; others 
will be developed as thc market for power warrants. 
There is no flood problem on the Willamette of 
sufficient magnitude to necessitate formulation of a 
general plan for flood control. 
Irrigation of about 500,000 acres in the Wiilam-
ette Valley by gravity diversions from the tributaries 
of Willamette River appears economically possible 
and could be accomplished without detriment to 
navigation if proper storage of the high-water flows 
of the tributaries were provided. 
Preoccupation with navigation of the 1932 report is 
clear when compared to the 1938 report by the same 
agency. (House Document 544. 75th Congress, 3rd 
Session, Willamette River and Tributaries.) 
Conclusions - Further improvement of the non-
tidal section of the Willamette River is advisable in 
the interest of general commerce and navigation. 
There is urgent need for additional protection 
against floods in the Willamette Valley. Rainfall in 
the Willamette Valley is deficient during the growing 
season, and provisions for supplemental irrigation on 
a larger scale should be made in order to bring abou t 
full development of large agricultural resources 
valuable from the national standpoint. Stream pollu-
tion is fast becoming a problem calling for remedial 
action. Power development is not now needed but 
provisions should be made at this time to insure full 
realization of power resources in the future. The cost 
of adequate independent improvements to meet 
these various needs will exceed the benefits in each 
case, but improvement in the combined interest of 
navigation and flood control, with due regard to 
provision of water for irrigation, stream purification 
and future power development as outlined in this 
report, for the initial development under a co-
ordinated plan of water conservation appears to be 
practicable and economically feasible. It is believed 
that the United States would be justified in under-
taking such improvement provided suitable cooper-
ation on the part of local interests is forthcoming. If 
this improvement is carried out, adequate facilities 
for navigation will be afforded, the ever-present 
danger of great loss of life and property from the 
recurrence of a major flood will be eliminated, and 
the ground work will be laid for the orderly 
development of irrigation and power as warranted by 
economic and financial conditions. 
In the second report multiple-purpose, integrated 
development concepts are apparent, although hind-sight 
shows it, too, to be short-sighted regarding the importance 
of navigation and the ease with which "the ever-present 
danger of great loss of life and property from thl 
recurrence of a major flood will be eliminated." Neverthe-
less, the additional stress on flood control, the recognition 
of need for pollution abatement, provisions for future 
power development, and the call for such development to 
occur under a coordinated plan illustrates significant 
progress in attitude and awareness by the Corps. 
The Willamette Basin Project Committee, Willam-
ette River Basin Commission, and State Water Resources 
Board. A major stimulant to increased awareness of the 
need for multiple-use planning was the origin of a 
non-governmental citizens committee in 1935, with repre-
sentatives of all counties of the basin included. This 42 
member committee was to serve as a liaison between the 
public and state and federal agencies in coordinating 
development programs within Willamette Basin. Named 
the "Willamette Basin Project Committee," it was and still 
is comprised of voluntary participants with no economic 
ties to either state or federal government. 
From its inception the Willamette Basin Project 
Committee was an effective source of public input to 
water resource planning and development activities. It has 
served as a sounding board from which planners can 
determine public attitudes and desires. Its success has 
been due to its dynamic leadership. For example, the first 
Willamette Basin Project Committee Chairman, Douglas 
McKay, later became Governor of Oregon and then went 
on to become Secretary of Interior in 1953. 
Legally the Willamette Basin Project Committee is 
without power to force or enforce, but it has strength 
through its group voice and well organized associated 
interest groups. In 1939, to strengthen the position of the 
principles held by the Willamette Basin Project Com-
mittee, the Willamette River Basin Commission, an official 
Oregon State governmental agency, was also formed. The 
Willamette River Basin Commission possessed authority to 
deal with federal agencies in behalf of the State of 
Oregon. 
In 1955, Willamette River Basin Commission was 
expended in authority and retitled the State Water 
Resources Board. Its responsibility was then identified as 
being "to formulate state water resources policy and 
devise plans and programs for the development of, and to 
encourage, promote and secure the maximum beneficial 
use of the state's water resources" (Oregon Revised 
Statute 536.220. Policy). 
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Continuing advancement of the Willamette Basin 
project is indicated in a 1948 Corps report to Congress 
concerning a plan of improvement for the WiIlamette 
Basin (House Document 531, 81 st Cogress, 2nd Session. 
Columbia River and Tributaries). The summarization of 
the plan says: 
The primary accomplishments of the plan of 
improvement will be the control of floods and 
solution of major drainage problems. After the flood 
season, stored water will be released in a manner best 
suited to provide increased depths for navigation, for 
generation of hydroelectric power, and for the several 
conservative uses, namely: irrigation, potable water 
supply, and reduction of stream pollution in the 
interests of fish conservation, public recreation, and 
public health. 
Further studies and investigations also are proposed 
of projects designed to further reduce flood 
damages, more fully develop the hydroelectric po-
tentialities, increase the supply of irrigation water, 
reclaim lands suffering from adverse drainage, pre-
serve and protect fish life, and to reestablish and 
maintain the natural ground cover in Willamette 
River Basin. 
The 1948 report expressed widening concern for 
additional water resource-related problems in the specific 
cases of potable water supplies, reclamation of lands 
suffering from poor drainage, maintenance of natural 
ground cover, fish conservation, and recreation. Such 
concern for development of the Willamette's water is 
expanded upon again a decade later when the 1958 
Willamette plan review was completed in connection with 
a plan for Columbia Basin resource development (House 
Document 403, 87th Congress, 2nd Session, Columbia 
River and Tributaries). In summarizing the general fea-
tures of the latest plan the Corps stated: 
The modified plan for comprehensive develop-
ment presented herein provides for utilization of the 
water resources of the Willamette River Basin to the 
maximum extent now practicable. Upon completion 
of the authorized and proposed additional elements 
of this plan, a major part of the present annual flood 
damage will be eliminated; adequate facilities will be 
provided for navigation; and supplies of water will be 
made available for irrigation, domestic use, power 
production, fish life, pollution abatement, recrea-
tion, and other uses. With reservoir control, the 
authorized plan of channel improvements will make 
possible, either directly or supplemented by the 
auxiliary interior improvements by local interests, 
the effective drainage and usc of large areas of land 
now inadequately drained. Upon completion of the 
modit1ed comprehensive plan, a considerable amount 
of residual flood damages will still remain, for which 
adequate control by reservoirs or levees, or a 
combination of both, is not now feasible under 
conditions of development anticipated during the 
life of such projects. Further improvement will be 
necessary to provide adequate channel capacities 
below several of the reservoirs in order to permit 
optimum flood control operation. Future develop-
ment is expected to create new economic values and 
needs which may make the construction of addi-
tional flood control storage and supplemental facili-
ties economically feasible. The improvements 
contained in the modified comprehensive plan would 
develop only a portion of the potential hydro-
electric capabilities of the basin and a number of 
power sites have been investigated which have not 
been recommended. As in the case of flood control 
improvements, development of these sites is not now 
feasible, but at some future date additional power 
developments in the Willamette River Basin may be 
justified. Certain multiple-purpose reservoirs may 
become feasible at some future date when increased 
economic development has created demand for relief 
from residual flood damages. These reservoirs would 
have considerable flood control effect on the respec-
tive tributaries and some would make available addi-
tional supplies of water for irrigation and other uses. 
Accumulatively, these tributary reservoirs would 
have an appreciable flood-reducing effect on the 
main Willamette River below the mouth of Long 
Tom River and are included in the comprehensive 
plan as possible future projects for ultimate develop-
ment of the water resources of the Willamette River 
Basin. 
By 1958 the major water-related needs of the 
Willamette Basin, if not all incorporated in the planning 
process, were at least identified. The process of identifI-
cation and incorporation had, however, been fragmented 
and less than well coordinated. It was time to bring a 
unified comprehensive attack to problem solving in the 
Willamette Basin. 
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The Willamette Basin Comprehensive 
Study in Retrospect 
A pioneering effort 
In November, 1961, the Senate Public Works 
Committee passed a resolution assigning the North Pacific 
Division, U. S. Army Corps of Engineers to undertake a 
review study of past planning in the Willamette Basin for 
water resources development purposes. From the study an 
updated plan of development would be formulated. 
Two factors compelled the Oregon State Water 
Resources Board to request that such a review study be 
expanded to include as many other governmental agencies 
as could be authorized and funded to participate (Lane, 
1973). First, any such plan would necessarily require 
involvement by numerous agencies if its benefits were to 
be maximized. Their manpower, money, and knowledge 
would lend to a more thorough and detailed analysis. 
Second, successful planning activities leading to the Rogue 
River Project had recently been conducted by the Corps 
with other agencies providing voluntary input (Gustafson, 
1973). 
The precise institutional arrangement by which 
necessary coordination and leadership of such a grouping 
of participants would be developed was not considered but 
it appears that all involved parties expected the Corps of 
Engineers to assume the lead agency role and the other 
agencies would simply provide input (Lane, 1973). The 
Columbia Basin Interagency Committee, comprised of 
representatives from federal departments, commissions 
and administrations and charged with coordinating the 
study, rejected the "lead agency" approach preferring 
instead to have it chaired by the State of Oregon. 
At the point of commencement of the Willamette 
Basin Comprehensive Study there was apparently little 
experience among the participants in planning on a 
basin-wide scale in combination with interagency involve-
ment. There were no specific guidelines to follow 
al though the ad hoc Water Resources Council did provide 
some general directives. Later, in 1965, Public Law 89-80 
established the Water Resources Council and laid down 
more specific guidelines for the Willamette Basin Compre-
hensive Study to follow, but this was in the midstream of 
planning. 
Neither were there many meaningful precedents to 
borrow from, for every water resources plan is unique 
ra ther than typical and th us river basin planning is 
somewhat of a "one-of-a-kind" problem. Specific relevant 
experience that can be transferred from one planning 
experience to any other is limited. 
New social attitudes were also to have a striking 
impact on the study. The words "environment," "ecol-
ogy ," and "ecosystem" were not unknown in 1963, but 
the fervor with which they were used by the end of the 
study increased many fold. The demand for outdoor 
water-related recreation also greatly exceeded the ex-
pected demand. Changing priorities such as these caused 
discomfort to the planning people in the latter stages of 
plan preparation. 
Water-related legislation was unusually active in the 
decade in question. Of particular importance was Senate 
Resolution 48, of the 86th Congress, which authorized a 
Select Committee on National Water Resources to con-
duct studies on water resource needs of the nation. The 
exact goal of the Select Committee was to determine: 
... the extent to which water resources activities in 
the United States arc related to the national interest, 
and of the extent and character of water resources 
activities, both governmental and nongovernmental, 
that can be expected to be required to provide the 
quantity and quality of water for use by the 
popUlation, agriculture, and industry between the 
present time and 1980, along with suitable provision 
for related recreation and fish and wildlife values, to 
the end that such studies and the recommendations 
based thereon may be available to the Senate in 
considering water resources policies for the future. 
The Select Committee called for the preparation of 
comprehensive river basin plans to be prepared in all areas 
of the nation and for completion of such plans by 1970. 
It further recommended that states be active participants 
in planning and that periodic water supply and demand 
outlook assessments be made for the purpose of updating 
needed conservation and development of river basins 
water and land resources. While the influence of the Select 
Committee's recommendations on the Willamette Basin 
Study is not measurable, it was most certainly significant. 
A comprehensive study was made with the State of 
Oregon playing a major role in its formulation. 
During the planning effort there were several other 
pieces of important legislation passed. Among those of 
greatest significance to the Willamette Study were the 
Water Resources Research Act, 1964; the Water Project 
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Recreation Act, 1965; the Water Resources Planning Act, 
1965; the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, 1968; and the 
National Environmental Policy Act, 1969 (NEPA). The 
final Act listed has been viewed as a Magna Carta for 
environmentalists. 
The Willamette Basin Comprehensive Study, for the 
above stated reasons and others, was a pioneering effort in 
river basin planning. Its participants found themselves to be 
constantly groping for solid ground to plan upon, for 
there were few adequate past precedents to borrow from 
and societal changes were channeling new courses for 
water resources planning to follow at the same time that 
the Willamette Basin Task Force was planning to satisfy 
old ones. In addition, new legislation was being fed into 
the Willamette Basin Study without sufficient clarity of 
purpose and with amending activities keeping the study 
off balance. The question of water quality arising from 
passage of the Water Quality Act of 1965 and the 1966 
amendment thereto, for example, did not clearly reveal 
the course expected of the WBC Study. In fact the 
Federal Water Pollution Control Administration itself 
could not give adequate direction in this regard. In task 
force meetings held April 19, 1966, and March 21, 1969, 
the task force expressed concern and confusion for 
dealing with water quality considerations. 
OrganizinK to plan 
A Willamette Basin Task Force (WBTF) was formed 
in 1963 to guide the study to completion. The task force 
determined that the development of a "comprehensive" 
plan was its ultimate objective (WBTF Meeting, 3/15/63), 
and that the plan would "provide for the best uses of 
resources to meet needs (WBCS, "M," p. 1-2)." The study 
was envisioned as requiring four general steps (WBTF Mtg. 
3/15/63), namely: 1) Define data, needs, and potentials; 
2) inventory plans and proposals; 3) plan formulation; 4) 
present the formulated plans to the people. 
The plan would necessarily contain solutions and 
alternative solutions to identified problems within prac-
tical means. To this end the task force accepted the 
proposition that: 
The objective of the study is to formulate, for the 
basin, a plan of water and related land resource 
development which, within the limits of available 
resources and potentials, will modify and expand the 
existing system of projects to meet all foreseeable 
short- and long-term needs. Such a plan will embody 
existing, authorized, and potential projects and 
programs, by Federal, State, and local entities. It will 
provide for the best control and use, or combination 
of uses, consistent with private development and to 
the degree indicated by judgment and economic 
considerations, of the water and related land 
resources of the basin. Consideration will be given to 
development, management, and preservation of 
resources, but the well-being of all of the people will 
be a determinant in selection of the nature and 
degree of services to be provided. The study will 
include the development of a framework plan as a 
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long-range guide to the nature and timing of con-
tinuing action programs for water and related land 
resource development. It will also include recom-
mendations for project modifications, construction 
of justifiable projects, and continuation and/or 
adoption of justifiable programs, required in the 10-
to IS-year period following review study 
completion. 
Organizational structure. Figure D-8 shows the 
structure of organization followed in the Willamette Basin 
Comprehensive Study (also frequently referred to herein-
after as the WBC Study). At the top of the line of 
organization was the Columbia Basin Interagency Com-
mittee (CBlAC) until 1967, and the Pacific Northwest 
River Basins Commission thereafter. The "board-of-
directors" for the study, the Willamette Basin Task Force 
(V"1TF), was next. The task force was comprised of a 
chairman appointed by the State of Oregon, represen-
tatives of six federal departments - Army, Agriculture, 
Interior, Commerce, Labor, Health Education and Welfare 
-and the Federal Power Commission with the exception 
of the chairing entity, the task force membership closely 
adheres to the groups that comprised the ad hoc Water 
Resources Counci and were probably included for that 
reason. 
A technical staff comprised of representatives of 
Army, Agriculture, Interior, and Oregon served as the link 
between the Task Force and 13 Appendix Committees. 
Additionally, there was a report writer and a plan 
formulator who were directly responsible to the task force 
but who were also closely involved with the technical 
staff. 
Group roles of the participants. The actual physical 
input to the WBC Study by CBIAC goes little beyond 
determining that the expected lead agency approach 
would be replaced by the chairmanship of the State of 
Oregon and the use of CBIAC's representative as task 
force secretary in the first two years of task force 
meetings. Its role in coordination of the WBC Study 
extended only to the point that it requested the study be 
somewhat compatible with indirectly related studies, such 
as the regional Columbia-North Pacific Study and the 
Puget Sound Study. No evidence has been found of 
CBIAC directly relating to any WBIF guidelines in regard 
to coordination procedures within the study itself. 
As the replacement of CBIAC, the Pacific North-
west River Basins Commission was of little more influ-
ence. The minutes of the WBTF Meeting on June 19, 
1967, relate that, "The individual members of the Task 
Force present agreed as to the lack of necessity for a 
coordinator (from the Commission). However, it was 
mentioned that what he could do is listen and not 
interfere." This statement was made in respect to the 
advanced stage of the study and the extent of commit-
ment toward a particular course in completing it at tile 
time of PNRBC's origin. 
I 
Columbia Basin Interagency Committee 
until 1967, then .•.• 
Pacific Northwest River Basins Commission 
~villamette Basin Task Force 
Plan Formulator Technical Staff Report Writer 
Appendices 
A. Study Area G. Land Measures and Watershed 
B. Hydrology Protection 
C. Economic Base H. M&I Water Supply 
D. Fish & Wildlif'e I. Navigation 
E. Flood Control J. Power 
F. Irrigation K. Recreation 
L. Water Pollution Control 
Figure 0-8, Structure of organization of Willamette Basin Comprehensive Study. 
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The PNRBC was called upon by the task force, 
however, for clarification of newly handed down guide-
lines from the Water Resources Council and also for 
difficult questions concerning how to deal with power 
production and water quality. The commission was not 
able to adequately resolve the two questions in point. 
It was the legal responsibility of the PNRBC to 
conduct a field review of the study prior to submittal of it 
to Congress. The timing of its entry into the planning 
effort precluded its having significant influence upon the 
final product when the review was made. 
The Willamette Basin Task Force was composed of 
eight individuals, all committed to fuJI-time professional 
responsibilities in addition to their participation as task 
force members in the Willamette Study. Some of these 
men were acquainted on a first name basis, yet as 
representatives of different government bodies they felt 
uncomfortable working together at the outset. The former 
task force chairman summarized the general atmosphere 
at that time by saying: "We were like stray dogs thrown 
into the same pen" (Lane, 1973). 
Leadership and coordination of the study were the 
responsibility of the task force. Satisfaction of the 
questions of what to do and how to do it, whether 
directly or through delegated authority, was the responsi-
bility of the task force. 
The technical staff, originally referred to as the 
Outline-Schedule Team, had the role of coordinating the 
political decisions made by the task force with the 
nuts-and-bolts plan preparation activities of the appendix 
committees. Through the course of the study, the main 
concern of the technical staff was getting appendix 
committees to work cooperatively and to conform to time 
schedules for appendix completion. It was singularly 
responsible for the Plan Formulation Appendix. The 
report writer and plan formulator were to compliment the 
general efforts of the technical staff through the specific 
role of detailed work in literature preparation and, in the 
case of the latter, describing the basis for plan 
formulation. 
The final components of the Willamette Study were 
the appendix committees. Each appendix committee was 
to study a particular phenomenon of consequence to 
development in the Willamette Basin. The specific study 
role is given in Figure D-9. Each committee was told by 
the task force to maximize its study assignment without 
regard to any other function (Lane, 1973). The conse-
quences of this approach to data accumulation and 
eventual plan formulation will be discussed later. 
Each appendix was prepared through an open forum 
approach in which any interested agency could partici-
pate. Chairmanship, however, was confined to the agency 
most properly related to the function being considered. 
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The influence of individual entities within groU1Js. 
There was little inherent compatibility of purpose among 
WBC Study participants. The entrepreneurial tendencies 
of each agency were not to be set aside readily by any 
participating group, nor could they be with the source of 
authority to do so resting outside of the task force. 
Competitors were sharing a common objective, a plan for 
the basin, but each had their own way of doing things and 
some had certain vested interests to protect. 
Much of the difficulty faced by the WBTF was 
directly related to interagency competition or agency 
domination. This is shown in the fact that of the eight 
groups represented on the task force, only four were in 
attendance regularly. The others either felt that they had 
little at stake and thus little to gain through participation 
or they recognized that the power structure in the task 
fOl ce did not include them. In the case of the Federal 
Power Commission, its representative stated that it was a 
matter of too many commitments outside of the WBC 
Study to adequately participate in task force meetings 
(WBTF Meeting, July 6,1964). It obviously did not have 
as many marbles in the ring as, for example, did the 
Department of Interior. Whatever the reasons for poor 
attendance by some parties, the fact remains that the four 
with considerable interest and influence in planning 
and/or actual project construction werx_ always present, 
while the four who were not as committed to water 
resources development were often absent. Table D-3 
shows the attendance by each task force member for 
those meetings for which a public record is available. 
The Departments of Army, Agriculture, and In-
terior, and the Oregon State Water Resources Board were 
the most influential for several reasons. First, as noted 
earlier, these main four groups had the most at stake in 
terms of projects and programs. Second, the expertise in 
dealing with water resources development was centered in 
them. Third, because of their large commitment to such 
development the three federal entities had superior 
manpower and resources to contribute to the study. 
Finally, funds for participation were likely harder to 
obtain by the other task force members because of 
priorities determined by their functions. 
Domination by the main four is also evident at 
lower levels of study participation. A brief glance at the 
"technical staff' portion of Figure D-9 shows it to be 
comprised of those parties. In addition, the plan formu-
lator was from the Army. All key positions within the 
study organization were thus filled by representatives of 
these four. 
The ] 3 resource and functional appendices further 
illustrate the domination of the WBC Study by the main 
four. Ten of the appendices were chaired from the 
beginning by these entities, and two of the remaining 
three later came under Interior chairmanship when that 
department became responsible for Federal Water Pollu-
tion Control Administration activities. 
Appendix 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
Title 
Study Area 
Hydrology 
Economic Base 
Fish & Wildlife 
Flood Control 
Irrigation 
Land Measures & 
Watershed Protection 
M&I Water Supply 
Navigation 
Power 
Recreation 
Chaired by 
Oregon State Water Resources 
Board 
U.S. Geological Survey 
Corps of Engineers 
Bureau Spt. Fish & Wildlife 
Corps of Engineers 
Bureau of Reclamation 
Soil Conservation Service 
Federal Water Pollution 
Control Administration 
Corps of Engineers 
Bonneville Power Adm. 
I 
J 
K 
L 1.\fa ter PoIlu tion Control 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
Federal Water Pollution 
M 
A 
D 
G 
J 
Figure D-9. Study assignments. 
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* Army M 
** Interior agency when study 
began. 
* Army, Interior, Agric., and OSWRB 
are formally recognized as plan 
formulation team but actual 
formulator-writer was the Army 
Task Force member. 
Table D-3. Attendance at task force meeting by task force members (X = absent). 
Meeting HEW FPC Agric. SWRB Int. Com. Army Labor 
3/01/63 X 
1/30/64 X X X 
7/06/64 X 
10/08/64 X X 
1/15/65 X 
2/15/65 X X X 
11/23/65 X X 
12/15/~5 X X 
3/23/ 6 
4/19/66 X X 
5/03/66 X 
5/11/66 X X 
6/02/66 X X 
6/07/66 X X 
6/22/66 X X 
7/13/66 X X X 
8/11/66 X X 
9/22/66 X X 
10/18/66 X 
12/15/66 
1/12/67 X 
2/24/67 X X X 
3/23/67 X X 
5/03/67 X X 
5/11/67 X X 
6/19/67 X X X X 
8/08/67 X X 
9/21/67 X X X X 
11/09/67 X X 
11/30/67 X X X 
1/03/68 X X X 
2/01/68 X X 
2/15/68 X X 
3/26/68 X X X 
4/18/68 X X X 
5/16/68 X X X 
6/20/68 X X 
7/15/68 X X 
8/05/68 X X 
8/22/68 X 
10/04/68 X 
10/30/68 X X X 
12/04/68 X X 
1/10/69 X X 
1/20/69 X X 
2/11/69 X X 
3/05/69 X X X X 
3/21/69 X X 
4/17/69 X X X 
4/29/69 X X X 
6/06/69 X X X 
6/12/69 X X 
7/10/69 
7/29/69 X X 
8/12/69 X X X 
9/16/69 X X 
10/09/69 X X X 
12/16/69 X X 
3/02/70 X 
7/08/70 X 
8/11/70 X X 
8/25/70 X X X X 
11/02/70 X X X 
2/08/71 X X X X 
5/20/71 X X X 
Totals 
65 20 17 2 0 0 47 0 55 
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